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FOREWORD

The 1991 Active Materials and Adaptive Structures Conference in Alexandria,
Virginia, was held to address the explosion in both theory and application of recent
and ongoing developments in smart, intelligent, or adaptive structures. The hope was
to provide an outlet for significant developments of these maturing technologies and
for their applications to be made accessible to a broad interdisciplinary community.
The many areas of intelligent systems and smart structures incorporating active
materials are now emerging rapidly as an exciting broad-based discipline that has
already grown to include major areas of research and development. These include
extensive ongoing R&D programs in filament sensors including: many fiber-optic
based devices; ferroelectric, shape memory, and electro-rheological-based sensors
and actuators; hybrid composites incorporating inherent sensing and actu-ition;
biomimetics; micromachines; adaptive optics; and many others.

This volume contains a broad spectrum of theoretical, developmental, and
applicational studies in intelligent materials and smart structures. For example, a wide
variety of approaches to sensing and actuation are discussed that exploit the many
recent developments in active materials. Such research and development activities
are currently taking place in universities, industry, and government laboratories-
all of which were substantially represented at the AMAS meeting. Many possible
applications of these technologies are described that include already emerging
applications in underwater vehicle technology, aircraft systems, smart munitions, civil
engineering, biomedical, robotics, and space platforms. These technologies offer
the potential of substantial advances in areas such as precision structures, damage
assessment/health monitoring, adaptive optics, advanced avionics, and adaptive space
structures ensuring both enhanced and more reliable systems.

The success of the AMAS Conference was due to the kind support received from
the American Defense Preparedness Association, the Institute of Physics, and the
various government agencies and agency representatives who lent their prestige and
financial support. I would particularly like to thank Richard Claus, Andrew Crowson,
Peter Dean, Bruce Holt, James Kelly, Jerry Newsome, Pamela Reiý and Ben Wada for
their support and encouragement.

Gareth J Knowles
Grumman Corporation
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A multiaxis isolation system for the French Earth observation satellite's
magnetic bearing reaction wheel

By
D. Cunningham, P. Davis, and F. Schmitt

1-loneywell Inc., Satellite Systems Operation; Glendale, Arizona

ABSTRACT: The design and testing of a six degree of freedom isolation system using viscous

damping is presented. To avoid interactions with the reaction wheel's magnetic bearing and

output torque control loops, an isolation system is required to provide very specific and tightly

controlled values for the natural frequency and damping (Q) in all degrees of freedom. I.owA

natural frequency requirements and launch loads, together with 1-G testability, require the

isolators to be capable of unusually large deflections. Analysis shows that the combination of

requirements can be met with a symmetric arrangement of three isolator pairs- a hexapod.

A prototype system has been fabricated. A design description and test results are included.

1.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The function of the isolator is to reduce vibration transmission from the reaction wheel to the

spacecraft during orbital operation. It is important that the system not increase loads transmitted from

the spacecraft to the reaction wheel during launch, and is particularly true for certain frequencies.

MATRA, the company responsible for the spacecraft, is pursuing two alternatives to reduce

vibration. The primary approach is to modify the reaction wheel to improve its capability. The

hexapodisolator, a backup system, will be pursued through the system testing of a prototype installed

in a spacecraft.

The isolator system design is shown in Fig. I and its schematic arrangement in Fig. 2. Isolator pairs

are attached to the Y structure, which holds the reaction wheel at a radius R and in a plane containing

its centerof mass. Each isolator is skewed by an angle ot from the Zdirection, with the angle measured

about the line connecting the attachment point and the center of mass. Each isolator has pivots at both

ends; therefore, the loads are essentially axial loads.



#•KQ • Reaction Wheel
Mounting Pads

Base Assembly

Wheel Support
"Y" Structure

FiP'. 1-hlexapod Isolator Sst-m Fig. 2 Symmetrical ilexapod Geometry

The translational range of the isolated reaction wheel determines the axial stroke required at the

isolators. In this application, stops are provided between the base assembly and the Y structure to

limit the motion of each isolator. This hexapod arrangement is a kinematic mount, in that position

i•s neither over- nor under-constrained by the isolators. All loads are determninistic; they may be

calculated from the nominal geometry and the isolator axial stiffness. Alignment is greatlv simplified

a,ý a consequence, and stress due to thermal strain is also eliminated. Fig.3 shows some of the

relationships between system parameters in an X,Y, Z coordinate system and single isolator

parameters. Subscript A denotes the axial direction of an isolator.

Motion allowed by the stops at the isolators was chosen to limit X and Y motions and prevent contact

with adjacent spacecraft components. Stop stiffness was determined to provide a compromise

between the peak deflections under launch conditions and peak impact loads. Isolator requirements

derived from the system level requirements are shown in Fig.4.

System stiffness and damping matrices are diagonal. Therefore, cross coupling will be a second-

order effect, due to asymmetries. For c:.ainple, the system frequency and peaking (Q) requirements

given in Fig.4 were used to derive the individual isolator requirements shown in Fig. 5. The isolator

stiffness (KA), damping constant (CA), and skew angle (0x) \,&ere selected to match the X and Y

translational frequency (f), the X and Y rotational frequency (f,), and the X and Y translational

peaking (Q,).



i Element to System Mounting radius 8.25 in.
Variable =38.3 deg Mounting height 6.22 in.

2 &A Skew angle (alpha) 38.3 deg
X - Y 8X = -r = 1.863 5A Frequency Stiffness 56.5 Ib/in.
Deflection sin(r) Axis (: 5%) 10%) Damping 0.225 lb-s.in.

6A (t __ Stop location 0.175 in.
Z Deflection 5Z = = 1.274 6A X 4 Hz 10 Stop stiffness 5000 lb/in.

cos(a) Stop damping 2.25 lb-s in.

y 4 Hz 10 Launch stroke 0.263 in.
X - Y Force FX = 2 "v-aln(.) FA = 2.147 FA Launch force 440 lb

z ---Hz -- Launch damping force 63 lb
Z Force FZ = 6 cos(a) FA = 4.709 FA Max end-pivot 42 in.-lb, rad

Ox 10 Hz 6 rotational stiffness
X - Y 'KX = 3 sin

2
(', KA = 1.152 KA Min end-pivot 5650 lb in.

Stiffness 44Y 10 Hz < 6 translational stiffness
Min end-pivot rotational 4.5 deg

Z Stiffness KZ= 6 cos
2
(r) KA = 3.695 KZA "Z 7-12Hz Low angle (launch)

Fig. 3 Htexapod Translational Fig. 4 System Fig. 5 MVIA Isolator
Transformations Isolator Requirements Requirements

1.2 OVERALL DESIGN LAYOUT

The primary requirements on the overall design layout were: the isolator system must fit v, ithin the

spacecraft compartments, and use the existing spacecraft and reaction wheel mounting provisions.

No changes to either the spacecraft or the reaction wheel were allowed. For functional reasons, the

isolators' layout geometry must be as close as possible to that determined by the system design.

Fig. I shows the final layout.

To maximize stiffness of the reaction wheel support structure and minimize its weight, a Y shape

chosen with the three isolator pairs attached at the ends near the three reaction wheel mounting pads.

To avoid cross-coupling, the plane of the isolator end pivots must contain the reaction wheel center

of mass, so the Y- structure ends were extended in the Z direction to the level of the attachment points.

To fit in the space between the reaction wheel and the spacecraft compartment, two isolators pairs

were shifted 15' from the nominal 120' spacing and the isolator stems were crossed with one stem

offset. The stops, one for each isolator, are located near the isolator pairs. This arrangement places

the stops in parallel with the isolators, preventing the stop contact forces from passing through the

isolators and the flexures. A base assembly provides the interface between isolator ends and the

spacecraft. The electrical cable across the isolator system has sufficiently low stiffness to not affect

operational performance.
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1.3 ISOLATOR DESIGN

The schematic diagram of an isolator is shown in Fig. 6, with a cross section in Fig. 7. As one end

of the isolator moves with respect to the other, damping takes place through the forcing of fluid

through the annulus between the two chambers. The fluid is sealed in these chambers by metal

bellows, which are also used in the temperature compensator and for a redundant seal over the lower

bellows. No redundant bellows seal is required over the upper bellows, since seals are provided

between the housing components that enclose it. Fluid volume variation with temperature is

compensated for by a spring-loaded piston acting on the damping fluid. A small passage joins the

compensator volume to the main fluid volume at the midpoint of the

annular passage where the fluid pressure remains nearly constant. The k3

damping effect is a linear function of the flow length. Three coil springs

are placed in parallel with the main bellows to obtain the required C k4

stiffness. Their location allows them to be changed easily for fine

adjustment of stiffness. The flexure pivots at each end of the isolator Fiiz. 6 Equivalent Circuit

have two angular degrees of freedom. Since they consist of two bending

elements machined into a solid cylinder at a right-angle, the pivots introduce no friction into the

svstetn. Having relatively low stiffness, the pivots preclude significant bending loads on the isolator.

Fluid -\ Annular Fluid Tuning Spring Compensator Base
t e Passage -asp re-Piston 

O l
' ~~~~Fluid Orn e

Base Rod oCompensator

""eluo Fluid Fluid 
Spring

idP7tIsolatorCrosseCompensator(Ball & Screw ) Upper H ousing

Pivot Co p n ao Ca ...p .......

Atmos ere Empty SpacePio

<Atmospere. eow /f/ -u,\ \ _ . /
Vn Lowe HoerUpprin uin

Redundows CompComensatoo

Bellows Fluid Passage

Fig. 7 Isolator Cross Section
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1.4 PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS

Testing was conducted both at the isolator level and at the system

hexapod level. Isolator testing was carried out by mounting one CLow = 0.24 lb/in./s

end to a rigid mass while the other end was vibrated axially. Force,

deflection, and acceleration were measured; from this data, the K3 = 58 lb/in.

damping coefficient and the spring constants shown in Fig. 6 were

determined. Fig. 8 shows the resulting values. Note that the value

for K, can be varied by substitution of the three coil springs and the

damping coefficient C can be changed significantly by using a Fig. 8. Isolator Test Results

different viscosity damping fluid. Overall, the isolator parameters

are acceptable.

The hexapod isolator system was tested with a dummy mass to represent the reaction wheel.

Transmissibility was measured by mounting the isolator system on a force-measurement table and

introducing a force disturbance at the dummy mass. Thi, \ as done in the X, Y and Z directions. The

transmissibilities determined from these tests are shown in Fig. 9. Although there are differences in

both resonant frequency and transmissibility, they are correctable through spring and damping fluid

viscosity changes. Note that correction would not be required if the application didn't require such

precision.

2 - 2 0-. .

10 10

0 0
-10 -. . -10"-

CD20 A - 20-

-30 1 j3 - 30-

40 'fi : V V:: -40
-50 -so -40I

60 60

1. 100 300 1 10 100 300

Frequency (Hz) Frequency (Hz)

X Translation Transmnissibiliy Z Tr, nslati.,n Transmissibilty

Fig. 9. Measured Transmissibility
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1.5 CONCLUSIONS

At this stagte of the development we can conclude that the performance reqJuirements have been met.

"* All frequency and Q requirements in Figure 4 were satisfied.

"* The ability to fine tune both C and K was demonstrated.
* The use of two degree of freedor, machined flexures was shown to baplcbl to the

hexapod Isolator Concept.

Testingt for thermial/vacuum survival remains to be done and, more importantly, testing, of' the

performance of the reaction wkheel's magnetic bearing and .un control loops while onl the

isolator system.
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Passive damping design for control system stability on the SPICE testbed
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ABSTRACT: The SPICE Testbed is being used to demonstrate a 100-times reduction
in structural line-of-sight jitter. The reduction will be achieved through an integrated
application of active control and passive damping techniques. The primary role of the
passive system is to augment active control stability in the cross-over and spill-over
frequency region by achieving a specified level of damping in certain critical modes. This
paper describes the synthesis approach to the passive damping system and summarizes a
combination of damped struts, constrained-layer treatments, and tuned-mass dampers to
meet the damping objectives. Complex eigensolutions and cross-orthogonality between
the undamped real modes and the damped complex modes were used to verify the
damping design.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SPace Integrated Controls Experiment (SPICE) Testbed brings passive and active
techniques together in an integrated application to a large flexible precision structure. One of
the objectives of the SPICE Program is to demonstrate a factor of 1(X) reduction in root-mean-
square line-of-sight (LOS) jitter in the presence of specified disturbances. Because of the
challenging requirements, active structural control will be used to achieve primary
improvement, with passive damping ensuring a robustly stable system.

This paper presents the system-level passive damping design synthesis process and the
preliminary passive damping design of the SPICE Testbed for control system stability. Three
types of passive damping treatments, damped struts, constrained-layer damping and tuned-
mass dampers, were considered to provide sufficient passive damping to the relevant vibration
modtes in order to stabilize the control system.
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2. THE SPICE TESTBED

The SPICE Testbed is a large precision
optical structure with a large segmented
primary mirror. The primary mirror is
supported by a bulkhead truss structure
which is comprised of approximately 250
struts. The secondary mirror is supported by
a tripod system. The structure is has high
modal density. The finite element model
(FEM) is shown in Figure 1 and a summary
of the model is provided in Table 1.

Two sets of disturbances to the structure are Figure 1. FEM of the SPICE Testbed

considered: one at the secondary mirror and
the other at the three corners of the truss Table 1. Summary of SPICE FEM

structure. The power spectral density
functions of these disturbances have a No. of Nodes 357
constant amplitude at 5 to 10 Hz with fourth- No. of Elements 486

order breaks at 5 and 10 Hz. The amplitudes 1st Tripod Bending Mode 8.88 Hz
of the power spectra are scaled to have an Modes Below 100 Hz 62

open-loop line-of-sight jitter of 100 prad Modes Below 200 Hz 105
(RMS).

3. PASSIVE DAMPING REQUIREMENTS

The passive damping requirements were derived from the active control system design. They
were driven by the control system stability in the loop cross-over and spill-over frequency
regions. The stability issues of control/structure interaction are long standing and well know,
Aubrun et al (1982). The objective of the passive damping system was to reduce the resonant
response characteristic in certain target modes by achieving a specified viscous damping ratio.

The active control system used a high-gain, Table 2. Damping Requirements
high-authority approach similar to Aubrun e,
al (1982), having a 70 Hz bandwidth. The Mode Frequency Equivalent

control feedback was based on a combination Number (Hz) Viscous Damping

of the structural LOS variables and 65,66 103 0.05

acceleration measurements from numerous 71, 72 117 0.05
points on the structure. The LOS variables 75, 76 123 0.10
were constructed from relative displacements 78, 79 126 0.05
and rotations between elements of the simu-
lated optical system. Proof-mass actuators (4 at each tripod leg and 6 at the bulkhead) were

used. The damping requirements for control system stability are summarized in Table 2.

The damping improvement was to be achieved under several constraints. First, the structure
could not admit any geometry or dimensional changes. Second, the damping desigr, could not
significantly alter the structural response characteristics in the control system bandwidth.
Third, any structural alterations must not compromise structural integrity in meeting static and
dynamic load requirements, and the structure's small deformation, linear response charac-
teristics. Finally. the passive system must not increase the weight by more than 10%.
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4. DESIGN APPROACH

The dynamics of the baseline structure as approximated by a finite element model can be
characterized by the mass matrix (M) and the stiffness matrix (K), and the disturbances are
characterized by the spatial vectors (P) and the forcing functions g(t)

Mu + Cu + Ku = P g(t) (1)

Inherit damping of a structure is normally modelled as modal damping coefficients. For a
structure augmented with viscous and viscoelastic materials to enhance its damping charac-
teristics, the structural system is best described mathematically in the frequency domain by

[(. 2,M + KR( 0o)) + i (co? + klt(c))] U((o) = P G(oi) (2)

The goal of the passive damping design process is to identify the best and most weight
efficient ways to introduce passive damping into the system for control system stability. A
rigorously optimized solution based on Equation (2) is too complex and not practical, even if it
is possible. The practical approach to this design problem is to understand the fundamental
behavior of the structure and use simplified engineering design procedures to design various
damped devices. The methods for designing damped struts, constrained-layer treatments, and
tuned-mass dampers for simple structures are well established. These methods can be applied
to complex systems by using simplifying assumptions. The integration and interaction of
these damping devices must then be verified by a rigorous analysis to ensure that the system
requirements are met.

5. DAMPING DESIGN Table 3. Summary of Modal
Strain Energy Distribution

For the control system stability, relatively
large amounts of passive damping were Modes 65,66 71,72 75,76 78,79
required in a relatively small set of modes in
the high frequency range, as shown in Table 117 123 1%
2. In order to best formulate passive Re__d___ 5% - 10% 5
damping design concepts, the modal Bulkhead MSE 62% 16% 65% 74%
characteristics of these modes must be well Tripod MSE 23% 63% 0% 4%
understood. For the three types of damping
treatments considered, the most important modal parameters are the locations of maximum
strain energy and maximum displacement. A summary of the modal strain energy (MSE)
distribution is shown in TFable 3. The high percentage of strain energy in the bulkhead in
modes 65, 66, 75, 76, 78, and 79 suggests damped struts can be used effectively to impart
system-level damping to these modes. However, they are quite ineffective for modes 71 and
72, where the highest concentration of strain energy is in the tripod legs. In this case, either
constrained-layer treatments or tuned-mass dampers would be effective on the tripod legs.
Special attention should also be given to modes 75 and 76 which have a high damping
requirement of 10%.

3.1 Damned Strut Design

The modal strain energy distribution in Table 3 suggests that struts with high loss factor could
be used to obtain the required damping. However, a more detailed breakdown shows that the
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strain energy in these higher order modes is well distributed in many bulkhead struts. The
number of struts to be replaced by damped struts is dictated by 1) the highest loss achievable
at the strut level and 2) the character of the modes for which the struts arc cffective. The first
is determined through strut design, the second through system-level analysis.

A three-parameter model was used to model a typical damped strut as suggested by Yiu and
Ginter (1991). This provided a simple representation of the strut stiffness and damping
characteristics and allowed sizing of the strut parameters to match the stiffness, damping, and
frequency characteristics to match the system-level damping requirements. The system-level
damping design followed the method suggested by Yiu (1991) which provided the basis to
approximate the contribution of each damped strut to the system-level damping.

Figure 2 shows the number of struts would 70,

have to be replaced for each target mode, " 60"

assuming a strut loss factor of 0.4 and that - C=10%
the struts with highest MSE were replaced 50 5o.
first. Many struts were effective for • 40M M
providing damping to many modes at the 30 =5%
same time. Hence, the total number of struts

S20-to be replaced is much less than the direct Mode 71,72
sum of the number of struts read from Figure c 10
2. The approximate system-level damping 0
predictions for the sets of damped struts can 0 20 40 60
be computed rather easily and are shown in No. of Struts per Mode

Figures 3 and 4. Figure 2. Modal Damping Design Curve

12f 12
•.8 •,8

E E,•6 6
S4 4

02 k 2

> 0 > 01

Mode Number Mode Number

Figure 3. 60 Damped Struts System Damping Figure 4. 94 Damped Struts System Damping

5.2 Constrained-Layer Damping Treatment

It is clear from Figure 2 that a large number of struts would have to be replaced to meet the
goal of 5% damping, if possible, for modes 71 and 72. The MSE in Table 2 identifies these
as modes involving primarily the tripod legs, so it is logical to augment these tripod legs with
constrained-layer treatments to provide system-level damping. Trade studies were performed
to determine the best combination of viscoelastic material (VEM) and constraining layer on an
isolated model of a single leg treated as a pinned-end beam. Following rough guidelines
outlined neatly by Kerwin (1984), the resulting design called for a relatively flexible VEM and
graphite/epoxy constraining layers applied in eight circumferential and one longitudinal
segments. Using a finite element model and modal strain energy method, the predicted
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system-level damping of the constrained-
layer design is approximately 4%. The , 12

system-level damping prediction of the 10
constrained-layer treatments is shown in 68

6I
Figure 5. When this modal damping was in
superimposed on those provided by the the
damped-strut design, the total modal es I>I Q 1
damping exceeded the passive damping
requirements for the modes of interest.MoeNbr

5.3 Tuned-Mass Dampers Figure 5. Constrained-Layer Treatments
System Damping

The large number of struts required is driven

mainly by the 10% viscous damping needed
in the mode pair at 123 Hz. As an option to • 12

eliminate some struts, two tuned-mass 10

dampers (TMDs) were design for these '. 8

modes. The two attachment locations were • 6

chosen as points of highest displacements, • 4

which turned out to be points on the outer ., 2
edge of the bulkhead. Design guidelines > 0 : 1 . P

derived from discussions in Harris (1988) - C_ ,G ýz 70 ;1r •

were used to predict the proper mass of 6.3 Mode Number

lbs (2.9 kg) each and loss factor of 0.66. Figure 6. Tuned-Mass Dampers
Each TMD introduced an additional vibration System Damping
mode to the system. The system-level effect
of the TMDs o; ,e control system has not yet been assessed. The TMDs were then modelled
as complex springs and an complex eigenso!ution was solved for sstem level damping
prediction.

6. SYSTEM-LEVEL ANALYSES

System-level analyses are required to 1) verify the applicability of the simplified design
approach for each damping treatment applied to a complex structure, 2) check for possible
interaction between different damping devices, and 3) predict system-level characteristics and
check the perturbation o1 the plant modal characteristics due to damping augmentation.

Discrete dampinrg device. such as the damped struts ind tuned-mass dampers can be modelled
by dashpots. An explicit system-level damping matrix was assembled for the complex
eigenvalue problem which provided the system frequencies, damping, and mode shapes. For
analysis of the large structural system, efficient methods by Yiu and Weston (1992) were
used. Cross-orthogonality checks were used to correlate the real modes of the undamped
model and the complex modes of the damped model.

For the damped strut design, the damping and frequency predictions correlated very well with
the complex eigensolution. The cross-orthogonality check revealed that the introduction of the
damped struts did not significantly change the mode shape of the structure. However, for the
tuned-mass damper design, due to the interaction between the dampers and the structural
modes to be suppressed, significant change in mode shapes in a few modes was expected and
observed by the orthogonality check.
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When 60 struts were replaced by the damped Table 4. Cross-Orthogonality Check
struts, modes 65 and 66 had 12% damping
modes 78 and 79 had 8% damping; both Complex Modes Real Modes
exceeded ýhe damping requirements. 60D-Struts+2T`lMD UndanpedModel-Mod re-

However, modes 75 and 76 had only 6.2% Mode Freq • 65 66 75 76
damping, which was less then the 10% No. (Hz)) 103.4 103.4 123.4 123.5
required. A separate damping design with -

two TMDs targeting modes 75 and 76 67 104.9 1.2 0.72 0_56 -0.05 0.05

resulted in four modes with 11.5% damping. 68 105.1 3.0 -0.59 0.67 0.05 0.03

The 60-damped-strut design and two-TMD 77 128.9 14.8 -0.01 -0.01 -0.69 0.42

design were integrated in a finite element 78 129.3 3.8 0.0 0.0 -0.52 0.62

model, and a complex eigensolution was 79 129.9 5.4 0.0 0.03 0.79 0.40

computed. An excerpt of the cross- 80 132.7 14.6 0.03 -0.04 -0.18 -0.20
orthogonality check is shown in Table 4. The
complex modes that resemble the real modes 75 and 76 have cross-orthogonality coefficients
of 0.69 and 0.62. Therefore, the mode shapes have been changed substantially. The
damping in these modes were increased to 14.8% and decreased to 3.8% due to the addition
of the two TMDs. The interaction of these two damping treatments has significant change the
plant used in the control design synthesis. A control design iteration is required to verify the
system performance and stability if these two passive treatments are implemented. The 94-
damped-strut design increases the damping in modes 75 and 76 to 11%, and it is reasonably
sure that no significant changes in the control design is required. The modal damping from
damped-strut-design and constrained-layer design is superimposed as the practical modelling
and techniques for such an integrated passive system have not been available so far.

7. CONCLUSION

The system-level passive damping design presented herein demonstrated that passive damping
can be used effectively with a control system to achieve a high level of vibration suppression.
The design synthesis process used is practical and effective; it is based on understanding
structural behavior and also fundamental engineering principles. Furthermore, the integrated
passive design was analyzed rigorously for performance verification. Design iterations and
optimization of passive damping, active control, integrated passive and active system, and
component design will further refine the preliminary design toward hardware implementation.
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Passi~e damping in the MIT SERC controlled structures testbed

E. H. Anderson, G. H. Blackwood, and J. P. How

MIT Space Engineering Research Center (SERC), Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT: The role of passive damping in a controlled structures technology
testbed with a multipoint alignment performance metric is described. Two distinct
types of damping are implemented. Low loss factor viscoelastic damper struts are
distributed throughout the truss structure to uniformly add damping to all modes
of interest. In addition, high loss factor viscous dampers are used to target modes
required by a control strategy that employs a movable mirror to directly influence
pathlength. Experimental results of the component-level characterization of the
viscous dampers and system level performance of both sets of dampers are presented.

I INTRODUCTION
Stringent requirements for future large space structures have lead to the development of
numerous approaches to actively control both shape and alignment. The low inherent
damping in these structures is an impediment to most active control approaches. By
increasing phase margin in the controller rolloff region, passive damping augmentation
improves the performance and robustness of active systems operating on the structure.

The controlled structures technology (CST) testbed (Blackwood et al, 1991) at the
MIT Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) incorporates passive damping in the
form of lossy struts that replace existing members. Two types of dampers - low-loss
viscoelastic and high-loss viscous - have been employed. The viscoelastic struts are
modified versions of the basic aluminum tube struts that make up the testbed. The
viscous struts make use of the Honeywell D-Strut damper (Anderson et al, 1991). The
remainder of the paper contains a description of the testbed, the damping philoso-ophy,
and an experimental demonstration of the effect of the dampers.

2 TESTBED DESCRIPTION AND APPROACH TO DAMPING
The SERC CST testbed was designed to capture the relevant physics and performance
uietric of an orbiting optical-wavelength interferomcter spacecraft. Research addrcsses
both the internal and external differential pathlength stability for multiple siderostat
collecting telescopes in a frequency range where structural flexibility is important.

Figure 1 shows the testbed structure. Six triangular truss beams form a tetrahe-
dron measuring 3.5 meters on a side, representing a 1/10th scale model of the reference
science mission. A laser mounted to the structure at the "fourth vertex" (backright in
the photo) provides a measure of optical pathlength changes between this point (rep-
resenting combining optics) and three mock siderostats located on the science plane of
the structure. At each siderostat location is a 3 dof articulated mirror whose position
is measured by the laser metrology system. High sensitivity accelerometers, used to de-
termine the external differential pathlength, are placed nearly collocated with the mock
siderostats. A disturbance source (three orthogonal piezoceramic proof mass actuators)
is located at the top vertex. Currently, four active piezoelectric struts can replace the
basic aluminum struts, for a total of 13 possible actuators. The testbed structural skele-
ton consists of 229 aluminum nodes and 701 struts. Total mass is approximately 63 kg.
There are about 30 modes below 100 Hz, with a fundamental at 25 Hz.

S11Q'4 loP PubINhinhj I Id
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Figure 1: The SERC CST Testbed

Unit Mass
Strut Mass Added to

(g) Testbed
Nominal 39.5

J-Strut 57.3 1.41% (50)
D-Strut 232.9 1.53% (5)

Figure 2: The J-Strut Viscoelastic Damper

The passive damping was added in the form of struts rather than at the joints of
the structure. This decision was based on the desire to simplify both the modeling of

damping and the physical alteration of the damping distribution, and to allow numer-
ous damper designs (viscoelastic, viscous, shunted piezoelectric, etc.) to be employed.
Future work will compare the relative effectiveness of passive vs. active uampers.

As mentioned, two types of passive damper struts have been used. The purpose
of the viscoelastic struts (J-Struts) is to increase the overall level of damping in the
structure, ensuring that no modes are too lightly damped. The high-loss viscous struts
(D-Struts) were added to damp a smaller number of modes deemed critical by a specific
control approach. The J-Struts can be considered a semi-permanent part of the testbed.
but the locations of the D-Struts depend on the control approach.

In a lightly damped truss structure, the damping provided by n damped struts for
a single mode can be estimated by 771 = rstmt E= e., where 77,_, is the loss factor of
an individual strut, and e, is the ratio of strain energy in strut i to the strain energy
of the entire structure for mode j. The linearity of the expression makes it possible to
represent a placement strategy as an integer linear programming problem using 0. 1
variables for each location. Struts were placed based on maximizing the minimum loss
factor over the first 36 flexible modes, using the program LINDO.

3 BROADBRUSH DAMPING (J-Struts)
The main design criterion for the J-Strut dampers (Figure 2) was to maximize the l>)ss

factor per mass with a minimal change in stiffness from the nominal strut. The struts
were manufactured by wrapping two 0.015 inch laversof 3M IS 110 viscoelastic materVal
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Figure 3: Collocated Transfer Function Showing Effect of the Addition ,,f .51
J-Strut Dampers to the Testbed

(VEM) around nominal aluminum struts. A 0.5 inch outer diameter aluminum tube with
0.035 inch wall thickness was cut in half along its length and cured to the outside of
the VEM layer. Total treated length was 5 inches. The fifty J-Struts were tested in an
axial component tester at displacement levels of approximately 200 nm rms, and found
to have a high frequency stiffness approximately 10% above that of the nolinidit1 strut
and a loss factor of 0.06-0.07 over the frequency range of 20-60 Hz.

Fifty struts were placed in the structure using the algorithm described earlier. An
average damping addition of 0.44%-0.52% was expected for the first 24 modes. The
experimental increase in damping was determined by acquiring transfer functions from
two separate shaker locations to three separate accelerometers before and after the
addition of the J-Struts. Data were acquired with random input in blocks fruon 20J-
60 Hz and 60-100 Hz. A typical transfer function is shown in Figure 3. The data were
fit for all modes below 90 Hz. For the 20 modes for which reliable data were obtained
both with and without the dampers present, the average damping ratio rose from 0.94%
in the "undamped" case to 1.34%, an increase of 0.40%.

4 TARGET DAMPING (D-Struts)
The Honeywell D-Strut damper is a device that can have loss characteristics tailored
for a specific application. Earlier versions of the D-Strut were used in the lPACOSS
program (Morganthaler, 1991). The present D-Strut is a smaller device, similar to that
used in the JPL Phase-B Testbed (O'Neal and Eldred, 1991), but with a higher loss
factor. The D-Strut specifications were based on the approach of Anderson et at (1991).
The frequency-dependent loss factor should have a maximum (7r7) in the range of control
rolloff (50-100 Hz), and the frequency-dependent stiffness of the strut is matched to that
of a nominal strut at the maximum loss frequency (f*). Due to the gradual decrease in
loss factor at frequencies above the peak, the peak (64 Hz) was placed near the low end
of the rolloff region.

The complex D-Strut impedance represented by the lead-lag system of Figure 5
was measured using a precision axial component tester that employs a large piezoelec-
tric driver and laser interferometer displacement measurement. Data for approximately
1010 nm rms motion across the D-Struts was acquired from 1-100 Hz, and the model
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Figure 4: Average Damping for First 24 Modes Based on Curve Fits of Transfer
Function Magnitude and Phase Data With and Without J-Struts

Component Tests In Testbed
D-Strut kA (N 'pim) f'(Hz) 77" 0 ft(Hz) 77° i A

1 4.03 80.4 1.48 56.00 64.7 1 13 484'
2 3.77 66.7 1.25 51.20 56.9 1.01 45.2'
3 .1.15 85.0 1.49 55.60 68.4 1.11 47.9>
4 3.87 73.) 1.39 53.40 60.8 1.06 46.7'
5 3.89 85.0 1.49 56.2' 68.7 1.14 48.70

avg. 3.94 78.0 1.41 54.50 63.9 1.09 47.40
spec. 3.08 63.9 1.66 58.90

Table 1: Properties of the D-Struts

parameters (DC gain, pole frequency, and zero frequency) extracted for each of five
struts. Results of the fit are shown in Table 1. The average value of the DC stiffness kA
is above the specified value. It represents 35% of a nominal strut stiffness. The higher
than expected stiffness resulted in an increase in the frequency (f*) of the maximuT1
loss factor (7r7). The values of r7' are slightly below the specified value. The quantity (5"
corresponds to the maximum phase lead. Note that the same quantities are given for
the struts after they are placed in series with a spacer (kn,, 68 N/,Uir) and integrated
into the testbed. The spacer is currently undergoing redesign (stiffening) to bring these
numbers closer to the component values.

5 OPTICAL PATHILENGTTH CONTROL
A subset of the testbed performance metric is the stabilization of an optical pathlength
between the collecting optics and one of the siderostats. Pathlength error measured
by laser metrology can be fed back by a controller to an articulating mirror to cancel
motion along the optical LOS and reject pathlength disturbances. The transfer function
(Figure 6) between mirror actuation and pathlength exhibits some coupling with the
lightly damped structural modes, leading to a reduction in phase margin of modes in
the region of the controller rolloff. The goal is to place the D-struts to increase phase
margin of some particularly troublesome modes. The mode at 90 Hz is chosen i thu
target mode to be damped due to its contribution of 700 phase loss (beyond that caused
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Figure 5: Model and Photograph of the D-Strut
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Figure 6: Mirror Mount to Laser Transfer Function Showing Reduction in Phase
Excursions Due to D-Strut

by the laser sampling delay). The locations of the five D-struts were based on a strain
energy ranking for this mode. To avoid placement in neighboring struts, five of the top
seven locations were used.

From Garcia et al (1990) the expected phase loss of a particular mode (and the phase
recovery due to added damping) can be determined without computing or measuring
the transfer function directly. For the articulation of a light, rigid mirror using PZT
displacement actuators against a flexible base structure, the structural flexibility weakly
couples to the collocated transfer function between commanded and measured displace-
ment. The pole-zero spacing in the transfer function for the r"' mode is bounded to first
order by

Pý- K r!()2} I(

where m is the mirror mass at location i and 0, is the eigenvector of the r"' mode
(normalized to unity modal mass) of the flexible structure at the mirror interface along
the LOS. The bound becomes tighter as the structural modal spacing becomes large.
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For the collocated case, a closely spaced zero follows each pole, and the minimum phase
of the pole-zero pair is

,D = -2arctan m()2 (2)

where (, is the modal damping and the function argument remains nondimensional.
The effect of the relative measurement can be included by considering the eigenvector

at the fourth vertex (at location k) along the LOS, Ok. Since the mirror is articulated
about an axis that does not pass through its center of gravity, rotational effects are
included by the mirror inertia J, a geometric factor a relating rotation to commanded
displacement, and structural rotation eigenvector 00 at the mirror interface location
along the rotation axis. The phase loss due to the rnh mode becomes

(D -2arctan {1_[ I _ 2 , j (orr - (3),= 4 ( +(1r 1 (3 )

The additional terms due to noncollocated and rotational flexibility tend to be small
compared to the collocated term, in part because the fourth vertex is massive. Thus the
transfer function of Figure 6 exhibits nearly collocated behavior.

The minimum phase of the pole-zero pair at 90 Hz calculated using eigenvectors
from the finite element model, measured 0.0086 damping ratio, and a mirror mass of
1.3 kg, is 93 degrees, compared to the measured 70 degrees beyond the phase loss
due to time delay. The error is attributed to finite element modelling errors, and the
discrepancy between the eigenvectors of the model with and without mass loading of
the mirror. From Figure 6, the addition of the D-Struts clearly reduces the phase loss
in the target mode. This analytical approach permits us to calculate the phase loss due
to flexible modes in the open loop mirror transfer function, identify those modes for
targeted D-strut damping, and to specify the modal damping required to recover the
desired amount of phase. Sufficient damping of these modes will facilitate the stable
rolloff of compensators for pathlength regulation.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach to passive damping augmentation in one CST testbed has been presented.
A large number of low-loss :actor viscoelastic struts was used to increase damping slightly
in all modes. A smaller number of very high loss factor viscous dampers was used to
target critical modes which limit performance in a specific control loop. Future work
will include possible construction of 50 more J-Strut dampers, stiffer D-Strut spacers,
assessment of whether the high-loss D-Struts can cause complex modes, and the use of
the target viscous damping in direct optical pathlength control and other global control.
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Smart tuned-mass dampers

Kevin E. Smith', Joseph R. Maly. and Conor D. Johnson
CSA Engineering. Inc., 560 San Antonio Road. Suite 101. PaO, Alto, CA 94_0(O

ABSTRACT: Passive damping using tuned-mass dampers (TMDs) is a well-known,
weight-efficient approach to suppress vibrations of a single mode (or a group of modes). A
TMD produces a high level of damping with a small amount of added weight it kept tuned
to the frequency of the offending mode. A prototype TMD thatwill tune itself to an offending
mode has been designed, built, and tested. It can keep itself tuned to the offending mode.
even if that mode changes frequency. The prototype confirmed that a "smart" TMD could
be built.

1. INTRODUCTION

A tuned-mass damper (TMD) is a vibration damping device consisting of a mass and a damped
"spring"attached to a structure at or near an antinode of a troublesome mode of vibration. The
damped spring is often composed of a viscoelastic material (VEM). This device is capable of
damping either one mode or several very closely spaced modes and is usually more weight-
effective than other types of damping (passive or active) It must be tuned precisely, however.
in order to function properly, i.e.. specific values of spring constant, damping loss factor, and
mass are critical to the successful design of the TMD.

TMDs are conceptually simple, can be optimized (with special design tools), are very efficient
in weight and space requirements, and produce significant damping levels, but they are seldom
used. Their only real drawback is that the TMD must remain tuned within fairly narrow
frequency bounds. If the TMD becomes untuned due to a change in TMD properties or if the
structure to which it is attached changes. the TMD might no longer provide any damping.

The goal of this effort was to take the TMD concept and overcome its one real drawback: the
need for constant tuning. The approach was to take advantage of the temperature-sensitive
properties of viscoelastics to create a damped spring with a spring rate thatcould be continuously
varied (by heating or cooling) to dynamically tune the TMD as needed. Specifically, this
consisted of the following.

1. Derive an algorithm that can determine the temperature of the viscoelastic for optimum
tuning. This control algorithm was developed subject to two assumptions.

- The natural frequency and damping of the mode of the base structure is initially
unknown and can change with time in a continuous or noncontinuous manner.

- The excitation to the structure is unknown in type and level, and both may change
with time. The excitation (and thus response) may also drop below the sensitivity of
any sensor used by the TMD. This loss of excitation and response may not result in
a wrong action by the controller.

"Currently with U.S. Windpower. Inc.. Livermore, CA
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2. Demonstrate the algorithm's performance on a laboratory-scale structure with a real,
thermally controlled TMD.

This approach is based on assumptions that provide a broad. realistic (and stringent) view of how
a TMD might be required to interact with most engineering structures. The requirements on the
control algorithm are really quite severe. Restricting the algorithm to making only response
measurements under unkliown excitation conditions effectively rules out tuning algorithms
based on estimating the current natural frequency of the structure.

Eventually. one practical assumption had to be made. Because viscoelastics have a limited range
o ver which their stiffness can change by applying heat, the TMD obviously cannot be tuned over
an arbitrarily large range. Threfore. we levied the requirement that the mode to be damped had
to always remain in the operating range of the TMD.

2. SYSIEM MODEL

The physical system used to derive the controller is shown in Figure 1. An accelerometer is
attached to the base structure at the point where the TMD is attached to the base structure A
second accelerometer is attached to the moving mass of the TMD. A thermocouple measures the
temperature of the VEM in the fMD. A resistive, ribbon heater is embedded in the VEM. The
box around the VEM, thermocouple, and heater is intended to ..onvey the idea that the elastic
and lossy components of the TMD are affected by the heater. This model contains all of the
physical parameters that we are allowed (by the constraints enumerated above) to measure or
control.

3 TUNING ALGORITHM

The tuning scheme arises from the curves shown in Figure 2 . The curves labeled "Base" and
"TMD" represent the PRMS response to broad-band excitation of the base structure at the first
accelei ometer and the moving mass of the TMD when the VEM complex stiffness varies over
the limits shown. (The loss factor of the VEM is assumed to be constant over this range.) This
figure come from sulving the equations of
m otion fcr the system of Figure 1. The .........................................
curve labeled "ratio" is simply the numeri-
cal ratio of the TMD RMS response to the
Base RMS response. What is significant neuple Signal
about this figure is that it shows that the
maximum value efthe RMS ratio occurs at
the same TMD stiffness that produces the
minimum base response. The minimum
TMD response occurs at a significantly .. ...................... Control

different stiffness. t• Heatee

This is believed to be a new result and
represents the major step in constructing
self-tuning TMDs. We now have a funda- 0 Heater
mental e stimutor for determining if a TMD A amplifier
is tuned.

Figure 1. Schematic uf the base structure, TMD.
sensors, and controller.
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4. CONTROLLER

By exploiting this function we were
able to derive a controller that automati- • 0.14_ 8
cally and robustly tracks the underlying • Ratio maximum
structure'sdynamics and produces mini- 0• 12- 7;a

mum response.0.10

It needs to be kept in mind that the RMS R 0.08.. . - --- --- Ratio .
ratio curve in Figure 2 can change with J 006-nim 4
time. The change can be both in terms of .
where the maximum occurs (in terms of C 0.04- 2 0
TMD stiffness and base structure) and c 0.02- Base minimum
the value of the ratio. i

C 0.00 0
This approach does not require a cali- 20 40 60 80 100
brated TMD, i.e., the exact relation be- TMD stiffness

tween TMD natural frequency and VEM Figure 2. RMS of base structure, TMD, and
temperature or stiffness and VEM tern- their ratio.
perature need not be known. What is
known is that the natural frequency of the TMD at ambient temperature is higher than the upper
limit of the allowed frequency range and that at maximum usable temperature the TMD's natural
frequency is lower than the lower limit of the allowed frequency range. In other words, it is
known that the TMD can change its natural frequency over the range of interest. Furthermore,
the TMD stiffness versus temperature and loss factor versus temperature relations are not
required to be linear, but they are assumed to be continuous.

5. CONCEPT VALIDATION

A laboratory test setup was used to prove out the tuning concept. The experiment consisted of
a test structure, a thermally controlled TMD. two accelerometers, and a control computer, with
excitation to the base structure provided by an electrodynamic shaker.

The test article was a square-section steel beam suspended between machinists bookends above
a thick, steel baseplate. The TMD was configured as a cantilever beam attached at the point of
maximum deflection of the test article's first bending mode. The TMD was a sandwich of
graphite-epoxy facesheets with two inner sheets of Soundcoat DYAD 606 VEM. This material
was usable over a range of 220 C to 430 C. The shear modulus changes by a factor of seven over
this temperature range. The two VEM sheets surrounded a MINCO Thermofoil resistive ribbon
heater. The control computer was a Macintosh lIx running the LabVIEW acquisition/control
program. The shaker was driven with white noise of various levels.

Several test configurations were run. all successfully. These included tune from start-up and
retune after an abrupt change in the base structure. The controller was able to find, track, and
optimally damn the base structure in all cases.

5.1 Tuning from Start-up

In this test the system was initiated with a "cold" TMD, i.e., the TMD was initially too stiff. The
controller develops an estimate of the RMS response of each accelerometer (base structure and
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TMD) over an observation interval.' The ratio of the RMS estimates is stored and the first

temperature update is made. It was known that the TMD had to be initially heated in order to tune.

This stems from designing the TMD to be overly stiff at room temperature.

Figure 3 shows the development of the RMS ratio with time. The current gain on the TMD heater

was purposely set low to allow better observation of the process. The TMD is initially so stiff

(cold) that considerable heating is required to effect any appreciable change in stiffness.

Eventually the VEM stiffness changes enough to affect the RMS ratio. The TMD's natural

frequency approaches the optimal (not shown) and the controller stabilizes at the correct level.

Some limit cycling is evident and is due to the lack of insulation on the TMD.

5.2 A brupt C hange in the B ase 6.0 .................... ...... . .... ....... .... ............ .

A more interesting case is the response of 5.5 -.......

an already tuned TMD to an abrupt change .
in the base structure's dynamics. The test = 5.0 - ....

described above was repeated until the con-
troller achieved the optimal tuning. A sig- 0 4.5

nificant weight was then magnetically Startup
snapped onto the base structure. Figure 4 4.o-,,, _ _ _

shows the development of the RMS ratio.
with the abrupt change in RMS ratio and 35 2
the retuning noted. The controller retuned
and achieved optimal damping 0 5 10 15 20 25

Iteration

6. CONCLUSIONS Figure 3. Tuning from start-up.

The study was successful in demonstrating
all of the essential aspect~s of the self-tuning 6.0

TMD. The controller could find and track a Base changed Retune

single structural mode and produce the maxi-
mum system damping for that particular 5.0 /
TMD. The use of the RMS ratio as the basis 0 45S

for the tuning control has been shown to be c
essentially correct and accurate for opti- n 4.0

mum performance. The controller is ca- 3.5 Startup
pable of tuning when the base structure or I; section
TMD fall slightly outside the assumed tun-
ing range or when the RMS detection is 2.5
degraded. 2.0 1- -

Thin-film heaters were shown to be ad- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

equate torregulating the temperature of the Iteration

VEM as dictated by the control system.
This type of heater was ideal for the tuned Figure 4. Abrupt change in base dynamics.
beam used in this experiment since the
heater could be embedded in the VEM. providing uniform temperature regulation. In addition,

the heaters can be custom-made to match any shape VEM surface.

'This interval was picked to minitnize variance in the RMS. The RMS estimate was constructed from the integral
of the magnitude of the Fourier transfomi of each signal. (Each signal was Hanning weighted.)
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Smart polymeric materials for actiie camouflage

Dr. L. J. Buckley and Mr. D. Mohl
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 18974

Abstract
Segmented polyurethanes that contain the diacetylene

group in the molecular backbone were synthesized and studied
as potential active visual camouflage materials. The
diacetylene groups can be reacted in the solid state to
produce a chromic material that will change its absorption
behavior with strain or temperature. The morphology of
these materials dictates the ultimate length of the
conjugated polydiacetylene structure and was investigated
with small-angle x-ray scattering. This enabled the
selection of systems that were well phase separated with a
strong chromic effect. The structure is typically lamellar
and highly dependent upon processing. In addition to the
adaptive material, the active camouflage system consists of
sensors and controls. The sensors identify the ambient
wavelengths and intensity of the surroundings. The
controller processes the information from the sensors and
sends signals to modify color and intensity. Various sensor
configurations were investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polyurethane block copolyners containing the diacetylene

group in the hard segment were synthesized and studied as

potential smart materials for an active camouflage system.

The diacetylene group is a highly reactive functionality

that, in correct solid-state geometry, can be topochemically

polymerized using heat or radiation into a fully conjugated

polymer with extensive electron delocalization along its

main chain backbone as shown previously by Wegner (1970).

It is possible to dynamically modify the optical properties

of these materials by changes in temperature, pressure, or

stress (see, for example, Rubner (1986)). Polyurethane-

10, ) 10P PFu!111h111yg l t
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diacetylene block copolymers were synthesized via a two step

solution polymerization technique. The polyurethanes have a

segmented block copolymer structure consisting of

crystalline hard domains containing the diacetylenes within

soft segment amorphous regions. The materials varied by

type of hard segment and soft segment molecular weight. The

morphology of these systems depends upon many factors such

as: molecular weight of the soft segments; extent of

segmental mixing at the interface; hard domain size; and

extent of phase separation. The chromaticity and absorption

shift are highly dependent upon the morphological state of

the polymer. The overall objective of this effort was to

develop materials for an active camouflage system that is

capable of changing both, color and intensity.

2. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

UV-Visible studies were performed to evaluate the

mechanochromic and thermochromic nature of these materials.

The change in absorption behavior was quantified for each of

the various polyurethane systems investigated. An example

is shown in figure 1. The soluble nature of these materials

before forming the polydiacetylene structure enables

efficient deposition as a coating.
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Fig. 1. Thermochromic Behavior for HDI-5, /-2000 Material
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The small-angle x-ray scattering studies indicated that the

solid-state cross polymerization reaction does not

significantly affect the morphology of the

polyurethane/diacetylene materials. From the Porod

analysis, relatively sharp interfaces were found with the

HDI systems somewhat sharper than their MDI counterparts.

The systems were ranked according to degree of phase

separation and the trends indicated a higher soft segment

molecular weight improved the degree of phase separation.

Table I shows the relative degree of phase separation as

determined by the ratio of Porod's Invariant to the

calculated electron density variance. This analysis is

thoroughly described by Tyagi, McGrath, and Wilkes (1986).

Table I. Relative Degree of Phase Separation

Sample d/02'

MDI-5,7-1000 0.111

MDI-2,4-1000 0.140

MDI-5,7-2000 0.154

HDI-5,7-1000 0.184

HDI-5,7-2000 0.210

3. SENSOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM

In addition to the adaptive material, the active ca.ouflage

system consists of sensors and controls. The sensors

identify the ambient wavelengths and intensity of the

surroundings. The controller processes the information from

the sensors and sends signals to modify color and intensity.

Various sensor configurations were investigated such as: a

diffraction grating with photodetectors; a color (CCD)

camera; primary color filters with photocells; and a series

of narrow bandpass filters with silicon photodetectors. The

sensor outputs are fed through an anolog to digital

converter into the microprocessor. The digital

representation for the output voltage at each wavelength

will be stored so the microprocessor can determine the
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spectral response for an unknown background and modify the

material accordingly. The narrow bandpass filters with

silicon photodetectors were chosen as the sensor system and

data is compared below in Figure 2 to a spectroradiameter

for colored transparencies.

Sensor System Result. Spec t orad iometer Comparison
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The ne• BI.:%! •;•;lt'nl: •elt'-a•emhling hila.•er lipid membranes

tl T Tien, Z ...%sis.son, D-L Guo and A Otttova-Leit, mannova

H,•mbr•irle B:.ophysics Lab (Ciltner Hal!), b*-pJr'tm,-•,t of' Physio!ogy
Mic•1:,gan State U•iverstty, Ernst L•,.•s:•ig, M! L•S82L

/•BSTRgC'I': Suppo•'ted btlayer !:.bid memb,'anes (5-!•LMs) w•'re formed oy tr•e

sc}g-assemb!y method on flr'esh:y fr'actureJ metal'.it wlr'cs. The ir•Fiuetice
of' :• host oF compounds ir• membrane f'orm'.,'•g so:ut:.ons on .,;-B-M._; wpr'e
•}:.::,mtned •,nd the effect of p}! or: •h,• !'Lr•e:ioH o:• :';,.7 :;-BL• studied.
A•d:tionaily, r•he redox reactior;s of .• :;-BLM conLair•',)L•: v;,•yi-fe:'r'oce•r
.•5 dt• u•ect:'or; mediator have bu,•.') ihvest:gated by cyc[-c vu:tammet)y.
:•t rL•sL:lts have showr] that ferroce,.',c car. be very eas![v [mmob:i£;•cd :•,
s-!¢Ms. ':'hi5 suggests that s-BLM systems of.re:, a novel approach to the
.:;t.ctr'ol)! modi.•icatio)l by simple way of immobi i ization r):" eompou)ld:<
,•: th::; k:_•.

1. I N'I'RODUCT ION

} lAr:ar b!iLtyer :Jp':d membr'arlus (BLMs) arid spRerJcaJ !Jposomes are widely
;:•t•d as r'eaiist]c mode•d of biomembr'anes; they have been used to study the
m{):tzor;IJr' basis oF ion selectivity, membr•r!e transport, energy
trr•sductio•, e:,:ctrica[ exicitability and r'edox re,•ctior, s (!•ia•k and
•:•nLIz, 1987; '{oshik.twa et a[., •987; Ivaiov, 1988; DavJson, 1989; Olio:zzi
.tr:d •,obello, 1989; Mlttal, •99(z); Tsor)g, !991). Owing t<) the differences in

Lti<ylr conf'•gur•t!or; arid p•ysical d•mens-or•s, the e[ectr'Jca! properties oF
:ipid bi!ayers can be r'•:ad[iy stud•ed irl BLMs (Tien, !97q). Advances if.'
R:,•o0, iectr-onies ir, recent vear's coupled with growir, g interest in
bi•)Lechr/ology have prompted many researchers to exploit the BLM system as a
b:•:_•s for bioser•sors as well as for ti•e d,:.ve[opmet•t of mo[ecutar devices
(Kr, .... •987; Ti('n, 1988; tff'Imkn,:r et •l., 1990; Maeda et al., !990;

V:•.,,:•-•m , !99(); [shii, •99!; Kato and Kurlitake, lgg!; N•kanishl, ]99•;
N•k:•sh'.ma, !9Q' ; Schuhmarm et al . , 1991 ). Llr)fortunatelv there is or•e
ur',)b:em .,ssocidt,;d with conventional BLMs, namely, their meehnieal
;n•tabi'.:ty. Fhcy rarely last longer than a few hours. The new BLM system,

l'.•;covor'ed reom•tly and described here, possesses •r• CO)ltrast to
,:o,'•verlticmi'. RLMs, the requisite mechanical stability as well as the
de,•ired dynamic prr>perties. For' example, the s-BLM system offers an
approach to the lipid bl iayer modifl•cation by incorporating a variety oF
novel compounds. In this paper, after briefly describing the new BLM
system, we report the incorporation or a f'errocene compound into s-BLNs

whose sensitivity :.o certai• redox couples has been itwestigated by
mernbrane cyclic voltammet;.y (Tien, 1Q8q; •98L).

2. EXPERIMENTAL

•.' !•,aterial and reagents. A n,•mb,!r" ,f s-P, IM form•:,• :•lutiorls were used

Ioo" I()1' I' ;", :,!" T::, I :,;

S. .... • ,mn,• • In n • numgnuanNn nun Inn unlmnuoamum nun



.nuing .ecitnin, glycerol mono- and di-oleate dissolved in squalene. In
ctta lipi solu.tions 1% uf cholesterol was added to enhance the

tniiy or s-DLms. In most experiments either Teflon-coated stainless
sýL(SS) wire of 0.3 mim diameter' or platinum (Pt) wire of' 0.5 mm was
un.For redox reaction experiments, a IILM-Forming solution made of

giwcrol-dialeattC (GDO) dissolved in squalene and saturated with
v y'er'roenee. (ON has been used. For ion selectivity and specificity

o~inmycin (Sigmd) was dissolved in a GDO-squalene solution
(lien, '74). Similar solutions were pr'epared witn monensin, gramicidin,

soiead NNQ (lien, 1986). All chemical compounds were obtained
W-nnrcl!;Y nd ere usea without further purification. Double-distilled

wirp wAs>ai the preparation of all solutions.

. ýs-BLM Formation. The oruceduru described previously were followed (Tien
a"I sao or 'c909. Essentially, one end or tne costed wire was immersed

int a iii mmbrahn '-frmi ng sobat ion, as then Cut fin situ. In order to
Aeniuvp repr~ducible results, , smallI quil lot ire was constructed for the
ciA tng procedure (Martynski and Tien, 1991). The lipid-coated wire was

t"tranisferred into ar aqueous solut ion. After approximately 1 minute the
potert. o. was adjusted to A, desired value. After another' 3.4 minutes the
alect1 ica. parameters Om l resistance, Q m capacitance) were monitored.

'AElectrical measurements. Measurements were made using an IBM instrument
Mniu. EC 225 Voltammetric Arnaly'zer) in either the two or three electrode
co iguration. :n the t'ormer case toe lipid-coated SS (on Pt) wire was
wtached as a wor~ing electrode and the saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
to , referercer electrode. Al ternat ively a three elect rode configuration
wii, used , w ith A Pt wire serving as anl auil::ii ary electrode.

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of membranes. Q. is a familiar technique to
clectrochemists as a means of studying redox states of electrode-active
species. The basics of CV consist of cycling the potential of a workin'lg
electrode (WE) immersed in an unstirred solution and measuring the
resulting current, i. e., a cir'rent-voltage curve or a voltammogram. rhe
potential of the WE is maintained relative to a reference electrode IRE,
ag. , SCE-- saturated cabomel electrode). Frequently, a third electrode,
known as the auxiliary electrode (AE), is used if the current is large Mu
or more) in order to prevent RE polarization, which could cause the
measured potential to change (ileineman arnd Kissinger, 1989). This power'ful
and elegant CV technique was applied for' the first time to membrane studies
(Tien, 19841;1986) arid affords a highly useful method for the study of
rlectron-transfer and redox reactions, with the bilayer lipid membrane
(RIM) serving as the working electrode. We have been using CV to
investigate the effects of redox compounds, inciluding proteins of various
types, and of drugs on BLMs. Recent results indicate that CV coupled with
ipectroscopy studies of RLMs can give impor'tant information concerning
electron transfer, with particular relevance to the membrane processes io
rierors, mitochondriA, and chioroplasts (Glenhurst and Niki, 1988). We have
.sJ this techniique in studies of electron transfer from cytochrome c to
cytachrome c peroxidase across the BLM. Further, it has been demonstrated

;htV conpied with spectroscopy is potentially a very powerful tool in
tr Vdy o' membrane-bound eel lular processes, rot only for the

c'A>'nmination of the standard Eo' but also for obtaining new insight into
t'. onergLics a~nd mechanism of the process (Tien,1986; lDavison,1989).
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i. RESULTS AND) DISCUSSION

5iS.ttre first repor ts of' bimoloct~air n:uco , u! Lu. :ay~i Ipid membrane
I3LMi irl 4L (-;ee Ther., 1,474 f~orý aI naot 10,1: 'u its Inotential use

:is A b o-sur 3) hais lbeer; prpoaedL5,, wines o, 1'988). h", ma r argument is that
1P;_ tis iyer -.od prov~du- !-t rU or v~rrunrmnt fo(r- Ion and electrorJ

pouS , lt oa ct, v CGj T copG.ý s!'ýtr Lr nembr are-bour;.j -rszym s, tc.
w',:I e -ti r, ts iI. f-1 Io or tec O rii' lein, 1 8 )

I70
-240

H-,G. 1 Trhe cyclic voltammograrn of' a GDO + Fc s-BLM on Pt wire at 100 WVs.

, ,;Ii! , i ;!y fiirit ion irsi', i ipiel hi layer-based biosenaor , however, s

V,! 1i C (seped . This is moat likely owing to the inherent instssbil it~v
r", !on Kr5) M system which is sensitive to a number, of' factors-

Soctm .ji hvJr oatati c pressure, boundar y effCects at the Plateau-Clubsý bur dcn.
2 uc t t c b ,nixkd ow n, auLirFa cc, co n t am ina t ionr;. RecentlIy , the feasibility of'

id hi layer isi rig mater, ia I _ other, than phosphol ipids hIa.s been
d,'rforlatrateýd ( Kate ,nd Kunitake, 1991 ) anid single and multi layer-based
30ensors have been successfully attempted (Zviman and Tien, 1991). Further-,
A boost in the stahbl Iity of RLMs has been recently achieved by
se. fC-assembl ing the FILM, on ., solid support, as reported elsewhere (lien,

io;Martynaski aind rien), 'Q9). This new method of a bilayer formation
seave two basic obtac~t ss ii, the way of the practical utilization of BLM

nIrc tures, namely: (i) its stability anid, (ii) its compatibility with a
n-rdard microelectronic technology, HereU a self-assembly of' amphipathic

:i. Cnls irnto a- bi aver., on) a freshly cut metal surface takes place. Th is
'isrse he stab~ility of' the system by orders of' magnitude. Th is
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..vratnirn structure 0( 5 rnm), being biomembrane-like, should greatly
twltato in the development of BLM-based biosensors and molecular

nvices. Previously, we have discussed the main properties of the s-BLMS
Ko,1990) an~d also the role of a film thickness on the efficiency of an

e,,trur transfer process occurring in such a system ( Ivanov, '989). Among
them tne use of the s-BLMs in the field of ion- and enzyme-selective
sensors seems to be most promising (Tien, 1990). This is so because varioos
v.yctrode-nctive compounds can be simply immobilized within a 6-BLM. We
n''ealready started to verily experimentally the advantages of the s-BLM
Ay t-r using different chemical mediators [Wardak and Tien, 1990; Zviman

iQTo,1991)I. This communication describes that such a useful electron
moiirs Perrocene can easily be immobilized in a s-BLM system using a

ptinum' wire sublyrahe. The results show enhanced sensi tivity of the
avrne to FeAM6J A ions. it shoul d be menit ioned in pass inrg that bare

in Vr esh c, ut SS wires usec for a-FiLMs are sensitive to hydrogen ions. i
to-~~- i rc ., rearly theoretical Nlerrist slopes have been obtained,

I. A ito, I A) AAl

,GDO FERROCENEi/PT WIRE

niting I nearresponse n th cIcrtr o range 70
5 t10 (MV

deposiThed onli asurace of the pltinuystm wireisenvery simiar to1ha

boonve withd tat coventional ingloe L (Tien, 197r; Marstysi an To*ien,

ýrlce These findingse indicaetatuin themrae resistance derases cavecithane.

t hinnin, process reaching a constant value of the order 1000-1 ohm cm
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tor difterent BLM forming solutions, whereas the capacitance increases up
to 0.5-1.0 uF cm-2. Additionally, the cyclic voltammograms of s-BLMs
modified with a vinyl- ferrocene were obtained. Fig. 1 shows a typical
cyclic voltammogram of a Pt-supported (GDO + Fc) bilayer in 0.1 M KCI
bathing solution at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. Form this graph it can be
clearly seen the redox peaks corresponding to essentially reversible redox
process of the ferrocene-ferricinium couple. Figure 2 illustrates the
changes in both a shape and a position of the redox peaks of the (GDO + Fc)
bilayer (curve 1) after the addition into the bathing solution 500 uM
Icurve 2) of K3 fFe(CN) 6i. The presence of the Fe(CN) 6 - 3,N ions shifts both

towards less positive values of potential, however a magnitude of the
sn:ft is diffCerent. The reduction peak shift is much more pronounced and it

can be reiated to the Fe(CN) 6 -3'-4 concentration irn a bathirng solution.
. concentration dependent shift of! the reduction peak is preser Itd_ in

an, .It can be seen a good linear, relationship in the Fe(CN)6- 3

Table 1. "otage peak separation in a s-BLM doped with vinyl ferrocene.

Peak positions (mV]

i' ,gthin solution Reduction Oxidation
Without
Fe(CN) 240 310

With ).5 mM
K3[Fe(CN) 6 1 125 305

Pt With 0.5 mM
K3!Fe(CN)6] 195 255

<,cntrat iorn range up to about 5 mM. From this figure one can also see
~hut !'t1Ieqtrode with a (GDO + Fc) bilayer deposited on its surface senses

Fi•_(2N11- - ions present •n the bathing solution at the concentration as
!ol. As in the range of 10 M. Although the same size of a bare Pt wire
coated with Teflon but without a BLM deposited on its surface shows much
more reversible CV signal (voltage separation between peaks is only 60 mV -

s,! Table 1) the lowest detectable amount of Fe(CN) is however almost two
orders lower, (- 5 x i0- M).Such results clearly indicate that the presence

of a GDO + Fc bilayer on the surface of a Pt wire modifies platinum
eectrode behavior on Fe(CN)6 -3/- ions increasing significantly its
sensttivity and changing both the peak potentials and their shapes. This
specific modification of the surface of a platinum wire can also be seen in
the position of the redox peaks. Table 1 shows a comparison of peak
poartio:is between a bare platinum electrode and the same platinum electrode
coated with a GDO + Fc bilayer in a bathing solution with 5 x 10-4 M
KFfe(CN)61. Although in order to understand the mechanism of interaction
between Pt supported (GDO + Fc) electrode and ferro-/ferricyanide ions,
additional experimental results are necessary. The present findings
indicate a possible way of using such type of the BLM system for a simple
detection of the Fe(CN) 6 ions in the aqueous solutions. Although the
experiments reported here are preliminary, the results suggest the
possibility of advantageously using s-BLM as a biosensor by reason of its
inexpensive and simple construction. The lipid bilayer of s-BLMs, as ideal

environment for electroactive compounds, would therefore permit the
construction of an amperometric sensor.
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Pnaily, it is worth noting that s-BLMs with millimeter to micrometer

cwmensions have other attributes; they are essentially microelectrodes. As
.;,rh, s-H Ms can be readily developed for a variety of practical

,,plications. It seems highly likely that the new method for
w&F'-assembling BLM on solid support, like its predecessor, will have an
impact on lipid bilayer-based research in the years to come.
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Controlled formation and properties of responsive polymers

Stephen G. Weber*, Elizabeth T. Wise, Andrew D. Hamilton*,
Erkang Fan, Cristina Vicent, Fernando Garcia Tellado, Stephen J. Geib

Department of Chemistry, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

The design of 'smart materials' that show both a controlled structure and a specific response to
exogenous chemicals is an important goal. We are presently taking two approaches to this problem,
both centered on the use of non-covalent interactions to form the structural foundation of the material
and to provide the origin of its specific response.

I A Three-Dimensional Gel

The first system studied is commonly known as 'slime' and consists of aqueous sodium
tetraborate and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in a weakly basic solution. The tetrahedral borate ion
complexes with PVA in such a way as to create a three-dimensional network. The solvent is mainly
immobilized in the network when the concentration of crosslinked chains is high, and a semisolid gel
is produced. The physical properties of the borate gels - solubility in water, deformation with shear
stress, thermal reversibility of crosslinks - indicate that the bonds must form, break, and reform
readily. Thus, hydrogen bonding rather than covalent bonding is likely t4:

H H

oH O-H O O-H .--

B - O i(H 4 - ý"BB- O)4--OHB

" ? "" H-O C H- --.SOIirH H'

PVA I

We have carried out an investigation of the phase diagram of this system at low borate
concentration. Figure 1 shows changes in viscosity with borate concentration at different
concentrations of PVA (recorded as diol concentration). Viscosity of the gel is dependent on the
extent of borate crosslinking of the PVA. Because not all of the borate may bind with the polymer,
we are presently performing experiments to determine the relationship between viscosity and the
number of crosslinks. The plot also shows that diol concentration is a factor in gel viscosity. It is
possible that chain tangling accounts for the viscosity at low polymer concentrations. i.e. borate
causes predominantly intramolecular crosslinks. At higher PVA concentrations, intermolecular
crosslinking effectively increases the polymer molecular weight and a more viscous gel results.

.7 8 ~ ~~~-- -" - .7•'. ':

-, 2-

Fig. 1. Viscosity as a function
of borate concentration.



The material properties of the system depend on the activity of the borate which can be
controlled A ith low molecular weight alcohols having a cis -1,2 or cis - 1,3 configurationA-7. The

added alcohol indirectly influences the material properties by preferentially forming covalent borate
complcxes. The result is a reduction in the extent of crosslinking and a corresponding decrease in
\is5C's5tVy

The effect of certain polvols on the PVA-borate system leads to interesting applications. We
have tested its potential as a chem ical valve by plugging a pipette tip with a concentrated gel and
inniersing it in various alcohol solutions. T]a I lists the observations which are consistent with
existing hypotheses. Complexation appears to be more tavorable with acyclic molecules such as
niaanitol,5 9 . And in aqu,:ous solutions fractose is present mainly in he more flexible acyclic forml.

Table 1 Dilution Time for Gel Material Immersed in 0.1 M Polyol Solutions (buffered. PH 10)
Polyol Time Observations

Mannitol 10 minutes Swelling, almost complete dissolution
Fructose 10 minutes Swelling, almost complete dissolution
Sucrose Did not dissolve Some swelling
Glucose Did not dissolve Some swelling
Control
Bicarbonate buffer Did not dissove Some swelling

2 Directed liidro-en Bonldin Interactions

In the past several years \.c have published exte:,,velv in the area of motecuar recognition.10 Our
primary approach hias been to u:,e directed hydrogen bonding interactions to c-ontroi both the strengith
and selectivity of substrate binding. This has led to artificial receptors for many important molecules
including amino acidsI, barbituratest, diac~dst 3 and the diffe.ent nucleotide bases. 4 More recently
\xe have demonstrated that high cnergv intemiediates or transition state species can be recognized
stabilized by synthetic receptors leading to accelerations in reaction rates.1 5 The information and
cxpericnce we have gained in these ceneral studies form the basis of our approach to self-assembling
organic strhctures. We have made good progress to show that the choice ofcomplement-ry hvdronen

omnding interactions to direc the assembi'v of defined molecular a-aregates i - a valid one.

2.1 Functional Organization of Multichromophore Structures

We have used the barbiturate/receptor interaction1 2 to achieve the linear organization of two
chromophores. This approach allows the formation offu:xctional aggregates in which properties exist
that are not present in the isolated components (Figure 21). Porphyrin barbiturate 3 and dansyl ,c-,or

ET

Figure 2

4 contain complementary binding regions and conic together to form hexahydrogen bonding complex
5, %khich positions the two _hroniophores -23A apart. A series of IH NMR, and static a'id dynamic
fluorescence quienching experiments t 6 c ,firm the self-assembly of anu energy transfer
Lommunication heit, ,-n the two chromoih-res even at concentrations as low as 10-6 M. The idea of
preprogrammed molecules (due to their hydrogen tinding complementarity) self-assembling into
defined linear agcrecate,; with unidirectional flow of energy or electrons is a powerful one that has a
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clear analogy in the photosynthetic reaction center] 7 as well as potential applications in photoactive
materials and molecular electronics18. Recent results have shown that the dansyl in 4 can be
substituted by a quinone and that photoinduced electron transfer between the self-assembled subunits
can occur. 19 We have also demonstrated, with a ferrocene-linked double receptor, that an extended
tris-chromophore aggregate of type 6 can also be formed in solution. A critical feature of these
designs (developed further below) is the relative positioning of the redox partners as well as the
strong binding (Ka > 106 %-1) which allows significant association of equimolar solutions even at
low concentration.

3 4 5 -

6

2.2 Polymeric Aggregation

In the rational design of solid state structures, directed hydrogen bonding interactions can be
uScd to control the orientation, shape and constitution of the polymeric aggregates. In the past year
vsc, and others 2t--2 5 have developed specific motifs that lead, with some reliability, to predictable
structures.

2.2.1 Based on tlvdrogen Bonded Ribbons

Protonation of diacylaminopyridine 7 with diarylphosphoric acid causes a 1800 rotation
around the C-N bond and formation of two intramolecular hydrogen bonds between the pyridiniuni-
Nil and CO groups. This directs the amide-NI I groups outward to form two intermolecular H-bonds
Aith bridging diarylphosphates. The resultant cocrystal takes up a ribbon structure with the
pyrTidinium-phosphate hydrogen bond network at its core (Figure 3).26 This ordered arrangement
leads to a segregation of anions and cations to opposite sides of the ribbon and recurs with other
phosphate components including chiral binaphthyl phosphates. 26

7

NO,, igure 3
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2.2.2 Based on Hydrogen Bonded Sheets

The common translational H-bonded packing of diamides 2 3 can be induced to interpose a
second component by incorporating strong bidentate interactions between the crystal partners. We
have shown that the 2-acylaminopyridine/carboxylic acid pair provides a stronger interaction than the
single hydrogen bond between simple diamides and can lead to polymeric aggregates as in figure 4.

.- NO

0 N 00

ONH o 0 fN a

Figure 4

This represents an elongated molecular sheet whose dimensions are imposed by the hydrogen
bonding network and the relative size match of the alternating components. Figure 5 shows the
complex formed between hiphenvldiamide 8 and 1,12-dodecanedicarboxylic acid. An almost flat
sheet structure is taken up with a 730 slip or tilt angle between the polymethylene chains and the
horizontal (defined by a line drawn through the pyridine-N atoms). This H-bonding motif is dominant

-4 N-,

IN

8

Figure 5
and is retained despite changes in size of the molecular components. Indeed, the extent of the slip
angle can be varied in a systematic and predictable way by changing the size matching of the diamide
and diacid. Shortening the diamide spacer from biphenyl to naphthyl ( -2.2A shorter) leads to a
decrease in the slip angle to 60' ( Figure 6). A subsequent shortening of the diacid to 1,8-octane di-
carboxvlic acid increases the slip angle to the point where the two subunits are well-matched and the
angle is -90' ( Figure 7). In this work we have identified a recurring hydrogen bond packing pattern
that survives changes in the component structure. Such persistent motifs can form the basis of a wide
range of functional and redox active polymeric aggregates.

Figure 6 Figure 7
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2.2.3 Based on Hydrogen Bonded Helices

The bis-amide 9 formed from 2-aminopicoline and isophthalic acid is also expected to form
polymeric aggregates with dicarboxylic acids of the types similar to that seen in Figures 5-7.
However, when 9 takes a convergent conformation of the two aminopyridines (as shown) two
carboxylic acids can only bind in a non-planar or helical manner (as shown in 10).Propagation of this
arrangement would lead to an extended, self-assembled helix. The complex between 9 and pimelic
acid shows precisely this remarkable structure. A helix is formed composed of alternating

Rjp

00

9 10
receptor-diacid components (Figure 8). Each molecules of 9 stacks parallel to the one above and the
one below with an interplane distance almost 8A. A critical stabilizing feature in the crystal is the
intercalation of the isophthaloyl rings of one helix into the space between the receptors in a second
helix. This intercalation can only occur if there is sufficient distance between the isophthaloyl planes.
The interplane distance will be controlled by the length of the diacid and shortening the diacid should
eliminate the possibility of intercalation stabilization of the crystal. Figure 9 shows the crystal
structure of the complex between 9 and glutaric acid. A 'squashed' helix structure is taken up with
rotation of one C-CO bond by 180' to form a more planar arrangement capable of stacking between
the sheets.

2 7

Figure 8 Figure 9
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Three-dimensional phase-strain model for embedded optical fiber sensors:
experimental verification and applications to different sensor types

J. S. Sirkis

University of Maryland, Department of Mechanical Engineering, College Park,

Maryland 20742, 301-405-5265

ABSTRACT: This paper describes a generalized approach to modeling the

phase change in interferometric optical fiber sensors as a function of

applied strain and temperature fields. The model is combined with theory

of elasticity solutions transversely isotropic host materials to show how

the new model is different from the classic Butter and Hockei approach.

Experiments verify the new model approach.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a generalized approach to modeling the phase change in

interferometric optical fiber sensors as function of applied strain and

temperature fields. The general approach is then applied to Mach-Zehnder,

Michelson, intrinsic and extrinsic Fabry-Perot, polarimetric, dual-mode and

Bragg grating optical fiber sensors. The models for these sensors are then

combined with theory of elasticity solutions for thermnomechanical loading of

both isotropic and transversely isotropic host materials. The predictions ,of

the unified rriodel are compared to those of the Butter and, Hocker approach to

i lustra-' the bahic differences between the two when they are applied to

embedded sensors. It is shown that all sensor types, with the exception of

extrinisic F abty-PerIot sensors, have significant dependence on t ransver-se

strains, and that in many load cases the transverse strain dominates the

sensor's soutput. In the process of applying the unified theory, new physical

models for plariinetric and Bragg grating sensors are developed, the concept

of optical fiber senor sensitivity is redefined, and the question of what

exactllv embedded optical fiber sensors are measuring is addressed.

I9)9)- I(OP PuNhhlno I td
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UNIFIED MODEL

While it is not feasible to present a detailed development of the model

under the page constraints of this manuscript, it is possible to explain the

basic features of the unified model, and how it differs from the Butter and

Hocker approach. The unified development provides a method for deriving the

phase-strain-temperature relations for any interferometric optical fiber

sensor. In all cases the phase change is a function of a linear combination

of the three principle strains and the temperature all integrated along the

sensing section of the optical fiber. This means that the sensor responds to

both axial and transverse strains transferred from the host to the fiber. The

Butter and Hocker model assumes that the transverse strains are simply Poisson

contractions. This is true for surface mounted sensors but not for embedded

sensors. When the fiber is embedded, it interacts with the host material to

determine the strain state in the fiber (and in the host). The strain in the

fiber is a complicated function of the fiber and host material properties.

The Butter and Hocker approach assumes that the strain state in the fiber is

only a function of the fiber material properties. To illustrate the

differences between these tw- modeling approaches consider a Mach-Zehnder

fiber sensor embedded in the following host composite materials: 1) Plane

strain subjected to a uniform terrperatuee distribution (Fig. 1). 2) Plane

strain subjected to radial compressive stress in the far field (Fig. 2), 3)

ereneralized plane strain uniaxial tension with a known axial strain (Fig. 31,

4) Case 2 under the generalized plane strain assumption, 51 Generalized plane

strain subjected to transverse tension (Fig. 4). In all cases the fiber,

sensor path is straight and parallel to the reinforcing fibers, the fiber is

uncoated, and the reference fiber is unstrained. The first tw load cuases are

chosen to illustrate the worst case scenario (plane str ain) for buth thernal

and mechanical loading. The third case is chosen to show that somietim-,s tle

unified and Butter and Hocker phase-change models (:an give similar results.

and also because it is a common specimen used to test stru, turallv embedded

optical fiber sensors. The final two cases were chosen since the generalized

plane strain scenario is more realistic for optical fiber sensors. The last

case, in particular, is illustrative because the loading is nrt axisnronretrim .

Data is shown only for the Mach-Zehrnder sensor but tl I response of intrinsic

Fabry-Perot, Michelson, and Bragg grating sensors can be inferred f'rurri iht

Mach-Zehnder sensor data since its reference fiber is unstrained. Table I

shows the relative error between the two phase change approaches for the
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Mach-Zehnder (MZ), I'olarimetric (P%, dual-mode (DM%, arid extrinic habre-Perot

AMF I ReAti= error is defined as lO~xIunifid ni(det - Butter and Hacker

modelki.' un ed model.

Iti iliot stririgin~ eult in Table I is that the exrinsi Fhakyv-erot sensor

yields the same result whether it is surface mounted or emibedded as attested

to hy The zero errur bet ween the unified approach and Butter and HoNker

miodels. Recall that Butter anid Flocker' s approach is analogous to assuming The

55uvx is suit" ace ~ n Ii('io. The p~hase senistivit los tar (As, 3 are uinirqui in

that Imth pla"-O1nip rntels vield very similar or idential results for all

h" ti ira" 'cin.

3IA Slt)N

A nutio i1 .1 mxich t')hs-taiitmoau- relationiships for ot o

fit 'r s t' or I s be2 pr esented. J )i s approach is valid for all

inteitri,;)naitn(i ýptlci fiber setnsor-- experienicing arbitrary strain fields; anid

'-onfipiir-, in am itAmqu geometric paths. The unified approach has been

applied To all FpOpii siensor types and has tieen compared the classic Butter

and Harker at pmrnaO The comh i nat ion the phase-change models shows that in

aldl casePs. ex-pt fI tOti ext ririsi~c Fabrv -Perot setisor, the Butter arid Hacker

rinode leads to fab ir 'ierpretatiarr of the embedded sensor dtata. Exper imnet alI

"eviden e no)t showi iii This, manuscript verifies the hre a findings.

A,- Y
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Figue 1

Figue 2.
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Table 1.

MZ P DMl EFP
Case 1 -10.5 0 78.2 0
Case 2 100 0 10 0
Case3 0.3 0 0.3 0
Case - 66.6 0 66.6 0
Case 5 66.6 99.9 66.6 0
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Spatially weighted fiber optic sensors for smart materials and structures

K. A. Murphy, B. R. Fogg and R. 0. Claus, Fiber & Electro-Optics
Research Center, Bradley Department of Electrical Enginering,
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061 and A. M. Vengsarkar, AT&T Bell
Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ

ABSTRACT: Two-mode, elliptical-core optical fibers are
demonstrated in weighted, distributed and selective mode
filtering applications on laboratory structural test articles. We
demonstrate the use of tapered-sensitivity two-mode fiber
sensors and the performance of chirped two-mode fiber gratings
as spatial modal sensors for structural analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two-mode, elliptical-core (e-core) optical fibers with stable output
intensity patterns were first used as strain gages and modal filters
in 1987 by Shaw and co-workers. 1 .2 Murphy et al. subsequently
demonstrated that such proposed e-core sensors can be ruggedized,
made insensitive to external environmental perturbations along the
lengths of the lead-in and lead-out fibers, and used for the detection
of vibration in flexible metal and composite beams.3 Vensarkar et al.
extended this work to investigate the use of such optical fiber
methods specifically for the weighted spatial analysis of
structures. 4 This paper reviews recent results in light of those
previous two contributions.

2. TWO-MODE E-CORE FIBER SENSORS

Two-mode, e-core "modal domain" fiber sensors have been
implemented during the past four years for applications requiring
well defined gage length sensors where the gage length is several
centimeters to many meters long. The fiber sensor operates on the
principle of differential phase modulation between the LP0 1 and
LP 1 1 even modes and consists of three segments of different fibers

spliced together. 3 An e-core, single-mode fiber is used as the lead-
in fiber, a two-mode e-core fiber forms the sensing section and a
circular-core multimode fiber acts as the lead-out fiber. The lead-in
fiber preserves the polarization of the input laser signal and allows
the accurate coupling of the proper input signal to the center active

I' )P P I P .... : I
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sensing section. The sensing section allows the propagation of only
two modes with different propagation coefficients, and the
interference between these two modal fields creates a beat
interference at the end of the sensing section. A circular-core
multimode fiber is spliced to the sensing section and transmits a
signal proportional to the strain integrated along the length of the
sensing section to output detection electronics.

3. WEIGHTED FIBER SENSING

The introduction of weighted fiber sensitivity may be introduced
along the length of the sensing section of the fiber using several
methods, just as weighted piezoelectric film sensors may be shaped
to analyze different vibrational modal characteristics. 5 The
potential use of weightings in fiber sensors for such applications has
been considered in particular by Lindner and coworkers. 6

Effective weighting may be accomplished by one of three methods.
First, the optical fiber sensors may be attached to the test structure
in particular geometrical patterns. Analysis indicates that the
output of such sensors is proportional to the difference in the slopes
of the structure at the endpoints of the sensr.5 Thus, sensors may
be weighted in their sensitivity to particular structural modes by
properly placing them on the structure to be interrogated. For
example, the data shown in Figure 1 demonstrates that the
appropriate positioning of an optical fiber sensor on a vibrating beam
may lead to appropriate modal filtering. Here, the fiber has been
placed on a clamped-clamped beam in such a way that the second
order vibrational mode is clearly suppressed. 4

Second, the sensitivity of the fiber may be modified along its length
in such a way that output signals proportional to certain vibrational
modes may be surpressed with respect to those due to other
vibrational modes, specifically modes with particle motion profiles
which are similar to the weighting profile of the fiber. Such gradual
fiber sensitivity weightings may be achieved by longitudinally
grading the V-number of the fiber, and thus modifying the modal
propagation constant difference along the fiber sensor length. Figure
2 shows the output of piezoelectric and tapered optical fiber sensors
for vibration in a clamped-clamped beam; note the suppression of the
second and third modes.

Third, gratings may be written along the length of fibers, and the
spatial periodicity of the gratings may be chirped to produce a
weighted sensing function profile. Figure 3 shows the output of a
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Fig. 1 Fourier transform of signals from fiber sensor (solid) placed
along discrete section of a clamped-clamped beam and piezoelectric

patch (dashed). Second mode information is suppressed. 4

I I i

Fig. 2. Fourier transform of output signals from tapered fihor sensor

(solid) and piezoelectric patch (dashed) on clamped-free beam. 4

Fig. 3, Fourier transform of signals from grating -induced. first-
mode enhanced e-core, two-mode fiber sensor (solid) and
piezoelectric sensor (dashed) attached to beam Second mode tiber
sensor signal here is suppressed by 10 dB compared to signal of
conventional -core sensor
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weighted grating-based sensor versus the performance of a
conventional piezoelectric sensor. Note the suppression of the
second order mode information.

4. REMARKS

Several methods are available for the effective weighting of optical
fiber sensor sensitivity along the length of moderately long gage
length sensors. This summary has briefly discussed three such
methods. The reader is referred to the references for detailed
information.
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Single-fiber, dual modal-domain sensors

Christian V. O'Keefe

Martin Marietta Laboratories, 1450 S. Rolling Rd, Baltimore, MD 21227

ABSTRACT: Single-fiber sensors, such as modal-domain and polarimetric sensors,
while useful as strain sensors, are also very susceptible to temperature effects. This
simultaneous response to temperature and strain has been exploited to create a single-
fiber sensor using a single light source that can measure both temperature and strain
independently. Two modal-domain sensors were created along the two orthogonal
axes of a two-mode polarization-preserving fiber. Since each sensor responds
differently to temperature and strain, each generates an independent output, from
which both temperature and strain can be extracted.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many different types of fiber optic sensors that measure strain, vibration, or pressure have
been proposed and tested by various researchers such as Claus et al (1988), Valis et al
(1989), and Lee et al (1989). Some of these have used single-fiber approaches based on
mode-mode interference (modal domain sensors) or polarization modulation (polarimetric
sensors) such as those from Grossman et al (1989) and Layton et al (1979). To determine
the suitability of different fibers for sensing applications, various fibers were tested frr their
ability to function as modal domain and polarimetric sensors under dyrimic strain
conditions by O'Keefe et al (1991) and under dynamic temperature variations inr this paper.
These tests were useful for determining sensor sensitivity to strain and temperature for
particular optical fibers and for sensor type--modal domain or polarimetric. These
characterization tests also were useful for the development of dual sensors -- those that use
both the modal domain and polarimetric effects in a single fiber or those that have two
modal domain sensors in the same fiber. The development of a dual sensor that has two
modal domain sensors within the same fiber resulted in two sensors each of which has a
different response to strain and temperature changes. This provides the ability to develop
sensors which can limit ambiguities in determining the strain direction, provide higher strain
resolution and a large dynamic range, and, most importantly, allow one to possibly separate
strain from temperature. Such a sensor was created and used to perform these functions.

2. BACKGROUND

Modal domain and polarimetric fiber-optic sensors rely on differential phase velocities of
two or more modes propagating within a single fiber. This single-fiber approach does not
require separating a beam into a sensing fibei and a reference fiber with subsequent
recombination of the two beams. Instead. the beam travels in a single fiber which is exposed
to the parameters that are being measured simultaneously be they temperature, strain, or
other phenomena, and a separate isolated "referrnce" fiber is not needed. The beam travels
down the fiber and is separated into several modes, each of which travels with a different
phase velocity. When the modes are recombined, they produce an interference pattern,
which exhibits intensity changes as a function of the phase difference between the different

, 1•99' I(P PubhIh,hmg L td



modes. The phase velocities of the different modes are affected by a variety of perturbationw
such as strain and temperature changes in the optical tiber.

If the differential propagation constants inherent in a birefringence fiber can be combined
with a modal dcnain sensor, two independent outputs can be generated. This arrangement
offers the possibility of solving for two parametric influences on the fiber such as strain and
temperature. One approach was developed by Vengsarkar et al (1990) whereby an E-core
fiber sensor was operated at two different wavelengths, resulting in the construction of a
modal domain and a polarimetric sensor within the same fiber. Initial results with accuracies
of +- 10 Vm/m and +- 5°C for strain and temperature measurements, respectively were very
promising. Some drawbacks include the need for two lasers, wavelength separation flters,
and the optical configuration for injecting the light from the two lasers into one fiber. The
dual sensor method, where two modal domain sensors are created within one birefringent
optical fiber to perform simultanecus measurements of strain and temperature, can be
implemented with only one laser which can be pigtailed to the end of the fiber.

3. STRAIN AND i LMIPERATURE CHARACTERIZATION OF FIBERS

When two modes 91'. '. 1' and E1 m". 1" travel within a birefringent fiber, they do so with
different propagation constants such that upon recombination onto a photodetector the light
intensity and hence the detector output level is a functior of the phase difference between the
two modes. When the optical fiber sensor is perturbed through events such as strain or
temperature changes, the phase difference and hence the output of the sensor will change
according to I J IT,50 ldk + -33dL + -- AT dL_ + 1 AT dL (1

f 'a JI dTf d

where P is the difference between the propagation constants of the two modes and L is the
length of the sensing portion of the fiber. The final change in phase is therefore an
integration of the perturbations over the length of the fiber sensor. It is also a function of the

cha' ge in the characteristic parameter with strain do/ and with temperature io /dT, and

the change in length with temperature /", which is also known as the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE). Th'ý equation can be simplified if it can be assumed that the
optical fiber set or is uniformly loaded both mechanically and thermally. The phase change
can then be written. as:

AE) LL + do AL + -- L AT + L AT (2)
ac aT aT

or with the common variables grouped together:

+ AT (3)

Substituting the coefficients A'ALi and A'LATi defined by
2it- it 2it _91i 0

2n _ __ + - + i (4b)
A___ _- (4a) ALATi )T aT)

equation (3) can be rewritten as

A9 - tAL+ 2 L AT (5)
AALi ALATi
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As seen in Eq. 5, the output of polarimetric and modal domain sensors is more a function of

the total stretching or displacement AL than the actual strain. The strain does manifest itself
in the output since the displacement is equal to an integration of the strain over the sensing
portion of the optical fiber. The polarimetric displacement sensitivity of the fibers were
tested first; the results are given in O'Keefe et al (1991). The temperature sensitivity of the
same fibers is shown in Table I. As shown in Eq. 5, the outputs of the polarimetric and
modal domain sensors are a function of the temperature changes and the length of the sensor

exposed to these temperature changes (LAT). Therefore, characteristic temperature
parameters for the optical fiber sensors are expressed in terms of the product of the
temperature and the length of exposed fiber (°C-m).

TABLE 1. POLARIMETRIC TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY OF TESTED
POLARIZATION-PRESERVING FIBERS

Length Temperature

Hiher lT•pe cm) Change (°C) °C-m/Fringe

3M FSt1B3611 0.645 27.7 1.467

York HBS(XO 4.354 28.6 1.196

York IIB 1250 5.43 26.4 5.655

The modal domain sensitivities of the birefringent fibers were measured by performing each
test with the input light injected along each fiber polarization axis. In each case, the output
was observed through a polarizer for modal domain response and for coupling effects from
one polarization to the other. The coupling effects were found to be very minimal. The
results of the modal domain responses under displacement are given in O'Keefe et al (1991)
and under temperature changes are shown in Table II,. Again, the characteristic fiber sensor

parameters are expressed in terms of the displacement (AL) and temperature*length (L AT)or
(eC-m).

"TA BLEF II. MODAL DOMAIN TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY OF TF.STED FIBERS.

Polarization Length Temperature

Fiber Type State (m) Change ('C) 'C-m/Frin,,e

York HIB 8()0 First 4.354 25.1 20.0i7

Second 4.354 30.2 12.990

York [1B31250) First 5.43 28.6 8.54(0

Second 5.43 28.3 13.234

4. DESIGN OF DUAL SENSOR

The results of the modal domain sensor testing clearly showed the effects of polarization on
strain sensitivity in the polarization- preserving fibers. With this knowledge, a birefringent
modal domain sensor in which two modal domain sensors were effectively created by using
a single fiber and a single light source was constructed. Because of the diffe :ntial phase
vehl•ity between the two birefringent axes in a polarization-preserving fiber, the two modal
domain sensor outputs can he used for strain direction determination or separation of
temperature from strain effects. This concept is shown in Figure 1 Although a gas laser was
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used in the experiments, a laser diode can also be used with its advantages in terms of size,
weight and power consumption. This design also can be modified to create an all optical-
fiber sensor.

Two-mode
HeNe LASER Polarization Preserving Fiber

SPolarizing Beam Slte

S• Spatial

Filters

Processor Photodetector

Figure 1. Dual sensor

If Eq. 5 is expanded to encompass both sensor outputs, the following two equations result:

A®1 -=2i AL+ - 2 1K__L AT (6a) A,®2 = 2LT AL+ 2n L AT (6b)
A'ALI A'LATI A'AL2 A' LAT21

As was done with the polarimetric/modal domain sensor mentioned earlier (Vengsarkar et al
1990), the modified characteristic parameters A' AU and A' LAT defined by the relations in
Eqs. 4 and 6 can be expressed in matrix form as:

S27t A 2iT 1
!/'4i']= A'AL] ALATI I AL (

"40 2n-_ _2A_ L(7T
IA®) I 2ý -i ILLATI

L A'AL2 A'LAT2
or

wher - AL
AR = A' P (8) where P = AT (9)

F 2-N ~2n
A' = A'ALU ALATI A 19IA 2n 2n (10) and AO = (11)

A'AL2 A'LAT2

As a result, the matrix A' can be inverted to yield a set of linear equations which will
provide the temperature and displacement (or strain) as a function of the change in phase of
the two outputs of the dual sensor:

P =A- A' & . (12)
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Accurate results are theoretically possible if the following assumptions hold true: 1) there is
no cross-sensitivity between the two parameters or polarizations, 2) the matrix A'
components can be determined with a very high degree of accuracy, 3) the fiber response
remains linear, and 4) the phases of the output signals can be measured with a very high
degree of accuracy. Some degree of tolerance for variabilities in the matrix coefficients and
the output phase measurements is achieved if one has a well-conditioned matrix. The
condition of the matrix is a function of the strain and temperature sensitivities of the optical
fiber and are inherent to that fiber type and batch. In the case of a badly conditioned matrix,
small errors in determining the phase outputs of the sensor will result in large errors in
determing the strain and temperature. One method for comparing the stability of the
matrices of various fibers and sensor types is to calculate the reciprocal of the condition
number (rcond) of each matrix as was done by Vengsarkaret al (1990). If the matrix is well
conditioned, rcond is near 1.0 whereas if the matrix is badly conditioned, rcond is closer to
zero. Upon applying the rcond using 1-norm for dual modal domain sensors, it was
discovered that the matrix coefficients of the fibers tested here all resulted in il--conditioned
matrices. Nonetheless, a dual modal-domain sensor was still successfully created using one
of these fibers, specifically the York HB800, an 850nm polarization preserving fiber.

5. TEST OF DUAL MODAL-DOMAIN SENSOR AND RESULTS

The dual modal domain sensor that was created with the configuration shown in Figure 1
allowed the application of strain and/or heat. First, the sensor was strained by various
amounts at a constant temperature, the phase of the two outputs was determined and Eq. 15
was used to calculate the AL and temperature. Similarly the sensor was heated while the
strain was kept constant and the AL and temperature were calculated. Finally, both strain
and temperature were varied and were calculated from the sensor outputs. The results are
summarized in table Ill. The directly measured values for AL and AT are given in the
columns labelled "Exp." and the values calculated from the outputs of the sensor are given in
the column labelled "Calc." Accuracies for measuring the parameters and phases were
AL--±5 ýim,AT =+ 0.1°C, andAO--- 0.8 rads.

TABLE Ill. RESULTS OF STRAIN AND TEMPERATURE SEPARATION.

Exp. Exp. AO- (rads) AO- (rads) Calc. Calc.
Test No. AL AT Pol l Pol 2 AL AT

1 890 airn 0.0 0C 14.14 21.99 723 gm 0.60C

2 930 ýim 00°C 15,71 27.23 958 gim -0.90C

3 1655 g.m 0.00C 29.85 49.48 1696 p.m -0.50 C
18.85 11.78 125m I04C

5 0 gm 6.28 3.93 -0.8 Pm 3"5C
6 0 tpm 5'3°C 942 6.28 20 tm 57C

7 5(X)m m 0°C 7.85 11.78 378 Lm 0.60C
8 l(XX) Ptim 5.9C 24.35 29.85 803 •im 5.40C

I l(XX) lin 10 40.84 42.41 926 lpm 13 2 C
10 250 P in 3"96C 11.78 11.78 241 him 4.1 IC
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6. CONCLUSIONS

It can be seen that the dual modal-domain sensor does have the ability to measure both strain
and temperature. As shown in Table III, it performs best when it is sensing strain or
temperature individually, but can adequately measure and separate both perturbations
simultaneously. The concept behind this type of sensor is demonstrated here, and the
accuracy can be improved by using of a different optical fiber, one whose characteristics will
result in a better conditioned A' matrix. Even with the non-ideal optical fiber used in these
tests, accuracy within several degrees Celsius and several hundred microns was achieved.

The temperature and strain perturbation results that were generated also were very useful for
the determination of the temperature sensitivity of various fibers and sensor types
combinations. These sensitivity results allow one to choose a fiber with a desired strain and
temperature response for a specific application.
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Weighted distributed-effect sensors for smart structure applications

Douglas K. Lindner

Dept of Elcc. Eng., Virginia Tech. Blacksburg, VA 24061, and

Karl M. Reichard

Applied Research Lab, Penn State, P.O. Box 30, State College, PA 16804

ABSTRACT

Recently there has emerged a new class of sensors for structures such as
piezoelectric laminate PVDF film, modal domain optical fiber sensors, and
holographic sensors. These sensors have a unique capability in that they can be
fabricated to locally alter their sensitivity to the measurand. Thus, these sensors
act as a spatial filters. Spatial filters can be configured to measure a wide variets
of structural parameters which can not be measured directly with point sensors.
including modal amplitudes and travelling waves. In this paper we discuss the
model of these sensors for control system design. In particular, wc model the
fabrication error and show that this model identifies the limitations imposed b\
the sensor on the control system.

1. INTRODUCTION

The suppression of vibration in flexible structures using active feedback
control has received a great deal of attention in the last decade. Current rescarch
has 'ocu,,ed on the instrumentation required to implement these control lai,.
parlitcularly, through the use of embedded sensors and/or actuators - so-called
Smarl Structures. Recently there has emerged a new class of sensors loi
-tlructures ,khich respond over a significant gauge lengthl we call these sensors
distributed-c ffyc sensors. The most well known sensor of this t pc is,
piecolectric lamninate PVDF film. Two other sensors in this class are modal
dornain optical fiber sensors (Murphy. cl. al., 1990) and holographic sensor,
(Welch and Cox, 1991). In some cases, these sensors have a unique capability ill
that they can be fabricated to locally alter their sensitivity to the measurand
Ihesc sensors act as a spatial filter. This spatial filter is dcfined by the spatial
%ariation of the sensitivity of the sensor; this function of space is called Ihlc
scigchlting function. By various choices of the weighting function, these sensor,
can be configured to measure a wide variety of structural parameters which can
not be measured directly with point sensors such as modal amplitudes and
tra,,eling waves. In this paper ve discuss the incorporation of spatial filters into
,ontrol s,,stems for vibration suppression in flexible structures.

Spatial filtering has been demonstrated by Burke and Hubbard (1987). Lee
and Moon (19901, and Collins, e. al. (1991) using PVDF film. In their simplest
configuration. the use of modal domain optical fiber sensors in a control loop fol
vibration suppression of a cantilevered beam has recently been demonstraitd
(Cox and l.indncr, 1991). Reichard and Lindner (1991) and Lindner and Reichard

1991 suggest sexeral ways in which these sensors may be configured as spatiad
filters. Vengsarkar, cl al. (1991) have demonstrated a modal domain sensor , itih
,ar,,ing core radius on a flcxiblc beam.
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One application is the use of spatial filters for the active suppression of
acoustic radiation (Miller, et. al., 1990; Clark and Fuller, 1991; Lindner, et al..
1991). Collins, et. al. (1991) used this same filter in a rate feedback system for
disturbance rejection. Burke and Hubbard (1987) have demonstrated vibration
suppression in a cantilevered beam using a spatially shaped actuator. Chaing
and Lee (1989) used weighted PVDF film to excite and control only the first mode
of a cantilevered beam. Lindner, et al. (1990, 1991) used a spatial filter to
implement a low order compensator on a flexible beam.

In this paper we discuss the modeling of spatial filters for control
applications. In particular, we develop a model which incorporates the effects of
fabrication errors in the weighting function (Reichard and Lindner, 1992:
Reichard, 1991). This model predicts the limitations of the control system
imposed by the spatial filter.

In Section 2 spatial filters are discussed. Section 3 develops the model of a
spatial filter. Section 4 introduces the effects of fabrication errors on the
performance of the spatial filter. Section 5 has the conclusions.

2. DISTRIBUTED SENSOR MODELS

Definitions: A signal, m(z,t), is called a distributed signal if it depends on time,
t, and on a spatial variable, z, which belongs to a domain, Q, of at least dimension
1. A sensor is a distributed sensor if the output of the sensor, s(z,t), i, a

distributed signal proportional to the distributed signal, m(z,t), of the structure.
A sensor is a distributed-effect sensor if the output of the sensor, y(t), is a scalar
function of time derived from a distributed signal m(zt).

Typically, distributed-effect sensors are modeled as

y(t) - K il g(z,) m(z,t) z( .

where K is a proportionality constant and g(z) is a function which depends on
the sensor placement and fabrication. In some cases the sensor can be
physically altered in a controlled way such that the function g(z) can be selected
independently of the sensor.

Definitions: If the function g(z) in (2.1) can be chosen independently of the
sensor, then g(z) is called a weighting function. Any device with an input of the
distributed signal m(z,t) and an output of the scalar signal y(t) which can be
modeled as in (2.1) where g(z) is a weighting function is called a slQalial filter.

Figure 2.1 shows a control loop containing a flexible structure and a
spatial filter. Sometimes it is convenient to think of a distributed-effect sensor as
two separate operations: a distributed sensor followed by a processing unit which
performs the integral in (2.1). From this point of view, the weighting function
performs a filtering function (Lee and Moon, 1989; Lindner, et al;., 1991). From
another point of view, the weighting function is a distributed control gain
(Burke and Hubbard, 1987: Lindner, et. al., 1990, 1991).

3. MODELING SPATIAL FILTERS
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We assume that the distributed signals of a flexible structure can be
described in terms of the mode shapes, 'n(z). and the modal amplitudes, Tln(t), as

N
m(Z't) I Y• (z) T,,(t). (3.1)

The modal amplitudes satisfy the reduced order model

i(t) + Kq(t) = Qiu(t) (3.2)

where u(t) is the control input force. Substituting this expression in the model
of a spatial filter (2.1) yields

y(t) = g(z) y'j(z) dzi' Tl(t)= I CjiT(t) = CnI(t) (3.3)
)J I L i ~l j J I

Secondly, assume that there exists another set of basis functions {yk( z)}

defiined over the spatial domain Q such that

N

g(Z) = Y gkYk(z). (3.4)

Deline the N x N matrix Q by
Q[k .qkj= t Yk(Z) yj(z) dz . 35

Then (3.6) can be written as

C =[ c) I = 4 i Yk(/) yjl(z) dz] [gtg2 -gNQ=GQ. (3.6)
L k 0 = 4

Assume that Q is invertible. Then given C. G is computed from (3.6) and
conversely. This result says that selecting the weighting function is the same as
choosing the output matrix (3.3) of the reduced order model of the structure.

4. WEIGHTING FUNCTION ERRORS

When a spatial filter is fabricated, the weighting function which i s
achieved, gadz), will differ from the desired weighting function, gd(z). As a
result the performance of the spatial filter will be degraded over the nominal
ss,-cm performance. Let gd(z) is the desired weighting function and ga(z) is the
achieved weighting function, then

n(z) = g.(Z) - gd(z)

is the spatial filter error. The actual sensor output is given by

yý(t = g.(z)m(z.1), dt . (4.1)

,\n error in the weighting function induces an error at the filter output. The
"" i f-)l a I

edti = ya(i) - ya(t(
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is called the sensor output error. The sensor output error written in terms of the
spatial filter is

c0 ) = g(.) - ga(z)] m(zt) dz=i n(z) rn(At) di. (4.2)

If the weighting error function, nfi), is expressed in term of the basis function,
of the structure

n(z) = X ni,,(z) (4.3)

lOen the output of the spatial filter using the achieved weighting function is

ya(t) =C •6CI 11(t) where 5C=-K n ..- n IJQ. 4.4)

J he weighting error function has been investigated in both deterministic and
stochastic settings (Reichard, 1991; Reichard and Lindner, 1991). The followinc•i
exaniple is representati,,c of the results by Reichard (1991).

Example 4.3: (modal filter) Consider a cantilevered beam and suppose that htec
,eightimg function is selected so that the spatial filter will measure exactl, the
first modal amplitude. The desired weighting function, gd(,). is shown in Figure
4.1. Also shown in that Figure 4.1 is the achieved weighting function gal,) wAhcrc
n(/) is a /ero-mean. Gaussian random process with variance on. The transfcr
function of this system is a zero-mean random variable with variance as show n
in Figure 4.2. Also shown in Figure 4.2 is the desired frequency response. Figure
4.3 compares an ideal first mode filter with a strain guage. bhis example sho,,
that the performance of the spatial filter with a non-ideal weighting Iunction i,
degraded over the desired frequency response.

5. CONC(LUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the modeling of spatial fillers for active
,ibratiun slipprcssion for flexible structures. It was shown th::* the choice of the
vcightliing function is equivalent to the choosing the output niatrix of the finite
dizcn ,ional model Secondly. a model of ttc fabrication error of the sensor ,.at,
inlroJuccd. Tbhi-s model ,hows the limnitations imposed by the spatial filter on the

nrit rl s, stcrn).
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Active structural control demonstrator for spacecraft applications

G. W. Game
British Aer'ospace Space Systems Ltd.
Earth Observation & Science Division.

B r istrol, England.

ABSTRACT: li a p ape r de . th(e deco inopmen t (if a demons traotar
for thne aIcive A' eet 0t .< spact' structures. Initial
expenirimernts have beeni ba-;d -i, 'ho tig n control of' a simpl e
oIilaintor, cant ilever, beam byv the( uise of a heaiter pad and angle
measuroetrrts from a Inser'irt'fcoot. This wor~k is now being
ex tended to a 3-diniemn. ornnl t ross stnructure contraolied as ing
p Lezo-elee to:c actoatorIs.

I. INTROOUCTION

Fbi' i ocreasi nký instrumlent aii it irneds of the so ient ilfir communi ty
are loading towatrds I ar r, s pa cec rafrt s tru ct uries comb inred w it h more
demand inrg pay l oad po in1t i iý-'a' pi Ii rom'i: It s. 'typ icalIvI po in t inLeg roqu iremonIt~s
for European sparcrraf't of' t,"v' ag-o were in the tens of' aresec range.

teSPOT Farthi observat ion ,, 'it i> o, far, example, launched in 1986 had a
potint.inrg requii-ri'miftnt of i12rcserc Obsorvýa t-ory' payl1 oads in f'uture apace
missýions (sorb aIs thI e tar' I, f In''-Rid Space Telescope F IRST) will be
reqiitrod to achieve at t itvl ditnab i 1t~y in) the sub-aresec range which must
be main tai ned aver' many miiiuiitc a" The payload poniat ing error budget,
ttO' 1 tdes terms due' to r'is if bodl% ilot ions r'esult Iing from, for- examplIe.

meos1UI`frinet nsi'in t fh, -OCi, iret i'ipitiint and structural distortions
r'esul t ing from titmper'atu 'iro ''' arid strIUCttural flexibility. These

1 vlaof' attituide stnohilIi ' v ret lýit' all ISour'ces of ervor and disturbance
to b, miriimis(ed.

Al1ignment stability, in ae ftI ovr.tia~ ~tchuieved using tow

coeff ic ient of' expansion' ma'tor'ials, (such as CEIP) iii a runtrioll ed t herniial
envi n'onmen t .'Anu u inarreptabl i resuidioi ii dis tortions must either be measured
arid( used t o co~rr'ect tfie if it i where puss ifbl1 or centrotlled actively by
re-aligning par't- of thle spacec rafrt st ilc tu re. SeveralI operat ional
splicec rafCt paylIotids lisc' ;Ic tiv t-fs'rIriatI cOntr't l- eg, the Impr'oved
St ratospfer ir arnd ¶esos;pfer i c Soindor' I SAMS arid active sttructural1 control
is b e trlig app I i orltonC reduce :11I gni'ruieri error's for' large m r'r-or's (eg. the
Hlubbl so pace i.'iiescope I. The oh ginmfenu t r'quui r'emerit of' f'urtore sri en ti fir
m11"is ons a r'i' nlow r'eachirl nic po iW b''. of'f- i me dsitviig techniques are

nio Iiruer ade"'.ti.'i to

Section 2 of thris paper' di'ai'r'ibfits i'ocenut r'esear'ch rct iv ities wi tfiin f3Ae-'
Earth Obspr'va t -ii k Science P i 'isaion, irives t igat ing st r'uctur'al l .I gemen t

control. These experimerits were based on an aluminium cantilever beam
controlled usingý, a heater' pad to remove distortions. Section 3 describes

oiiiii current researirh aor ýItiS IThe area leadileg to a technology base
arid di'MonIStr--'aOt r fadC' I It i 11,i firth at i griireot (arid vibr'at. inn) control

101)-' lOP Puuhli'btng I id
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2. CON'rPOL OF AN ALMI N I/i ('ANTi 1EV/IT BEAM.

For this experiment a 0.-'11 I Ins oi los, rectangul ar sect ion, aluminium
beamn represent ing ai spacecr~aftL boom soas clamped to a surface table at. one
end with the oither end freeý. Di stort ions of' the beam were obtained by the
Use of weigh 1ts, arranged t o pr~odoce s ideways farces at the free end
resulting inl anl anlgular iii sl ignment bet .ee t...he- ends- ofr /4 rcsec, N.
Angular measuirements were obt~ai ed using a laser interferometer system
cant' i gred as shomn in fi /iire 1.
Cnn t.rol1 of tinl beaml Wl zi chieved ~
by the use E f a Kap teon so eil'(
strip bonded to the vertical fare
of* the beam oppns i t e to the 11~ntefeamtersystem. The output,
tiCiii the interferometet' soýs t'eid
into a s tanridar d I tlN PC which '

nol(-uded( n (P!D) contrlo' IL h'Di -

oa It pult Croml th!e con't'' ro 1-, 1-" r~ni,

to the heater pad.h Ieýitsho
tne- es'cinrle )f' t to SýS~ t(, ý

ina~ I I -t ril'5

at ignlment are 'fiilow ln2

The erral' was reduce d *I s %t1!1

aIpprux 1l1iot e ! 7vA11 Figure 1. Configuration of contleveýr
trais ient resp)Tlons ~'.2 boom alignment experiment

c ciis' t atoil'v t5 th5 ' ýIsO C U t

las I ind . ''4aS'0'i a i

//I'l( abhovet expe'ifllieot de'iiiiiii atfl d 1

that active aligilselit conltrol if
S truc tu res i s a teat is ticr C'clicep.
that can -f'fert ive lv pi'edlice tho 0

requiired tlrcuri'cie's "or' spirorvif' iF

p-iyloaid requirement-s. In i-t ija ',

Spiacecraft St tI r cI I Ires iii'' r
mai'i' t'mI~nip x tha-n the S i [II,1e l)'-1i11
d'sctihed above s/i io ti [,/ ho o ''

hea tet' pailo tar conli /1111 I

eft'cts; olA thi Sirl l'l0l 1d In_ thi rqi'ii i--

eniv I ran meii t ind t he it' non - Iiri(,tr Figure 2. Closed loop response of cantilever

iar, beon. to an Initial distortion

1.DPV-tPN OF A STtt '" R \7 AtL 1 (;%%!NT CONTROLI DFE1ONSTO.ATOR.

The demirr )rIsl t r It C Ž1, .i des i gntfd ivti'rt'Se a three dimen~rsional spacecraft
i''': t 'IYP"I nd is modular11 Io f)('o t Ee-ooiguro ion wi thou t i ncurring

matinlifac t ul'ing cosýts The ab 11t: , o kstolid i ts u se, eventulalIN., to0 activ
bi rat ion11 rr'i irr) is ccas id-r'i *' )' ii'' ýiii riporiiltali l'equiiremelit

The shove reqoi rPTents- are- hnt L in 'off-the-shelf' prodtuct produced by
Mcrtofor'm Gmb/i if 0'l'man': rl. Pits ' is i nt ended for' use in displays etc .

andcos (ss f, ai st )f, s'' ll 't et'elatgeahte parts. Nonde elIemen ts.,

hih'it", Sph ...... S alp4'cx m 1, -1, " di amot el'. have 1ý threaded hales into
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which struts of standard length may be screwed. The lengths available
allow the CoriStPIction of (,ube eleseatc with diagonal bracing. Va r ious
materials are available. but the demons trotor- is made fromn anodised
aluminium. The struicture being; studied, shown in fig. 3. conFcists of lI
nodes and 412 struts with a total heL~hL of approximately im.

lDist~ortion i s in troduced into the
srcue by the use of heater

elements wrapped around foci' of the
verticral struts. These represe~nt
disturbanc-es gene~rated by treran I
gradients within the spacecraft.

Trhe measurement svs tent must be capable
of measuring, distort ions Ii th
sub-arcsecod re'soluLt ion. Absolute
d ist oction with respect to onr exteirnial
reference or' i'e lo t I%-, distort ion
betIween two poct 01i tn tho
S t cur t, LI e unregriired. A ume' of'
potent ial systems is shown in, ru-ble I
and the use of a Dlose rite''r'p
lS 11 i Sesb~' st c toritd SI IC' i t f',,: -s

e~x i I)ilI i tv f'or V 'I ist ct o:1, i
a irigle laser, oiddi t icool rm,-isui'om(eIrs
cani be obtoined b v odd og ri,,mýII,,, v
boom-rip I III ter's oInd Irrteur'f"'ri'ort
blocks. A dii sdvontoige ot' mron' or' the-

a I t elrio t, i es. oissomi ug tiýIhe 'egoI -
resoluttort cot. be achie%'ed, is, tlire
lieen t o bu iId sri add I t iooll' Lstruct-ure

to suppe'port of' 1 t hr, f to(, "isni' I s
device leg. coipaci t re trt''ci e7l

'alob1e I shows somef-i t, too t i 1rrs% sa tem11s

Ssvsteas ore ideal becorrar' tihy Cor' UhoFgr . tutrlslgMrg
hotl [ t :nto ,act i% e s ' I-tts' orid hii iur .Stutra ign,
beeon selected for, the demnsor I vtotr. TFhese have also scesfl
aipplIeI(d to vibration reduc tion in t rurss a tr'ctures . H 7-c-l octci c
oictuator's requirire appl'ox 1mi el, ' IT to produce distor'tions of lh10pr~i bu t
so t'fei' from 15% hvs;tees is-; A p '.-i hie aoItr'rrati ye is a Magoetnst r'icti ye
mater'ial lTor'fotlol-l)l s-it I c"to pity ide " r'cr stI atit l11evelIs W i ti1 ito
htvster''s is' However', the pr01nie o' ti :M-10000 ic 'i old may ill luenr,' tht,

pta c ecr'oaf t Fi-% "uo 'orat i I o n I e' I. )II1 - I.. . . '': tn r'oA it fr' thIIanl %' \0 ta,

wi 11 make de-mords on tihe spst''r'f v'~s sih-ý m, it

The number' anti place~ment o)fý,' 10: ýI'or's deT-'nds ýport the char'octerist its Ci
"tir, drist irbortyr's to hi- t,'i'! !Etd. 'is ci- ''ti2) tf1 it idiffcl
to lo (catle ac tuTa tor's "I t si fh i s It''a r'rc tlr'e wh1i ch 'I e r'frl,'ct'i, '
a-Iga i ns t allI c ornIrce% i InIocLil ha: ir'hinc'is A s ti t a ble s et oif rf'e s is co
distuirbainces is as sugfeect'd ii comrpnosd of' a Iiniear comabinatiron ofC

he f'ir'st few; - ri "'t ; on tnri' o t If or' other' oppi'opri'ate, de te r'lls itt st t c
funrc tions. The opt i ito I ttrato u o"I.,it t ens arre thtosr which minimi im t' the
'distortion squared' I n ''ro', ra d ove r the a t riIc tu(Ire. A mit mer i CalI
',pt imisati,~iri pr'o'edtire, it I- t miodn'l , is uised tet solve "theobe

tnr'eblem - .

:deal iv. dis at-'710cment- s'-'nsen 'sdHrpeit oe at the raii tls ' when-

lie d isroi't mit1r'_i:1 ton S ''''got '. i; t,:tt titis ar;riot L'-, p0551 ble
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Act I"tr It's I Measurementi systems

i'eeu-r'lectic .Laser' ioterferoiteter.

.1ericmrrorws. F'ib:, optic interferometer,
rpeasure, t r'afisducei'>. -c c aait[esensors.
[leato ci' Li'ttttts . 0d'tcdetectotrs
Magnetustrictice ii 'i'oi'ct•. i iozo-electtic.
ElIect ru-) 11it i'ct ie t I. %r wI' L Ineai-- rot atx triansducers .

lec t rtiie-olI oi.tlt'a. ticF:! ci 1.11 D .
met)irot', t-t a ILs, c ou I oS .tt ri-iniorge- toad cells.

T"hII Summra rx of, act ciat On and iieasuremren t device,
bi-cause ()f ith> >ocatiori of' pni '' id I ir'tlitr'e anid an estimator has to be
:ýsoe Al esrt tv ii,ti'ý for i't tic' - Cui Fi %, StPi'ctce Is described in (3).

xti~tr'ett. Z-t of' clisplr I'icecrirt arc' olitalited at ti tiorrter of' locations

z l -ure Cn t- true dipacIc'l(':it x

I. tt s c urr'haac fo rc'' '-ec r ori
! E ried I CC -at 1. v,- tI Ire.

" i'' "e gi'lht ir ng a rn tui'''

M~r~'t i,1 of, '.1 "11 I Tiv- I vos 'Etc clcit ioni of a set, o' linear'
pt' itn,, ri')(uclaec cc tin ' t c of' t! fi'1 .-- ic4 ' aind tiie'a6UEii eme t x' iricit

A'-Z1 ltri is(, toc p red icct ti'' tapl Ife 'it* tir hPu-tsL-r1 t Citen'et
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FIois bet-veen structural and control designs bh example of the extendable and
retractable mast
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Establishment, D-8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

W Charon
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Abstract An approach towards an integrated structure/control des~gn is
proposed The logic to achieve the design integration is based on Multiob
jective parameter optimization, which allows to take care of structural and
control design requirements explicitely and simultaneously. One of the key
tasks within the integrated active structure design is to avoid instability
caused by spillover of uncertain or truncated modes. This can be achieved
by a hyperstable controller which guarantees stability robustness proviided
colocated sensors and actuators can be used. By example of an active
Extendable Retractable Mast (ERM) the control design part of this approach
is demonstrated.

1. Introduction

The active structures design is commonly sequential. In a first step a st,-uctural
design is performed using finite element methods. This step is guided by struc-
tural design criteria, e.g. mass. stiffness and frequencies. Then. sensortactuator
positioning and model order reduction (e.g. truncation) is performed in order to
obtain a control design model. Finally. the control system is designed based on
"a control specific criterion (e.g. pole location, quadratic performance index). Such
"a sequential design process leads more to a 'controlled structure' rather than
an active structure, where structural and control designs should both he tuned
for a best possible compromise among structural and control design criteria.

DLR. the German Aerospace Research Establishment. and the DORNIER compa
ny cooperate in exploring the benefits of Concurrent Engineering for an inte-
grated design of active structures. The challenge is to achieve goal concurrence
by a suitable goal attainment method for interactive and iterative computer aided
design experimenting. This shall allow to tackle the multi-disciplinary design
problem more in parallel than in sequence

2. Computational Flows: Integrated Structures/Control Design

The stnuctures control design flow is sketched in Figure 1 We propose a
Struoctfrrs Control [esign lnteqrafon 1",4odule (DIM) which links together a struc

R rý,r offP - (t vtin flDmfK vrr d .'.v.'..I('d I riP,,P.irr h siipportPd in Pet Iiy thw Eu)rope:in .f.w V
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tures design environment and a control design environment. The logic to achieve
the design integration is multiobjective parameter optimization. which allows to
take care of both structural and control design requirements individually and
simultaneously in the sense that a best possible compromise can be found by an
iterative engineering adjustment of procedural parameters which determine the
design direction I1 1, The DIM requires an open software architecture with a
modular configerability of structural dynamics- and control engineering software
and databased computational experimenting support to keep track of the vari-
ability of a complex design process 12. 6. 31.

Gpneric Structural Structures / Control Generic Controller
Design Design Integration Module | Design

t I A

structural 6 cn•oleru

/ i,',i "/mode aod , 'e/ ' ....... I " '\ conrole

F Structural Analysis Contro4-Oriented Controller Synthesiss Uani, I UModeiling Unit Uni

Figure 1. Integrated structures/control design approach

The structural design analysis is assumed to be based on finite element methods
Before, the structural analysis unit can be used within the optimization, a generic
structural design has to be performied. Already within the generic structural
design some controller properties have to be considered in order to guarantee
to the proper extend the performance of the active structure:t In 13. 41 an
extendlen modal cost technique is developed for selection of number, type and
Iocations of sensors and actuators. Then. LQG theory is used for a tough design
of a related generic controller within the generic structural design. The outcome
of the generic structural design is a structural analysis model which includes the
definition of the free structural design parameters and the related procedures to
perform sensitivity analysis. Also. a good initial guess of the structural design
parameters should he provided to the DIM. The purpose of the structural analysis
unit is to compute a new structural model, if the DIM changes some of the free
structural design parameters Depending on the structural analysis tudel the
computation of the structural model requires a sensitivity analysis or a complete
finite element analysis.

The uontrol.oriented modelling unit has to take care of two closely related prob-
lems The specific arrangement of sensors and actuators on the structure deter-
mines good or bad transfer functions for control•'. Furthermore structural
dynamics models are usually not suitable for control design purposes because
the dynamic order is too high Hence, order reduction has to be performed The
parameters, which determine the quality of the sensor/actuator positioning and
order reduction, are the positioning parameters (number. type. and positions)
and the order reduction parameters (order of the reduced model, mrodes to be
kept in the control design model). The purpose of the control oriented modelling
uinit Is to build a new control design model whenever the structural model or the
positilrrirlg and reduction parameters have been changed Furthemnore. quality
measures for positioning and order reduction have to be provided to the DIM,
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which give an indication whether the current positioning and reduction parame-

ters are adequate for the current structural model or not. The positioning quality
measures can be based on the extended modal cost analysis [4]. Aiietnatively.
the positioning measures 15 5. using modal observability/controllability measures,
are applicable. The reduction quality measure depends on the chosen order
reduction method (e.g. singular values using the internal balancing method).

In a generic controller design. the controller structure has to be determined ie.g.
output feedback, observer based feedback) Also the related controller synthesis
procedure has to be defined, which computes a controller as a function of the
controller design model and the current controller synthesis parameters. In the
controller synthesis unit a controller synthesis is performed, whenever the con-
troller synthesis parameters, or the control design model, have been changed

In any design stage it is possible to fix subsets of the design perameters to their
current value. This allows for example to switch between purely structural and

purely control design. whenever necessary. In particular. a single design
sequence, as well as an iteration loop can be emulated.

3. Structural Design of a Controlled ERM

The present paper aims to illustrate the control design part of the integrated

approach looking at a realistic mast-like structure as an example. The passive
version of the ERM has been developed by the DORNIER company as prime

contractor to the European Space Agency. Its imagined active version is an elas-
tic 20 m long mast fittet with piezoelectric local actuators and sensors and an
offset rigid antenna whose pointing accuracy shall be improved (see Figure 2).
Its generic structural design has already been described in the literature [3. 41
including the addressed methodology

Figure 2. Solar array- and antenna-ERM on columbus resource module and deploy-
ment configuration of ERM elements. Colocated sensors and actuators are
realized as piezoelectric active strut members.

The block diagram of the controlled structure is shown in Figure 3 The main

source of disturbance for the ERM is a forced motion at the base of the mast due

to positioning maneuvers and activities within the spacecraft the ERM is attached
to These disturbances are modelled by the vector w. In the generic structural
design 4 1 two colocated sensor/actuator pairs called U 1 +-01 have been
selected This configuration is represented by the control input vector u and the

mesurement vector yin. The measurements and the control inputs are spoiled by
additional measurement noise v and control input noise n The output variables

that are to be controlled are specified by the pointing directions of the antenna

isee [4]) Accordingly, the rotations of the tip node about the x and y axes were

chosen as the two output variables in the evaluation output vector ya The spec
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the controlled ERM

ifications for the controlled structure have been definied during the generic
structural design in terms of its stochastic properties. For the disturbance input
w, the sensor noise v, and the actuator noise n. zero mean white noise excitations
with given variances W. V. and N have been assumed. Because of their availabil-
ity on the market colocated sensor/actuator devices with 120 N maximum force.
i.e 40 N standard deviation, were chosen as a baseline. The disturbed antenna
angles were defined by the output variances:

x-angle y-angle

open loop 3.1674E-6 6.6637E-6
closed loop (specified) 0.2500E-6 0.2500E-6

The computation of the output variances requires a covariance analysis of the

closed loop system

x Ax - Er y Cx Dr

where the white noise input is r -w, v. nIT and the output y is defined as
y [ya. u]. The matrices A, E. C. D are the corresponding closed loop system
matrices. The state covariance X is obtained from the Lyapunov equation

XAT ; AX- ERET

where R diag',W, V. N,. The output covariance matrix Y is computed as

Y CXCT DRDT

The first two diagonal elements Y,., Y.-,2 of the covariance matrix contain the vari-
ances of the antenna angles, the third and fourth diagonal elemnts Y_. Y, are the
variances of the two actuator signals, which are equal because of the symmetric
actuator positioning. In this analysis, also the influence of sensor and actuator
noise on the actuator covariances is considered.

4. Hyperstability/Multiobjective Control Optimization

In 181 an integrated structures/control design via multiobjective optimization was
described by example of the Draper/RPL spacecraft model. The stability problem
due to "spillover" was found to be one of the most important problems. This is
not surprising, since, for example, changing structural parameters can decrease
the quality of sensor actuator positioning and order reduction and therefore may
increase the danger of spillover. Thus. nt'tegrated structures/contril design opti-
mization requires a stability robust controller structure which can tolerate model
uncertainties remaining after structural desiqn. In [81 a modal suppression tech-
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nique was applied to eliminate observation spillover from the converged solution
Here. a controller design method is used. which satisfies the stablity robustness
requirement already during the design procedure by a combined
hyperstability/multiobjective optimization approach [1].

The class of hyperstable controllers is of special importance since a control loop
with hyperstable controller is guaranteed to be stable as long as the plant
remains hyperstable despite of model uncertainties. For flexible structures
hyperstability of the plant is guaranteed independent of unmodelled modes and
uncertain modal parameters (frequencies, damping ratios, mode shapes), pro-
vided colocated sensors and actuators are used. In the design method [1]
hyperstability theory serves to specify a computationally tractable controller
structure. The multiobjective optimization approach is used to determine suitable
values for the free synthesis parameters p - [p,... p,]' of a hyperstable con-
troller structure In order to meet the above covariance specifications the vector
performance index is defined as g(pl - IY_.. Y. ,]T. Other design criteria like
eigenvalue criteria or time response criteria could be added to the vector per-
formance index, if necessary. The vector performance index is optimized by
minimizing the scalar cost function

S(p) - max [glp),c,]
I r,- L

This kind of optimization procedure together with the fact that the designer can
intervene via the design weighting vector c - [c ...... c,_1. makes it possible to
systematically explore a given controller structure in terms of the design
requirements, and hence to achieve a "best possible" compromise.

Within the optimization. a 16th order control design model is used. A second
order hyperstable controller structure is applied containing 7 free controller syn-
thesis parameters. The results of a controller design case study are given in
Table 1 The standard deviations for the x-angle, y angle. and for the first actua-

tor are shown with and without the impact of sensor/actuator noise. The controller
design Cl satisfies the specifications for the antenna angle. However. the actuator
limitation of 40 N is exceeded. If the limitation for the baseline actuator is kept
(design C3). the specifications for the antenna angles cannot be reached The
design C2 is a compromise at the level of 200 N for the actuator standard devi-
ation. These results indicate that either improved actuators have to be developed
or the requirements for the antenna pointing accuracy have to be reduced

signal/ x/noise x/no noise y/noise y/no noise u/noise urno noise
controller 1.E-3 l.E-3 1 E-3 1,E-3 l.E+2 l.E+2

C1 0.4937 04480 0.5000 0.4476 6.4135 54435
C2 1.0876 1.0808 1.2047 1.1987 1.9999 1 9942
C3 1.6170 1.6158 2.1560 2.1547 0.40C00 03998

open loop j -1.7790 - 2.5762 -

Table 1. Antenna and actuator standard deviations

The different designs have also been analyzed in the time domain. For this pur-
pose deterministic input signals r have been derived which approximately repre-
sent the white noise inputs in the relevant frequency range of the mechanical
structure (see also [7]). In Figure 4 the open and closed loop response are
compared for controller design Cl by plotting the y-angle of the antenna versus
the x-angle The curve is parametrized by the time from zero to 32 seconds
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Figure 4. Open and closed loop simulation results W

5. Concluding Remarks

The multiobjective/hyperstability control design approach, which guarantees
robust controlled stability, was successfully applied to a given mechanical ERM
design. As a next step. a software engineering implemnentation in a common
environment is planned. which allows the simultaneous optimization of controller
synthesis parameters as well as sizing parameters of the mast, like thickness of
the tubes,
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Control of mulfiflex systemns
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Abstract,. Ci,nt vol-st riiture interact ion effects are dominant in highly flexible space
st ructuares with high gain acontrol lers. The applicability of thle cont rol struc tare design~
sensit ivitIy ((SDS) atnd the ' namtics and] conitrvol analysis programl (D[C \P ) f iv thle
(it-si gn anti e valwation4ii t ie,,e cw~it rollers is p)resented in t his work.- Add it ioilall, 'iltli1si riict are issutes intia tnu lt ibodY setting are derttionstrated uisinhg an European Data Iieka
Satellite (DRFS) (imi Il.

1. INTRODUCTION

The itittegrat iottof str-i(ttctrai l odeling attld control designt for a ALa;ssof spa~ce sirttc-

ttres is addre~ssed itt tlis, work. ( 'ontrol-st rtctut,r intlera"cttott issties Iecic~tt predottm
itftnt for hight perforttattce tolttrol . 'I'lp integratedI dtcigm approachtes are doolttt-
st ratid iusing local controllers anld cotnhittil o11 ttimiat ion mel hods -Hatn~tristImat
.1 H. Storttelli S. Ilajivall 11 , and Silva A ( 199 1 ). Vinall thte iultmobjecttIveo'llnght

po~rforttatrce ani(l vib~ratiott sttppression for a DRS1 mtodel is presenttedl

I'lle l-calI cintttrollItr 'Lust Hj V.a itt(I Sc Ittuit 1, A ( 1988)' coticeI)t It lnds itself1 tot It vi
arva of smtart st ruc ttres stnce theI( st rtict tiralI nmember Iitas at v ariablIe pos ItI oilt and ( ve-

citvgan IIazssocutat (I wit It it.. In it II Is setting. conttrolI efrort Iproport jottaI to t Ite( nto (IaI
displacettiertts and veloi'it its is appliedi to tilt, act ive ineuitbers. 'I'lte conitrol forces
tttodifv Iti'- effective stiffnless and daittoittg paramtteters of t it, structutre rteducintg

respontse qlua.ntit ies o f intt*rtst . 'I lie, opt imuizat ion prolblemt is posedl as ttitntnliz ing
the total contiroller forces sujbJected to1 cottst ralitts onid ttattimic ilisplctitenttts ;1t1il
mittdivitial otitrolhll.r forcis

I'lle ctitibtttd 'lititmiizattiott lrobirtt 'Salmat NI. (;irl);i .1. anl O)iem't/ I ý1'ý
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simultaneously optimize the structure and controller. The al)proach is based on

the concept that the mininia of a sum is less than or equal to tile silin of the

mininia.

The final example illustrates the interaction problems in the high bandwidth control
of Eurostar DRS. Controller design to minimize the solar panel vibration after an

attitude maneuver is presented- ESTEC funded programs CSDS and I)CAP are
used extensively in this work.

2. LOCAL CONTROLLER. PROBLEM

The discretizeld equations of' motion for a linear st ruct ural system subject to inul-
tipl, loading conditions are given by:

[II] il}. + [('] {I'}k + [K]H 11k {P(t)lk k n..., (1)

where the matrices and vectors have the usual meaning. The local controller forces
can he, written in t erins of the sVst em level position and velocity feedback inatric,'s
[(;r]. arntd [1;, ]k as

{flk [( ik {U'}k - [(;Ik jildk. ... - t ( 2)

With this force term. th(e closed-loop eqtuations of rilotion can hb writte'n ;as

'AI k 10 + [(; 1  (d

[A Ik ["] + [7'lk

The local controller optimization problem is now cast as:

Minimze •[f,:t~i,5)

suhbject to

I•... 1, < 1' , : 1 ... .

< f~~,~ - II,

and appropriate sid(e constraints on the gains. hli, local control e'xamiple, is skipped

for the sake of brevity.

3. COMBINED CONTROL/STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

The simnultanieous control st ruict ir, optinmization problent is stated a;t, follows.

inun.ita, ) = .t,(a) + 2P p RIO +i
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Figure 1: (ombined Control/Structure Optimization
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Figure 2: Iteration History for Combined Optimization

subject to the system dynamics and behavioral constraints. The structural ob-
jectiv, J, is 0nyV a function of the structural design variables a while the control
objective in equation (6) is a function of both a and the control u. Expressing the
control objective as an implicit function of a, the problem is recast as selecting a
set of structural design variables a* such that

')(a) Ia) + [ •p.(a , P(a)x, (7)

is nminuized The planar structtire, li-,d t-( ,,monstrate this approach ;I 1s,,W
in figure 1. T'l iteration historv for the radius of members 2. , and t and the
opeln-loop frequency ; is shown in figure 2.

4. CSI ISSUES IN MULTIFLEX SYSTEMS

The EURtOSTAR D)RS (figure 3) is model.d as a multiflex system with a rigid core
body and two flexible solar panels. The solar panel is modeled in NASTRAN using
bar and membrane finite elements.

"The satellite is initially modeled as three rigid bodies. A PD controller is designed
to slew the satellite through 0.3 radians. The solar panels are then made flexihle and
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Figure 3: EUROsTAR DRS
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Figure 4: Flex due to Low bandwidth Control

are iti odeled with thle ir first six cantilever modes. These modes range in frequIetwc
fromi 0.1It to 2.6 1Iz. Two siinple, PDl cont rollers of bandvdoth -i r r/s and .1 .7 r/S

anid critical damnpnig are evaluated in the no111ilt bdy simuli]lat ion ene le--ff.'ct
Of t lie rigid blaal cont1rol onl flex is evident ]ii figures I anld 5.3

Jo suppress theit effects of pa~iol flexilbilIitv. an LQ(; and pole placemient c'mintroller are
dIesignled using acceleromieter out p~uts and~ muomniit act ilator input. Thie responlses
are shown in figures 6. 7. 8 and( 9. The pole placement cont roller achieves fast
slew andl vibration suppression at the expense of high control gain and sensit ivitv.
[The LQG cont rol, onl the ot her hand(] is slower but is also less sensitive to loop
uncert aintyv. The availability of tools such as ('SDS and DC'A P are useful for
similar design and analysis.
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Figure 5: Flex due to high Bandwidth Ct(ontrol
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5. SUMMARY

This work addresses some key CSI issues. Local and combined controller opti-
mization formulation are presented with examples. Finally, the problem of slewing
a DRS satellite without having excessive vibration is presented. The CSDS and
DCAP software lend themselves to the modeling, design and analysis of such prob-
leins.
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A BSTRACT

Observation spillover of undamped distributed structural systems could be
prevented via modal filtering using distributed piezoelectric cornvolving sensors.
In this paper, sensor mechanics of spatially distributed piezoelectric shell
convolving sensors are analyzed and results presented. The theory suggests that
the sensor sensitivity can be divided into two components: 1) the transverse
modal sensitivity and1 2) the membrane modal sensitivity in which the former is
primarily contributed by bending strains and the later is by membrane strains.
Design of spatially distributed cosine-shaped convolving sensors for circular ring
structures is proposed and evaluated.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a distributed structural control system, observation spillover can introduce
unstable dynamic responses of undamped structures (Meirovitch & Baruh, 1983).
There are several techniques to reduce the observation spillovers. One method is to
use spatially distributed modal sensors which only respond to a structural mode or a
group of modes. Ilusch-Vishniac (1990) also proposed spatially distributed
transducers with sensor and actuator applications. Lee and Moon (1987) proposed a
distributed piezoelectric modal sensor design for a flexible beam and a
one-dimensional platri. Collins et al. (1991) proposed spatially distributed shaped
piezoelectric sensors using sinc functions for monitoring beam oscillations- Tzou et
al. also derived a generic distributed piezoelectric sensor/ actuator theory (1991) and a
thin piezoelectric finite element formulation (1990) for distributed sensation and
control of shells. In this paper. generic distributed piezoelectric shell convolving
sensors are proposed and detailed electromechanical behaviors (sensor mechamcs) are
"-analyzed and investigated.

2. DISTRIBUTED SENSOR MECHANICS

In this section, an output signal equation of a generic distributed shell convolving
sensor is d~rived based on a generic piezoelectric shell theory (Tzou & Zhong, 1990).
This concept is then extended to distributed convolving ring sensors. (Due to page
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limitations, only results are presented.)

2.A. Dist~ributed Shell Convolving Sensors

It is assuried that a generic piezoelectric shell continuum made of symmiet 'cal
hexagonal materials is used as a (distributed shell sensor. Output signal is measured
across the top and bottom elect roded surfaces, i.e., the transverse direction. A theory
of distributed shell convolving sensors is derived. For a, distributed piezoelectric shell
continunm. it is assutmed ihat the electric-field E, is uniformi 'iv (dist ri buted over t ne

eýntire elect roded su rface. T'he signal out put V3~ from a (listri huted piex' ele. ric shell
ith at' effectivye suir face elec t rode A is

t ___________ I I .( A I+ h , -, d( (.dt

where C k~ t he ca pacitance: h is the thickness: f3 is the (dielectric constant: el is the
ii

pwiezoeectric constant: S.1 is the principal strain in the ith direct ion. A.I is Larrne's
rwistanit: 'Ind RI. is the radius of the it h co(ordinate axis. For a thin piezoelectric shell

lai ver hou rided on or em bedded in a,? elastic shell conit inuum (Vigure )? ), prnci pal

ricc hanmeal strains ca;n he fuirt her divided into Memhbrane strains So and bending

st rairis k Tbhus. the out put signal of aI shell sensor heconies

V T-b 71 c31 1  1 (S i +) (i((kj+k-,)j

1 2

A lsi hl

Pig.I Satilly istibued pezxcc Dic shell senrs

I hemoeibrne t rans mi endng srais ae ief end a r

L . ____ ______
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S 0 1 Ou u 2  , u 13(
--+ -- ,A-2  D& + R, (3)

,0 1 0u 2  u I 0A 2  U3
s22 X2-A -Aa2+ X2  aa- +_ R2 (4)

ki U I uU 3' + Iua U 2 1 RUa 31 A (5
kl F _ _-_A-a-a R I - -- (5)

k22  a u2,l I d31 U IF1 01 31 a• 9 2  (6)

where ui is the displacement in the ith direction; A1 and A2 are Lame's parameters;
and R, and R 2 are radii of in-plane coordinate axes. Lame's parameters Ai and radii

of curvatures Ri are geometry dependent, e.g., AI = A= 1 and R = RR 2 = for a

rectangular plate. Thus, the sensor equation can be further simplified according to
the geometries.

It can be observed that the total output is contributed by both membrane and
bending strains experienced in the piezoelectric layer. Thus, two output sensitivities:
1) transverse modal sensitivity and 2) membrane modal sensitivity can be defined
accordingly and these two sensitivities are applied to distributed piezoelectric sensors.
In general, transverse modal sensitivity is defined for transverse natural modes and
membrane modal sensitivity for in-plane natural modes. Distributed piezoelectric
shell layers placed on the neutral surface can only be used as membrane sensors.
Note that the generic piezoelectric shell is fully covered with conducting electrodes on
the top and bottom surfaces. Besides, the external electric charge induced effect Cah

is still included, which should be neglected for sensor applications. Since Qa/R 1 << 1
and a 3/R 2 << 1, they can be further neglected, too. In the later derivations, the
surface electrodes are spatially shaped and the electric polarization is also altered in
order to design generic shell modal sensors.

It is assumed that the piezoelectric shell thickness is constant. For a spatially
distributed piezoelectric shell convolving sensor, a weighting function W(iia 2 ) and a
polarity function sgn[U3(aca 2)] can be added to the generic shell signal equation.
Note that sgn(.) denotes a singum function used to change the piezoelectric polarity,
which sgn(-) = I when (-) > 0, 0 when (-) = 0, and -1 when (-) < 0; and U3(al,0 2 )
denotes a modal function. Electrode shape (or sensor shape) can be designed by using
a weighting function, W(& ,a2 ). Consider a one-dimensional structural, e.g., beam,
ring, arch, etc., the mechanical strains are functions only one coordinate, say at.

Thus, membrane strains Sot, S2 2 and bending strains k11 , k 22 can be described as
functions of coordinate al, i.e., W(ki,a2)= W(a1 ). The sensor equation can be
written as

3 _-e f W(a1 ) sgn[U j(aj)]. h(So,+S• 2)

+ -+--(h2-h a)(k
1 1 ±k2s)) AaA 2 ( ((

2 1 R2

where hl and h2 are the distances measured from the neutral surface of the shell to
the top and bottom surfaces of the distributed piezoelectric sensor layer, respectively.
This theory is applied to distributed convolving piezoelectric ring sensors in the next
section.
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2.2. Distributed Convolving Ring Sensors

Distributed cosine shaped piezoelectric convolving modal sensors are designed and
analyzed for flexible ring structures. Transverse modal sensitivity for transverse
natural modes and circumferential modal sensitivity (equivalent to membrane modal
sensiln-zly in shells) for circumferential natural modes are defined and discussed. For
a ring structure. the Lame's parameters are A, 1 and A2 = R. The radii of
curvatures are R, = w and R 2 = R. The modal equations, circumferential modes:
u1(O.t) and transverse modes: u 3(0,t), for a free-floating ring are

n = n9-) (8)

u3 (0=t) ( B,,cos(nO- (9)

where 77(t) denotes the modal participation factor, or modal coordinate, P is an
arbitrary phase angle; and A. and B, are constants. In the following derivation, it is

aSSUmed that a reference point is defined so that the phase angle ýO = 0. Based on
modal orthogonality, the sensor shape function W(a) can be designed as a cosine
function:

ik ()=bcos(kO) ,(10)

where b is a weighting factor. Substituting k(O) into the sensor equation gives

V - e2 rb_ sgn(cosnO)fh(kAk,+Bk)+ 2 g(h2 -21)(kAk ±k 2Bk ))vk(t), (11)

where Ak, and Bk, are respectively the circumferential and transverse modal

oscillation amplitudes of the kth transverse natural mode with natural frequency V;kI

Ak, and [ k2 are the circumferential and transverse modal amplitudes of the kth

circumferential natural mode with natural frequency Wk,. Thus, the first part,

membrane strains, is primarily contributed by circumferential modes with amplitudes
• and Bk,; and the second part, bending strains, is contributed by transverse modes

with amplitudes Ak and Bk. The modal amplitudes, either AkI /lk or Ak /Bk , are

coupled by a constant (Tzou & Zhong, 1991). (Note that Ak denotes the effective

electroded area and Ak is a constant for the kth mode.) k denotes the transverse

mode and k2 the circumferential mode for n = k. Thus, two modal sensitivities: 1)

transverse modal sensitivity and 2) circumferential modal sensitivity can be defined.
Each of the sensitivities can be further divided into two component sensitivities
defined in terms of either transverse or circumferential oscillation amplitudes. The

transverse modal sensitivities St and S' respectively defined by the transverse
te C

oscillation amplitude 13 andl by the circumferential oscillation amplitude A k of t~he
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distributed sensor are

SL -t e3 j I (h2- hD)(k2-1) (12)

St'=c -Ak 77(t) 33A -t -2• (2 -R (3k I 2

- V_____ 3 e 3 t7rb I (h2 h2 )(k 3-k) I(13)C -~k (t) - 7 21t

The circumferential modal sensitivities S1 and S" respectively defined by the
c C

transverse oscillation amplitude Bk2 and by the circumferential oscillation amplitude

are

t
. 3 -ecaleb h(k 2 + 1)), (14)S't' - - k 7]t 13• Wk

t

3 _ - - e3 17rb h(k + 1 (15)
c Aký ý(t) +33-A(

Thus. for bending oscillation where transverse modes dominate, S' should be used to

estimate oscillation amplitude. On the other hand, for circumferential oscillations, S"
is used. Figure 2 illustrates a spatially distributed ring sensor for the mode k = 2.

+ Polarity

0 2T

Fig.2 A spatially distributed piezoelectric ring sensor.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, generic distributed piezoelpctric shell convolving sensors were proposed
and detailed sensor mechanics were analyzed. It was observed that the sensor output
is contributed by membrane strains and bending strains experienced in the seisor
layer. Two sensor sensitivities: I) transverse modal sensitivity and 2) membrane
modal sensitivity can be defined accordingly. In general, the transverse modal
sensitivity is defined for out-of-plane transverse natural modes and the membrane
modal sensitivity for in-plane natural modes.
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Spatially distributed cosine shaped piezoelectric convolving sensors were designed and
analyzed for ring structures. Transverse modal sensitivity for transverse natural
modes and circumferential modal sensitivity (equivalent to membrane modal
sensztir,.ty in shells) for circumferential natural modes were defined and discussed.
Proper selections of piezoelectric sensor shape and convolution can provide spatial
modal filtering and prevent observation spillover in distributed control systems.
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(Cyclic fatigue in piezoelectric ceramics

S. W. Freiman and G. S. White

Ceramics Division, NIST
Caithersburg, MD

ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes a study into the cyclic fatigue behavior of a lead-
zirconate-titanate ceramic. The results can be divided into two
categories, those for which a specimen reached a temperature > 200'C, and
those which were restrained to lower temperatures. High temperature
cycling was shown to cause macroscopic crack extension and extensive
microcracking. Lower temperature cycling caused minimal crack extension
and microcracking only near indentations; no decrease in bend strength was
measured after cycling. There was no effect of temperature on KIC.

INTRODUCTION

Actuators and transducers ;imade from piezoelectric or electrostrictive
ceramics will be key elements in the development of smart materials and
systems. Such materials must operate for long periods under cyclic
voltage, and, consequently, cyclic strain conditions. Because of the
susceptibility of all brittle materials to catastrophic failure, an
understanding of failure mechanisms is an essential prerequisite to
mechanical reliability of these materials. Although fracture of
piezoelectric materials has been studied under static conditions1

"
3

, little
is known of their response to cyclic loading.

Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) is a ferroelectric and piezoelectric ceramic
material with applications as ultrasonic transducers or actuators. The
static mechanical properties of PZT have been studied; effects of
environment 1

"3 and electric field 4 
on crack growth in PZT and lead

magnesium niobate 5 
(PMN) have been explored. Some effects of cyclic

loading on the strength of PZT406
o
7 

have been determined.

Recently, we have investigated the behavior of cyclically loaded PZT by
direct observation of crack extension caused by the application of a
cyclic electrical field. The results of this research are reported in
detail in References 8 and 9. This paper summarizes the findings of this
study.

S ( "~ mine 992
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The material used in this work 8
,
9 

was a commercial* PZT-8 in the shape of
bars = 70 x 12.6 x 6 mm, poled perpendicular to the 70 x 12.6 mm faces.
Typical grain sizes were 1-6 Am. Figure 1 shows schematics of the test
apparatus and test specimens. Cyclic loading measurements were made on
the bars after one of the 70 x 6 mm surfaces had been polished to a 6 Am

diamond paste and a 10 N Vickers indentation had been placed into the
center of the polished surface, oriented so that the radial cracks
generated by the indentation were aligned parallel and perpendicular to
the specimen sides. In this way we could directly observe the effect of
cyclic voltages on crack extension.

M00~tor comwa mrd

Pmc. ft 012.3
ývibrulion

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of cyclic loading apparatus. The specimen
is driven at resonance frequency by a tunable signal generator. Current
through the specimen is determined by the voltage across precision
resistor. (b) Specimen for cyclic loading.

A function generator supplied a sinusoidal driving voltage (50-200
v peak. .p) to the specimen at a frequency chosen to excite the
longitudinal resonance of the bar (f = 23 KHz). The resultant electrical
fields were 10 to 50 times smaller than typical fields used to drive PZT.
The specimen was mounted in series with a precision I Q resistor to
provide a measure of the current at resonance. A copper-constantan
thermocouple was attached to the surface of the specimen. A video camera
attached to an optical microscope was used to record crack extension and
changes in the appearance of the specimen surface near the cracks.
Heating of the cyclically driven specimens was by internal friction during
excitation. Consequently, specimen temperatures varied between room
temperature (RT) and some maximum value during each period of excitation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 is a typical plot of crack extension as a function of excitation
time for specimens in which the temperature was allowed to reach =200'C.
The symbols indicate measurements made while the specimen was at rest

after excitation. Crack extension is not uniform with time but occurs in
distinct increments, and appears to be equivalent in all directions. From
the symmetry of the loading geometry, we would have expected the maximum
tensile load across the crack tips to be exerted on cracks which are
oriented in the ±y directions i.e., perpendicular to the longitudinal

axis (see Fig. Ib). In fact, the bars that failed, broke precisely in this
manner: through the center of the bar perpendicular to the long axis.

Figure 2. Crack extension plotted as.1 a function of excitation time for
all four radial cracks for specimen

o allowed to reach =200'C. Crack
extension is independent of crack

4 direction, although only cracks in the
±y direction were expected to be

A * loaded. Symbols indicate crack
extension in the (0) +y, (+) -x,

0*(*) -y, and (A) +x directions.
. ....... 1

Ecitation Time (min)

Specimens for which temperatures were maintained at = 8O0C behaved
differently from those reaching 200°C (Figure 3). For a cumulative
excitation time < 20 minutes, the specimen temperature was kept :80'C,
during which time no crack extension occurred. As the temperature

increased, cracks grew slightly. After 25 minutes at Th86°C, the specimen
was again excited and the temperature was allowed to rise without
restriction. Upon reaching 104°C (1.1 minutes of continuous excitation),
the specimen failed. This behavior was reproduced in three specimens;
after cumulative excitation periods of =20 minutes with maximum

temperatures =80°C, specimens failed within =1 minute of continuous

excitation (100°C<T<1I0°C). Specimens in which temperatures were allowed
to rise to =200'C, without undergoing 20 minutes of low temperature
excitation, survived well over an hour of cumulative excitation time

before failure. Therefore, excitation at the lower temperatures generates
some type of damage leading to failure as the specimen is allowed to warm
above 10°

0
C. It should be noted that determination •f critical fracture

toughness by an indentation-strength technique
1 0 

at both RT and 150°C

showed this parameter to be 1.3 MPamv, independent of temperature
8

.
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Figure 3. Crack extension as m
function of time for specimen r

maintained at T!86°C. After 25
minutes cumulative excitation time -,

at these temperatures, the specimen
was excited without regard to the
temperature. At T='C, the specimen
failed. * - S

Excitation Time (min)

Optical microszopy of the crack structure for a specimen in which the
temperature exceeded 200°C shows a wandering crack path, mottled regions,
and crack bridging. Mottled rcgions are seen, particularly in the
vicinity of the crack bridges and grains which are partially surrounded by
the cracks. In addition, the mottling invariably appears in a very
pronounced fashion in the vicinity of the indentation impressions and
often in the vicinity of large pores. Frequently, though not always,
mottled regions exist adjacent to the cracks, extending as the cracks
extend. The existence of the mottling around indentation impressions
leads us to believe that the mottling may be related to surface damage in
which the grains are twisted out of the plane of the specimen's polished
surface. For those cases in which the mottling parallels crack extension,
it is not possible to state whether the surface damage or the crack
extension is the precursor; because no measurements can be made during
excitation of the specimen, only the final condition, in which both the
mottled regions and the cracks have extended, can be observed. In
addition, while many of the cxacks do not appear to be adjacent to surface
damaged regions, there have been observed instances in which a mottled
region appeared and, later, a crack appeared running from one edge of the
mottled region to the other. Consequently, there appears to be a relation
between the mottled regions and crack extension, but both the details of
the relationship and the identification of the mottled regions are
presently unknown.

SEM micrographs showed no evidence of cracks on the 2-10 pm size range,
which might be expected if microcracks around the grains were to coalesce
into macroscopic cracks. Similarly, no indication of the mottled regions
was found in the SEM: i.e., no microcracked regions, no changes in
apparent surface roughness, and no compositional variations. In addition,
SEM images of the etched surfaces were unable to detect domain structure
in the specimens. X-ray diffraction measurements of the polished and
fractured surfaces indicated that the domain structure of all fracture
surfaces (for cyclic and 4-point bend loading) was randomized but that the
remaining portions of the specimen retained substantial poling. Lack of
focus made it impossible to restrict interrogation of the specimen to the
vicinity of the critical flaw to determine if slow crack extension also
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affected domain orientation.

TEM observations that cracks are present in both the low and high

temperature specimens and the absence of any detected cracks in the as-
received material indicate that microcrack generation during cyclic

loading is one form of the distributed damage generated during cyclic

loading. The difference in microcrack density and distribution between

the low and high temperature specimens may provide an important clue as to

the macroscopic crack growth behavior of the two types of specimens. At

high temperature, cracks are generated in pockets distributed fairly

uniformly throughout the high stress region of the specimens. However,

the pockets are isolated from each other and do not appear to interact.

The presence of these pockets may account for the sporadic crack extension
described previously

2 in the high temperature specimens as well as for the

crack growth in all directions from the indentation. Cracks in the high
temperature specimen would not be expected to grow for values of K1 less

than KITS. Therefore, if pockets of microcracks form near the tips of the

radial cracks from the indentation, the radials still would not extend
until the combined stress intensities at the radial crack tip from the

radial crack and one of the microcracks reached KIC. At that point, the
radial crack would extend discontinuously the distance of the connected

microcracks in the particular pocket. After this extension, no further
crack extension would be expected until another set of microcracks was

created near the radial tip. Since the pockets of microcracks seem to be
generated fairlv uniformly over the high stress region of the specimen,

this type of crack extension could occur at any of the radials, resulting
in a discontinuous extension of each of the four cracks. The rau,. cf

crack extension would be limited bv the rate at which microcracked regions

intercepted the crack front: as the microcrack density became greater, the
crack growth rate. o01 average, would appear to increase.

TFEM observations of the low temperature specimen suggest that microcracks

in these specimens do not link up to form a larger flaw but form a dense
cloud around 'ho indentation during cyclic loading. When the temperature

,ses . after The, cloud of microcracks has been generated, the

microcracks evide'ntlv link up with the radial cracks from the indentation.

forming a critical flaw which results in catastrophic failure.

SUMMARY

The fracture Oeha-ývior of PZT-8 was investigated under cyclic loading at
temperatures below 86'C and above !

0
°C. Crack extension was seen for

specimens loaded at 2 ,00'C while, for specimens loaded at T < 80'C,

minimal crack extension was observed. However, specimens excited at the

lower temperatures experienced an unidentified accumulation of damage
which resulted in immediate failure when the specimens were driven at

temperatures ;bove 1O00C. Crack extension in specimens excited at the
higher tempera-ure could not be attributed to environmentally enhanced

fracture. In addition, increased crack extension rate with increased
cumulative excitation time in the higher temperature specimens implied

possible damage accumulation at those temperatures as well as at the lower
temperatures.
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Transmission electron microscopy study of domain wvall structures in
antiferroclectric materials

Marc D~e (;raef. .Janties S. Speck and David R. Clarke
Mat erials D epartmnent.I Vioversity of California, "'antia Barbara. CA 931 06

Abstract. [he ant iferro~e ccti ec donmain st rucltire of a teltragonal Sn-doped PULT ( e-
ramiin was .ttiidjedi bY rileat is of tranismissi on elect ro n mic roscopy (F V 1). The various
domiaini walls were id entifed off t he basis of a t et rago nal unit icell wit h c /a = 0.993

Aditii oiiallt-., at log peiioil mioduilat ion was ob)served along the < 1 10i > directions (i-i-

lIm inih-xing). I he t enperat tire dependence of the long period mnodunlat ion and high
resolutioii n it ise rvations are, present ed.

1. hitroduction

Ferroelect ric ant iferro-elecl ric ( FE A I'FE) t ratisit ~tons lit (ceflinic ttat erials leadI to
des, ra ble elefct rotnechalai al proleir les for I lie coitst nect iott of entergy convert ors anti
actunat ors. One suICh SNvStetti Is tOlfe solid soluttion l)h( ZrStt Ti )() ( -lschnuk 1987).
Th 'Itadd ition of La or Sni hoth Itw idet thle A F p lhase regiott of the( pseudo-hi naryN
P11F systemli and cause, a "di ffuse ph ase transit ion" to take place bet ween the F11-1
antd AFl. states; this t ranisit iont catl he ittdltted by tenmperatutre vartatitons, electric
fillis or appliedi ttcchaiilcal st resses.

Sli-liipi(ý P/il cefraitics (-;tt lot, tailored to exhibit a phatse transitiotn which
rs nearly inidepenidenit of tittipe~ratutre. Accorditng to .Jafrfe et al (197-1). itt-
criasmttt thle Sti-conitent while niaintttitting a conistant Fli/Zr ratio causes the
lowN% tetrperal ire rlioitbolie~dral pl t 15 to he repilaced by a Itetragonal antifer-
nioelec tric ph ase. liidomiain strtuctutres lin these materi alIs are, complex atnd
requit ir furt her characterizat ion. Ini a stutdy on a related 'sit-doped material.

it ~(Zr1 - ~>ru (~-x] T~~i sX hn 0210: (withI x=0.03 and N.=0) 201) a p~eriodlic one(-
hirensona nodnlat iti of Ilie. AF phlase was report el (Chang 1985), these inlves-

I igat ors intetirpretedl ti, menodtulationts to be ant i-phase boundaries in thle A FEI order
(ficat iott displ acei'nilit s

[ Ilie, present papir replo~rts- ott roomt tetoperat nre antd low teinperat tire [EM
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Figutre 3: 1 gh resol!ut ion electI ron miroCrgraphs of a [00 1] oriented )lSn Z U t hi n filmI; t he chantge
fro m [1 1ii] to[i 10] moulto at ion di rections cant be observed. T'ho i nterface plane is almon'st parallel
to ((itO).

of the nmodu lat ion "walider" alonig thle ( 110) plane. Uh o eprtlr Ii~~
ittv of thle lattice moduilatijolt undei influnence of the elect ron beam precludles thle
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3. Discussion an(I Conclusion

The domuaiii st ructutre of alt AF Il ILSniZ' ceramic is compitlex. A full tinder-
standing of the elhctric propirt ies (e.g. the htight coercive field) of thlese materials
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(lolluai it wall geoltict ries. Fuirthetr crystrallographicI( work is iii1 p~rogress,.
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Conceptual design, kinematics and dynamics of swimming robotic structures
using active polymer gels

M. Shahinpoor

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

ABSTRACT: Discussed are the structural design, kinematics and dynamics of
swimming of autonomous swimming robotic structures which utilize an
arrangement of electrically controlled polymeric ionic gel muscles. The general
structural design of such swimming robotic structures is considered to be in the
form of a submarine structure which is partially encapsulated in an elastic or
flexmble membrane filled with a counterionic electrolyte such as water+acetone. In
such an encapsulated portion of the robotic swimming structure are specifically
arranged polyacriglamide or PVA-PAA polymeric cylindrical fibres or bundles.
The arrangement of, say, polyacrylamide fibres is such that it is capable of
generating microprocessor-based electrically controlled propagating transverse
waves to propel the partially encapsulated membrane structure in any direction
and in any desired manner.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kuhn(1949) and Katchalsky (1949) originally reported on the possibility that
certain co-polymers may be chemically contracted and expanded like a synthetic
muscle. As originally reported by Kuhn, Horgitay, Katchalsky and Eisenberg (1950) a
three dimensional network, consisting of polyacrylic acid, can be obtained by heating a
foil of polyacrylic acid containing a polyvalent alcohol such as glycerol or polyvinyl
alcohol. The resulting three--dimensional networks are insoluble in water but swell
enormously in water on addition of alkali and contract enormously on addition of
acids. Linear reversible dilations and contractions of the order of more than 500 per
cent have been observed in our laboratory. Furthermore, as reported recently by Li and
Tanaka (1990), the structural deformation (swelling or collapsing) of these gels is
homogeneous in the sense that, for example, for a long cylindrical gel, the relative
changes of the length and the diameter are the same.

Polymethacrylic acid cross-linked by divinyl benzene copolymerized in methanol
exhibit similar properties, as shown by Kuhn, Horgitay, Katchalsky and Eisenberg
(1950). Chemically stimulated pseudo-muscular actuation has also been discussed
recently by De Rossi, Chiarelli, Buzzigoli, Domenici and Lazzeri (1986), Caldwell and
Taylor (1990), and Segalman, Witkowski, Adolf and Shahinpoor (1991).

The possibility of using these polymeric gel muscles or actuators for
mechanochemical engines and turbines was originally discussed by Steinberg, Oplatka,
and Katchalsky (1966), and Sussman and Katchalsky (1970).

Hamlen, Kent and Shafer (1965) were the first to report that the same effect can
be obtained electrically. In this case a voltage is applied which causes the solution to
become either acidic or alkaline depending on the direction of the current or the sign of

1 1992 10P Puhhbshuig Iid
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the voltage. If the solution becomes alkaline it forces the gel to expand. Otherwise, the
solution becomes acidic and the gel contracts. Thus, a reversible expansion and
contraction of the fibre is obtained with the application of an electric field. Depending
on the orientation of the fibres these polymer gels may also undergo reversible bending
in an electric field as shown by Kurauchi, Shiga, Hirose and Okada (1990). In the
following sections, first a conceptual design for such autonomous swimming robotic
structures is presented followed by a discussion on the kinematics and subsequently
dynamics of such structures.

2.CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF AN AUTONOMOUS SWIMMING ROBOTIC FISH

Consider a prismatic structure of, say, rectangular cross section. Assume that the
on-board batteries, the electronics, the EPROM chips and microprocessors are housed
in the volume of the robotic structure's head as shown in Fig. 1. Attached to this head
is an elastic or otherwise flexible membrane structure filled with an aqueous
counterionic electrolytic solution such as water+acetone. The membrane is considered
to be wire-framed by means of elastic strings as shown in Fig. 1. A large number of
printed wires are run from the head to various locations on the inside wall of the elastic
dielectric membrane where they are connected to a number of electrodes also printed
inside the membrane wall as shown in Fig. 2.

Elostic Membraxne Electronics & Wiring
W/ith Printed El~ectrodes

Guldolnce & ControL

Polymer Gel Fibers

Figure 1- A proposed design for an autonomous swimming robotic fish

Top View Bctterles

-EPROM Chip

Arrangement of roces lectronics & Viring
Polymer Get Fibers "" Side View

Figr 2- 111 Mechatroni. dsg of. a si n robotic" I sH t

Figure 2- Mechatronic design of a swimming robotic structure
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Note that with some specific arrangement of polymeric fibres, micro-processor-based,
electrically controlled expansion and contraction of the tail portion of the robotic
structure may be achieved, thus enabling the robotic structure to swim freely like a
fish. In this regard, a variety of induced motions may be achieved ranging from
eel-like to normal fish-like propulsions as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3- Comparison between the wavy motions of an eel and a fish

(from P.W. Webb(1984) with permission)

3. KINEMATICS & DYNAMICS

Referring to Figure 4, below, note that travelling body waves may be generated to
move the partially-encapsulated membrane structure from the membrane head where
it is attached to the robotic fish head by internally activating or flexing segments of
the polymeric muscles which are floating in the electrolytic solutions inside the elastic
membrane.

Thus, a travelling wave in the x direction is electrically created such that

Y(s,t) = y(s) sin(2r/1) (s - vxt) (1)

where y(s) is the magnitude of the travelling wave generated by electrically flexing the
polymeric muscle at various locations along the arc length s, I is the overall length of
the muscle, s is the arc length, vx is the speed of the propagating transverse travelling
wave in the x direction and t is the time. Note that vx(s,t) is controlled by the speed of
triggering the polymeric muscles to flex sequentially along the arc length s. Further, it
is to be noted that

vy = (d/dt) Y(s,t) = vy(s,t) (2)

is the component of the velocity in the y direction and the slope of the muscle, i.e,,
(dY/dx) is controlled electrically such that

(dY/dx) = f(E,s,t) (3)

where E is the electric field strength.
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The propulsive forces in a fluid medium can be either by resistance forces or by
reaction forces. Here only the resistance forces are considered becausc of the fact that
the motion of polymeric fins and muscles is very slow. Consider an encapsulated
polymer muscle of unit length 1 and width b moving in water by producing travelling
waves that effectively propel the robotic fish at a velocity of U as shown in Fig. 4.Y

rtv

Figure 4- A simple model for a robotic fish with ionic gel muscles

The velocity vector v as a function of the arc length s at any point on the surface of
the membrane is given by

v(s) = (Vx, Vy) (4)

where the velocity components v and v are related to the normal and the tangentialx y
velocity components vn and vt by the following equations

[Vnj [-sin 0 cos• [v

vt = [cos 0 sin 0 v (5)

wher- 0 is local slope of the muscle body curvature and is given by

tan 0 = (dY/dx) (6)

The normal and the tangential components of the velocity vector in turn contribute to
pressure drag and skin friction drag, respectively. The differential version of these drag
forces can be written as dFn, and dFt such that

dF = -(1/2) Cn p b IvnI vnds (7)

dFt =-( 1/2) Ct p b I vtlI vt ds (8)

where Cn and Ct are the pressure drag and the skin friction drag coefficients,

respectively, and p is the density of the fluid medium. The differential propulsion thrust
developed can be calculated as

dFx =dFn sin 0 + dFt cos 0 (9)

which is expanded to
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dFx = -(1/2) p b [ CnIvnIvnSinO+ Ct Ivt vtcosO] ds (10)

Integrating equation (10) over the entire arc length s yields the total propulsion thrust
in the direction of U as

I

F -(1/2)pb 0T[ CnIvn vn sinO+ CtIvtIvtcosO Ids (11)

As far as the dynamics of the gel itself is concerened the reader is referred to Segalman,
Witkowski, Adolf and Shahinpoor (1991) for a description of a detailed continuum
theory of ionic gels. In order to control the motion of this robotic structure by an
EPROM or a microprocessor chip, one has to find a relationship between the force
imposed on the gel by the electric field E and the electric field strength E itself.

The solution to the combined kinematics-dynamics-continuurn mechanics
equations for the above simple structure is presently underway and will be reported in
soon.
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A- stud% on control of a ligYht "eight robotic smstern using piezoelectric motor,
sensor and actuator

Zhen Wu, Xiao-Qi Bao. Vijav K. Varadan an;d Vasundara V. Varadan

Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics. Center for the Engineering of Electronic

and Acoustic Materials. The Pennsylvania State University. University Park. PA 1680)2

ABSTRAUF: A single link flexible robotic manipulator having a actively controlled arm
with attached pie7.oelectric vibration sensors and actuators and a servo controlled travelling
wave type piezoelectric motor as driver is constructed. By using a simple control
algorithm, the manipulator can be computer controlled to move to a programed destination
very quickly and smoothly, with the settling time shortened by a factor of approximately
1/60(. This "piezo-robot" conceptualls achieves the goals of light %%eight. flexibility and
dexterity,

I. INTRODUCTI-ON

One of the trends in the evolution of robots is to reach the goals of light weight, compliance

(or flexibilitvt and fast response in robotic manipulators and end-effectors in which the

drivers are self-contained. However, one of the limitations of reducing volumc and weight is

due to the mass and bulk of conventiona' drivers (i.e. AC/DC electric irotors. hydraulic or

pneumatic actuators). Another factor is that heavv and stiff manipulating structures must be

used to prevent vibration interferences during manipulating operations. because the structural

deformation of flexible links severely impairs the end-point accuracy. So, many robots are

"over designed" to be heavy and rigid, even though the actual tasks they perform are paint

spraying or welding. This paper proposes new approaches of applying small, light w"eight
piezoelectric sensing and actuating devices and active vibration control techniques to achieve a

light weight and dextrous robotic arm.

The pie/oelectric/ultrasonic motor operates on a new principle of obtaining rotation or linear

motion from specially configured ultrasonic vibrations inside the stator generated b\

piezoelectric elements. It has the advantage of being a light weight, simple structure, fast in

response for starting and stopping. direct in adaptability to low speed rotation and free from

magnetic noise. Several Japanese researchers, for example Inaba ett at 1987). lijima et al
(1986). Kuribayashi et at (1985) developed various types of piezoelectric motors in the mid-

XO's, among which the travelline wave type motor by Inaba et at is most applicable.

, 1)•! ()P P h-h Lid
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Piezoelectric motors are being used in automation, robotics, audio and visual appliances.

Schoenwald et ul ( 1988) designed a mini gripper using a linear piezoelectric motor. In this

paper, a servo controlled travelling wave type piezo-motor is designed as a lightweight and

dextrous driver for the robot.

Research on the control of flexible robotic manipulators has become a hot topic in recent

years. Many theoretical models have been developed and some primary experimental results

have been published (Biswas and Klafter 1988). Most of the work is based on control of the

driver (motor) of the robotic arm to achieve smooth and precise motion of the arm tip

including starting and stopping. In this paper, an independent lightweight piezoelectric

vibration sensor/actuator pair is attached to the manipulating structure and the control is based

on active damping concept (Sung et al 1989). which deals with any kind of vibration

interference without restriction on the motor speed. The lightweight piezoceramic sensors and

actuators have high electromechanical coupling and are ideal for active vibration control.

2. PIEZOELfCTRIC MOTOR AND ITS SERVO-CONTROL

The structure of the travelling wave type r01AlON

piezoelectric motor is shown in Figure I. The r( r

"st ator consists of two piezoelectric elements 6-ItASlIC
(piezocerainic disks) which convert electrical
energy into mecnanical energy. an elastic IIrA r PI ORE t-I.INSI"RIW"

element (made of steel), and a support base.

"The pie/oceramic disks are bonded to the

elastic element, thus the electrically induced
strainii, insde the piezoceramic disks causes Fig. I Structure of the Piezoelectric Motor
deformition in the elastic element. Specially

configured piezoelectric elements shown in Figure 2 leads to a flexural (bending) vibration

miode when an alternating electric voltage is applied at the frequency of modal resonance. Two

phases of flexural vibration generated individually by two piezoceramic disks, are
superimposed into a travelling wave propagating in the circumferential direction. As the wave

advances, the surface particles of the elastic element move in an elliptical trajectory. and thus

have a velocity component along the surface opposite to the wave direction. The rotor, which

is pressed on the stator, picks up this velocity via frictional force and rotates a direction

opposite Ito ,ave propagation in the staior tSee Figure 3). By changing the direction of the

travelling wave. the motor can be reversed.

The piezo-motor has a simple and lightweight structure which is free of magnets or coils. Its

speed is several hundreds rpm, which is directly adaptable to most robotic applications. It also
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has a very fast response (typically within 10-2 sec. or smaller) in starting, stopping and

reversing, since friction force works as a brake and provides a holding torque when the motor

is off. For electromagnetic motors, the braking and holding torque must be generated

externally by a complicated electronic circuit.

i jl I B d% .c .... 'i"

Fig. 2. Flexural Mode Vibration in Stator Fig. 3. Moving Mechanism of Rotor

For a piezo-motor, the rotor must overcome a starting torque due to static friction, so tile

motor speed cannot be linearly controlled by varying the input voltage, like for a DC motor. A

new method of modulating the input power by a square wave gating signal is tried. B\

suitably choosing the period (or frequency) of tile modulating signal. an approximate linear

response of the motor speed with respect to the duty cycle (percentage of time when the motor

is switched on out of one period) of the modulating signal can be obtained. From our

experiences, a low modulating frequency is suitable for the control of low speed. vhile. a

high modulating frequency is suitable for high speed control. A closed-loop servo position

control system which consists of a piezo-motor. a positional sensor (encoder) and a PC

controller is shown in Figure 4. Although the piezo-motor has a fast on/off response within

tens of milliseconds, there is still a small

amount of overshoot when the motor - swc- .. , , A

approaches its destination. To avoid this -

overshoot, tile position control strategy is DI"4t I

as follows: ( 1 ) let the motor start at its full

speed (set duty cycle to 100 -/ ), (2) when

the motor gets within a certain distance to

the destination, reduce the motor speed by SI~ýPýSlO~ SiDA--A I X*I

setting a lower duty cycle; (3) turn off the --

motor when the destination is reached. The

distance threshold value and the duty cycle
FiT 4. Schematic Diagram of Servo Control

should be selected depending on the load System for the Piezoelectric Motor

and the speed of the motor.
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3. ACTIVE VIBRATION CONTROL OF ROBOTIC ARM

Most manipulating structures for robots can be roughly considered as cantilever beams. One

end of the beam is clamnped on the motor shaft, and the other end is usually free. The vibration

interference often occurs at the lowest free bending mode of a light. flexible arm. Active

vibration control is accomplished by a sensor-actuator feedback loop. The displacement.

velocity, or other characteristic signals of vibrations of the structure are picked up by

sensors, then the actuator produces an external force to actively suppress the vibration. in

response to the signal from the sensor.

Figure 5 shows the feedback loop for the active vibration damping for a cantilever beam.

piezoceramic sensors ( 13x9 rmm) and actuators (25x9 min) are placed on both sides of a

cantilever beam (254x 9 nmm) and connected in parallel (bimorph arrangement). The sensors

and actuators are located at the clamped end, where the curvature of the deformed beam and

the electromechanical coupling are at a maximum. The constant velocity feedback control

alhgorithin is implemented by an analog control loop. The output of the sensor (conditioned via

a current pre-amplifier) is 180' out of phase with respect to the vibrating velocity at

resonance. This signal is fed to the actuators by a power amplifier and thus suppresses the

vibration. The band-pass filter picks up the signal of the mode to be controlled and the phase

shifter compensates for other instrumental delay in the loop. So far, only the first bending

(deflection in z-axis) mode is controlled. The experimental comparison on the residual

vibration of the beam with and without the active damping are shown in Figure 6. When the

arn is subject to a step impulse. the vibration amplitude decays exponentially as V=V0 exp ( -

ott). The damping factor ox is about 0.17 for natural damping (trace a) and about 9.8 for

actively controlled damping (trace b). By active damping, the residual vibration is neutralized

within 0.4 second, therefore, the settling time is significantly reduced, which can even be

observed by the naked eye.

I R F ,ND

! 0....l 5F .. II'IR ITM -S e

2 L"

i[Control Feedback Loop Active Vibration Control
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4. "PIEZO-ROBOT" --- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A single link, single axis flexible robotic manipulator, basically consists of a flexible arm with

the piezoelectric sensors and actuators attached and a servo controlled piezoelectric motor as

the driver is constructed. The unique features of light weight, quick response, and minimized

residual vibrations and settling time have been achieved in this prototype "piezo-robot" as

shown in Figure 7. The piezo-motor is 40 mm in diameter, and 12 mm high. It weighs only

70 grams. The maximum speed is 600 rpm, and the maximum torque is 0.07 N-nt. The length

of" the arm is about 25 cm, and the weight of the steel arm is about 21.2 grams, including 2.2
"grants of piezoceramic pieces. The total

e•ight of the manipulator is only about 100 UNIT:a

grams (excluding the base box). This

"piezo-robot" is controlled by a PC 1.16111 WGMf

computer and can move to a programed "SES R. IRI , L, M

destination along a programed path with NT^C-.. l (A

quick start/stop response and very short
pUA.Jk -•ATR IC

settling time. BASF. BOX MORM

In conclusion, the two approaches proposed

for a light weight, flexible and dexterous D/ / ,

robot, the piezoelectric motor and active R, I

vibration control using piezoelectric sensors

and actuators, are shown to be feasible in Fig. 7. Schematic Diagram of Single

practise. Link, Single Axis "Piezo-robot"
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Experimental verification of a nonlinear based controller for slewing of flexible
multi-body systemns
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A IS TRACT

Ili this paper. oxporilllewttll ro.-ilt,, or le ,it f ;It l of fleollbe nimilti-hodv sys tems (i.e..
flexible niulti-link miat; ' or)talolei i A t\ Notl fxiWle arm has been developed at the
(ontrol/Rohltic., lle~l':lc Lxlhoi~i~tlti v(CRIll1i L ,) , %l~olvtciii universit y. The manipulator
hais hierl desýignid to -tildv iffr'In it '1 h'if,!) );tIn ii. rii-iflit 'v) of the arms. This setup
ritincillC>th behavior of dejlo.%I~vl~l orr I~oeif I'lle >ttiucturad frequencies of the

ollp i, cllisteriif ill h lw fr% Iyi pli tic ndl I, \ell ýilititi thi' control bandwidth. Fur-
he1rinoore. thik svstenti, iitllonmilliIII philiw dili To) nloallohiwatd slit and actuation. The

tioninnlmunlrt pfia.ý(e property\ lottit, Ilw ;i,'al inliti bani~dwjidthis. These characteristics
'ire pire~ilet ill lnianv hartp fllxilde t io irn ool rpid ro;irget ting and pointing systems.

A t \ko-stage conitrolhler is u~t ilized for. kjhli~itiou daooping and end-ehiector t rajectory tracking
of a tw wylink fleXible tManipiulator. rue 111 >rleiots utilized for vibration suppression are

obtained t hroighi acceleromleter'IS oioiiitile on the tp offle~xible ienibers. The real-time corn-
plititl power-i o rovidolell a diital ~iziIp rce-sijii board I'lNS32OC3h) based) capable of
313 Milolps.

1. INTf1ODJcTio.N

Duie to varthi-basel ol pl-h;e andiii i uch tiiicl Ittitoti has h)Ceii given to mnod-
eling and cont rol of flexible nttolt i-boly, ~v~tei~ F111hrtleitore. st liies oIii articulated elastic

multi-body syvstent> a151 etihiaice thel kiiov'lediz ittlli Conio/St 1111 re Interaction of large

space strtuctuires. It is crucial tliaii gr~imdlni-nIxod tii~ sinldies be carried otit onl active

controil of flexible twil111-Iloih ,yvt!in. ind flixibli t-ctirH We have (developed a set of
experimental test beds to study , lthi minttol/ýtii lilt I liitermtioti iti flexible structutres. One
oftile test beds is a tw~oliiik. flexible nitimilmltt) ileotihii tit mnore detail later tin ftile paper.

'Ihe, conmplication itl rontroll(' erý1111litlH Iot tillti-link flexible moanipu~lators is due to tie
fact thai. the inpult/state' map11 ()1 (lexihile-111k tiiiltlai> t1ot eXternall V feedback lineariz-
, lA [L. 21. in addition, flte dvnatiiics of flrxiltli-jll tialliplilators are muiich more complicated

than the corresponding ri-,il-litik tititiipiiuliors. Not only' th ril, itribiited parameter nature

of the dynviamics is a cooinplicatioti. but ;d~ tol Ili,, itiogn holildarv conditions at flthe tip of the
flexible links cotnnectedl to the( wt leink aitil it ila pr diflbiiiit 5. Several modeling techniques

11W, 10P Pulishihng ltId
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and different control algorithms have been proposed for flexible-fink manipulators ([3. 4, 5. 61,
to name a few). Several approaches for nonlinear and linear control designs are being pursued
at this time. The advocated controllers are being implemented on a two-link flexible arm
developed at CRl{L at Polytechnic University.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A two-link robot arm with replaceable links has been developed (Figure 1). Different
configurations (i.e.. rigidity) can be studied by varying the lengths and the thickness of the
arms. The actuator for the first link is a direct drive DC motor mnd the second link is
actuated by a geared DC motor through anti-backlash gears. Each arm is onstrunoented with
piezoelectric type accelerometer at the tip and sev'ral strain gages along the link. Furthermore.
the angular positions and velocities of the arms are measured by optical encoders and DC
tachometers respectively. The optical encoders for t ie first and sceond joint have resolutions
of 0.05 and 0.075 degrees respectively. The second joint has been d,,signed to be lightweight:
however, air cushion support is available for the joint and the tip on a granieo table. At
this time, the tip of the manipulator is only supported by an air cushion. TFhis will provide
torsional stiffness at the joint. All tie sensors are signal conditioned arid filtered for anti-
aliasing (the cutoff of the low-pass filters is 5011z). A CCI) caniera is also being mounted
above the setup to provide information on the end-effector tracking performance of the robot
manipulator. The real-time cornputing power for the experiments is a digital signal processing
board (TMNS320C30 based ) capable of 33 Mflops. The DSP board communicates directly with
three other boards through a DSP link. The other three boards are I ) 32-channel analog input
board with 12 bit A/D convereters. 2) 16-channel analog output board. :3) a custom designed

16-bit digital input/output board for accessing the optical incremental oncodors on the joints.

F~igure 1: Experimental setup of a two-link flexible arm .

III. MODELLING AND MODEL VALIDATION

A( detailed derivation of the dynamics for open chain kinematic flexible manipulators was
presented in f7. 3. ý]. The approach advocated in [3] was the extended 1lamilton's principle
to obtain the i ntegro- partial differential equations representing the dynamics. Various effects
such as axial displacement, shear, torsion, centrifugal stiffening. Coriolis. and gravity were
considered. A finite dinnesional approximation of the niodel through finite elemients or assumed
mode technique may be obtained. The generic model for the class of flexible multi-body
systems are as follows:

At,,~~~~~~~ [[ Fk JLO Jsj O mjqJ (q,.q q,,q, J L i

.Ift .tf 0 t D• q! o '," q! I' • (q,. q r.q qf)

where q, is the vector of the rigid body,' variables. q,, is the vector of the flexure variables. 11

is the inertia matrix, fs are the vectors containing (Coriolis. centrifugal. - ravitational terms.
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and coupling of the flexible and the rigid (joint) variables, K is the diagonal stiffness matrix,
D, and D! are viscous and structural damping coefficients, and u is the generalized inputs
(torques) to the system.

At this point, we have tested the individual subsystems in the setup and have identified
the models of the actuators. A careful model validation of the actuators have been performed
taking into account the effects of stiction. Furthermore, analog velocity loops are included on
the motors to reduce the effect of stiction. The actuator models have been developed through
time-domain (step responses) and frequency-domain (frequency response) techniques. All the
subsystems in the ,ystem have been carefully evaluated. We have developed a simulation
model for the one-link flexible arm which matches the experimental results closely. At this
point, we are developing an actual simulation of the two-link (flex-flex) experimental setup
by including the effects of the anti-aliasing filters in addition to all the actuator and sensor
dynamics. We have also implemented several simple feedback control algorithms.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN

A. Input-Output-State Properties

The class of systems under study can be put in the standard form

S= f(X)+g(x)u (2)

y = h(x). (3)

For notational simplicity and due to lack of space, we consider the dyiiviics of one-link
flexible arm here. However, the results are true for the multi-link case. These systems are
not input/state linearizable under a nonlinear change of coordinate and control. However, the
input-output map may be linearized, i.e.,

.1 = Z2

ý2 = b(zi,z 2 ,,7) + a(zi,z 2 , r7)u = Lh + LgLfh u

7 = IP(ziZ 2 ,77) (4)

y =z (5)

where z = *(x) is given by zi = h(x), z 2 = Lfih(z), z, = C,(x) for i = 3,...,2p+ 2 where
p is the number of modes retained in the approximation ¢,s satisfy L.,,ý(x) = 0 and Lf(.) is
the Lie derivative of (.) in the direction of the vector field f.

It is well known that the zero dynamics play an important role in stabilization and output
tracking for nonlinear systems. The zero dynamics for this system are given by the restriction
of the evolution of the system on the subset

Q= {zE 7X Ih(x) = Lh(x) = 0).

Therefore. the zero dynamics are

i = v'(0, 0. ,I). (6)

The zero dynamics turns out to be asymptotically stable if viscous or structural damping is
assumed to exist in the model and the output function is taken as the joint position. However,
if the end-effector position (or acceleration) is chosen to be the output function, then the zero
(IN namics of the system is unstable. Therefore, this nonlinear system is non-minimum phase
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and due to this fact there is a limitation on the achievable bandwidth. This will be seen later

in the iinear analysis of the arm ia a later section.

The above analysis also suggests a method for control of th" arm. If a given joint trajectory.

i.e., yref is to be tracked, then the following contrul will be feasible

S- [LgLfh(x)]-l[jri - L2h(x)] (7)

where 71 is found as the solution of

t) = 0'(y•4, -y'e, 0 ).

B. Asymptotic Perturbation

An asymptotic expansion analysis of the dynamics of the multi-link flexible manipulators

has been given [3]. Utilizing this approach, a nonlinear based controller is established. The
expansion was performed by embeddinig a small parameter in the distributed-parametcr model

-•,L3
of the arm and performing an a.ylmptotic expansion. The small parameters are , = '",,
where m, is the mass of link i, E,!l is the bendhig stiffness of link i, and Li is the length

of link i. The choice of these parameters signifies that as the link becomes shorter or as the
bending stiffness of the link becomes larger, tlie perturbation parameter becomes smaller. In

turn. this corresponds to the fact that as this parameter vanishes the manipulator behaves as
if it were rigid. A nonlinear feedback based uin this scheme may be derived.

C. Linear Outfr-Loop Controllers

Robustness to parameter variations and u1liodelod (dynamnics are central issues in design
of feedback control systems. Many approaches have been proposed to satisfy and enhance
the robustness of the closed-loop systems. The aforementioned nonlinear based controllers

utilize the joint information for large anole slewing of the structure; however, to achieve a

better performance, we are augmenting the nonlinear based controllers with an outer-loop
linear control design. The linear control imithodologies utilized are linear quadratic output

feedback regulator, frequency shaping [9], Wiener- rl~opf design, robustness through structured
representation of the uncertainties [10] (to liarlie a few).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The transfer function from the system input to the end-effecter position for a typical
flexible structure is non-mninimtum phaise. The non-minitjum phase behaviour is expected due

to the non-collocated nature of the systern out,'. Figuores 2 and 3 depict the magnitude plot
and the pole-zero locations for the transfer function of our experimental single-link flexible

arm with no payload from the joint motor input voltage to the end-effector acceleration. The
peaks correspond to the vibrational modes of the beani. Note that the system poles are lightly

damped and due to the non-minimum phase nature of the system. this imposes limitations

on the system bandwidth.Experilnents wore also carried out on parameter identification for

a two-link flexible set-up with the following parailters: Iength of link I = 0.45m, Link I
thickness =-!" Length of link 2 = 0.61m. L1ink 2 thickness = -L", Elbow mass (comprising

of joint 2 actuator assembly) = 96.1fli.s. lPayload mass = 100lnm,.
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Figure 2: Magnitude plot. Figure 3: Pole-zero locations.

The system modes were estimated by analyzing the response of the accelerometers at the elbow
and the end-effector using white noise as input to both the joint actuators. Identification of
the vibrational modes using fast fourier transform techniques showed a number of "closely

packed" vibrational modes at frequencies less than 2 llz. A typical FFT plot for the end-
effector acceleration is shown in Figure 4. From the plot, at least 3 modes can be distinctly
identified below 2 }[z. two of which have a separation of 0.4 Hz. This is in contrast to the

case of a one-link flexible arm where the system modes are relatively far apart. The denseness
of the modes is attributed to the coupling of the individual modes of the two highly flexible
links.
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Figure -1: F[FT of tip acceleration.

For the inner loop control, two different control schemes were applied. The first was an

independent joint PD control and the second was a rigid body based non-lincar control. Since
both these controls are joint based schemes, significant vibrations at the tip are observed in

both cases as shown in Figure 5 . However, in the non-linear control case, the inner loop PD
control operates on the linearized 0(1) dynamics and hence results in lesser vibrations at the
end-effector.

Next, an outer loop controller was designed for the closed-loop system (including the
inner loop controller) for supression of the end-effector vibrations. The controller was a linear

output feedback designed according to a quadratic cost criterion. This nonconvex optimization

problem was solved by a software developed in house. The feedback signals were the outputs of
the accelerometer signals at the elbow and the end-effector. The feedback gains obtained were

fine-tuned experimentally to achieve the best response at the end-effector. The tip response
for a typical slew with the accelerometer feedback in conmjunction with the rigid-body based
non-linear controller in the inner loop is shown in Figure 6 . From the plots, it is evident that
the vibrations at the end-effector are significantlv reduced as compared with the case when
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only the inner loop controller is applied.

- M ] .. .

Figure 5: Inner-loop control only. Figure 6: Inner/Outer-loop control.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, experimental results for slewing of a class of flexible multi-body systems
(i.e., flexible multi-link manipulators) were given. Several approaches for control design for
this class of systems were mentioned. Furthermore, these methodlogies were applied to an
experimental setup developed at CRRL to mimic the behavior of a typical flexible multi-
body system. Another setup developed to study the control/structure interaction is a slewing
flexible structure with active members. The real-time computing power is provided by a digital
signal processing board (TMS320C30 based) capable of 33 Mflops.
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Do embedded sensor systems degrade mechanical performance of host
composites?

R. Davidson and S.SJ. Roberts

AEA Industrial Technology, Harwell Laboratory, UK.

ABSTRACT: Finite element analysis techniques have been used to predict the
stress concentrations around and within optical fibres embedded parallel to the
reinforcement of a unidirectional CFRP composite. The effect of transverse
compression and thermal stresses resulting from fabrication have been analysed.
The residual thermal stresses are affected by the thickness, stiffness and the

relative thermal expansion coefficient of the coating- Mechanical strength
measurements on a variety of fibre sensor composite combinations support the

analytical results. The results of the FE analysis can be used in the detailed design
of intrinsic fibre optic sensors for embedment in compositc..

I. INTRODUCTION

Th-7 d,.,elopment of smart composite materials relies upon building into the composite

structure during fabrication a suitable nervous system which can sense thc localised
environment. In order to produce an adaptive structure, actuators are also necessary
which respond to the sensor signals to effect shape change or vibration control. These

actuators would be either embedded, as in the case of shape memory alloy wires or
surface bonded as in piezoelectric ceramics.

For embedded sensor or actuator systems concern has been expressed as to the
possible structural strength degradation which may resu!t. This paper considers the
modelling of stress and strain fields around and within optical fibres embedded in host
carbon reinforced composites. The saturation is complex since fibre optics generally
consist of a silica based core/cladding combination designed to give the waveguiding
and sensing characteristics of the fibre plus a polymeric protective coating to reduce
handling damage and increase environmental resistance. The optical fibre package of
this type will always be significantly larger in diameter than the reinforcing fibres which
are typically 5-10 pum in diameter. When such optical fibres, typically 100-300 pm in
diameter. are embedded in composite laminates there will be an inevitable disruption
of the reinforcing fibres in the vicinity of the fibre optic. The nature of this disruption
will not onlý, be dependent upon the diameter of the embedded fibre but also on the

relative orientation of the optical fibre and the neighbouring reinforcing fibres.

AF N 190,
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In order to be acceptable the fibre sensor must:
Produce a minimum perturbation in the distribution of reinforcing fibres;
Not significantly reduce the strength or stiffness characteristics of the composite;

Not suffer from excessive attenuation such that sensing techniques can not be

applied:
Provide for input and output of laser light. (This is usually done, though not

ideally, through pigtails).

Several laminate/optical fibre geometries have been studied using finite element

analysis to determine the magnitude and extent of stress concentrations caused by the
embedded fibre when the laminate is under uniform thermal, tensile or shear loads
applied in the plane of the fibre cross-section. This paper concentrates on the results

for a 125 p•m diameter silica fibre embedded parallel to the reinforcement in a

unidirectional CFRP composite. Mechanical and thermal stresses are considered,

using a 2D finite element technique in plane strain conditions. Results from the
analysis of more general laminates, will form the basis (if further publications.

2. THE MODEL

A sketch (f the model is shown in Figure 1. The optical fibre is coated with a low
modulus polymer, the thickness and modulus of which are varied in the analhsis. and

embedded in a typical carbon epoxide fibre composite. The material properties used in
the analysis are given in Table 1. The analysis used an "in-house" PC based finite

element program (BISEPS-LOCO). The mesh was composed of 0 noded plane strain
triangular elements. Only one quarter of the model was meshed as at least two planes
of symmetry exist for both the compressive and thermal load cases. All surfaces of the
model were restrained to remain planar.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Compression Load Case

A uniform compressive stress of 10OMPa was applied to the model. The resultant stress
distribution is expected to lie between the two extremes depicted in Figure 2. For very
low stiffness coating the model behaves as a plate with a central hole and stress flows

around the outside concentrating at "B" as shown. For a very stiff coating strain is
limited in the centre of the model by the coating and the stress flows preferentially

through the fibre concentrating at "A" and "C". The optimum geometry to reduce stress
concentrating effects would be such that the stresses were equal at all three positions.
The values of stress at "A", "B" and "C" have been studied as the coating modulus anrd

thickness are varied. These results show two effects:
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(i) As the thickness of coating increases, causing the effective stiffness of the
combined coating and fibre to decrease, the "vy" stress concentration decreases at
"A" but increases at "B".(Note that a high "yy" stress at "B" is accompanied by a high

transverse "xx" stress at "A").

(ii) For a given thickness of coating, values of "yy" stress increase as the coating
modulus decreases, :;gain because the effective stiffness of the centre of the model
decreases.

In Figure 3, the values of "vy" stress at "A" and "B" are summarised. The optimum
coating thickness. i.e. when stress at "A" and "B" are equal, is seen to increase as the
coating modulus increases so as to provide the same overall stiffness of the fibre and
coating. For comparisonthe dotted lines show the variation in stress concentration for
a polvimide (I: = 2GPa) coated smaller diameter 80 pm fibre. The results indicate that
to obtain an optimum geometry. a coating of 10 Anm is required on the 80 pm fibre but

must be increased to around 17 pm on the 125 pm fibre.

3.2 Thermal Load Case

The residual stress generated on cooling by 100oC, from the curing temperature to
ambient, was calculated for a range of coating thickness., moduli and thermal expansion
coefficients. The resultant stress distributions are axisvmmetric and the hoop and
radial stresses for each case are presented in Figures 4-6. Figure 4 shows the variation
in radial and hoop stress through the model with coating thickness and Figure 5 shows
the variation with coating modulus. In both cases increasing the effective rigidity of the
coated fibre by decreasing thickness or increasing modulus increases stress throughout
the model. Figure 6 shows the change in stress distribution when the coating thermal

expansion coefficient is changed from 20x 10 nm/l imk to 70x 10 pm/ Ak. In the first

case, the coefficient is less than that of the composite (35x 1(W pm/! k) and the coating

is in compression. In the second case the coating is in tension as it attempts to shrink
away from the composite. Increasing the expansion coefficient is also seen to reduce
stress levels in the composite and fibre. It is important for the successful
implementation of some strain sensing techniques, such as quasi-distributed

polaritneters, that large strains in the optical fibre core do not exist as a result of
thermal effects on curing. Conversel, for cure monitoring high thermal strains in the
core are desirable in order to achieve the required sensitivity. By considering FE

parametric al,,e,. sensors for particular applications with tailorable sensitivities can
be designed.

4. COMPARISON W'ITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Io determine w.hether the trends predicted are seen in practice, experimental results
from transverse tensile testing of unidirectional samples of epoxy/CFRP with an
embedded optical fibre were examined. The press moulded unidirectional specimen
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samples were Imm thick and 20mm wide and had a variety of fibre/coating
combinations embedded in them parallel to the reinforcement. A summary of the
results is given in Table 2. Full details can be found in reference 1.

The results are in agreement with theory in that, for a constant coating to composite
modulus ratio, the stress peak at "B" increased as the coating thickness/fibre diameter
ratio increased as shown by the decrease in sample strength. The results for the bare
fibres may be thought to contradict theory in that it is predicted that the size of the
fibre does not effect values of stress, therefore the strengths should not be greatly
different. The fact that strengths are reduced according to size in these samples could
be because the sample thickness was small compared to the disturbed region around
the fibre. Also an important aspect in real situations which has not been considered in
the analysis is the quality of the bonding between the optical fibre to coating and
coating to composite. For good strength and transfer of composite strain to the fibre
optic good bonds at these interfaces are necessary. Scanning electron microscopy of
fracture surfaces clearly illustrate the importance of coating characteristics (I).

5. CONCLUSIONS

o The finite element analyses show that the combined stiffness of the coating and

optical fibre affects the stress distribution around an embedded fibre. Thin, stiff
coatings reduce stress concentrations (at B) under mechanical loads. However,
residual thermal stresses are affected by the relative thermal expansion coefficient
of the coating as well as its stiffness. Stresses are found to reduce with increasing
coating thickness as the coating thermal constraint is reduced, but also their value
may be changed by altering the coating expansion coefficient. This implies that
there could be scope for using similar fibres but with differing coating properties to
aid in the distinction between thermal and mechanical strain.
0 Understanding the stress distributions caused by thermal and mechanical loads
enables sensors to be designed io match specific sensor techniques and the required
sensed properties.
0 In order to accurately sense strain in the composite a good bond between the

coating and the optical fibre and the coating and the composite is necessary.
Though this interfacial effect cannot be analysed easily.
o Experimental results support the results of the FE analysis, It has been found
that a 6.5 tm polyimide coating on an 80 um fibre does not effect the strength of
the composite, whilst at the same time bonds very well to the composite.

6. REFERENCES

1) S.S.J. Roberts and R. Davidson, "Mechanical properties of composite materials

containing embedded fibre optic sensors". Fibre Optic Smart Structures and Skins IV,
SPIE, Vol. 1588. September t1) !, to be published.
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Tensile strength and stiffness reduction in graphite/bisnaleimide laminates with
embedded fiber-optic sensors

1) W Jensen, J Pascual. and J A August

The Pennsylvania State University, 233 Hammond Bldg, University Park. PA 16802

ABSTRACT: This study quantifies the effects of the orientation and location of
embedded optical fibers on thle uniaxial in.,;ile behavior of Graphite/Bismaleimide
laminates. Experimental strength ar,, itness data were obtained for eight different
test configurations. Optical fiber,, e- )edded in various orientations modestly reduce
the tensile strength and stiffn ,- perties of composite la-iiinates (less than 10ot).
T'he largest reductions occu, in composite laminates with optical fibers embedded
perpendicular to both tK: loading direction and the adjacent graphite fibers.

I. IN'TRODUCTIGN

The inherent benefits of optical fiber sensors (such as small size and weight) make them
particularly vell-suited for integration with fiber-reinforced composite structures (Jensen
and Griffiths 1988). However, typical optical fiber diameters are 12 to 100 times larger
than most reinforcing fiber diameters, and two to three times the thickness of a single
laver of an advanced composite material. The large size and reduced mechanical
properties of optical fibers in comparison to the reinforcing fibers indicate that
emb dded optical fibers may act as physical intrusions, which cause a degree of
struCtural degradation.

The objective of this study was to quantify the effect of the orientation and quantity of
embedded optical fibers on the tensile behavior of Graphite/Bismaleimide (Gr/BMI)
aminates. Experimental strength and stiffness data were obtained from eight different
test configurations.

A prior study by Measures et al (1989) included a series of experiments to ascertain the
io,•uence of embedded optical fibers on the tensile strength of Kevlar/Epoxy laminates.
Results indicate that embedding optical fibers may increase the average tensile strength
of the laminates. However, the variations in manufacturing the specimens reportedly
gave a 10%c spread in the data. In general, variations in cure cycle parameters, such as
cure cycle duration or applied temperature, may induce extraneous changes in the
tensile failure strength.

In a related study Jensen and Pascual (1990) compared experimental tensile strength
and stiffness data from seven configurations, fabricated with varying quantities of optical
fibers embedded paral!el to the loading direction. Significant strength and stiffness
reductions (1011 to 20%I) were found to occur only at relatively high optical fiber
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volume fractions (4% to 5%). The present study complements this work by quantifying
the effects of optical fiber orientation on the tensile behavior of Gr/BMI laminates.

2. TEST DESIGN

The test configurations were designed OPT I CAL - t LAMINATE

by selecting optical fiber locations and P I --
orientations with respect to theariaeGPAPHITE •o

laminate that were assumed to GAIE

represent extreme cases. Consider a
laminate under tensile loading (Figure
1) with an optical fiber embedded in W
the center of the laminate SPAN or

perpendicular to both loading direction RESIN-RICH

and adjacent reinforcing fibers. Due to REGION

their rigidity, the reinforcing fibers
bridge over the circular optical fiber PLY

cross-section. Dasgupta et a/ (1990)
showed that the span of this lenticular Fig. 1. Laminate with Optical Fiber
resin-rich region decreases with the Embedded Transversely
angle between the optical fiber and the
adjacent plies (Figure 2). Intuition dictates that optical fibers embedded at small angles
should have less effect on the tensile strength, due to the higher fiber compaction. This
study assumed that optical fibers running parallel or perpendicular to the neighboring
reinforcing fibers have minimum or maximum impact, respectively, on the laminate
mechanical performance and, therefore, represent extreme cases. Furthermore. the

small circular cross-section of an
optical fiber embedded parallel to the

J loading direction should reduce the
... .-- load-bearing ability of the laminate to

OPA PH T E
EIOER -a lesser extent than the relatively larger

I PFCý IO rectangular cross-section of an optical

I /fiber embedded perpendicular to the
loading. This study assumed thatKI optical fibers running parallel or
"perpendicular to the loading direction

i _'l i--cause minimum and maximum
erPTCAL , . I degradation, respectively, of the

PFE - LAMINATE mechanical behavior of laminates and.
therefore, also represent extreme cases.
Additionally, the placement of optical

Fig. 2. laminate with Optical Fiber fibers symmetrically or asymmetrically
E~nhedded at an Angle with respect to the laminate midplane

might adversely affect the laminate performance. The possible optical fiber orientations
and symmetries were combined to produce the arrangements detailed in the test matrix,
Table 1, and shown in Figure 3. These configurations were primarily designed to
explore the significance of optical fibers embedded parallel or perpendicular to the
applied uniaxial loading and/or adjacent reinforcing fiber directions on the mechanical
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performance of advanced composites. The control configuration had no embedded
optical fibers, to provide a standard against which all other strength and stiffness
reductions were measured.

Table 1. Test Matrix

Optical Fiber Direction Relative to:
Convfigu- Number of Number of

ration Optical L•oading Direction Adjacent (;raphite Tension Tests
Fibers J Fibcrs

SN/A N/A N/A 9

2 3 parallel parallel 9

3 6 parallel parallel 5

4 6 parallel perpendicular 9

5 I perpendicular parallel 9

2 perpendicular parallel 9

7 ! perpendicular perpendicular _

8 2 perpendicular perpendicular 1

The [I( /(f(/OL stacking P° PLILS 0.25' LOADINW DI [CT 'UN
sequence was selected to
enable embedding of optical 7 > 0 q/

fibers in several orientations,
allow compatison of results
with other studies (Jensen i (9
and Pascual 1990), and
avoid the introduction of
material couplings. G40- . FEL
600/5245C Gr/BMI was 5F/P
selected as a representative I ° / /

material for evaluation. The PLIES E)
material properties are
listed by Jensen and Pascual
thism). The performance of
this material is comparable
to that of other advanced C flr
composites used throughout _

the aerospace industry.

3. EXPERIMENT Fig. 3. Optical Fiber Configurations Studied

Since composites require special test methods to quantify material properties with an
acceptable degree of repeatability, due to their inhomogeneity and brittle nature,
specimen manufacture and uniaxial tension testing were performed in accordance with
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D3039-76. Eight 12-
inch square plates were fabricated from unidirectional Gr/BMI prepreg tape with



embedded optical fibers and cured in a hot C LOADIW I IN- 0 12 IN

press. Acrylate-coated optical fibers with

a 250-Am outer diameter were precisely 
-I 

N

positioned using a fiber-positioning jig. 1 I 0 ,,,

The laminated plates were covered with 7 I -TA9S

cure materials in a standard cure sequence C
and cured in a Tetrahedron MTP 14 r C

programmable hot press employing the
following cure cycle to ensure uniform
mechanical properties: the temperature Fig. 4. Test Specimen Geometry
was raised at a rate of 5'F per minute and held at 190'F for 1 hour, 220'F for 2 hours.
and 350'F for 2 hears, under a constant pressure of 50 psi. Strain-compatible loading
tabs were cut from E-glass panels, beveled to a 25' angle on one side, and bonded onto
thli Gr/BMI plates with NARMCO NB-10i film adhesive. Subsequently, the specimens
were cut from the tab-bonded plates using a diamond-coated saw (Figure 4). Variation
of specimen thickness and width were within ±_2%. Axial strain gages were mounted
in the center of the gage sections of all specimens to measure elastic stiffness. The
,pecimens were mounted in a screw-driven 60-kip Tinius-Olsen testing machine. Data
acquisition for all the configurations was accomplished using a Micro-Measurements
2 10)0 System 8-channel strain gage conditioner. All specimens were loaded to ultimate
failure, usually exploding violently with a lotuJ bang, and projecting graphite fibers
against a plastic shield. Graphs of stress versus strain were plotted to select linear
ranges for stiffness calculations (2000-8000 pe) based on Hlooke's law. For each
configuration. the average value and standard deviation of strength and stiffness were
determined. To offset the detrimental effects of test measurements induced bv
unforeseen experimental error, Chauvenet's criterion was applied to each configuration
to eliminate at most one data point (Hlolman 1989). In this manner, specimens 2-8. 3-4.
t-(, and 7-5 were not included in the calculation of the average stiffness, and specimen
5-1 was not included in the average strength calculation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 summarizes average tensile strength and stiffness data for each configuration.
All tensile strength and stiffness reductions were less than 5%c, except for Configuration
8. Note that, in general, the decrease in tensile strength and stiffness caused by optical
fibers embedded in any orientation was similar in magnitude to the respective standard
deviations. The effect of embedded optical fiber orientation on the laminate tensile
mechanical properties was small enough to be comparable to the scatter due to the
inhomogeneity and brittle nature of composites.

Strength and stiffness reductions were the largest for Configuration 8 (9%ý- and I 11%,
respectively). Observe that in this configuration two optical fibers are embedded
perpendicular to both the loading direction arid the adjacent graphite fibers, causing
geometric discontinuities in the neighboring longitudinal (00) plies. These geometric
discontinuities occur at two optical fiber locations, as opposed to a single location for
Configuration 5. Awerbuch and Hahn (1977) experimentally verified that the static
tensile strength of a laminate is controlled by its longitudinal plies when these are
present in a sufficient number. Thus, the geometrical alteration induced by two optical
fibers embedded perpendicular to the loading direction in the longitudinal plies of the
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laminate caused the largest reduction in tensile strength.

There was no significant difference in strength and stiffness reduction between
configurations with optical fibers embedded parallel or perpendicular to the loading
direction, with the exception of Configuration 8. Specifically, Configurations 2, 3. and
4 exhibited strength and stiffness decrements of up to 3% and 2%, respectively, while
Configurations 5 through 8 had decrements ranging up to 4%. Thus, neither the tensile
strength nor stiffness were significantly degraded by the presence of embedded optical
fibers, except when these were placed perpendicular to both loading direction and
neighboring graphite fibers symmetrically about the laminate midplane.

Table 2. Average Tensile Strength and Stiffncss

(Configu- Strength Stiffness Percent Reduction
ration Iksi] lksil I Stirengt~h Stiffness

1229) (8) 17.1 (0.5)

2 225 (4) 16.9 (0.3) 2 1

3 222 (9) 16.9) (0)3) 3 1

4 228 (8) 16.8 (0.0) 1 2

21( ()1 1 16.7 (0.5) 4 2

6 225 (9) 16.5 (0.2) 2 4

7 224 (6) 16.9 (0.5) 2 1

8 21, (It) 15.3 (0.6) 9 11

Standard Deviation in parenthesis

There is no conclusive relationship between symmetry in the embedment of optical
fibers and reductions. Configurations with optical fibers embedded asymmetrically
about the laminate midplane did not readily induce larger strength or stiffness
reductions. In this respect, the largest reduction in mechanical properties (approx. 10%.
Configuration 8) occurred when the optical fibers were embedded symmetrically about
the midplane, while the related asymmetrical configuration had small strength and
stiffness reductions (lc/1 and 2%, respectively, for Configuration 7). It is hypothesized
that the number of geometrical discontinuities, two in the former configuration and one
in the latter, had a greater effect on the laminate performance than symmetry.

The results of this study show that optical fibers embedded in various orientations at
lo0 volume fractions slightly reduce the tensile mechanical properties of composite
laminates. As an exception, optical fibers embedded perpendicular to the surrounding
longitudinal plies can cause modest strength and stiffness reductions. These results are
limited I the effect of embedded optical fiber orientation on the tensile behavior of
thin, cross-ply symmetric laminates. For example, the reductions in tensile mechanical
properties induced by optical fibers embedded parallel to the adjaL,:nt plies but at an
angle with respect to the loading direction might be lower in angle-ply laminates than
in cross-ply laminates. These limitations are being addressed in continuing studies.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Th;s study shows that optical fibers embedded in various orientations only slightly
reduce the tensile mechanical properties of composite laminates. The effect of
embedded optical fiber orientation on the laminate tensile mechanical properties was
small enough to be comparable to the scatter due to the inhomogeneity and brittle
nature of composites. As an exception, optical fibers embedded perpendicular to both
loading direction and adjacent graphite fibers can cause modest tensile strength and
stiffness reductions. Overall, the effects on tensile strength and stiffness were on the
order of 10% or less. The severity of the geometrical disturbance caused by optical
fibers embedded perpendicular to the reinforcing fibers was greater than the influence
of symmetry in the embedment of optical fibers. These results indicate that optical
fibers embedded perpendicular to the loading direction in composite laminates induce
the largest degradation in their mechanical performance. By extension, optical fibers
should be embedded parallel to both the loading direction and adjacent reinforcing
fibers for minimal intrusion, when possible.
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XMicromnechanics of fiber optic sensors

Y. E. Pak, V. DyReyes. and E. S. Schinviter
Cruniiiian Corporation. Bethpage, N.Y. 11714

ABSTRACT: Coated optical fiber emb~edded Iin a host composite matrix is ana-
lyzed to stu~dy thle elastic interaction b~etween tile fiber andl the matrix. Thle optical
fiber and its coating are modeled as concentric, circular inclusions embedded inl
anl isoitropic lioniogeneotis matrix. Linear elasticity solutions are obtained for tile
caises of a far-field longitudinal ,hear load and a umiaxial tensile load, The effects
oif thle mloduluis of t he coat ing as well as, its thickness is studied for thle straini

aiwisfer anid the stress aindl ,train conieentrations. A b~ound~ary element analysis is
per mfom mnedl. aind its results are in excellent agreement with the elasticity solution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical fibers have-( recently gainied popuiliirity as emlbedded strain sensors that canl
moi~nitoir the state of strain Iin composite materials (Udd and Clauis 1990). Emnbedkde
I ipt ical fiber sensors can be especially useful Iin aircraft technology for health momi-
tar-ing and~ (alaliage assessinemit of aircraft structutres. Ini ordler to accurately lpredlict
the pe'rfo rmanice of thle fiber o~pt ic sensors, it is impo~irtanit that we have anl accurate
assessmenit of tile elastic interact ions that taike place between the optical fiber and the
host moat rix. This is pairt icumlarly true Iin light of fact that the optical fibers (canl cause
.st ress and~ st rain ciimcemitrtionis InI thle host st ruicture in whinch they are emmbeddedl.
The coaling on thle optical fiber also canl caulse additional Coniplicat ionis such as, a loss
in ,t rain transfer. Therefore, it is impo)(rtaint that. we empiloly minicrouiiecliamncs atnalysis
to st umdv 'Iid characterize thlese effects. To) this end mathlematical and comiplutat ional
anialy~ses wvere perforinnd in thle framnework oif linear elsiiy l hspap~er. we sumi-
inaii ze saIi ent feat m nes reve a led by thle li lcri aaech;Iin ics a aI v~si s (If a coateid. cemb edded
optical fiber emibeddedl iii ai host imatrix.

2. ANALYSIS

We mmi li'dl the co)ate'd opt ical fib1 er as inmfiniitei ly long. isot ropuic. concentric inclusions
withI radii a and b emibedded in aii isot ropic~ matrix ( Sirkis and Dasgupt a 1990). as
shjowni in Figure 1. W'e also niodel the host matrix as a homogeiiouis, isotropic miedlium
withI thle equilvalv'ilt elastic Constants. The matrix. assuitted to be infinite iti extentit
is subjecteid to a fair-field aintiplane shecar, aT. = and a far-fielil uniaxial tension.

"Il= T, p Jaralle'l andi transverse toi the fiber. resp)ectively. Ini time longitudinal shear
Case. only thme ouit-of-plaine displacement. iz( x y ). is non-zero, and thbe equuilibri' imI
ei'i1 0mtiomis simplify to aI two-dimensional Laplace equation. A closed form solution wvas
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obtainled byv exicaiidilng thle dispclacenieiit iii series and~ iinvokinig thce far-field arnd the

dlisplacemienit and t ractioni contixnuity condiiit ions across the initerfaices ( Pak 1991). For

Hit. I lilliaxial t enionicICa sc a t wo -dimen~is ionaflaiclae strless (plan ie st rahi ) solult ion wais

obltajiied bl i icmlex potenutial iiiethlod ( Pak 1991). A b~ounidary clenlient anialysis

N\a1.s Ilsc) perforiied. using anc iii-hicouse code M B E2D). tc) verify thle aceduacy iof the

boundiac liry clemnie t mode ic1((11 well as to( chec k thle Ccorrec'tness oIf thle elas t icityV soilit ic ci.

3. STRAIN CONCENTRATIONS

Thlircocughou t the cnayicc ss we will let thle shecarc inc cdiii I i a 11( thle Xc cug 5 ii ciii cliis of

the optical fiber be pt.- = l5/c.1i aiic Ep- =l0E.11 for the loiwigirliciial shear case arid

tIce ciiiiaxial t eiisioii case. respect ively. The Poissoniis ratijos uof 0.3. 0.45. andi 0.15 are
resicet ively used focr the matrix. the Ccoating. and the fiber. The shear mnodululs ccicl

Il( he X cligs i ildclhllis (If thle coalt iiig are varied iii 51such a way a s to s~imiu la te so ft epo xv

ecoaitings as well as stiff iietallc eC cat inigs. Thi s will elicl abe Iis to (study( l then (41c C(t, so f

the coating iiiocbihi1is oil the strcciii transfer cciid the stres's aiud straini concentratioiis.

We will fix tlln (1/I rat io to he U.S, whinch ecorre'spoinds to the( ccctcivii diiiieisionis ccf the
op~ticacl fier ciwd inl icur tests.

Fig-ure 3 shoiws the conitoucrs ccf lcolstiilt straliin obltainedl frciii the, (ilasticitv scliiticcii for
thelic liigitiiliiial slicecr case, anid the uniaiic ail teinsioncai Mse. Fiiciric 4 sliicws shiear strccin

incriiialized tic the fccr-fiecld strain cclicii thce x-acxis. It calcl Ice seen tha~t thle illaiXiiiirli

strciiu oCccurs at the coimctialgiiicnx iiiterfacce whein the icctiilg is sccft . Also pclcttedl

ate thIn loudaicIiry clciieiint rest i ts fori thec i iiiilcxiarl ecase ( Ecl/ .j = 0.5),. whiich shio w
exce'llent a~cc~(iiieiit wvith the cilclakticalc soluiticcn. It is iinterestinig toc iiitct that ficr the

iccxigitiidilicl shicrl caseC tie strainl Inside the filcerI is Ccuistnlct focr all valules (cf the ecoatinig
stiffiless. Hicwevet. iii the Csce cof lillilaiailc tenisiioni the str;cill iilsiile the fiblce is conlstaint

0icily Whein there Iiso mc oatilig.

4. STRESS CONCENTRATIONS

.ccrminli/edl -shiat sties aloncg the c a~xis is pclottred iii Figure 5.A hilgh smtress is- induced

ill the oplticail fibcer wlvieii the cccating is relattively stiff, anl ;Is thec ecitltilig. lceiciiies softer
the nicixilciunil stress shifts tic the mcctrix. This is lbecaulse ac stiffer ccictillg will trantsmiti

miore licad tc the opiticacl fibcer wl're;is at socfter coatinig. lcehiaviiig moire like ai cavity than
an nll ioc inducits Iliglher stress iii the iliatrix. Coictricr tcc the( stracin ldist riblcitiicns.

the streýsses lire iiscoicltililolis, lloiig the V-xs nless thic coaiting) is very soft the

highest stress occurs ill the ophticall filcer. This is due to the( facct thact tIe opctical fiber

iste stiffest cinietiler ili t lis- ciaclc.

5. STRAIN TRANSFER

Shieacr straiti traixisfet tc the opctiecal fibcer as ic fuincitioci of the Cciitinig thiic-knes.s is pluoctted

ili Fiigure 6 fcn severcch coating niiiduili. Figutre 6a a) focr the lccrigiridimiil sliccr ciiSc shiows



that Wh'len the shea';r ill~iihis oif then coatinig is less than that of lie mlatrix, greater
shear. stralin is indutcedillii thle optical fibter by a thinner coI ating. At the s'amei time.
whenl the shea,;r ]ilodililis of thle coatinig is Area ter than thlit of the mnatrix. the thicker
coating" iliditices greaiter st raiin iii thle opt ical fib~er. The ffigure also shiows- that the

ii mxtint ix ii striaini tran isfer occturs )xi iel thle coint ing shear nioii d s- is greater thala the

miatrix she'ar liin'lllllls. It call be sliowl that the inlaxinmimn shemir transfer occurs wxhen
lie shea rm11o( xi s of thIn' (t)ii ixg is th pl'gOnietIi c Iinean oif thle slit'mr mo dui for thle fiber

anul th lii' atrix. This is true for all coat ing thiickniesses. The shear t ranisfer increases
1ii ifi rilvh xx'i thi the ii ait ase inl thIe coanting t hicknitess wxheni thle coiat ing is stiffer t han

lie xiin t xix. T his impI lie's thlit thle St iffer anid thicker coatin ti g xxiii indu t ce more shear
trxzisfi r. Howev'xer, for- thle tninax ia t elisiolli case thle a iXllt imui shiear transfer occi irs for
the 110 ist part whlcx there is xiii coat ixia.

6. CONCLUSIONS

WVe hiave sti xaled the strain trainftt to, andii thle strani iil andtrcs's conictentrait ions ''atiei

iv. anl otici tal flier exliiheddiet il tIi aol hioiii(11oiitas, matrix tha~t is suibjecteid to far-fielil
hongitilixial1 she'ar a111tI t1ltitxitil tension. It xx'tis shiowni thlit the loll Lit itihirilil shecar load
aol the tliaxiitxal texisile load initucae slixlilmir stress aiild straili ciixicexit ratlonl effects.

txx'ex'ex. thI ey diiffe r ili thie s tran iitrani sfe'r 1behaiotxir. Tihe )111i Ion~r ivelena 'litt aTnlx'hsis
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Figure 1. Embedded optical fiber subjected to (a) longitudinal shear load

and (N) uniaxial tensile load.
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Figure 2. Boundary element analysis model and deformation plot under uniaxial tension.
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Figure 3. Contours of constant (a) shear strain under longitudinal shear load
and (b) maximum normal strain under uniaxial tensile load.
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Figure 4. Normalized %train distribution along x-axis for (a) longitudinal shear load
and (h) uniaxial tensile load.
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Figure 5. Normalized stress distribution along x-axis for (a) longitudinal shear load
and (b) uniaxial tensile load
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Figure 6. Strain transfer to the optical fiber as a function of coating thickness for
(a) longitudinal shear load and (b) uniaxial tensile load.
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Compressive strength and stiffness reduction in graphite/bismaleimide
laminates with embedded fiber-optic sensors

D W Jensen, J A August, and J Pascual

The Pennsylvania State University, 233 Hammond Bldg, University Park, PA l6e)2

ABSTRACT: This paper summarizes an investigation into the influence of
embedded optical fibers on the uniaxial compressive performance of
Graphite/Bismaleimide laminates. Experimental strength and stiffness data were
obtained for eight different test configurations. Results indicate that some
orientations of embedded optical fibers can severely degrade the compressive
performance of composite laminates. Compressive strength and stiffness reductions
ranged up to 70% and 20%, respectively. Similar to previous results for tensile
properties, optical fibers embedded perpendicular to the loading direction and the
adjacent graphite fibers induced the largest reductions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the filamentary nature of composite materials, optical fibers may be integrated
in arrays within smart composite structures to recognize and measure the intensity of
mechanical parameters (such as strain, pressure, or temperature) and, thus, monitor
structural behavior and integrity. Predictably, the geometrical discontinuities induced
by embedded optical fibers, which may range in size up to twice the thickness of a
single composite ply, raise concerns about structural performance. Previous work by
Jensen et al (1991) has shown that optical fibers embedded in various orientations only
slightly reduce the tensile mechanical properties of composite laminates (5% to 10%).
Hlowever, compression loads are more sensitive to geometrical imperfections in the load
path and are also more likely to dominate the response of advanced composites under
cyclic loading and environmental exposure (Clark and Lisagor 1981). Thus, this
investigation quantifies the influence of embedded optical fibers on the performance
of Graphite/Bismaleimide (Gr/BMI) laminates in uniaxial compression, including
experimental strength and stiffness data for eight different test configurations.

Results from a study by Measures et al (1989) indicate that embedding optical fibers has
a negligible effect on the average compressive strength of Kevlar/Epoxy laminates.
However, these results are predictable, since the poor interlaminar shear strength of
Kevlar/Epoxy composites causes substantial delamination and poor compressive
properties (Strong 1989). Since glass fibers adhere better than organic fibers (such as
Kevlar) to most epoxies, the optical fibers may have acted as crack arresters, slightly
improving the compressive properties.

Ricci (1989) performed a preliminary investigation of the effect of embedded optical

092 t()P Puhi'hin [Id
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fibers on the compressive strength of Gr/BMI laminates. Three different configurations
were fabricated by embedding acrylate-coated optical fibers parallel or perpendicular
to the loading and graphite fiber directions in a [0/90%/01 laminate. Compared to a
control configuration without embedded fibers, the compressive strength decrement
ranged from 2% to 37%, with the largest reduction occurring when the optical fibers
were embedded perpendicular to both the loading and adjacent graphite fibers. The
contradictory findings regarding the compressive performance of composite laminates
-. ii cnriedded fiber-optic sensors underscores the need for this investigation.

2. EXPERIMENT

Following the criteria detailed by Jensen et al (1991), optical fibers were arranged in
orientations and symmetries with respect to the laminate midplane that were assumed
to represent extreme cases. These cases comprise the configurations detailed in the test
matrix, defined in Table I and depicted in Figure 1. The Control Configuration had
no embedded optical fibers, providing a standard against which stiength and stiffness
reductions were compared. To study the effect of fiber orientation, Configurations 2
through 8 had optical fibers embedded parallel or perpendicular to the applied unia-xial
loading and/or adjacent graphite fiber directions. To study the effect of fiber symmetry.,
Configurations 2, 5, and 7 had optical fibers embedded asymmetrically with respect to
the laminate midplane: in the remaining configurations, the optical fibers were
embedded symmetrically.

Table 1. Test Matrix

Optical Fiber Direction
('onfigu- Number of Number of

ration Optical Relative to Relative to Compression Tests
Fibers Loading Dircction Adjacent Graphite

Fibers

1 N/A N/A N/A 8

2 3 parallel parallel 7

3 6 parallel parallel 7

4 6 parallel perpendicular 10

5 1 perpendicular parallel 9

6 2 perpendicular parallel 8

7 1 perpendicular perpendicular 8

8 2 perpendicular perpendicular 8

The material system chosen for evaluation in this study, G40-600/5245C
Graphite/Bismaleimide, offers a similar performance to that of other advanced
composites favored by the aerospace industry. As detailed by Jensen et al (1991). the
[( 3 (/9Q/01 stacking sequence enabled placement of acrylate-coated 250-urm diameter
optical fibers at several convenient laminate locations. This also permits comparison
of results with related studies (Ricci 1989, Jensen and Pascual 1990) and placed this
study within the scope of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard
test methods for composites.
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To quantify the material properties with an acceptable degree of reliability, specific
procedures detailed in the ASTM Standard D3410-87 were followed for specimen
manufacture and uniaxial compression testing. The Illinois Institute of Technology
Research Institute (11Th!) fixture for compression tests was selected based on
availability and ease of handling. The specimen width and gage length were chosen
such that the ultimate compressive load was approximately 77% of the Euler critical
buckling load, while ensuring that the 60 kip testing machine capability was not
exceeded, based on the theoretical laminate strength of 14.5 ksi and modulus of 17.8
Msi. A nominal laminate thickness of 0.066 inches and a conservative assumption of
pinned-pinned boundary conditions led to a 6.3 inches wide by 0.66 inches long
maximum test section. To maintain a reasonable factor of safety and satisfy ASTM
specifications, a gage length of 0.5 inch was selected (Figure 2).

Eight 12-inch composite square plates
were laid up and cured following the N0 OR

procedures detailed by Jensen et a! I I

(1991). The composite plates were cut
to specimen size using the diamond oSTEE T

saw. Hot-rolled steel plates were 2.5 0 5AG IN Ch

inches long by 1.0 inch wide wereCGAEST(O

end using NB-101 film adhesive. Axial
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strain gages were mounted back-to-back in the center of the gage sections of each
specimen to measure elastic stiffness and provide indications of out-of-plane bending
and/or buckling. Width and thickness measurements of each specimen were taken at
several points and averaged for use in data reduction.
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As mentioned above, the specimens were tested in an IlTRI fixture. The fixtuje was
mounted inside a Tinius-Olsen universal testing machine which has been modified to
interface with an OMEGA 900 PC data acquisition system. Strain plots were checked
during data reduction to detect bending caused by fixture misalignment. The
experimental data was reduced as described by Jensen et al (1991). Since the test
configurations failed at different levels, three different ranges were used for determining
the compressive moduli based on a least-squares method of linear regression. The
2(00-8000 Ac range was used for Configurations 1, 2, 3, and 4; the 1000-5000 ti range
was used for Configurations 5 and 6; and the 500-2500 gE range was used for
Configurations 7 and 8. Chauvenet's criterion was applied to each configuration to set
limits for data point rejection and to remove at most one data point outside each
prescribed configuration range (Shenck 1979). Specifically, compression specimens 5-9
and 6-8 were excluded when calculating the average stiffness of Configurations 5 and
(1, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All of the compression specimens failed by fiber fracture, with cracks splitting the gage
section across the width. Tables 2 and 3 list average compressive strength and stiffness
and the respective standard deviation and percentage reduction values for each test
configuration. The compressive strength and stiffness reductions ranged up to 70% and
20%, respectively; significantly more than for tension, which was less than 10%.

Table 2. Average Compressive Strength

Strength Standard Strength Reduction

Configuration lksil Deviation 1%1( ksil

1 1.36 II

2 116 17 15

3 1-34 13 1

4 119 6 13

5 90 19 34

6 85 24 38

7 40 8 70

8 42 7 69

Several trends are evident in the degradation of compressive strength. Compressive
strength reductions ranged from 1% to 15% and from 34% to 70% for configurations
with optical fibers embedded parallel or perpendicular to the loading direction,
respectively. For the latter case, optical fibers embedded in the longitudinal plies
caused larger compressive strength reductions, 69% to 70%, than optical fibers
embedded in the transverse (900) plies, 34% to 38%. These results indicate that the
compressive strength was sensitive to the optical fiber orientation with respect to the
loading direction. Specifically, optical fibers embedded perpendicular to the loading
direction caused larger compressive strength reductions than optical fibers embedded

tI-___
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parallel to the loading direction. In addition, the degradation induced in the former
case was larger for configurations where the optical fibers were embedded
perpendicular to the neighboring graphite fibers, forming resin-rich lenticular
di-,ntinuities. than for configurations where the optical fibers were embedded parallel
to the neighboring graphite fibers, forming smaller circular discontinuities. Therefore,
the largest compressive strength reductions (up to 70%) occurred in composite
laminates with optical fibers embedded perpendicular to the loading direction and the
adjacent graphite fibers.

Table 3. Average Compressive Stiffness

[ Stiffness I Standard Stiffness Reduction

Configuration [Msil Deviation MlIMsil
1 14.5 1.0

2 11.6 0.5 20

3 12.7 0.6 13

4 12.2 0.9 17

5 13.1 1.2 12

6 13.2 1.0 7

7 12.3 0.8 15

8 11.6 0.9 20

Overall, the presence of embedded optical fibers had a large effect on the compressive
strength of the specimens, while stiffness was affected to a far lesser extent (up to 20%c).
Compressive stiffness reductions ranged from 13% to 20%7 and from 12% to 20% for
configurations with optical fibers embedded parallel and perpendicular to the loading

direction, respectively. For the latter case, optical fibers embedded in the longitudinal
plies caused larger compressive stiffness reductions (15% to 20%) than optical fibers

embedded in the transverse plies (7% to 12%). It might be inferred that the
compressive stiffness is not sensitive to optical fiber orientation with respect to the
loading direction, since the ranges caused by optical fibers embedded parallel or
perpendicular to the loading direction were similar. However, the degradation induced
in the latter case was largest when the optical fibers were embedded perpendicular to

the neighboring graphite fibers, forming crack-like lenticular discontinuities, than when
optical fibers were embedded parallel to the neighboring graphite fibers, forming
smaller circular discontinuities. This is the same trend observed for compressive
strength reductions.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, optical fibers embedded in various orientations have been shown to
severeiy degrade the compression performance of composite laminates, even though
tensile properties are only modestly reduced. Overall, the presence of embedded
optical fibers has a larger effect on the compressive strength than on the compressive
stiffness of composite laminates. In this respect, optical fibers embedded perpendicular
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to the loading direction cause ..Amilar stiffness reductions to, and larger strength
reductions than, optical fibers embedded parallel to the loading direction. Both
compressive strength and stiffness are reduced further if optical fibers oriented
perpendicular to the loading direction are embedded in the longitudinal plies as
opposed to the transverse plies. As it might be expected, the largest compressive
strength reductions occur in composite laminates with optical fibers embedded
perpendicular to both the loading direction and the adjacent graphite fibers.

These results are restricted to the effect of embedding relatively large acrylate-coated
optical fibers in various orientations inside thin, symmetric cross-ply laminates subjected
to uniaxial compression. These limitations are being addresed in related studies to
develop thorough guidelines for optical fiber embedding with minimal structural
degradation.
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Flexible piezoelectric materials: application to pressure and vibration
sensing

AUTHORS: V. Geil and L. Matteson: Westinghouse. Oceanic, Annapolis. MD

ABSTRACT
Piezoelectric materials can be attached to structures for the purpose of sensing sound
pressures or structure vibration. The signals of interest to be sensed by piezoelectric
materials must be 'AC" by nature, as in sound pressure and vibration. The signals to be
ignored are the "DC" components: these are barometric/hydrostatic pressure or static
strain. tihe two flexible piezoelectric materials of greatest availability are piezorubber
(IZR) and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) film. This paper will compare piezoelectric
constants for both materials and discuss some of the tradeoffs necessary when choosing a
piezoelectric material for pressure and vibration sensing applications. This paper also
covers the preferred application of each sensing materials and presents experimental
data shoming the performance attained. In an active control application where vibration
is to be minimized, electrical self-noise must also be minimized.

INTRO) U CTION
Flexible piezoelectric materials can be attached to structures for the purpose of sensing
sound pressures or structure vibration. Of particular interest is the sensing of vibration of
an underwater vehicle in order to minimize the energy that is radiated as sound to the far
field. This vibration signal can be thought of as the "error" signal for a processor which in
turn drives a noise canceling actuator. This paper will cover the use of flexible
piezoelectric materials to sense the shell structural vibration and illustrate the
differences between sensors used as traditional hydrophones and used as vibration
pickups. Also, the pertinent piezoelectric material characteristics and electrical
<clf-noise will be examined. Some experimental work will be presented but the work isin
progress and therefore incomplete, however future experimental plans will be presented.

If thc structure is underwater, the vibration is THICKNESS
detected by either sensing displacement or __-_

scnsine, circumferential strain or strain rate. A
Ihese two sensing modes are shown in Figure WATER MASS.--'!
1. One advantage of using a sensor that senses .- F FORCE
displacement is that the sensor may also be LATERALOR A.: AREACIRCUMFERENTIAL s: STRAIN... E: MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

able to sense sound resulting from structure , .h: THOELASTICKNTES
g: PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTvibration. This signal could be included as , ....

part of the "error" signal to the processor. An V E g,.th

advantage of area sensing in general over
point sensing (accelerometers) is that "area
averaging" may be employed to reduce Figure 1. 'Bo Vibration
turbulent flow noise. Sensing Modes

( \NDIDA[F SENSOR MAFERIAL
Iwo types of piezoelectric materials which are readily available and currently being
tested are piezorubber (PZR) and piezofilm. PZR is a piezoelectric composite in tile
form composed of lead titanate powder in a neoprene matrix. The piezofilm is a flexible
liIgh twcight polymneric piezoelectric film with polyvinylidene fluoride(PVdF) as the base
resin. Neither material has natural piezoelectric behavior but are polarized during the
Inanuifactu ring process by subjecting them to a high electric field imposed across the
thitkness dimension, while cooling from a high temperature.

lt9)2 I()[' PI:.Nhl:tu i Y
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THE PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS 3
The piezoelectric stress constant, g. defines 2
the voltage generated by the material when
subjected to mechanical stress. The piezo-
electric materials are anisotropic. The voltage METALIZED
produced by a given stress depends upon the -SURFACES
axis in which the stress is applied. Figure 2 Figure 2. Active Axes ini iPiezoclectric Materials
shows the active axes in a piezoelectric material PoeF

while Figure 3 shows a comparison of C,.o, o VCopoi• P-n,M_ 10"a3 VmN ~ e 7 F.l Film I I

piezoelectric stress constants for various .132 -339 -220 F 5.2
materials. Modes of vibration can be detected 932 - -3 1 20 + 0o -1,
in several ways depending on the mode of g0, -10 +1,• 0 -,1 -11

interest. The relative values of stress constants gh +112 10 +40 _+3.2

"give a good indication of which sensor material higure 3. Some Pizoelcctric
is most appropriate for each sensing mode. iaterial Coefficients
For example, the PZR is an appropriate choice for displacement or thickness sensing (the
material is squeezed between the shell and the water), while PVdF film and the
copolymer film are good choices t r sensing circumferential strain. One important
advantage of copolymer film is the equality of- g.,, and g.32. With PVdF its unequal lateral
sensitivities require two layers with crossed -I- axes, if true area sensing is required.

THE NATURE OF TIL SIGNALS
Aks described earlier, the piezoelectric sensor on an underwater vehicle may sense
displacement or strain. One important point to remember is that the signal is AC in
nature, not DC. This is fortunate for underwater vehicles since depth-induced signals.
which are DC, should be ignored. Piezoelectric materials naturally ignore the DC
component because of the charge path to ground through the amplifier input circuit. This
input resistance ;Also bleeds off slimly changing signals such as temperature-induced
(pyroelectric) charge.

tiYDROPHONLE VS. V\II3R:\TI\O SF-NSOR
A piezorubber sensor can be used as a hydrophone or as a vibration sensor. [or a
hydrophone, the incoming sound is corlvertcd to voltage, and one concern is that vehicle
vibration produces a voltage that may mask the signal of interest. When using PZR as a
vibration sensor, the signal becomes \veakcr as the vehicle vibration is reduced by the
processor. and self-noise (electrical andl or flow) nay mask the lower levels of vibration.
In addition, self-noise may te an uinwanted processor input. 1hese self-noises will be
discussed further later.

AIFACtIM ENT CONS IDERAI IONS GROUND SIGNAL
In our application, it is necessary to attach the OUTSIDEOSTRUCTURe

FIGURE 1A
sensor directly to tile shell structure. This PRO-VEW 1 LECTRI.L SHORT OR SEVERE CAPACITANCE LOAD

ADVANTAGE: SENSOR IS SHIELDED AGAINST EMI

necessity causes a problem. If the sensor is EM

attached to the structure with the ,rl unnd or SIGNAL _ -, SINAL
OUTSIDE .

signal return on the outside as shown in SIRUCTURE
FIGURE 40 PROBLEMW EMI SUSCEPTABILITYFigure 4a. then the signal electodwi be ADVANTAGE: NO LOADING OF SIGNAL

electrically shorted or at least severely loaded NOTE: THICKNESS FXAGGERAIED. ESPECIALLY FOR FIM

by the capacitance to the shell. I'here is, Figure 4. tlc Sensor (,mfiguration t lcihma

however, the advantage that the sensor is shielded against EM1. If the signal electrode is on
the outside as shown in Figure -4b. the signal is susceptible to FIM I but there is no loading
or shorting of the signal. assuming a thick enough waterproofing layer. These problems
and advantages p1se' a Idilemnia bi,r amtaching the sensl r tO the structure, but thCrC arc
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two solutions. The first one is shown in Figure V STAND

5a. The signal electrode can be inside, which SIGNAL--- ON LULATOR
FIGURE SA PROBLEM{FORFILM): LATERAL STRESS MUST

shields from EMI, with a thick dielectric BE CARRIEDTHROUGH THE STAND OFF INSULATOR

standoff, thick enough to have a capacitance SiGNAL 4 _ _

to the shell that is small compared with the FIGURESB PROBLEM: SENSOR COST IS DOUBLED

sensor capacitance. One concern with this Figure 5. Two Solutions to the
solution for piezofilm is that the lateral stress Sensor Dilemma
must be carried through the standoff material. The second solution is to make a "sandwich"
of two back-to-back sensors which, if the signal electrode is inside, can shield form EMI and
also attach directly to the vibrating surface with no signal loss. This configuration, shown
in Figure 5b. has been used successfully with both PZR and PVdF film

FABRICATION OF SENSOR
'lb fabricate this "sandwich" using PZR, two
pieces of PZR and a printed circuit board
(PCB) substrate are needed (Figure 6). The
PCB is thin glass epoxy which keeps the
"sandwich" flexible and provides the electrical
connection between the two PZR tiles. No
direct connection between the PZR tile and the
PCB is needed as long as the epoxy joint is thin, Figure 6.'hrcc Elements Form a
less than 0.001 inch. This is necessary in order Multi-Elcment PZR Sandwich
to insure that the bond capacitance is large
compared to the sensor capacitance. A major advantage of the PCB substrate is the ease
with which an electrode pattern may be formed for the purposes of sensing spatial
wavelengths smaller than the sensor area. For this configuration corresponding grooves are
cut through the PZR inner electrodes.

When using the PVdFfilm for the "sandwich." the PCB might also be used but itsstiffness
needs to be low compared with the stiffness of the structure so that the sensor does not
diminish the structure's vibration. A possible variation of the sandwich could be to etch
the electrical connection pattern into the electrode coating on the inner sides of the film.
We have not used or investigated this possible solution.

TESI'ING ,.
The objective of the testing is to find the best PLrTE

material and configuration for the sensor HREDDOHN

portion of an active noise control system. A test SHWKERE -" PH

box was built in order to comparatively test SENSOR FILM
OR TILEseveral piezoelectric materials. The experi- SIS THICKNESS OR LATERAL SENSING BETTER?

* HOW DO vH -d V. COMPARE?
mental setup is shown in Figure 7 and a picture Figure 7. Experiment for Selection
of the test box is shown in Figure 8. As the of Scnsr e
picture showNs, the test box was made of one
inch thick aluminum. This heavy construction is
to insure that no radiated sound is produced
from the sides or the back. A thin aluminum
plate is placed in a window and driven at
various locations by a shaker. Several plates
with different piezoelectric sensors will be
placed into the window and tested. We already
have fabricated a plate with a sandwich of 10()p Figure S. Photo of Underwater
PVdFl film (parallel 3 I directil ns) and one with lest B3ox With Shakcr
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copolymer film. Figure 9 shows a sample of PVdF FILM10

data taken in air using an aluminum plate 10- -

with PVdF film sensor attached. This test -,0- "
data illustrates how a mode might be 20

ignored (response nulls) and how the " -'

response varies for a different shaker drive -50 ,
point position. In the neartfuture. we will use 6- -

the test box to drive a frequency sweep from o00 o 00 1os ao 1550 17s0 20
the shaker onto the sensor plate and into the FREOUENCY (Hý)

water. The sensor signal and the -PUSH ON CENTER -+-PISH OFF CENTER

hvdrophone signal picked up in the far field Figure I. tv,o Examples It Sensor Sinals
With Nulls) Driving Point is Varied From

will be compared over the frequency range On-('Cntcr to Off-Centcr
of interest. The sensor of choice will be the type that has the best correlation betwveen
the sensor signal and the far field hydrophone response.

IMPORTANCE OF SELF NOISE
When the vibration is low or has been driven to a low level, the self-noise of the sensor
may predominate in the net signal to the processor. 'he tfow noise level produced by the
turbulent boundary layer is reduced by a sufficiently thick outer stand off layer and by the
"area averaging" provided by the area of the sensor,

Electrical self noise minimizing requires
control of several factors. These include MINIMUM EXPECTEO VIBRATION SIGNAL

maximizing of the sensor capacitance, voltage -130 .
sensitivity (g constant times thickness), and 140

amplifier input resistance, while minimizing s1o T
the capacitance loading, sensor electrical loss • ,60 "
(tan delta), and amplifier internal noise ,

components (input voltage noise and current 1800o
noise). The sensor and its interface to ai 10 100 1000 10000 100000

state-of-the-art low noise amplifier has been FREOUENCY(HI)

modeled, to show the effects of parameter
variation. The amplifier is an Analog Devices tI iurc 10. Electrical Self-Noise t'onipmrcd

ill \'ihrdillln Sig'nal Three I~xanph.es

AD743 FET op amp chip. Figure I0 shows

the total noise voltage over the I) 1 Iz to I0 kliz trequency range. ('urve I shows the total
electrical self noise voltage spectrum level for the case of a sensor whose area is 4 square
inches with an amplifier input resistance of 100 megohms. A hypothetical minimum
expected vibration spectrum level is also shown, assumed to be not masked by this
electrical noise level. Curve 2 shows the effect of a smaller area sensor, in this case one
square inch. ('urve 3 illustrates the still higher noise if the input resistance is reduIcCd to I
megohm. The point that the curves illustrate is that in all but the first case (Curve 1 I the
electrical self noise signal is stronger than the signal level.

('ONCLUSION
Area-sensing of vibration levels on underwater vehicles is achieved using either
displacement or circumferential strain sensors, incorporating piezorubber tiles or
piezo-film. The sensor installation is optimized using the sandwich construction
technique which achieves self-shielding without capacitance loading. Early experiments
show that area sensing can cancel vibration modes that have a spatial wavelength that is
small compared to the area of the sensor, useful for ignoring non-propagating modes.
Lastly. the importance of low electrical self noise in the sensor-preamplifier design
is demonstrated.
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Large area piezoelectric-poIbnmer composites

SD arrah', HD BathaI, D Damjanovic2, LE Coss3

1Fiber Materials, Inc., 5 Morin Street,, Biddeford, Industrial Park,
Biddeford, Maine 04005-4497, 2EPFL, Departement des materiaux Ilaboratoire
de ceramique, MX-D Ecublens, Ch-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland, Pennsylvania
State University, Materials Research Laboratory, University Park,
Pennsylvania 16802

ABSTRACr: Large area 1-3 fiber reinforced PZT ccuposites

are being fabricated and the relationships between

composition and performance are being investigated.

1. INTR0[mCTION

Large area 1-3 fiber reinforced piezoelectric polymer ccrxpsites have

potential use as sensors, acoustic generators and active sound and

vibration damping materials on large structures. Previously, small area

composites have been successfully deeonstrated, but fabrication

limitations prevented consideration for large system. Advanced composite

manufacturing techniques now allow fabrication of these large area

composites with precise location of PZT rods and continuous glass fibers

in the transverse plane.

A program is being conducted at FMI to develop fabrication techniques and

to establish the relationships between composite design and performance.

2. PIEZOELECTRIC COMPOSITE DESIGN

The 1-3 composite specimens are fabricated with PZT rods extending through

the thickness of the material as shown in Figure 1. Continuous glass

fiber is wmven in the transverse plane and the entire specimen is

impregnated with resin. The large area surfaces are coated with

I l.; cr1I}k 1092
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conductive electrode material and the specimen is poled with the field

between the electrodes, i.e. parallel to the PZT rods.

The ctompsite performance is a

function of PZT type, size,

shape and concentration; fiber

reinforcement type and

concentration; and resin type.

All specimens have been prepared

with PZT-5H type material. The

rods are square in cross-section

with cross-sectional widths of

0.50, 0.75 or 1.O00mn and ELECTRDE
3

concentrations range from 2 to

36%. Oontinuous glass fibers in

5 to 12% concentration and 11%

random fiber reinforcements have Figure 1. Structure of PZT Composites

been used. Specimens have beer

fabricated with several different formulations of epoxy type resins.

Resin choice is determined by fabrication issues such as pot life,

viscosity, shrinkage and cure cycle as well as by electrical and

mechanical properties. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio give important

information on transfer of stress and acoustic velocity. A low dielectric

loss tangent is desirable for the resin. The overall dimensions of the

composite specimen are also important because they determine the

frequencies of significant resonances.

3. MEASUREME2S OF PIEZOELE=C PERFORMANCE

The relationships between PZT rod spacing and polymer resin type to

composite performance have been studied. Omplex inpedance spectra were

recorded with an HP 4194A inmpedance/gain phase analyzer in order to

characterize resonance behavior in the specimens. In addition to the

thickness resonance and its overtones, transverse resonance due to

periodic discontinuities or overall plate dimensions may also be observed.

The frequencies at which resonances occur are governed by the separation
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between reflecting surfaces and by the velocity of the waves through the
media. Figures 2,3 and 4 illustrate these points. In Figure 2, a
specimen with imm PZT rods at 4.5rm periodicity in a low modulus resin
exhibits only a thickness resonance and its overtones. Figure 3 shows a
spectrum for the same type rods and resin but with 2.25nm periodicity. At
this spacing, a transverse resonance is observed at a frequency near the
frequency of the thickness resonance. A specimen with the wider (4.5mm)
spacing but higher modulus resin exhibits not only the thickness and
transverse resonancs but also the low frequency planar resonance across
the entire specimen.

P/N 25205B 51 PZT d 4.5 M. ROD d4 2.0 AN
0

10,0 -- 2
8.0

- 6.0 -40

S.0

0 -60

2.0
-80

S~-200
0 200 400 600 800 1000

FREOUENCY (K HZ)

Figure 2. Spectrxum of PT composite with soft resin

P/N 16467 20% PZT. d * 2.5• m., ROD d 1.0 mm

2.0 -20

0.8

• 0 .6 -40 N

0.4 -60

0.2

I I I I I -.-100
0 200 400 600 800 )000

FRPTOiENC, atoHZi

Figur 3. Spectrtu of P•T composite with soft resin
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P/N 16725 51 PZ1 d 4.5 mm, ROD d 1.0 K%

~30
6.0

4.0 - .50

3.0 -
t-70

2.0

-- 90

1.0
- 0.8 110

0.6
II I I 130

0 200 400 600 800 1000

FREQUENCY (K HZ)

Figure 4. Spectrum of PZT composite with hard resin

4. CONCLUSIONS

In designing PZT canosite specimens, consideration must be given to the

ultimate application. Important factors are frequency ra-ge, bandwidth,

sensing or actuating mode and temperature. In the sensing mode, where a

flat response is desirable over a specified frequency range, resonances

should be avoided in that range. In the actuating mode, however, it could

be advantageous to design the specimen so that the thickness resonance

could be used. The specimen must be fabricated with PZT resins,

reinforcements and dimensions which meet the requirements. Preliminary

results have been achieved which allow correlations to be drawn between

properties and performance and work is continuing toward a better

understanding of these relationships.
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Metal-ceramic composite actuators

Yutaka Sugawara, Katsuhiko Onitsuka, Shoko Yoshikawa,
Q. C. Xu, R. E. Newnham and K. Uchino

Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

A new type of actuator composed of metal end caps and piezoelectric ceramics has been developed
as a displacement transducer. Shallow cavities positioned between the metal caps and the central
ceramic disk convert and amplify the radial displacement of the piezoelectric ceramic into a large
axial motion of the metal end plates. Large d 33 coefficients exceeding 2500 pC/N were obtained
with the composite actuators. The behavior of the electrically-induced strain with geometric
variables such as the thickness of the brass end caps, as well as with pressing force and driving
frequency, have been evaluated. Sizeable strains were obtained with both PZT (piezoelectric lead
zirconate titanate) and PMN (electrostrictive lead magnesium niobate) ceramics.

Introduction
In recent years, piezoelectric and electrostrictive ceramics have been used as displacement

transducers, precision micropositioners, and in many other actuator applications (1). An important
drawback to these devices, however, is the fact that the magnitude of strain in piezoelectric
ceramics is limited to about 0.1%. Magnification mechanisms have, therefore, been developed to
produce sizeable displacements at low voltages. The two most common types are the multilayer
ceramic actuator with internal electrodes, and the cantilevered bimorph actuator. The multilayer
actuator produces a large force at low voltages, but large displacements are not obtained.
Bimorphs, on the other hand, produce large displacements up to hundreds of microns but the
forces are very small. Therefore, there is a need for another type of magnification giving sizeable
displacement with sufficient force to carry out actuator applications.

A cross-section of the newly patented ceramic-metal composite (2) is shown in Figure I. It
is called the "Moonie" because of the moon-shaped spaces between the metal end caps and the
piezoelectric ceramic. Originally, this composite was designed as a hydrophone. and the
hydrostatic piezoelectric properties have been reported elsewhere (3).

Referring to Figure 1, the radial motion of the piezoelectric ceramic is converted into a
flextensional motion in the metal end caps. As a result, a large displacement is obtained in the
direction perpendicular to the ceramic disk. This is the basic principle of the composite actuator
described in this paper.

Effective Piezoelectric Coefficient
It is well known that poled PZT [Pb(Zr,Ti)031 ceramics are strongly piezoelectric (4).

tinder an applied electric field, the ceramic expands longitudinally through d33, and contracts
transversely through d31. Therefore, in the Moonie structure, the axial displacement comes from
two different sources. One is the longitudinal displacement of the ceramic itself through d33. the
other is the flextensional motion of the metal arising from the radial motion of the ceramic and dit.
The two contributions add together to give unusually large displacements which can be described
by an effective d33 coefficient.

The d33 coefficient relates strain and electric field in the poling direction and is often used to
compare different piezoelectric materials. In a weak piezoelectric such as quartz. d33 is
approximately I pC/N. and is about an order of magnitude smaller than an average piezoelectric

C 1q:0 R)P Puh-hiiv Ih [ d
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Silver
Brass end caps electrodes Cavity

Metal bonding

Fig. 1. Composite Moonie Actuator

like polyvinylidene fluoride. Si'ng piezoelectrics such as BaTiO 3 or Pb (Zr,Ti) 03 (PZT) have
piezoelectric coefficient larger thlý,i 100 pC/N. Effective d33 values in excess of 1000 pC/N are
obtained for the composite structures reported in this paper.

Sample Preparation and Measurement Technique
The initial objective of the research is to make an actuator capable of very large

displacements, and to evaluate its performance under DC and AC drive.
The composite actuators were made from electroded PZT 5A disks ( 11 mm in diameter and

1 mm thick) and brass end caps (13 mm in diameter and thicknesses ranging from 0.4 to 3 mmi.
Shallow cavities 6 mm in diameter and 150 4m center depth were machined into the inner surface
of each brass cap. The PZT disk and the end caps were bonded around the circumference taking
special care not to fill the cavity or short circuit the ceramic electrodes. Silver foil (25 itm
thickness) and silver paste were used as bonding materials. The composite was heated to 600'C
under stress to solidify the bond. After cooling, the actuator was encapsulated around the
circumference in Spurrs epoxy resin followed by curing at 70°C for 12 hours. Electrodes were
attached to the brass end caps and the ceramic was poled at 2.5 MV/m for 15 minutes in an oil bath
held at 120"C.

The direct piezoelectric coefficient was measured at a frequency of 100Hz using a
Berlincourt d33 meter. The converse piezoelectric coefficient of the ceramic was determined with a
laser interferometer. Displacements of the composite actuator were measurd linear voltage
differential transducer (LVDT) having a resolution of approximately 0.05 I.m. The effective d3;
coefficient of the composite is obtained by dividing the strain by the applied electric field. In
comparing the resulting d33 with that of a ceramic, it is important to use the total thickness of the
composite in calculating the field-induced strain. Resonant frequencies were obtained with a
Hewlett Packard L. F. Impedance Analyzer No. 4192A.
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Experimental Results
Fig. 2 shows the d33 coefficient and resonant frequency plotted as a function of the brass

thickness. As expected, thinner end caps flex easier resulting in larger piezoelectric coefficients.

3000 100

N

d33 f r

2000 80

Za."

60 ,
LL.

"1000 -

-40
0

0 20
01 2 34

Brass Thickness (mm)

Fig. 2. Resonance frequency fr and d3 3 coefficient plotted as a function of the
thickness of the brass endcaps

The d3 3 values were measured at the center of the brass end caps using a Berlincourt d33 meter.
Values as high as 2500 pC/N, approximately five times that of PZT 5A, were obtained with the
Moonie actuator. A spectrum analyzer was used to measure the fundamental flextensional resonant
frequency. The resonant frequency decreased rapidly with decreasing brass thickness, dropping to
less than 20 kHz for a thickness of 0.4 mm.

Piezoelectric effects are largest near the center of the transducer where the flexural motion ik
largest. The d33 values measured as a function of position with a Berlincourt meter are shown in
Fig. 3- Plots are shown for two brass thicknesses of 0.4 and 3.0 mm. Ample working areas of

3000

0.4mm
2000

1000

' 0 3.Omm
0

-1000 .
10 -5 0 5 10

position (mm)

Fig. 3. Positional dependence of the d3 3 coefficient 'or two actuators with brass
thickness of 0.4 mm and 3.0 mm
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several mm2 are obtained with the actuators.
Maximum displacements obtained with the Moonie actuators are shown in Fig. 4. The

values were recorded with the LVDT system and a field of 1 MV/m which is well below the

5

E 4 E=lOkV/cm

C 3
E
o 2

o.

0.0 1 .0 2.0 3.0

Brass Thickness (mm)

Fig. 4. Maximum displacement plotted as a function of brass thickness

breakdown field of PZT. The largest displacements were obtained with actuators having thin end
caps. By loading the actuators with weights it was demontrzated that even thin end caps are
capable of exerting forces in excess of 2kgf.

A few experiments were also carried out with actuators incorporating PMN (lead
magnesium niobate) ceramics. PMN does not need to be poled because it utilizes the
electrostrictive effect rather than piezoelectricity. As shown in Fig. 5, displacements as large as 1)

1,t4
14

PMN composite
t12

10 0 0

S 8-
E
S6 * PZr composite

2 0 •PMN

e 0
* 8 0 0 0 "--

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Voltage (V)

Fig. 5. Displacements measured for composite actuators driven by PZT and P'IN
ceramics. Displacement for the uncapped ceramics are shown for
comparison.

I__
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!-rm were obtained with PMN and brass end caps 0.4 mm thick. Corresponding curves for the
composite containing PZT, and for the uncapped PZT and PMN ceramics are shown in Fig. 5 as
well. The composites produce a strain amplification of about five times.

Conclusions
A new type of actuator has been constructed from piezoelectric PZT ceramics bonded to

metal end caps. Shallow spaces under the end caps produce substantial increases in strain by
combining the dv3 and d31 contributions of the cerami" Even larger displacements were obtained
using PMN electrostrictive ceramics. Further improvements in actuator performance are expected
using improved materials and design. Driving voltages can be reduced using multilayer ceramics.
Lnd larger displacements can be obtained using multimoonie stacks (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Illustration of Stacked Composite
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Benefits of controls-structures interaction technology for future NASA
mission needs

William L. Grantham

NASA Langley Research Center, Himpton, VA 23665-5225

ABSTRACT: Example "case studies" are presented in this paper to show how
Controls-Structures Interaction (CSI) technology, when used in the design and
:antrol of large space structures, can increase mission performance and enable
certain future NASA missions. Many future NASA missions have common CSI
technology needs due to their inherent flexibility which requires the lower
structural frequencies and spacecraft control system to occupy the same spectral
bandwidth. These studies have been used to help formulate and direct the CSI
Itchnology development program being jointly pursued at the Langley Research
Center (LaRC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (QPL), and Marhall Space Flight Center
(MSFC).

Several CSI benefit studies have been completed by LaRC to date as part of an
ongoing assessment process: 1) missions requiringg large antennas, and
2) missions requiring the use of closed-loop controlled flexible remote
manipulator arms for in-space assembly. Also reported are the recent results
concerning Space Station Freedom user accommodations and the influence of
routine in-orbit disturbances and other effects, such as astronaut movement,
which critically affect precision pointing and microgravity experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the questions of which future missions need Controls-Structures
Interaction (CSI) technology for implementing large spacecraft in-orbit, and what
specific benefits are to be derived if the technology is available? The answers have been
used to help formulate and direct the CSI technology development program being
jointly pursued at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL), and NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) (Newsom, 1990). Since many
future NASA missions have common CSI technology needs, a technology
development program focused to the needs of one or two missions can, in fact, provide
many benefits to a large number of missions. Focusing the technology development in
the direction of selected future missions also involves greater interaction between the
technology developer and the technology user so that each is more sensitive to the
needs of the other.

19C" tOP PL.,:¼'.hIMI I ta i
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Three specific CSI benefit studies presented herein are part of an ongoing assessment
process at LaRC: 1) missions requiring large antennas, 2) missions requiring the use of
flexible remote manipulator arms for in-space assembly, and 3) in-space experiments
on Space Station Freedom requiring precision pointing and low micro-g levels.

2. LARGE SPACE ANTENNA MISSIONS

Many future missions need antennas larger than the 9-meter antenna flown on ATS-6
in 1973 (Grantham, 1990). For these larger antennas, CSI technology will be required to
maintain their precise shape and beam pointing stability. This is because larger
antennas will be more flexible and more subject to distortion and because they must
work at shorter wavelengths requiring much higher quality control on antenna
dimensions than ever before.

The first large antenna-related focus mission selected for study was the Mission-To-
Planet-Earth Geostationarv Platform (Geoplat). In order to provide the needed
precipitation maps of the Earth every 30 minutes for Mission-To-Planet-Earth,
precision pointing and beam scanning are necessary for the large microwave
ra liometer antennas on each end of the geostationary platform. Since the beam
scanning will most likely be accomplished mechanically by moving some parts of the
antenna, this and other spacecraft disturbances will cause feed-mast flexure and
antenna distortion resulting in beam pointing jitter. Jitter up to 10 percent of the
resolution cell size is allowed without seriously degrading the quality of the
precipitation map developed by the beam raster scan.

The CSI benefits study results for the Mission-To-Planet-Earth show that significantly
larger antennas (80 meters) can be used if CSI technology is available as compared to
much smaller (20 meters) antennas if it is not (Grantham, 1990 & NASA CR-187471,
1990). Likewise, the science benefits study for the precipitation mapper shows it is
possible to meet science requirements of maximum measurable rain rate and
resolution cell size using CSI technology to suppress antenna beam jitter whereas,
without that control ability, the science requirements simply can not be met
(Grantham, 1990).

Once developed, the CSI technology will enable a number of important missions, such
as the Mission-To-Planet-Earth, and assure improved performance capability for
similar large space antenna missions such as the Very Long Baseline Interferometer
(VLBI) for radio astronomy, advanced communication systems, and aircraft
surveillance systems.

3. BENEFITS OF CSI TECHNOLOGY TO SPACE STATION FREEDOM
ASSEMBLY BY ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR SYSTEMS (RMS)

Based on experiences from many previous Shuttle flights, the oscillations of the
RMS/payload system have been found to add significant time to payload deployment,
retrieval, and maneuvering. For example, the crew must wait for the oscillations to
damp sufficiently to determine the results of the last input; this insures that the next
input is not phased so as to enhance the oscillation. A robotic system with a CSI
controller might significantly reduce settling time during Freedom assembly and later
for Moon and Mars vehicles assembly.
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To quantify the settling-time reduction, a benefits study was conducted for a CSI
controller applied to the flexible Space Shuttle RMS during assembly of Space Station
Freedom (Lamb, 1989). The CSI case was compared with assembly times using the
present Space Shuttle RMS. The comparison was for baseline assembly sequence
#20/13. The number designation indicates 20 flights are required to accomplish
complete assembly (for the first 13 flights Freedom is unmanned). This was the most
detailed assembly sequence defined at the time the study began. There were 101 items
in the 20 flights and RMS settling time was estimated as a function of the payloads for 8
different weight classes. In the study it was found that 65 percent of the RMS settling
times--without CSI technology--are predominantly related to payloads in two weight
classes (3000 lbs ± 2000 lbs and 7500 lbs ± 2500 Ibs).

A typical RMS maneuver during normal operations induces arm tip oscillations up to
2 inches (peak-to-peak). The RMS settling time without the CSI controller was
computed for each of the 20 missions relative to the total RMS activity time. Following
that, the potential settling time reductions for a CSI controller with different assumed
damping factor improvements were calculated.

Results from the RMS benefit study, assuming use of CSI technology, show a decrease
in the amount of RMS settling time by a factor of five which would significantly speed
up the Space Station Freedom assembly. Total time cut out of the assembly process--
waiting for the arm to settle--could be as much as 10 hours (Lamb, 1989).

4. IN-SPACE EXPERIMENT PAYLOADS ON EVOLUTIONARY SPACE STATION
FREEDOM

The next benefit study initiated was to determine if CSI technology could improve user
accommodations on the Evolutionary Space Station Freedom. Early studies have
already shown that some baseline activities on Freedom, such as crew trea.dmill and
RMS activities, are most likely to require schedule work-arounds to avoid conflicts
with user requirements for microgravity and precision pointing.

In the LaRC-sponsored benefits study at McDonnell Douglas, user requirements and
related disturbances were defined for input to a finite element model of Freedom
(Extended Operating Capability - XOC Configuration) developed at LaRC (NASA
CR-184037, 1990). The study determined the extent of environment improvement
possible using CSI technology.

Routine Freedom disturbance sources such as treadmill jogging, tethered soaring,
attitude jet firings, and other events were used in the finite element model to compute
spacecraft vibrations and micro-g effects at seven payload locations; the disturbing
forces were located at their most likely Freedom positions with the excitation imposed
in each axis. Acceleration levels above 2 milli-g's were computed at the US lab module
due to treadmill jogging--more than three decades higher than is allowable for crystal
growth. Pointing jitter calculations exceeded 70 arc sec/second at a number of attached
payload positions, which is more than an order of magnitude higher than allowed for
candidate precision pointing payloads.

Given that the Freedom environment needed to be improved, several ameliorative
steps were considered: disturbance isolation, active control of Freedom, passive
damping, and payload gimbaling and isolation. Disturbance isolation from the rest of
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the spacecraft was the most effective way of reducing micro-g jitter due to jogging.
Predicted improvement of 49 dB was forecast for a 0.01 Hz isolator. The primary
improvement for precision pointing was through the use of two-axis gimbals for
rayload mounts, and the pointing jitter improvement was forecast at 71dB for a 0.5 Hz
bandwidth control system. Although the Freedom geometry has changed recently, the
results of this study are indicative of the measures that must be taken in order to assure
that the Freedom environment is useful for scientific experiments and attached
payloads.

It is also clear that the CSI technologist must have a good understanding of what
specific types of environmental improvements the researcher nepds in order to
provide design countermeasures. Just as in the Geoplat case where the physics of the
precipitation measurement played an important part in choice of electromagnetic
frequency (and thus antenna diameter, Grantham, 1990), it is important that the physics
of preferred microgravity environment be understood in order to design
countermeasures to ;mprove it (Naumann, 1979 & Feuerbacher, 1988).
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The controls-structures interaction guest investigator program

Rudeen Smith-Taylor and Sharon E. Tanner

NASA Langley Research Center

ABSTRACT: The Gucst Invcstigator (CI) Program is one of the five elements of
the NASA Contr Is-Structures Interaction (CSD) Program. Through the GI
Program, researchers from industry and academia use government testbeds to
validate advanced control techniques and integrated controls-structures designs.
The objective of tie GI program is to support CSI technology advancement by
1) involving CSI ,esearch experts from academia and industry, 2) providing the
researchers wit- the most advanced CSI test facilities for conducting
experimental va, dation, and 3) disseminating the experimental results to the
research commul,itv.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ihe behavior of large fi, xible space structures of the future will necessitate that control
"Nystem designers be cgnizant of the structural dynamics of the spacecraft. The
integration of high performance control systems and flexible structures must be
designed so as to impro .e system performance and prevent any detriment to system
stability. Because of the uncertainties involved in controlling flexible structures, the
design of these advanc I control systems cannot rely solely on analytical development
but will require expe, mental validation on dynamically realistic and structurally
complex test facilities. This integrated approach, referred to as controls-structures
interaction technology, s the focus of the NASA Controls-Structures Interaction (CS!)
Program. The Prograi - is a multidisciplinary research activity whose objective is to
develop and validate W-. technology needed for future spacecraft to meet increasingly
demanding mission reiuirements. The five CS! program elements addressing
these issues are: 1) configurations and concepts. 2) integrated analysis and
design methods. 3) ground testing methods. 4) in-space flight experiments.
and 5) a Guest Investigator (GI) program. Three NASA Centers, the Langley
Research Center (LaRC), the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPI), are cooperatively developing this technology.

Because the advancement of CSI technology greatly benefits from the participation of
researchers from academia and industry, a general solicitation for participation in the
(I program is made to obtain the most promising research approaches. The selections
for award are based on technical merit, utilization of test facilities, and cost. Technical
monitors are provided by each test facility. In the recently completed Phase I,
researchers participated in a 2-year research activity in which government testbeds were
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used to test system identification methods and controller design techniques. Following

is a description of the Phase I test facilities.

2. CSI GROUND TEST FACILITIES

The Mini-MAST facility is a 20-meter long deployable/retractable truss, located at the
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. Mini-MAST is a flight-quality
laboratory model of a 60-meter MAST flight truss. The graphite/epoxy cantilevered
truss is supported vertically from a rigid foundation. Longerons run parallel to the
beam axis, battens form triangular cross-sections, and diagonals lie in the beam face
planes. The longeron and diagonal members are hinged with pinned connections to
titanium corner-body joints. The battens are rigidly connected to the corner bodies.
The beam has 18 bays which are deployable and retractable, 2 bays at a time. A stiff
platform at the tip and one near t!'e mid-point hold servo accelerometers for linear
acceleration measurements and rate gyros for angular rate measurements.
Noncontacting displacement sensors are mounted alongside the truss for observing
lateral displacement. Three torque wheel actuators (TWA's), mounted on the tip
platform and weighing approximately 85 pounds each, are available for control.
Disturbance input to the structure is provided by the TWA's or by 3 Unholtz-Dickie
50 lb shakers. (Tanner 1991)

The Advanced Control Evaluation for Structures (ACES) ground test facility is located
at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The test article is a
vertically suspended deployable beam approximately 14 meters in length, supporting a
3 meter offset antenna. The beam was built as a flight backup for the Voyager
magnetometer boom, is extremely lightweight, lightly damped, and very flexible. It is
symmetric and triangular in cross section with three continuous longerons forming
the corners. The cross members divide the beam into 91 bays, each having equal length
and mass and similar elastic properties. The inverted beam is attached to a payload
mounting plate at the gimbaled base, with an antenna and two counter-balance legs
appended to the beam tip forming a configuration having modal characteristics of large
space structures. An optical system consisting of a fixed position laser, 2 mirrors, and a
2-axis detection plane provides a measure of control system performance. One (A the
mirrors of the optical system is mounted to a 2-axis advanced pointing gimbal zvstem
located on an extension arm appended to the base of the beam. This gimbaled mirror is
used in a closed-loop image motion compensation system for the primary measure of
controller effectiveness. (Jones 1991)

3. PH-ASE I RESEARCH TRUSTS

Each GI was required to perform validation testing at both government testbeds
described above, concentrating on a single testbed for a year. The techniques employed
bv each researcher is discussed below.

3.1 Arizona State University

Dr. Bong Wie demonstrated the simplicity and effectiveness of applying classical
control designs to realistic CSI testbeds. Various single-input/single-output (SISO)
controllers were simultaneously applied to bending and torsional motion.
Nonminimum phase compensation was employed for periodic disturbance rejection.
With Mini-MAST, sensor output decoupling was required since the individual
displacement sensors are inherently coupled. Both collocated and noncollocated SISO
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controllers were demonstrated. At ACES, Dr. Wie used four separate SISO loops
which were identified by the Harris Corporation researchers. None of the ACES
feedback signals were collocated.

3.2 California Institute of Technology

Dr. John Doyle and Dr. Gary Balas used jI-analysis and synthesis for their research
effort. Control design using w-synthesis is an iterative process which alternates
between solving an H_ optimal control problem and a structure singular value (Ig)
analysis problem. i-synthesis can directly account for known and unknown errors
such as structural modes eliminated from the reduced order design models,
unmodeled sensor and actuator dynamics, or inaccurate damping, frequencies, or mode
shapes. Modeling difficulties created the need for excessively large uncertainty values,
which in turn severely penalized controller performance emn,_-,asizing the importance
of accurate models.

3.3 University of Cincinnati

Dr. Randall Allemang led the effort to develop reliable state space models which
Dr. Gary Slater used for control law development. In applying system identification
techniques to actuator/structure/sensor systems, the complexity that time delays add to
the model was evident. While the positivity approach guarantees stability if sensors
and actuators are ideal, application of this technique to real hardware showed its
limitations. Application of the controllers to real hardware resulted in instabilities
which in turn led to the development of multivariable scaling and phase
compensation. To maintain the positive definiteness of controller matrices when
coupled with the compensators, comparable scale factors had to be applied to both the
inputs and outputs of the system. Such scaling holds promise for future 'arge space
structures. This procedure can tolerate a zero scale factor, thus compensating for a
sensor or actuator failure without requiring a redesign of the controller.

3.4 Ilarris Corporation

Dr. David Hyland used the Optimal Projection Approach for Uncertain Systems
(OPUS), with the Maximum Entropy/Optimal Projection (MEOP) controller process, in
the design of robust, high performance controllers. The MEOP process begins with low-
to moderate-authority controllers to which robustness is added through application of
the homotopy algorithm, creating a maximum entropy design. Maximum entropy
designs increase gain stability, allow order reduction in the controller bandwidth, and
improve the controller's tolerance of uncertainties in damping, frequency, and location
of system zeros. At each testbed, a decentralized controller architecture was developed,
integrating several reduced-order controllers, each operating on an individual loop
within the system. At ACES, four SISO loops dominating the system dynamics were
identified which were subsequently used by other Gl.

3.5 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr. Wallace Vander Velde demonstrated failure detection and isolation (FDI)
techniques. Generalized parity relations and failure detection filters were the two
methods selected for investigation since both are applicable to sensors and actuators
alike. The FDI using the generalized parity relations method, produces a scalar residual
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r(t). This residual will be zero only when the input measurements are noise-free in an
accurately modeled system with all sensors functioning perfectly. With non-ideal
systems, the goal is to ensure that when a sensor fails the residual produces an
identifiable signature distinctive from the background noise created by unmodeled
dynamics and measurement noise. Single Sensor Parity Relations (SSPR) and Double
Sensor Parity Relations (DSPR) were compared. SSPR are simpler to create and
implement.; however, the magnitude of the failure signature with SSPR's can be
inadequate if the sensor fails in the off mode. DSPR's involve decision logic to isolate
the failed sensor but are preferred for increased reliability.

3.6 Purdue University

Dr. Robert Skelton used Modal Cost Analysis (MCA) with self-tuning Output Variance
Constraint (OVC) controller design to develop multiple-input/multiple-output
(MIMO) controllers. An iterative procedure was applied, integrating both system
identification and control law development. Model order reduction was -equired to
make the complex dynamics associated with realistic large space structures more
manageable. Controller performance was used as the criteria in the model reduction
process, ensuring the appropriateness of the analytical model for a particular controller
design. MCA includes a closed-form solution for the weighted quadratic cost functions
associated with each chosen system output. Specifications influence the weights
assigned to modes and noise, thereby influencing weights assigned to estimator gains
and input signals. The iterative process acts as a self-tuning mechanism, producing a
series of controllers from low to high gain.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

During the 2-year activity of Phase I, principal investigators using ground test facilities
at LaRC and MSFC, conducted experiments to validate CSI techniques in system
identification and controls development. The primary goal of all the researchers was to
better understand the practical limitations of simplifying theoretical assumptions.
Phase I results have shown that without knowledge of the structural dynamics to be
controlled, many of the most accepted control techniques demonstrated only
marginally improved performance results. When these same techniques were
integrated with knowledge of the structural dynamics, the results showed considerably
better performance. The GI program has been instrumental in advancing CSI
technology, producing valuable experience to be shared with the research community.
With these results at hand and improved government test facilities, the research effort
from subsequent phases promises to result in even more impressive demonstrations of
integrated design.
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Actuation and control with Ni-Ti shape memory alloys

I) Stoeckel, J Simpson

Ravchem Corporation, 300 Constitution Drive, Menlo Park CA 94025

ABSTRACT: Ni-Ti shape memory actuators respond to temperature changes with a
shape change. The change in temperature can be caused by a change in the environment
or by electrically heating the Ni-Ti element. In the first case, the shape memory alloy
acts as a sensor and an actuator (thermal actuator). In the second case, it is an electrical
actuator that performs a specific task on demand. Thermal as well as electrical Ni-Ti
actuators combine large motion, rather high forces and small size, thus they providc
high work output.

I. INTRODUCTION

"Shape Iemiry" describes the effect of restoring the original shape of a plastically
deformed sample by heating it. This phenomenon results from a crystalline phase ch:tnge
known as "thermoelastic martensitic transformation". The shape memory effect in Ni-li
alloys can be used to generate motion and/or force in actuators, fasteners and couplings. At
temperatures below the transformation temperature, Ni-Ti alloys are martensitic. In thi.ý
condition they are very soft and can be deformed easily (like soft copper). Heating above the
transformation temperature recovers the original shape and converts the material to its high
strength, austenitic, condition (like steel).

2. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical properties of the austenite and the martensite are quite different. As shom n
in Figure 1, the austenitic curve looks like that of a "normal" material. However. the
martensitic one is quite unusual. On exceeding a first yield point, often called "plateau
stress, several percent strain can be accumulated with only little stress increase. After that.

1000

A-ent S=oo,

400

W N-Ti-Cu10 •" 200 I'

0
S i o 1 300

Strain Temperaure 20 C

Fi. I Tensile Behavior of Ni-Ti alloys Fig. 2. Influence of temperature on the Ilf ate' a
stress of a Ni-Ti-Cu alloy
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stress increases rapidly with further deformation. The deformation in the "plateau region" is
non-conventional in nature. It is fundamentally different from the conventional deformation
by gliding, and can be recovered thermally. I.e. heating above the transformation
temperature will restore the original shape. Deformation exceeding the second yield point
cannot be recovered. At this point, the material is plastically deformed in a conventional
way. Plotting the plateau stress or the first yield point versus temperature produces a curve
as shown in Figure 2. A similar curve is obtained, when the modulus is plotted versus
temniperat Lire.

3. lYSTERESIS

The transformation from austenite to martensite and the reverse transformation from
mnartensite to austenite do not take place at the same temperature. A plot of the volume
fraction of martensite, or more practically, the length of a wire loaded with a constant
wcight, as a function of temperature
provides a curve of the type shown
schematically in Fiure 1. The complete MI, A, -
transformation cycle is characterized by the I,, .

following ternpcratUreS: aste~tnite Start
temperature (As). austenite finish 7 7i
teicperature (Af). martensite start
temperature (.Ms) and inartensite finish
temperature (CW,).

La W

Fie. 3. Schematic length/temperature M5  A.
hysteresis of a shape memory wire loaded Temperature
, ith a constant load

The hvsteresis is an important characteristic of the heating and cooling behavior of shape
ntemorv alloys and actuators made from these alloys. Depending on the alloy used and/or its
processing, the transformation temperature as well as the shape of the hysteresis loop can he
altered in a wide range. Binary Ni-Ti alloys typically have transfonnation temperatures (As)
between 00 C and 1006C with a width of the hysteresis loop of 25°C to 40'C. Copper
containing Ni-Ti alloys show a narrow hysteresis of 7CC to 15'C with transformation
temperatures (As) ranging from - 10'C to approx. 80'C. An extremely narrow hysteresis of 0
to 5'C can be found in some binary and ternary Ni-Ti alloys exhibiting a premartensitic
transformation (commonly called R-phase). On the other hand, a very wide hysteresis of
over 150'C can be realizedl in Niobium containing Ni-Ti allovs after a particular
I itcrillrllechantical treatmlent.

Standard Narrow Hysteresis R-Phase

25 C 7.15c 05-C

Temperature

Fig. 4- Schematic lenLth/temperattre hysteresis of different Ni-Ti allovs
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The standard thermomechanical processing of Ni-Ti alloys generates a steep hysteresis loop
(a greater shape change with a lesser change in temperature), which generally is desirable in
applications where a
certain function has to be
performed upon reaching A,= 50*C A,= 50oC -,-

or exceeding a certain
temperature. Special
processing can yield a A .
hysteresis loop with a
more gradual slope, i.e. a o -j -
small shape change with
temperature. This
behavior is preferred in L,
applications where L a
proportional control is AI= .5'C A , 90Tc

required. Temperature

Fig. 5. Influence of processing on the shape of the hysteresis loop

The shape of the hvsteresis loop is not only 200 T [ - ! -

alloy and processing dependent, but is also
influenced by the application itself. If a 150 Af
wire (standard processing) works against a ___o___,

constant load. e.g. by liftin,, a certain 0 As
weight, the transition from martensite to 100
austenite or vice versa occurs in a very ... ...
narrow temperature range (typically 5°C). • 50 .
I lowever, if the wire works against a E -----. . 5 4) Msbiasing spring, the transition is more " 0
gradual and depends oti the rate of the Mf
spring. The reason for this behavior is the -50 --
stress dependency of the transformation 0 100 200 300 400
temperatures. As can be seen from Figure Stress [MPa]
6. the transformation temperatures increase
with increasing operating stress. Fig. 6. Influence of the applied stress on the

transformation temperatures

4. ACTUATOR DESIGN

The shape memory effect in Ni-Ti alloys is not limited to the linear contraction of wires.
Even larger shape changes can be achieved in the bending or torsionial deformation mode.
Accordingly, there are many possibilitic,; -egarding the shape of the actuator. Preferred
configurations are

"* straight tensile wires (high force. small motion)
"* helical compression springs (large motion, less force)
"* helical extension springs (large motion, less force)
"* cantilever springs (bending)
" "Belleville"-tvpe disc springs (high force, small motion)

The design of shape memory elements for thermal actuators is based on the different
stressy'strain curves of the austenite and the martensite. As an example, Figure 7 shows the
force/deflection curves of a helical compression spring at high and low temperatures. The
high temperature shape of the spring with no load is Lo (A). If the spring is loaded with a
constant load W in the austenitic condition (at temperatures above AO the spring is
compressed along A - B with the displacement Al (B). Upon cooling below Mf the spritLg
trinsforms into martensite. Now the load W compresses the spring to point C on the
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martensite curve with the displacement Al..
Repeated heating/cooling cycles between : 0
points B and C. If, instead of a constant load, Auqtenite
a steel biasing spring is used, the
force/deflectioti curve for this spring has to -
be superimposed to the austenitic and 'a A 8-

niartensitic spring characteristics of the o
Ni-Ti spring. T

Under optihium conditions and no load the ..... gen"ii "
shape memory strain can be as high as 8%.
However, for cyclic applications the usable
strain is much less. The same applies for the __
stress: for a one-time actuation the austenitic A
yield strength itxav be used as maximum Displacement
stress. Much lower values have to be
expected for cyclic applications. The Fig. 7. Design concept for actuators morking
following numbers nMav be used as against constant load
guidelines:

Number of ('cdes Max. Strain Max Stress
100 4%- 275 MPa/43 ksi
10000 2§; 140 MPa/20 ksi
1)00000+ 1 (- 70 MPa/l 0 ksi

5..APPLICATIONS OF SI tAPIE MEMORY ACTUATORS
Ni-'f-i -shape meiory actuatlor" respond to a temperature citange with a shape change. The

tn ,tcc in temuperature can be caused by a change of amibient temperature or by electrically
hicau '. the Ni-Ti elenient. In the fir:,t case, the shape memory alloy acts as a sensor and an
actuiatiI)r (thelrmal actuator). In the second case, it is an electrical actuator that performs a
specific task on demand. Themial as well as electrical Ni-Ti shape memory actuators
combine large mtotion, rather high forces and small size, thus they provide high w, ork output.
Thea usually conisist of only a single piece of metal, e.g. a straight wire or a helical spring.
anddo not require sophisticated mechanical systems.

Shape memory thernial actuators have been I N,,.T,.

successfully used in the areas of thermal S:e. N Th

compensation, thermal actuation and thermal
protection. They often fit into tight spaces in existing #r
designs, where other thermal actuators, like -1d
thermostatic binetils or wax actuators, would require
a 1a1ior redesign of the product. In flow-control or o.i_
pressure control valves, for exan4. , helical springsz.
can be placed in the fluid p0th, withouit restricting the
flow. Thus. they provide fast response to changes in l
temperature.-"....,,,, ",

Electrical actuators have been used to replace
solenoids, electric motors etc. in applications, where
quiet operation, small dimensions, small or large Fig. 8. Shape ntemtory flosV control
forces and simplicity of the design is required. By valve
controlling the power during electrical actuation,
specific levels of force and/or specific positions can be maintained. A variety of t-g ecring
devices, animated objects, toys etc. are presently being marketed. The integration of Ni-'li
wk ires in composite structures has been suiggested, to allow the structure to change shape on
demand.
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Active buckling control of nitinol-reinforced composite beams

A.Baz, J.Ro. M.Mutua and J.Gilheany

Mechanical Engineering Department, The Catholic University of America,
Wa•c••rtc .n, DC 20064

ABSTRACT

The buckling characteristics of flexible fiberglass composite beams
are actively controlled by activating optimal sets of a shape memory alloy
(NITI.CL) wires which are embedded along the neutral axes of the beams.
With such active control capabilities, the beams can be manufactured from
igFht weight sections without compromising their elastic stability. This

feature will be invaluable in building light weight structures that have
high resistance to failure due to buckling.

A finite element model is developed to analyze the individual
contributions of the fiberglass-resin laminate, the NITINOL wires, and the
shape memory effect to the overall performance of the composite beams. A
closed-loop computer-controiled system is built to validate the finite
element model. The system is used to control the buckling of a fiberglass
polyester resin beam which is 63.75 cm long. 0.45 cm thick and 2.54 cm wide
renfDorced with 8 NITINOL - 55 wires that are 0.55 mm in diameter. The
results obtained confirm the developed theoretical model and indicate that
nhe or tta 7 bucking Ioad can be increased three times when compared to

the unr:ntrclled beam.

1. INTRODUCTION

Considerable attontion has been devoted recently to the utilization of
the Shape Memory Nickel-Titanium alloy (NITINOL) in developing SMART
composites that are capable of adapting intelligently to external
disiurbances (kegami et ai. 1990, Rogers et al. 1991, and Baz et a. 1990
and 109:.. Such wide acceptance stems from the fact that NITINOL acts as an
actuator ocnverting thermal energy intc mechanical energy WPerkins 1975 and
Duerit et a! 1990 as it undergoes its unique phase transformation from
low temperature martensite to high temperature austenite. During this
phase . .ansfr.ation process large phase recovery forces are generated and
thereby a'ler the strain energy of the composite inside which the NITINOL
fibers are embedded. With such capabilities, the static and dynamic
perfwrnan-e cf the SMART composites can be optimized and tailored to match
r " --s in the operating ccnditicns.

7phasis is placed, in the present work, on using the shape memory
ef:ý tht e•f NIT:NCL fibers in controlling the buckling of fiberglass
campCsl'e he'lms The NTINOL fibers are embedded inside vulcanized rubber
sleeves pliced along the neutral axes of these composite beams as shown in

A )P iPinhitii I it!
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Figure (1). In this arrangement, the fibers are free to move during the
phase transformation process in order to avoid degradation and/or
destruction of the shape memory effect which may result when the fibers are
completely bonded inside the composite matrix. The NITINOL fibers are
trained to memorize the shape of the unbuckled beam and when the beam is
deflected under the action of external compressive loads, the controller
activates the NITINOL fibers by heating them above their transformation
temperature. The generated phase recovery forces bring the beam back to
its memorized undeflected position. The present study is motivated by the
work of Baz and Tampe (1989) where external helical shape memory actuators
are used to enhance the buckling characteristics of long slender beams.

NITNOL

I LOAD LOAD , AD

I Pý

SLEEVF 1,CNTO

'ISENSOR

TFNSDoM TESION T'I'

S i~o >'o 0 Y T >TT 'r

UNI •EEFCI1 pOFLECTED

SUNCON.TROLLED --

Figure (1) - Principle of buckling control of NITINOL-reinforced composites

2. STATIC CHARACTERISTICS OF NITINOL-REINFORCED BEAMS

The static characteristics of NITINOL-reinforced composite beams are
primarily governed by their stiffness. The overall beam stiffness is made
up of the following components: the flexural rigidity of the 1,,m, the
geometric stiffness that accounts for the axial and thermal loaing as well
as the stiffness imparted by the elasticity of the NITINOL ribers. These
individual components of the beam stiffness can be determined by
considering the NITINOL-reinforced beam element shown in Figure (2) with
the forces acting on it and the associated displacements. The combined
stiffness of the element can be obtained using the principle of
conservation of energy and equating the work done by external loads to the
strain energies stored in the element. In the present analysis, the theory
of Bernoulli-Euler beams is used with the assumption of small deflections.

Figur i displacements

Figure (21 - NITINOL-reinforced beam element with forces and displacements
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2.1 External Work

The work done by the external loads includes:

a. work done by transverse loads and moments (Wi): This work is given by

W1 = 1/2 [6oT (F], (l)

where [6] is deflection vector and [F] is transverse load vector.

b. work done by the axial mechanical loads (W2m0: W2m is given by

L

S= Pm / 2 f (dw/dx) 2  dx, (2)

0

where Pm is the external axial compressive load acting on the beam.

c. work done by the axial thermal loads (W2 : W2t represents the work
done by the thermal loads Pt on the beam element due to changes in the
temperature aO of' the element caused by changes in the ambient temperature
or during the activation and de-activation of the NITINOL fibers. It is
gi von by

L

= t / 2 i (dw/dxI 2 dx, (3)

0

where P, is
Pt = a- AG Em Am, (4)

where a is the thermal expansion coefficient of the composite, Em is its
modulus of elasticity and Am is the beam cross sectional area.

2.2 Stored strain energy

Thc stored strain energy consists of two components:

a. strain energy of beam (W3): The energy stored in the beam element due
to its bending is given by

W = m m/ 2 (d 2w/dx 2 )2 dx, (5)

0

where Fm Im is the flexural rigidity of the beam.

b. strain energy of NITINOL fibers (W4): Considering the NITINOL fiber as
a string with a tension T which is displaced laterally a distance w from
the neutral axis of the beam. Then its stored strain energy W4 is given by

1.

4 = T / 2 f (dw/dxl
2 dx. (6)

Eq•uating the sum of the work done by the external forces F, Pm and P,
to the sum of the strain energies stored in the beam and the NITINO1.. fibers
gives

W, + g2I + W2t = W + W4. (7)
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Substituting equations (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6) into equation (7)
yields

L L

[61TmF] = Eo f (d2w/dX2)2 dx - Pn f (dw/dx) 2 dx, (8)

0 0

where P. is the net axial force give by

P = ( P + Pt - T). (9)

Defining a proper displacement function for the composite beam element,
one can write the beam deflection w as

w = [A] [6], (10)

where the elements of matrix [A] are function of x (Fenner 1975).

Accordingly, dw/dx and d 2w/dx2 can be obtained by differentiating
equation 10) with iespect to x to yield

dw/dx = [C] [61 and d2w/dx 2= [Di [61. (11)

If the stiffness matrix [Kel of the element is defined by the following
relationship

[f] = [K= ] [6], (12)

then, [K,] can be determined by combining equations (8), (11) and (12) as
follows

L L

[Kl = Em I. f [D]TtDJ dx - Pn f [CIT[CI dx. (13)

0 0

The element stiffness matrix [K.1 of equation (13) consists of two
components: the conventional transverse stiffness and the geometric
stiffness that combines the effect. of the axial mechanical loads, axial
thermal loads and the tension of the NITINOL reinforcing fibers. Equation
(13) also represents the basic equation for understanding the role that the
NITINOL fibers can play in controlling the static characteristics of the
composite beam. For example, if the beam is not reinforced by NITINOL
fibers (i.e. T = 0) and the mechanical and thermal loads induce compressive
stresses in the beam, then the geometric stiffness will increase and the
total element stiffness will decrease. When the combined effect of the
mechanical and thermal loads reaches a critical magnitude such that the
geometric stiffness becomes equal to the flexural stiffness of the beam,
the beam stiffness vanishes and the beam becomes elastically unstable.
Subjecting the beam to any additiona' external disturbance will cause the
beam to buckle.

It should be pointed out that the thermal loading, as it increases the
geometric stiffness, also decreases the f lexural stiffness of the beam
because it reduces its effective modulus of elasticity Em. Such a dual
effect makes the beam buckle under smaller thermal loads than under pure
mechanical loading
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However, the critical load of the un-reinforced beam can be increased
by embedding pre-strained NITINOL fibers into the beam. If the tension T,
resulting from the pre-strain alone, is high enough to counter-balance the
mechanical and thermal effects then the beam stiffness can be maintained
unchanged. For higher pre-strain levels, the beam stiffness can be
enhanced. Further enhancement can be achieved when the shape memory effect
of the NITINOI. fibers is activated by heating the fibers above their phase
transformat ion temperature. The additional tension, induced into the
fibers by the phase recovery forces, makes the net axial load Pn negative
and accordingly increases the overall stiffness of the beam element.
However, it is essential that the total tension in the NITINOL fibers,
i.e., the sum of the tension due to the pre-strain and the phase recovery
force, must exceed the mechanical and thermal loads and compensate for the
softening effect in the matrix resulting from heating the NITINOL fibers
inside the composite matrix.

Therefore, effective control of the stiffness of NITINOL-reinforced
composites can be achieved by proper selection of the initial pre-strain
level of the NITINOL fibers. This selection is particularly crucial as the
pre-strain level determines the generated levels of recovery forces.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RESULTS

3.1. Experimental set-up

Figure (3) shows a schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used in
actively "ontrolling the buckling of a NITINOL-reinforced beam. The beam
dimensions are Ti.5 cm by 2.5 cm by 0.44 cm. The beam is reinforced by
eight 055 mm NITINOL fibers which are embedded symmetrically along the
neutral axis of the beam.

-. ,' V I I.b.• (A t' C(OMPOSITE HEI M CLImp CAMP SER'O-A O INDEF.

,O•ITBASE 11,N S1E11)5 •-('ONTA[]I', -C - i C C' CCOMI'CT'I LC ICASE lAC F

. I VI <CCCE NITINlC. wIPES COM -IC) BEAM 111E'4 CM I11 C'!'TR CPI'ý' [C: FRiM AM!CRESSOR

M . .. .

T I,- !• :~ : :::: - 1~,-, .•J• : t

* .~~ -. A ......................

Figure 1) 1 chematic drawing of the active buckling control experiment.

The rig•ht end of the beam is clamped to a fixed base and the left end
is connected to the piston of a loading cylinder. The cylinder is
prossurized by (compressed air from the storage tank of an air compressor.
The inr-easing compressive load applied by the load cylinder to the beam
will eventually cause the beam to buckle. The resulting deflection of the

beam is monitored continuously by a non-contacting sensor which is placed
it the mid-span of the beam. The sensor also serves as physical stop to
prevent exc'essive deflection once buckling has occured. The output signals
of the con'-:'r is se'nt to a mirto-computer via a set of analog-to-digital
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converters. The processing of the sensor's signal is shown in the
controller block diagram shown in Figure (4). When the beam deflection
exceeds a pre-set value of a dead-band, the controller is turned on using a

vnV

Y- LV F r_ Y
"• - • CONT O.ER .... - NTITNOL FEXIMI I

C. S VII Fil S HS BEAM'

_ POSITION •-
SENSOR

Figure (4) - Block diagram of the active buckling control system

proportional controller with a saturation limit. The control action is
sent via a digital-to-analog converter to a power amplifier to activate the
NITINOL fibers embedded inside the compressively loaded composite beam.
The activation of the NITINOL fibers will compensate for the monitored
deflection and the phase recovery forces developed in the fibers will
attempt to bring the beam back to its undeflected position.

In the active buckling control system described, the NITINOL
reinforcing fibers are clamped at one end to the fixed base and at the
other end to pre-tensioning cylinder via a load cell. The load cell
monitors the initial value of the pre-tension applied to the NITINOL fibers
by the pre-tensioning cylinder. The load cell also continuously measures
the phase recovery forces developed in the NITINOL fibers as they undergo
their phase transformation.

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure (5) shows a comparison of the performance with and without the
active buckling control. The results displayed are for a
NITINOL-reinforced beam with each of the eight fibers has an initial
tension of 33.7 N which corresponds to an initial pre-strain of 0.35%. For
the controlled cases, the controller dead band corresponds to deflection
error of 0.0176 mm and the controller gain is 2727 volt/mm. The saturation
limit is 6 volts/fiber and the maximum current is 1.6A.

Figure (5) Performance of buckling controller with 0, 4 and 8 NITINOL
fibers activated (dead band = 0.0176 mm, gain = 2727 volts/mm).
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Figure (7) - Effect of controller gain (dead band = 0.0176 mm, initial

pre-tension/fiber = 33.7N and 8 fibers are activated).
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Figure (8) - Effect of initial pre-tension (dead band = 0.0176 mm, gain

rt2727 volts/mm and a fibers are activatdd).
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I n Figure (5-a I, the deflection of the beam resulting from the

application of a gradually increasing compressive load is shown. The rate

of load increase is 506 N/mmn as shown in Figure M5-. It can be observed

t hort the on, ant reFI led beam buck les when t he increasing compress ive axial

lo)ad ex, reds 3 30 N. However, when all eight NITINOL fibers are activated,
the bern in w/ithstand axial loads up to 95SO N before it begins to buckle.

Threrotr to with thy NITINCI. reinforcement it is possible to almost triple

the critical b/I'klieg load of the ieam. With/ four ac-tivated fibers, the

cr-it ical b/ucklIing Ioaid is abe/It 7/// N which corresponds to about double the

cr it i-al loaf of the uncont rol ed beam. Figure (5-0 shows the

-n respcnfing time history of the temperature of the NITINIL. fibers due to

the at '%vtion and uie-ictivation u*f the controller. In, Figure (5-d), the

time fiis'tor of2 t pfhase recovery f orces developed in hno N IT INOL fibers

0 shown. Vine tension in tho f ihots remains equal to the initial

;re-ttr/s/i.n / . A31.7tN x 4 =et, eN, tor the 'uncontrol led case. However,
thet-l-ý-"ýr ýi,;ý- t,,-qroi---"'y 1000 N when eight NITIUNC/ fibers

or, a t iv itd.

It uin" alo p/hibe to energize different sets of the NITINOL fibers to

coanti rbahi in hi external lodfinp <-ridit ion in ore o/ prevent, buckling

of t he nmp-. , beam, Far small xt/ rna Ilo ads it is only necessary to

energize a~ swIlos b/It if the load increases the cent roller can

Oner&7/ a0 Kt pr number at fibers to maiintoain the beam in ~its iindefelected

aorm.

In- otrto , f varying tho cant roI r- parametersv alnho performance of

1h to t iv'' ontrul nvo'om in tiowe in Ppares /(,), 7) and gi`ý In Figure

i) ho offroit of vairying th to nt rn Artad-band on tho system performance

in. qhnse. In this cio, th, aunt rol a' i'm is only generated when the beam

/ fe~ ion exceeds thed ifA hand.Ihis is accompl ished by the heating of-

/ ho N I I I NC/I f itr e' tntl Ith doveo IC/non of the phase recovery forces as

shown in Figuro. /ý I and i P to- Ccively. For the r ange of dead

fbondsconsid-rped, be t wori n. ()ll/f mm oind 5.5"S mrm. t h- IC/f rr t on the,

rit V at hu' k! Ii g loadts is insignificant -

Theý e f fc t at decrrea s ing t hr i--ant ra IIe r gai1n f rcn l77 volIt / m toc

I I, -15 volit 'inn en tthr system per Iormance is shown 'in [-igurc / 7). Ibis

TOf totdo'reo-io the slope Ot temporal/Ire r ise of tOne NI FIN// fibers and.

ntorI.ýh tie ate -it whic h t he car r-spond ing phase, t raint or mat i on forces

ire teuvo roif. (Thoriing tho 'ontroiller gain in found to itfluence to name-

xt fo-nt t h r itltVal haiklinlg iiad. l-or e:samplo. when the centrotlier gain

'7)ý7 volIt /mm t he 'criticol huckl inp load is 050ý N and when the gain tis

r d&v Pd ton I IA~. /Q volt <mm the critical buckling load becanme about S55CN.

Ft/ore fre, r-dmfii'lg the cont roiller gain biy a factor of I='1 only results in
ai 10-*5 r educt ion in thte cc itba 1 buck1leng loaid.

The of fec t that t h- pro taoo'ion has on ýhe system pe rfo rmaince i s shown
in Fig/" S/ f''r a dead band of C/C/t76 mm and controller pain of ;'7.17

v t'I/mm. it is c leam r' fn tb results obtai~rio2 that ,the pro.-tensionn

p lays ttio m r ý ia I r i -n'nt r le 11 g t ho bu' k I ieg of the beam.

InC ro.S " '''i"s / ('', f'! t' , i tier, t oi 31 7 N/f1 t, hoc it creases the

iii hi 1a 1 On p 1 i t a r '-' Ahout to N tim 050 N. respect ively.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

trio m 'it'ii'm .1 atvl -- trolling tti fbuikling of t he

N I TI N'.- r1 y,- f a f " i N i n hi to 'Inderstood by . no' 'ieri fig lgure
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(9-a). The figure represents the theoretical prediction of the buckling
characteristics of actively controlled NITINOL-reinforced beams. In the

figure, the applied axial load is increased gradually at a linear rate of

500 N/min. For the uncontrolled beam, the critical buckling load is fixed

at 320 N and remains unchanged with time. This load corresponds to a

pre-tension of 33.5 N/fiber. When the applied load becomes equal to thc

critical buckling load, the beam is on the verge of elastic instability.

The beam will buckle once the applied load exceeds the fixed critical
buckling load. At time t = 0, the controlled beam has the same buckling

load as the uncontrolled beam. But, when the controller senses any

deflecLion greater than the dead band due to the application of the

external load, the buckling characteristics of the beam is enhanced as

represented by the dashed characteristics. The activation of the NITINOL

fibers makes the beam less susceptible to buckling as the critical buckling
load is increased to become 850 N instead of the original uncontrolled load

of 320 N. Accordingly, the controlled beam will not buckle until the

applied load exceeds the theoretically predicted limit of 850 N. The

effect of varying the pre-tension levels on the theoretical prediction of

the critical buckling load is shown in Figure (9-b) along with the
corresponding experimental results. It is evident that there is a close

agreement between theory and experiment.
1200 - -- ... . . . . .
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Figure (9-a) - Theoretical prediction of critical buckling load of

controlled and uncontrolled beams.
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Figure (9-b) - Comparison between theoretical and experimental
coritical buckling loads as function of the initial

fiber pre-tens ion.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The buckling characteristics of NITINOD.-reinforced composite beams have

been presented. The fundamental issues governing the behavior of this new

class of SMART composites have been introduced. Applications of NITINOL

reinforcing fibers in the control of buckling have been successfully

demonst rated.

Emphasis has been placed in the presentation on the actuation
capabilities of the NITINOL fibers. Extensive efforts are, however, in
progress to use the NITINOI. fibers to extract modal and physical
displacements of structures with multi-modes of vibration (Baz, Poh and

Gilheany 1q9l ).

With such built-in sensing and controlling capabilities,

NITINOL-reinforced composites can provide a means for continuously tuning
their structural characteristics to adapt to changes in the operating

conditions. These features will be particularly useful in many critilal
structures that are intended to operate autonomously for long durations in
isolated environment su0 h as deo ense vehicles, space structures and

sate lilt es
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Recent advances in nitinol technology

Frederick E. Wang

Innovative Technology International, Inc.
Beltsville, MD 20705

ABSTRACT

Despite the discovery of the shape-memory effect in

NITINOL (Nickel - Titanium - Naval Ordnance Laboratory)
in early 1960, its practical uses have been far smaller

than expected. The reasons for the slow progress are

discussed and recent advances made in Nitinol applica-
tions are given through specific examples.

More than 30 years has elapsed since the discovery of 'memory

effect' in TiNi (generic name - NITINOL). During this time

interval, no less than 139 papers have appeared in various Journals

on the subject of Nitinol. The break-down of the publications

according to the field of investigation is given in Table I.

Meanwhile, more than 4,000 patents have been filed on the use of

the shape-memory effect. But, the fact remains that we have not

gained much understanding about Nitinol, and the actual application

of Nitinol, thus, remains elusive - only a handful of applications

are in practical use (out of 4,000 patented ideas).

The reason for the poor advancement of Nitinol application is

traceable to the inability of the Nitinol manufacturers to provide

material that meets the engineering specifications and requirements
of the potential user.

I shall -ow describe three specific cases of Nitinol application in

the medical field in which ITI was able to overcome the specific

requirements imposed on the products by the user.

SINOSAURO MICRO-GUIDE CATHETER

The first one is known as Sinosaur* Micro-guide catheter (Fig. 1).

This device is to make a catheter steerable by placing thin strips

of Nitinol at the tip of the catheter. The Nitinol strips are

activated (heated) by passing electric current. Thus, the wider

tne As - A; interval, the greater the amount of current is required

to activate the catheter, and vice-versa. Ideally, to obtain

F.D.A. (Federal Drug Administration) approval, the smaller the

current, the better. This meant the Nitinol activation interval As

- A, should be small.
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ITI made the Nitinol strip with the A_ - Af interval of only 6VC
(Fig. 2-a) compared to the conventiona& interval of 15"C (Fig. 2-
b). Should this temperature interval have remained at about 15"C -
20"C, the F.D.A. approval probably could not have been obtained and
another wonderful patented idea would have gone for nought.

Another problem associated with this device was how to overcome the
thermal hysteresis that is inherent in the martensitic transforma-
tion, i.e., the existence of Ms, Mf temperatures that are always
15°C - 30°C below the A,, A5 temperatures. To illustrate the
problem, let us assume a thermal hysteresis of 15"C. This means a
Nitinol strip activated (in heating) between A, (43°C - just above
body temperature) and A, (49"C) can only be restored to its
original condition by cooling to 25°C (45°C - 15°C). But, the body
temperature being 37°C, there is no means of providing 25°C
temperature to restore the Nitinol strips for another round of
activation.

ITI provided a solution to the problem by thermo-mechanically
training Nitinol strips that have a O°C - I°C of thermo-hysteresis
(see Fig. 2-a,b); thus, making it possible to restore the original
condition by body temperature. In this manner, both problems were
overcome.

'SIMON NITINOL FILTER'

The second application of Nitinol is know as the 'Simon Nitinol
filter'. This is a vascular filter that is placed in the aorta of
a patient to filter blood clots and prevent them from passing to
the heart, lungs or brain, thus preventing heart-attack, stroke,
etc. The advantage of this application is that a filter made of
Nitinol can be collapsed into a small tubing below its TTR
(transition temperature range) and can be delivered to the desired
position via catheter. By setting the Af to be at t 30°C, the
filter can be deployed (automatically) in the 37°C blood tempera-
ture. This procedure of deploying the filter via catheter,
eliminates the conventional, invasive (and risky) surgery.

The problem in this case was, unlike the catheter guide, not in the
'thermo-hysteresis' or in the narrow temperature interval between

As, A5 , but, rather, in the requirement of F.D.A. that the pre-
loaded filter (in the tubing), prior to delivery to the hospitals,
must be sterilized in-situ the tubing - not chemically, but
thermally. This meant the Nitinol filter in-situ the tubing which
has been 'programmed' to open (Fig. 3) at 37"C, must stay strained
in the tube and be heated to 80°C - 90°0, far above its 'pro-
grammed' transition temperature. Yet, upon cooling to R.T., the
filter is expected to open (without ill effect) once deployed into
a 30°C - 35°C bath (Fig. 3).
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ITI was able to 'thermo-mechanically' train the Nitinol filter to
perform in this manner. This aspect of retaining memory after
extreme sterilization temperature in a restricted configuration,
virtually gained the F.D.A. approval.

ELASTORQO

The third case has to do with catheter guide wire. Heretofore,
'guide wire' utilizes the 'superelastic' property of Nitinol. The
advantage being the flexibility of Nitinol wire that allows doctors
to maneuver guide wire through tortuous passages in the vascular
system, biliary system, etc., without the worry of permanent
bending. Nevertheless, this easy elastic bending of superelastic
Nitinol wire, while extremely helpful, it also made it difficult
for the doctor to transmit 'torque' motion faithfully from proximal
to distal end which results in an ill-effect known as 'whipping'.
In general, torsion transmission and bending motion are related to
shear-modulus and Young's modulus. In turn, 'Young's' and 'shear'
moduli are related through a constant known as 'Poisson's ratio'.
In a given material, the Poisson's ratio is a fixed constant and
cannot be changed. Thus, if a material has a low Young's modulus
ýthus, easy to bend), it also has a low shear modulus (that shows
up as 'whipping').

The question is, can shear modulus be enhanced without enhancing
Young's modulus at the same time in Nitinol? If this was possible,
we would have the desired Nitinol guide wire which is easily
bendable, and yet, eliminate the problem of 'whipping'. This was
accomplished at ITI and is being produced and marketed under the
trade name ELASTORQX.

These three cases of Nitinol application illustrate clearly the
distinct problems associated with each application. In other
words, a data-base of material property which may be available and
useful in other materials is not possible in Nitinol. This is to
say, Nitinol is not an 'off shelf' material and that for each
application, the material must be engineered. Only in a 'low-tech'
application of Nitinol is the specific engineering not necessary.
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TABLE I

NITINOL

"NEVER BEFORE, A SUBJECT MATTER INVESTIGATED BY SO MANY FOR SO LONG
AND YET YIELD SO LITTLE UNDERSTANDING"

Between 1960 and 1990

Physical Characterization Number of Investigation

Structure (Lattice) 46

Mechanical Property 39

Transport Property 23

Applications 18

Phase Diagram 10

Review Article 3

Total 139-

Featured in more than 50 magazine articles, while six major

international conferences have been held, and more than 4,000

patents filed between the US and Japan.
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Smart materials for sensing and/or remedial action to reduce damage to
materials
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University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Cracking, due to loading, is a major problem in materials durability because the cracks
increase permeability. The sensing of cracking or corrosion of a settable material by a
chemical or physical sensor which, in the process of sensing, starts the activation of a
remedial process is the topic of this research. Specifically, materials containing various
types of hollow porous fibers filled with a chemical which release into the matrix at
appropriate times, or over time, are designed to address some issues of material brittleness
and durability; i.e. cracking and corrosion.

1. SMART MATERIALS FOR SENSING AND REMEDIAL ACTION

In these smart materials sensing and repair actuation occur by the activation of a timed
release of a repair chemical into the matrix due to a stimulus which is itself the
environmental agent of attack. These are passive smart materials requiring no outside
feedback loop nor continuous monitoring. Rather, they are activated by each environmental
loading or impetus. The sensors and actuators are disturbed throughout the structure, thus
providing remedial action where and when needed.

2. CRACKING

Loading over time has a cumulative effect which can lead finallv to complete deterioration
of the component or structure. The design to alleviate this problem consists of hollow
porous fibers containing crosslinking crack-closing chemicals, adhesives, polymers, or
crystallizing rehydrater which close the cracks. The chemicals are released from fibers
when they deform due to loading. This is the ideal situation in which the agent of
environmental degradation, namely loading, is the stimulus to release the repair chemical
by fiber deformation, breakage, unlinking, or coating debonding. (See Figure 1.)

9I'92 1()P Puhliihimg Ltd
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Internal Release
Repair of Condition

0 "

Trigger Release of Repair Chemical Occurs Due to Loading Which Causes Cracking
and/or Fiber Deformation Alkalinity Charge Which Activates Corrosion

Figure 1. Sensing and Repair of Material by Timed Release of Chemicals from Fibers

A specific application of the cracking repairing idea is a material in which the release of
crack filler from stretched, cracked, or debonded fibers heals matrix cracks and rebonds
debonded fibers to the matrix. Several designs for this are:
1.) Tensile loading stretches the fiber, causing contraction (Figure 2) duo to Poisson's
effect, thus releasing the chemicals from the porous fiber wall.
2.) Tensile loading causes debonding of a hollow porous fiber from matrix and stripping
away of coating, thus releasing its chemical through the pores of the fiber. (Figure 3)

COATING YIELDS FROM MATRIX

PULLING CHANGES FIBER'S POISSON'S LEAVING COATING BEHIND!
RATIO, FORCING CHEMICAL THROUGH CHEMICAL IS RELEASED FROM
M•EM,`BRANE'S PORES UNCOATED FIBER PORES

Figure 2. Figure 3.

3.) Tensile loading breaks the hollow fiber, thus releasing its chemical. (Se" Figure 4.)

FIBER BREAKS DUE TO LOADING;
CHEMICAL IS RELEASED
AT BREAK

Figure 4.



4.) Compressive loading causes the unlinking of a twisted fiber bundle, from which the

chemical is released into the crack. (See Figure 5.)

Figure 5.

5.) Heat of 1209 F. melts the fibers' wax .oating, releasing a monomer, drying out the

matrix. Then a higher temperature polymerizes the monomer in the matrix (Figure 6).

HEAT MELTS FIBER'S WAX COATING; MONOMER IS RELEASED THROUGH

ALSO CEMENT MATRIX IS DRIED POROUS WALLS: GOES INTO THE

MORE HEAT POLYMERIZES THE

MONOMER IN THE MATRIX

Figure 6.

CORROSION

Corrosion is an electrochemical process that requires an electrical current in a moist and

oxygenated condition. The entry of chloride ions or carbonation can cause the pH to be

reduced to 11.5 pH, at which point corrosion begins. The addition of calcium nitrite, an

anticorrosion chemical, protects the steel. In this design calcium nitrite is put into hollow

porous fibers coated with polyol. Polyol dissolves in an alkalinity of appropriate pH (11.5),

thus, releasing the ant~corrosion chemical (see Figures 7 and 8). The cause of deterioration,

reduction of alkalinity due to chloride or carbonation which causes the corrosion is the

sensor (coating dissolution) also which actuates the remedial action (release of calcium

nitrite).

ANTICORROSION CHEMICAL IS RELEASED THROUGH FIBER COATING DISSOLVES AS Ph CHANGES

FýBER PORES NEAR THE REBAR AT THE TIME WHEN OVER TIME

THE Ph IS APPROPRIATE FOR START OF CORROSION

Figure 7. Figure 8.
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Pr•:i:mmrv: results show that the design to prevent corrosion damage will work (see Figure

S4 -0 L cctrvlU No• EPlAER3

j cCdTJED WM4H WAX
SC A -L. J INr TE W F W.R S

• (:•"• ~CCTr-D9W Nf7) PO tLYCL

' 0

0 1 2 3 4

DURATCH (WEEKS)

COMPARISON OF VOLTAGE DROP (mY) ACROSS A 10 ohm RESISTOR
OF VARIOUS SAMPLES UNDERGOING CORROSION TESTING

Figure 9.

The successful release of chemicals from fibers was documented using a scanning electron
microscope. Photo 1.

SUMMARY

Kno• n •mart materials such as piezoelectric materials, martensitic transformation materials,

etc. sense a change in a particular physical parameter and actuate in response. They are

v.eU characterized materials which, because of their unique properties, have many

applications. The smart materials using time release are different from those; a design is

made for each application from individual components. These tailor-made smart materials

consist of several parts, including: 1.) an agent of internal deterioration, for instance

dynamic loading which causes cracking, 2.) a stimulus to release the repairing chemical,

3.) a fiber, 4.) a coating or fiber wall which can be removed or changed in response to

the stimulus, 5.) a chemical carried inside the fiber, also 6.) sometimes a way of hardening

or linking the chemical in the matrix. Fibers and mechanisms to release the chemicals such

as fiber breakage, coating dissolution are the sensors, while the stimulus such as crack

,-nergy, change in pH, and actual release of the chemical work together as actuators. These

smart materials containing sensors and actuators acting together are thus designed to be

passive, automatically activated, and are distributed throughout the material to provide

remedial action anywhere it is needed.
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Measurement of strain and stress in a piezoelectric actuator for collocated
control

Jeffrey J. Dosch*, Daniel J. Inman", and Ephrahim Garcia*
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"* Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Vanderbilt University.

ABSTRACT: A technique has been developed which allows a single piece of piezoelectric
material to concurrently sense and actuate in a closed loop system. The motivation behind
the technique is that such a self-sensing actuator will be truly collocated and has applications
in active and intelligent structures, such as vibration suppression. The usefulness of the
proposed device was experimentally verified by actively damping the vibration in a
cantilever beam. A single piezoceramic element bonded to the base of the beam functioned
both as a distributed moment actuator and strain sensor. Using a positive position feedback
lawk the first two modes of vibration were suppressed; the first mode five percent settling
time w~as reduced from 35 to 0.3 seconds and the second mode settling time was reduced
from 7 seconds to 0.9 seconds.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a technique in which a piezoelectric actuator and sensor are combined

into a single piezoelectric element called a self-sensing actuator. One benefit of a self-sensing

actuator is that the sensor and actuator are truly collocated. Collocated control has been shown

to have a number of advantages relating to the closed loop stability of the structure. For

instance, Goh and Caughey (1985) have shown that in the absence of actuator and sensor

dynamics, structures controlled with collocated velocity feedback are unconditionally stable at

:Il frequencies.

The self-sensing actuator has a number of desirable properties, related to collocated control,

not easily achieved with a separate piezoelectric sensor and actuator. As mentioned, one

property is that the self-sensing actuator is truly collocated. The best that can be achieved with

a separate sensor and actuator is to have the two elements in close proximity. Another

desirable property is the elimination of possible closed loop control problems arising from the

capacitive coupling between the sensor and the actuator elements. This is not an issue with the

self-sensing actuator because only a single element is used.

W ')O• I()P Puhh',1h:w I "d
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DESCRIPTION AND VERIFICATION OF THE SELF-SENSING ACTUATOR

Figure 1 show-, at model of the piezoelectric material used here to illustrate the operation of the

self-sensing actuator. A voltage is produced in a piezoelectric material which is proportional

the applied strain. In Figure 1 this voltage is indicated by vp. In an actuator there will also he

a voltage applied frorm the controller and this is indicated by vc in the figure. The capacitor C

accounts for the dielectric properties of the material. The capacitance is measured either at

constant stress CT or at constant strain CS. In a traditional piezoelectric sensor there is no

applied voltage vc and thus vp can be directly measured to determine the strain. In an actuator

there is an applied voltage vc across the actuator which makes it impossible to directly measure

voltage modelled by vp.

The bridge circuit shown in Figure 2 is used indirectly measure Vp, and thus indirectly

mneasure the strain in in a piezoelectric actuator. The bridge circuit accomplishes this task by

eliminating the signal due to the controller vc. The capacitor C 3 is chosen to be equivalent to

the constant strain capacitance of the piezoelectric material. The two capacitors indicated bys
C2 form AC voltage dividers with the two capacitors Co and C3. The output from the voltage

dividers are at outputs at vI and v2. The sensor signal vs is determined by subtracting v2

from Vt. The sensor signal vs will be proportional to piezoelectric strain voltage vp and it can

be shown that:

C s

vs= vi-v2 - s Vp. (1)
C P + C2

Thus the voltage due to the controller Vc has been eliminated.

The use of the self-sensing actuator bridge circuit was experimentally verified by actively

damping the first two modes of vibration in an aluminum cantilever beam of dimensions 38.7x

2.3x 0.08 centimeters. Bonded to the base of the beam was a single piezoelectric element

which acted both as the sensor and actuator. The bridge circuit shown in Figure 2 was used to

determine the strain in the actuator. The strain signal from the bridge circuit was fed back to

the piezoelectric element through a Positive Position Feedback (PPF) controller (Fanson

1987), which was designed to suppress vibration in the beam's first two modes. The beam

was excited in one of its modes by a second piezoelectric element and then allowed to free

decay. The free decay time responses for the first two modes of vibration of the experimental

beam, both with and without the self-sensing control are compared in Figure 3.

The bridge circuit used here determined the strain in a piezoelectric actuator. Using similar

methods the stress could also be determined. This could be accomplished by making the
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capacitance C 3 in Figure 2 equal to the constant stress capacitance of the piezoelectric material

instead of the constant strain capacitance.
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FIG URES
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Figure 1. Two equivalent electrical models for the piezoelectric actuator. vc and q, are
respectively applied voltage and charge generators; vp and qp are respectively the equivalent
voltage and charge generators due to polarization of the material, attributed to the piezoelectric
effect. For a strain sensor vp is proportional to strain and the capacitance is the value at
constant strain C = C0. For a stress sensor vp is proportional to stress and the capacitance is
measured at constant stress C = CT

vIC3  C2  C

V

piezoelectrin
materia

vs,=v -V 2

Figure 2. Self-sensing actuator circuit for position sensing (strain sensing). 6 is the

capacitance of the piezoelectric material measured at constant strain and C3 is chosen such that

C? = C . The sensor signal is vs.
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(a) first mode response
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Figure 3. Comparison of the free decay time response of an active cantilever beam. A single
piezoelectric element bonded to the base of the beam was used for both sensing and actuation
in a position feedback loop (PPF). The closed loop response is the solid line and the open
loop response is the dotted linefor the first mode (a) and the second mode (b).
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ABSTRACT

One of the most important characteristics of an adaptive or "smart" structure is its ability
to sense its own state as well as environmental stimuli. The sensing function is
performed by sensors which are integral parts of structural members. The optical fiber
is a typical example of a state-of-the-art sensor. A novel sensor is developed by
sputtering a piezoelectric film on a metal fiber. This sensor, similar in configuration to
an optical fiber, is active and shows great potential for application of sensing dynamic
strain in structures.

INTRODUCTION

Adaptive and smart structures have the capability of actuation, such as the ability to

maintain a prescribed or programmed state (Wada, Fanson, Chen, and Kuo 1990). Integral

to the above operation is a continuous sensing ability. Optical fiber and piezoelectric

transducers and skins have been incorporated into the structure for vibration and shape

control (Swigert and Forward 1981), (Claus. McKeeman, May, and Bennet 1989). The

need for a durable, efficient, and multi-functional sensor has motivated continuing research

into new sensors (Shaikh and Dillon 1990). A novel sensor is developed by coating

piezoelectric material on a metallic fiber. Similar in application to optical fiber, the new

sensor is active and does not require an external signal, and subsequent conversion to an

electrical output. The sensor is most suited for fibrous composites, where it can be easily

incorporated into filament and strands. Several of these sensors can be conveniently

dispersed or distributed along the entire structure.

10k), 10P PuIhrhlh g I Itd
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PIEZOELECTRIC FILM SENSOR

Piezoelectric layers have been used as sensors, and are often referred to as "smart-skins."

The feasibility of a strain-sensing property by a piezoelectric film was demonstrated by

conducting vibration measurements on beams made of stainless steel strips deposited with

Zinc Oxide (Shaikh and Dillon 1990). In the past, piezoelectric films have been used for

ultrasonic transducers in the frequency range of Mega Hz to Giga Hz. !n contrast, the Zinc

Oxide coated strips were successfully tested at frequencies of the order of 100 Hz, to

simulate the vibrations of a structure. Thus the piezo-films are effective at frequencies

much lower than their resonance.

PIEZO-FIBER SENSOR

A fiber sensor is developed by coating piezoelectric Zinc Oxiue on an Ni-Cr wire of 14.)

inicror., i,, oiameter. In an elegant arrangement, the metal fiber functions as one electrode,

while the structural member in which the sensor is embedded acts as another electrode.

STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION

To test piezo-fiber sensors, cantilever beams were constructed with two brass strips. The

piezo-fiber sensor was sandwiched between the strips and held with epoxy. Graphite-epoxy

composite beam samples were also made with sensor wires placed between the carbon

layers. The cross sections of these be'ms are shown in Figures la and lb.

PERFORMANCE TESTS

Each beam was tested for its inherent ability to sense vibration. The two electrodes

described earlier were directly attached to a digital scope. Adequate signal was generated

without the need of an amplifier. The tests consisted of forced vibration through a shaker

table as well as natural vibration by impulse.

The plot of natural vibration of the cantilever beam made of brass strips is siown in Figure

2a. A damped natural vibration containing both low and high frequency modes is seen.
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Figure Ia Figure lb

('ross-sections of beamis with embedded piezo-fiber sensoý-s

The forced Oiration tests consisted of exciting the base of each beam on a shaker, which

goes uip to 5 kHz in trequency. The forced vibration response of the carbon-epoxý sample

is shossn in Figure 21). The top signal is fronm the embedded sensor, while the bottom

,,i naI rs troiIn an accelerometer mounted on the cantilever base.

Figure 2a

Natural Impulse Response
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V VV VV TV V-V V V V V •VV V V

Figure 2b
Forced Vibration Response
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ABHSTRA CT

\\e stud a1( m iat hem at ical miodel of a therm o -nicclian cial process in ciid -
rign phiase- I ran sit ion T'wI) trime sc ales; appear inr thle rmod el: one arises fronm the(
thermnal process. while thei se'onid relates to the ph ase transition. A numerical

simuiinlation is u sed in a p relliminia ry stuid v of these ph ennui en a.

Thie (ylvrariiics of tIiechl rical systemi with comrponents t t ~at exhibit a slaipc-mocmory (ff(rt is
an interesting arid import ant topic. The design of suich riwchanical systems is certainly miade
ninre tractable biy the availabilitY o(f acciurate mathematical models. The purpose of this paper
is to dlescrib~e somei( efforts with a numtrerical simulation for one such tinothel, arid to examine
Sorrie nf the effects of syst err pairarreters oNi thle dyniatnic resp~onse. The model wve use has been
stuidied by Hloffmnainin 0 i a(1989). arid is based onl work by ('olli, Frhriiond and their co-workers
[Irmiorid (1987), (kdli ft al ( 1988), ( olli ( 1989)].

MArTrEMArrCArL MODiEL

We hiave il rindirii anl alloy Withi t Iiree cryst all inie phIiases whiiichi we canonical ly namre Mlart errsite-
pluis (Mt+ ), Mart ersite- rhinos (M!- ) arid Anistetrite (A). We Consider a trodlel in one spatial
tlitrier;iori arid adopt a rmacroscopic view so that at a given time- space point [It, z)] each
crystalline phase exists in somre phase--fraction [0 < Odt, i) < 1, i =1,211] and these pihase-
fractions stiml to uinity.

'FThe 'state' of tire, alloy call be dlescribedl by four variables: the temperature, the phase--
fractions of the two Marterisitic phases; arid] the longitnrdurial displacenment. The evolution of
each variable is be described as a function of time and space. The underlying physics for this
evlution is given by: conservation of energy, conservation of linear rmomentunm and, a tmixture
e\olurt ion rule.

prod) - pf(i3, + ik,) - puhs'(u)(Oii - *3,)duA) - p(ndo'(V))-cu))n) - -2) kd_.. I

(v,+ (A + 21i)-(it) - a(l
t )(0u - 02)), 0 (2)

K()- -~))~r+ P-u rh)+ POr7 1
(3, i32) 0 (3)

whirr'- for f [0. 7'] arid r G [0, L] for somie T > 0. L > 0,

l ')')' 10 P PoublihiniL IId
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(tx) - absolute temperature
"31 (t.r), 3,(t1,z) -- the fractions of the two martensitic phases

u(f, r) - longitudinal displacement I
E -strain given by 6 = ut

I latent heat for Austenite 0.8

p - material denisty p > 0 • 0.6
ro - heat capacity co > 0 T-0

1 -0 critical temperature < 0.4
k thermal conductivity > 0

,, p Larn6 constants 0.2
( - thermal expansion function Tc

(see Figure 1) * 0 ,

relaxation time-constant 0 1 2 3 4

- diffusion coefficient Temperature
S-- is the indicator function of the closed convex sunset

k C ((3,32)E R2• :31 >0. 12 >0, 31 + 3 : 1}

t= 0 for (,3 1,3,) E KA
+,- othcrwise

Equation (1) results from a energy balance equation. Equation (2) results is the quasi-static
form of the linear momentum equation and Equation (3) describes linear viscous behavior and
diffusion of the phase ratios 3j. The phase ratio of austenite 03 is given by

.13 1: - 3
]l - ;32

The special form of the Indicator function I forces the 3 i to take admissible physical values
between 0 and I with the sum equal to 1. The variational inequality (3) is needed because of
the sub-gradient 01. This arises because the set A: has sharp corners.

The initial and boundary conditions are:

0(0, )

3 r(o, 3) '(.r) J (12)

kO:,(t.0) + a(d(t,0) - 11o) = 0

kir(t, L) + a(i(t) , L) - Ot,) = 0(

3jr.(t.0) = 3,2 (t, 0) = i,(., L)4 32,(t.4 = 0 (132)

,,(t,0) = 0 )
u(t, L) = II,(1) (133)

ur(t. 0) =u_,(tL) = 0

where
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W) (x) -initial temperature of the alloy
i (z),x3•(z) -- initial phase fractions for the two martensitic fractions

00. •tL - prescribed constant boundary temperatures
a - Newton cooling coefficient

1 L (t) p- rescribed displacement function

TIM- -SCALING

While many of the parameters in tl:e model are well --understood, several of them are more dif-
ficult to measure. In particular, the r.!axation-time -paramneter K: and the diffusion-paranmter
ý in the phase-transition (dynamics mast be estimated. WVe have in mind a parameter
identification problem wherein, the physical system is subjected to some external excitation
(e.g. LLit)in ([33)) and some measurements of the time-varying response are recorded. These
'data' are then used in conjunction with mathematical optimization to produce 'best fit* pa-
rameter estimates. As a preliminary step we examine some of the effects of parameter values
on the mathematical predicitons. We focus on the time-scale issue.

The parameters in the dynamical equations (! -3) can he grouped to more clearly illustrate
the time scale issue. Since time -derivatives appear in only first and third equations we can
write:

7- (--l\ - ) + (-a(")i 11) + - + 101(3 1. 3) (3')3/21J \+o•(d)F(u) + P2(+ ,)>)

The length of the 'wire' has been normalized to unity and the temperature scale has been
defineid so that (,,- 00) is the unit. The time unit is 7 =_ p.c1 .L2 /k, which is the length-squared
divided by the thermal diffusivity. Tlhe parameters are given by

((), - 0) ck 7=

NurMERI"A L R ESUL.TS

The existence proof in lloffmannit 0 at ( 199) is based on a fixed-point argrument applied to
an itoration map. The numerical results presented here were generated by a fully discrete.
finite difference scheme that is patterned on the iteration ntap. We used this code to predict
the response to a smooth ioading utOO in (13). We have taken p, = ),2 = I and ( = 0 and we
will vary the tinie -scale parameter T. For a I ft metallic wire the thermal time constant (our
unit time) is about 600 seconds. It is expected that the phase -transition dynamics are muich
faster, so we use 'small' values for 7. The total time interval is about 180 Sec.

Shown in Fig. 2 is the response for the case 7 = 10-4 . From the upper-left the four component
figures are: u(t, z) - displacement. ; )(t, x) temperature. : 3,(I. X) phase
fraction of M,+ and 33(1, ) - phase- fraction of A. Note that the M+/A boundary
propagates about 157 from each boundary.

In contrast, Fig. 3 is the response for the case 7 = 10-i. To save space here we only show
the ,0 and 3., responses. The u response is about the same as in Fig. 2, while '3 and 3,J are
complementary. It's clear that the 'slower' phase-dynamics produces smoother responses. The
vertical scales in Figures 2 and 3 are not the same. In Fig. 2 the A fraction varies from
1007'to0'7. while in Fig. 3 the lower bound is about 99/. As expected, the slower dynamics
produces less .A :, %f+ phase Change.
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Figure 2.
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A s ItIn this paper we use a finite eleeront shemie. to app~o xitnate tire solutionits of a clyttrnu.-al
in-I1 4 pit...' traisi tions in Shape Memory Alloys withI Landau- Devonshire pt .trurtat Nultnit-la

reslt' its r'hown itt o,n pernpohienis are discissed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Contsider the systt'ni of partial differential equiat ions

-0 ('l'.o), - kOr - ctk01,,t - I'upnrt (1.2)

fr j- E Q C Ili andl 0 < I < 7'. System (I L 1-2) formially diescribes tile (I namitcs of phasqe tranlsi-
twi iii a one-tiiiniension al p500 doe lastic mater ial and( arises front nthle conse'rvat ion la;ws fo r lin ear

im n-intit in and energy. 'Ft(e parameters. futnct ions anid variables involved in (1.1-2) -ire It-illed
lv: If = u(x, t) - displacemevnt: 0 = O(x. I) - tetilperatitre; p - conistanut miass density: r- - viscosity
Conist ant ,k - t hertmal coriiductivity coelficie nt f =f(rxt) d istribuited loads; 9 = g(r, I) - tiensity
of li-at sources; If - short thiermial tinienorv coeflicietit *l II( 1't .r,,O.) is th lie nhetiolt z fre en...Iergy
dlelsitv, anti ((X, ) = 1.(r. I) is the linearized (macroscopic) straini. We refer to [5] and [9] fior tue(
dh-ails alont the derivation (of equations (1. 1-2). Our systivin is cotmipleineriteril by the following
tillt ial and boundary conlidt olis:

u(r) ur(.r), utt(xr0) ril(.r), 0(X.0) = 00(xr), for r Q0 I l.1)

?I,,~ ?I,,, = rr (1), k -0(X. ) = A-1 (01- - 0), for x G 0QO. 0 <I < T I (1.1)

wit.'ri v is t he oit twarti iorni al uinit vecttor to (IQ. ki is a positivye con stalit and] 01- is thle t it up.'r-
atitire of thei swirouniring toediurm.

'I'i ir.' are se~veral re'sul ts onl thle exist enice anti tinitjttness of soluittiotns t . sys temn ( I1.1I-2) for
di ffe'renit types tof iniit ial anti boiuntdary contdit.ions anti for tidifferenit formns of thle free. ene.rgv 111 ([3],
[4]. [5]. [7), (8]. [10]). See [11 for a btrief sitnntnarv

2. NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS

[iit ithis paper we are con cerntetd withI nitmrer ical approx imnat ions of thle soluittions otf t he in it ial

bomiintary altue probrlem (1I.1 )-( 1.4) when the free energy density is given by the Lantlaut-1)vonshire
pi"tt fit jalI

*'i'V0) =' *()q(0) + V2( _0 1 - (2 - (V4 (4 +01 (2 1)

I lits work was srrppirrtr'.in itw t ity tire Air Force Offtice of Scientific Researci tunder grant AFOSI{ 8941001ii andt
ttc Dou icete.\t'tei Pe~arttIr Pr-,jects A-genrcy runtier corntra, is F49#;20-87-('-Ot 1f' antlt Nititol 1-9,4 K-07,21
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with ,If(8) = -COln (01 ) + C,,8 + C, where V2, (4, r,6 are positive constants, 01 and 02 are

critical temperatures, C(, is the specific heat and C is a constant.
('onsider the particular cas:e in which 2 = (0, 1). ak = 0, r = 0 and the free energy density

is given as in (2 1). Then system (1.1-2) can be writen in the form

p",, - (2,,(6 - 0# )u, - 40 4ua + 6a1tL) = f (2.2)

(C,, - 2Q'.Ou. iut, - kOr, = g (2.3)

t, he •atisfied in = (0. 1) for 0 < t K 7' where it and 0 satisfy the initial and houndary conditions
13 I We prop ~e the following finite dimensional approximat ions for u and 0:

+ I N+1

u,'(-X. ) = x O,,,',.r), '(x. t) = (o b;( ro$"(.) (2.4)

wher,. the o,"'s ar, the usual cubic splines in (0. 1). aN(t) and b;,"(t). -I < i < N + 1, are
,.,fliients t', I., 'mipulted and N. + 3 is ti,' ,,rder of the approximation. The projoction into,
I '\ - Spauno, 4f tt,, we;ak fi,rmilat ion in Lt(0, 1) of equations (2.2 3) yield the following finiit
I lirlrisioltal syster { e..I"t)~ i'l !•1- + Pt) + I'(A.- tt)

'",.%I ,'(t) = (-k-.' + . /') (I) + 67,(t) + (;.(t) + Q(..I, B)

wher' A t c ol[ '-. '(t) aof) . . . vl (t)]. B(t) _ col[b-L (t) bc,(t) ... b +,, (t) .

f .-.< I<, ; . .' c.): >I, F,(t) - olt[< f(..t).o, >1]

V._. t) ,-, [t c,, . f-,,[klr(Ot)o,(o)+

kU1) , . /0 , t)] ', t' ) r=,,t - < %P, 0.(,, o >1 Q(.l. B) -' -co [2a-, < ON IN11,, 0 >]

T 0 7o -1 -4 -1
and k, () 0 where 7 -1 -16 -,1

0) 0 1 ( N+a)x( ,'V 31- -4 -I

WVe have dropped the index "A"' where it was clearly understood Iy the context. Here A, B, F,./F,
GI. (;2. P(A, 11) and Q(A. B) are all ( N+3) -dimensional vectors, Al. S and , are (A V+3) x (N +3)
matrices and < . > denotes the inner product tin L2(0, I). By defining (C() - A'(t) system (2.A)
can he writ ten as the ftllowing system of first order ODE's:

1 .(t) = (.(I)

"(t) "l- F, (t) + I'2())) + M- ' P (A(t). BRt)) (2.6)

t'-(t) m- .- k."; + 5(U)() + K'",7 1  (;I() +U;()) + ( ' Q(.. It)

or. equivalently

w(t) =X(t) + F(t) + NL (X(t)) (2,7)

wh0irf +

. _It) = [ (t) r ( (t)T 11(t) rT r IT ~ t 0 IN

0O 0 ;7 -(_ ,;+ .,2,.
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F(t) p-1M -(Fl(t) + P 2 (t))0 and NL(X(t)) - p-'M-P(A(t),B(t))
[c'- IM-I (G1 (t) + (;A(t)) j [('-M-1Q (A(t), B(t))

where I1V+3 denotes the identity matrix of order N + ,3. The initial condition for (2.7) is obtained
as usual by postulating the error at time t = 0 to be orthogonal to VN = Span{€i}. Thus, we
obtain

X(0) = No- [A(O)T C(O)T B( 0 )Tr]T

with A(O) = M.t Uo, ('(0) = A,'t-1, and B(0) = M-6Oo, where U(o 0 - coil[< uO, ,>]

(,i = coll< u?, o, >], and 00 - coil< 0, Oi >I.
Summing up. we want to approximate the solutions of the IVP

S '({ ) A- X(t) + F(I) + L (()) (2.8)-Yx X(0) X.°,

for 0 < I < T'.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the alloy Au,:r11 3 uZuT 1 7. the following data was reported in [2]: 02 = 24 J cn-3 K-,
"4 = 1.5 x ltt- J cur 3 ., (vi = 7.5 x 10 6 J cm -3, 01 - 208 K. ('C, - 2.9 J cm- 3 K-', k = 1.9 WV
cull K-'. p = 11.1 g cn- 3 . We took 00(.) = 200 K, u0 (x) = 0, uI(.)-- 0, Or(') = 200 K and
r71-(t) as in Fig. l. Nfotice that the niaxinun stress, 0r( 10- 3 ) = 250, is slightly above the plastic
yield corrsponding to the temperature 0 = 200 K. We used a sixth order Runge-Kutta-Verner
in.thod to solve (E2v) for this alloy. The program was run in an IBM :3090 with vectorization
fac ilities.

20O

200-

1 50

100

50

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003

Fig. l: Boundary Stress input

Fig 2 shows the evolution in time of displacement, temperature and deformation obtained with
N = 10 and k, = 100. Notice how the stress-induced phase transition produces large deformations
and increases the temperature near the boundary. Fig.3 corresponds to N = 10 and k] = 500.
No significant change in deformation is observed with this increase in kj. However, the boundary
starts to cool off faster due to tire greater influence of the external temperature.

We are currently investigating the influence of the parameters a 2 , a4, a, and -,,. The goal of
this effort is to develop computational schemes for the identification of system parameters which
will allow us to validate the medel. Validation of the model will enable us to proceed to develop
computational algorithms for control of this system. Finally, by introducing new parameters in
the stres-strain relations, local and global memories can he captured ([1]). The resulting system
is now a partial functional differential equation. Similar schemes for this modified model are also
been st udied.
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Nonlinear constitutive relations for piezoceramic materials

Shiv P. Joshi

Center for Composite Materials, Aerospace Engineering Departments, University of Texas at

Arlington, Arlington, TX 76019

ABSTRACT: Piezoelectric material produces electric charges when mechanically de-
formed and an electric potential causes a mechanical deformation. This property makes it
suitable for sensor and transducer applications. The understanding of the electroelastic
constitutive behavior is critical to predicting the response of a structure with embedded pi-
ezoelectric material. A concise formulation of relevant nonlinear constitutive relations is
presented in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the behavior of piezoelectric materials in non-structural applications has

been investigated extensively, the treatment is often simplistic. The recent interest in "Smart

Structures" has put especial emphasis on the rigorous understanding of elctroelastic behavior

ot piezoceramics as an integral part of a structure.

The nonlinear theory of dielectrics has been studied by Toupin (1983), Nelson (1978)

and Tiersten (1981). The relation between the equations of linear piezoelectricity and the more

general electroelastic equations is discussed by Tiersten (1981). Nelson(1978) presented a

completely deductive derivation of the dynamical equations and constitutive relations for elas-

tic, electric, and electroelastic phenomena based on the fully electrodynamic Lagrangian the-

ory of elastic dielectrics. Penfield and Hans (1967) developed a linear piezoelectric theory

which does not account for gradient of polarization and electrostatic interference. Mindlin

(1974) derived a system of two dimensional equations for high frequency motions of crystal

plates accounting for coupling of mechanical, electrical and thermal fields. Readers interested

in this area may refer to books by Nye (1964), Berlincourt et.al. (1964), and Landau and Lif-

shitz (1960). A phenomenological description of the dynamic response of piezoceramics to an

external electric field, including domain reorientation processes and the dynamics of dipole

moment in each domain, has been developed by Chen et.al. (1979, 1980, 1981, 1983).

A concise formulation of linear constitutive equations for piezoelectric materials is

presented by Joshi (1991). This paper extends the formulation to include some important non-

linear effects encountered by piezoceramics in "smart structures" applications.
Si)t)2 J( P Puhla',hing It
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2" LINEAR CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

The physics involved in the piezoelectric theory may be regarded as a coupling be-

tmeen Maxwell's equations of electromagnetism and elastic stress equations of motion. The

coupling takes place through the piezoelectric constitutive equations.

We will adopt index notations in this paper for convenience. We will employ the ther-

oiodynamic Gibbs potential to derive constitutive equations and will consider the o,, (sire,,

components), E, (electric field components), and T (absolute temperature) as indcpendent

i ariables.

G = U- oj - Ebk- TS (E2 1,

where G is the Gibbs potential, S is the entropy, and U is the internal energy. For adi-

ahatically insulated reversible system. the total differential of internal energy is

dU = ojdc j + EkdDk + TdS n(E 2,

and therefore the total differential of Gibbs potential is

dG = -E 1jdo, - bkdEk - SdT E.Q 3,

Expressing the Gibbs potential in Taylor series and neglecting higher order terms. \% c

ohtain,

aG oG DG
dG = ,d r + (Ek) .. rdEk + (T E) dT t FQ 4,

From eqs.3 and 4

oG dG aG

,J E. k 1" okE

The total differentials of dependent variables c,, bk, and s is given as a function of in-

dependent variables as

df = do,_., + TdE,, + ( •- ) dT

___ ") T d,,)(,T "

dS, = )ab. dý + dEo, ±,,C) d - T,

(1101 VT T ),.EdS = ( -t) Tdol, + (eE ) ldEn + ( (I, T

where

k V Ek .T' f ('--
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are elastic compliance coefficients, piezoelectric strain constants, coefficients of thermal ex-

pansion, dielectric permittivities, pyroelectric coefficients, respectively, and co' - is the specific

heat and p is the mass density. Integrating eq. 6, we obtain,

V =E'o + r + at .AT

Tdf,, + Co.TE + p'ATdkt,,,Ol,,, ~ ~ 0. E,, pzT(:2"
oE£

AS = + ,,E, + --- AT

lPiezoeeramics are widely used, therefore we will specialize eq. 7 for them. The constI-

tutivc equations of the polarized piezoceramics are equivalent to the equations for a piezocrys-

tal of the hexagonal 6mm symmetry class. In abbreviated subscript notation these equation.,

may be written as

C1 I .EýV I F f El r +otf T

E22 "$12kill + 11 +ý- 02 1S1ki 3+a
E ,. ,F + S{;•T -,, + +. rr T AT

12t (,, Sta +5 a + Er 4- scA T •2

TF f, f "

FE. ' F fT FE.

F'3 -1 = d(11 ( l+ S .,Y) + ds 33 + d;,E, + Px•AT
44 Is ý(44 i2 W

b1 =d,, ( + C TE, +p'AT, f), = d' ,,+' ±'JE, + p"AT

h=d' , (a,, + 0.T + d ~ T a1I¾-E AT

AS = L (xo/ + + +) +p0(E, +E,) +paE, + AT

In cases where temperature variation is negligible, neglecting temperature terms and

Sriling cq. 8 in compact matrix notation, we obtain

{rc} = le o}l { + Idl {E}

{h } = Idl {o} + lcl {E}

Where,

Si Si IAO0 0 d,1

0 0 o I " 0 o 00 0
~~14~13~0 0, 00 E

0 0 0 0 04 i 0 d 0= I 00
do 0 0

S0 0 0 0 S 0 0 0,
2

The alternative constitutive formulations may be obtained by considering other potcn-

tials. The final linear constitutive relations in compact matrix notation are presented bclow\. The

tcmipcrature change is assumed negligible and therefore not included in the relations.
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{(3 = [Cte' {r} - [g] {E}

1b, = [glr{e} +[E1 {E}
or (EQ If)

{0} = iC(0 {f} - thl {bO

{EJ =- h rTI} + Ip1 {1}

Where.

[C'I = is ]-, [g] = [C'I Idl Ellv leol- [glT Idl (Q1

I10 l = [ dC l + 1,T l•1 [gi T hi = 1,I 113'1 PI l = W•1-Q

Eqs. II gives alternative forms of linear constitutive relations. The coefficients are re-

lated to each other as given by eq. 12.

3. NONLINEAR CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

The strain, electric displacement and entropy are assumed to depend linearly on the

,tress. electric field and temperature (eq. 6) in deriving eq. 7. Some higher order effects can bc

brought about by including second order terms in eq. 6. as follows;

= (" ac 9 1a,~ F dEi±- y - &V~,,~q+ ~ ItEd --~ __-d

Sr v 2), /+V dEk + _(b ) cdyq+ - d~E

d/h = + I * daj,,dapq + EbEdEdE, + 2 .a- 1)d dl:

EQ 13•

where,

Siap ' ýpq E \ •.?E
(EQ 14

K't"= Y•a,,E. =)a'•do if' )E k, = kE•,)

are nonlinear elastic compliance coefficients, electrostriction coefficients, elastostric-

tion coefficients and nonlinear dielectric permittivity coefficients. respectively. Integrating

equation 13, we obtain.

=s a, + 2 danE. EE+ ,jl.ntEn

(EQ 15)

bk = dkr,.a + c ý E,+ 2 1 .P
2 

(
0 

1. Pq + j k EE +d kt,,, E

Piezoceramics are brittle materials and elastically behave linearly up to the failure.

[Elctrostriction coefficients are important at high electric field strengths. In cases, where me-

clhanical stresses are applied in addition to electric field (piezoccramic is constrained from

freeky deforming). the elastostriction coefficients should be included in constitutive relations.
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\We will neglect nonlinear elastic compliance coefficients and nonlinear dielectric permiltik it\

coefficients, and write eqs. (15) in an abbreviated subscript notation.

F 1S=SIG3 +dtiE,+ IdanrEEr + •aGO E,,

bk = dk• p + rc E, + x IX a o t + dk E• iEQ P,

Where greek subscripts take vadues one to six and others one to three. The electrostriction co-

efficients and elastostriction coefficients are reduced for a piezoceramic poled in the 3-direction

which is also an axis of symmetry. These coefficients are written in abbreviated matrix form 1n

the following equations.

dilldi, d,33 0 0 0

d,:, dill d1 3 1 0 0 0

dil dill d, 31  0 0 0
0 0 0 d4 2,3 0 0 FQ I-

0 0 0 0 d423  0

0 0 0 0 0 (dII-dl22)

[K, I Kr1 21(K', 0 0 0 1 121 KI21 K132 0 0 0 1K131 1ci12 Kl1 0 0 0

K121,(1, K1t 0, 0 0 1 •'],( KiK 0 0 0 K11, Kill X111 00 0
[K , ,, 1 K , , K , , , '1 0 0 0 Il2 K l, l g 't , 0 ) 0 )C 1 3 3 K X 0 0 0I S

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 K44l 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 0 K43 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 K,

Similar expressions can be obtained by considering strain and electric field or strain and

electric displacement as independent variables. These alternative forms of nonlinear constitu-

rive relations are presented as eqs. 19 and 20.

I I E E,• 1cj - -2gyýE, jl-"•lmpqm

I|I) I)
bk = gt,c l.t + c'.]E, + I E',,pq.t E,~ + •,nE, + gt,.,, Eý

1 Ibk Rki~Ei,, EE~ 2 YkipqEtm'apq r +

CT = C ', E -I jn b +a 2 ljipql 2 c "h " b i-aT'Vl" )

'11. 10, 2'j 1 1 - 1
E, = - h i.E 1. + 5 k'a - kI 'p i 2 51 b a b - i'a h ~ .cFQ 21

Relationships between coefficients given by eq. 12 are not applicable to nonlinear con

stitutive equations.
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1[p1 nwý, :I ctrronit ( dcscc, his.' bernc nia, Irc using nlatcrialIsý wiiii i6icn c hor,iccri'ti,s ii i h. i.i;i Lo Iss;.%k
nr11CMItNi~l siuilrl lrc J slgnIcr ti) glý(! thc Jr sircd characicristics tor clcctrrn~iC dcsiccs N, limi 1,: ut.. r
rh' scidr'sjrc~id IIsrir ofctmi, rinductirrs in cictirrinic dcs'ices. scnn'rronductirs irc it I;rrrw III :tI~n '-rI'I
cicctrrnics riiliitrý llrucscr, if "e rclv cxdlisisrl s upoin scriticirndulintrs. Sc rill I, li4 .1 k niier't Ir~
( ',nrCr(IUIrnt. (herec is a nccd for news, iitrr-nitis mnaicrials. Such ncw mJterials arceI, ,,kt 'win:'ý1,r
1l's a rCCcntls criner term, 'lntcilig.crt Ma~terials'.

Trhere is little horpe for findling such intelligent materials in nature. It mav, hrrvcser. 1, 'sbl ' i:
thrrruirh a kindl (-I (:inch Frnginecring, in Mlateriail Scicncc".

1'his 1pilpr dirscrt.:' liitcllie'rnt M.its'ri~is fromn tleC 6cicwprint .rf in inlslidtlil sslrrse rxp'n:rr Ti rl 8hi
of dc. tinmls

1. INTRODUCL'TION

[)ec~crtc', rcrnarkcd that mnan w~as a rmachine'- blut inc si p)recise that it nrirc.'L il''n- i i ':

tecdmrrurir~ral dnirsein~Tcn-ts (if the prcsrnt cenitury. sir arc niinrvnu lesrnrl t1r1cs 1 p-% r ,I 8 Iiti! 1)', .
li~i in tnirrr But %%Ium \%c sp~ci ofC the advance of nmiclinc-tike prccsiou. se i., j),Arknz -I nr I-
irnirtcd,l i a 1,-i irca,o" nil 5~cflr adu sc arc thinking in eicrnsofr tie nicchaiiic,dtn~n tnc nl
c..Iimcrts

It would seem in this very area of 'precision' thai man and machine fin their grcrest rti I Ir~s l;,r'r
thinking and ic has irr are ch;iract cri/cd 11Y a crertai n

"FUZZY".

If oic wewre to ask \ihcrc this fu~iy orniginates, the answer nould tie gii'n in ,i singlc ko.rd

"I NTEL IG ENCE".

InICIliIgencec and nit precisioin, separates men from machines.

Stril., thil dtistnoit n. irn, is tshcriming cnrtanvcrcd by Sicrctffic priogress. 'iVc hasc recutcil% lic .ini ilk1 A ntkii

i ntelligeence,' 'i nt elligent sensors." ' intelIlige nt off-'ices," intelligent factoriiesr,' and 'mrt cliigcm nt L' cit cs i ciI igc
has taken on a technolorgical meaning and Finds its way into an ever'growing numbecr of lc(hniu al cxp~rc-wrni
Below, then, we will consider the concept of "intelligent materials:"

19t9, ) I'rP lIsi h'11IL I t
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What is an intelligent material? A definitive answer is nlot available. Intelligent materials may be reasonably
deLfined, however, is

MATE \I -RLALS WHIICH POSSESS5 CHIARACTERISTICS CLOSE I')0-- AND. IF POSSIBLE,
I : IA IN6- tt( 1lSE FOUNt) IN 1310-NIAITERIALS.

2. IILT IRENI) IN MATERIALS DEELOPMIENTr

NAIt .A dtIe el lut it is Ill Lzressing, and has progressed, along the lines suggested as follo w s:

STIRUCrURAL MIATERIALS

FCTNcriONAL MATERIALS

INTELLI(;EN'r MATERIALS

_FUZZY MATERIALS.

I. nil r . cittIk, t h mnain dentand on materials has beeni for ittechanical strength. The maini question regarding
hisiildit nitt 1Cr ils, are exsample, ht s been whether or not they wkere strong; similarly, the concern about ns Ion
si as olictlhr it ssas ni ire durable than silk. Miate rials developed from t his pe rspect is m tay be referred tio as
sIt its it matert~ials

.At rie sell. I o Cs cr demtoand oin materials has conme to focus motre on their functional characteristics than on
01ct d tl fhit t Ii e 5lo~1 sSc ads anrtecic-nt in ct tnputcr techni il gs-, for examtple, has been suppotrteCd ltv

Ikttty't tied 15 tis ttt1iIC "f silicon. lihese intiterated circuits do not benefit from silicon's mecliatical strength,
hill rAIt lt1.T hIt'it eltetricil charastcristics. lit otlicr wokrds, silicon is impoiirtantt as a 'functional ma~terial.-

Ithit ti-,cmitt lroth structural' to fu nctioitalI materTials will be estertided to "in tclligeitit ntatcrials'as\% weoise
itto the 2W ~ ccnturs. Intelligent mnaterials \kill suppitrt the technological progress oif the coming century.

3;. Wf 11 % ARE INTEL:LIG(ENT NIATERIALS?

I it !Ite <III nittt rid, cltind on the qutalities hiliteto tt tlered bys functionial ciaterials, incotrpotrating additiotnal
tillosse

EN'] I NMNT- t I( Et,1ADJ L
T
sT FUNCTIONS

_SELIF-RESTORATIVE FUNCTION

-SELF-DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION

T-_E-I)EPEN11I )1ET FUNCIUON
I r exatiniple. tlte abtility to judge and adjust to the environmeint is not absent frotm convenitittnal functional
tititrtk as.itd mnyai des ice, hasc licett dcseltipcd based tin this function. The teniperature -sensors referred tii
is tltettiisttt5 are an extellent examiple. These are based oin a material %httse resistance increases as the
tc tltter.it tre chlittees- in tither otrd,, on a material which can be said tot incoirporate the ability tot judge and

lhif1ýiti ensironnit ent

I tie tmite Iit..t. kr. will ntttc tot tite where materials, suchltas biotlotgical materials, will ptossess the abilitY not
tiltý fi. tthe - i. eirnttic-ttt atnd chatt~c in rcspitns tit a chatnge in the crNsirojimcnt but alsit Ito restitre

I hre cc it ýui Sit.I tiitteria Is should be abile to repair t hemselvses when broken, or cs-en tot diagnows pitt ential

pirHI- iti id wcc ir ate a warning befiire difficulty occurs. This fu nctioin could be refer red toi as 'sclIf-diagnot itic".

In &il1lr1t0tt, there will lie effoirts to use materials whose particular characteristic,% are proigrammed tot change over
timie Such mtaterials may groiw ior esven multiply. We can refer here to a "time-axial function,' atialogutus to the
ttietaho liltunctitinine of ftiiloslicaI materials.
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Indeed, the organic materials which constitute living organisms ("bio- materials") possess the full range of these
functhions. ' lio-niate ri als, in fact, would seemn tobe synonym mus with what we think of an intellige nt materials.

Biolovjeal materials are the niii- Complex of all materials. it is out oif such complexits that inteilijeent functions
can become realized.

Sili:on. the material supporting si muchI of t odas's modern technol ogv, is actually onc of the simplest materials.
The elemencrt it'.elt is not complicalcd. crs'.tllize~s almost perfectly, and create, a prr id net with est reme lv fcw
impuritie'.. Slightly more complicated is G aAs, the most common of the Ill-V compounds used for
semicondUIctor'.. Semiconductors basecd on Ill- compounds., however, cannot yet be perfectls crystallized. %iiih
the con,r'idc rably more compi~licaited I -V onpounil', p-n junction'. Cannot even be formed ait prcelit.

Even omore comp~l icate d than thes'e mat Cer ial' are anmo.rphous materials and ceramics. AIt hough cceranmics 1
i ave

re!centls' receised a gerat deal of attntion. aplilication still rcmains

MORE ARTISTIC THIAN TFC11NOLOIII(AI".

In other whords. the nmaterials that we are pre'.ent lv able to mike full use if are only of thie siniple'.t types.

As we miove into the future, however, it will become possiible to plan and control [the phv'.ical. fumncti,mnal,
chemnical, and other basic value'. of the materials we develo)p. This will allow us to create 'intecllikeent mateical,
far surpassing the materials in convenitional use today.

4. DO0 INTELLIGENT NIA-ERI.AIS REALLYA EXIStr?

Thei great est po wer of bio- materials lie, in their t i or-axial funct ioni ng. Indeed, hio-miiat eria rece ne r,itc
themsclses. I his is their most important capacity.

Among the more notable of re cent materials are shape memory alloys which have the capacity to 'remember
shaipe, It may bec through such material'. that we will reach intelligent omaterials wit h tin] e- a\iaI fu net ioin ire

The rusting of metals may bie seen, fronm aniither viewpoint, as a self-diagnostic function. In addition, when
common semniconductors, are exposed toi radi,jition, their quarlities dirniinish; the qualities of tinp, however, return
ii their forme1r state folIlowing such expspi'u re. This is an exam plc of the "self-restorative" futnetion.

Thus, even present-day materials give us an itidicatiiin of functioning intelligently. lntciliiecnt material,, therefore,
dii) not appeair tii be an unrealizable dreani.

5. FROM NATURAI.-RAW MATERIAL PROCESSING TO MATERIAL I)ESIG;NING*

Despite the aforementioned glimpse of intelligent materials, it remains true that natural niaitetials w~hich Zre not
of a biiilogical nature do not offer mtuch promise in themselves, It will therefore be necessary to creaite new
materials.

Material,; that have been used up to now have been processed from materials found in nature. IC's andi optical
fibers, for example, are based on natural silicon or on derived alloys.

Polymers, however, are artificially created, and are thus, a'. materials, far more useful than the silicon used in
electrionics. Nylon, for example, which is an artificial substitute for silk, is stronger than silk. Polymer'. such a'.
nylon may be seen as structural material% (or molecules) designed to meet priiblems oif strength

The next step will be to design materials which are not structural but rather functional, after which there wkill
be a further mose forwa~d to the design of truly intelligent materials.. This will require the byinging tiigtlicr
of m utua~illy desirable qualities of the ciom ponent substa.mnces, the creat ion (if coinpoiund suh ani. 1cc. out of'it ýintle
oines aind thie pe rformatnce ot material design at the miilecular iir even ato((inc lesel I This priocess' ni~i asfi
referred to as

(;ENETI( CONTROL. WITIIIN MATERIAl S S( ENfI." or a'.



"GENETIC ENGINEERING".

6,, tEN El IC( (tM ROL, W'ITHIIN MiATERIALS SCIENCE

IIn,111fl ilt- -in Impound molecule., onc method available is through molecular designing. Recently, however,
nateý 11,Ll-,jl e befiing created lvrscd on atomic designing. This type of designing can be referred to as 'genetic

Control esIthorl 111iteC! s scincile."

Ili- l&i lchiimd eccoctic contri~l of solids, and in particular of semiconductors, may be divided into the following

I iIx ',1 Ilmlonrcrd atomis forin materials which are insulators, while odd-numbered atoms form conductors.

I hCI 1 teý biand structure within a solid body is determined by the electric potential cycle structure.

Ht ticc las arc based on the band theory, which may be considered this century's most importat theory
iII 'lid lsi

It r I11 in I 1ýI:A I t ) J e C and11 a s di i n %, sitI hr G aAs), substances not found in nature are being sy-nt hesized,
.file t~hio i~:hlice are d i.!i ittintolus, it is poissi ble ito cont rol the forbidden band widths, which are ext reme] '

i 4 tcýitc o .s-nieiirdustors. With] ternary alloys, it is possible to control forbidden band widths
1,With quat Ctliars iss foibidden band,'s and lattice constants can be conrtrolled independently.

I i i Itric ideas alhoir coirrespoinds it) the macroscopic combination of host and guest substances in the
11, 011 frnpoiund substances.

1t1 iicai siiL~ete ss that it is Possible to form new energy ordering by creating "super- latt ices." or artificial
t his ssould be based on the creation of new materials by perfectly controlling both host and guest at

I I t% lii I- called a super-lattice, a cyclical piling of monatomic layer orderings is used to create a multi-lavered
.iriotir- 1,rnted if two (or more) substances.

11 1 p- lhle to Intro new' lectriro cycle potentials from such striuctures. As a result, quantum effects, such as
iýrctn, of roinibands" fur energy levels, are produced. By making use of such 'minibands.' the forbidden

liNlkh5Iis IV are so important Itc electronic devices, ran be- freely controlled.

[Iit"s LIet r utic: piitential~s achieved through super-lattices show Brillouin zone folding effects. As a result,
i ii~i tt Irminition semiconductors can be made ito become direct transition semiconductors; optical absorption

ScFroiscan lie increased; and the degree of freedom in designing photoelectronic materials can therebs be

Ititmli, r. the: c crizy band structure, which is based on the momentum space, is changed as a result itt the
il. titit iiinc tellucirig effect. Electron effective mass, and, in turn, the mobility, become controllable, If the
Ic of tntiiscitvt can be increased, the respoinse time oif semiconductor des-ices can be improved.

tll, -I th to-p iiiilities brought abiout by such su per- lattices would seem to be high-tti nperature super conductors.
I f T-c tncitilinr oi ceramics-based surperconductors. which have received so much attention, is not set clear, but

if M "A' I' -T111c Ithi tt itt commonttn with high-temiperature, super- lattice based conductors. That is to sas - the two-
.lniciwniii c~oiduction in the simper-lattice based interface may also occur at the interface if ceramics 1iartclics.

il tin.i et~m)crature superconductors become possible. SQUID-ty-pe desvices (operating at room temperatures may
,C-c;ltoI a ppc ar.
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In this context, one might consider that migratory birds, after flying half-way around the woirld, faultlessly finrd

their wa ' back to where they started. This ability is said to be related to magnetic perception It has aklo lteen

said that such birds possess SQUID-ty.pe magnetic sensors. This would mecan that these birds alrm'mds p,',

supercinductors which function at normial environmental temperatures.

With super -latt ices, physical constants no longer need to be inherent to particular materials, butll OmUlkl hL

controlled at will. Thus, super-lattices may be the key to the "genetic control" of material,..

7. THlE FUTURE OF GENETIC CONTROL

The ty pe of thinking outlined above may create the illusion that, with supe r- lattices, virtuallv anmihing caln bc
created. Such an idea would be based oin a very large premise--namely, that electronic potenti.ls cdn, in tact,
be conmtrolled at will. Only if such control can be re alize d, Would free Creat ion becorne p isiblc.

Today, it is only possible to achieve multi -lasercd st ruct ures between tw o seminicond uctors. Full c~mr ni m

electronic potentials will be possible only wshen various m ult ilayc rs can be cre ate d fro m mono- aloimc Is\c

ordering.

'There arc actually an infinite number of combihnations. Besides semiconductors, these include comnbinaition, ,I

condu ctoirs and insulators, inorganic mat erials and organic materialIs, cry stall inc st ructulre,m andl nil-rs. .n i

structures, as well as three-kinds combination, four-kinds coimbmination, etc.

Furthermore, while today's super-lattices are oriented along only one dimension, ultimatels it will lic miccc-isrs

to create three -dimensionally oriented structures. At the present stage, efforts are slo~wly mnoving ahead in the
formation oif two-dimensional types. There is not yet a clue, howesver, as to how~ to createttr-dnci.iit
super-lattices.

9. FROM MIAN-MfADE LATTI1CES TO MAN-MNADE ATOMS

With a three-dimensional super-lattice, the one-dimensional square well potenitials wouild lie loirnicil in ihtimce

dimensions, so that the sub-bands would also be formed in three dimensions. Such a three-dinicnsiioniiul, snli-ti

ecirresponds precisely with the orbiital enermes for hydrogzen. This mecans that it ssi mld tie pomiis' 1mWd~i
atiommic orbital energies at will. This would correspoind tim the free creat io n mit at, is.

"ARTIFICIA.-L ATOMS,"

in other words, could be ereated.

From a different perspeetive, we might categories superfine poiwders as "artificial atomns" In this reciarml %%' ri~i IN

to the three conventionally accepted states of matter--solid," "liquid." and 'gas---add a fiiurth: ' 1)miiiJ r
Ceramics, which at present are of considerable interest, are based on sin(Tred pmiwdcr .- Ath Iiii nimiieit.

therefoire, ceramics might be seen as a natural arrangement of artificial atuoms. So loing a". this ai imliceiTnent~

remains "natural," ceramics will remain in the realm oif 'art," When it beccomnes poissibile tI, aiic~ tijse ll Imii

arrangements, ceramics will move into the realm of science

When artificial atoms of all sorts can be freely arranged in three dimensimin., the creatioin of iiItCllies litniti.

will become a true possibility.

10t. THE MERGING OF MATERIALS, DEVICES, AND) SYSTEMS
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'Wkhen it become, possible to freely design and create materials at the atomic level, the categorizing of materials
hint various, groups--metals. insulators, organic or inorganic matter, complex atoms, bio-matcrials, etc--will lose
it's ii;illiliC.

Itn s~icdv thc Same way, when it becomes possible to make free three- di mensioa atomic arrangements, it will
aloh oil ofbiaeintelligent mtrasItwrill tenolonger bepsilnrdsrbe odistinguish

bectcc imci als" and "devices."

()I,: ii wll %III I that .s steinS the mse is "s ill in osc tow ard true integrat ion. At present, for exam pie, integrated
Lio,Llý irc in f.,,ct onil'v a wNired arrangemecnt of discrete dev~ices. Tloday's electronic devices arc discrete and are

cijilk-ul of pre.C,sini nis electruni e signals. Thes are, in other words, elctiric-based systems.

11 isc t~ili ill tcrms oil Systems, we may think of the following division;

I ) Electric ,ystemis
2) Mechanical sýStems

3)Energy systems

lrcc.it -d,tN dc,,ices arc all too clearly delineated aloing these lines. Integrated circuits are eleIctrical systems, fur
esaniple. s hile nmutors are mechanical systems. The true union of such systems is sonmething to be hoped fur
ill (lie hit oirc.

WV1 (ti a,ý~i units of iifc--seec iii mnolithicalily to unite all1 three of the above ssstcnls. In the future, wec Should
rnii I irtI I Lcivate is teerate d systemsý that incor porat e mechanical systems, and thcrn to those which incur porat e
v 1 Ierox I Lsh LlIS,

At pcrit, it iS nut pos.sible to incorpo rate cnergv itself directl into %systms. Batteries or other electrical
-i IIIUs hiu, e attached. The iight-induccd electric power effect and the Seebeck elfect are being considered

ps o ie~ wass of introducing energy into systems. Ultimately, it may be possible to fully utilize the- principle
I rc %latits that "mass is energy.'

One hu 1 'cs that, with the appearance oif intelligent materials, monolithic integrated systems will begin to become
reaility.

'ith tihe appearance of intelligent materials, it will become impossible to distinguish among materials, devices,
arid ossicins. and the borders separating these will become vague. We may consider this as a move away from
ilie ol Cii a to ( lie analog. This "FUZZY' will be the basis for "intelligence."

11. CON(LI. SION

tt is nut Nut piossible to design intelligent materials. Such materials are, therefore, being borrowed directly from
Iliing "maerials and are being used toI make bin-senisors and in efforts to make bill-chips that can serve as
comuniter elemencits. Because it is necessary to keep these bill-materials alive, there are considerable: limits to
this a 1jruomh In the future, it nmay be poissible to create devices which need not be kept alive but %Nhich will
11ccci or urpass those found in life. In order toi achieve this, however, it will be necessary to develop intelligent
fin lt iri .i i

lei,cp w necol not Stop at materials which incorporate merely "intelligence," Perhaps one day we niaf deselop
iiiitcriats which incorporate true "wisdom." Or perhaps, again, this would be blasphemous.
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Ill scvuitit Viirs piii/i iitritc andii ('11(1i s:trictiwe actuatinors have becomie veryv

t WiiiH il('lli/,I i 1. Ut usc I(i uIts illaiiv ilivestigiitiiiis tilive 1-l'c Ii l l ti l~~ciite

iipiiI' Ii~i It 1i)iii militi Iitsfo ýIi I-Iitors. designs of (tie (1e ices 11111 cotitrol ;1tit

-Vsii-iiil It ItI .1(i luitws 111 !. This papecr review.s recoilit applicatuions ot

.\t251lIv -. 1lu1iit iiiiiiýItu 5l Is Xiii1iliiell tIy (It(, teiad niiigiesmiiil iiibi-tcat 0IMN) bas",-
Sivti-tII c2111 v\htijt ai Lo1ge eIritlo,,tiil e1,i ( it/1- 103) Withliuiit 2ii1V 11i.Stei1.5 Id

*li *I(( I d i; iin, 111 (i I ii ( li \ty \(11 I.It( ,,2 ojlI~ioslj(c actittiatr Sirlletlire Cilled( 11i00111C tIins

I Ltimplfl 2ipipliit ;Iii rs mlitiitict- s'iiiit Irsige ot 1 )iet2'. eiritl ics. i %klue iuiechaictie l tioIlse

vilivit iiti is. i;IWIhIi~ll opplthlis-itl tiv tue( iimtivited (-eI((trii ezic'lzy (Ii' ipAlmhe tthrourgh Juille

Iil(i-k tio~lll'rt ( Ullltli~tlS 22 iltl iomiliig isetiit diesignis or 1iti(llcal irse.

Ali jiii, l~i~l mii ilol is rxciii itificti hiv tile videoi litap i ea 11211 osttuitioietmae tiloill

t-1 ;I nte si llS iStiiilli~i W t Ilimip2 writiht osnsoiiuh as actiititei-rhidvdele' ti -ui-err 't i

NI"Imm li2 lt, idiiu hllllIpc nsl 1 c1('11t017% reneti1(- bIlip to 0.-IN. whichis iateiiisi Aue

limii tl t o litimp illc oif~s ;Ii tIi-s MIIivcr tietzofelecitiocdtricpat eicisithu e llttt aSchtitkv

A'rl~ t iitit lci- oiI1112P 1w lus (~ltile Lw ts proitell itfig luaeinl s iiii-tl Iiit rii tg sensi (i.

i1wltiiiticl IwI to- vit Ii21ll;lt c leoit ioimitoi uenifrme iscteramic.i Ait superimpsied cifligt cll

lu/oiti itisiu-il .\ ti t m iii I iii uttit , ivas topri-he nd ins g resu nltiiftthe iiiiliri a to l cl Ibiillic lteit5

'11i"I se Ill/ It';( , Iill", i isamid 1111112 ciatit ni reatchli ire) ntkt 0.ig/ oi~.Whicuh i, 11chs tit entc

112 Iii itti (,i)i, '(2 icl. i il (I,. li i i t Ii s tiiig oicovriiti. t iws phied iitiisdtr ansitio ex/ hibitulis a willp

I slicio"Iit-gIt m 22111,11 a21 Ii iltit ehiit tt c ii rrlittltihe e 1 isiiifi-tithited wisth expise ofli ghtll te hais

(d I15) 11111 Atttua i. iti ttition lilirises a stliw rtiuing ofthue cerairit2 device.

N9'12 IO P P22 h;H11TII -,
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A flight actuiatie' coilisistiiig of a p I)lse-driveil plezoeleetl I element tand a steel hall is at
'ilY~p~pti1' tti'itiIIIii ev'i't it it would not lhe dentediit as a still A1 Sslset. A\ 21nino steel lxii

etii) bV Ililt III) it) 20 1 tbY ;1v 5 pill uisp~iaceoteot Iiindued IIIa itinl11tilayer actuaitor with quick

tilispLicla'iil witiactiuitil hlis been ttimiitiitietited using ain cleetrostrietive. muiltiluiyer actitti;ijr. at
Iiiig,1Oi'iitolesttii x ,[xi''ll uls t ili ;1! adatipive control ri iIrcijitiy. The Iet.'illi(i.k contiiil lims
silippiti'sseill( pos istml dVi~i~tjOtI Of file CuttinIg edge when pushintg stiess is prodiiweid dialogý
itIIttili I nii'ocss. T[I I,- illi IIIt1 ýcII Ig xii .iiti' Ii less (hlii O~ II±.1P I I is flow avaiflabI)le..

A\ XrLt v stmti~~ssii'li coiit~iiiis at ieiabiljlv test systemt. which ca;it stoplima actuator
svsii'xi saIetv withtiiit iaii'x ow ;lit\~ o c~tig' til he it.eg.i aiti'oIeli

Aoiici, ctitti~siot ti'ixi 'clmniticiof it a iieion'aiiiator Iiitilr a ecyihit electric hecld is a jloit
iaiinitiLite fori estinitiriitoill( tlic title oiti fiite actiktoatas.'t
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The mace active member

Warren Hoskins and Lee Klynn, LMSC, Inc
David Miller, Space Engineering Research Center, MIT

Javier de Luis, Payload Systems, Inc

ABSTRACT

This paper covers the derivation of requirements, characterization of the active
member as a component and its effect on the system level performance. The
disturbance levels are established by the top level requirement to attenuate the
vibration by 40 db while being 20 db above the sensor noise floor level. By
integrating the active member into the broad band pointing test simulation the
moment requirement is established. The active member provides a small amount of
pointing error attenuation and introduces about 2% modal damping. The actuator
sizing equations and trade study is presented.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The MACE program (Mid-deck Active Control Experiment) is a flight experiment conducted

in the shirt sleeve environment of the mid-deck of the Shuttle sponsored by NASA LaRC and

designed by the Space Engineering Research Center at MIT with PSI as subcontractor and

LMSC as a corporate sponsor. MACE is scheduled to fly in 1994. The objectives of MACE

are to validate the modeling tools associated with flexible body dynamics and active structural

control and to examine issues associated with non-zero gravity ground testing. The approach

is to design a small flexible testbed (2 Hz) and perform a set of experiments which captures

the essential physics of large precision spacecraft structures. The testbed consists of a multi-

segmented beam, a torque wheel for attitude control, and an active member for vibration

suppression/damping. Atached to both ends are two axes gimbals which point rigid payloads

(see Figure 1). A series of experiments are planned: the first experiment is an on-orbit system

identification test. Space and ground test results will be compared and system gains will be

updated. The second experiment is a pointing test using the torque wheels for broad band

disturbance. The active member inconjunction with the gimbal maintains payload pointing.

The third experiment is a pointing test of one payload while slewing the other payload.

2.0 I)ESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The top level requirement is to attenuate the vibrations by two orders of magnitude (40 db) as

measured by the pointing error of Payload 2 (PL2). The performance threshold has not been

established but will be set at the resolution capability of the sensor. For the purposes of this

study the performance level was determined from the Sample Problem as described in

Reference 1. With both payloads locked in place and a white random moment disturbance of

0.(X)15 newton-meters squared per Hertz intensity applied at Payload I (PLI), the pointing

error of PL.2 was computed. The finite element model with its dynamical characteristics is

10 ( )I' t'. I!k
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shown in Figure 1 . The pointing error response of PL2 is shown in Figure 2. As can be seen

from the running RMS error (24 milli-rad), nearly all the error is attributable to the first three

modes. This establishes the top level error which is to be attenuated by a factor of 100. For

this experiment the active member is responsible for attenuating only a small portion of the

error and the remaining error is divided between the torque wheel assembly and PL-2 gimbal as

shown in Figure 3. Normally an error tree shows the flow down of residual error of all the
elements that contribute to the performance; however, this figure shows which actuators are

responsible for pointing error cancellation and the amount of error cancellation.

(a) MACE Testbed

ND FFEO DAMP
'PLI PL2 (HZ) (%

Y 1 1.37 0.4
n 5 7__ 1 ~9~1 toI[12 13 ]1it3 2 4.48 0.4

3 6.61 0.4
4 11.65 0.4

(b) FEM Model

Figure I MACE Testbed and FEM Model
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(0.015
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1(ý12 0.00o5

1015 0
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Frequency (ti!) Frequlency (11z)

Figure 2 PL2 Random Response Due To PL I Disturbance
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PL2 Pointing Error

Open Loop / 24.0 milli-rad

Active Member Torque Wheel Assembly PL2 Gimbal

1.5 milli-rad 7.6 milli-rad 22.7 milli-rad

Figure 3 Pointing Error Flow Down

To determine the effectiveness of the active member on the pointing error, an uniform random

couple of intensity lOxl10-6 NMA2/rad per sec was applied to two nodes: to the center node
and in the opposite direction to the node toward PLI. The resulting pointing error of PL2 is

shown in Figure 4 (1.5 milli rad) where the active member has only a small influence on the
pointing error. Thus the active member should be able to handle its allocated error if an

actuator can be built that produces the required moment. Using a three sigma estimate for the

peak moment, the PZT (lead zirconate titanate) actuator is required to produce a moment of

0.240 newton-meters.

P1.2 RSDt x 1.>3 P1.2 Running RMS

II) 3 0.5

t1 l'

1 1(h 102 10o 101 102

Frequency (OtW FTequency (dtz)

Figure 4 Pl,2 Random Response Due To Active Strut

3.0 ACTIVE MEMBER DESIGN

In recent years the piezoelectric actuator technology (Ref 2-8) has evolved to a maturity

capable of supporting a design activity. Several research efforts have validated that using

simple strength of materials approach provide reasonable estimates of the actuator

performance. By applying standard design factors to the equations adequate margins can be
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guaranteed. Review of this database indicates that the actuator can be designed to meet the
requirements.

The active member consists of a lexan tube which is one inch in diameter and about one foot in
length and represents one of the four segments. This tube is thicker than the other tubes and is

machined flat on all four sides producing an equivalent stiffness to the other four members

(see Fig. 5). A piezo ceramic (PZT-G- 1195) thin sheet is epoxied to all four machined sides

along the full length. On one side the PZT is energized positively causing a tensile strain while

on the opposite side the PZT is energized negatively causing a compressive strain. In this way

a pure moment is induced along its length which can be represented with two end moments in

opposite directions, With the PZT actuator attached to all four sides control is provided in both

axes. This active member is used to provide modal control and active damping over the

bandwidth of the disturbance.

Machined Surface

Piczo Strips

Lexan End Fitting

Figure 5 MACE Active Member

The design equation is:

(EA)a bs d31 V31 bs2 (EA)a

Ma-= 1 + Yb where: Yb = 2 (EI)s

The geometry associated with the actuator segment only is depicted in Figure 6. The "s"
subscript refers to the lexan strut and the "a" subscript refers to the piezo actuator. The

piezoelectric constant d3 1 relates the strain to applied field and V3 is the applied field. The

outer fiber distance for the lexan strut is b.. The (EA)a and (EI)s are the stiffness associated

with the actuator and stnrt. The derivation of this equation is obtained by allowing the actuator

strips and lexan tube expand/contract freely and then apply the plane sections remain plane

constraint. A sensitivity study was performed to determine an optimum choice of parameters.
The principle quantity is the moment (Ma) that the actuator can generate and the principle

parameter is the thickness of the actuator coupled with the applied voltage. The moment is
maximum by having a very stiff strut so that the stiffness ratio, Yb, goes to zero. The (El)s is

of the same order of magnitude as bs 2 (EA)a and limits the induced moment the actuator can

generate.
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Ea Modulus 6.3 x 10 10 pascals

t a Thickness Variable (meters)

ta La Length 0.203 meters
L a Wa Width 2.54 cm

Els Stiffness 32.2 pasals-meters4

bs Width 2.54 cm

d d31 Constant 166 x 10 12 strain/volt

V3  Field 40 0 /t avolts/m

* See Reference 9

Figure 6 Actuator Geometry and Parameters

Figure 7 demonstrates how the actuator moment is affected by the actuator thickness while

using the values for the other parameters as shown in Figure 6. A conservative moment is

achieved using an upper voltage value of 4(W) volts to insure that the actuator is not saturated

or depoled. In addition, the design equation assumes a I(X1% moment transfer while there are

some losses due to the epoxy adhesive. By selecting an actuator thickness of 0.254 mm an

induced moment of 0.5 newton-meter can be achieved while allowing for transfer loss and

possible 4 sigma peaks. Thus this design meets the requirement of 0.24 newton-meter peak

induced moment.

1.200

S0.9000'. .

S* I I

~O90 a I I I

-- 0.600 0.----- .40........ . 80.. 00

0.00I I I

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Thickness (mm)

Figure 7 Actuator Induced Moment
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The next step is to fabricate the active member and then to characterize its performance. Four

tests are contemplated: (1) energize cantilever strut and measure the tip displacements and

rotations over the spectrum of interest: (2) constrain both strut ends and measure the loads

generated; (3) place the active strut in the MACE testbed, apply an uniform random signal to

the actuator and then measure the PL2 pointing error; and (4) excite PLI gimbal, close an

active damping loop and measure the effective damping.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The active member for the MACE testbed is designed to provide the high precision control

while introducing active damping. The next step is to assemble and characterize the active strut

over the frequency spectrum.
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Neural control of smart electromagnetic structures

Michael Thursby, Kisuck Yoo and Barry Grossman
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Florida Institute of TechnologyMelbourne, Fl 32901

Tele (407) 768-8000 X6160 EMail mthursby@zach.fit.edu
Abstract

We are studying a new class of smart structures-smart electromagnetic structures",SEMS,
These structures are 'smart" in that they integrate sensing elements (eg.,antennas), processing
elements (neural networks) and control elements(diodes) in a manner not previously considered
Smart Electromagnetic Struciures(SEMS) have the potential to provide an adaptive electromac-
neýic(EM) environment to the structure on which they can be mounted. Based on their sensing
capabilities they may be able to detect and modify the EM fields around them as well as their far
fieid image The ability to adapt derives from the closed loop nature of the SEMS, hence the
rpeed of adaptation is determined by the speed of the loop. Factors including bandwidth of the
control structure do influence the speed of the system. The speed of the response is prim-v
determined by the technology of the computational elements The implementation wve ae

, t ,, ing includes an Artificial Neural Network(ANN) as the processor The neural net can resporrnd
:no more than three gate delays for each iteration of the loop. We have found that the network
ia'-es 1fom three to five iterations ol the loop 1o complete its control task This results in a total tn

tor system response of less than fifteen gate delays.
Artficial neural networks(ANNs) and their ability to model and control dynamical sVstems

for smart structures, including sensors, actuators, and plants, are dcrectly applicable to the S[-%S
concept By incorporating a neural network into the control structure of a single microstripp
e:em.ent its electrical characteristics can be changed in response to a received signal I[t'
'o.nge can be used to alter the antenna's performance in real time.

The Neural Net Antenna
The micropatch antenna has many advantages including simplicity and size. and a uw a.

ac•'s, e g , narrow bandwidth The electrical characteristics of the antenna can be adjusled us;'.:
ccr'trol elements embedded in the patch itself. We will describe research beina carred out in .
AUvonomous Systems Laboratory(ASL) of Florida Institute of TechnologyFflT) into the control c,
tvcO patch antenna elements using a neural network (NN) in the feed back loop lo enhance tf.-
oceratng characteristics of the The neural net can make the required determinations .n near re.,
tine The ability of the net to adapt to unknown inputs (generalizationi and its fault toit.rar:..
Makes the neural antenna an ideal candidate for flexible tactical antennas for the future The
combnation of a simple neural network with a microstrip patch antenna is shown in Figure 1

S Neural Ne'wo rk

RCVR I

F'gure I The microwave patch antenna with tuning points and a neural network to drive the
points can be considered a smart antenna structure.

The patch neural network antenna system has been developed and this analytical model
as well as experimental models of the antenna are being tested and compared. The model and
prototypes are being taught to adapt to the magnitude and phase response of incoming signals

In order to test the ability of such a system to tune to the frequency of incoming signals a
series of experiments were conducted on the trained simulation of the neural antenna system
The ability of tne ieural antenna to follow the center frequency of incoming signals with time

I100'' H( )P pilhhl'nhm I l
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varying frequency characteristics will be presented. Experiments requiring the network to tun,
the antenna in a stepped frequency environment. The ability of the antenna to follow a
continuously varying frequency signal will also be presented. We demonstrate that the patch can
be given autonomous adaptive capabilities using neural networks.

Several applications for such an antenna can be postulated. First such an device wcu.d
imýrove receiver characteristics in a frequency agile environment. The adaptability of the neura.
antenna would reduce the manutacturing and siting tolerance requirements norma? 1y pIacea c
cu, conformal antennas. An array of such smart patches could be assembled to create an een

more adaptable antenna system.
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Neural net work/know ledge based systems for smart structures

J %I Mazzu, S %I Allen, and A K Caglayan

Charles River Analytics, 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

ABSTRACT: Presented is a design approach for intelligent structural monitoring
systems, wxhich con. ts of integrating artificial neural networks (ANNs) and knowledge
based expert systems (KBs) to achieve maximum benefits from both. This approach is
based on an objet , >'nted class hierarchy whete the ANN classes are determined from
structural CAI) models. Using finite element strain distributions, clas,,es of ANNs are
trained to estimate undt!maged structural strain measurements based on each sensor's
,,patial neighborhood. The KBs evaluate the estimates to detect sensor failures, isolate
structural damage, and perform damage assessments.

1. INTRODUCTION

A omart aerospace structure is defined as a structure instrumented with arrays of sensors.

computers and actuators that monitor its load environment ,nd structural integrity throughout

u,,, life and take corrective action where required (Jaeger and Rogers 1988, Wada and 1-anson

1990). In analogy with living organisms, the sensor arrays will play the role of the nervous

sstem, a computer architecture will play the role of the brain, and actuators will play the role

of muscles (Gerardi 1990). Hlere. a hybrid ANN/KB system serves as the "brain" which

relies ,n fiber-optic and/or conventional strain gauge sensors to detect and isolate sti actural

damage while providing assessments for reconfiguration (Mazzu. Caglayan and Allen 1991).

The primary dcvelopment objective is to use the complementary capabilities of neural

networks and expt:. systems within appropriate tasks and to detern,ine integration strategies

for creating structural monitoring systems. The smart structures system development takes

place within the in-house developed NueX H Hybrid Environment (Mazzu, Caglavan and

Jonas 1991 ). Within this system. shown in Figure 1, ANN input and output nodes are

represented as objects within the knowledge base. thereby supporting the inheritance of

structural information. The executive controller for the smart structures system is handled by

a specialized KB: NueX - allows the executive KB to directly pass information to and from

the ANNs. Structural information regarding geometry and sensor locations is stored within

an object oriented structural KB. which also performs stnictural reasoning on the relationships

betvseen sensor locations and critical aircraft components. NueX T automatically maps the

I,0)7' I()P PIhap , :I
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CAD structural representations into KB objects. Failure Detection and Isolation (FDI) is

accomplished by both ANNs and KBs. The results from the FDI are evaluated within the

Damage Assessor (DA), which also includes ANNs and KBs. The DA is responsible for

detemaining the structural residual strength and the effects of damage on critical components

such as hydraulic lines.

Graph,ca Use,

NueX N

Hybrid Environment

Execut-ve KB

Structural Failure
Masurements Detector and Damrae
Measu ent Relatinships Isolator Assessor

~cKG.---,,: KB

FS7 n--cal- Appliahn Axlcat,on
DaaSe~i B S~~i KB

SFEV ::

Fig. 1. Hybrid Smart Structures System

2. FIN NEURAL NETWORKS

In our hybrid smart structures methodology, ANN development is accomplished using a

strictural class based approach. Typically for large aircraft structures, finite element models

arc only available for specific critical locations, hence it is desirable to minimize the need for

further analyses. Therefore, a variety of general structure classes are defined such that thic

majority of the structure is represented; finite element models need only be available for a

representative of each of these general locations. For each of these general classes,

specialized ANNs are developed to process the sensor measurements which relate to that

particular structural class. ANN training data are obtained by subjecting each section's finite

element model to the largest range of loading conditions that its particular class may encounter

over the structure and over the load spectrum of the aircraft. In doing so, the resulting ANN

can be used over any location on the structure that matches its class. The specific ANN task

for FDI involves estimating each sensor's undamaged strain measurement based upon its

ncrehboring strain distribution. For example. in Figure 2. sensor 5's undamaged strain

measurement is based upon its neighboring sensors ( 1, 2, 3, and 4).
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Fig. 2. Spatial Neighborhood Fig. 3. Mapping from FEM Description to ANN Classes

Consider a representative airframe section. illustrated in Figure 3, consisting of a skin cover

with three attached spars. Here, a 144 node finite element mode) illustrates sensors grouped

into two classes. Skin and Skin/Spar. Class I (Skin ANN) consists of four adjoining skin

plates, while Class 2 (Skin/Spar ANN) represents any area where two skin plates border tw, o

spar sections (shaded in grey). There are numerous instances of these classes throughout the

structure, however, only four have been selected for illustration. Together, these four classes

form what is labeled as Sector A. The labeling of classes, as in "Class I-S16"', symbolizes

the relationship between that particular class instance and its associated neural network

processor (Class I-S16 uses sensors 3. 5, 27 and 29 to estimate the undamaged strain

measurement of sensor 16).

3. FDI EXPERT SYSTEMS

The FDI rules set the status of each sensor to one of seven states: OK. candidate, suspect.

true alarm,./alsealarmfailed, or damaged (Figure 4). The absolute value of the difference

between ANN undamaged strain estimates and the actual strain measurement is defined to as

an error signal. If a sensor's error signal is less than an alarm threshold, its status is set to

OK, if its error signal is over the threshold, its status is set to candidate. If the average error

signal for the neighborhood associated with a candidate sensor is less than the alarn

threshold, then its status is set to false-alarm, otherwise its status is set to true alarm. When

a sensor is not functioning, its status is set to suspect. The FDI KB similarly uses a damage

threshold to determine if the sensor has friled or the structure is damaged at that location.

Figure 4 illustrates the smart structures system results, which include the FDI expert system

and neural network strategies. for the airframe section with centrally located damage. Shaded
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squares represent alarm signals indicating damage nearby. Therefore, dark squares indicate

highly abnormal strain distributions due to structural damage. As indicated, false alarms have

been distinguished from true alarm signals. The system has correctly distinguished between

four sensors which are not functioning due to structural damage and one which has been

purposely failed by the designer.

c nheal Loc.a ton S , O rS G one d te to D am age

I., e•edal Slrgth

100 1012

*tanl F.tie Pa eo ensor S do-toa Pa so F arms

Fig. 4. System Results for Damaged Airframe Section

These damage isolation results are then used by the Damage Assessor KB to determine what

critical structural components have been affected and to estimate the structure's residual

strength: determined here to have been lowered to 25.1% of its maximum strength.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Since the system performance is dependent upon sensor positioning, structural class

definitions, neural network training, and threshold determinations, the NueX Smart

Structures Design Tool has been developed based upon the hybrid strategies presented here.

The,,e steps will be performed iteratively by the structural designer Using this tool, along with

CAD and finite element programs. In this manner, engineers will be able to create intelligent

structural monitoring systems designed specifically for their applications.
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Application of a neural network to the active control of structural vibration

M. R. Napolitano, C. I. Chen

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, West Virginia University,
Morgantown, WV 26505-6101.

R. Nutter

Department of Electrical Engineering, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV
26505-6101.

ABSTRACT: The application of a Neural Network (N.N.) for state estimation
purposes in the overall problem of Active Control of Structural Vibrations is here
suggested. The results related to the training session and to the numerical
implementation of the state estimation for a vibrating cantilevered beam are
presented. The influence of parameters such as number of hidden layers, number
of neurons for each hidden layer. size of the input data pattern on the training
section is shown.

I. INTRODUCTION

Active control of structural vibrations has been the focus of extensive research in recent

years. It has been shown that active control methods that use "intelligent" structures

have several advantages over time-proven passive control techniques. Different types

of actuators have been used for damping structural vibrations, such as piezoelectric

actuators, shape memory alloys and magnetostrictive alloys. Along with these advances

in material sciences, in the past few years several control strategies implementing these

actuators have been suggested (Baz and Poz 1987a,1987b,1990,Baz 1991a,1991b). All

the introduced control strategies require at each computational step the physical (nodal)

or modal position and/or velocity for each node of the finite element model of the

structure. Therefore these control algorithms are not particularly attractive for practical

implementation unless a state estimation structure is introduced.

2. A NEIJRAL NETWORK

Consider a system whose dynamics is described by the discrete equations:

X(k) = A X(k-I) + B U(k-I) + W(k) (I)
Y(k) = C X(k) + V(k) (2)

When the dynamics of a vibrating structure has to be described the A and B matrices

will be related to the stiffness and inertial matrices of the vibrating structure. The state

. 1, , ' I~.11 j' ,
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vector X will contain nodal displacements and velocities. The size of the vectors U and

Y will be given by the number of actuators and sensors to be used by the Active Control

System. The vectors W and V represent random disturbances acting on the system and

measurement errors respectively. For the system described by the Eqs. (1-2), using a

classic estimation such as any type of Observer or a Kalman Filter (Ogata 1987), the

state estimation will be obtained in such a way that the estimation structure "has to

learn" about the dynamics of the system at each time step starting from ground zero.

It can be easily understood that this task is computational very demanding for high

order systems. Besides there will be actuators saturation problem during the transient,

that is before the estimation error is driven to zero. An alternative approach can be

given by the application of a NEURAL NETWORK or NEURAL OBSERVER (N.N.

or N.O.) system used for the estimation task (Baz 1991a,1991b, Nielsennn 1990,

Rumelhart and McClelland 1986, Simpson 1990, Widrow 1986). A very basic

architecture of a N.N. is shown in Figure I which represents a state estimation structure

for a dynamic system with 4 states of which only 2 can actually be measured.

x,(k) x,(k) x, (k) x. (k)

Output Layer

HiddenLayer

Input Layer

y, (k-I1) y, (k-2) y, (k-l1) y2 (k-2)

Figure I General Architecture of a Neutral Network

X(k) represents the state measurement vector at the time step k and y,(k-p) represents

the measurement from sensor j at time step (k-p). In other words, the state variables
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of the system can be determined by a combination of past measurements. A key

feature of this structure is that it will "learn" the dynamics of the vibrating system during

a training section made of several training cycles, with training data coming from either

previous computer numerical simulation or from experimental data, if available. The

training section can be considered successful when a selected parameter related to the

estimation error converges to a small acceptable margin. A typical choice for such

parameter is:

1 Xi(k)_i

ERRTOT = - .. (3)

where n is the number of state variables and m is the number of input time steps. A

remarkable feature of a N.N. is the ability of learning the dynamics of both linear and

non-linear systems; the only difference is that nonlinear systems require a longer

training. Once the N.N. has been designed and implemented in a microprocessor, the

input data at each time step of such N.N. structure would be the data coming from the

reduced number of sensors that we can actually place on the structure; the output data

are the correct estimates (5K) at each time step of all the states of the system. A N.N.

must contain at least 3 layers: 1 input layer, 1 hidden layer and 1 output layer. Note

that it may contain more than 1 hidden layer. For the purpose this study let us consider

only 1 hidden layer, as shown in Figure 1. Each cell shown in Figure 1 is called

Processing Element (P.E.), also known as Neuron. The number of P.E.s for input and

output layers depends respectively on the number and the pattern (the previous time

instants) of available measurements and on the number of states to be estimated, the

number of P.E.s in the hidden layers can be arbitrary. Each P.E. of the hidden layer

sends its output to the output layer and receives its input from the input layer. The

output of each P.E. is calculated as a manipulation of the weighted sum of the output

of all the P.E.s of the lower layer (with the option of adding a threshold parameter)

through an activation function "Y' which must be non-decreasing and differentiable. A

typically used activation function is the sigmoid function:

fix) = (1+e-x)-' (4)

The set of weights associated with each layer are calculated during the training session

with the goal of minimizing the previously introduced parameter ERRTOT. The
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process of minimizing such parameter is practically the learning process. For our

purposes will consider a N.N. of feedforward type with inter-layer connections with

supervised learning. The design of the N.N. structure, that is the determination of the

sets of weighting coefficients and relative thresholds, will be performed using the Back-

Propagation algorithm (Rumelhart an McClelland 1986, Simpson 1990) which is

essentially a gradient-based optimization method. This Back-propagation method is the

most widely used method for the design of the structure of feedforward type of N.N.

with supervised learning. The method performs the input to output mapping by

minimizing a cost function. Such task is accomplished by making weight connections

adjustments according to the error between the computed and desired output values of

the P.E.s of the output layer. The details of the algorithm are shown in Rumelhart and

McClelland 1986, Simpson 1990.

3. STATE ESTIMATION IN A VIBRATING BEAM

A numerical study simulating the application of a N.N. for state estimation of a vibrating

cantilevered beam has been performed. Particularly the N.N. has been designed to

furnish the stat- estimation of the nodal displacements of an aluminum cantilevered

beam subjected to a random excitation at the tip with a force of t2 Newton. The beam

has been modeled with 10 elements and has therefore 20 linear and angular degrees of

freedom. It is assumed that the input to the N.N. are given by the data of the vertical

displacements of the node #2 and #3 from time instant (k-1) down to (k-p). Intuitivelv

it can be understood that the use of previous instants data helps the accuracy of the

estimates of the N.N. The output of the N.N. will be accurate estimates of tI-e

displacements at time instant k. The results are relative to two phases: the TRAINING

PART and the SIMULATION PART. The structure of the N.N. has been designed
with a training section made of 50000 training cycles. At each training cycle the

algorithm is implemented through a 5 seconds time history of the dynamics numerical

simulation of the vibrating beam. The learning rate for the training is kept small and

is a linear decreasing function in order to avoid oscillations of the parameter ERRTOT.

Figure 2 shows that the parameter ERRTOT decreases more for a N.N. with an higher

number of hidden layers. In each case each hidden layer contains 10 P.E.s. This

implies that better estimates are obtained from more complex N.N. Figure 3 shows

that. using I hidden layer, the influence of the number of P.E.s on the accuracy of the



estimates is minimal, as we can see for 10, 20 and 30 P.E.s. Finally Figure 4 shows that

the convergence of ERRTOT and, therefore, the accuracy of the estimates is helped if

a certain number of data from previous instants are available. Figures (5-7), relative to

the SIMULATION PART, shows the comparison of the vertical displacement of nodes

# 1, #3 and #5 between the numerical simulation and the N.N. simulation with I hidden

kiver, 10 P.E.s and 10 input pattern: they are practically coincident.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A N.N. has shown to be a potentially ye r useful alternative approach for the difficult

task of state estimation of a vibrating~ structure within the overall problem of Active

Control of Structural Vibrations. Further studies are of course necessary. Particularly

thC authors are investigating~ the numerical implementation of a N.N. with a control

algorithm driving piezoelectric actuators placed on the beam Such that closed loop

performance can be finally assessed.
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MIodeling and identification of the JPL phase B testbed

John T. Spanlos andI Andrewv Iissil
Jot Propulsioni Laboratoy Clor raaIsttte flchoov Pasaea 91)

A bstract. Thi'S paper represents a case stud~y inl modeling and1 identification of an
1-xDfrlmnclt al flexible structutre deslnigned andl built at the .Jet Propulsion Labora-

air': to stuidy the problem of control- struettilre interaction. Finite elemient miodels
anti( exeiintly(ientjfledi tranisfer funiction modeis arc dlevelopeuI alit: cam-

par) t1i. Tile a tent ificat ion approach is dlescribedl andi analytical andl experimental
e~u~ ar t~r~ette(i.

1. Introduction

The, xor, d escr:a,'d inl this paper ad(dresses thll tiiodelingiý anl"t;ie loetficat ion ofal,,n

lXT)f'Tnt'ntai lealstuur ;1eit 11(1 1id buit at tlle- Jet, PnmuDlllioi Lab~o-raorv.

R'lrs o al' the IPL Phiase 13 Tes;tbed.- the sýtructure was iesig-:wti to (Iti")jate the
O~it(¾-tl~ijii( Iter'act1o in problemsln that are expecred to limit op~tical perforiaaict.-

(f futreir -QaCel Na ecOpes andi 'nterferoaneters. The Testbced is a !iý_htly dlalinuedwru

Ir' IClt ar "anltileteýr et to thel 'lrotm l aniii st andin-Y approximately eighlt fe *t ýall. A
detailedi description of rile hardware is ýtiveli by Eldred and O'Neal , >991.

Inl riii- Pa per wve d evelop finlite t'elen e1 t am (I uiiplat -out p it t ransfer fuetict iol 'Ia~t(.i:s,

for fait nlrc list, with actliator- sensor plalcemient andt- control s-,.stein des i~i. Comparison>s
betw,-een the anlalytically and exl)erilnent ailv dre models reveal that finite elem art

tiio( It's miat' not b~e suificenltlv accturate for li ,ýl performnance control desilrrn

2. Finite Element Model

The flinite ('lenient miodlel of the .IPL Phiase B3 Testbedl Is illustrate I inl F:- lir' . At.
opticall mlotionl roniperisatiomi sst also referredl to as -'Trollev". :s'.niauite~i on -ie
"11t(i of thli -X boJom ai anI a four-cable gravity offload mlechanisni1 sulpports its weighit

fromn thle ceiling. These two elements addI complexity to anl otherwise --cbaumi" t riitss

s-t rilt tire.

The model was, assemnbieldui the N ASTR AN finite elemnent co~le an 1I cOnisists

oif 1229 urid points for a. total of -774 elastic dlegreets (if freedlom. From thlose omtlv
252 de~esof freet(lonii carry mnass. There are, 255 CBAR. S3 CONN12. 52 NIP('. 33
CELAS2. 4 C'TRIA-2. 4 CQtUAD4. 2 C'RBE2. 2 C'RIGD1. anid 1 CROP elemiievnts. Tbll
four-cableI 'f-Hlinl mnechailmiiui wvas miiodellb'd usingl CBAR elclement> and( the gevotllietrtc

'ýtiffnvsR effect of -lie 1 ireloatlet ci;ti)le~s was emaibeddeti into the CBAR eb'eiiiet stiffriess-

propcirtie' However, onily omo'l Iiidlspaii grid point wa.s used in nio leigachit (;,:ICable
;uai a;I r''siait 'oil till, first aleiiiole was captured1. Ill adlditilu. a ýnlal] mirror

niouintcd on at -'IJon Wa> niob'"ledl ;1, a colicemit rttedim~ nlaý ill ;it iach to

I.'1ý - Il li e ý
heo nlitpil 4 .,11" Tint
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HIz. Itru orlima ioI~a IlloQes of Whe structue while several of Ail nIl5 oc lrnl

alum, Q av k~olstrut O ln , 4

3.System Identification

Th Vstetii hdl'tltihmlttf 1)1011> "as rt (( out afolw.E-. h ýeqlezlc
tI 'poillse of t he strictulrv was utnic umlie ulnai' a ~iAn te sh aker aw n11 m eal ac eel orotle-

nrs. Secoxol a t awiser humtictll was pairmn~~ t rzed onrc wlrrsm~ rrtodli
trarste fueriri btanedfrom da~oapljzudi'n the Hirte elemnent niollel. Third., ach, --re-

(le'':rso~lt masremntwas irwtd with a s lahr transfer On~ii.tjt pmamimeonti~

'vii t11 j.o of two p)lyivultlial's ;n(d mlood estiltuatt (Auei' uldlltao a l ý~im

,xet'')hrain'sl. The nat 'urll 'eit and dIamlpili'' ettillatos wt'.en

"at I, ýIt'nolal transfer f'iin't ion to each freqrlea'l resplrl.,s tiieaslTlrenlleIt

Yhoh tqOiate-nw dt the no1100' hlapesatec nsuoetlcti.

31 Measuring the Frequency Response
Thle uleasurelneilt ntamie of .vsteln hdetification conisistedl of excitiam tie Testu(i % vita
a in&~! shaker and! rneassrin'-' tile, aicceleration lit .5 uirfferent tocarioauls o the truur
is Qh mn in Filt re L The experirilnt was conlductedl usijn' a 2:'N33 Telktrotntx (la-ta

acqut isitio ay'i vt em which allows 4 channels to be tinonitorcl at a tijule. One( ot Ii~

cliaulleis'. xas us~ed to mneasuire tlie shaker excitation force i. olittili voita'-e ot a o(
cel con1 a e l to lie shaker via a s4t.inmv~rli while thle ret litni nia i three channells ;v'r(

'oteeito tllrec roviuiii2 histler accelerometers. The shaker ex:citation lorre xal>

)ýiitl' .111 ote .%-irie noise 1111( the do cmait data wnte windowed to redie ieok'i'e

r~it~l ~rin t the frequency (lomain ulsna tile Fast Foulrier Trtansfori FFT. w
" ""lriQ' to r''lllee nloise. Four thousand~ ninety lix frequlency pointr were taken ýol

"each 'If four frequenevy rawt oe ' 21 1.N S2 Hz, 11.31-30.31 Hz. 25 12.5 Ht. aiiid 100
3M1) HZ.As a rf'sllt. each tranisfer function was aiteastilred at iia ~tra! of4 X 4096
16t3S4 fre' )ietcv oiNnts. The number of averaims for the four frequencvy ratw"' wprm

10. 20. 30 atl 351. respec~tiel.

3.2 Transfer Function Parameterization and Curve Fitting
The O ''i"'('v of fretjletcler-(Innairl system ibieati-tiaioti is to H1141 Ii'ati :týtic''on

vvI)' I'' r, (rqlien'::- r''5 jalt('tli ciatces thle tt ia. 111d r 'sp1)tse.W are pahricniiarly

"esed in a tranisfer funlction that i>, 'lefitiet directly ii -ertiis of the nltiola fItyozcc.

laptr.aull niod' shlapes of the' trutctutre. Tihe classýical tlio(i~i Ilileu~l o~t alroe'

frovnii titii t'''etint analysis has the form

k~k

l~~t hr
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iieiiote, iiioal -rqc an daciiiping while the constants Cu, represent the static con1-
ri blit ion of t he hIii frt-qu erle niiodes.

Equiation 1 represents Tith desired parameterization of The unknownl Transfer func-
1)1I. T he paratMillet t- veer or xr which defines G~ s, x) caun be ileteriaineil from1 Thle 'ohi-

rin ofthle frti uexyc weighted least squares crirve-fit ing, problem:

V,~ ~ ~(..' )H G,- -, LI (2)

wvhere H,)ý is the rth frequency response umeasuremnent. 11(~ )Is a positive weioght-
mnrsalar corresponldinq to the i"' frequency and r" imeasuriement, and p is the number

a: :ri jrmncv oinits at which the transfer function was mecasured.
It is. evident fr'i ,i 1!) that the least squares curve-flttmng problem (2, is n.ararrnear

1n iieC Tidll)11 freatriume and damping parameters wvhile it is lInear in the miodieshp
p~aramfleters (1, ýIrand constants (1- This ob~servation inotivates an approximate two-step

-*ii ail to the optinmal ci irve L.t ting problem. First. identify the modial freqIuenci.,es ;1iii
&:aIll)i~laLs 1 -k. ii sing a suitable nonlinear least squares algoritamn and. subsimuentlv.

ýoidve a linlear least sq(uares problerm to clbtaini the niodal residues (o,

3.3 Identifying Modal Frequencies and Dampings

Al iihthe prol~lenm of idenitifving modial frequencies andl dianpings'. nonimlnear.
a highily etfertivo l1inear least squares algorithni has been proposed byý Sanatlianami
a nil 1K iwnm aý 1963 3 Thle algorith ti its t ransfer functions to frequency respoiise n-
suIre:nlenrs b1iW at ~l o asqec of wveightedi !inear least squares problems.

H ee.it riiltires that, the uinknownl transfer function G,i s~ be paramneterizedi as a
ramio of twio polynominals, in cont~rast to the partial fraction prmtnatiomi of I ) The

:e isof t he ;11 rmtlimmm are beyond the sco~pe of this paper bult adlditional information
anbe foundl~ in 1r)aiios. 1991 1

F()RTRA N si ftwarie imiplermenting thle Samiat iianani-NIoerner algo0rit bin were de(velI-
ite~i by Dailey and Lukich 987ST who paraniererized the tiumerator and denorinnator
iof -he uinknown transfer function as sumns of Chiebychiey poly nomials (IChebychev polv
naoinial's are nunienm :ialv better condJitionedi than power polynomials ý. ]Upon Caniver-
ilenWe of the algi ori tlbin. thle C'hebyt-hey polynomials are tranisformed to powver~
rmials and the stare, space qu adrmiple 'Is formned by realiziný thie power polynomials into
coultrollahbie oaiioiiic~il farina. The output Ifamil thle curve fittingpogrmi
'A" runtrix from '.yiiich lie inn lal freqiiencies and dainpiri:s, are easily ext rnareL 216/.

Alt hoiirih tilt, air ,trtiimii tiripleilrliitatiiui of Daliey andi Lulkich lS.cnfit a vector
r a ilrfer fu ncritii -: o a. vrr tr fre yieniv respoa nse inenas irei ent . we Ii ave r isi a it onily as

a ýcalar -ure.-o-it iner to ai void. numnericall problemsi duei to the large, amorint of freqluency
response i iar a an-' ;waeelriometer outputs. Fuirthlermore. to avoid havimig, to idenrtify
,ýeVernl tacidal parameters ;i1iultaiwously. we dlividedl each mneasuremnient recordl into
WI'trir frequncy banids: 4.5-15 Hz. 14.3-32 Hz. 30-49 Hz. anal 32-100 Hz. Ini this way

w.e wvere abl, to i'leltiiv- l tshani emigt mioles at a Time. A total of ninieteeni disýtinict
:iir- Til te emii:r-amige( 1.5- 100 Hz wvert Je iiitilieil.

SIlace there wee56 measriremient records. 56 eait miiatec o)f muol al 71req1i Ve1C'P nail0

inipnsfor eacai of hie !)19idertifleil miodes wecre obtainied-. Ti) arrive at at simigb'
'rrtea eiitigwas assigneil to each mouijal parameter basedl on theilt-u1alitv of

1ir.ei:if ;t particriiar lit was v~isuially batl. then the mkod;d plimaiiietir fro
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3.4 Identifying Mode Shapes
I)tt ' ie i aatil tl-"tfiletcies an,!~ .tlanipill'u~s eeaK t.ti' t t1 i his at t

:1i 1tsir'iit't . te,ittol5 a'erf ltttli~'ifr,- til' solultionl ()' tnc lilwt'ar leeasr stpi~lrt'

when' (1, 0. I~ represents t het veto'tr at rlttl~hi ti~e tatt

wit a 'li o r :turv ine Ioreatian A'ter the niatl;u resitllles a~*wr ttrlle

'1w( nltl itiiitjedl ( 'ta ' a'. taineiet fraoii --4'k t 11, -'I whr -ik Ol. 1

r :'_'irt, .3 shIm s a t al ~ tr ansfer tiiejfl titoll o t;Illlt'i froili tiit c-11vxe-atfE iastu

4 4. Comparison of Finite E!k'ment and Identified Models
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Ti,, (jiiatiTy ',k !Is('(; I. a naeasuire of The corresmponome)'X/tlidenc..

Cbrt non-'-sorlenc ve.al':ec of M .1) d WhamU j~djat n aexm :iiiiel .4 hSyV-
Ini'i -h- rac of -L"Hrt 22 analytjeal ini des wvas co'pal/cl '.v::x 1 ofC

1 m'(.01-' 011/1 -he oaiiih,,, order of Til)(- waii obrtiintle.

4.3 Comparison of Transfer Functions

Tiio,(lllY'(wtil:-etao of Kdauahinq The ~TM7~ of Amo two nwQ( N>5jV pbiit

Thenr:''in los aloniý with the ni/a.slrirl dlata. III or"Ie:- 'o inak i"a~

onlia~oa. hI' niooal tyllidel obtainedi fromi finiteotiimnion lir vi wa>

inh~dail (iaunpinyq of rio' idelitifedi odeL. Figires 3 and 4 -diii how a elra,& ean

1( 11- tailips iir lent con ip ares wit i the i W tirl lnilOi i lod l Utii ii TV Um/ b i lit nhbi

re5p)ctivel~y. The transfer furieriomi corrvespoailmli,-, To the Hnite el/-nol/t niolel Fiun.ý
is; a ealisillerabi': worse fit to The nwlanuremnse Wn01 itn (u"rv-httei olint/trir FiE

:;.As exacteil. Theo finite elenient nmodel p/'rt((rns hettst in tihe low Irel 10-l-vy 1:1ar--0
li o17 1-i 1zr) tiiri~iiqý the lowest four inodles whiile tilt idelntineod 1100ic fit ýht> lie lii

-1 ( -c'V t hri nT ihoi it t he frey lencv rluin~e 4.5- 100J Hz .

5. Future Work

For sysem l/-tjfriatjor with a sinlgI exelatiai. lao/is wvith vib~rationi nioles nlear till

1XCir tatj io 10: at 10)rma nli/Ithf nor eap(;r inI tile 1/ftl/tqli(~v resJpo/Ise llilesrlienlati al/. is

a reuTthey iliay hot b~e ideltllýfieli byV the c iirve- fitter . .'Ihit~iii -ýXCitlitlOli lo(/-atlalt-

~i 111alleviate rhis' probliieti. Fiirtilerlliore. new an11/ exj,ýtlinL, Iinetol.'i fi(:- tuni~llo

t~nitte etiietit lillo/ile- vitli e'p~rinlenaltdIllsienlt will b~e -'-lilitte(I an,! i 11/' n1(051

:irillL-I ir~iewil he- appliel ati the JIPL Ph~i/i B Te-stbcl.
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Placement of a limited number of sensors for modal identification of a space
station photoioltaic array

Daniel C. Kammer
Department of Engineering Mechanics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706

Leehter Yao
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

ABSTRACT: An iterative method, called Effective Independence, is used to place a
small number of sensors on a representative Space Station photovoltaic array for
identification of a set of target mode shapes. The method ranks sensor locations based
upon their contribution to the linear independence of the target modes.

1. INTRODUCTION

On-orbit system identification will be a vital component of the successful operation of
proposed large space structures (LSS). The vibration data obtained from either delibe:atc

input or external disturbances will be used to design control systems and correct analytical
models for structural dynamic analysis. In many cases, a modal representation will be
desired. An on-orbit modal identification of an LSS will present many' difficultics for
experimentalists which are not present in a ground vibration test of a smaller structure. One
of these problems is the placement of sensors. In the case of an on-orbit test, the number of
sensors will be extremely limited due to weight and cost considerations. A small allotted
number of sensors must be placed on the structure to identify a limited number of

dynamically important target modes.

While many authors have considered sensor placement for control purposes, only Kammer
(1991) has considered sensor placement for modal identification from the standpoint of using
the test data to perform test-analysis correlation and analytical model updating, The modal
partitions obtained from the test data must he linearly independent otherwise correlation
analysis will fail because the test mode shapes will be spatially dependent, This paper applies
the Effective Independence method presented by Kammer (1991) to place a small number of
sensors for modal identification of a Space Station photovoltaic (PV) array. The utility of the
proposed sensor placement methodology is demonstrated through numerical simulation of
modal identification analyses using the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Juang
and Pappa 1985) and a realistically sized example.

2. SENSOR PLACEMENT METHODOLOGY

Initially, a set of modes is selected for identification from the finite element representation of
the structure, This set, called the target modes, is chosen based upon some measure of



X,(k) represents the state measurement vector at the time step k and y/(k-p) represents

the measurement from sensor j at time step (k-p). In other words, the state variables

S
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dynamic importance and should in general include mode shapes which are strongly excited by
the proposed inputs. Next, a large set of candidate sensor locations is designated from which
the smaller final sensor configuration will be selected. The objective of the Effective
Independence sensor placement strategy is to select sensor locations which render the target
mode shape partitions as linearly independent as possible.

The sensor placement problem is approached from the standpoint of estimation theory. T1-
target mode independence requirement implies that at any time t, the sensors can be sampled
and the target modal response can be estimated. A static Fisher model is assumed for the
output equation in the form

ut, = fq + V (2.1)

in which u, is the response at the sensor locations, 11, is the matrix of finite clement model

target mode shapes partitioned to the sensor degrees of freedom. q is the target modal
response, and v is the sensor noise. Noise v is assumed to be a stationary additive random
observation disturbance with zero mean and positive definite covariance intensity matrix R.
An efficient unbiased estimator yields an estimate error covariance matrix of the form

p = Fl(q-_ )(q-_ ) l, = QD = 12.2!, ( ... . (2 -1)

where Q represents the Fisher Information Matrix (Middleton 1960). Maximization of Q

results in the minimization of the error covariance matrix P which results in the best estimate
q. The initial candidate sensor set is selected such that (Dj, is full column rank implying that
Q is positive definite.

The method begins by computitng the Effective Independence distribution vector 1F/ u',sing the

expression

E, = ( .) ^ [ f, (I}, -3

where 'Y are the orthonormal cigenvectors of positive deflinite Q and 1A1 are the corresponding

eigenvalues, ( ) A2 represents a term by term square of the enclosed matrix, and {I I, is a
column vector of l's with dimension r corresponding to the number of target modes. Termts
within the vector ED, represent the fractional contribution of each sensor location to the
independence of the target modes. Entries in vector ED are sorted by magnitude and the
lowest ranked sensor is deleted from the candidate set. Remaining sensor locations are then
ranked and sorted again. In an iterative fashion, the initial candidate set of sensor location, is
rapidly reduced to the number allotted for the test.

A modal analysis was performed for a finite element representation of a Space Station PV
array. These modes were calculated with the PV array fixed at its base \, hich is, consistent
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with the connection of the array to the Space Station. Dynamically important array modes are

defined here as those modes which are strongly excited by the motion of the rest of the

station. These are precisely the fixed interface array modes which contribute strongly to the

forces and moments at the array base. Selected target modes and corresponding frequencies

are listed according to fractional contribution to interface loads, M1, in Table 1.

Table 1. PV array target modes selected based upon interface load contribution

Mode Freq. (Hz.)

5 0.155 0.237
3 0.123 0.123
6 0.194 0.062

78 1.412 0.055
2 0.114 0.052
1 0.112 0.046
4 0.133 0.033
11 0.306 0.013
21 0.454 0.012
10 0.288 0.010

The initial candidate set of sensor locations consisted of three mutually perpendicular linear

motion sensors at 107 node points evenly distributed over the array. The Effective

Independence method was employed to reduce the initial 321 sensor locations to 15 locations

which were to be used for identification of the target modes. One sensor was deleted during

each iteration. The derived sensor configuration, designated the EfI sensor set, is illustrated in

Figure 1. For comparison, three other sensor configurations were selected, each containing 15

sensors. The first set was based upon modal kinetic energy and will be referred to as the KE

configuration. Te candidate sensor location containing the largest kinetic energy for each

target mode and the next five highest ranked locations over all the target modes were selected

for this sensor configuration which is illustrated in Figure 2. The other two 15-sensor

configurations were selected based upon engineering judgement which is so often used in

sensor placement. These two sets will be designated as EJ I and EJ2 and are pictured in

Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Table 2 presents the determinant and condition number of the information matrix for each of

the four selected sensor configurations. While the size of the determinant gives a measure of

the amount of target modal response information contained in the sensor data, the condition

number in the spectral norm gives a measure of the linear independence of the target modal

partitions. A value of 1.0 indicates that the partitions are orthogonal and of equal Euclidean

length and are thus as independent as possible. Out of all four candidate sensor

configurations. the set based upon Effective Independence yields the largest determinant and

the smallest condition number.
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Table 2. Fisher Information matrix determinant and condition numboer for each sensor set

Eli KE EJ iI J

Determninant 3.36x 10' 7.41 x10 1  5.17x1()I 5.05x10 5

Condition Number 1.7 Ix 101 4,58x I 5. 15x 102 3.96x IpW
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3. MODAL IDENTIFICATION OF SPACE STATION PV ARRAY

The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm was used to extract mode shapes and frequencies

from simulated response to initial conditions for each of the four sensor configurations

dcscribed in the previous section. The displacement at the ith sensor location was simulated

using the relation

u -jre' ""'cos(41-;w; + , )-- + v
(3.1)

w, here 0,j is the ith coefficient in the jth target mode, g, is the corresponding damping ratio,

(•, is the natural frequency, Vj is the phase angle, and q(4 is the initial condition. The time

series was sampled at 20.0 Hz. providing approximately fourteen data points per period for

the highest frequency target mode. Noise vy was added to the sensor data at each sample as a

zero-mean Gaussian sequence with variance (j2. Sensor data was generated for three linearly

independent vectors of target mode initial conditions given by q-={ 1 1 -1 0 1 1 1 0 1 111

q.=-I I 1 10-1 I 10 l1} and q,=1l 1-1 0 1 1 10 1}1. Phase angles were assumed to

be zero. In all the ERA identification analyses performed. the block fKankel matrix possessed

90 rows and 1,050 columns. Details of the ERA formulation can he found in Juamn and

lPappa ( 1985).

Seven cases were considered for each of the four candidate sensor configurations. Table 3

lists the percentage modal damping and noise level for each case. The simulated test data was

generated using the finite element representation of the PV array, therefore the analytical

mo•del was assumed to be correct. Once the test modal parameters ,acre computed from the

'orresponding sensor data, test-analysis correlation was performed to determine the accuracy

with which the target modes were extracted. Frequencies were compared directly. Test and

analysis mode shapes for each sensor configuration were compared using the cross-

orthogonality computation (Chen and Garba 1985) given by

,.,,M I AMD., (3.2)

in which Do,,- are the identified test modes and MIA.q is a test-analysis model mass mat ix.

Table 3. Percentage modal damping and noise in sensor data

Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case -4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
Damping 1H. 1).0 1 .0 1.0 1.0 5.0 10(.0
Noise 0 I 0.5 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.1 (1.1

The ith target mode is said to be accurately identified from the sensor data if its corresponding

diagonal term from the cross-orthogonality matrix C, is greater than or equal to 0.90 and its

corresponding frequency error is less than or equal to 5,0'-. The accuracy criterion was

applied to the correlation results to determine the total number of target modes identified in
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each instance. Figure 5 illustrates the results for cases 1 through 5. In each case, the Ell

sensor configuration resulted in a larger number of accurately identified target modes. If the

noise level is held fixed and the damping increased, as in cases 1, 6, and 7, the Ef sensor

configuration, once again, yields a larger number of accurately identified target modes than the

other three sensor sets as illustrated in Figure 6.

Fi [l ee,

~ ~A 1, 'Ol,•rgJdOm t 1 9--rgefr_ a•*m:l

0 , 6 1 0 6-
,5o

Z 4 1 0 4

E: 2 E 2£

0
Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Cas- 5 Case 1 Case 6 Case 7

Fig. 5 Accurately identified Hig. 6 Accurately identified
modes, cases 1-5 modes, cases 1, 6. and 7

4. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates the utility of using the Effective Independence procedure for sensor

placement in the case of on-orbit modal identification where a limited number of sensors will

be available. The method ranks sensors based upon their contribution to the linear

independence of a set of target modes. In an iterative manner, sensor'; with low ranking are

eliminated from a large candidate set resulting in the final configuration. The Pigensystem

Realization Algorithm was used to extract mode parameters from simulated response data. In

all cases considered, the tl] sensor configuratton identit ied more target modes than the other

sensor sets considered.
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Aircraft structural integritN and "sm~art" structural health monitoring

P'. S. Rutherforrd, [F. A. Wcstcrmrin
Boeinrý Defense & Space Groupl

Mliilitary Airplanes 1)iv.ision
Seatt Ic. \\ash ing tolln

ABSTRACT: A -Sim.art' Structural I lealth Monitoring System (SHMS) would consist of a
rrcts ork of akk anccdl photorric sensors inteorated into an airframe. SHMS would detect and/
or roitwor ltirtiuc cracks. corrosion, impllact eventts, disbond. and temperature toe nsure flight

salcva a ruiTm iirL1ir Cost to pertorrirance without reducing aircraft availability or increasing
malintenan11ce :osts. (iorplcmcnting, U.S. Air Force Airframe Structural Integrity Program
(\Sill %k ith SI INIS in an aircraft off ,ers significant benefits by enabling individual structural

I NTR( )I)CTION

A 'Smart" Structural HeIalth Mon itoring~ System (SHMS) Would consist of a netwvork of
ildvanced photonic sensors integratedl into an airframe. SHMS would reduce current aircraft
nrla rintenlance anyirld perforinarirce arnd cost benefits. However, system integration issues have
not been resolved. [Ihis paper discusses thle benefits and integration issues of a "Smart" SLIMS
ss ith thle current Airframe Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) to ensure aircraft structural
intcj_,itv Ii rom gh ut tthe econorm ic life of the aircraft.

IOI)AY'S ASWI

"Structural intei:rmt if' today's aircraft is achievtd in part throtigh disciplined durability and

dallarrrat tolerance desiens arnd fuLll-scaleC test validation procedures. It is maintained by an onl
'nt preram.lire .'S. Air Force ASIP is an umbrella effort that promotes

thesec activities to ensure aircraft structural design provide the required strength, stiffness, and
niarein of saf"ety for the least cost throughout the aircraft economic life.

Nlirinlumn detectable flaw size. flan.k growvth rates, load path plurality. component accessibility,

and replacement costs must be considered \A hen selecting a safe and least-cost design approach.
Based onl the expected aircraft oper~itinrnal usage and flaw growth rates, a maintenance plan can

11C implemeir~ted that corntinuotlsly chrecks for the detectable flaws during scheduled inspections.
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The Loads/Environment Spectra Survey (LESS) collects data to determine the aircraft usage and
flight load spectra using appropriate instrumentation on selected aircraft in the fleet. These data
are input into the Individual Aircraft Tracking Program (IATP), which is used to modify
inspection schedules.

Sf MS OVERVIEW

The figure below illustrates the "Smart" SHMS concept as a network of advanced photonic
sensors integrated into an airframe on a future fighter aircraft. SHMS would detect and/or
monitor fatiguc cracks, corrosion, impact events, disbond, and temperature to ensure flight safety
at a minimum cost to perfornance without reducing aircraft availability or increasing mainte-
nance costs.

Distributed signal preprocessing
•Photonic sensor suite

Conformally integrated avionics

7Sensor inputs
S• sensors

SElectrical -./ power "

Fiber-optic
databus -

Robust hybrid
packaging

FIgure 1. "Smart" Structural Health Monitoring System Concept

Complete sensor coverage would be implemented in critical areas and parts. These parts would
be identified during the aircraft damage tolerance and durability analysis, full-scale testing, and/
or during vehicle service in response to incurred damage. Additional monitoring capability
\ oulld be built into the SHIMS to allow for a significant growth of sensor coverage during the
life of the aircraft, enabling service -critical part or repair part coverage. Structure that is simply
difficult and costly to access and inspect with photonic sensors would receive lesser coverage.
Monitoring areas and parts with minimum sensor coverage would rely on individual aircraft
usage and flight load spectra in a classic ASIP sense.

Sensors wmould be confornal, unobtrusive, and easy to install in the field without sacrificing
aircraft performance. 1o acquire data. sensors would be locally interfaced into a distributed
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network of conformally integrated avionics modules using a robust hybrid package. After
preprocessing, redundant or unusable sensor data would be discarded. Pertinent preprocessed

sensor data would be transmitted to the aircraft central computer for further evaluation, storage,
and action. Ground support personnel would download sensor information from the central

computer and interpret it to determine maintenance and/or damage repair action required before

the next sortie.

ADVANTAGES OF SHMS

SIIMS in an aircraft offers significant benefits by enabling individual structural "status," which
increases availability and reduces maintenance costs, Improved aircraft availability would result
from a significant reduction in today's precautionary manual and tear down inspections, which

frequently indicate no damage. Improved aircraft structural "status" would result from real-time
structural health monitoring, enabling immediate condition awareness for inflight assessment of

structural integrity. Reduced life cycle costs would result from applying sensor networks to
monitor both structure and other highly integrated systems. Operational and maintenance-
induced damage can also be detected and monitored using SHMS. Continual flaw monitoring
"will permit some maintenance to be deferred, allowiriggreater aircraft availability and flexibility.
This flexibility could allow additional sorties from battle-damaged aircraft. Repaired damage

could also be instrumented and incorporated into the SHMS for a continuous assessment of repair

performance.

Future aircraft will require new smictural materials and design technologies to meet signature

requirements. Accessibility to the internal structure to perform inspections will be limited
because of the congestion created by burying engines, avionics, antennas, and cooling systems

,within the stntcture. Inspection of internal structural components will require removal of all
interfering systems. Specialized maintenance personnel will be required to perform all system
remove-and-replace actions. In addition, those panels and components removed for inspection

access will have to be replaced and checked before the aircraft is available for sorties. SHMS

has the advantage of isolating damage locations without part removal. Therefore, access to the
internal strmcture for inspection is not required.

FU'TURE ASIP

Complementing ASIP with a "'Smart" SHMS would affect both the structural design and
maintenance philosophy. Damage tolerant designs would be influenced by a new set of flaw size

assumptions based on the minimum detectable flaw size using SHMS sensors, thereby reducing
the nondestructive inspections (NDI) experienced in today's ASIP. The design engineer will

position SlIMS sensors in the area of structural concern, similar to the NDI location, and define

guidelines for data interpretation and evaluation.

The duration for which structure is required to withstand damage would be reduced because

damage would be detected earlier. Also, periodic manual inspection on future structures may not

alwavs be afforded. Since human error significantly reduces the effectiveness in manual NDI,

furiher conservatism is built into the inspection intervals. Therefore, less design conservatism
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could be employed if a sufficient understanding of real-time flaw growth and location is
available.

During individual part strength and fatigue testing, photonic sensors would be incorporated to
validate the ability of the sensors to detect critical flaw sizes. SHMS would also be used during
full-scale development to validate the environmental changes and interaction of other compo-
aents. Such validation would give the design engineer confidence that critical flaws will be
detected accuratcly in actual operation- Today's ASIP requires that a structure be durable enough
to tolerate a detectable flaw size tne entire inspection interval or longer. This requirement reduces
the allowable inspection interval. The immediate detection of structural anomalies would allow
design options that normally require inspection frequencies that are too short to be practical with
today's NDI techniques.

The proposed SIMS would complement force management plans. With immediate interpreta-
tion of structural "health." locations requiring immediate damage verification could be inspected
with portable base-level NI)I techniques, giving the base-level maintenance personnel the ability
to assess temporary repair potential.

CONCLUSION

A "Snmart" SI tNI S would reduce maintenance, extend economic life, and decrease life cycle costs
\A hile improving individual aircraft structural integrity and increasing performance. Issues to be
considered are component economic life design (replacement costs) compared to the added costs
of sensor installation, network integration, weight, and power requirements. When determining
it a "'Smart" SUIMS should complement ASIP the engineer must take a global system view and
\,eigh the added costs of sensor coverage against the advantages of a SHMS on a life-cycle cost
basis. This system may increase costs in the design, development, and production of an aircraft.
but add significant savings over the life of the aircraft.



Deieloprnent of an intelligent rotor

lnderjit Chopra
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The principles of smart structuues technology are applied to the rotary-
wing field in order to build an intelligent rotoi with reduced vibration. A
higher harmonic control (HHC) system based on piezoelectric technology is
being developed to suppress vibration. This system will use piezoelectric
crystals for both sensing and actuation and will require the development of
an active feedback control system. Ali analytical model of the piezoelectric
HHC system is being formulated and incorporated into a comprehensive
rotorrraft code (UMARC). This model will then be validated against
numerous experimental data. To then prove the feasibility of this concept, a
six foot diameter Froude-scaled bearingless intclligent rotor model is being
built in house using modem composite technology. The model rotor will be
systematically tested at the, University of Maryland in a vibration laboratory, a
10 foot diameter vacuum chamber, a hover stand, and finally in the Glenn L.
Martin Wind Tunnel. The fabrication, testing, and analysis procedures
proposed for thiq research effort are outlined below. This work will be an
important step towards demonstrating the feasibility of the intelligent rotor
concept, a concept which may revolutionize future rotor designs.

Recently, there has been an increased emphasis on research activities
in the area of smart structures. Much of this work has focused on the
application of piezoelectric technology to space related activities, such as the
control of large space structures (Refs. 1-2). S,,me of the initial work in
applying this emerging technology to the rotor has been pioneered at
Maryland by Barrett (Ref. 3). Using a dimple feedback system, it was
demonstrated that the forced flap vibration of a rotating blade in a vacuum
could be significantly reduced. The objective of the proposed research will be
to expand on this initial work by developing a higher harmonic control
system for vibration reduction based on piezoelectric technology and
incorpo.ating an active feedback control system. The use of HHC systems to
suppress helicopter vibration is not new and in fact has been widely
investigated (Refs. 4-5). The most common system invcives blade pitch
control through excitation of the swash plate with servo-actuators. This
action results in the generation of new unsteady aerodynamic forces which in



turn suppress vibration. Although this method has been proven to be quite
effective, a number of significant drawbacks do exist. The power requirements
needed to drive the servo-actuators can be substantial, particularly at extreme
flight conditions where vibration becomes most pronounced (Refs. 6-7). In
addition, current systems are limited to blade root control for both the multi-
blade and individual blade control systems. However, with the application of
piezoelectric technology, these seemingly inherent limitations may be
overcome.

For the fabrication of the model blades, rigid foam is cut to the desired
airfoil shape, joined with a glass-epoxy spar, and covered with a fiber-glass
skin. The complete blade assembly is then installed in a numerically
machined aluminum nLold baving a NACA 0012 airfoil section and cured in
an autoclave. Tantalum masses are placed in the foam at various locations in
order to achieve the desired cg locations. Specially cut piezoelectric crystals are
embedded in certain directions along the blade spar. These crystals are used as
both sensors and actuators. To achieve appreciable signals or actuation forces,
a large number of crystal banks are embedded in the blade at several locations.
Also, the structural couplings associated with various composite layups, such
as bending-twisting and extension-twisting, will be exploited in order to
magnify the actuation strains. Such couplings are achievable with symmetric
and antisymmetric ply layups, respectively (Ref. 8).

After the fabrication is completed, static and dynamic tests will be
performed on the individual flexbeams, torque tubes, and blades in order to
determine their stiffness and inertial properties. Considerable effort will be
expended to ensure that the properties of each blade assembly are as nearly
identical as possible. Where ever possible, comparison with known properties
will be made in order to assess the accuracy of the experimental procedures.
These experimentally determined properties will also be used as input data
for theoretical analyses.

A 10 foot diameter vacuum chamber facility, located at the University
of Maryland, will be used to determine the dynamic characteristics of the
model blades in a rotating environment. Signals acquired in the rotating
frame will be transmitted to the fixed frame via a 100 channel slip ring. This
type of facility is useful since aerodynamic forces are not present. Blade
natural modes will be identified by exciting piezoelectric crystals with a
function-generator and measuring the response with piezoelectric sensors. A
FFT analyzer and various other instrumentation will be used for data
acquisition and analysis (Ref. 9). In addition to obtaining vibration
characteristics, the vacuum chamber will be used to aid in developing an
efficient piezoelectric HHC system which is capable of suppressing vibration.
Initially, a very simple feedback system, which uses piezoelectrics for both
excitation and actuation, will be employed to suppress flap vibration. Then, a
more advanced distributed control system will be developed which will use



crystals, placed at predetermined locations along the blade, to identify and
suppress vibration. The system proposed for this research will use a selected
number of crystals to excite the blades at higher harmonics of the rotational
speed. Additional crystals will then be used as sensors in order to measure the
level of vibration present at various blade stations. Finally, the remaining
crystals will be used as actuators to absorb the vibration. Thus, the vibration
will be suppressed at its source through the use of an active feedback control
system. A hover stand, which is located immediately adjacent to the vacuum
chamber, will be used to evaluate the feedback system in an aerodynamic
environment and may be used to investigate the stability of the rotor in
hover.

The vacuum chamber/hover stand can be used for preliminary design
of the piezoelectric system and to verify its operation. However, the final
design or fine tuning of the HHC system must be performed in a wind tunnel
under forward flight conditions. It is under such conditions that vibratory
excitation of the blades occurs due to the unsteady aerodynamic forces
associated with forward flight. The rotor model will be tested in the Glenn L.
Martin Wind Tunnel using our bearingless rotor rig (Ref. 10). This tunnel is
capable of a maximum speed of 230 mph in the 8 by 11 foot test section. The
goal of this stage of the proposed research will be to examine the functioning
of a higher harmonic control system based on piezoelectric technology in a
realistic aerodynamic environment. Some crystals will be used to sense
vibration while others will be used to excite the blade at various stations. This
will result in a time varying radial distribution of blade twist or effective
camber thereby creating new unsteady aerodynamic forces which may
suppress vibration. Since excitation is not limited to root control, this may
yield significant improvements in performance and efficiency over existing
HHC systems.

Along with the experimental work outlined above, a parallel and
complimentary analytical analysis is undertaken. A comprehensive rotorcraft
code (UMARC) has recently been develop2d at the University of Maryland
(Ref. 11). Within UMARC, rotor blades are represented as elastic beams
undergoing flap and lag bending, elastic twist and axial extension. The
resulting equations of motion are discretized by using a finite element
method in space and time. A number of blade aerodynamic options are
available including simple quasisteady aerodynamics, unsteady attached flow,
and unsteady separated flow. Wake analyses range from simple inflow
models all the way to a complex free wake analysis. The code has the
capability to perform a dynamic analysis of bearingless rotors in both hover
and forward flight. NASA Ames is currently upgrading the code in order to
simulate higher harmonic control of helicopter vibration. The powerful
capabilities of this comprehensive code will be used throughout the course of
the proposed research. In addition, an analytical model of the piezoelectric
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system will be incorporated into UMARC and validated against the
experimental results.

Finally, a study is being made to examine the feasibility of
implementing the intelligent rotor concept on a full scale rotor. This is being
performed in collaboration with Ames Research Center scientists, to
investigated the implementation of a piezoelectric I-U-tC system on a full scale
rotor for testing in the Ames 40 by 80 foot tunnel. This project may be
incorporated into the active rotor control program currently existing at
NASA Ames which involves HHC/IBC testing of several different rotor
systems. It is hoped that the research effort proposed here will provide an
important step towards determining whether such systems are practical and
indeed possible for routine use in the future.
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Design, modeling, analysis, and tests of sensors and actuators utilized in a

mission adaptiie wing

Charlie D. Turner

Nichols Research Corporation, 4040 So. Memorial Pky, Huntsville, Alabama 35802

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the design development of a combined set of
sensors and actuators that provides for health monitoring and static/dynamic
control for a mission adaptive wing. The mission adaptive wing employes both
conventional aerodynamic control surfaces and internal actuators to provide for
static and dynamic control/load distribution. The primary focus of the paper is the
dual distributed segmented sensors that are employed for both health monitoring
and static shape control along with the segmented distributed actuators that are
used for both dynamic and static control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much of the growing technology base in active materials and adaptive structures is

due to the requirements that were established by the need for precision control of

large space structures, but the h,3hly distributed sensor/actuator/control concepts

have also found applications within the surface ship, submersible, building, optics,

aircraft, and helicopter communities. In order for the next generation of advanced

structures to meet more demanding performance requirements, advances in critical

technology areas are needed. These areas include dynamics and control of

structures; system identification and healih monitoring; computation control

hardware and software; design, modeling, and analysis of advanced structures; and

adaptive structures. In order to insure that the needed advances are made Nichols

Research Corporation is developing a series of Controls Structures Interaction (CSI)

Testbeds. The advanced wing concept and large space structures testbeds are

being developed in parallel. This paper presents the advanced wing concept CSI

testbed.
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The early combat aircraft designers were faced by conflicting requirements for a

stable, but highly maneuverable aircraft. The response time of the aircraft is related

directly to the static stability, inertia and control moments. These are fixed by size,

loading, center of pressure (CP),center of gravity (CG), and the control surface

size/deflection for the aircraft. The CP and CG may vary greatly for a given aircraft

mission or during the mission as fuel is used, but would be considered fixed during

a maneuver. The use of fly-by-wire computer controled aircraft such as the F-16

and F-1 8 has added a totally new dimension to the design concept.

By using a computer to control the aircraft, the designer may now develop an

aircraft that is statically unstable; then use the flight computer to provide the

necessary flight stability. By designing combat aircraft in this manner, maximum

aerodynamic performance can be achieved from the airframe while providing the
pilot with a "stable" aircraft to fly. The use of the flight computer has now been

expanded to include gust load alleviation, vibration suppression, and adaptive
control of wing/store flutter as presented by Harvey et al (1979). In each case the

control system has been expanded to include additional sensors, but control forces
are still provided by the currently available aerodynamic control surfaces.

By taking full advantage of distributed sensor/actuator/control concepts future

generations of aircraft will be able to utilize a combination of aerodynamic controls

and distributed internal actuators. Each of the internal distributed actuator/sensor

pairs must be controlled by the flight computer for shape control, but also must

respond quickly for acoustic or dynamic control. To provide the quick response

time, a neural network computer may be used to control the distributed actuators
as described by Turner (1991a). Communication between the flight computer and

the neural network will provide for real time wing shape/load distribution control. In
addition the distributed sensors associated with each actuator will provide a means

of determining in real time airframe "health" such as a result of battle damage and

then allow the flight computer to adjust airframe loading to prevent further damage

and/or loss of the aircraft. The NRC Testbed based on a set of aero-servo-elastic

scaled wings will be used to address CSI, "health", and scaling issues.
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2 CSI TESTBED

As shown in Figure 1 the NRC Advanced Wing Concept Testbed is composed of
four aero-servo-elastic models. The first of the models, Figure 1 (a), is composed of

one full scale model and two subscale
models. Both the full scale model and

the two subscale models are foam
filled composite construction having

two internal spars - a primary and

secondary member allowing for both . ..... ...

Lending and torsion control uf tile
wing. The models have been designed ._

for testing in the same wind tunnel at
the same test conditions obtaining the

same maximum strain/stress in the _

spar caps. Each spar is an active

beam cotaining eight sensors and
sixteen act iators. This approach has

resulted in six different active beam
that will be used in studying scaling of

piezo effects: structure, sensor, and
actuator boundary effects; and internal

damping effects. This design can take
advantage of shear damping, but Kin

et al (1990) demonstrated that the Higure 1. CS! Testbed Models

effective bending moment decreases
with increasing damping and therefore will require optimization of the beam,sensor,

actuator design. The internal damping will be much more important for space
structures than for aircraft structures which can take advantage of aerodynamic
damping. Details of the active beam design is given in the following section. The
fourth model which is in preliminary design, Figure 1(b) is also of foam filled

composite but with three internal spar. One spar is being designed with an internal

structural disconnect for modeling in flight damage thus allowing for real time wind

tunnel "health" mcnitoring and active control response.



3. SENSOR/ACTUATOR BEAM DESIGN

Each beam to be used in the aero-servo-elastic models will contain eight sensors

and sixteen actuators distributed across four regions of each beam. Each region
will contain two two sensors located on the top

and bottom of the beam and four actuators
located internal to the beam as shown in Figure -

2. rhe actuators were embedded in the beamr-

as a means of improving the passive damping

performance which will be critical for large

space structures. No attempt was made at this

time to optimize the active/passive performance -

of the actuators by either sizing or placement.
Once the scaling boundary effects are -

determined then the beams used in the fourth -__ "...
model will be optimized for active control and

passive damping.

Figure 2. Spar Cross Section

4. SUMMARY

The design of the four foot aero-servo-elastic model has been completed.
Problems with a new material used in bounding of the sensors/actuators have

delayed assembling the two spars for this model. Extensive dynamic testing is
planned for the two spars prior to assembling the first aero-servo-elastic model.
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A compliant wing section for adaptiie control surfaces

B.J. Maclean, B.F. Carpenter, J.L, Draper, and M.S. Misra

Martin Marietta Defense Space and Communications Group, Denver, CO 80201

ABSTRACT: Shape memory alloy wires can be utilized as embedded actuator
elements in a compliant wing section to generate the foil curvature changes necessary
for attitude control or adaptive lifting. A "flex-biased" winglet section with chord-to-
thickness ratio of twelve was developed for evaluation of tip displacement, power
requirements and dynamic response in air and water. A closed-loop control approach,
based on positional sensor feedback, was utilized to demonstrate foil shape '-ability
under adverse static and ambient loading conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) utilize a reversible crystalline phase transformation to
recover their original heat-treated shape when heated above a critical transformation
temperature range (recoverable strain can be as high as 8%) or to generate recovery stresses
(as high as I(X) ksi). More detailed descriptions of the shape memory effect can be found in
the works of Jackson et al (1972), Miyazaki et al (1989) and Perkins (1975). SMA wire
"tendons" can be used as embedded actuator elements to control the level of facesheet strain
in adaptive structural components which utilize sandwich panel construction. As facesheet
strain is varied, the degree of curvature and magnitude of tip deflection of a panel section
can be controlled. Figure 1 shows the results of a finite element model used to analyze this
approach un a winglet wedge section with chord to thickness ratio of 12. The upper
facesheet was modeled as a conventional compoite laminate with varying degrees of strain
imposed on the active facesheet on the bottom side of the winglet. Tip deflection on the
order of 40% chord was predicted for 4% facesheet strain (operational strain for a high
lifecycle SMA would be necessarily limited to less than 3%). The fact that large
deformation is possible in a fully elastic manner, the winglet is said to be "compliant".

Electrical resistance heating of the SMA wires can be used to control facesheet contraction
via a displacement sensor feedback loop. However, one of the primary issues regarding
utility of SMAs as actuator elements for compliant lifting surface applications is the
intrinsic design trade between response rate and electrical power requirements, as discussed
in the next section. The purpose of this work was to demnonstrate the ability to control the
shape of a winglet panel section and evaluate its heating and cooling performance under
varying ambient and loading conditions.
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2. APPROACH

A 1" wide by 12" long winglet wedge
section, 1" thick at the root, was fabricated
utilizing a 0.125" thick fiberglass epoxy
laminate on the underside bonded to an
aluminum honeycomb core. The top
facesheet was pre-fabricated with tunnel
holes for the SMA elements using an

elastomeric thermoplastic material with 4% Lower Facesheet Strain
elastic modulus of 30 ksi and elastic limit of (Chord /Thickness = 12: 1)

>30%. The sheet was subsequently bonded Figure 1 Wing Section Deformation as a
to the upper side of the honeycomb core Function of Lower Facesheet Strain
using a silicone rubber-based adhesive.

NiTi-(10 -/, Cu SMA wires (0.020" in diameter with a nominal austenitic finish temperature
of 50'C) were procured from a vendor and then annealed for 20 minutes at 9(X)°F. A wire
"conditioning" procedure was then employed to develop a "two-way memory" effect by
isothermally straining 12" long bundles of wires at 70'C over a range of 4% strain at ! Hz
for a total of I(KX) cycles. This process produced a spontaneous elongation of 2.1% upon
cooling down from the cycling temperature, with zero applied stress. This process of
isothermal cycling and associated two-way memory is an important facet of SMA
development as described by Johnson (1978) and Proft et al. The conditioned wires were
then cut to length and inserted into the 12 facesheet tunnel holes in the 1" wide facesheet.

Electrical circuit plates were then fabricated to create three parallel circuits of four wire
lengths each to produce a favorable electrical resistance of 2.2Q. Next, the SMA wires
were pre-strained to approximately 4/- (relative to their length at temperatures above 50'C)
and "terminated" by melting the ends, using an arc welder, to produce a =0.04" diameter
"ball". These balls provide the mechanical stop to pull against during contraction, as well
as the electrical contact with the circuit plates.

An important point to be made regarding the design of the winglet is its ability to balance
externally applied loads. With 12 each 0.020" diameter wires contracting with a potential of
65 ksi operational recovery' stress (= 245 lbs. total contraction force potential), against a
facesheet stiffness of 150 lbs./in, 4% wire recovery corresponds to only 72 lbs. of wire
tension, leaving a wire operating margin of 173 lbs. This means that with a lever arm of
12:1, the 1.0" wide winglet is capable of lifting almost 15 lbs. at its tip.

A closed-loop, displacement sensor feedback approach (Figure 2) was utilized to evaluate
winglet performance using operational amplifiers for monitoring current and voltage into
the active SMA elements. A proportional/integral/differential (PID) control law provided
the ability to supply electrical power to the SMA wires based on sensed displacement error.

The bandwidth for shape control of an adaptive sandwich panel is dependent on the rate of
heat transfer in and out of the SMA wires. This, in turn, is a function of transient effects

between the facesheet material and the SMA wires, as well as the rate of cooling of the
facesheet to ambient conditions. Bandwidth improves with enhanced cooling of the
facesheet but enhanced cooling requires greater power levels to maintain wire temperature
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for a given command position. The winglet could be cycled through most of its range of
motion at about 0.1 IHz in air. This bandwidth response was improved by a factor of 5 to 10
by placing the winglet in water, albeit with the associated increase in required power to hold
any particular position.
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Figure 2 Schematic of closed-loop, displacement sensor feedback approach.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Two series of tests were performed: the first tcst scrics measured the power necessary to
hold the wing section at a commanded dcflection, and the second test series determined
deflection rate versus power.

Power-to-Hold Testing~ -- The tcs ting conducted to detennine the power required to hold the

winglet tip at a certain position was accomplished through use of LVDT signal feedback. A

control algorithm w'as developed to accept a command input and calculate the difference

between LVDT and command signals. This difference represents an error signal which is
further modified and ultimately controls the judwer supplied to shape memory elements
embedded in the winglet. Figure 3 showc

power as a function of tip displacement. Ae(oo~

The high thermal conductivity of the water * a , 22C

" urn F eShe Water (20 C/

causes a substantial increase in the quantity 80o ___

of power required to hold the winglet tip at a ..- '--
specified pcsiion, as compared t the air - 60

environment, Tip deflections up to 1.5

inches were obtained using 80 watts. • 0

Dividing applied power by the twelve each, o 0_
one foot lengths of shape memory wire 0o---,--

embedded in the winglet gives seven watts /=
dissipated per foot of 0.020 inch diameter 0 05 1

NiTi-Cu wire (with 600C transformation Tip Displacement (snches)

temperature). Figure 3 Power as a Function of Wineglet Tip

Defdection
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Deflection Rate Testing -- The tip deflection rate as a function of applied power was also
investigated. The LVDT output as a function of time for a stepped power input of 400 watts
is given in Figure 4. Deflection rate is nearly constant at 0.5 in/sec up to a tip deflection of
1.75 in. (3.7 Volts LVDT output). Upon termination of the power input, cooling of the
shape memory wires causes the tip of the winglet to return to its neutral position.
Approximately 60 percent of deflection is recovered at a constant rate of 0.9 in/sec. The
remaining deflection is recovered at a steadily decreasing rate. Deflection rates were
determined from tests at various power levels to generate tip deflection rate versus applied
power shown in Figure 5. Measurements were limited due to the source's inability to
supply power in excess of 4(X) watts. However, as shown by the curve in Figure 5, the data
does suggest a limit on the maximumn achievable deflection rate. Rates of 0.5 inch/second
were achieved at 400 watts (35 watts per foot of 0.020 inch diameter wire).
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Figure 4 Flex Biased Winglet Tip Figure 5 Tip Deflection a' Increasing
Displacement as a Function of Time Power Levels

,4. CONCLUSIONS

This work demonstrates the ability to control the uniform deformation of a sandwich panel
winglet section using embedded shape memory actuator elements and implementing a
control approach based on poN,, rial sensor feedback. Because this approach is employed
to maintain a certain wing ",shajpe". variations in applied loads and ambient conditions
(changes in air or water temperatuLre, or convective heat losses) can be compensated within
the dynamic response capability of the system. Advanced adaptive foil designs can be
envisioned, based on this approach, where control of discrete actuator/sensor segments
across the chord provide the ability to fine tune airfoil camber to minimize drag and flow
separation over a broad range of )eed ain( angle of attack.
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An important aspect of the CSI program is the integrated deveiupment environment that is
associated with the development of the CSI methodology. In particular, since one of the
CSI objectives is to design structures and control systems simultaneously, it was deemed
important that the structural analysts and the control analysts work closely together so that
engineers i one discipline have an appreciation of the demands of the other, if not the
analytical .,Kills. Towards this aim, the offices of the CSI design team at JPL were
coiiocate,' 'md cross-disciplinary training has been strongly enc.luraged. In further support
of this, nearly all analysts' computers have been linked together on a local network. As
evidence of the success of this interdisciplinary cross-training, structural analysts have
designed and implemenmed working controllers, and control analysts have modeled the
structures together with their controllers and performed structural identification on the
Phase B Testbed.

2. TFSTBED STRUCTURE

The structure comprising the Phase B Testbed (Fig. 1) consists of a 2.5 m vertical tower
sk ith two horizontal arms attached to its top and oriented perpendiculkr to one another. The
strUcture is constructed from 1.27 cm diameter aluminum tubes. Together with stainless
steel end fittings threaded into the tubing, the tubes are bolted to aluminum nodes which
haVC multiple holes drilled in them at different angles to allow assembly in a variety of
geometries. The end fittings are designed such that an individual strut can be removed and
replaced without any other disassembly or disturbance to the structure, and furthermore
the\ can be adjusted to compensate for slight length variations in the tubes. In all, the
Iesthed is comprised of 186 aluminum tubes and 60 nodes.

3. TlFSTBED OPTICS

A two-stage compensation
system is used to provide
precise, high bandwidth control
of toe optical light pathlength.
This system consists of a
"trolley' containing primary and
secondary reflectors, coupled

via Bendfix flexures and lever
anns to a rigid base. The optical
elements are configured as a
cat's eye retroreflector, which
reflects outgoing light parallel to
the incident direction, though
translated in position. Out of
concern for thermal stability of Fig. 1. Phase B Testhed Structure
the trolley, critical components
are constructed trom Invar, an alloy which exhibits extremely low thermal expansion. The
s,'stem is virtually identical to one currently being used in a ground-based stellar
intcrferometer to equalize the opticad pathlengths along two separated optical trains such that
white light interferometry can be performed.

The coarse stage of optical compensation consists of moving the entire trolley relative to its
base via a voice coil actuator driven by a current amplifier. Maximum output of this
actuator is about 62 N over a stroke of about 6 mm, with approximately 1() lI z bandwidth
possible. The relative displacement between the trolley and its base is measured by an eddy
current sensor. The fine stage of compensation is achieved with a reactionless piezoelectric
actuator which controls the position of the secondary mirror. This actuator, which itself
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includes both a coarse and a fine stage, has a resolution of better than 1 nm over a 30
micron range and potentially has a bandwidth as high as 10 kHz, though the amplifier this
actuator uses limits the actual bandwidth to about 1 kHz in practice.

A heterodyne laser interferometer manufactured by Hewlett Packard is used to measure
optical pathlength, both to provide input for control algorithms and to verify their
performance. Resolution of the interferometer is 2.5 nm; however, since the laser light
makes four passes through the optical system, the resolution in terms of relative spacing of
optical components is actually better than I nm. The optical elements associated with the
interferometer are mounted on a small optical bench atop a separate, rigidly constructed
tower. The optics on the structure and on the tower can be easily modified, if desired, to
change the degree of structural coupling with optical pathlength.

4. OTHER SENSORS AND ACTUATORS

Active struts, which employ piezoelectric elements to control their lengths, can be
substituted for the aluminum tubes virtually anywhere on the structure, and can be used in
active feedback schemes to suppress structural vibrations. These struts also employ eddy
current sensors to measure elongation and load cells to monitor applied load. D-struts
manufactured by Honeywell, which employ a viscous fluid to achieve a desired level of
passive damping, can also be substituted. In addition, both piezoelectric and force-
rebalance accelerometers can be mounted virtually anywhere on the structure.

5. DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Disturbances to the Phase B Testbed can be input via shakers attached to nodes of the
structure. A shaker is essentially a proof-mass actuator suspended from a cable attached to
a hanging fixture. The force output to the structure is recorded with a load cell attached in
series with the load path. Attachment to the nodes is via a slender rod which transmits
primarily longitudinal force due to compliance in other directions and which will break
under excess loading to protect the structure against renegade shaker commands. The
shakers can be excited with virtually any disturbance profile, including broad-band and
narrow-band white noise, to either simulate a disturbance source in a stellar interferometer
or to perform accurate modal identification with good signal to noise ratio.

Ambient disturbances result in as much as 100 microns motion in the optical pathlength, as
compared to the nanometer level control desired. Considerable effort was made to identify
the disturbance sources, which included seismic noise from local traffic, acoustic and
turbulent noise from a large number of equipment fans in the laboratory and air
conditioning, and even 60 and 120 cycle per second acoustic hum from a nearby
transformer. Ambient vibration in the tower supporting the interferometer optics was
particularly troublesome because the tower functions as the reference against which optical
pathlength is measured, and accordingly the tower was retrofitted with damping material
between all its joints to reduce its vibration level.

6. REAL-TIME COMPUTERS

The Testbed is controlled using single board computers in a VME chassis. Included are
three processors boards based on the 68030 processor, an array processor based on the
860 processor, 16 bit analog to digital and digital to analog conversion, a custom laser
interferometer interface card, and a 16 megabyte memory card. The VxWorks real time
operating system, which features a Unix-like interactive shell, is used to rin, synchronize
and debug control software. Performance of the single board computers is very high, with
control loops running as rapidly 2 kHz for a 40 state controller running on the array
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processor, to 13 kHz for a simple piezoelectric actuator controller running on one of the
68030 boards.

Control algorithms are written in the programming language C. General routines for
initializing the hardware, reading input data from disk files, accessing sensors and
actuators, timing, and saving experiment experiments have been written with the result that
the analyst only need concentrate on the logic of his control algorithms to implement it.
Three Unix workstations are used in the laboratory for program development and
experiment monitoring: a Sun Sparc, a Sun 3/60, and a Masscomp. GNU's cross
compiler is used to develop object-compatible code for the single board computers.

The real-time computers are linked to the development workstations via ethernet and
function as hosts on JPL's computer network. Thus the real-time computers are accessible
from any workstation connected to JPL's ethernet network. This makes it possible for
analysts to develop and debug their algorithms from their offices, and has proved very
successful. In fact, remote access has been demonstrated from across the country. The
network also makes virtually unlimited disk storage space and other resources available to
the real-time computers, and greatly facilitates the transfer of experiment data to analysts
both at JPL and at remote facilities.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Experiments to date have included structural vibration suppression using both active struts
and passive dampers and optical pathlength compensation using the trolley voice coil and
piezoelectric actuators. Details can be found in the references. Future experiments will
combine these control layers to achieve greater disturbance rejection while the level of
disturbance is increased. In addition experiments demonstrating disturbance isolation will
be performed, and a special fixture for this purpose is currently being constructed.
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Numerical analysis of multiple frequency interference in photorefractiýe media

David E. Cox and Sharon S. Welch

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia, 23665-5225

ABSTRACT: Photorefractive crystals are materials which exhibit
light induced refractive index variations. Because the index
variations change with illumination, photorefractive crystals
provide the potential for dynamic recording of holographic
information. This paper describes the dynamic behavior of a
photorefractive crystal exposed to light waves at multiple
frequencies. Results from numerical simulations demonstrate
the effect of off-Bragg diffraction on both the recording and
readout of dynamic holograms. These results are compared to
those obtained for a static recording media, such as photographic
film, where multiple frequency holography has been successfully
used to generate images with superimposed depth contours.

I. INTRODUCTION

The photorefractive effect, a change in refractive index exhibited by
certain crystalline materials when exposed to light, was discovered
over 25 years agol and has received much attention since that time 2 .
The phenomenon can be described in simple terms as follows. An
optical power distribution in a photorefractive crystal causes
migration of charge carriers in the medium. The displaced charge
carriers become trapped by acceptor sites in the crystal lattice,
creating a nonequilibrium charge distribution. A static electric field is
thus established in the crystal which, in turn, causes refractive index
variations to occur through the electro-optic effect. A phase hologram
or grating will be recorded in a photorefractive crystal when two, or
more, coherent light beams interfere within the crystal. The recording
is dynamic in that, if the volume containing the grating is
re-illuminated with a different interference pattern, charges will
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again migrate, leading to erasure of the existing grating and formation
of a new grating or hologram. It is this dynamic holographic recording
capability which makes photorefractive crystals attractive as a sensor
material.

A noncontacting distributed sensor based -n photorefractive crystals
has been proposed for measuring the surface distortions of large
reflectors 3 . The proposed sensor relies on holographic reconstruction
from interferograms recorded at multiple frequencies. In multiple
frequency or contour holography, a hologram of an object is recorded
at two different optical frequencies. The hologram is subsequently
illuminated with light of a single frequency, and two object waves, one
slightly magnified relative to the other, are thereby reconstructed.
When imaged. these object waves interfere to produce fringes across
the image which correspond to lines of constant contour. For certain
recording geometries, the light intensity across the image can be used
to determine the position of every resolved point on the surface of ;he
object 4 .

Contour holography, as described above, has been demonstrated
previously using static recording media 5 . When a hologram is
recorded in static media such as photographic film, diffraction is
negligible during recording since typically the media must be
developed before the grating becomes apparent. The processes of
recording and readout are therefore decoupled. This decoupling is of
significance in contour holography. Contour holography requires
image reconstruction from two different holograms superimposed in
the same recording medium. One of the holograms is Bragg matched
to the readout wave, while the other experiences a slight Bragg
mismatch. This mismatch is responsible for the generation of the
fringes which appear across the reconstructed image. It is assumed
that this same Bragg mismatched diffraction has no effect on the
formation of the grating. This assumption is valid only when
recording and readout occur independently of one another, as in the
case of static media. In the case of dynamic media, recording and
readout are coupled, and, therefore, off-Bragg diffraction will affect
the formation of the grating itself.

Coupled wave equations can be used to describe the spatial variation
of the electric field due to volume diffraction, as well as dynamic
formation of index gratings due to an intensity distribution 6,7. 8 . In
order to evaluate the potential of photorefractive crystals for
performing holographic contouring, we have extended the standard
coupled wave equations to allow for the creation of additional waves
due to Bragg mismatched diffraction. This analysis is quite general
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and has applications to other areas such as multiple hologram
storage 9 , simultaneous read-write of holograms 1 0, and achromatic
beam coupling 1 1 .

2. THEORY

The coupled wave equations which describe diffraction from volume
variations in refractive index can be derived from Maxwell's
equations. If the time dependence of the index variation is small with
respect to the phase velocity of the electric field, each frequency of
the electric field will obey the scalar wave equation,

V2E- (132-2jct13)E =0 (0)

w hle re
27(no + ni(rt))

The parameter (x is the loss coefficient, k is the free space wavelength.
no is the nominal index of refraction, and nt(r,t) is the induced
refractive index variation. For the case of two-frequency interference
the refractive index variation will have the form,

nl(rt) = nKICOS (K 1r + W) + nK2cos (K 2.r + NJ2), (2)
where nKj, nK2 are the grating amplitudes, KI, K2 are grating vectors.
and W ,W2 describe phase shifts between the intensity pattern and the
grating.

The electric field for two-frequency interference has eight
components, four incident waves, and four additional waves due to
off-Bragg diffraction (figure 1). Using this form for the electric field,
equation (I) can be used to derive a set of eight coupled wave
equations which describe the spatial dependence of the fields. Tile
grating amplitudes grow exponentially in time towards steady state
values which are determined by the intensity distributions. Tile
values at steady-state are determined using an iterative approach.
The coupled wave equations are solved at time t equals zero given
some assumed initial field amplitudes. The calculated field
amplitudes are then used to predict the temporal evolution of the
gratings for a small time step and new solutions to the coupled wave
equations are obtained using the new grating amplitudes. This
process is repeated until the amplitudes of the gratings converge.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Two numerical simulations were conducted, each assuming a crystal I
cm in length, with a coupling coefficient of 5 cm- 1 , no absorption, and
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a nominal refractive index of 2.25. The waves {Ri,Si} made angles of
+5 and -5 degrees with the z axis, respectively. The wavelengths were
500 nm and 501 nm, to yield image contours every 250 4am. The time
constant of the crystal was equal to unity. In one case the recording
medium was assumed to have an intrinsic phase shift of zero degrees,
in the other it was assumed to be 90 degrees. These values
correspond to the intrinsic phase shifts of two different classes of
photorefractive materials, drift-dominated materials such as bismuth
silicon oxide, and diffusion-dominated materials such as barium
titanate. The distinction is significant since diffusion-dominated
materials have highly nonuniform gratings due to beam coupling
effects.
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Figure 1. Electric fields resulting from interference of light of two
frcquenc:es in a dynamic recording medium with off-Bragg diffraction.
Waves Ri and Si on the left of the medium arc incident reference and
signal waves. Waves Ri and Si on the right are the incident waves altered
by Bragg matched diffraction. Waves Ti and Ui are waves resulting from
off-Bragg diffraction of waves Ri and Si.

To illustrate the effect of off-Bragg diffraction on the photorefractive
recording process the steady-state refractive index modulation was
calculated and compared to the index modulation which would form in
the absence of diffraction during recording. Figure 2 shows this
comparison for both drift-dominated and diffusion-dominated
materials. In both cases off-Bragg waves caused changes in the
grating amplitude. In the drift-dominated material off-Bragg
diffraction caused the two gratings to have different amplitude
distributions. This can have a considerable effect on readout of the
hologram. Figure 3 shows the dynamic readout from the gratings of
figure 2. In the drift-dominated material the diffraction efficiency
depends upon which grating is Bragg matched to the readout wave, as
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0 0.005 0.01 0 0.005 0.051
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Graphs of refractive index modulation along the z axis of the
crystal. Dotted lines assume no off-Bragg diffraction, solid lines consider
off-Bragg diffraction. Boundary conditions are R1 =R 2 =SI=S2=I (a) Drift-
dominated material, i .c. no intrinsic phase shift (b) Diffusion-dominated
material, ic. 90 dcgrec intrinsic phase shift.
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Figure 3. Graphs of diffraction efficiency as a function of time for
readout with waves Rl and R2. Solid line is Bragg matched diffraction,
dotted line is off-Bragg diffraction. (a) and (b) result from grating formed
when intrinsic phase shift equals 0 degrees. (c) and (d) result from
grating formed when intrinsic phase shift equals 90 degrees.
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shown in figures 3a and 3b. Diffraction efficiency in the diffusion-
dominated material is independent of which beam is used for readout.
as shown in figures 3c and 3d.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Coupled wave equations which allow for off-Bragg diffraction in the
reading and writing of dynamic holograms were proposed and
numerically solved. Temporal characteristics of the diffracted waves
and the induced gratings were accounted for based on the dynamics of
charge migration in two types of photorefractive materials.

Contour holography using photorefractive materials holds promise as
a technique for making dynamic distributed position measurements.
This research has shown that in photorefractive crystals the effect of
diffraction during the recording process and erasure upon readout
introduce complexities which are not present in photographic film.
Further study is required to qualify these differences and fully
evaluate the potential of dynamic contour holography.
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Hligoh temperature and ultrasonic ýsave optical fiber sensor instrumentation for
aerospace applications

Kent A. MIurphy, Anbo NWang. NIichaci F. Gunther, Brian R. Foo-
Ashish MI. Vcn esarkar and Richard 0. Clauis

F~iber N- F'lectro- Opt ics Research Center. Bradley Department of Electrical Enegineerin.-
Vi PnaIolvtechnic Institute and State U;niversitv. 1lhicksbUro, Vir-inia 24061 -0111I

.*BSl'RACI: We detnonstrate the operaltionl Of' aI siiabsdqIadrature phase-shifted
extrinsic Fiharv- Perot f ibet optic Ienor [orthe detection o1f11 the arnlitLIdcI and the relative
polairitv ot d\ naimicall\ \ arvinig strain. The scn.lsor is detionstrated from -275 to 975c C.
Al so pte sen ted are resuLlts lioni a saippIhire f'iber inict-e rroniteter nused aS an1 tiltra~son ic vt ave
dctection des ice %ý ith 15ý(4(4 C cap)ýIbilities.

1. INI ROM tC'lI0N

lWko distinct high temperature sensors using phase-niodihited techniqueis are described lit) this

paper. Thte t-Irst setnsor cotnsists of ai silica-based quadratu~re phase,-shifted extrinsic Fabrv-

Perot fiber optic sensor anid the second eN~rsine- Method usesI a sapphire11- Opticilt fiber IFibry-

Perot t~interteromleter.

Phase-tmidiilated fiber optic sen sors have been stimkin to possess hii-li sensitivities for the

nicasu remiett of strairti, temperature, vibration, pressure and other piratileters.1 F'abrv- Perot

[P:11 sensors that are based ott multiple beami inuterference eliminate the rnced for a referetice

antri and do tiot require sophis. cated stabilization tcchti(iLues its iti the caIse 01' MaIcI-Zehnder

antd Mlichelson i nterferorneters.2 Several tc~hniquLcs to create itntrinrsic optical fiber Fabrv-N

Perot intertferomeiters Itavie beetn described in the past., In a recent it per, A~e described a

silica opticail fiber e\tritisic 1:1) intentero-ieiter and used it as a sensor Of- tiicrodisplace i-rncus

aMid therimil4 v- intd teed strtain.!' 'I ftie fihr in ter rfcrot nete r wýas classified as e xtri n.sic beCCiuse t he

[P catvitv wts ~iair-l a bets~een M~sO fiber end&S arid the sensor ou~tput waIs i111Mmun to

perturbations iti the iniput/output fiber.

A stimilar sensor de in ising s~r pphire optical fitber has recently been demionstarted. 7

Sapphire optical fiber wavegit ides typiea ll\ are matnufactured as singlie crystal or

mul ticryvstall inc miaterial iti either rod or trtbe form with ou~ter diameters of 50 microns or

More, a tnin orni index of refraction of approximately 1.76 at rooni temrpera tuLre, lengths (of

several tens of centrimeters. and attenuation on the order of I 0dB3 or more per meter.

Relatively largie diatmeter saipphire fiber rods have been used itt the past as tratismissive
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elements for blackbxlv and fluorescent temnperatLire probes. Because the melting temperature

of sinigle crystal c-axis sapphire is approximately 2040'C, these types of sapphire fiber rod-

bha.sed sensors hav e been demonstrated to operate at correspondingly high temperatures.

The silica fiber Fabry-Perot sensor will be desribed and demonstrated in Sections 2 and 3.
Sections 4 and 5 vs ill include the construction and experimental resullts for the sapphire fiber

Svttlsor.

2. SILICA FIBER tABRY-PEROT S'NSOR DESCRIPT'ION

We describe thle construction of the extrinsic FP interferometer %kith reference to Figure 1. A

single mode fiber ( ,,, 1300 num), used as the input/OUt•ut fiber and a multimode fiber, used
purely as :a reflector. form an air gap that acts as a low-finesse FP cavitv. The far end of the
Multimode fiber is shattered so the reflections from the far end d-) not add to the detector

noise. The Fresnel reflection from the class/air interface at the front of the air gap (reference

reflection) and the reflection from tihe air/ilass interface at the far end of the air gap (sensing

reflection) interfere in the input/output fiber. Although multiple reflections occur within the air

gap. the effect of reflections subsequent to the ones mentioned above can be shos, n to be
negligible. The tvo fibters in tile silica tubW are allovcd to move longitudinally which results
in changes ill the air gap length thus changing the phase difference between the reference

reflection and the sensing reflection. The phtase difference can be monitored as intensity
modulautions at the output of a fused bicortical tapered coupler.

The interference of the tvx o-w•ave interfcronmeter can be evaluated in terms of a plane-wave
appromximation. The observed intensity at the detector is a superposition of tile tv,\o

reflections. For a strain sensor, it is useful to ph1t the detected intensity Iersus gIap-separation

s. as sho`, n itt Figure 2. We see that the frin cc cotra-,st drops as tile displacenment increases:

this is to he expected since the relative intetsit,, of tite sensing reflection recoupled into the
input/output fibe-r starts dropping ,kith rcspcct to the reference reflection.

The extrinsic IP interfcrometer has been tested :as a di splacement sensor blv attaching one fiber

to a stationary block and the second fiber to a micropositioner v' hich produces ,a known
displ•icement bctssecn the fiber ends. For comtparison with the theoretical results, we show, in

Ficurc 3 an oscilloscope trace oft- tire cotinhuously tt1onitored output intensity of the sensor for
0 to s 2013 Lin. The experitrientallv counted nuritber of fringes for the displacemrent w,,as

310.5 which corresponts to a d isplaccntent of 20)2 micromCters.

The reductiton in frintge corntrast as a function of displacement has been iniproved by splicing a

multiniode optical fiber onto the end of the input/output fiber and then polishing the multit.iode

fiber until the output light is somnewhat collimated. The length of multiniode fiber is on the

order of a few, millimueters and serves as a quarter-nitch GRIN lens. The experiment described

inl Figure 3 w.,as repeated s, ith the lensed fiber and the results are presented in Figure 4.



[he principleC of' 0operati&)n o 0a Ji~dttr [)LAIIM- phise-,hifted Fahrv-P1crot I QPS-F-P) sensor has

beenr dc"'cribe-d I ii detIail! ý A mietIhod of otaininet i[IL IokC sIla 1,; 9'ou~t Of phase "~ Ith respect to
onle another al- ShO\% I ill licu'IreS S. otet thle vaIlidity' Of thle (Iluadra~t Lire phase-shifted

sens~ors, a Sensor util te schCTItt ShOVx n inl FicuLre 5) \kas attached to a cantilever titanium
beam xit kih anl cpox v. The fibeýr Setnsor w,,as at taceh d parallel to the length of' thle beami and beam
vibrations Aev~r monitrerd A typical 0oscilfoscope trace is shown ;n Fi cure 6. The. fi cure
clearly shox s the shift inl thle lead/lac properties, of- thle t\o signals ais thle relative direction of
the strauin inl thle beaml chanlcs fmuoli nereasine, to decreas"iluc.

A 01PS.Il .en,,or xxkas tested as a thermnally-indcedIC( strain aueonl a ceramic cross-flow
Cx F) filter at\\ett nco Science and iiclinoloc-v Center. inl Pittsburch. CXF filters are
-2di for hot gas, clc in-up of coal-fIired po\er gene~ratlion sy'stems, suIch aS pressurized

tIudi e ed ,otitbulstors and intec-rated casifier-combined cycles. 1-i cu're 7 show.s thle QPS-
Pl sensor outpu As afunctionl of time dluring the hea~t-up portion ot thle test compared to the

fitter temperatured iicaiel uingl- at C1cnentional thertitOCOule[1. The Sensor performied
cii.\' scll hirirtc, the oo~l-dh''-'cle

AteI" Ccllitirticer lt~ length11 ()lS-l'l ýCnmwr \%:Iý attachecd to a cantilever beam and then

"Uh! an crueC inl a liquid ni1troixri ( 73) C) bath. The: tip of' thle cantileser beam %%as, dispIlaced
and then releasecd sex\ eral timceN. a ty pical oLcI] loscope trace can be secii inl Eicure 8. Thie
fringes t~orreportd (to 270 uTicrastrain %%I hichI is \,\i thinll 10'/( Of the ICalcuIIlatIed va31lue of' strain.
Ii%, minlitimta detectable phsefilft xx as 0).099)6 %%hIich corresponds, to aI ntinimumlil detectable

ranOf 1().1 Listraýi n for a ca icccit th of 190.(3, niltl. Static and dynailic loadineu data
obtanied from the sensors, shiok a Itc-h dce tatrasndastrain reSolutioti of' 0.01

multtrnwp fibe

A-' -

Microdisptacement, ( in pmn)

Fie.ý t Svnm~o' ý\ zacm ant q(nsor detait. lI-tascr., Fig. 2. 1 icnoircat output v.gap separation.
1) detmc,cmr. C coupter, S1t-sen-or headj,

-reflcctwtn- S cat~ svtiratimi.
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Fig+ 3. Fringe contrast without lensed sensor. Fig. 4. Fringe contrast with lensed tip.

,na L: f iirs Bonded aignnment tubes

Reflecting filhers

, see. lihv.

Fig 5 Detail of quadrature phase-shifted sensor. Fig. 6. (Quadrature phase-shifted sensor trace
hoawing lead -lag phenomenon.

tem.rn ritir(

strain

Time

i25- 5 
,I )_% . - --

Time (min.! Fig. 8. Oscillograph of FP sensor attached to

Fig. 7. Results of F-P sensor during on-site cantilever beam at -273 C during bending

testing at Westinghouse, and release
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3.SAPPM tRE OPTIlCAL. FlBER SENSOR FABRICATION

S apphirc optical fiber 1-abrN >Perol Sensors IaVe been fabi icated as shown inl F-igure 9. fiere.
coherent Edo11 troil at I 3100nm laser is coupled into at single mode fiber and subsequenCItlV
diM(led b\ a 2_x2 fused biconica! tapered cou~pler. Light from one of the Output fibers is
col limated ulillin a GRIN lens and kLunched into a lenigth of' sapphire fiber rod wvaVeen .ide.
The collimated optical beam propagates the len gth of thl _Lie and is partially reflected at twAo

locations, thins producing' two Output fields which interfere. A Fahbrv -Perot etalon is form-ed
by thle Surfaces Which prodUCe thle reflections. and reflective coatings onl each Of thle Surfaces
mlay bie employed to increase the finesse of the etalon. The reflected output signal is coupled
back t h riit ll thle lens a illd thle inrpuit fiber, to thle couiplIcr an ridt photodetector.

4. Nlf.AS[,iREMINT OF ULTRPASONIC SURFACE ELASTIC WAVES

The sapphire fiber rod sensor \vas supported above the surface of a. material specimen ats
showni in Fi cure 10( to measure thle out-of-planti particle dlisplacemnents associated wit
u ltratsotiic \.Lrfiice elastic staves propagatitIc onl thle surface. If the density and rm1-dUli Of thle
material are known, this componen~t informIlation niav be Used to determine .e I""eSN siý.riC

wave displitccment field. For this geotiell-N. the cta~on nagain is ftor,, _' O the gap between thle
ctnoi~lici h siipphire rod atnd thle faCiltig surface.

Figure- I I shOWSt thle photodetecor oultputt for1 at 2_1_ MI IZ Oll '''c~re tilte surface
WuHing a coms entiotial piezoelectric trait~duiccr. I Ice. ený averaging effect IS obser)ved due to thle

relJatix e size of- tilte probino beatti and the acoustic wavelencth Of thle Surface wave. Thie
uiltrasonic ira-nsdutS'r prodttce,, a surface elastic stave havinc1- at MaXimumII out1-of-plane
ilisplicetItiCt Otil thle or-der Of 1(0 A, so thle resuulu~r1Titig aximum.11 optical phase chatig~e

c esttdsto tntch less thiati, one fritige., atnd tile oultput[ signal remains itt thle linear range of

Reftector Singtcniode Silica Fiber at 1300 nrn Don

libtw Connector
Htead Photo~detecinr

i 9 (;-tr":ty ,f a-f.'re rfod rrt't sensor %kitfi a teftector.
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Fig. 109Ep: cu~ scl if) [of SAW drICCUOTI Plto C is output of saphi~ire interfemmeter.

5. SUMMARY Plot D is FFTr of sapphire interferomecer.

The silica fiber Fabrv-Perot sensor was success) ully demonstrated asý a thermally induced
strain monitor in an ridUSLit ial en\V iron mert uip to 4 ýW C (the limitation of the fiber coati ii' not
the sensor itself). The sensor has been Used sLIccessffully in a Ia borator\1 tip to 9750 C wkith no
coatine'.

We have dcveloped a sapphire rod] wavegu'ide-based extrinsic Fabrv-Perot sensor, and have
demonstrated its use in an ultrasonjic surfaee elastie wa~ e detetion eonfi-Lurarion. Current
research inIcludeCs the meaCsurement of displacement. temperature. and pressure.
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Fiber optic sensing system critical issues and developments for smart structures

R. M. Measures. K Liu. and S. Mclle.
ljniversit of Toronto Institute for A~erospace Studies. 4925 Duffcerin St.. Downsx iew. Ontario.
M3H-l-5T6, Canada

ABSTRACI: 'The dcxelopment o1 Smart, or Active, materials will require 1he perfection of
ýtruc iurl,x in WntL:0'roh' fibe'r opmt \cnsoig sxxtcn'. We will indicate some of the critical issues,
lacing this development and report on our ad\ ances in this context.

1.1N TROD LCTIONN

In the 701's nexx\ approaches to complex engineering systems like aireralt wxere adopted. 'These assume
that cac h maijor com~nonent contains one or more critical flaw-, at a lev.el not detected initial]\. 'This led
to nexx cngneertim strategies. such as:
1. l/im Sri~ 'tercn Wlonitoring'; 2. Retircinnt fitn- Cau %e, 3. Dusignetd-iit lnspeciabilitt

'The eairlier approach of retiring an entire batch of structural components once a potenit ilk c r ilha Ila%-,
(crack) xxas dliscovered in one component led ito an enormous cost. Retirement for Cause involves
periodic inspection of each component with expensive and elaborate NDE systems, Onvce critical
flaw its detec ted that component is retired. Although this ASIP (Aircraft Structural lhitegritY Proi'rant)
program has been successf~ul in preventiing loss iif aircraft from structural failures, it is expensive and
not alxx -vs aeccurate. furthermoire. it leads to grcailv increased downtime and a commenerate increaise
in tile . vclc costs. The introduction of components wvith built-in inspcciabilit, should signtificantly
reduce costs, imprixe maintenance and shorten downtime. In addition. monitorinu the loads and
delformations of a comirpione nt i n a co ntiinuous basis wvill permit its true fat igue lifIe tiobe estimated at
ant, time.

'The past lixec ýcars, has seen the emergence of a new field ot engineering termed -Smart Materials and
StIructures" or soime times "Active Materials and Adaptive Structures". This multidisciplinary field
\. ill lead ito a rev~ouluion in engineering principles and a radical change in our ihinkine about buidiniZ
structures, as diverse as. Aircraft and Space Platforms. Marine Vehicles, and Installations and
'Trr-estrial Structures,.

'The deveclopment of 11r1ucturoIA llv itexrot'd fiber optic nsg xxscrn presents :i ncc Issa fixlrst step
in the evol1ut ion I if this field and Ax ill lead iio .idx nc es in prcs cont rot of nmateriail I ibri it ion andi to
improvecments in sateit, and econiomic,, of man\ dixecrse industrial products, Built in sensing sx'stems,
are equall\ likcl\ to be found in Ifuture iirecratt is in new bridges. In terms ut idxrinccd c omposite
materials the g~reater confidence instilled b\ this intrinsic inspcetabilitv wxill lea tdoi their increased ucse
as primary, structures and could ivoid oxe rdesign wxith its multiplier dclecis. partritculairky in the
Aerospace Field. The second par ofit thr' nexe held is concerned wvith structures thait not onlx sense
their state but can modilx it throug~h siime form olf control aetuation. The pcrleetiiin ot reltib~le and
accurate structural]\ integataed senisinu., systems xwouild also constitute ances~s irt first step in the
cxolutiuin lit Adaptive Structures. 'These kinds of structures have particular relevance to the Aerospace
Field leading it): aircraft with adaptable Awings. aictive noise suppression and space structure,, that
ciinsianth, adjust their shape and damp iuit unwanted vibration.

'The primar\ structural measurement domains are: 4traoin danlage, tI'm/RraiptuI 1oiidjabricatioti. It x
inelude adv.aneed composite materials the measurement of strain would permit: load, deformation.
vibratiiin. stress concentration toi be determined while damage assessment would follow f'rom: crack.
delarmiation, corrosion and debonding monitoring. Cure state and residual stress measuretments
coiuld lead to i mprovied] fabricat ion co nt rol . It is o bvious that the economies of implementation would
be most tacliured itone type of sensor can be used for all of these measurements.

c 192 lop Publishing LAd
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The critical aireas )cl research ind dec elccprncnt needed it) implement practical Smart Materials and
Structu1-res arc indicated in Figure I.

[mhcedd 4ý ,piiral t-itwr Fihvi Optic S~n,,irs

I hi erilin neenirInrthilrlluis,

'i'N

Multisentýispr Sina m1-,

Indicating~ I te rtilAra rD elp nt I euie

I~ýl I FicrOpi Snsr

he ~ Fiur idea sensmati oI a ierOtc SmartMteilan Structuresilhaeobecplel ndtikn hesie

rantic 1 1 measurements illuded to, those and it would have too he:

-1l1t1rint ii h r mii monum pert urbat ion and si abil it
-Locial~ic14 tmo irict-ie rmoti/i ih(Ii'tti'hhI
-Able toidi%(ic cm hc. direction (ol meiasurand field chang~e

- l-E/lhc'ioiýd ith ri'prodc~ih/c- respo~nse
-A\ble too determrine ,ni'ossurwitt field direct/v
- -l/-fl/cee l' r I pcrat iinal stabil *itAble iti) provide a li~tic-r ivpo%/ct~
-A sincgi )pfica jit? i fo r minim urn pert urhat ion
Sing~/ lic'i Ic hicr caýse of inst al latit n and ci intriction

-Sufiiierie tk u wi c with adequatei/vci~antii inc-ni
- nwcnscith - tic phase intermupticin at structural interlace
-\ on/l rturhohc c ticstrut'lure and -ohuw fo i r installation
-I Interrupi immune and capable ccl cc/edc, ic ni'kuxurment

- Aenbleii muiu/cric~ iclicrm seninc netistirks
-Eu i/ ma nufatACtired and adaptable to rntou /)t~hld tiofl
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The most importan sensor pcrttirmancc indicators airc: dYnami . lange.- %1)tvl mitd ml'a.surand
revoluti(,n and freqaen(-V reqponw wc shile -some of' the most critical issues to be ajddrcsscd include:
intttrruln irnmutinii and the need for absolute measurements. .xigral fiidini due to load induced
biretr~ringene. and t hcrmAl apparent %train,
The lmo tiber optic sensors wsith the most promise at this lime are based on the:
Intracore Bragg Grating Intrinsic Fabrv-Perot
Merits Merits
* absolute measurement *high sensitivit'.
*automnated flibricaimon *last response time ( demodulation limited)
*minimal streng~th dgraidatioin rcbuilfnng_ locali/cd with mm. spatial resolution

problem) absolute mrcatsurecmnt with coherent
*multiptcxcd/demultiplecxd multiplexing

-ilst response timec (wýith kksasclcngth rainometcric Demerits
tcchntquc) limited strength unless loeatiicd mirror
*locali/cd ss ith fess mm. spatial resolution *difficults, in atutomatied Ifabrication.

Demerits *sloss time respoinse with coherent multiplexing
*sensiltsil\% mayt not be adeqtuate possible performane deg~radation with
*limitedwaailahilit N mirrored end
*limited power with broadbaind light source

1.2 Embedded Opttcal Fiber,,

In terms ol embedded optical fibers the kc~ issues atrc:
- Influence (on the Material Properties
It optical libers aire to bcecmbedded within practteail composite matejirial structures ihe\ Must not:
(oftprwini s dhu witsi/c or -ornpires~ cit sIrcnglht, ,,tclleo setei~fl lonlgt I a/nero ihi/if I or Itaiiei thec

fiiia UC lil,* o/ thtu oi mterials, Althbough p ret iminarv evidence suggests thati degradat iont itt the maiterial
properties ts minimal pro\ tding hati the diaimeter of thc optical fiber is less than about 124; ttm.
traciographie studies reseal thatm optical fibers emnbedded atl an angle it) the adjacent ply directions ot
the composite material create resin cavities (termed "resin-eves" because of thetr shape). The
formatton oft resin-eveý s leads t o high c ,,oncenntrtionsiat the host o~plea~il iber interi-tee which mas
is cr ape nitdoit (it meid unde t tcajssrii at h igh loaeding ci mdi t ions lead t debi ndingoit the optical
fiber f rom the host. ( teartv. more dclirtitive research will be needed before opticatl fiber,, can be

- Se n.sor/ Host Interface and Coating.\
It is posstble that this high siress cins ntrtijitn airound the opticail fiber mayi be dimtnished ss lb
cot)lings itt appropriatlesi/c and ,ItI Incss.( leairly. caireful consideratiion w-ill havei~c~t be iven tothe
diameter of optical fibers and their type oft coaling it they, are ito be embedded N\ tlhin composite
structures and Jim liont iOrr.'dd /I% lbt nit performane degradation for the useful leitt o the structure
Protfessor J. Sirkis aind his grtu p are starling lto study these issues.

*Perlo~rmance Life of the Sensing Svttem
When the optical fibers arc embedded coitltneir with the ply direction there is nol appearante itf ai resin
evec and minimal stress coitneentr hum is expected. H-owever for this configuration ai resitn vtid is
formed tin the end of the tiptical f'iber and this could lead ito initiaion (itf dehonding from the hosts
matrialum. This suggests that it may \1nt be prudent iio locate the sensing regioin iit the end utf an
cmbcdded itpticail fiber intended hor extensive use. Mitre research is needed it) ascertain the
seriotusness ,tf this problem.
. Sen sing System Damage i'ulnerahii.jn and Degradation
A senising system within ai practicafl Smart Structure will have lto be fatirly ritbust aind degrade
gracetully when the structure suffers modest damage- Special ciaings and ai judictitus choice itt
lociteton and itricnLaition maN help it) avutid precmature I'raclure of the otipical fiber but in the long term
rerouting, if tipticail tnttrmaiiin througlh the sensing network may be necessair\

I " MI'ultisenisur Architecturc and Muli1plexing, Strategy

*Sensing SystJem A-rchitecture
The t.ýpc itt measurement to be undertaken wtill dictate wkhether the fiber optpiic scv'sor shotuld be
po~int. long piat o~r dihtrihuu'il while the nature oif the structure will deterimine: if thv\ are multiiyered
itr ltimited it) form ai single avecr. Opticail fiber otrientatiotn. placementl in the coimposite lavup. spatfial
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resolution and constraints imposed hi, hc finite bend radius arc all important factor% to hc considered.
It will also bc important to idcntllv anN spcital structural features or rctgions of* higzh stress
concentration. The powkcr budget and signal to noise factors will certainly play a kc *\ role in dcfining
thc scnisint- 'v~stcmi archifcclurc. Sensing svstcm damage vuincrability and case ot fabrication
represent wI .. i considerations to be taken int o account.

- Multiplexing Strategies,
Multiplcxing ts thc mnerging of dlata f rom sevcral channcls into onc channcl. \wHel demultiplexing is
the tnvcr-sc. Thc primar\' paramctcrs used in optical multiplcxing schemes arc' xavelcngh, tintc.
trcquenc\. phase and spae. Consequently. thcre arc Ifivc multiplexing techniques:
. W1-oh-ngth/Di Dojoon Mulliplr'ving (WDM) - cach scnisor opcratcs at at dit-fcrcnt %i;,vclcnigth. The
rcle~ant \avi\clcngth cnicoding can bc pcrformed by cithcr: thc light source. Spcctral filtcrs. rcsonant
cavNitics or dispcrsisc clcmcnts,. Dcmultiplcxing is achcixcd bymcains of aspccrtral nailvscr.
. Tjnt- Djcj\ion Autnfipleiing, (TDM) - lig~ht pulses arc simpl\ combined and diffcrcniccs in thec transit
time [or thc light signals propagating along thc various ch'anncls arc used for dcmiultiplcsing. For
practical structurc,, this kkould require \ cry narrowh pulses. This would cead to lo%\ sitnial strength and
%cri, last dcmodulation.
- Fýrciltuvc i Dhisii n~ Mu/rip/c Pitg ( FD.M) - cac h t nterf cromctinc senso r Opcratcs t\~ it h at signal that is
modulated at at dtflcrcnt Ircqucnc~ '. Dcniultiplcxing of the ,arious siignals is tchtcvcd by\ mcans of
approprtatc bandpass filtcrs to cnsurc that cach docccor only, rccctves signals f'rom a spccific scnisor.

*Phu%, [Dit iion Wlfi,/i/lcvingi (PDM) - or cohcrcncc multiplexing. uscs pirs of initcrlcromictrcs cach
~sith at car it\ lcngzth 1creatcr than thc cohercnce leng~th of 1hc sourcc so no ntcrlcrcnccCartscs utntil thc

leng'ths, of thc twio interlcromictcrs arc madc to Match.
Spalial Div~otoo .Vutuipleling (SDM) - this often inv olv cs some ca in_ mcchantsn ito phvsicall\

connect. tn scqucnicc. cach if thc scnsors ito the data link.
('urrcntllv. none of these multiplcxing- schcemcs can bc devclopcd into at microsystem that could cithct
hc. cmbcdd(cd ,ir toni pain of a small robust structural intcrlfcc. Thts implics,, that thc interconncct
might havc to irivolc at ing~ress c~rcss of thc numhcr of optical fibers uscd to constitutc thc sensing~
s'c \sicm. 11 a fast rcsponsc. high rcsolution ( fc\ mm and about 10t kistrain) distributcd stratrt sensingz
,5i5scm swas available thts might rcducc ihc scsýcritN of this problcm. but no such ss stcm has bccn
developed.

1.4 Multtscnsor Signal Rcco\scr\ and Structural intcrconnct'lntcrlitcc

- Wulti.%ens.or Signal Recot-ery
A\ multiscnisor signal recovcr\ system should hc reliable. compact. tnexpcnsive and involv-c as few~
components ats possible. ManY approachcs undcr consideration today arc based on thc usc of a smn6k
signal rccovcrv svstcmn to scrvtcc at numhcr of sensors i, hrmcans of some multiplcxing scheme.
Invariably' this ceads to scqucntfiall 'v sampling thc output from cach sensor. Thc altcrnativcapproach (11
prov iding at signal rc-os cry, for cach sensor is likcly to he cspcnsiveand impractical unlcss thc vs~stm
can bc built on an optoclcctrotlic chip and cither emnbedded within thc structurc or incorporatcd into the
structural interface or connector.
, Structural IntereunnectllnterfrCC
Thc naturc oft thc structural interconnect problem hingcs on wvhethcr thc output from thc structure is
optical or clccirical. C urrcnt thinking is predicatcd on optical sig~nals Ilo\wintz into and out ol thc
structure via the structural tntcrltacc. In general this intcrl'acc must ha~ c minimal structural
pcr-turbatton: beceas\ to fa,,bneatfc and introduce into thc production iof the structurc. If multiplcxinc- is
not used] cach scnsor woculd have its own output and at ribbon or bundle of optical fiber-, would hase
it) egress from thc structurc. This marv bc thc casc cvcn with multiplexting sincc most schcmcs do not
lcnd thcmsclvcs to sulftctcnt miniaturi/atton to bc cmbcdded or included in thc structural interftce.
Although. ,tructural interconnects can bc madc to at broad surt~acc or an edgec. the former tcnds to bc
favorcd in manyv cascs ats edges arc often trimmed or uscd for structural support. Thc dcvclopment of
at "rcliahlc- and -convcrncnt structural interconnects is likclv to rcprcscnt one of thc most critical
steps in thc implementation of Sinai Structurcs for in many iof thc situations wherc this tcchnolirgý
could be ol significant benefit mintrconncctton will have to be performed by unskillcd personnel.
possibit. in hostile cn\vtricnments. such atis in aircraft on it sub/ero runwav in at bli,,ard.

The structural interconnect problem w ould bc grcatl v simplified if- it single electrical cable could bc
used, the interlace w~ould thcn scrve ats both at structural and elect rical/opt ical intcrlficc. This is clcarlv
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onlk praictcal it a single optoelcctroniC Chip can be devecloped that wkould generate the light sýignals
used to inicrrogate the airrai\ oF fiber optic sensors integrated into the structure and to convert the
subsequen; )t .iial %(-nstng. Nigitnis hack into electrical signals, figure 2.

f-iber Optic Swnsors
V.miwdde,4-4itical Fibe.r,

MiiiItvsing SN~tein and
"ý'tutiisnsoi S Ina Rt m r

%t ui It isen rch i ttetu r

structural Iteirconinct Inteirface

V input ()P Iput

tDispla, and

Figure 2.Shmtco Fiber Optic SatSrcuewt
Structura~lh Integrated Signal Processing

PASSI\ I., \\l~ \k(A[ H li l )F.MoI)1. lAI-I) 3R.\(I(i M(IITI-LASFRSýýFNS()R 'N' 'sITEM

Our recc it du\sclopmentr ot1 a simnple, pi1Y.i1 c and Ilast method olt \%iasclength demodulantin optical tibet
tnt racolre Bragg gra titne sNsl Mrs lends, itscl it)t an approach that co uld con F~rin to aI in ulfiise nso i
electincal optical structural interlacek is suggested abose. The concept inxol\ý esusng each in-lithr
Bragg tzratinL, senism' to control the ss aveletiiih ol at laser and moniforinj! tIs, \a\ ascenizih with out
l~A' ch'ngth r-1to"Iorn 'tra oniquc( . igure 3 [Mclle ci al 19911. i n rigure 4 x,\c propose one possible
s,- stemn based on ihis approach that could he huilt on an optiieleetronic chip, handle ai large number ol
Sensors.,cie bce small eniough to be mounted tnside the struetural Interconnect or embhedded \k ithin the
structure. Father \% ax\ the connection to the structure: wkould be through a consentiotial ty\pe cloi'ncal
inivrconneet In this approaich each laser \\outd be switched on (or excited) in scquenecC so that onlN
one' ck:ic-t'cngth du-inodulation detection s\.stem wxould be necessar\. 11I. howes er, List timec response
is required then at parallel %system %sould be used and each lasecr sensor \%ould has~c iison .k i avclenL0
ritiomrnric detecti m svstem. as in I i.urc
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Dcpcndcni F-icr lnimcrc

Bcail sphiw;c Br~igg"- (roir fl

Blwragg Gratin

EMCC~oI lzmcr St-nsr

Signalra rhntug

I )CY" ~a~tlengh Fllnt

Figure 3. Schematic of Wavelength Dependent Ratiometric
Bragg Grating Laser Sensor
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I V1'L

Fwi~urc 4. Schcniaii of m \V-i\ vniutl Ii )CIxndMii Rati timnciric Multiplcwcd
Multiple Bragg L iscr Scn-ami S\ 51cm

-\ nunihcr ofi hc imp 'riani issucs lacing thc dcs clmupmcni of lihcr oiptic hascd snxiil 1iruci urcs is
dIisC issc d Onc of1 Ihc mo ist c ri ical. Ifrom inhc standpm nflof I mpl mc niaii iin ol I his icchnm logN.
ins mnkscs ihc inicrk-oinnCO it) practicail sIucI'urcs. likc aircralI \winLus Thcsc, structural interfaces "ill
hast it, luncviimmn in mmpcratiimnal cns'irmmnmcnlts. hc cxtrcmcl\ ruobust \ci nonipcrturbaiiisc m~ini thyructurc
\kc hisc: sUggCsICI Ihai 1his mighl bca;chicsahlc \%ifiha dsclot struciurallN initegraicd tihcrmmplc Bragg
Lgralini.! la~scr scnismrs Ihal arc inicrrmmgatcd %iih ihc simplc s' avclength demodtlatioiiNn chcnmc \wc has c
dcs iscd sintc Ihis \ssmiuld pcrmii thc sii~nal promcessing svstcm toi be build onl *i small mipluucicciroinic
,-hip s\ hich cmiUld htc miminld %%ithin ihc struciural initcrfacc. This ssould permii ai single ciccirical
cahic it, hc iiscd \% ii h .1 Com iscnilimnal 1I\,pc dclcriCail intcrcmonncc itm) ihc siruciturc.
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This smork \\ as siippo rtcd b\ ihL Orntario I ascr aind tiisascRcscairch (crnirc and the Nainral
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Fiber-optic interferometric sensors for ultrasonic NDE of composite materials

Kexing Liu and Raymond M. Measures
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS),

4925 Dufferin Street, Downsview, Ontario M3H 5T6, CANADA

ABSTRACT: Interferometric fiber optic sensors using ordinary single-mode fibers
were studied to detect elastic strain waves for nondestructive evaluation of

composite materials. This fiber sensor has been embedded in both graphite/epoxy
and Kevlar/epoxy composite specimens. Applications and limitations of the sensor

are also discussed.

Composite materials are finding a widespread use in the aerospace and other industries.

Because of their special properties, it is desirable to establish new non-destructive
evaluation (NDE) techniques for in-service (in-situ) monitoring of composite structures.
These advanced NDE techniques should be capable of sensing damage arising within a

structure in real-time. The use of a dielectric sensor is preferable for embedding in
composite materials. The fact that optical fibers are dielectric material, free from
electromagnetic interference, small in size and light in weight and can survive high
temperature and high pressure has led to the investigation of embedding optical fibers into
solid materials, particularly the advanced composite materials for nondestructive testing and

structure integrity monitoring I I].

Optical fibers as intrinsic sensing elements have been studied for the detection of ultrasonic
strain waves within composite materials since more than a decade ago [21. More recently,
an ultrason'c detection system based on fiber Michelson interferometry for composite

damage monitoring was reported [31. The system employed an active homodyne
demodulation technique to maintain linearity and maximum sensitivity. The fibers were

embedded in both Graphite/epoxy and Kevlar/epoxy composite specimens. Acoustic

emission signals were detected for both tensile loading and out of plane loading. The
system provided single-ended sensing with real-time monitoring capabilities, and had a

broadband response of 100kHz to 2MHz.

The use of interferometers based on ordinary single-mode fibers for the detection of low

frequency strain [4] and ultrasonic waves [31 within composite materials has the obvious
advantages of simpler configuration, higher sensitivity and lower cost compared with those

based on polarization preserving fibers. However, the problems associated with the

embedded ultrasonic strain wave sensors based on ordinary single-mode fibers such as
localization and sensitivity variation due to the state of polarization (SOP) have drawn little

attention in the smart structures sensing community [51161. In this paper, the results of a

sensitivity analysis will be given for the detection of elastic strain waves with embedded

ordinary single-mode fibers. Problems of localization and visibility variation due to SOP

1992 I1)P Puhlhiing lid
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and birefringence effects will be discussed. The application and limitations of embedded
ordinary single-mode fibers in the form of a Michelson interferometer for ultrasonic strain
wave detection will be briefly presented.

The response of an embedded optical fiber to propagating elastic waves is determined by
the propagation and polarization direction of the ultrasonic waves with respect to the
orientation of the optical fiber and the state of polarization (SOP) of the optical beam in the
fiber 16). In the frequency range where the acoustic wavelengths are of the order of the
fiber sensor length, the output is an integral for the ultrasonic-wave component along the
direction of the optical fiber.

Visibility variation is often referred to as polarization-induced fading (PIF) [5]. Assuming
that the 2x2 fiber directional coupler has zl itting ratio of 1:1, and the losses are equal in
both sensing and reference fibers, r. .niform strain field in the core of the fiber, such
as in the hydrostatic case, the vi'*,i" is determined by thL relative SOP's in the two fibers
and the input polarization orie-;dauon [5]. It is known that the visibility variation can be
compensated by controllinm Lhe input SOP of the light beam, thereby, maintaining maximum
visibility 151. Howeve;, for non-uniformed strain field in the core, as is the case in this

paper, the visibility 'ill be affected by an additional factor, i.e. the ultrasonic field induced
birefringence 161 [his component cannot be nulled out by using the suggested feedback
control of the i",put SOP, because the feedback servo control will not follow the high speed

SOP change.

Nevertheless, embedded interferometric sensors based on ordinary single-mode fibers can
still bc used in many non-absolute ultrasonic measurements, such as ultrasonic pulse delay
measurement or relative ultrasonic spectrum distribution measurement.

Absolute localization cannot be realized with an embedded ultrasonic sensor based on a pair
of ordinary single-mode fibers. This is due to the fact that the two very-well paired fibers
have different birefringencies and thus different SOP's, even though they may be subject
to the same ultrasonic field (if the ultrasound wavelength is much greater than the fiber
diameter and both fibers are well bonded to the matrix). As a result, the ultrasonic induced
phase changes in the lead section of both fibers do not cancel each other upon
recombination at the directional coupler 161.

However, localization will still be achieved if the ultrasonic field is localized. This is often
the case in laboratory experiments where the emission sources are fairly close to the sensing
section of the fiber, or specimens are small such that the embedded lead section of fibers
is relatively short.

Ultrasonic detection using embedded Michelson/Mach-Zehnder interferometric sensors based
on polarization preserving fibers will provide localization if the principle axes of the two
fibers are aligned. The polarization induced visibility variation will be eliminated.
Therefore, for precision measurement and field applications, polarization preserving fibers
and components are recommended [61. This, nonetheless, is subject to the availability of
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the high performance fiber polarization components, such as polarizing directional couplers

and connectors and involves the difficult tasks of laying the two optical fibers into the
composite material with their polarization axes aligned.

In our experiments, the sensor was configured as Michelson interferometer with active
homodyne phase demodulation 131 as shown in Fig.la. The sensor response to high
frequency, low amplitude acoustic signals is linearized and at maximum sensitivity. The
signal fading due to random orientation of the SOP in the fiber was minimized in the
laboratory experiments by adjusting the input SOP and securing the lead fibers against
vibration and air current flow.

SIGNAL
RECORDER

__________________________F NSO P. P t US F
PPeCrS'imPG Peasur

Fig 1 I(a) The Sensor Configuration. Fig.l1 (b) Experiment for Pulse Measurement.

• • ° ' . . . . .... .. .. .. . . . .S....i * 1L

~V 1V.. .
F- -s i --Detected.

Fig.2 Acoustic Emission Spectrum. Fig.3 Ultrasonic Pulses Detected.
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In the first instance, the fiber optic sensor (FOS) was embedded in a graphite/epoxy
composite specimen (I" x 10"). The layup of the specimen was 10/0/90/90(90}90/90/0/01,
where 190) denotes the position and orientation of optical fibers. The specimen was
subject to a tensile loading with an MTS-880 testing system. Fig.2 shows acoustic emission
signals detected by the FOS resulting from damage (crack and delamination) created during
the loading. Using Fourier analysis, the relative spectral characteristics of signals detected

\&ere examined.

The second example demonstrates a measurement result of ultrasonic pulse delay with the
optical fiber sensor. The sensor is embedded in an epoxy specimen (Hysol
TE6I75/HD356 1) of approximately 1" x I" x I" in dimension and the experimental setup
is revealed by Fig. l. The ultrasonic pulses was generated by the broadband longitudinal
transducer. Fig.3 shows the detected pulse and the echoes reflected from the surfaces of
the cube.

In conclusion, detection of elastic strain waves for nondestructive evaluation with embedded
ordinary single-mode fibers in an interferometric setup was discussed. Sensors based on

ordinary single mode fibers can be used for relative ultrasonic spectrum analysis and pulse
delay measurement for confined/localized elastic strain waves. However, in addition to the
visibility variation due to random fluctuations of the birefringence of the optical fibers and

the input SOP orientation, which can be compensated, the ultrasonic strain wave induced
birefringent phase retardation in the fiber will also cause sensitivity variation and non-
localization in the sensor, which cannot be easily compensated. In general, absolute

ultrasonic amplitude measurement cannot be realized using ordinary single mode fibers, due
to the anisotropic nature of the elastic strain waves. However, interferometers based on
polarization preserving fibers and polarization components can, if used correctly, overcome

these difficulties.
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Resin sensors for cofl)poSite cure monitoring
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* FIMOT) Corporation. P.O. Box 11192. Bhicksburg, VA 24062
*� Fiber & Eleciro-Optics Research Ceiuer. Vireinia Tech, B lacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT: The performance of a novel fiber optic composite cure monitor, developed
for thermoset composite fabrication process control, is discussed. The monitoring system
ucludes a sensine fiber manufactured from the composite resin itself. This avoids
ticorporation ot torci en materials into the composite for cure monitoring purposes.

Embedded all-class fibers can necativclv affcct the composite structure, or cause
inlmor�eneities which result in composite delamination By choosine the material of the
mon i tori n g optical 5% ave guide to possess similar thcrmo-ela1� tic properties to those of the
resin of the composite. the inhomoceneities and associated negative effects within the

usinecomposite are avoided. Proof of principle was shown neat resin specimens andpre-impregnated graphite/epoxy coupons.

I. INTRODUCTION
The work described in this manuscript was prompted by process monitoring requirements
which include the capability of determining the cure state of composites during fabrication.
In addition to being able to perform an in-situ measurement on the state of cure, it is
desirable to do so by using sensors which can be embedded deep within the composite
s� ithout affectine the inteerity of the finished component. This is especially critical for thick
composites. where conditions in the center of the specimen may be s'ery different front
those on the outside surfaces where temperature and pressure are usually monitored. The
sensor elements to be embedded must therefore be as non-intnisive as possible either by
minimizing their size or by manufacturiniz them out of materials which are either identical or
very similar to those of the composite itself. Embedded fiber optic sensors have been
proposed by Druy et at (1988). and used for cure monitoring applications. Many of these
sensors, however. are intnisive due to their large size and/or "iticompatible' material type,
often deteriorating the composites structural integrity. Afromowitz (1988) suggested to
utilize optical fiber sensors made out of the composite resin itself such that the cure can be
monitored in the composite without affecting its structural integrity. Preliminary
experiments were con(lucted with industrial grade. fast cure epoxies, and feasibility was
demonstrated. ft has been shos� n that the concept can be used not only with fast cure
epoxies. but also with typical composite resins and pre-impregnated laminates.

2. THEORY
The proposed composite cure itlonitor correlates the resin refractive index to its state of
cure. The refractive index change 'sf the resin is monitored using optical fiber waveguide
techniques. A waveguide fiber is manufactured usine the resin material of the organic
matrix composite itself. After insuring that tbe resin fibers have been allowed to cure
completely, they are embedded in the resin to be monitored. An optical signal launched into
the cured resin fiber will exciie a number. M, of optical modes" given approximately by:

�i'): f( ii' P�:bI�.hiiuŽ tAd
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M=V
2 (1)

where v, the waveguide normalized frequency, is given by

v =27ta 2 2-- (n,-n ?)}(2S{(2)

In Equation (2), a is the resin fiber diameter, k the operating wavelength, nI the refractive
index of the cured resin fiber, and n2 the refractive index of the resin to be monitored. As
the resin cures, the optical power, P, transmitted through the resin fiber changes according
to:

dP dP dn 2

dt dn 2 dt (3)

where dP/dn2 is assumed to be proportional to dM/dn2, that i,:

dP -KdM
dn 2  dn 2  (4)

K depends on several factors including optical launch conditions into the lead fiber, fiber
interaction length, cure temperature. and cure pressure. As will be explained in the
experimental section, a reference signal. Pref will be tapped from the optical source to
compensate for source output drift. The Normalized Trmn::mitted Power (NTP), which will
he related to the state Gf cure, is given by:

NTP = P
• "(5)

3. RESULTS
The resin's optimum operating wavelength, i.e., the wavelength at which optical loss was
minimized, was found using a commercially availabl- fiber spectrum analyzer. The resin
used in the experiments was found to have minimum signal attenuation between 8MX and
1100 nm. It was therefore chosen to perform the experiments using a CW 816 nm laser
source.

Subsequent to manufacturing and curing the resin fiber sensors, they were placed in a
heating assembly as shown in Figure 1. This assembly allowed cure monitoring using neat
resin specimens. The assembly consisted of a laser, a fiber optic splitter, two
photodttectors, an optical power meter, two lead fibers, a resin fiber sensor, a heating
block, and a GPIB interface to a personal computer. The output of the laser was split into
two arms: the output of one of the splitter arms was sent directly to photodetector # I as
reference signal, while the output of the other arm was launched into the resin fiber through
a lead-in fibei The output of the resin fiber was picked up by a lead-out fiber and directed
to photodetec,.r # 2. The power levels of the two detectors were p ocessed by the optical
power meter and passed on through a GPIB bus to a computer for dact acquisition. An A/D
botard in the computer also allowed acquisition of the temperature in the h-ating block.
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Figure 2 shows the results of monitoring the cure of thermoset neat resin specimens using
the assembly of Figure 1. A graph of Normalized Transmitted Power (NTP) and its
numerical derivative (dNTP/dr) versus time of cure shows how NTP decreases steadily as
the resin cures, while dNTP/dt which is indicative of the rate of cure approaches zero.

(2 LC-2

7/

Fig. 1. Thermoset Neat Resin Cure Monitornng Set-Up.

--0 02

Cq 2•,

,.1T

! I -1,0

Fig. 2. Graph Showinge NP and dNTP/dt Versus Cure Time for the Neat Resin Process.

The assembly shown in F:igure I was also used to monitor the cure of a pre-impregriated
laminate composite coupons. The prepreg laminates were placed in an alumintim mold
which contained access ports through which thle resin fiber sensor was routed. A total of 32
prepreg plies WOc9Q` orientation) was usedý the resin fiber was placed between the 12th and
I13th ply, parallel to th.e matrix fibers. Pressure and temperature in the mold were applied
using a I ton hot press. A pre-cure temperature of approximately 125 'C was, used for 45
mninutes to condition the specimen before ramping uip the temperature to 175 'C.

Figure 3 shows NTP and temperature versus Cure time, and clearly demonstrates the
sensor's behavior both during the pre-cure conditioning cycle as w-ell as the cure cycle.
During the 45 minute conditioning period NTP falls slowly, already indicating the presence
of resin gelation. As the temperature is increased to 175 'CC, NTP first increases due to a
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decrease in the resin fiber density, then drops off sharply once curing sets in. Figure 4, on
the other hand, shows the numerical derivative of NTP and temperature versus cure time.
Again, dNTP/dt approaches zero as the composite reaches its fully cured state.

4. SUMMARY
The feasibility of a non-intrusive, in-situ fiber optic composite cure monitor has been
demonstrated. Experiments were conducted using both neat resin and pre-impregnated
graphite/epoxy specimens. Results indicate that the cure state of a composite can be
determined by monitoring Normalized Transmitted Power (NTP) through the resin fiber
waveguide. Furthernore, numerical differentiation of NTP seems to allow monitoring of
composite cure rate. Future work will include testing of the cure monitor in autoclave
environments, as well as implementing algorthms for process control purposes.
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Fig. 3. Composite Cure Monitoring Results (NTP vs Time).
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Fiber optic sensors and architectures for large structures

Eric Udd
McDonnell Douglas Electronic Systems Company

Santa Ana, California 92705

Abstract

This paper provides an overview and design considerations for fiber optic sensor.s and
architectures that are particularly well suited to large structures. Issues that are addressed include
embedding fiber optic sensors into large composite structures, performance criteria and reliability and
ma intai nability.

Introduction

Advanced aerospace platforms will require sensor technology to monitor the environment
surrounding the platform as well as the structural integrity of the platform itself. Size, weight, intunuit%
to electromagnetic interference, and environmental ruggedness, low cost and reliability arc kc\
characteristics of successful candidate technology. Recently fiber optic sensor technology htiý
demonstrated several advantages when compared to electronic technology for advanced aerospace
platforms [References 1-31, including being lightweight and nonobtrusive, all passive configurations, low
power utilization, immunity to electromagnetic interference, high sensitivity and bandwidth, compatibility
with optical data transmission and processing, long lifetimes and low cost.

These features can be key drivers in reducing the overall weight and size of advanced aerosp:tcc
platforms while providing increased capability. With respect to weight savings the fibers may be
embedded directly into composite materials without degrading the strength of the parts resulting in no net
increase in space. The small size, environmental ruggedness and passive nature of the optical fiber make,
this feasible. The fiber sensors may also be attached to the surface of the structure in analogy with current
sensor technology and still offer significant advantages as the absence of electromagnetic interference
eliminates the need for costly and heavy shielding and cabling while hardening the aerospace platform to
electromagnetic jamming. damage due to electromagnetic pulses and lightning strikes. Because advanced
aerospace platforms can he expected to be called upon to perform in increasingly challenging environments
the number and performance requirements can be expected to increase. Fiber optic technology is uniquely
suited to this task as the sensors may be multiplexed and their high sensitivity potential merges neatly with
the high bandwidth capability of fiber optics.

This paper overviews the usage of fiber optic sensor technology in large aerospace platformis thiat
could be used to support health monitoring and damage assessment functions to augment surviv;,biltrv.
repairability, and maintainability while enhancing performance and control systems by providing Ilexible
sensor information channels. Technical issues and tradeoffs that remain to be addressed are described in
association with the system.

Fiber Optic Sensor System

A possible configuration of a fiber optic sensor system is shown in Figure 1. A series of fiber
optic sensor strings that contain in line multiplexed fiber optic sensors are embedded or attached to the
structure to be monitored. These sensor strings are configured to support a limited number of fiber
sensors, nominally ten, in order to (1) improve yield and hence lower the cost of the sensor strings. (2)
simplify processing requirements, (3) allow for rapid reconfiguration and graceful degradation of' the
system when damaged and (4) improve repairability and maintainability. To support this architecture an
optical switch is used to sequentially interrogate the sensor strings. This switch could be a mechanical
switch for multimode or single mode fiber optic sensor strings or it could be an integrated optic switch to
support single mode sensor strings. While it is anticipated that some systems might allow the relativels
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slow access available with mechanical switches it is expected that future high performance systems will
use single mode integrated optical switches supporting single mode fiber optic sensor strings. Once each
string is ýiccessed by the switch a fiber sensor string demodujator will be used to separate the signals from
the in line sensors using multiplexing techniques that are likely to include time, wavelength and frequency
division methods. The output from the demodulator is then formatted into data packets and sent via a fiber
optic transmitter to a system signal processor that does preprocessing necessary to support the onboard
control systems such as vehicle health management and damage assessment.

Figure 2 illustrates how the embedded fiber optic sensor system might be integrated into an
avionic.s system specifically the Air Force Pave Pillar structure. The output from the embedded sensor
system could enter the avionics through a number of paths. One of the most likely scenarios would be for
the output of the system signal processor to be fed directly into the vehicle health management bus. This
data would then be used by the vehicle health management system processors to format the data into a
form usable by the mission avionics multiplex bus. This information would then be processed for display
to the pilot and or used to correct mission profiles. The information from the embedded sensor system
could also be used for flight control and used to directly support instrumentation displdys.

Fiber Sensor Considerations

While there are many fiber optic sensors that have been or are being developed there are a number
of issues that limit the number of sensors that currently appear to be good candidates. Specifically because
connectors and points of ingress and egress out of the parts are relatively difficult (1) a single point of
ingress and egress is highly desirable. This is especially important for the case of large structures that are
made using material winding techniques such as those employed in making a composite tank for a launch
vehicle as is shown in Figure 3. Here the fiber sensors would be wound into the pan with the composite
filament and could be used to support the manufacturing process. The embedded sensors could then be
used to augment nondestructive evaluation and support vehicle health management systems. In order to
avoid issues associated with the structural integrity of the part (2) the sensors should be no larger than the
fiber diameter. Due to the large number of sensors expected to be needed for large structures (3) the
sensor strings should be readily manufacturable at low cost and (4) the sensors should be resistant to
fluctuations in signal level caused by connector and cable loss. When these conditions are evaluated two
otf the tnost promising candidates are etalon [References 4-51 and grating [References 6-81 based sensor
strings. Each of these sensor types can be multiplexed [Reference 91 using time and wavelength division
techniques in single ended configurations. They can be designed to be no larger than the fiber diameter
and appear to be amenable to low cost manufacturing. Because these sensors use spectral encoding of
their signals they also meet the criteria for resistance to signal degradation due to connector or cable
attenuation fluctuations. For large structures however there are still issues for these sensors that involve
the cost of very large numbers of sensors and the signal processing needed to support them.

One way to address these issues is to use two sets of sensors. One set would be a very low cost
set of sensors based on microbending or distributed sensing which would support a large low cost array
that would be used to sense the general location of damage or a change in status of the structure. The
finer, high performance sensor string consisting of etalon and or grating sensor strings would then be
configured to accurately assess the situation.

Aerospace Anglications

There are many potential applications of embedded sensor systems on board aerosrace platfortn.
and the advantages of light weight, small size and immunity to electromagnetic interference are compelling.
Examples would include monitoring icing conditions on wings, excess vibration in jet engines, weight
distribution prior to take off, and in flight and routine structural assessments to augment flight control and
improve maintenance.
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As an example of the problems that must be solved consider a wing structure that is lm by 2m.
Ideally structural information for this wing might be supported by strain sensors with 10 cm spacing. This
would involve 2(!00 strain measurement per surface of the wing. If ten sensors were supported by each
sensor string this would result in 200 strings that would have to be integrated and processed. Eventually
this type of system may be realizable, the more likely near term scenario is a limited number of sensor
strings supporting a less capable vehicle health management system that would still be substantially better
than the best systems used today.

Other examples of aerospace applications would include the usage of fiber optic sensors to provide
stabalization atid damping of vibrations on large lightweight space platforms of the future and advanced
launch systems.

Summary

An architecture for an embedded sensor system has been described and consideration given for the
selection of embedded sensors to support it.
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Distributed fiber optic sensors

IP Kurmer and AA Boiarski

Battelle, 505 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201

SA Kingsley

Fiberdyne Optoelectronics, 545 Northview Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43209

ABSTRACT: A summary of Battelle's recent efforts in distributed fiber optic
sensor technology is discussed. The first is a temperature sensor based on optical
time domain reflectometry; while, the second utilizes an interferometric technique
to sense acoustic waves for the detection of leaks within gas or fluid filled pipes.

1. INTRODUCTION

A significant advantage of the distributed sensing approach is its ability to provide
continuous high-spatial resolution monitoring of the measurand at many locations within
a structure using a single length of optical fiber. This is in contrast to the point sensor
approach in which an optical fiber is required to be routed from the data collection
point to the sensing point for each and every measurement to be made.

We present two distributed fiber optic sensor systems currently being developed by
Battelle for the electric power industry. The first is a temperature sensing system based
on Rayleigh backscattering from the fiber cladding and utilizes optical time domain
reflectometry (OTDR) techniques. The second system is an acoustic sensor for
detecting and locating leaks within high pressure fluid-filled (HPFF) pipes.

2. DISTRIBUTED TEMPERATURE SENSING

Distributed fiber optic temperature sensing is currently an active area and several
review articles have been written (Rogers 1986, Twerdochlib 1989). In Battelle's
approach, the temperature sensitive fiber is formed by coating a modified, ultraviolet-
light-curable polymer material onto a core glass during fiber production. By
monitoring the changes in Rayleigh backscattered light from the fiber, local temperature
changes can be measured along the fiber length. An OTDR in conjunction with a
personal computer are used to collect and analyze the Rayleigh backscattered data. A
15 meter long sensing fiber was used in the demonstration experiments, shown in
Figure 1. The fiber is looped twice through a 0.5 meter long tube heater to provide
two hot spots of identical temperature located approximately 2.5 meters apart.

j' ')' I( )P Pwhhl,hrna I td
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Typical relative backscattered light intensity data are shown in Figure 2. The reference
signal shows the backscattered intensity as a function of distance while the heater is at
room temperature. Also shown is the backscattered intensity when the heater is at
105 C. Notice that as the temperature is increased in localized regions of the fiber the
relative backscattering decreases. A theoretical model, used to predict the change in
scattering intensity due to the elevated temperature, (dB.), is based on the work of
Gloge (1971) and is in good agreement with the experimental data. The value of dBs
changes slightly with distance along the length of the fiber and can be easily corrected
for in the data reduction. It is presently postulated that the length effect is associated
with mode mixing effects within the optical fiber. Figure 3 shows both the dB. length-
corrected and original temperature data along the length of the fiber.

The spatial temperature resolution along the fiber is shown in Figure 4. Here, several
hot zones were established with variable lengths. The fiber can accurately track the hot
regions of 50 cm, 25 cm, and 10 cm lengths. Current spatial resolution of the system
i- on the order of 8 cm.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of sensor system test setup Fig. 2. Relative OTDR signal and reference
intensities for two 105 C hot spots
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A summary of the overall performance goals for the system developed were:

* Temperature accuracy: + 2 C * Sensor length: Ž 20 meters
* Te~mperature range: 20-150 C e Length resolution: 0.1 meters

The current aptlicmtn,"n ,f tjhic system is in temperature and performance monitoring of
generator windings and switch gear circuit breakers for the power industry. Future
applications include the monitoring of transmission lines, and transformers.

3. DISTRIBUTED ACOUSTIC SENSING

Another fiber optic sensor system being developed by Battelle is based on the Sagnac
interferometer and will be used to sense the acoustic emission at HPFF pipe leak sites.
In the Sagnac interferometer, Figure 5, commonly employed as a rotation sensor, the
output of a laser or light emitting diode is split into two beams and directed into two
counter-propagating directions around a coil of optical fiber. By rotating the fiber, the
optical path lengths become imbalanced, the two beams arrive out of phase, and
destructive interference can occur. This is known as the Sagnac effect and is one of the
few non-reciprocal effects in such an interferometer (Culshaw 1984, Dakin 1988, Dakin
1989, Ezekial 1982). This system can also be employed to detect localized, pressure
disturbances impinging on an optical fiber (Dakin 1987, Dakin 1990).

The theoretical pressure sensitivity for the fiber optic phase modulator currently being
designed is approximately 3.1 x 10-- radians/meter/pascal at an operating wavelength of
1.3 pm. The theoretical carrier to noise ratio (CNR) for the Sagnac interferometer is
147.6 dB re I mW re 1 Hz. The 1 mW reference is the input into the interferometer.
From the CNR, we can calculate that the minimum detectable phase deviation is
3 x 10-8 radians/lHz re I mW. From the phase modulation sensitivity and the

Non-Reciprocal Phase Modulator
(Piezoelectric Line-Stretcher)

Beamsplitter/combiner

Laser --- --- L

I f= 1/2rau

For L = 1 km,

Photodetector Tau is approximately 5 microseconds
and f,= 100 kHz

Output

Fig. 5. The Sagnac interferometer
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minimum detectable phase deviation, we find that the minimum detectable pressure is
1000 ,Pa/m • \[Hz re I mW, which is equivalent to 60 dB re 1 /.Pa/AHz re I mW.

4. SUMMARY

The temperature sensor system developed met or exceeded the measurement goals for
monitoring generator windings. The temperature measurement range for the sensor was
0-150 C and the estimated measurement accuracy was + 5 C. Approximately 20
meters of sensor fiber could be interrogated with a length resolution of 10 cm.
Modification of the fiber core and cladding materials should provide a sensing fiber
length greater than 200 meters. Additionally, changes in the numerical algorithms
should increase the temperature accuracy of the system.

The acoustic sensor being developed has a theoretical sensitivity of
1000 juPa/m • \/Hz re 1 mW. An HPFF test chamber has been designed and built to
evaluate its applicability for leak sensing and leak location determination. The system
currently being developed should be applicable to both liquid and gas systems. The
fiber optic system has been built, and preliminary tests indicate very good agreement
with theory. Further work is under way to improve the sensitivity of the interferometer
system to allow detection of very weak acoustic emissions.

The fiber sensing technology being developed for the electric power industry is believed
to be directly applicable to the manufacturing, dynamic performance health monitoring
and failure mode analysis of smart structures.
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Optica! hehr sensor-based smart materials and structures

R. 0. Claus, K. A. Murphy, A. M. Vengsarkar and R. G. May
Fiber & Electro-Optics Research Center, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT: Optical fiber sensors may be used to analyze the
properties of materials and structures during their fabrication, in-
service and degradation phases. Fiber sensor methods allow the
measurement of a wide range of physical observables and the fibers
themselves may be attached to or embedded within polymer, ceramic
and metal-based materials. This paper outlines fiber sensor
technology for "smart" materials and structures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical fibers have been developed for applications in measurement
science during the past fifteen years. Fiber sensors may be configured
to measure a wide variety of physical observables including strain,
temperature, vibration, chemical concentrations, acoustic and
ultrasonic waves, and displacement [1]. More than ten years ago, fiber
sensors were embedded in advanced polymer-based composites by the
first author to measure strain and temperature [2]. Since that time,
fiber sensor methods have progressed to allow more quantitative
measurements of these primary effects as well as information
concerning secondary materials effects such as crack propagation, ply-
ply delaminations in composite laminates, and material damage caused
by impacts. At the same time, parallel developments in specialized
fiber and coating materials and signal processing have allowed the
application of fiber sensor methods to a broader class of materials
analysis problems with improved signal analysis capabilities. This
paper outlines uses of fiber sensors for the analysis of material and
structural properties and suggests future directions.

2. EMBEDDED OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS IN MATERIALS

The usual concept of "smart" materials assumes that sensor signal
processing and actuation functions are somehow built into the material,
either by the incorporation of individual elements or by the development
of materials with inherent sensory and actuation capabilities. Optical
fibers embedded as sensors are of potential concern because they may
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perturb the integrity of the material and because their connectorization
and networking pose technological challenges. Recent work has shown
tha÷ major concerns here are 1) the orientation of the sensor fiber with
rispect to the host, 2) the size of the sensor fiber with respect to the
host composite fibeis, 3) the properties of the fiber coating, and 4) how
the fiber-to-matrix interface fails under load. Additionally,
application-related systems problems demand solutions to sensor
repair and connectivity.

Recent research has addressed some of these problems and perhaps
identified solutions to others. Initial studies of fiber embedding were
performed by Czarnak and coworkers at Virginia Tech in 1987 [3];
similar work has been considered by others [4, 5]. Czarnak found that
strain concentrations of as much as twenty occurred at the interface
between embedded optical fiber sensor elements and the surrounding
matrix in composite laminates. More recent work has considered the
movement of fiber sensors during the embedding and curing process [6],
methods for the manufacturing of so-called "low profile" fibers having
outer glass waveguide diameters of as little as 35 microns [7], thus
improving embedding properties, and the effect of the quality of the
fiber-to-matrix bond on material failure characteristics [8].

Also, methods have been suggested to allow the repair and retrofitting
of damaged fiber sensor elements [9]. Practical connector technology
has not emerged to allow the interconnection of materials containing
optical fiber sensor elements or networks [10].

3. OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS FOR MATERIALS ANALYSIS

Optical fiber sensors may be used to measure numerous material
properties. This section reviews current applications and limitations.

During the lifetime of materia; and structural systems, optical fiber
sensors may first be applied to the measurement of their fabrication.
For some composite materials, this means cure monitoring and the
general concern often is what set of parameters is required to
determine properties to insure quality of resulting parts. Methods
which use specialized optical fibers to determine changes in 1) the
local resin chemistry [11], 2) the index of refraction of the resin near
the tip of a fiber probe [12], and 3) local modulus via the monitoring of
ultrasu,-,ic wave propagation [13], have been developed and
demonstrated. Generally more complicated optical fiber sensor methods
have been employed to additionally monitor the fabrication conditions
for such materials, including material removal operations.

During the normal lifetime of "smart" materials, fiber sensors have
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temperature may be measured using a variety of optical fiber methods.
Recent developments have been extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometric
(EFPI) devices [14] and in-line fiber gratings [15]; both yield short gage
length information and may offer multi-element multiplexing.

Vibration has been measured most effectively using two-mode
elliptical-core fiber sensors, having limited gage lengths from
centimeters to tens of meters in length and with insensitive lead-in and
lead-out fiber sections [16]. The analysis and control of specific mode
shapes in vibrating structures has been approached both by controlling
the location of the sensors on the vibrating structures, and by varying
the sensitivity of the sensor fibers along their lengths. Such weighted
sensors may have applications in sensor array functions for
environmental fields other than vibrational [17].

Optical fiber sensors have also been used for the analysis of damage in
composites in several ways. One has been to use embedded arrays of
selectively etched fibers which break locally when the host material is
impacted [18]. Although this method is destructive in that the fiber
sensor is not operational after one impact, it does give qualitative
information concerning impact-induced events. Quantitative analyses
of impact, delamination and crack initiation and propagation have been
obtained using in-line EFPI sensors to detect ultrasonic waves [19],
crack opening displacements [20], and strain field variations [21].

4. SUMMARY

Optical fiber sensors have been developed during the past decade for
applications in the analysis of materials and structures. This brief
discussion has outlined some of the major application areas. The
following references should provide more detail.
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The use of adaptive structures in reducing drag of underiater vehicles

K.J. Moore, M. Noori, J. Wilson and J.V. Dugan, Jr.

Cortana Corporation, 520 North Washington Street, Suite 200, Falls Church, VA 22046

ABSTRACT: Experimental and theoretical studies by researchers in several countries over
the last 30 years have shown that the generation of a traveling wave on the surface of a
moving body may reduce drag. A laboratory-scale investigation using wave parameters
identified in recent CFD studies will further understanding of the physics of traveling wave
behavior. Requirements for an active wall test device are discussed in the light of previous
experience and new developments in active materials and adaptive structures.

I. TRAVELING WAVE CONCEPF

The possibility of using vortical flow to reduce drag has been known for a number of years.
Suitably positioned transverse slots can result in entrained vortices and a significant reduction
in end drag over the closure of a bluff body. In addition, experiments at NASA Langley have
shown that ordered periodic vorticity injected into a turbulent boundary layer near a wall
results in about 25% drag reduction over nominal flat plate values.

A related concept in fluid flow dynamics has been investigated with a view to improving the
hydrodynamic performance of underwater vehicles. A traveling wave with specified and
controllable phase velocity, amplitude, wavelength and shape is used to generate and trap
vortices in the troughs of a flexible wall (Figure 1). The resulting secondary flow condition
cannot be classified as conventional laminar, transitional or turbulent flow, but rather
constitutes a new regime described as "controlled vortical flow". Analytical studies (Wu et
al., 1990) have shown that an appropriate tailoring of traveling wave to flow parameters
results in ordered vortical flow and an associated reduction in drag to a level substantially
below flat plate values. Further computational verification of the traveling wave concept will
likely be costly, and may not engender the same level of confidence as an experimental
demonstration. Thus the need for a practical investigation has been identified.
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Figure 1. Elements of Traveling Wave Flow
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2. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT INVESTIGATION

The principal objectives of the proposed experimental investigation of traveling wave behavior
are to demonstrate vortex entrapment in the troughs of a traveling wave using flow
visualization techniques, to determine the combinations of wall and flow parameters giving
drag reduction, and to assess the trade-off between the energy required for wall activation and
the energy gained through drag reduction.

Experimental demonstration of the traveling wave concept is a multidisciplinary problem
involving aspects of hydrodynamics, materials, and control systems technologies. In
particular, practical demonstration of a controlled vortical flow regime will involve the design
and fabrication of some kind of flexible wall device. A traveling wave with specified
parameters (see below) will be used to generate and trap vortices in the troughs of a flexible
wall. An active wall is defined as one which uses energy from an external source for
deformation, in contrast to a passive wall which uses energy from the flow to deform. For the
purposes of the proposed proof-of-concept investigation an active wall has been identified as
the more attractive option, since it offers the experimenter a high degree of control, thereby
eliminating the need for extensive instrumentation to measure traveling wave parameters.

3. AC-FIVE WALL TEST DEVICE

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies of traveling wave behavior have shown that the
amplitude-to-wavelength ratio, a/X, and ratio of wave velocity to freestream velocity, c/U00 ,
are critical parameters influencing vortex entrapment and establishment of a controlled vortical
flow. Parameter ranges of interest are:

0.10 • 0.25 (1)

0 .5 (2)

Target rarges for active wall parameters have been defined on the basis of the above values,
together with information on wavelength, freestream velocity, and Reynolds number (based
on wavelength) for practical applications. The need to reduce complexity and minimize costs
has also been taken into account. Wavelengths (X) should be in the range 5 to 20 cm, and the

active device length (L) should incorporate at least 10 wavelengths, i.e. L > 10 X. Amplitudes
of oscillation should be in the range 0.5 to 5 cm such that (1) is satisfied. Frequencies of 10
to 100 Hz and wave velocities of 2 to 5 m.s-I are required.

One of the major design goals for an active wall test device is that the wave amplitude,
together with two of the three related parameters - wavelength, wave velocity and frequency -
should be independently controllable. The potential to investigate various waveforms would
be an added advantage. No definitive conclusions have been reached regarding the relative
merits of 2-D (plate) and 3-D (axisymmetric body of revolution) devices. It has been
postulated that drag measurements may be easier using a towed 3-D device, whereas
investigation of ranges of wall and flow parameters and flow visualization experiments may be
more readily performed using 2-D test plates.

4. PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

A number of active wall devices have been reported in the literature over the last 20 years.
The relevant articles have been reviewed in some detail in order to avoid unnecessary
duplication of existing results and to benefit from the experience of previous researchers. The
choice of actuator type is seen to be critical in determining traveling wave parameters, notably
amplitude and frequency. The majority of devices discussed in the literature are mechanically-
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driven systems of the type shown schematically in Figure 2. These devices utilize a series of
cams positioned on a camshaft with a
successive phase difference between
adjacent cams. These systems are FLOW
generally fixed amplitude and wavelength
devices, although frequency and
wavespeed can be varied by altering the
speed of rotation of the camshaft. The

number of actuator elements per
wavelength is important in determining the
wave profile. Since the cost of any =-A6
traveling wave device increases with the
total number of actuators used, it is
desirable to select the minimum number of
driving elements to achieve the required Figure 2: Schematic of Mechanically - Driven
waveform. Eight actuators per wavelength Active Wall Device
are generally believed to be necessary to l=rubber, 2=cam, 3=camshaft, 4=motor
achieve a satisfactory sine wave profile.

Most of the active wall devices described in the literature were designed for amplitude-to-
wavelength ratios, a/k, significantly lower than the desired range identified in the present CFD
studies. Unfortunately, most investigators who claim to have measured a reduction in drag
(or even a thrust force) using an active wall device have not documented their experiments in
sufficient detail for parameter ranges to be identified unambiguously.

5. CANDIDATE ACTUATOR SYSTEMS

The active wall test device required for a traveling wave proof-of-concept experiment
constitutes an adaptive structure. In order to achieve the shape control associated with
traveling wave generation, actuators must be incorporated in the active wall system. The
following candidate actuators have been reviewed in the light of present requirements and
recent developments in active materials technology:

"• mechanical
"* pneumatic
"* hydraulic
"* piezoelectric and electrostrictor
"• shape memory alloy
* electromagnetic
* magnetostrictor
• electrically conductive polymer

The requirement for wave amplitudes > 0.5 cm combined with frequencies in the range 10 to
100Hz imposes severe restrictions on actuator systems, many of which are either frequency-
or amplitude-limited. In general, the requirement for wavelengths on the order of 10 cm can
be readily accommodated.

The frequencies of mechanically-driven active wall devices described in the technical literature
are generally < 30 Hz. Some difficulties may be anticipated in combining amplitudes on the
order of 1 cm with frequencies greater than - 30 Hz and a mechanical device designed to
operate under these conditions would need to be reasonably robust. Ideally, a test device
would be designed such that wavespeed, amplitude and frequency could be varied
independently. However, the feasibility of achieving this degree of flexibility with a
mechanically-driven device has not been demonstrated to date.

Recent progress in developing shape memory alloys (SMA's), such as Nitinol, has resulted in
helical actuators which can produce deformations on the order of 1 cm. However, difficulties
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in rapid cooling of SMA wires limit the frequency-response of state-of-the-art actuators to a
few Hertz, even using active cooling. Both pneumatic and hydraulic systems are also limited
to frequencies below 10 Hz.

Piezoelectric, electrostrictor and magnetostrictor actuators are all amplitude-limited (< 0.01
cm), despite recent significant enhancements in maximum strain values. An active wall device
using piezoelectric ceramic actuators (PZT) has been developed (Park, Silvus and Cerwin,
1985). Amplitude, frequency and velocity of the traveling wave are all independently
controllable, making this device extremely flexible in terms of parameter refinement. The use
of an electronic drive system permits the generation of a traveling surface wave of arbitrary
shape. However, wave amplitudes are small (< 13 microns), and even the use of state-of-the-
art piezoelectric actuators could not produce deformations on the order of I cm.

The possibility of using the attractive and repulsive forces between electromagnets, or between
an electromagnet and a permanent magnet, has been proposed as a means of generating a
traveling wave. A device described in a Soviet Inventor's Certificate (Kim, Afonin and
Bondarenko, 1972) uses damping fluid between the hull and outer skin, and a hi;!'P mounted
inductor provides a variable electromagnetic field. The purpose of the device is "to reduce the
frictional drag of underwater vessels". Unfortunately, no performance data are available by
which to assess the suitability of electromagnetic systems for a traveling wave proof-of-
concept experiment, or for practical applications.

Electrically conductive polymers are generally made by doping of insulating polymers.
Certain dopant/polymer combinations exhibit dimensional changes of up to 10% in length
associated with the insulating/conducting transition. Hence, these materials may be used as
actuators converting electrical to mechanical energy. However, conductive polymer actuators
have not yet been sufficiently investigated to be considered serious candidates for an active
wall test device.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A laboratory-scale experimental investigation has been identified as a logical next step in
furthering current understanding of the physics of the traveling wave. The most cost-effective
near-term option for an active wall device appears to be a mechanically-driven system with
variable wavespeed and frequency, together with variable amplitude or wavelength. Such a
device is expected to be noisy and cumbersome, and unsuited to underwater vehicle
applications. Practical implementation of the traveling wave concept to reduce drag will likely
involve significant developments in state-of-the-arn active materials and adaptive structures, or
the implementation of a tailored auto-oscillatory system.
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Electrically-controlled polymeric gels as active materials in adaptive structures
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Absrt ract. T his paper presents erveral applications of ir irizable pody roeric gels that
are, -apatile of tiridergo ing soubst antial expjansionis and( contract ions when soubject ed tit
--hanin giK pH lvir iirelt5 riea ore rsolvent. Conceptuhal designs for sinart, elec-
t ricall *v ac-tivated dev'i, es exploitring this phrenomrienoni are dIiscrissed . These de vices have
tlie, possibilit 'v of b~einrg liralliprilatedr via active comipuJt er cont rol a-s large di splacemnent

actuoatoirs fi r use iii ad aptivye strucieriires.
lThe eiahrgelnoovo hs ove Idevi ces is the rise of coupliant cont aiiiers for

lie gels arid t heir solvents, remrov inig thle dlifficuo t ies associated with Imnaint aining a hattii

for the gels. Though miost of these devices are designed rising properties well discussedi

in thle, literat tre, somre presented near the end oft his paper make rise if crrclosions that
lie aut hors have drawn front lie literatuore arid their own experimrental work.

"Those conlcIusions al-ou t thle basic mechiani stis of elect ronmechianiical gels are dis-
cussed in thle t hiird part of thIis paperaiid a rotriillete set of governiing eqrratioiriscdesc(ribjing
these mrechtanismrs are presented in the fourthi section.

This paper conrcluides with a (liscrissiot (if sonre of thle rainiificat icrns of the above

svst erir of equrat ions and a discussion ohi gel-i ri veil devices anrd on tire conitrol of suchr
devices.

1. Iiitrodiiction

'rhe contrattile andi expansile properties of polyelectrolyte gels has beeni a sub-
ject of diverse stuidy since the original observations of Kuhn ( 1949) andl Katchaisky
(19419). The phenomenon involves t he niodtilat ion of t hie affinrit y of t lie pl)Olnter for
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solvent by changing the pH of the solvent,, by changing temperature or solvent, or
ais originally discussed by Hamnlen, Kent. and Shafer ( 1965) -subjecting the bath

to) an electrostatic field. The efrect, of the change in pH can produce a homogeneous
dleforrmation of as mutch as four huindred p~ercent (Li and Tanaka 1990). An electro-
static field can produce even a nonhomonogeneous deformation such as bending.

Various discussions of applications have occurred over the years. Tbe possibility
of rising these p~olymieric gel muscles or actuators for chiernomechanilral engines and
trhirbres was originally discussed by Steinberg, Oplat ka, and Katchalskv (1966).
and Sussrman and Kat chalskv (1970). Suich appli cat ions have been discussed by
Eric Cross (1989). C'rawly, (Ie Lnis. Hagood and Anderson (1988) Tzou and Tseng
(199(1) in) thbe context of piezoelectric sensors and actuators, by G andhi. Thompson.
(hoi arid Slrakir (1989), ( lioi. G arndhi and Thompson (1989) and C hoi . Sprecher

anrd (Con rad ( 1990) in thle context of elect re- rheological 11 ii d sensors and act uat ors.
arid by II anagud . Wan and] Obal (1988) and] Tadjbakhisli and( Sut (1989) in Hthe
Co)nt ext (f op~timrial placemn ent of generic sensors and act uat ors in adlaptivXe and
intelligent st ruct ures.

2. Electromecicetaival Devices

The miajor con cept ual ad vanitages of gel actuiiat ed devices are

"* currilactiless

"* simrplicity

"* nInd~est wveight

"* smrall powefr requliremrernts

"* low mnat erial costs

[in principle, there need be only onet( mnovinrg part. andl thatr Is t he act nating gel Itself.
T[here is not the at t endant weight and comrplexit y of electric motors or hyd raulIic

pirrips and act uators. All that is requniredl is an electric field of the order of a few
vo t s per cent imtet er.

The major dlisadIvant ages of such devices are

"* fit general. the response tin nes oif these gels are much longer thIan Convent ionial
actunator comiponients:

"* there is thle inconivenience that the gel munnst he contained withbin a solvent
bat It.

InI what follows. apiplicat ions and designs which exploit thle advarntages of these gels
aind for wh ichi the disad vantages are wit hount consequence are ident ified.

To) make the electromechanical gels niore, useful, It is necessary to rermove ithe
bath. Tbhis is done by containing thle gel and] its bath in a container. 'fThe designs
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0 pulley

cathode anode

____________ ation-rich

polvelectrolyte

Figire I: A very simple motor using the elect roniechanical properties of a polyelec-
frolyto"

presented here use rigid containers where appropriate and use flexible and foldable
mnemlbranes where needed.

Figure 1 shows a very simple device based on a more sophistocated design first
presented by Steinberg, Oplatka, and Katchalsky (1966). This device takes advan-
tage of the observation that for electrolytic polymer impregnated with cations (+),
the polymer closer to the anode tends to swell while that closer to the cathode
shrinks. The combined deformations cause tile pulley about which the polymer
is wrapped to undergo rota~ion. An AC voltage supply and will cause oscillatory
motion of the pully. in this came a reasonable inflexible container is used.

Figure 2 shows a very simple extensional device. This cylindrical device has a
bellows-like container that permits both longitudinal extension and the associated
lateral contraction that leaves the overall volume of the container essentially un-
changed. In this device, the polymer is attached on one side to the anode and
is attached on the other side to a spacer which is itself attached to the cathode.
When the electric field is applied, the polymer absorbs solvent and swells, pushing
against tile spacer and extending the cylinder. Reversing the field causes the device
to contract. Polymer is placed only on one side of the cylinder since polymer placed

by the cathode deforms in a manner so as to exactly cancel out the deforniat ions
of tile polymer near the anode.

A sphincter-type valve is shown in Figure 3. Here the doughnut-shaped polymer
is ordinarily in a closed configuration in its unactivated staate: the inner radius is
zero. The doughnut, being situated near the annulus. swells after tile field is turned

tin and the inner radius opens to permit flow through the annulus.
We see that one of the deficiencies of the electromechanical gels presented in the

above two examples is that only one part of the electric field can be exploited at
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aniode

cation-rich
polvelectrolytt'

cathode

F~igutre 2: A simple extensioii/cortiract ion actunat or using thle elect romechanical
proJpert ieý of a polvelect rolyte

cat i oti -rich

polvelect rol'te

space~r

ca th o-deIf

Figure 3~: A sph iret ering actunat or uisi ng lie elect romtechan ical properties of a p~ol%-

elect rolyte

a tinme. A collect ion of more efficient configurations. usinig tilhe fill]I electric fied,. is
presented h~elow.

To make more effective use of the electric field, we must emploN. a niore mrchia-
minst ic iind(ersi anding of the elect romnechanical phenomnitton thanl has bween exploited
il thet abo(Ive examples.

3. Laboratory Observations

Tod(evelop more inti elhigent (le-signis o)f elect rorn(chain ical dlevices. thle funudanient al
physical hI'emi-t ry f-f the problem must 1w uiidcr.:t oodt. A cl aract erist]if 41l~liter
electrolyte gels is volume collapse. In thet ab~ove discussion, that collapse is sparked
1)% c hanging the electric field applied to the b~athI or changing thet piH of thle b~ath.



Identical collapse canl be caused( bv chianging solvent or lowering the t emperatutre

lie counter ions associated with tilte polyelect rolyte form an -Ion gas" which cannot
escape theit gel due to charge iieut rality conistrainits. Therefore, there is anl Increased
o5illot ic p)ressu re tending to swell thle gel and oppose vlm olpe hnclas

finail v does occur in a polyclect rolyte gel. it Is catastrophic, resulting in a first -
order phbase transition. The general featuores of this phlase transit ioni are captutredl
by standard mreaii-field t heories such as thfat of Florv ( 195:3). as used 1w Tanaka
,Ind Fillmore, ( 1979) and LI and Tanaka ( 1990).

As stated above. thbough, thiere, are several iunresol ved issues. First, all polyelec-
trolvte gels are, white when they are collapsed by solvetnt subst itut ion (dilutiting a
9()), sodventi with ritiscible, but less good solvent.). This is extreniely interesting

sitice It Imptilies that there are spatial conicent rat ion fluctuations frozen lin the gel ott
leitgt h Scales of visible light . Our laboratory observations iiidicate that thle origin of
these fri 'zen in horiiogenei ties is due( to the v it rificat ion of the p~olymettr d urinrg phase,
separat it n. T[hat is. utiswol len polyelect rolyte gels have ext remiely high glass t ransi-
tonm ten jerait trs(T i o hi oi a ie Of course. when t hey are swollen.
their 1,, is draiiat ically decreasedl (well below rooii temiperatutre). However, as

phtase' separation progresses, the polymner phase biecoines more concentrated,. with a
rnte~mitait ncrasein ý,.At omepoinmt during this process. the polymer phase

T, reaches room t emperatutre, the polytieir relaxation timtles becomie effectively i nfi-
nit e. and1 pliaso separatioii stops, resulting 'in thle observed frozen i uhoinogenci ties.
Trhe relat ive imnpermeoabilit y of thlese regionis severely retardIs any fuirt her kitiet ics.

[heit v it rificat ion dliscussedl here, does not seeiii to happeii when coiitractiton is
Cauisedl by change lin ph, however. This wouldt appear to be becatise of the chemical
chtanlge that the p11 hla, Oil thle p~olvtiiter works againtst vit rificat ion, replacing botin d
cittirteritirs wit h [!I1+1 or [011-] ions.

The Secondl mrajor tinresolved Issue is lie effect of the electric ftiel d. WVhilec sev-
e1ral t Itories exist,. we believe fthe moost promising approach rests ontI Itli observat iou1
It hat, at t lit' volt ages normnally used ( ar overpoteiitial of 2 volts), hyvdrolvsis ab ounitds,
resul t intg iii a phi gradlient at hothI elect rodles ( DeIHossi et al . 198M). Since thle dIts-
sociat ion of t he polvelect rolytes is p)11 depenideitt and( the voltitme ct dlapse dlepenttds
crtcitallv onl thiat idissociat ion, onte can envisiotn how the electric field will catlse, col-
1I pse at inc- elect rodle anid swe'llinrg at the other, H-owever, there are several sitidie's
lii the literatutre which cast doubt onl this siiiple explanation ( Irie 1986). ( Osada elt

al1988).
The Issue of v it rificat ion lin t he above discussion will serve as a constraint onl

the cont rel strategies antd mtight play a role in calcuilat ing the response ratet of thle

structure. bult it is not aiiticipated that vii rifi,-at ion will play iiiith of a rile- it
act nat or dlesign.

Flit, first en han ceitent to our design st ratetgy is to addt anion-rich polyelect rol t es
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anode

polyelectrolyte •

ation-rich

polyelectrolyte

cathode(I

Figure 4: Ani extensional actuator employing both anion-rich and cation-rich poly-
electrolvtes.

to our collection of gels. The above discussion on the role of the electric field sug-
gests that such gels will swell in low p1l environments and shrink in high pH en-
vironmnents, and such an observation was made by Kishi et al. (1990). A design
enhancement exploiting such polyelectrolytes is indicated in Figure 4, in. which a
anion-rich polyelectrolvte is placed near the cathode of the cell to complement the
cation-rich polyelectrolyte originally placed by the anode. One sees thatr invoking
the electric field causes both gels to swell, causing both to contribute to the exten-
sion of the actuator. Reversal of the electric field reverses pH environment near the
electrodes and cases both gels to collapse. A similar enhancement for the sphincter
valve in Figure 5, in which the inner portion of the doughnut is anion-rich and
the outer is cation-rich and the electrodes have been moved to the inner and outer
portions of the doughnut. Series of these devices could be used to constitute a
peristaltic pump.

A further modification to the design strategy suggested by our understanding of
the electronechanical mechanism is to decouple the acid/base generation from the
actuator. This strategy is indicated in Figure 6. In this figure, a separate cell is
used to make acidic and basic solutions which are then pumped into the actuators.
(Since there is no back pressure, the solvent pump can be extremely small.) This
configuration permits greater efficiency since the electrolysis cell can be dimensioned
smaller than the actuator. Further, the reaction time of the actuator can be reduced
since stored activating solvent, can he pumped into the actuator as needed.

4. Governing Equations

Since it is believed that the electrical stimulus leads to a chemical effect., the
describing equations for a rhenr-ically-activated gel structure deformation are pre-
sented. The mathematical representation involves properly describing the expand-
ing or contracting polymer matrix, fluid transfer of solvent, into and outt of the
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anlode

cation-rich
p ol yelect rol yto

anion-rich
polyelectroly te

Cat hod(e

Figure ; A sphinicter type, actutator eimployIing 1)oth1 ariout-ricli and cat ion-rich
p )lvelecl roilyt es,

cat jon -r i c

anlodo

tpernlealble rurnbuurauue 2)

I)olyel(ct rolyte

Fiii re 6: An actunat or riot ivated by ariduc/lasic solvent drawn fronm an electrolysis
Al.11
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For a solvent-concentration dependent neo-Hookean type solid, the stress result-
ing from a given deformation is:

,(t) = (;(c)[F(t) .( t )T - 1] + p1 (9)

where S is tile stress.

E(t) = Tuni(Ot)- (10)

G is the Young's modulus, and p is a Lagrange multiplier dual to the incompress-
ibilitv constraint on the swollen polymer. Because of the assumed incompressibility
of the gel/solvent system, the above equation presents stress only up to an unknown
pressure.

A vuscoelastic rather that the above elastic constitutive equation could be used
fr the gel if the diffusion process is so fast that the viscoelasticity of the polymer
becomes important. The simplest such model is that of Lodge (68):

j = 1(ct -_[:(T).E(T)T -- I]dT + p+ (11)

'the incompressibility condition on the swollen polymer is simply a statement

that tile volume of that material is not a function of the imposed pressure. Assuming
no •oluiie change of mixing, this condition becomes:

i) c 3 /p" (12)

where, I.t is the density of pure solvent.

The conservation of momentum for the gel is:

1) _q g= V. S + Pgf (13)

where p, is the mass density of the swollen gel. and fb contains all local body
forces, such as gravitational or electromagnetic loads.

"logether the above are a complete set of equations - providing as many scalar
euatn ns as scalar unknowns. That pairing of equations with variables in Table
I relates each vector or scalar variable with a corresponding equation of the same
rank. All of the variables in Table I are functions of tiime and location in the gel.

The initial conditions are initial values of x., c. and 11. The boundary conditions
are: all stress components of the fluid boundary on the gel, displacent conditions
oil the gel imposed by other parts of the actuator, arid stress conditions imposed
Iby other parts of the actuator. Note, that the hydrodynamics of the bath may
add additional damping to that due to the diffusive process and that dute to the

sc,,last icity of the gel.
lThis dovel)lltnetn shows that it is the diffusion process, Equation 1, which gov-

erns thei reaction tline ,f the actuator. As with other diffusion processes (such as
heal transfer) tle speed ,ft hi, process can be accelerated tremendously by changing
th,, ,lirn,,nsi, ls ,f thie inediuni. Another observation is that in the case of swe'll, the
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variable corresponding equation
c(I, Xq) Eq I

11 (1,X, Eq 3
Fj q-, 9 k 10 k 13

X, (tX0 or1. Eq(s I I K 10 K- 13
p(t. X 9) Eq 12

T'able 1: rTahi~lat ion of equations and unknowns

diffuision and thle co-)ivctiorr ternis Iin Equation 3 are additive, while t hose t~eriiis
are of opposit~e effect. in the case of shrinkage. WVe canl expect that thle react ion
rates of these two processes to be very different.

The systeni of equations summirarized Iin Table I canl be solved withI standard
numerical methods sunch as finite element analysis. Thie aut hors are now developing
such a simulation program.

It, should be nientioned that the formurlat ion presented here is un ique iii t hat it
presents a (liffusional driving force to the mechanics. Th is novel fornmulation avoids
sonic of the deficiencies in ot her develop rments ( Ll iand Tanaka 1990). w hich preclude
such phienorniena as st ress-free rigid-body imot ion. Ftirt her. it. acconmniodates large
(deformlat ion through thle use of appropriate strain nmeasu res and explicitly Incidudes,
hodyv forces.

5. Com-d11iol

Actuators exploiting tue chuenuucal/inecharrical propert ies of polyelecorolytes have
st ronig application in environments where weight. Is at a premuiumi and t here exists
a handy source of electricity. C ondit ions Iin space striicturres are paradignmat ic of
those for wh ichi gel-based act hat ors have a conipet at i e advxanrtage. Tlhe iit ilit v(of
such actulators deprinds significantly onl the design of appropriate containers anid
lie exhploitatiloni of the best understanding of the phhysical chuemrist ry of the process.

Thlere currently exists enough fuindanment al underst~anding to theoreti(cally anla-
vize the process, thbough sonie of the relevant lparamet~ers muist be deduiced fromu

experiment. A novel and] complete forniulat ion of thle (diffiusioni and thle rubber
elasticity phenonuiena has been p~resented.

A ek~niwledguivits
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On-line adaptive stiffness control to tailor modal energy content in structures

R A Osegueda, D C Nemir and Y J Lin

College of Engineering, The University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, TX 79968

ABSTRACT: This paper describes a structural motion control theory that is based upon
adaptive stiffness changes. An enhanced dissipation of the vibrational energy is
accomplished by changing stiffness in the system in such a way that the energy in low
modes of vibration is transferred into higher modes which have accelerated rates of
damping. Simulation studies are presented on a simple unforced system and on a truss
mode] subjected to sinusoidal forced excitations. Applications range from the control
of wind or seismically induced motion in civil structures to the motion control of a large
space structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

When a structure exhibits a high degree of flexibility, the control of motion within that
structure becomes important, Structures can have a significant flexibility due to size (eg:
a suspension bridge), geometry (eg: a skyscraper where the height to base area ratio is
large), or material (eg: a space station where structural members are necessarily lightweight
and hence compliant). In a civil structure, motion can occur due to the influence of
earthquakes or wind. In an aerospace structure, motion can occur due to attitude
adjustments, crew movements or wind. For lightly damped structures in particular.
disturbances are dissipated slowly and even small amplitude periodic disturbances can
eventually lead to large oscillations, leading to occupant discomfort, performance
degradation and structural damage. For this reason, active and semi-active structural
motion control remain research areas of great interest.

In multistory buildings, active control has been successfully demonstrated on both scale
models and actual buildings using techniques such as active mass dampers and active
tendons (Soong 1990). An active mass damper works to damp out vibrations in a structure
by transferring momentum between the structure and an auxiliary mass. This type of
system has been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory and in the field. An example
is Kajima Corporations's computer-activated mass damper system in the 13 foot wide, II
story Kyobashi Seiwa building in Tokyo (Kobori 1990b). An active control using tendons
can be implemented in a building by controlling tensions in structural tendons via hydraulic
,nctuators. thus implementing corrective forces to counteract motion (Soong 1990). This
technique has been successfully implemented on a 1:4 scaled model at the State University
of New York at Buffalo (Chung, Lin, Soong and Reinhorn 1989). One advantage to the
tendon approach is that many buildings, most bridges, and all oil platforms already make

lo , (IP P! T' id
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use of passive tendons for structural support. Incorporating active tendons in future
construction is a reasonable extension.

The problem with active control techniques, particularly as applied to civil structures, is that
they require a great deal of energy to implement. Furthermore, if not correctly
implemented, this class of controls can result in the introduction of unwanted excitations
into the system, a phenomenon known as modal spillover (Meirovitch, Baruh and Oz 1983).
An alternative class of controls, known as semi-active control, involves making structural
changes in the system. With semi-active control, a small amount of energy can be used to
leverage a large influence on the system. One example of semi-active control is the semi-
active damper proposed for automotive suspensions (Karnopp 1990). In these systems an
auxiliary damper is either engaged or disengaged depending upon the relative velocity
between the wheel and chassis. The damper is activated by a low energy means such as an
electromagnetically controlled valve. A second example of semi-active control is the impact
mass damper discussed by Dehghanyar, et al (1987) wherein structural damping is enhanced
by collisions between an auxiliary and a primary mass. A third example of a semi-active
control is that proposed by Kobori and coinventors (1990a and 1991), wherein active
bracing is used in a building to alter dynamical characteristics. The main objective in those
patents is to remotely sense seismic tremors and then adjust structural stiffness so that
resonant modes in the building are made different from the dominant frequencies associated
with the seismic power spectra at eacn instant.

This paper describes a theory for motion control based upon the semi-active redistribution
of modal energies in structural systems. The approach falls within the domain of "smart
structures" since the structure itself is automatically tailoring local system properties to
achieve a specified global system objective. Like the frequency steering approach of Kobori
(1990a and 1991), our approach entails the dynamic alteration of structural stiffness. Our
primary objective, however, is not based upon the avoidance of resonance, but rather the
transference of system energies from low modes to higher modes. Since structural passive
damping is more effective at higher frequencies, the proposed technique accelerates the
passive removal of vibrational energy. The technique can also be used to limit structural
motion in a specified direction.

2. TIlE MODAL ENERGY TRANSFERENCE TECHNIQUE

The proposed modal energy transference approach for structural motion control can be
explained by using the idealized lumped spring-mass-dashpot of Figure 1. This structure
has baseline idealized springs, dashpots and lumped masses of magnitudes k,, c. and m,.
Additional springs Ak, can be actively connected or disconnected in parallel with the
baseline (additional damping is also possible).
In the simulation studies described in this
paper, the connection and release of a given "
auxiliary spring is constrained to occur only _ _________

when the strain energy in the spring is zero.
Since changing the spring constant of a Fig. 1. Example lumped system
relaxed spring does not introduce energy into
the system, the technique qualifies as a semi-
active control.
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The dynamic motion of the nominal structure (no added parallel springs) is described by:

Mk( t) + CJC() + ry(t) - f(t) (1)

where N1, C and K are the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the nominal
structure, f(t) is the external force vector, and y(t) is the vector of structural displacements.
The characteristic equation associated with (1), assuming proportional damping, is:

[ K- X M 0] - 0, (2)

where X is the undamped cigenvalue and 4t is the nxn modal matrix. The eigensolution of
(2) yields n eigenvalues X, with eigenvectors 4,•. Because of the orthogonality conditions
and the assumed proporticnal damping matrix, (1) can be decoupled by applying the modal
transformations y(t) = t'qrt) and j'(t) = 11,(t), where, q(t) and 4(lt) are modal displacements
and velocities. The transformation gives

rn' j(t) + c+() kj'q (t) - fý'(t) j-1,2, ... n (3)

where f," is the modal fo- :e, and m,', c," and k," are the modal mass, damping and stiffness
of the j' mode and are g yen by

."- -•, j" I-@ C i•, kj - 4ýj TK j. (4)

If the system is elastic a- d linear during a period of time, then the total energy (TE) of the
system is the sum of the "train energy (PE) and kinetic energy (KE). The total energy can
be decoupled into moda; energies:,: nn n

TE(tCl- - --q t :TE~t) kjqjt) • mj*4j2 )- PEj (t)+ Kj )15
J-1i- i-i 2-1

where PE,(t) and KE,(t, are respectively the jf mode potential and kinetic energies at time
t. If at some time t=to one or more of the springs are relaxed, the corresponding active
connections can be tri, gered or released, modifying the structure without an input of
additional energy. Let le new structure's dynamic motion be given by:

,f.(t) + •.(r) + *9(t) - _C(.) (6)

subject to the initial conditions ý(r=0) = y(t=to) and ^(r7=) = S'(t=to). Under the
proportional damping assumption, the eigensolution of the new structure is given by:

M• 0:], (7)

to give new eigenvalues X, with new eigenvectors ,. Since the eigenvectors have changed,
the modal parameters of the modified structure are:

and- $ o er of- thT "se is ge (8)

and the total energy of the system is given by:
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n n n n(9

TE( t) -fj(2 2 t -2 ~ C ~
2-1j-i 2-E

Since the engagement/release of a relaxed control spring does not add to the total energy
of the initial system, the total energy at time t=t, is equal to the total energy in the
modified system at time r=O. However, modifying structural stiffness in this way will
result in a redistribution of modal energies. If the spring can be engaged/released in such
a manner as to shift the energy distribution from lower modes to higher modes, the result
will be an accelerated passive dissipation of the total energy of the system.

3. CONTROL RULE

Our control objective is to change the distribution of the modal energy at any time tr-t,,
(every time an active brace (spring) is in a relaxed state) so that the modal energy content
of the new system is steered to a desired state. Generally, it will be desirable to minimize
energy in the lower modes since in real materials and structures, the viscous damping of
vibrational energy is more pronounced for energy in the higher modes because of the faster
energy absorption during cyclic straining. Suppose that at a given time, t,, there are a
possible m control actions that can be taken, where we again note that a valid control action
consists of either connecting or releasing a relaxed spring in the system. We define the cost
functions

Jk(t' ) - a ci[PEik(to) I KEik(tt)) k - 1,2 .... r..(10)
1-1

%khere a,, i = 1, .2,... n is a set of weighing factors and PEt(to) and KE,k (t) are respectively
the potential and kinetic energies in the i' mode if the k' control action is taken. For
example, if at time t, there are d relaxed springs in the system, then there are a possible
ni = 2 control actions that can be taken (with each relaxed spring allowed to have either a
connected or released state). Then there are m costs that can be computed from equation
(10), each corresponding to one possible set of control actions. The particular control
action that is chosen will correspond to the set of connection conditions that results in a
minimum cost.

The algorithm is summarized in Figure 3. First, sensors in the structure detect when there
is a disturbance to the structure and initiate the control algorithm (Block A). Next, the
strains are monitored in each active brace/spring (Block B). If the strains in any springs
are close to zero, those springs are identified as being relaxed and become control
candidates (Block C). Sensor readings from the structure are then used to determine global
displacements and velocities y and , (Block D). Equation (5) is used to compute the total
energy in the system. If the total energy falls below some threshold level the algorithm
terminates (Block E). If the system still contains an unacceptable level of vibrational
energy, global coordinates are converted into modal coordinates for each of the candidate
eigenstructures. We note that if there are d relaxed springs, there will be 2 d control
candidates and consequently, 2' different modal matrices and 2' sets of different modal
coordinates. Fortunately, !he modal matrices will be characteristic of the system structure
and can be computed ahead of time. Equation (9) allows the determination of modal
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potential and kinetic energies in each of the control candidates. Equation (10) generates a
cost for each of these candidates (Block F). The control action that yields the minimum
cost is chosen (Block G) and the algorithm repeats.

A External excltatlons D
g nsed, start control aloih
Teud peRead gsobai sensors d

B t g u n to determine global I
sprigso l I t diplacement mnd velocity I

M2 a onitor strains k = 05

C zik 3  Ioe i cmsa

a reultof W annita fyrst moded
displacement cdtivne bafterwrs the v

i Determine comts of allo t
allorwable control actions
G

SSeesC;tb sati
tontrol action

Fig. 2. Flowchart of control algorithm

4. FREE VIBRATION EXAMPLE

The undamped system of Figure nois used t.5 As F e l s ra
to illustrate the orrem using nominal so otehem
springs of k t = k, = k, o f odes3 i a Th t e
mth 2 m and controllable springs Aku = -0.e5nt o th a l i

Ak,= k = k,. The excitation comes as -1
a result of an initial first mode

displacement conditiongs afterwards, the -1.5 s t th..
svstem is unforced. The control objective t/T1is to minimize the energy contents of the
first and second modes according to the Fig. 3. Displacement history for unforced-
control rule of section 3. Figure 3 shows undamped system
the displacement history at the tip
normalized to the initial displacement. The time scale is normalized with respect to the
period of the first mode of the nominal structure (T,). As Figure 3 illustrates, after about
8 cycles, the vibrations are predominantly of a higher frequency (third mode).

Figure 4 illustrates the corresponding time history of the three modal energies. At time t
=0, the energy content is E,= 1, E,2=0 and E3=0. As time increases the energy in mode
I decreases and the energy of mode 3 increases. The total energy remains constant because
the example is undamped and because the en gagemen t/ release of the additional springs is
performed when the springs are in equilibrium. After 10 cycles, Figure 4 shows that tile
v'ihrations are of a pure third mode content.
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Fig. 4. Modal Energies versus time Fig. 5. Time history of control actions

Figure 5 depicts the status of the controllable springs as a function of time. The three plots
in this figure indicate the control status via values of 0 or 1. A value of 0 indicates that the
control element is not clamped; a value of 1 indicates that it is clamped. This figure also
illustrates the assumption that the added stiffness occurs instantaneously.

5. FORCED VIBRATION RESPONSE

A second simulation study considers the truss depicted in Figure 6. All elements of the
planar truss have the same geometric and materials properties. The control elements k,, k'
and k, (k, is at the left) have twice the stiffness of the nominal diagonal brace elements.
The structure is initially at rest and is
acted upon by a sinusoidal load of p(t)p(t)
sin Qt as shown. The loading frequency )

Q, was varied from 1 to 10 rad/sec. The
control rule of section 3 was implemented tir m
to minimize the energy content in the first /

mode by connecting or releasing the M

control elements dynamically. The i im I m
damping of the structure was assumed to E - 20.6E6 N/m 2

he proportional solely to the mass with a A - 0.008 ml
first mode damping ratio of 0.01. Table P - 780000. Kg/m'

I lists the frequencies of the first three Fig. 6. Planar truss with three control
modes of all eight candidate structures. elements

Figure 7 portrays the maximum observed normalized vertical displacement as a function of
the loading frequency. The efficacy of the control scheme is contrasted with the two
limiting cases. These cases are a no control when all control elements are disengaged (0-0-

0) and a no control case when all elements are engaged (1-1-1). The 0-0-0 case nas a
maximum normalized deflection of 58 occurring when the loading frequency is the resonant
one. For the 1-1-1 case the maximum is 46. For the control case, the maximum is about
28 and occurs at a loading frequency that is intermediate to the two limiting structures.
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Table 1. Truss resonant frequencies of three lowest modes
for all control configurations

Candidate Status Angular Frequency (rad/s)
Structure k, k2 k3 Transverse Transverse Axial 1

1 2
1 0 0 0 3.90 13.3 16.7
2 0 0 1 3.98 13.8 17.4
3 0 1 0 4.30 13.3 17.0
4 0 1 1 4.35 13.8 17.7
5 1 0 0 4.38 19.2 16.6
6 1 0 1 4.50 20.8 16.9
7 1 1 0 4.79 19.8 17.0
8 1 1 1 4.89 21.5 17.4

Figure 8 portrays the tip vertical 60
deflections, normalized to the static
deflections, for the uncontrolled system - 50 0-0 -0,
(0-0-0) in resonance. It should be noted 40 Ithat the maximum amplitude of Figure 8 j AJ'1--

corresponds to the point of Figure 7 at >30

Q=3.90 rai/s. Figure 8 clearly shows o 20
that the avoidance of resonance was a E J Control

byproduct of the control objective of 10
minimizing first mode energy. It is 0
important to emphasize that the 1 4 7 1,C
proposed control rule did not always Angular Freq. (rod/s)

result in a reduced deflection amplitude
over the uncontrolled nominal Fig. 7. Maximum normalized displacement
structures. This is seen in Figure 7 at a versus loading frequency
resonant-like peak at a loading
frequency of 4.30 rad/sec. The time history corresponding to this point is shown in Figure
9.

60 , - .. . .. 60

!0. 40
20]

-20- C)ill-20 q
-40 : -40

0 25 50 0 25 50
S(ec) (Sec)

CONTROL NC 0--0 -0 1 CONTROL - NC 0-0-0

Fig. 8. Deflection of control and no Fig. 9. Deflections of control and no
control (0-0-0) cases at 0=3.90 rad/s control (0-0-0) cases at Q= 4.30 rad/s
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6. DISCUSSION

The algorithm presented in this paper assumed that control actions consisting of adding and
remo• ing stiffness dynamically can only take place when the candidate control element is
in a relaxed position. It may well be that these elements can be controlled to release their
stored energy in such a way as to oppose external forces, thus functioning in a similar
manner to the impact mass damper discussed by Dehghanyar et al (1987). Such an
approach would also serve the objective of transferring low mode energy into higher modes.
Although simulations assumed that control actions can be made instantaneously, real world
actuators have delays and time constants that must be incorporated into any realistic model.
Ongoing work addresses these issues and we are proceeding with experiments on a
laboratory model.

It is important to note that although the results of Figure 7 demonstrate that there are some
excitation frequencies at which having no control is better than having control, a strategy
based upon this requires an a priori knowledge of the excitation. Kobori and coauthors
( 1990a, 1990b, 1991) have proposed the sensing of earthquake excitations remotely, analyzing
the spectral content, and then adjusting system stiffness in such a way as to avoid
resonance. The difference between the Kobori approach and the approach proposed in this
paper is that our approach is based solely upon the measurement of structural response and
(toes not require forecasting.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper described a structural motion control theory based upon adaptive stiffness
chankges. By changing system springs dynamically, modal energies were transferred from
initial modes to different modes. The approach can be used to achieve an enhanced
dissipation of the vibrational energy by transferring low mode energies into higher modes
which have accelerated rates of damping. This objective also leads to reduced structural
deftections. Simulation studies were presented on a simple unforced system and on a truss
model subjected to sinusoidal forced excitations.
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Frequency-shaped passive damping using resistively-shunted piezoceramics

George A. Lesieutre, Assistant Professor of Aerospace Engineering
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The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT: The provision of adequate passive damping is an essential aspect of design
for practical broadband LTI control of uncertain structural dynamic systems. Resistively-
shunted piezoceramics offer potential for significant damping with advantages over more
conventional approaches. Tailorable frequency-dependence is especially notable, as
damping plays different roles within and beyond the control bandwidth. Guidelines for
effective material selection, placement, and shunting are presented in the form of a
modified modal strain energy method. Applications to the development of damped
structural composite materials are also noted.

1. INTRODUCTION

Vibration damping is essential to the attainment of performance goals for many engineering
systems. The ability to tailor frequency-dependence of damping is especially important in
practical active structural control applications employing linear, time-invariant compensation.
At frequencies above some crossover, robust gain-stabilized performance is attained by
assuring, loosely, that modal damping "rolls off' no faster than control authority (Greene and
Stein 1979). At frequencies within the control bandwidth, robust broadband phase
stabilization of uncertain structural dynamics requires a minimum level of passive damping

commensurate with the level of uncertainty (von Flotow and Vos 1991).

[he use of piezoelectric materials in combination with resistive and resonant shunting circuits
to achieve passive vibration energy dissipation and resonant response reduction has been

demonstrated by several researchers, including Hagood and von Flotow (1991). This paper
extends earlier work by addressing the use of multiple resistively-shunted piezoceramic

elements to achieve specified frequency-dependent damping. Resistive shunting is

emphasized because of its relative broadband effectiveness and insensitivity to tuning errors.

Resistively-shunted piezoceramics appear to offer several advantages over more conventio'nal

approaches to passive damping. These include: 1) insensitivity of properties to temperature:

2) tailorable frequency-dependent properties, 3) high stiffness: and 4) ability to serve as

actuators. Disadvantages include high density and gradual changes in properties with time.

"2. DAMPING DUE TO ELECTROELASTIC RELAXATION

Piezoelectric materials are potentially effective for damping because of strong coupling

between mechanical and electrical behavior: vibratory strains produce potential gradients, and

the resulting currents dissipate energy through joule heating in some resistance. Interpretation

of the operative physical mechanism as an anelastic relaxation permits the use of classical

relations (Nowick and Berrv. 1972) and the extension of established tools for design purposes.

100, )2t p P1,'1,hntMI I lk
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The electroelastic relaxation strength may be found from consideration of the appropriate
material constitutive equations, often specialized to the case of a single non-zero sutess. The
relaxation strength corresponding to a scalar material modulus, cE, is given by:

e 2 (Where cE is a modulus, e a piezoelectric coupling, and Es a
c permittivity; superscript "E" indicates constant field, "S" strain)

This relaxation strength is a measure of the coupling between the displacement and elecu-ical
fields. It is related to the square of the electromechanical coupling coefficient, k, another
measure often used to describe the properties of such materials. From classical internal
friction relations, the corresponding peak material damping loss factor associated with this

relaxation, r1max, is given by:

A
tul ý 2(1 + A)" 2

Using the complex modulus representation of material properties (M = M I + i M 2), and
assuming multiple discrete relaxations, the frequency-dependence of the storage modulus,
MI, the loss modulus, M 2, and the loss factor, 71, are given by:

[ (urt•) 2 1 Tei is the ith characteristic relaxationM 1+ .... 1+ ( 2 time at constait strain and MR the
+ Lrelaxed (low-freq.) modulus

M, (W)= M A ( T, , = RC, where Ri is the
"1 + (awt )2 shunting resistance and Ctots the

total capacitance at constant strain
=M 2 (ow) 2(o•)

7l((0) - - 1 for a single relaxation and t = t(l + A)"/2

The through-the-thickness capacitance of a single piezoelectric plate is given by:

Cs AcS (A is the electrode area, L the thickness)

L (CtotS is twice Cs for two identical capacitors in parallel.)

3. DESIGN GUIDELINES

3.1 Material Properties. Structural Participation, and Frequency-Dependence

The total modal damping of a built-up structure (or composite material) can be estimated as the
sum of constituent damping weighted by the relative c ntribution of each to the total strain
energy of the mode. This notion can be extended to the case of resistively-shunted
piezoceraamics by defining a "coupled strain energy fraction" as follows:

V. = VP UO is the strain energy in the base structure,
U, + UP Up is the strain energy in the piezoceramic; and

Vp is the effective coupled portion of Up

For a piezoceramic element bonded to the surface of a bending beam, Vp is given by an
expression of the form:
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V,= •(EI),, )I- a2---dxw (Volume integral of non-positive

1,• Jx") xu dx semidefinite quantity)

Note that it is possible for Vp to be nearly zero even when Up is not; for example, when a
small piezoceramic element is nearly centered on a "strain node," or when the characteristic
length of vibration is smaller than the piezo length. This characteristic is closely related to the
spatial filtering property of continuously distributed sensors as described in Collins et al
(1991). The effects of piezoceramic placement on mode shapes and strain energy distribution
must also be con idered in design, as should the frequency-dependence of material modulus.

The piezoelectric damping added to a structural vibration mdcle j" may be considered
approximately (for small dLamping) as the sum of frequency-dependent contributions from
each of 'T' elements, each with its own relaxation time.

2( T1)ij Cj is a modal damping ratio, but
2 nimax I Vpl I if T1, is a material dzmping loss factor.

frN mI+ ( R T

3.2 Experimental Validation

The validity of these guidelines were explored using a series of cantilevered beam tests
following those described by Hagood and von Flotow (1991). Surface-mounted piezos with
transverse coupling (k3 1) were used (longitudinal strains and transverse voltage gradients).

Figure I summarizes the results, which . ,
agreed fairly well with theory. Peak
damping was slightly less than that --

predicted using rianlfacWtrer-fumishcd -
property data. but in gooxd agreement
with published results. The

S0. 7 7d&, repancy may be due to miaterial 1 0 .
aging, imperfect bond load transfer, or S 'I'd ... = 0-80 q

use of baseline rmxle shape to estimate 0 R, I R 0.06

,train energy distribution. For the f I I , , I C10

material used, the value of k was r = R / RI,
approximately 0.3Is. l'igure I: Experimetal Results for SinIle R

3.3 Frequency Shaping

The ability to specify' the electnoelastic relaxation time through the selection of a shunt resistor
is one of the mo,;st important features of passive piezoelectric damping. A d'sigeicr can. by
carefully defining a .onihination of material and st uctural parameters, tailor the frequency-
dependence of damping to suit the requirements of a specific application. Such design
varial,+s include the piezoelectric material used 1and i,: onnstitutive properties); the primary
nuxie 'f deformation. electrode location,,. the anmount, shape, placement, and orientation of the
piezoelectric mate ml on the structure, and the shunting resistanrices.
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As shown in Figure 2, different kinds of -J .- A

typical material damping behavior can be 2-

approximated-however, a designer need • 0.1 -..
not be constrained to duplicate such 6 / ...

"classical" behavior. In general, for a .

fixed amount of piezoelectric material,
there is a trad, ietween peak damping and • 0.01 Standard, I R
effective frequency range. The design 6 - yst deriv, 6 R

....... Hysteretic, 3 R

problem is similar to that faced in "

obtaining a discrete relaxation spectrum 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 1 0
from an experimentally-determined Frequency (adjustable)

material dynamic response function. Figure 2: Examples of Tailored Damping

4. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS TO COMPOSITE MATERIALS

As noted in the preceding, piezo placement has a significant impact on achievable structural
modal damping. However, if the elements could be scaled down and proliferated throughout
a structure, possibly as reinforcement in a structural composite material, significant material
damping could be achieved without sensitivity to placement. Using higher longitudinal 3-3
coupling could result in peak loss factors in excess of 25%, even at low volume fractions.

Basic research in progress at Penn State is addressing the possibility of developing such a
composite (Yoshikawa et al 1991 ). Key challei-ges include the fabrication of piezoceramic
whiskers, poling and electroding. and providing an integral, tailorable resistive path. Needs
in the area of modeling / optimization may be met through the development of multi-field finite
elements (Lesieutre 1992) or network impedance models (Hagood and von Flotow 1991).

5. SUMMARY

Resistively -shunted piezoceramics offer potential for significant damping with advantages
over more conventional approaches. A modified modal strain energy method has been
developed and tested to guide material selection, placement, and shunting in the pursuit of
tailored frequency-dependent damping for structural control applications.
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A case study in passive piezoceramic, viscous, and viscoelastic damping

A. If. on Flotow, N. W. Hagood, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

K. L. Napolitano, E. M. Austin, CSA Engineering, Inc.

L. P. Davi l- Honeyvwell, nc.

Abstract: This paper presents a comparison of three approaches for the passive
damping of the ASTREX structure. Open loop performance from specified dis-
turbLuices (thrusters) to specified responses (line-of-sight) is considered. A compu-
tation,] model is used to select importan., eigenmodes on the basis of their con-

tribution to the line-of-sight error. Important structural components are selected
on the, bhais of their line-of-sight weighted modal strain energy fraction. IDamped
rppl 'cements for these c.mponentý are designed using piezoceramic, viscous, and
viscoehlstic damping mechluiisnis. The components incorporated into the model

and the remative improvement in structural damping response axe compared.

No,- subtleties are attempted. The paper does not consider either structural config-
uration redesign for damping or possible synergism between passive damping and
active control.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The pur3pose of this paper is to demonstrate three passive dampinlg technologies on a
common t.fsthod: the Aq TP TN c`t-...tc. Obviously, there aie situations where, each

of the technologies shin,. However, this is not, al attempt to showcase one techuiology.
Rather, it is an attempt to show the advantages of each technology on a ialist ic struc-
ture. In the end, we should adl hope that the aerospace comrTmunity will recognize that
a interated approach. perhaps one using a combination of the three technologies, is
the best way toý) approach complicated problems.

[Tie overall approach is to, choose a dynamics-based figure of merit, define a set of target
mnodes and structural members that affect it greatly, do coniponent-level designs for each
technolo,•y, ind assess each concept's effect on the figure of merit. A logical measure for
,'ect ivemcss o(f a danping treatment on this type of structure is line of sight disturbance

due to slew thruster npt

1992 lOP P:bh'hini Lid
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2. PASSIVE DAMPING TECHNOLOGIES ADDRESSED

2.1 Passive Piezoelectric Damping
l'iezoelectrics materials are elastic ceramics anid polymers which have the. ability to
efficiently Convert mechanical energy to electrical energy and vice-versa. This property
hIILa TIi'adte thfler popular as actuators and senisors- iii active vibration control systems.
Thi s duial transformation ability also makes them useful as passive structural (dampers.
In ji.assivec energy dissipation applications, the electrodes of the piezoelectric are shunted
with a p~assive electric circuit. The electrical circuit is designed to dissipate the electrical
energy that has been converted from mechanical energy by the piezoelectric.

Ill" eflectivenless of the piuzoelectric damper is dictated by its couphlng properties and
the configuiraticln in which it is used. The fundarmental mateýrial propDerty is the elec-
t~ý)rwmchanic~al coupling coefficient, k. whose square, represents the percentage of applied
.iechariical strain energy which is converted into electrical energy and vice-versa. The
value of the coupling coefficient (and hence the piezoelectric effectiveness) is dependent

onthe Configurations of operation caln be described as: Longitudinal (stress and field
atpplied paraIllel to the poling direction), Transverse (stress perpendicular and field par-
,dlel to poling '), and Shear(stress applie-d about an aLxis perpendicular to poling while the
field is perpendicular to both). The coupling coefficient in the longitudinal and shear
fOiifigltr itions is app~roximately 2.5 timles that inI the transverse direction.

T1he sirnplest electrical shunt. circuit, for passive lamiping is a resistor. Other circuits
i_ýn hf VIS-U tliyed and have been reported elseswheý ý 1:\ eise provides a means of

"ii ecr". cln ipation onl the electrical sideý and thus increases the tot il piezoelectric loss
C'iOOr above that% of the unshunted p~iezoelectric. With ashunted resistor, the ceramric

1.ivslike a qtnarilard fir-st-order viscoelaa5tic Iices i a~l lW 11heiaterial properties of the
essieshunted pieOeletric canl b3w represented a~s a comnplex 1-AIL duls as is typically

lo)ne for viscoelastic mraterials 1 -1 B( n?(aw)) whiere E is the ratico of
,hulited STiffne'ss to openl circuit stiffu Ssý of' the pie1Zoelectri- and rj is the materia lSs
f:act or. The ion dirne us -ion l expreýss ion>i, f0F i1 and F ill(

J1k I('

whn 'il thi' I ond it iietlii na freiýi'U~l \ r'Itio, ISi thiIn 1)i 0l ili- l copling Coi-

th "Iint. It is thI e shuII; t In- resHis aTIii e md C( is fb, elarnlpd pie:zoelectrnc calpacitance,.
I Ie le ti a I s ii vo been p1cii ri verisusn p, t hi non firrie us ion;al frequencey our the non Idi -

WIE'I~i~l;, iirsstic, iFIigiure I totr a typicad valute ,f the lonigituininal o upIjliIIg coefli-
it s lilustratefý inl Ifii gnajh, Ii I,i ýi riveri resistauiee the, in dunlis )f' the piezo~electric

1aol, ft nil itsý short circuilt value it 1(w freqiienies tab lii t~hat ofalmilm to its

',wiiim miii it value ait. high fII' nen ie" The tranisition is fnirs oiler, with the ltransit iOn
!-TqlIitiv being W1( , wh. -Io(5is tfw calactanice ,f the l11ie/ocOrarics elctodes',. It. is

diw T"'-Ist 'Olcý Tbll nilateii loss facto: peaks ait thisý transit ion trecIloilc atv al ýValue of'
fIt . 1i!I. ituidt IiL Oir sn-an alld "" for ii un-ve~rse use. '[lie po" ll. oft inxinIIIurc loss

1- t 11 ,U1 he ~ to th ll cl dtsi, freq-inecY hi) uip opiat eli-lee 'f re-i-i -r.

V h, ti- be) , I, In r, ii. 'tn -L-igh ,I th I~ fo kvise w I t 0 in' It er Ids the l 1 bicrbI
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material, and the storage modulus is a measure of the stiffness of the material. The
storage modulus (often called simply the shear modulus) is important in determining
how much energy gets into the viscoelastic, and the loss factor determines what fraction
of that energy is dissipated.

Typical applications for VEM's are constrained-layer treatments, damped struts, and
tuned-mass dampers. VEM's are particularly well suited for damping local and global
bending modes via constrained-layer treatments. When integrated into a structure dur-
ing the initial design, constrained-layer treatments can results in net, weight savings.
VEM's are good for damped struts because it provides a loss mechanism for bending,
axial, and torsion deformations. VEM's are most useful in moderate-band temperature
environments and can be quite sensitive to operating temperatures

2.3 Viscous
A viscous-damping technique offering high damping for spacecraft truss structures has
been under development now for several years [4, 5, 6[. The technique, known as the
D-StrutTM, employs a small, mechanical viscous damper configured in an inner-outer,
tube-strut configuration. The D-Strut serves as a basic element in a truss structure,
replacing the nominal-type strut. The viscous-damping concept, employed in more com-

pliant isolation systems, has been qualified for at least three space applications and is
currently flying in the Hubble Space Telescope, where its function is to isolate distur-
bances emanating from the attitude control Reaction Wheel Assemblies [7. 8].

The United States Air [,orcu, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and NASA's Lewis
Research Center (LeRC) are independently investigating the use of D-Struts in high
specific-stiffness truss structures. The D-Strut is simple in design and construction, easy
to mnodel, anld readily incorporated into the overall structure desim and analysis PrOcess.
Key features include high damping, low temperature sensitivity, large dynamic range,
damping independent of stiffness, and linear purely viscous performunce.

3. ANALYSIS AND LOS RESPONSE TO SLEW TORQUES

A line-of-sight equation w;a- entered into the baseline ASM'ItEX tinit,, elem et tiodel that
accounted for motion in the tertiary mirror, and individual act.io, f each of the sx seg-
mented mirro.rs -sn.adanped moides were calculated up!,, 100 ltlz using MSC 'NASTRAN
Since, actual inrput ferces were' iunktiwn, equal :atid ppsit, frs w'm,' ;tppliod al t0h
location cit the thrustors to siniulate a slew iiaielrowi Ixatlher than haviti'' NASI{,AN
kadculat e a responso functi n for ihi I[()S, a technique, using the motdal residues, 11. was
,mnpl,, I Tl'his is a little more precise thani th I -efs ioetise funicti•n Sitc,,t lhe meanl
(l1ii''. T.(, 5 . ft, low modal overlap is pr,)iplitional to [ ' , - , a turit f,:tot ' ,I- 4 1,,,

"Vas i faleuat l ft each t111u(id ;inI r i' l itu hzed s', tl;tt Its Sut1n w:V,- I Tllls ýdlhwo, Th"

rndes et, b, tanked ace,,rmtinm To thoiu tntributii t, l.()S

Tihe next step wa.s to :ssess wIich eleneiunts have th, iii,,sist tial •d a :tin ,. wi Cy inl thf

• '.•).1-• that havo the gtea.,'s't effect t Pt )S. A sitlipi,' way t,, ,, hii Is t'' t,, iltiplIy the
'.ec', , ,f res wil ds 1,1 v t h r ti,,lal st rami tietrg' t ,:i ,,o 1 el .'tI'nt 'lhes ltlt, ts t(
th' ir~atrix p'r,-,,tuct of the M'' I .mt,r (n•-1,•,.,-.., and fh , tir ef x and v I t)S
me ;dual' , t . ... " l', ah, n U,, " m 2' iiltattt is inl, is i> -wee ~itr,'' 1S1 fr l.( )5 atii

1 F It, high c-at v u*• r ,'' ,',,i t'iu :,tr.'pmes !~u, utu nl tai li t I.- i,,.>1 ititu,.ti,
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Longitudinal Piezoelectric Stacks Half Thickness Composite Tube

Tube Attachment Points

L 10 Clevis with Flange to
Compress Piezoelectric
Stacks

1 i gun- 2: S ewlo iat n t of . ~IC ri'( (li;lp( 1d ri iberi (leiPSign shiowingý internal coi npsta7.te
tube it'id ixterna ieJu lCdi stack's

4.1 Piezoelectric
lie, (talk,~ a t I'I ius h II fo iliiittljoffI ' ilie tlel t iei still pii?/(o, iIiir11t ma-11

terei m tl Lltiiliuii i ihit '' 'ex e Tut ei goa is to brim, as large u fraction
OspSil-of' the si rani n Intol the( p~ieZi W0ii Oh ilia llt. LA bdiý ill e.xýtonsioll and in

t-end ing xi a bin Ib I0St lffn('Sý )ILi I-i Lit s(Itatliiied 'LI xe Vo7 111- nat o Og~ f deCsigning
flhe stllut; ,%aill 1iw pr uelt I, in tlii 1fIb a ing p~ara 00L)IS d 'I'lP iieth 1 ldologx', Nut not the.
a( tiC;LI iltiiins'iiims Wxx' III It I! ft tnl' tik and I'rip() (ItI i-

It is noc>:it x to minico tiw st ilhws 4 th 1111( tindrpeI inatorial Iin the( strut, thie gra-
plint' 'ji).xv and this~'~ Is xi ilfiss'xidl that (lilt theTlo 1t'ioe'!l''anilic. Wev Considered

1,im to t11 1i' ei ajit Vall till kne-S hl01 1ni 20 niilllidnuhm's 1 2 jl)Iv to 3) milli-
tim lo' (i pl'v at 45, 0', andl 45i lekit rceictoed tie it ioli L ii. T oo radical and chose instead

Io~iii Owj graphite'epo'xy tube, xall tlic(kiii55; 1)' half to 60 mnilli-inches. Ini order
xo rfcivr the stri ut sriffha s'. t li rei oved gi xpliitu/otoxy is replaced with three :-n.

(i f b ingittildinatllt Tinti if I ailo w ali fvd.st ift 1 linilli-inchi thick-ness inter-
oitl!' ci ppi'i Ler x' llitii 'lt - rýciod'x If' Irnfi-i~ln i thickuiss.,. These, lion, slender

pms CraiL stubcs iitist I� coustrainifd front f i bliti lx' I)Ylistr'iining "them to the re-
ttuairi~ticgv Tpit ~x'td'Ih''t Ilnits! also bf oullprv'-.'ul to txoi~l tensile Stresses

lanep~ a Ti ish is a tpl'hi L ed 11'1,p'~ig i stoick~s and putting

'Il 1ha'i-'.xLI uiikti' ss halvx's thii i." mul VI of ilw nIImetil<,'1111 s luti1st ho, rr'uox'i'ed
t1 11 :vd to of tie pi o''t" ii u T 11fu t~otl 'Ilf: 'd l iwpc ihtm stabi
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Component Units Tracker Tripod
Composite Tube Area m (x 10-) 3.64 6.17
Piezo-Stack Area m (x0- 4 ) 3,02 7.14
Total Area m(x 10- 6.66 13.33
Composite Tube Inertia m(x10- 0.58 2.01
Piezo-Stack Inertia m (x1- 0.49 2.33
Total Inertia m 4 (x10 6 ) 1.07 4.34
Effective Stiffness, EEjf GPa 81.20 96.05
Mass/Unit Length kg/m 2.72 6.98

Table 3: Section Properties of Damped Trucker and Tripod Tubes

The frequency at which this maximum material loss factor occurs is selected through
appropriate choice of the shunting resistor. In the damped member designs the peak
loss factor was arbitrarily set to 30 Hz by selecting a resistor such that RC was equal
to 35 x 10-3 rad/sec. The particular value of the resistance depends on the capaci-
tance and lengths of the specific member under consideration. Better performance could
have been obtained through more careful loss factor tuning of the individual members
independently.

Having determined the total area of the individual members independently, it is possible
to determine the effective frequency dependent stiffness of the member. The total EA
of the piezoelectric stacks (subscript p). It takes the form

EAE_ + ApE_(_w_ ) D (a 2 + w2 ) cw
EEff(w) AE ± A Ef(f = ED -( W2 + ± 2 9) (3)

where

a = 36.58 Hz, b = 45.36 Hz, c = 15.86 lIlz

is frequency in Hz, and the values of E f! for the tracker and tripod members are
given in Table 3.

The next step is to determine the bending stiffness of the damped members. The stiffness
constraint on the bending moments is that El/m12 of damped members must be no less
than 75% of the original. Since the piezoelectric is very dense this requirement drove the
moment of inertia of the designs. The total El of the dampe& member must obey the
relation

PE'[d.,,,d == ,3_ E Iold m•U- 4 !3 7
flcomte

Once the El of the damped member is fixed, the inertias can be obtained. The composite
tube was arbitrarily chosen to contribute half of the bending stiffness, El. This required
increainýg the radius of the composite tube 40%. Thel inertia of the piezoOlcctrw stacks
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Kstatic

Figure 3: Spring model of a damped strut

vwas then calculated using the piezoelectric stiffness at. maximum loss factor as was done
for the area design. As a result of this de-sign method the effective modulus for bending is
the samie asq that for extension and thus the same loss is achieved in bending or extension
o)f the damiped member.

The above discussion has omitted detailed redesign of the alumninum end fittings, of the
restraint, between the piezoceramic stack~s and the graphite/epoxy tubes, of the mecha-
nli-un b%1 whinch the pi Žzoceramicst acks would be pie-loaded in compression., anid of other
dletail-. %\Ve cannot claim to have much design experience with these details-. Piezoce-
ramnic damping has never beern attemrpted at this scale and as such this design should be
considered h~i,,h risk (thoughI feasible). Half-meter-long piezoelectrically damped Struts
liave- bee-n previously mfanufactured anid shown [3] to tIerfirin as predicted The damp-
ingý ach iVed Il in1 is t111h lrge than that. ach icevd fromn those. designed since resonant

pasi-sive circulits wxereý used rathe(r thani simple, resisto)rs.

4.2 Viscoelastic

4.2.1 Tracker Struts
TO gain insight into how this damped strut operateps, one can represent the strut, as a
o-niihination of complex springs, as Shown "in Figuire 3i '1o concentrate the. strain energy
inl th,- VFN arid therefore obtain a higher strut loss factor, A-, shcouldl be maximized.
This is at1"nalogous to two springs in ý;,ries. Ini orde~r lo niaximiz- thie strain energy in one
spring,_ the other iriust be relatively' st iff Lhmerefori-, cdinstrainirig layer SI ou-Lld be as Stiff
as poxsible. Only the weight requiremeont limits its Inaximnii Stiffness. ILikewise, Kia
n must b-e min -iniZ( ri T zI~ h is ci )mresp n d, to t xo sprilrlgi parallelý Ill ordero to mlaximize
to- strail l energy in one Spring 0 W1(1 thiS I,, lie Dius I' a-ai vel x >iI)Iinpiai it. herefire. u On

wants; to minim-irize the, static st ifn'-oss of the ýt rum aind minimize mh.: stiffness,ý of the static
la~d path A physical interpretat ioul iS j-,s .jlowS. hie co-nstraining lay ers re ýs trainl the
VFMl ;L-' a Iad eT-'-itnd thP st~afic tubeo ThI rel;tt 'v, his pl mc lit betwee(n thel static(

,il -an' oýt r tining iax-en puits t he \IM inl -h, r ;t iii's111 clner a'ý 1e vissipate~l

Weia 4 the( dex~luig is shON Willi Figulre 4.

V ENI ~t r, i ' h-dye sevenral inhI erent I aIdvant ag' Iý Firi N I-,NI's tieý r fatnd cat:tle

hich Air- wk loads ait hoar fear of catastrophe I hox I ;in ,ývIly handle iv- f)tsri
'i t,- sýtatr a'nx d the, N'L\ (lanpihnL PIc tni-mr . V-r -I Vy '-gi In thlx 1i'-sigýTl.

--s '...-.last m-:at, -rial weighs lesFs thanl 0.1 T I tn j t1 T it, N1 s Itrut carIiti dant
.1 1 1,i2t i'l I~ Pealing. exeI IS ItI ani I n-i d -t Sai Vii- l'r III s.l- -:140
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Constaining Layer(4 staves) VEM

Load-Carrying Tube

Figure i: Schematic of viscoelastic damped strut

a desired frequency. VEM damped struts can also sustain a respectable loss over a wide
frequency range by selecting a VEM with a moderate loss over a wide frequency range.

This strut design has several advantages. The static load carrying tube will counter any
and all static loads placed on the strut. VEM creep is not an issue because the static tube
provides a robust., elastic load path. Because the V EM is placed inside the static tube, it
is protected from the environment. The constraining layer is a unidirectional composite,
an ideal application because the dynamic loads seen are axial to the material. This
reduces strut weight significantly. As composite materials become lighter and stiffer, the
strut weight will be determined by the weight of the damping element, which for VEM
damped struts is very small. It is easy to fabricate. The VEM selected is commercially
sold as a structural adhesive, and will be used to bond the constraining .avers to the
static load-carrying tube. Any local resonance of the constraining layers should be well-
damped.

It, was decided that the total cross-section area of the strut. should be no more than twice

that of the baseline strut. If more rmaterial is used, strut, performance is enhanced. The
constraining layer chosen is a unidirectional composite with the properties E = 33Msi
and o - 0.0.5%b. The load-carrying member is the same composite material used in
thi- baseline strut. The VEM chosen is 3M Y966, with the properties (vdaluaied at. 73°F.
The final dimensions wer t static tube thickness - (.0", constrainiig layer thickness -

0.15", and VEM thickness 0 0.014". A finite element model of the strut was built. By
reducing the sta.i, tiibe s area by one-third and applying the rest of the, area to the
constraining la t stiffness .f 077 that of the baseline tube at 0.1 Iz. was achieved
The oxtensional stiffness and toss were measured via a DFR. ]ecaisu the frequencies
considereid are well-below strut resonance, the mass terms in the equatton cmi motion ca,,

he ignored, s,)

ia,7a s. n , rind w' wd

(ai'iular ing bemninlmi loss t, ot asý sýtraight I- vin, Vd Two mItd stas 1ads etapplied
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Fig-re 5: Cross-sectional view of a D-Strut

to the strut FEM: a bending moment and then a lateral force. For both loading case, all
end DOF's except that of the load were constrained. The rotation (displacement) of the
moment (lateral force) was measured along with the applied force and the constrained
force fixed DOF's. The corresponding stiffnesses were calculated and used to back out a
corresponding El for each type of loading. The average El was used in the FEM. The
bending loss was calculated by multiplying the average percent strain energy of the two
deformed shapes by the VEM loss factor at the desired frequency.

4.2.2 Tripod Legs
An excellent feature of VEM's is that they can be used to design add-on damping treat-
ments t,, existing structures. The tripod leg damping treatment was designed as such.
Since the MSE of tripod leg modes 9 and 29 was in the top 3/4 of the tripod legs, a
constrained layer damping treatment on the top 3/4 was designed. Eight unidirectional
composite staves (E = 33Msi, p = 0.055,-1b, t = 0.09 in), were placed on the tripod leg
as constraining layers to a 40-mil-thick VEM. A finite element model of the tube was
built with simply supported end conditions. In first bending mode of the tripod leg, 18
percent of the strain energy entered the VEM, which roughly corresponds to a loss of
0.21. More loss could be achieved with a stiffer constraining layer. With CL thickness
of 0.13 in., 22 percent MSE enters the VEM. Approximately 15.3 pounds was added to
each tripod leg, bringing the total weight of one tripod leg to 50.3 lbs.

4.3 Viscous
A cross-sectional view of a D-Strut is shown in Figure 5. Primary elements are the
damping cartridge and the inner and outer tubes. The damper cartridge is placed in
series with the inner tube. The damper and inner tube are then placed in parallel
with the outer tube. An axial displacement across the strut produces a displacement
across the damper. lUnder an axial displacement, the damper forces fluid through a
small-diameter orifice, thereby causing a shear in the fluid, This fluid is proportional to
the displacement rate across the damper and produces a force directly proportional t.o

deflection velocitv
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ki

kk1 - Outer Tube Stiffness

k2 - Inner Tube Stiffness

C k4 k3 - Damper Static Stiffness

k4 - Damper Volumetric Stiffness

c - Viscous Damping Coefficient

Figure 6: D-Strut equivalent model

Compliance of the damper and the inner and outer tubes is key to the damping element
performance of the D-Strut. The damper is the most compliant element; the inner tube
is the least compliant element. The outer tube provides the basic static stiffness of
the strut, making it pertinent to applications where the strut is a critical load-bearing
element in the structure.

4.3.1 D-Strut Model
A D-Strut is accurately modeled by five physically lumnped paraiieters. as indicatedl }b"
Figure 6. If there is an element such as a quick disconnect dc, ice in sernes with the
D-Strut, or if there is hub compliance, a fifth spring (k5 ) is placed in series with the
above model.

The primary parts of the D-Strut contributing to the stiffnesses k, through kI, are iden-
tified in Figure 1 by the k values located next to the part names. Best performance is
obtained when the inner tube (k2 ) is several times as large as the outer tube (kl); when
the volumetric stiffness of the arched flexure (Q) is very laige compared to the axial stiff-
ness (k3 ) (100:1 or more); when the series or hub stiffness ('k) is at least as large as (k,)
and when (k 4) is two or more times as large as (k.2) These stiffness values dictate thc
magnitude of the damping. When the above conditions are satisfied, loss factors of 50%
to 100% occur. The damping coefficient (c) can be established by selecting fluid viscos-
ity, diameter, and length of the shear annulus. Ranges from 1 to 10,000 lb-seciil, have
been obtained. A much iarger range is obtainable. The selection of c sets the frequency
range in which the damping occurs. A high valuie of c provides low-frequency d.ampihng
while a low value provides high-frequency damping, the selection of (k2) carries with it
the primary weight penalty. thius, a trade between weight and damping factors is essen-
tial. The weight of the damping element is relatively small; however, it is a function of
diameter and a secondary trade is sometimes indicated. (ki) is approximately the static
stiffness of the strut and is generally dictated by the system or rnodal requiiemnents.

4.3.2 D-Strut Design and Results
To be consistent with the viscuelastic strut, the D-Strut design was restricted So that
cross sectional area cf the undamped strut would not. be increasedl more trian 2 to 1. Th1.
static stitness of the new design ws, to 1w no less than 75% of the undauip,.dl tub.: thai
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it replaced. The inner tube modulus was to be 33,000,000 and its density 0.055 1b

Its outside diameter, ranging from 2.6 to 2.75 in., was selected to fit inside the original
or outer tube whose inside diameter was 2.83 to 2.845 in. A load limit of 5000 lb was
also selected. Review of the modal data suggested that best results would be obtained
by selecting the damping coefficient to provide peak damping in the vicinity of 30 Hz.
For realism, an existing D-Strut design from the SPICE program was selected as the
iaseline (see Figure 5), and the inner tube and outer tubes were modified. The flexure

provided a k3 - 950 lb/in, and a k4 = 1,950,000 lb./in was not altered. The end fittings
for this design, also remained the same, provided a k5  1,000,000 lb/in. With this,
t new design was roughly- optimized by trading off wall thickness for the inner tube
to balance performance ar.d weight. Very high damping was achieved without further
increases in tube thickness. (See Element Damping Factor %) The damping coefficient
was selected to center the mnaximnum damping at or near 30 Hz.

• .3.3 Viscous Bending Mode Damping
Bending mode damping by viscous techniques has riot been inclidod in this analysis. As
a result, significant performance loss will result, particularly due to the lower bending
inodes of the tripod legs Two schemes that provide visclus damping do exist. One
uses two bellows arranged with the annulus between them, similar to the viscous isolator
used on the Hubble Spa, o. Teiescope. The other is a multiport arrangement that can be
implemented within th,ý f-Striit d&ainping cartridge. Timn liriitation, along with space
linitation1 within this paiper, precluded consideration or evaluation of these approaches.

5. EFFECT ON LOS

5.1 Analysis Methods for the Damping Treatments
"Ihe LOS will b e assf,":>, via a direct frequency response DFR) of the line-of-sight
",uattio Ifrocri I to 100 Hz (minus the contribution of rigid body modes). The RMS of

this curve will be the figure of merit. The jitter reduction will be the ratio of this integral
f., a baseline integral having a baseline 0.5% structural dunping(Q - 200)

5.1.1 Piezoelectrics
l"riet ii > of Yungr' inii,, ulus, F .,. c 

7 ce)(1 s i7(c) ) , the areas, and moments of
rlý.rtia, wre supplied fh r both tracker struts and tripod leg damping treatments. Both
tiw b,-.tidng and extenrisial Stilfnesses exhibited a peak loss factor of 0.22 at 35 Hz. E
Aid rj were evaluate, , . 4,0, 49. and 75 Hz. To account for the, frequency dependent
properties of the damnping treatinent. I)FR's from 1-10 Hz, 10-20 Hz. 20-40 Hz, 40-60
Hz. and 60-100 HIz. were applid u: sinig the corresponding values of E and 7i Frequencies
at 16, 30. an1 .49 1-z appl-1, to t be ;dteady determined signi ficant itiodes tý) be damped.
Perforrmace at the mrod.s -.f inti ,,sT should be fairly accurate.

5.1.2 Viscoelastics
ithe sante ,(nalysis ýas abve was.ý applied to tht. visc•folasti(: strits However, each strut

was sopývrated ir, to betnding ald .IeXf#nsion elements t., tccouii' for the difTerentt bendirgi
11d1 ,'xt11sioina.d loss. Sincr no accelrat,- riimthol, of repr,'sent ing the V EM-damped tripod

log<s asv A sorIes )f bean s cool 4 .e levi se, , the detailed finite element model .msed to,
let, the !ri ,gd lews was directl% insert,,l int . st.-.em-levl mdlel Again, VEM
ra.e no, ) and !,'os a,1 tr w, :ri,- a a, c,,rdinc to, the desired frequency range.

K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~---- - ------ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _
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c uXlloit thenr damnping techniology, due,- to the specifications described earlier. Since. modes
"weVre, attacked seloctively, tt v_ results must. be interpreted selectively. Ini geiral there is
a faim ariolunt of coupling betweenl the tralcker stl ri ;od tripod legs in the inodes must
inipori ant to LOS. Consequtently, each damping techlnique, addres~ses each miode, with
var' rinc_ degrees Of succe~ss Rt11P tHUrMha identifying muids,, ini which pa~rtin il lar iipinll~g

iiSwere effective, we will look at. how each addresses two) imiport ant I esof
mlde eicisuialenergy in the iacker. strut~s anid bend~ing, (ft ie t ripod :egs.
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,i rai itores saich as A~STRElX, this is net, cut irely the, hiv&e. lucre, is i1' localnsd of
Ow tripod legs that ciii ributes signiti( nutly to LOS I all- 1 auG 2 shiow thiat 0w I ir'-'st

cii dt 1Cr OfU i the, II'(EQ ill the twO omds COntrihui i the nes e10 i 'e 0 ,i

-ýp i flit lv) tho lie is feTioiigl extenýrsional eneiQ' Ili t he tracker strutf fci the vieasll
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Figure 8: Comparison of LOS, IPSD's resulting from each damping technology
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Strut Length Baseline VEM Strut Viscous Piezoelectrics
(inches) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds)
42.48 2.03 3.84 3.52 6.50
30.79 1.55 2.78 3.02 4.71
50.58 2.39 4.52 4.83 7.74
39.50 1.65 3.55 3.81 6.04

TOTAL 22.4 42.6 43.4 1 72.4

Table 4: Weight of damped tracker struts

Freq. VEM Strut D-Strut Piezo. Strut
(Hz) (exten/beoding) (exten/bending) (exten/bending)6 .17/.061 .27/0.0 .069/.069

16 .27/.10 .59/0.0 .16/.16
30 .31/.11 .69/0.0 .22/.22
50 .34/.12 .61/0.0 .21/.21
75 .34/.13 .47/0.0 .17/.17

Table 5: Average extension aid bending loss of damped tracker struts at selected fre-
quencies

Modes 16, 1b, and 19 are characterized by concentrations of rnidal strain energy in
both extension and bending of the tracker struts. Lach of the three damping treatments
addresses these modes well. Even addressing only extension, the D-Strut has such a high
loss factor near 30 lIz that it is the most effective. Both the piezoelectric and viscoelastic
concepts are effective also, mainly because the same damping mechanism addresses both
bending and extension.

Fable 4 presents the weights of the damnped tracker struts. The weight of the viscous
and viscoelastic elements are essentially the same. The piezoceramnic element is heavier
because its damping element is inherently dense. Table 5 presents the average extension
and bending loss, of each damped strut concept at different frequencies. Of the three
the viscous strut performs best in extension, but has no bending loss is implemented
currently. The VEM performs well in extension and fair in bending. The piezoceramic
performs equally well in both. Depending on the strut deformation, a different strut can
be chosen.

The add-on d(amping treatment for the VEM damped tripod leg adds 15.31 lb/leg,
bringing the total weight of each tripod leg to 50.31 lb. Each piezoceramic damped
tripod leg is 79.19 lb. The loss factor of the tripod leg is the same as the piezoelectric
struts. The loss factor of the VEM damped tripod cannot be assigned because the end
conditions cannot be defined. However, the fist bending mode of a simply supported
tripod leg has a predicted loss factor of 0.21.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Each f the damping treatments periormed well, given the requirements (on weight and
Minimum static stiffness, and each is capable of playing an important roll in providing
passive, ,lamnping for a variety of structures. Table 6 gives RMS values over some selected
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LOS : LOSY ]
Case 10-100 H-z 20-40 124-31 Hz 1-100 Hz 20-40 H~z 26-31
Undamped 1.0 1.0 1,0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Viscous* 0.83 0.86 0.84 0.89 0.72 0.56
Piezoelectric 0.78 083 0.80 0.80 0.76 0.75
Viscoelastic 0.80 0.86 0.87 0.71 0.65 0_62
*no tripod leg damping treatment

Table 6: Scaled RMS values over selected frequency bands

frequency ranges. As can be observed, selected the frequency range can "influence"
which damping treatment performs best. The total ASTRE.X FEM weight, excluding
pedestal weight is 8,394 pounds. The heaviest damped struts make ,p less than 0.63%
of the weight (see Table 7). Even including the piezoceramic tripod legs, tlIv added mass
due to passive damping is only 2.2%.

There are many factors that must be considered is choosing an approach to damping:
effectiveness, cost, schedule, maintenance, etc. Again, the goal of this paper was not
to ýhoose a "winner." PRather, it was to look at the strengths and weaknesses of each
objectively. With that in mind, here are a few observations

Piezoelectric:

"* Has the advantage that the loss mechanism is also a structural material, albeit an
undesirable one (brittle with the stiffness of aluminum and density of steel).

"* Is temperature insensitive (up to about 250 C) and can also be used as an actuator.

"* Limited experience base.

Viscoelastic:

SEffe':tive for hending., axiai, arid torsional strains.

T Temperature sensitivity depends on peak loss factor it cal be very high

ST~eiperature cntrol needed fo( uncontrolled ,nvironmnents, but small amounts of
VEtM require small amounts of heat.

"* Designs are generally fairly simple, and the materials are robust in the presence of
shock •:u.l high-strain loads.

"* Iarýýe experience hase, including many operating flight applications.

"• Cenerally very inexpý.,;ive to faýiri:ate.

Viscous:

o Though possible to, adapt for b''reding deformatiomus, this mechanism is by far be-st
suited for axial deformations.
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Tracker Struts Tripod Legs Total
mass % of mass % of mass % of

Treatment added ASTREX added ASTREX added ASTREX

=Viscous 21.0 0.25 n/a 0 21.0 0.25
Pi~ezoelectric 52.9 0.63 132.6 1.58 185.15 2.21
Viscoelastic [20.2 0.24 145.9 H[3 6c.1 07

Table 7: WVeig~ht added to ASTREX Structure

"* The fluids are somewhat. sensitive to temperature variations, but much less than
high-loss VEM's.

"* Lar-ge experience base: many flight miles lg'l

"* Loss inechanism inlierently requires prc2cisiii l.Abri(:at ic';n this could lead t,-) high
per-unit costs unless volumies are high.
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Design and development of passive and active damping concepts for adaptive

space structures

I). L. Edberg

A. S. Bicos

Mcl)onnell I)ouglas Space Systems Company. Huntington Beach, CA 92647

ABSTRACT: Many types of spacecraft are expected to need shape control
and structural vibration suppression systems to meet their performance
requirements. Because the operational lifetimes of these spacecraft will be
long, changes may occur which necessitate that the vibration control
subs ystems adapt to maintain performance. This investigation is
concerned with the development of two different vibration suppression
techniques that use piezoelectric energy conversion to enhance vibration
dissipation. The ultimate goal is to develop structural struts which
incorporate these techniques that may be installed in a generic truss
4 ruct ore.

I ENHANCEMENT OF DAMPING USING A TUNED ELECTRONIC
SfI L'NT

'hen a structure is vibrating, its components are mechanically strained.
Piezoelectric materials can convert this mechanical strain to electric
potential, allowing an electrical network to be added to extract energy.
Hatgood et al [1988,1990] have shown the results of adding a passive shunt to a
truso with piezoelectric members. The work reported here is a further

deveclopment of that work.

For passive ard active control investigations, MDSSC designed and fabricated
a number of piezoelectric struts, each consisting of lead zirconate titanate
•PZ'' hollow cylinder segments wrapped with a fiberglass/epoxy outer
coating. The design was modified from one used by Hagood et al [1988,1990] by
the addition of an electrically-isolated PZT element that could be used as a
sensor independently of the other elements in the strut. Figure 1 shows the
design of the MDSSC-fabricated piezoelectric struts. An electric field applied
between the outer radius and the inner radius created axial deformation.
.\lechanically, the segments were connected in series, and electrically all but
one of the cylindrical rings were connected in parallel. The strut has a static
force constant of approximately 0.45 N/V, and it exhibits the hysteresis
common ly found in piezoelectric materials.

"The MI)SS(' ('SI truss is shown in Figure 2, and is used as a testbed for the

shunting experiments. It uses Meroform components as did the MIT truss,

1 I)•)2 I)P PihI',hing I id
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however it is longer (9.5 vs 5 meters) and has half as many piezoelectric struts
(ttwo vs four).

ATTACHMENT ELECTRICALLY ISOLATED PZT TUBE ELEMENT
SFITTING / ELECTRODE BUS INTERNALLY ELECTRODED

[~~~3 )\ 111. 1

SENSOR CONTACTS PIEZOELECTRIC (PZT) ACTUATOR

TUBE ELEMENTS CONTACTS [

S4 5O500

Figure 1. The MDSSC Piezoelectric strut (dimensions in mm).

Piezoelectric Struts
In Bay 10

Figure 2. The location of the piezoelectric struts within the MDSSC CSI truss
(diagonals, node spheres, and suspension cables omitted for clarity).

Piezoelectric materials under mechanical excitation behave similar to a
capacitance electrically in parallel with a voltage source (see Figure 31). A
pure resistance is the only means to dissipate energy, because both capacitive
and inductive elements can store energy, but not dissipate it. There are
optimal values for either both types of shunts, and the optima are determined
by energy dissipation relationships [Hagood et al 1988,19901.

~L)
:R

Piezoelectric Smtn
Figiure :3. Electric Circuit Equivalent of Piezoelectric Material and external

R1-Shunt
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Large values of inductance are usually required because of the low natural
frequencies involved. The natural frequencies /I of the shunted piezoelectric
strut are related as follows, where L is the added inductance, and C,, is the
capacitance of the piezoelectric:

27ý LX?,
With f, around 10 Hz and Cp about I pF, the value of L is in the hundreds of
henries. Inductors in this size range are very heavy and possess significant
internal resistance, usually higher than that for optimum dissipation.
Reducing the resistance or increasing the "Q" of the inductors may be
accomplished at the expense of additional mass, by increasing the gauge of
the wire and the mass of the inductive material. This is contrary to
mass/payload constraints for large space structures.

To eliminate the large mass associated with the necessary values of
inductance, we developed a "simulated inductor" patent pending) composed
of operational amplifiers and passive circuitry connected as a gyrator, which
can produce any desired inductance with just a few simple electronic
components. The value of the simulated inductance may be easily changed by
a variable resistor, meaning that it may be possible to have passive damping
circuits monitor the frequencies to which they are subjected and alter their
own characteristics in order to optimize their behavior. The electronic circuit
used to simulate a larige inductance is shown in Figure 4.

INPUTI' U-

Figure 4. Inductor simulated by operational amplifier circuit.

The measured results of applying a single-mode tuned shunt containing an
active inductor to the first bending mode of the MIDSSC (CSI Truss are shown
in Figure 5. The figure shows the first mode resonance peak with the
piezoelectric strut in an open-circuit condition together with the first mode
resonance with the active inductor shunt connected. Comparison shows that
both the amplitude and frequency drop upon application of the tuned shunt.
The amplitude dropped II d13, corresponding to a damping ratio increase
from 0.068'/ to 0.25G of critical.

To he practical, a vibration dissipation system must work on a range of
frequencies, not just a single mode of vibration. We set out to attempt, to
enhance the damping of two modes simultaneously with the addition of a
second shunt circuit tuned to the added mode, as shown in Figure 6. We
quickly learned that adding a second shunt circuit tuned to the third mode
detuned" both itself and the first mode shunt, meaning that mutual loading

effects had to be considered. Our analysis assumed that the values of the
resistances R1 and J?2 were proportional to the numerical values of the
corresponding inductances, because resistance is proportional to the length of
copper wire which in turn is proportional to the value of inductance. Values
fmr I,1, I.), and ('.- were chosen in order to set the two fi-equencies of the
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denominator as near to the first and third mode frequencies as possible. With
C1, = 472 nF, the values used for I.1, L, and (, were 144 H, 37.45 H, and 196 nF
respectively.

Circuit

-/lb f Inductor On

(dB)

15.5 Frequency 11zý 16.5

Figure 5. An 11 d13 damping increase in the first bending mode of the MI)SSC
CSI Truss was obtained hbrough the use of a shunt containing a
simulated inductor.

: RL

(2

MOD)E I MODE 2

SHUNT SH UNT

Figure 6. Electric Circuit l)epiction of'Two-Mode Shunt

This configuration was breadhoarded from passive components and
successfully used to simultaneously danmp the first and third mode of the
MI)SSC CSI truss, as shown in Tahle I. The second mode was not targeted
hecause the piezoelectric struts have little participation and thus effectiveness
on this mode. Over 10 dB of reduction was achieved for each of the two
targeted modes.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF TWO-MODE SHUNT DAMPING EXPERIMENT
Mode Damping Ratio C . Critical) C Increase Reduction
No. Unshunted Shunted ((d) tdB)

1 0.0397 0.146 368 11.3
3 0.0381 0.20)0 52,5 14.4

2 A SELF-MODULATEI) SHEAR ILAYER TO ENHANCE DISSIPATION

The concept of a constrained layer damping treatment may be augmented by
using piezoelectric ceramics to increase the amount of shear strain energy in
the viscoelastic material (VEM) layer. This will increase the damping
provided by the constrained VEM laver. The classical constrained layer
treatment uses a rigid const rainin- igaver on top of a flexible VEM to increase
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the amount of shear in the VEM over that of a free VEM layer alone. Our
concept replaces part of the structure with PZTE, and the constraining rigid
layer with PZTC, as shown in Figure 7. The piezoelectric effect causes the
embedded structural PZT to produce a voltage when the structure deforms.
By electrically connecting the embedded PZT to the constraining layer PZT in
opposite polarity, we can increase the amount of shear strain energy in the
VEM layer and hence increase the damping of the system without adding

Pzr
VEM

STRUCTURE

Si... ii

.\iV~~~A VI -C

F: F

+ N]%*,- ..;

CC

Fi cure 7. The top view shows the geonmetry of the modulated shear laver.
The middle view shows a conventional constrained layer, and the
bottom figure shows how the length of the constraining layer is
modulated to increase the shear in the viscoelastic material (dark
shading, which in turn is attached to the structural member
(light shading).

The two PZTs are electrically modelled as two capacitors, CF, and C(,. When
the embedded PZTv.: is strained due to structural vibration. a voltage is
generated and appears at the constraining layer i)ZTt,. Once the voltage
across the PZTs is determined, PZT(, and the VEM then act approximately as
a surlface-bonded actuator with finite bonding layer and the analysis proceeds
similarly to that of de Luis and Crawley [19851 and Anderson and ('rawle.v
SI l9'.91. PZT parameters are chosen to maximize the strain in the VEM.

Figure 8 shows the normalized system damping versus the VEM thickness
divided by the PZT thickness for the layup shown subjected to a sinusoidally
varying axial load. The two curves plotted represent analytical results for two
diffe0rent models. These results indicate that from a few percent up to five
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Xn acoiisto-clcctromragnet ic pict(;CCCI c vi ait eguide-coupler

JIlas \'alis. And1(1reas 11. v-oniol Foow. and Neshitl W . fl~aood

Dep~art itent of Ae'roniautics andl A st rona U r

Mlassachutset ts Institute of Tý-chiiologv\
(a mbridge.I MA 021 31 .A

Abstract,

Ilieorv andi .xpwrintont air presruted for a device which couples

t raveflIing waves Ili an elec(t rica I t raiisiiissioli line- ),%it I I flexuiralI wavesý

ill all vlastic 1heaiii. ( 'iligof ti twIwo wave tvprs Is adliieve'l using

aI p.ai~ iti f-izol,'t ric I iyer ;idlurel , ti( the eam aind coiiiitcte~ to

tho I rmil'iiuissioi litii'. Ii koy desi gin aranietfr is tlie( iiiidiiiiiinsjonia
couiling lengt h A\ siindpe oxlresswiI for calculating its miagniitudie is

lerivI . For t he ofessgii use-d, this. lenigth %N-was predictled to) hr four

v:axcel'igt hs. I~xjeriniWnts yielded a sliiiilar value-

1 Introduk ion

11 fliciutut couiphling of elect rical andl striictuiral-acoiistic power opens II) p the

poss! bliY of elect ricallv mTodifyi'ng the st riiIt iiral-acouti st properties of -ac-

tive materials, and adapt ive striicturi es' A coimmercial application of such

c u phn tg is thle dev. opnionet of ring-t vpe piezoelec tric travel Iinrg-waviye iiot or.s

w hi ch are !ise(I a~s ait ofocu diAv o i 35 inin canieras[ 1]. Thie miotor con -

vents anl electrical drive-signal1 to a circuilating flexiiral wave iii a steel-ring
.sitor' which geniera~tes a t orque onl a mnated1 'rotor'. Linear I ravelliiig- wave

niotors[2] are di fficuilt to design, owing to the need for efficient coupling of

flexiira.1 waves into and out of a linear stator-track. (n.e canl etnvisage large-

scalec appli( alions of this ocli nologY to geiierat e and absorb t ravellinrg-waves

in structures.
'I'l( hestard 1a ro (levi ce for coii )1rig- travelIi ng electromagnetic waves is t lie

-2)2 couipler iiseu l ihoIi Im iciicrowave, atnd optical waveiguiiie circuits". Its,

- 1 I iC I NI' Ijhiiii I td
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1~izir'1: ELvollition of t he cenergv (list ri but ion along two pa rallel. coulpled

pt fical-filr c'ores. accordltuig to (a) thle -oiipled-mo1de 'oincept. and (1)) the

Uuii ia! - iode conicept. III thle case of ani acouisto-elect roniagnet ic wavegtiide
ft )it pder. oune guide is elect roiliagitet ic. I lie ot her 01Wone is acolist ic. After Dakini
a ild ( '111lslvaw[3].

theorv ,ýof ope(raltion (ill vist rated ini Fig. 1). ana~logouisto the tranisfer of energy-
bet weenl two cou pled p)endI i Ia. is d1escri bed in niost wavegu ide t exts[.I]. The
present work taikes thle idea of a waveguide-coupler and extends it to the
ca1se of cciii1)ing between an electrical traiismnissioni line and an (last ic bearni
Simuiilar work was dlone' 1) Baer and Kino[5] . who considered coup~ling a
tra nsmnissionc ]i ne to loiigiturd inal aconist ic waves, and by Ilagood and %,on
Vil owokj w ho considered tuiined I.- ( - ? cou plinig to vi brat ing st ructuires.

2 Coupled Wave Equation

'I lie fol lowinrg sect ion p~resents a dlescript ion of con pled modes bet ween waveg-
ijides withI second- and fouirtli-order spatial derivatives. The anal 'ysis is for

cont iinious-iiipedlaice iiedia: spatial discretization is sniearedl.
'[I'Iit, (ltemploral l ' ) I-onrier- traiisforii ecl coiipled wave equ at ion for two

ft Iimrc ton a] waves propagating ii reciprocal1 l v coipleld . lossless. 5, ugle-nmode
%vavegnid(It'S takes thIie form

t ~~ 112(i,
A 1 ) It22  2 0' '2 ý2 X f

qwas d m.pct iatclcinR occurs ait a frequencyý
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A~ Al 2 2 (2)
ll, K 2 2

Efficient (i.e., phase speed matched) coupling is narrowband.
The eigenvalue problem for phase speed matched guides yields the char-

acteristic equation:

(1 - 2)36_- -13_2 + 1 = 0 0 ()

where the propagation constants are normalized to their uncoupled values.
The roots of the above equation consist of two pairs (forward and backward)
of complex conjugate roots representing propagation in the two waveguides.
and two real roots corresponding to two evanescent modes.

The two pairs of propagating roots consist of ;3o and 3 E (where sub-
scripts ) and E denote 'odd* and 'even'), and subject to initial conditions.

xi( 0. ) - {I the guidle ampl)itudes will evolve spatially as,

0os.I 
-

, z ) = - S i l l 3 s i l l 1• ( 4 )

where = 2 and . Complete power transfer occurs after

a coupling length, l,. such that x { "

Ti'elC( nondimensional coupling length is given by

/: 1 1
-_ 3 (.5)A 4 3lA

If the guides are lossy. the coupled-niode propagation constants b)ecome
complex. lor the case of phiase speed matched, low-loss guiides ,oupled bY
a lo ssle ss -iie d iu iia +

-o,: = + i.;doL . (6)

where ? = (i.e.. the mean loss-factor of the two guides) and the2

propagation constants are well approximated by their undamped valuies.
That the coupledl modal loss factor is the mean is a result of the normal
modes being symmetric with respect, to power flow. For low-loss guides. the
aniplitudes will evolve spatially as

{ Cos ;3,z cos }7.r_ 3: ila7 in• .; 7
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PROPAGAThING2

X Peven

EVANESCENT UX
MODES

X

Vii e2: (on pled- mode, p~ropagationl constants5 plotted iii the complex
plane. Arrows ind(1icate i nicrasedl couplinrg coefficient. H,. in Eqn .3. If
lie wavegu ide., are uncoiupled ali(] lossless. thle propagating roots coalesce

1to Ol' same rad iw ins l~the nonp~ropagat in g (evanescent) ones.

.01l~jhjct to thle sane' init ial condititons as t hose in Lqni. 1. The system prop-
algat ion conistant s t hat result are plot ted in Fig. 2

B ,v per10.lorin Jigll inlerical exp~erimnents. it was found that for values of
le(thi cwdpiig" niifficifiit : K < 0.3. the nondimren-sional coupling length is well

a pprox i iia ted by:

A corre~spondring equinat ion for copinithg to longitudinal acoustic -waves
wvas derived iii Baer and 1Ki no[5] (their Eqn . .

3 Flexural Acoustic Waves

[lhe , Nvstemr considered consists of identical (but oppositely pl~oarizedl) piezo-
electric laYers, adlheredl oil (eit her side of a passive (host) layer. Since flexure
mu pose's strain onl both piezoelectric layers. their charge outputs are summed.
Sinbscri pts 1) and~ If denote the p~iezoelectric andh host layers, respectively.

'I'lie .state variables chosen are:

q charge onl thle elect rodle segments.

tr out -of-plane beamn disp~lacemtent.



T'he two governinrg eq uIiihiturn eq uationrs are

anid

where prinies (lenote spatial differentiation in the '1direction (as per coor-

di nates in Fig. -4), 1 1ý and .112 are voltage anl(1 moment. L is theI tranrsmission
line inductance per unit length. P is the volumne-weighted mean dlensity of t lie
bearni and A is the cross-sectional area of tihe beam. Assuminirg Berrrorilli-
Euler behaviour of a perfectly laminiiated beami, the appropriate conlstilit ivt

equation is

where superscripts E, D, and T dlenote values taken at constant field (short
circuit). electrical dlisplacernent ( openr circuit ). and stress (free). anrd Is.

the piezoelectri c (apacitarice. (a is the widlthI of the bearm. I.qd is piez'oolect c
charge coefficient. -,11 is thre piezoelectric compliance and(

17) 2 Lbb+ ij/ 1 3~j 12)

anld

where t* is the t hickrness ratio of' the host arid piezoelectric lavers ~. and1(

tis the total thickness of the beamii.. The tlater enantit tv. b. wvhich relat e,

the beamr c urvatutre to mevan piezoelectric st rainr-act nat ion . is deri vedI bY
Crawle~v arid Anrderson [7]. Inversion, of Eqn . 11 and sin bstiut nton ino the
equili briumn eqluations ( Eqns. 9,10) yields a coupled wave equal ion of' thre
form of Eqn. 1. The coefficient . K- of the a~ssociated cliaracterist ic eqirationl
(Eqn. 3) is

-'f V-7 (14)

where k3 l is the elect rorneclran ical-coupli ng-coeff icient of the piezoelectric
material (for G 1195 PZI, ký31 0.3-5). and] fib is the conmposite piezoelectric
efficiency-factor for bending, stich that

E + (15)
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Couplirg Length vs. Piezo Thickness
C1195 PZ adhered to Aluminium

12

S11

C- Design Curve

- 9 - - - Asymptote (2.02)
S8 ... Experimental Operating Point

7
U6
o
ro /C- 4

0 z

0 5 '0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Rea!oivc Piezoclectric T[ickness (7)

F-igure 3: Nondinensional coupling-length as a function of the relative thick-

ness of the piezoelectric. , and host material layers. The slope is calculated
fromt FAp. 16. The asymptote corresponid to ilh

Vh'rer _ [(- I] -I the opedk -circuit modulus ratio of the host

to the pitzoelhctric ]a•er. Substitution into Eqi. 8 yields the coupler design

eq uat ion:

_ (16)

As depicted in Fig. :3, the relativ, thickness of the piezoelectric layer

deformines the cornpling length. The above analysis is not applicable to the

-ase of a -thick' piezoelectric layer, as the modelling assumptions start to
break down.
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Figure 4: A cross-sectional schernatic of the coupler arrangement.

4 Experimental Design

Tile experimental design consisted of a single-sided laininationl of piezoelec-
tric segments to an aluminum beam. Although it is a one-sided lamination,
the symnietric lamination equations developed in the previous section should
provide a good approximation, as the flexural phase speed is much slower
than the longitudinal one. and 6 > 10. A phase-speed matched set of in-/P
ductors bridged the piezoelectric segments as illustrated in Fig. 4. Small
diameter (;l100 ihn) copper wire was used to connect the inductors to the
piezoelectric segments. The inductors connected to the piezoelectric capac-
itance formed an L-C ladder network. The electrical input consisted of a
sinusoidal function-generator driving an audio amplifier. The electrical out-
put consisted of an impedance-matched termination resistor. Based on the
predicted coupling length, the length of the coupling region was chosen to
correspond to two coupling-lengths. This choice serves to demonstrate both
coupling into and out of the beam. By choosing this length, there should
(in principle) be no acoustic power propagated to the end of the beam;
the termination impedance of the beam should be irrelevant. Expecting
some acoustic power to be uncoupled, a crude attempt was made to apply
a matched termination to the bea.m using wet mud. The design coupler
parameter values are listed in Table 1.

The loss-factor of the electrical waveguide is given by.

I C'"f3ine -2R (17)

which is the well-known expression[8] for low-loss transmission lines. The
loss-factor for the beam is difficult to model owing to the presence of a
adhesive layer between the host and piezoelectric layers. It was roughly
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Parameter Value
beam length 670 mm
beam width 12.7 mm
piezo segment length 6.35 mm

interaction length 370 mnm
Al thickness 2 mm
PZT thickness 191 pm
Line Capacitance 97(0 nF/m

Line Inductance 7.9 H/m
.lilin Resistance 11 kQ/ni

Table 1: l).si.. paraineter values used in the experimental acousto-
elect roinagnet iC waveguide couplier.

Parameter Value

frequency 7.8 kltz
wavelength -16 mm

phase-speed 360 ni/s

Table 2: Operating parameters for the experimental coupler at maximum
coupling.

estimated to be 1-27( per half-wavelength. Using the design parameters:
o'line z 1.8 Np/ni. and Ob., ear 0.8 Np/ni.

5 Experimental Results

By measuring RMS voltages at each segment, the voltage profile in the trans-
mission Iine cou|ld be (comlpared to theory. Thhe freqiency of the input was

adjusted ulntil maxiiurn coupling was observed: the corresponding profile is
plotted in Fig. 5. The oporating parameters are listed in Table 2.

End effects were evident in Ihe form of reflections from both ends of
the beam. These reflected waves couple to the transmission line and create
standing waves. Their effects need to be removed to realize purely codirec-
tional coupling.
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Figure 5: Recorded voltage profile on the beam-coupled transmission line at
phase speed matched conditions. The continuous line is least-squares curve
fit to I cos(,3z)e- 1, serving to suppress standing-wave effects. Power flow
into and out of the beam is evident.
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Quantity Theory Experiment

1,/A 4.1 3.9
a [Np/xn] 1.3 2.4

"Fable 3: Comparison of theoretical and experimental values of the design
coupler.

A least-squares curve fit using I cos(,3z)e-`j on the voltage profile was
performed to yield estimates for 1, and a. The comparison between theory
and experiment is shown in Table 3. Correlation between theory and exper-
iment for the coupling length is remarkably good, considering that a 'zeroth
order' model was used, and the experimental design was a first attempt.
The predicted loss factor was considerably lower than the observed one, this
may be attributable to parameter uncertainty or modelling errors.

6 Conclusions

The voltage profile illustrates substantial coupling between guides. The pre-
dicted anrd observed coupling-lengths were in agreement. The discrepancy
in the decay constant may be attributed to uncertainty in the values of the
loss-factors for the transmission line and the elastic beam, and coupling of
power into other wave-modes. Standing-wave effects degraded coupler per-
formance; they result from incomplete coupling generating reflections from
the impedance rnismatched beam-termninations. Ideally, they should not
arise at all if the coupling-length and operating frequency are chosen cor-
rectly. A disappointing result was that they could not be eliminated in spite
of tuning both of the above. Design improvements to achieve 'complete'
coupling are, no doubt, possible.

Among the most promising applications of the acousto-electromagnetic
waveguide coupler is to build 'lapjoints' between electrical and mechanical
waveguides. as illustrated in Fig. 6. Two lapjoints, closing a recirculating-
loop around a linear stator-track would make an efficient linear servo. Such
a design would make linear travelling wave motors functionally equivalent
to rotary ones, except that the stator would be a hybrid electromnechani-
cal device. The other interesting application is the efficient absorbtion of
narrowband structurally-borne noise (e.g., gear meshing noise) that affects
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L

Mechanical Coupler Electrical Waveguide
Waveguide

Figure 6: A 'lapjoint' between an elastic beam and an electrical transmission
line. Coupling can occur in either direction.
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the performance of undersea vehicles. Finally, there is also the possibility of
structural-acoustic impedance tailoring of flexible structures.
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Embedaed optical tiber sensors for damage detection and cure monitoring

Kexing I.iu, Andrew Davis, Myo M. Ohn. Byung Park, and Raymond M. Measures

University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies, 4925 Dufferin Street
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3H 5T6

ABSTRACT: This paper will report on the use of interferometric fiber optic sensors for
damage detection and cure monitoring. These sensors have been used to detect acoustic
emission (AE) associated with the growth of delaminations in composites. Preliminary
efforts directed towards the generation and detection of ultrasonic waves using optical fibers
for cure monitoring are also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the use of advanced fiber reinforced composite materials in aerospace engineering has
increased, it has become highly desirable to establish new nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques for in-service (in-situ) monitoring of structures fabricated from these materials.
In particular, in-situ strain and acoustic emission measurements would be very useful for
assessing the structural integrity of composite structures. Furthermore, the monitoring and
control of the curing process is essential for the reliable production of robust composite
structural elements with given thermal and mechanical properties.

The sensor employed in the experiments reported in this paper consists of a fiber optic
Michelson interferometer with active homodyne demodulation and is described elsewhere
(L.iu et al. 1990). The active homodyne demodulation system serves to eliminate the
response to slowly varying measurands and perturbations (e.g. DC strain, temperature, air
currents, etc.) and maintains the interferometer at its quadrature point (Jackson et al. 1980).

2. DYNAMIC DAMAGE MONITORING EXPERIMENTS

Acoustic emission is generally defined as the release of internally stored energy in a material
under load and appears as transient stress waves. More specifically, in composites these
stress waves are caused by several microfailure mechanisms: matrix cracking, fiber breakage,

and fiber/matrix debonding. They appear as broadband acoustic waves, mainly in the
l(K)kHz-I MHz region (Zimcik et al. 1988). Acoustic emission detection has been widely
used for testing composites in various modes of loading because of its relatively simple
detection setup and in-situ and real-time mode of operation (Fowler 1989). Statistical
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analysis of the acoustic events detected with piezoelectric sensors has been shown to yield
information about the type, geometry, and possibly the location of defects (Ferguson 1990).

The NDE method that is used herein simultaneously employs three diftcrent techniques: a)

acoustic emission detection using an embedded fiber optic Michelson interferometric sensor,
b) optical fiber fracture and c) image enhanced backlighting. Using FFT analysis, the
spectral characteristics of AE signals obtained from the following laminates have been

examined: a) square (10 cm x 10 cm) 8-ply Kevlar/epoxy cross-ply coupons with a stacking
sequence of 10/0/90/90/{90}/90/90/0/01 under quasi-static, transverse loading (Ferguson
1990) and b) 4 ply laminates (10 cm x 19 cm) with a stacking sequence of 1+45/1-451/-45/-
45/+451 under compressive loading (Park 1991). In case b) a circular piece of heat-resistant
nonbonding tape ( 0.026 mm thick and 18 mm diameter) and 4 treated fibers were embedded

in the -45' direction between the first and second plies. This was done to yield the optimum

configuration for fiber fracture. Numerous testq have shown that all fibers running through
the delaminated area were fractured and thus this method represents a reliable triggeriing
method for the ,.,-wth of delaminations. The experimental arrangement is illustrated in
Figure 1. The fracturing of the treated fibers, which was caused by crack propagation and/or

delamination, triggered the Michelson interferometer. Figure 2 shows an oscilloscope trace
of an AF signal and the trigger signal (horizontal line) during the growth of a delamination.

.- ...... _ 4-----2 14
22 .

Figure 1. Schematic of fiber optic AE Figure 2. Oscilloscope trace of AE signal during

detection system. delamination growth.

3. ALUMINUM PLATE EXPERIMENTS

Laser generated ultrasound has been the subject of many papers (Hutchins 1986). For solids,
a narrow, high power laser pulse is absorbed at the surface of the material providing
transient localized heating. The resulting thermoelastic expansion leads to i' e generation of
ultrasonic waves. Bulk longitudinal waves, bulk shear waves, Rayleigh waves, and Lamb
waves have been generated by pulsed lasers (Scruby and Drain 1990).

Aussel and Monchalin (1989) have used laser generated ultrasound and laser interferometry

to determine ultrasonic veloity in a number of materials. Their technique involved the
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cross-correlation of successive echoes In order to determine whether the fiber optic

Michelson interferometer could be used to measure the velocity of ultrasound generated by

either a laser of by a piezoelectric transducer, a proof of concept experiment involving an

aluminum test plate was conducted. Light pulses from a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser are

directed onto the top surface of the plate. Ultrasonic pulses so generated then propagate

back and forth across the thickness of the plate and are detected by an optical fiber sensor

adhered to the underside of the plate. A similar experiment was conducted using a

piezoelectric transducer as the source of ultrasound. in both cases the plate thickness and

the time difference between the peaks of the first and second arrivals was measured. The

laser generated ultrasound experiment yielded a value of (6360±50)mrs while the experiment

involving the piezoelectric transducer yielded a value of (6360±40)mls. These values are

comparable to those of Krautkramer and Krautkramer (1990) who state a value of 6320m/s.

4. CURE MONITORING EXPERIMENTS

The knowledge of the degree of cure of epoxy resins is extremely important in the

fabrication of strong and reliable composite materials, especially for thick structures. Hence.
a method for the determination of the degree of cure is desirable. The autoclave curing

process presents a number of difficulties and so present engineering practice commonly

employs overcure to ensure a uniformly cured sample. This is both time consuming and

expensive.

Winfree (1983) has clharacterized the curing of epoxy resins by measurement of the

attenuation and velocity of ultrasonic longitudinal and shear waves. As crosslinking bonds

between polymer chains form, the epoxy resin changes its state from a viscoelastic liquid

to a viscoelastic solid. The viscoelastic moduli (bulk and shear moduli) of the material

change accordingly, which in turn produces a change in the acoustic properties of the

material, yielding a good indicator of the state of cure. The opto-ultrasonic approach to cure

monitoring introduced in this paper is a hybrid employing fiber optic sensors for the

detection ot ultrasound generated by either a laser or a piezoelectric transducer.
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(a) Ultrasound generated by laser. (b) Ultrasound generated by PZT.

Figure 3. Relative ultrasonic propagation delay vs. curing time.
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In light of this, two preliminary experiments were conducted in an attempt to see if an
embedded fiber optic ultrasound detection system could be used to infer changes in
ultrasonic velocity as an epoxy cures. One experiment involved the use of a Q-switched
Nd:YAG laser as the source of ultrasound while the other experiment utilized a piezoelectric
transducer (VP-1093). For simplicity a room temperature cured epoxy (Hysol EPK 907) was
used. The experime-'ts essentially consisted of measuring the "relative time delay" in the
arrival of ultrasonic signals as a function of cure time. The arrival time of the first peak
measured with respect to the trigger point is referred to as the "relative time delay." Since
ultrasonic velocity increases as an epoxy cures it is expected that the "relative time delay"
should decrease with time. This trend is evident in Figure 3.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Fiber optic ultrasonic sensors have been used for the detection of AE during the growth of
delaminations in composite plates. The velocity of ultrasound in an aluminum plate was
measured using fiber optic sensors. Finally, a preliminary epoxy cure monitoring experiment
using embedded fiber optic sensors yielded results that followed an expected trend.
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Thermal-plastic metal coatings on optical fiber sensors for damage detection

J. S. Sirkis and A. Dasgupta

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maryland, College Park,

Maryland 20742

ABSTRACT: Optical fiber sensors coated with linear work hardening

elastic-plastic materials are analytically explored to determine the

effects which the coating material properties and thickness have on the

sensor performance. The optical fiber system is subjected to both an

axial load and an arbitrary thermal gradient. This non-linear analysis

reveals a mechanism for designing coatings which provide a "memory" to

the fiber optical sensor by forcing the sensor system to undergo

permanent deformations in response to predefined excursions in the strain

field.

1. INTRODUCTION

A passive memory of sorts can be added to optical fiber sensors by coating

them with elastic plastic-metals. This memory is provided as a result of

permanent deformations in the coating, and therefore in the fiber sensor, as a

result of load history which exceeds the yield surface of the given coating

material. A sensor with an elastic-plastic metal coating has obvious

potential as a damage sensor working on the same principal as the fiber

breakage sensor, except that in this case the fiber sensor is available for

post damage measurements. This damage sensor concept can bc uscd with most

every intrinsic optical fiber sensor type, and finds great advantage in its

simplicity of operation.

2. MODELING

The analytical description of the stress and strain fields developed in a

919)2 I()P Publishing Ltd
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metal coated optical fiber subject to axial loading and arbitrary radial

thermal gradients is used to investigate the amount of permanent strain which

is coupled from the ductile coating to the optical fiber. The optical fiber

is modeled as linear elastic, while the metal coating is modeled as linear

work hardening obeying a von Mises yield criterion. The optical fiber is

assumed to be operating as an interferometric strain sensor, so that the

elastic-plastic analysis can be coupled with a three-dimensional phase-strain

theory to predict the sensor output. Detectable damage is arbitrarily defined

to occur when the optical phase shift of the light propagating in the sensor

corresponds to that of an uncoated optical fiber experiencing a 500ii axial

strain. This axial strain level represents one quarter of the .02% offset

condition typically used to define the yield point on a uniaxial stress-strain

curve.

3. RESULTS

Figures I and 2 respectivelyshow the response of an aluminum coated optical

fiber sensor to a damped sinusoid-like axial force and uniform thermal

gradient history. The dashed lines in these graphs show the purely elastic

response and the solid lines show the elastic-plastic response. Notice the

residu I phase shift between the two responses in both curves. The other

important feature exhibited by these two graphs is that the residual phase

shift is greater for the axial loading than for thermal loading. This

behavior is a result of the thermal stresses being highly localized at the

fiber/coating interface, while the stresses caused by the axial loading effect

the entire coating in nominally the same manner.

I he sensitivity of the sensor response to the coating Young's modulus,

Poissons's ratio, yield strength, thermal coefficient of expansion, and

thickness are explored for a fixed temperature and a varying axial load, and

then a fixed axial load and a varying temperature. As one might expect, the

yield strength and coating thickness dominate all other parameters in the

sensor performance under both thermal and mechanical loading. As the yield

strength increases, larger stresses are required to produce permanent
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deformations. As the coating thickness goes to zero, the elastic recovery

stresses in the fiber dominate the elastic-plastic stresses in the coating so

that permanent deformation in the fiber never occurs. Under only mechanical

loading, the axial force must approach infinity as the coating thickness does

the same in order to produce permanent deformation in the fiber. The coating

Young's modulus has an order of magnitude lower influence when compared to the

yield strength, and Poison's ratio plays almost no part in determining the

amount of permanent deformation occurring the fiber. The mismatch between the

thermal coefficients of expansion plays a critical role in determining the

performance of the metal coated fiber sensor experiencing thermal loading.

Interestingly, the temperature levels required to cause damage level permanent

deformations must exceed roughly 500 0 F for any combination of the other

coating parameters. For many coating parameter combinations the threshold

temperature is much higher. The implication here is that the thermal and

mechanical behavior of this type of damage sensors is automatically decoupled.

One should note that all material properties are consider independent of

temperature in this analysis.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presentc, the mathematical analysis of an optical fiber sensor that

is coated with an elastic-plastic metal. Parameter studies have been

performed to find the important geometric and material characteristics which

control the level of residual strain (and phase) developed in the

fiber/coating system. The sensor system discussed in this paper is a passive

alternative to the fiber breakage sensors used for damage detection, can be

used with any intrinsic (and some extrinsic) optical fiber sensor

configurations, and can survive damage events so that post damage

measurementsare possible.
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Health monitoring system for aircraft

J Gerardi and G Hickman

Innovative Dynamics, Langmuir Labs, Ithaca, New York 14850

ABSTRACT: Work is currently in progress to develop an advanced structural integrity
monitoring system to increase safety of aging aircraft. This system is based on the
concept of smart structures which integrates sensory systems into the structure,
analogous to a central nervous system. Structural abnormalities are determined by
continuously monitoring the vibration signature using a network of active sensor
modules. Pattern recognition techniques are used to analyze the vibration signatures and
identify structural damage in real-time. Conventional minimum distance algorithms as
well as neural networks have provided high recognition rates in classification of
corrosion damage and wing leading edge ice accretion.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Structural Integrity Monitoring System based on analysis of vibration signatures is being
developed at Innovative Dynamics to detect structural abnormalities on aircraft. Current
nondestructive evaluation techniques such as hand-held eddy-current or x-ray scans are so
costly and time consuming that retiring some of the oldest jets may be more effective than
maintaining them. An on-line inspection system such as SIMS holds the promise of solving
these maintenance and diagnostics problems. The system described here consists of small
surface-mount sensor module designs with integrated electronics that can be retrofit to
existing aircraft. The objective is to integrate these modules into vulnerable or inaccessible
areas of the airframe to reduce or eliminate the need for whole aircraft NDE scans or tear
downs.

The principle underlying the operation of SIMS is the use of structural vibration signatures
to determine mechanical properties. Damage to a structure often manifests itself as a
change in the dynamic response of the structure, corresponding to changes in the physical
properties. SIMS applies this concept for obtaining failure mode characterization of
structural components. The system works by mechanically exciting the structure with
broadband energy and monitoring changes in the structural response. Shape, amplitude and
distortion of the vibration signals provide useful information concerning the location and
severity of the damage.

Neural networks are attractive for vibration signature analysis. These techniques have been
shown to be useful in solving complicated signal processing problems such as in NDE
acoustic emission detection (Barga 1991). Neural networks require far less restrictive
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Fig. I. Structural integrity health monitoring system concept

assumptions about the structure of the input signal compared to other pattern classification
techniques. In addition, the inherent parallelism of these networks allows very rapid parallel
search and best-match computations required for monitoring complex aircraft structures.

Prototype system hardware and software have been developed and tested to determine the
feasibility of a neural network based health monitoring system. Networks were trained to
classify signatures from representative aircraft structures with simulated rivet line corrosion
and with ice accretion. The neural network performance data are compared to that of the
traditional nearest neighbor classifier used in earlier studies (Hickman 1991). This classifier
serves as a good performance benchmark since it can be used to obtain upper and lower
bounds on the Bayes probability of correct classification as the number of sample signals
increases (Cover 1967).

"2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Key components of SIMS are smart sensor modules daisy chained to a host central
processor via a serial data communications link as depicted in Figure 1. The host processor
interrogates individual structural components which contain the attached or embedded sensor
modules that then relay digitized vibration signatures back to the host computer. The
modules contain several piezoelectric vibration sensors, a pair of 12 bit microcontroller
chips, an eddy-current actuator, and associated power and signal conditioning electronics.
A network of these modules serves as a nervous system in detecting and recording the
health of the structure. The eddy-current provides the impulse excitation source to the
structure. When a pulse of current is sent through the eddy coil, currents are induced in the
metal skin of the structure, creating a repelling force or impulse. A dual coil version can
be used for composite structures. Excitation energy is on the order of 1 to 10 Joules,
depending on the size of the structure. The piezoelectric sensors detect the dynamic
structural response. Once the signals are processed by the host computer, diagnostic
information is stored and the address code of the next module is selected on the bus. After
all the modules have been interrogated, the data is displayed and/or removed from the
aircraft processor with a removable storage disk for further analysis and routine maintenance
logging procedures.
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3. NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM

The neural network used was a multilayered perceptron ý r A ,II I[N

trained using backpropagation learning (Rumelhart 1986). ,
The network is composed of three layers of processing 01: 1'F'R

elements that perform a nonlinear transformation on their . . AYER

summed inputs and produce continuous-valued outputs
between -1 and 1. A schematic diagram of the network is 1,- D,

shown in Figure 2. A number of signal representations I' R LAIFJK

could be used as input to the neural network. The simplest
would be to use the digitized waveform directly. For this Pt'(; (i (1) INP I'U

study, however, a feature extraction procedure was used LAYER

before processing with the neural network for easy compar- - R
ison with previous results obtained using the nearest (EATURE EX'RA(UOR)

neighbor classifier. This procedure consists of generating --

an appropriate set of features for discrimination between
classes. Both time and frequency domain parameters I"I3RATION M F A'.REM FjSN

including damping ratio, peak amplitude, and spectral
energy in different frequency bands have been found useful Fig. 2. Neural network
for vibration signal analysis (Hickman 1991). architecture

4. CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments were designed to determine the ability of a neural network based diagnostic
system to identify corrosion damage and ice accretion. Training the network consisted of
repeated presentations of input-output pairs representing the damage case to be learned. The
trained network was presented with a set of test returns excluded from the training set to
determine its ability to generalize.

Laboratory experiments were performed on a 24" square 0.080" thick aluminum plate.
Aircraft screws were used to clamp the edges of the test panel to a jig which provided rir ýd
support to the test panel. A sensor mod-
ule was attached to the bottom center of . .
the test panel. The system was trained
to recognize simulated corrosion by
loosening a series of 4 and 8 consecutive ~ W'
screws at different locations around the ,,

plate. To illustrate the variation in vi- 'j ,
bration signatures, Figure 3 displays the
frequency response of the plate without
any damage and with 8 loosened screws.
The neural network results were out-
standing. 100% of the responses were
correct in indicating the severity of the Fig. 3. Typical sensor frequency response
damage. The nearest neighbor classifier showing baseline (undamaged) and an 8 rivet
did not fair as well, 84% of the respons- failure case
es were correct. Of note is the sensitivi-
ty of the nearest neighbor to proper selection of the input features. If two nonrelavent
features were also used. the nearest neighbor performance dropped to 62% while the
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network performance was unaffected. Work is currently in progress to reliably identify the

location of the damage as well as severity.

Sensor modules were also installed on
the inside surface of a prototype lead-
ing edge wing section for in-flight ",.*,,

testing (Hickman 19(X)). This pro to
type wing section is a 50" long wing
cuff or glove designed to slide onto the
DHC-6 Twin Otter main wing. The / .3,1
system was initially trained in the o, n 0/,
NASA Lewis icing research tunnel. 0 ,0.7

Ice was allowed to build up continu- (AOA,,WC)

ously on the wing cuff and the system 0. 06 • -N,
o o. 0.2 0.3 0.'4 0.5

was trained in increments of 0.05 inch I.,- ,niukess
(fi ice up to a maximum thickness of
11.5 inch. Figure 4 displays one of the Fig. 4. Sensor response on wing cuff during
features that was used in the pattern NASA Lewis icing tunnel tests (partial power in
classification. This figure shows the 1150-18(0(0 Hz for different angte-of-attack and
energy present in the frequency hand liquid water content)
1150-1800 Hz as the ice thickness
increases. Corrosion was also simulated by loosening aircraft screws as was done in the
laboratory tests. Once trained, the system was tested in-flight. Comparable performance
was observed using the network and nearest neighbor classifier, 94% of the responses gave
the correct ice thickness. Corrosion was also reliably identified, with results similar to those
obtained in the flat plate laboratory experiments. These flight tests demonstrated -the
capability of the system to duplicate results in the high noise environment of turboprop
a ircra ft.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Smart structures comprised of attached sensor/actuator modules were found to be highly
effective in gathering structural vibration data with good S/N and acceptable size, weight,
and power requirements for aircraft applications. Initial laboratory and flight tests showed
the system to perform well in identifying structural abnormalities using pattern recognition
techniques. Work is in progress to develop a damage assessment methodology based on
analytical and experimental modal analysis to reduce the training procedure. A concurrent
effort is devoted to develop neural network topology that will have the ability to recognize
and immediately incorporate new input data that fall into classes for which the network has
not been trained.
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Materials characterization for mnicromechanics using deep etch lithography

J. B. Warren
Brookhaven National Laborator)y, Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT: Deep etch lithography uses x-ray radiation at the lNational Synchrotron
Light Source to expose polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) resist in layers up to 0.5 mm
in thickness. The processed PMMA is used as a mandrel for the fabrication of metallic

microstructures by electrodeposition or chemical vapor deposition. The yield strength,
ductility, and notch toughness of the microstructures are strongly dependent on the
deposition method. If the surface finish and internal grain size are determined by
electron microscopy, finite element analysis can be used to predict their behavior and
mode of failure.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deep etch lithography is a microfabrication method (Ehrfeld et al., 1987) that makes use

of synchrotron x-ray radiation to expose thick layers of an x-ray resist such as PMMA. The
highly collimated beam, with a divergence of 11 milliradians, minimizes the penumbra

effect caused by divergent radiation from the extended UV source used in traditional optical
mask alignment tools. For x-ray lithography, resist layers need not be in contact with the
mask for sub-micron resolution and the height of the developed resist layer is limited only
absorption effects. After exposure, the irradiated regions of resist are dissolved in a
developer. Resist protected by an opaque X-ray mask forms a rigid microstructure that can

be up to several hundred microns high with wall widths of only a few microns. In deep
etch lithography, this microstructure is used as a sacrificial mandrel for electroforming or
it is left intact as part of a multi-layer structure. Component size, dimensional accuracy,
and surface smoothness are all determined by the characteristics of the exposure source and
the mask used to transfer the pattern to the resist.

Since the X-ray beam used for exposure is several millimeters wide at the mask position,

component size is seriously limited only by absorption in the direction parallel to the beam.

Generally. white radiation is used to minimize exposure time. The maximu! rcsist

thickness that can be exposed is governed by the absorption equation: I =/,, e","". The

dosage at a given depth in the resist will thus vary according to the absorption coefficient

10')2 9 ()P 1 '( : W h n it!,
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for a given wavelength in the incident beam. For PMMA at 4 Kev, (a typical value for the
NSLS x-ray ring at Brookhaven National Laboratory) the absorption equation predicts that
the intensity will decrease by a factor of 10 at a distance of 330 um below the resist surface.
At this distance, the beam intensity is still sufficient to break the bonds in the PMMA
polymer so the exposed areas can be dissolved in solutions such as methyl isobutyl ketone -

isopropanol. This maximum thickness
limitation still permits the fabrication of
microstructures two orders of magnitude
thicker than the microactuators developed
with silicon-based fabrication
technology.

Minimum wall thicknesses and surface
smoothness are determined by the
characteristics of the absorbing regions in
the X-ray mask. These regions consist
of electroplated gold lines that can be
less than I urn in width. An electron
beam pattern generator is used to write Fig. 1 Developed PMMA Microstructure

the initial pattern in e-beam sensitive
resist and the absorbing lines are built up to 1 urn in thickness by electrodeposition on an
x-ray-transparent silicon membrane. Resist exposed with such a mask is shown in Fig. 1,
where the PMMA microstructure is 10 urn high. While the resist walls are almost perfectly
vertical, close examination shows a very fine grooved structure caused by roughness on the
mask absorber lines being transferred to
the resist. The pattern is maintained from
the top to the bottom of the wall by the
collimation of the beam. These grooved

structures always appear with current N
mask technology and place limits on the
surface quality of microcomponents
formed with deep etch lithography.

A copper grating with a 5 um pitch
formed by electrodeposition is shown in
Fig. 2. In this case, PMMA is spun on a

silicon wafer with a conductive metal
underlayer. After development of the Fig. 2 Electrodeposited Copper Grating

PMMA, the wafer is made cathodic in a

electrodeposition cell so the copper deposit grows upward from the conductive wafer surface

between the non-conductive resist walls. The deposition is stopped before the copper is

higher than the resist walls and the PMMA then is dissolved to expose the grating.
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Although electrodeposition has been used in industry for many years, it is an experimentally

complex method where variables such as bath composition, current density, and surface
quality will affect the grain size, orientation, and internal stress of the deposit. Control of

these variables becomes essential as the dimensions of the electroformed component shrink

to the extent that its minimum dimensions may be on the same order as the dimensions of

the internal grain structure. For example,

in acid-bath copper sulphate plating

solutions, grain size tends to be quite

coarse and may be columnar in character

(Dennis, 1986). Stress analysis for

microcomponents made with this process

would be impossible unless the orientation

for each grain in the structure could be

determined by selected area electron

diffraction. Estimates of mechanical
properties will improve if the grain size is

minimized or if alternative methods that

produce an inherently small grain size are Fig. 3 CVD Tungsten Grating Microstructure

used for deposition. Such methods as

vacuum evaporation or sputtering, while producing fine grained or even amorphous

deposits, are line-of-sight techniques incapable of coating complex geometries. Large

amounts of internal stress often result if thick coatings are attempted with these methods.

Two technologies that can deposit very

fine-grain or amorphous coatings at the

thicknesses required for deep etch

lithography are chemical vapor deposition

(CVD) or plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD). Fine-grained .

tungsten coatings can be deposited with

both these methods by reducing WF6 with

H2 at pressures of a few hundred millitorr

and temperatures from 200' C to 600' C.

Fig. 3 shows a tungsten grating formed by

CVD on grooved silicon surface formed

by anisotropic chemical etching of a Fig. 4 PMMA Micromold for Tensile

< 100> silicon wafer. After deposition, Specimen

the silicon was dissolved in aqueous KOH

solutions which do not attack tungsten. Selected area electron diffraction demonstrated the

average grain diameter to be < 0. 1 um.
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Once a component's microstructure has been determined, finite element analysis (FEA) is

used to determine how the microcomponent will behave under ioad. In Fig. 4, deep etch
lithography has been used to prepare a micromno!d for a tensile specimen that can b,-
fabricated with one of the methods

described above. By supporting the

flanges of the specimen on a piezo
controlled stage the central beam can be

subjected to either tensile or bending-
stresses. The stress states can be

predicted by FEA as long as the grain size

is sufficiently small that an isotropic

elastic solution is possible and that the

surface roughness is characterized in the

model with a reasonable amount of

precision. Fig. 5 FEA Model of Deformed Microbeam

In Fig. 5, the central microbeam of the

test specimen is represented by an three dimensional FEA model composed of 4000
elements. If the beam is loaded as shown, (deformation has been exaggerated) the

maximum principal stresses values can be

determined. The grooved features
inherent in the deep etch lithography 1 <
process will act as stress raisers and, as

shown in Fig. 6, the maximum stresses
will occur at these locations. Large

numbers of nodes are needed to accurately - .1

model a complete three dimensional beam ,,<

with surface roughness, but it is generally

sufficient to use a coarse mesh for the

complete model to determine the

maximum stress areas and then refine the

mesh in these locations for more accurate Fig. 6 Maximum Principal Stress Regions in

analysis. FEA Model of Microbeam
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Imestigation of shape memory properties of electrodeposited indium-thallium
alloNs

C.H. Sonu, T.J. O'Keefe, S.V. Rao, and L.R. Koval

Departments of Metallurgical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineer-
ing, and Graduate Center for Materials Research, University of Missouri-Ro!la, Rolla,
Missouri 65401 USA

AB:,TRACT: A process was developed for the electrodcposition of In-TI alloys in a
composition range where this system exhibits the shape memory effect. The results
show that the composition of the alloy deposits is mainly dependent on pulse peak
current density and that the electrodeposited alloy undergoes phase transformation
similar to standard equilibrium alloys. However, the temperature range over w\iich
the transformations occur is substantially increased. Qualitative shape memory tests
were made and shape recovery was confirmed on electrolytically producee In-TI
alloys.

1. INTRODUCTION

Materials which exhibit the shape memory effect are finding increased usage as both

sensors and actuators in smart o, adaptive structures (Bergamasco 1990, Neukomm 1990.
Hashimoto 1985). The essential requirement for metal alloys to be classified as shape

memory alloys is a martensitic transformation upon cooling, with the appropriate phase

change. Advantage is then taken of the dimensional change which accompanies the

alteration in structure with temperature to perform some corrective action in a structure.

Recently, studies in our laboratories have demonstrated that it is possible to produce alloys

which exhibit the shape memory effect using electrodeposition techniques. This unique
processing method offers a number of potentially attractive features, which in time might

be incorporated into advanced responsive control systems. The alloys can be deposited
in place, at ambient temperature, in thi, films or layers, and in a variety of structures and

compositions.

In this reearch, the objective was to produce alloys electrolytically which had composi-

tions in a range where the shape memory effect was known to occur. The indium-thallium
system was chosen to show the feasibility of the cencept and research was focused on the

production of these alloys in a Lomposition range of 15 to 38 at% TI. It was determined

that homogeneous. dense alloy films could be electrodeposited using pulsed current from

a sulfate electrolyte and the effect of pulse parameters on the composition and morphology
was investigated. The phases existing in the electrodeposited alloys ahove room

temperature were determined by high temperature X-ray diffraction techniques.
I! •• I('1' t" 2'' ! 1",' ,
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2. THE SHAPE MEMORY EFFECT

The mechanism responsible for the shape memory effect
involves the presence of a martensitic phase transforma-

tion during temperature change. The temperature at -.

which the martensitic transformation starts on cooling is

called the Ms temperature and the temperature at which j;.....

the martensitic transformation stops is called Mf. For the A

reverse transformation, these temperatures for conversion , .

back to the parent phase are called As and Af, respective-

ly. T he shape m em ory effect can be explained by the Fin 1 ........... of thý Shape Memory effect

stress-strain-temperature relationship of the alloy, shown in Figure 1. The alloy is cooled

below its Mf temperature (a to b). Then, the alloy is deformed in the martensitic state (b
to c) and unloaded (c to d). There is a permanent strain present but it is not restored when

the load is removed. However, when the alloy is heated, martensite is converted to the

parent austenite phase and the material is restored in its original shape. In the case of the

In-TI system, the martensite phase is a FCT (face centered tetragonal) and the parent phase

is FCC (face centered cubic).

3. PULSE PLATING
1o i

i: )- ...... r ,. Indium -thallium alloys were electrodeposited from the

* •electrolyte containing 40.6 g/l of indium sulfate, 2.2 g/l
° .of thallium sulfate, and 28 ml/I of sulfuric acid with the

E 0D peak current densities from 6.7 mA/cm2 to 67 mA/cm2 .
- 5:Platinum foil was used as an anode and the cathode was

a glassy carbon plate. The effect of peak current density

-o ,i X 40 ,o 0 ý. on the composition of the alloy deposit is shown in Figure
Peak Current Density (mA'cm 2) 2. The alloy deposits obtained at low current densities in

Fig 2 Effeof of peatk c -1enf density orf haflhim
c ontent ffthedeposito .... af .d,25 c ...h... the range of 6.7 to 10 mA/cm2 show high thallium

ag Ifat fon

content of 30-40 at% and an increase in current density decreased the thallium content in

the deposit.

As the current density increases, the effect on composition seems to diminish. In the

current density region used in this study, thallium is deposited at its limiting current value.
Therefore, any increase in current density actually leads to an increase in the rate of

indiu: 1 deposition. At the high current density region from 50 to 70 mA/cm2 , the thallium

conte:., approaches the limiting value, 5.3 at%, which was the concentration of thallium

in the electrolyte. The composition of the alloy doesn't seem to be dependent on the other

pulse parameters such as duty cycle and off time.
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4. SCREENING DESIGN TEST

A Plackett-Burman statistical design test (Lipton 1973) was performed to investigate the
effect of selected controllable process variables on the composition of the deposit. This

design is based on a simplified first order empirical model, but will also yield information

indicating overall curvature, or deviation from the linear model and gives an i,,ic-_ ;on of

the presence of interaction effects among variables. An eight-run screening design was

chosen, and the experimental procedure employed follows basically that described in the

literature (Murphy 1977).

Pulse plating parameters used in this test were on time, off time, peak current density, and

temperature. The factor levels and the calculation of factor effects are shown in Table 1.
The screening test, as given in Table 2, shows that the peak current density is the only
significant factor in changing the composition of the alloys, with the results indicating that

an increase in peak current density causes a decrease in thallium content.

5. PHASE TRANSFORMATION AND SHAPE RECOVERY

In-TI alloys in a certain composition range have a FCC

"structure as a parent phase and undergo a martensitic

Stransformation to a FCT structure on cooling (Nittono

1982). Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction profiles of
21 at% TI alloy deposit. The figure indicates that the
electrodeposited alloy undergoes the phase transformation
with change in temperature. According to the experimen-

Fig 3 X-tay diffraction profiles of In.21a8% TI
alloy deposit .. tal results on thermally prepared equilibrium alloys

(Guttman 1950), the transformation temperature (As) of a 21 at% TI is around 60'C and

the alloy transforms completely by 63-65°C. Since the electrodeposited alloy shows a
mixture of FCC and FCT phases in 1400C, it seems the transformation was not complete,
even when the temperature was well in excess of that expected for thermally prepared

alloys. Figure 4 shows the grain structures of both thermally prepared alloys and

electrodeposited alloys of similar composition. The electrodeposited alloy has small
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grains, a few /,ms in diameter and somewhat varied in grain
size while the thermally prepared sample has much larger grainsI approximately hundreds of yms in size. Some qualitative tests
were made to see if the electrodeposited alloys exhibit the shape
memory effect. An electrodeposited alloy was cut into a
narrow strip and bent at room temperature. When the sheet
was heated, movement toward its original flat shape was
observed showing at least a partial recovery and the shape
memory effect. The deformation-recovery test was repeated
several times and recovery was reproduced in every instance.

6. SUMMARY
4; 4 Th÷,- .tjucjt.res Of I,,djum

ai Thermal, 22 I' TI
bo FElcIrodepo-.Ied, 21.tTI Indium-thallium alloys can be successfully deposited from a

sulfate electrolyte using pulsed current. An increase in peak current density causes a
decrease in thallium content in the deposit. The results from the screening test show that
the peak current density is the only significant factor which affects the composition of
electrodeposited alloys. The electrodeposited alloy shows a martensite to parent phase
transformation, FCT to FCC upon heating. The temperature interval for the transforma-
tion of the electrodeposited alloys is much wider than those of the thermally prepared
alloys but the electrodeposited alloy does show the shape recovery. The ability to produce
these new types of shape memory materials by electrolysis appears to offer some exciting
possibilities for incorporation into adaptive structures. However, considerably more
research is required to more clearly define and characterize these materials in order to
optimize their potential applications in actual control systems. Future plans call for
optimizing the properties of the In-TI electrodeposited alloys and investigate their use as
possible sensors in the active control of a simple cantilever beam.
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The energy transfer effectiveness of a piezoelectric on silicon bimorph
micromotor

Jan G. Smits, Wai-shing Choi, Tom K. Cooney,
Department of Electrical, Computer and Systems Engineering

Boston University, Boston

ABSTRACT

Piezoelectric on silicon bimorph micromotors could offer an atractive alternative to electrostatic
micrrmotors in the sense that they are much less sensitive to disturbances of their environment. A
major disadvantage of the electrostatic motor is its requirement of an electric field, which precludes the
operation of the motor in a dirty environment or in a conductive medium, such as water.

In deriving the effectiveness of the heterogeneous bimorph, a work cycle is assumed for the bimorph
The work cycle depends on the nature of the load. For a constant load, such as gravity, the workcycle
differs from that when a spring type load is applied. The energies stored in the bimorph and the work
done are derived for each combination of boundary conditions. The performed work is related to the
electrical energy taken in by the bimorph. The effectiveness A for constant load is defined as the rat i,,
of the energy transferred by the bimorph to the energy put in by the generator.

For the spring type load the results are more complicated because the effectiveness depends on th,
springconstant of the loading spring. In our laboratory we have experimentally fabricated ZnO on Si N
heterogeneous bimorphs with dimensions of 3000 x 400 x 3g.

INTRODUCTION

llimorphs have been invented by Sawyer, who in his paper of November 1931 gave a full account
4,f their use up to that time [iV Bimorphs have been used since for many appications of which we will

mention a few: the changing of displays [2,3], to record sound [4], for precision displacement '5, Cor

,ptical scanners [6,7], for pumps [8,9], and for air flow generation[1O, 11]. They have also been used to
bend mirrors,[12], to rotate the head of a magnetic tape drive for a video tape recorder r13], to bring
diaphragms in vibration, r14] and to make motors [15,16,17]. Piezoelectric bimorphs have als., been used
to control structural vibrations [ 18, 19,20,21] . The bimorphs are used as a gripping device [22,23' or
as a fine positioner [ 24,25].

Whatever the application, the total energy transfer in static applications can not exceed the limits
which are set by the piezoelectric material, as the are calculated by Lucas [26]

CONSTITUENT EQUATIONS

The consLtuent equations of piezoelectric bimorphs have been formulated in terms of the canonical
pairs (At, a), (F, 6), (p, V) and (V, Q), where M is the external moment at the tip, a is the rotation, F
is the force at the tip and 6 is the deflection, p is the force per unit area (pressure) and V is the volume
diplacement of the bimorph . V is the voltage across the electrodes, and Q is the charge on them. The
constituent equations are given as:

3a L 3o'L a
E 

L3 3d k

2wh" 4wh3 4

3 \ 3fL 
2  E L

3  38 E L
4  3d L 2

(6 = hY 2wh~ I
V) 4LsE

3
L3 3saEL

4  
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3  
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B (2)

"here B is the bimorphmatrix.
Consider the case that the bimorph is loaded with a constant force. How much energy is it able to

r anfer into the the object that exerts the force? It has been shown [27] that it is possible to calculate

ti, effectiveness AFj as

18k 3 i 2

16 + 23k3
2

(

Similar equations hold for the effectivenesses against a constant moment M working at the tip and
*,r a constant pressure p on the beam.

3k 31
2  

5k 31
2

AM -- 2 -+4k3 1
3 3 - 6 + 6k 31

2 (1)

In the case that the bimorph acts against spring, as opposed to a constant force the effectiveness
1,'comes dependent on the spring constant. We use the symbols ALM, IF,,Up to distinguish it from the
ýase with the constant boundary condition [28]

km - -=- (5)

b44 - 14= - 1-iSN b4 4 - l+5,53

As is obvious in equation 5 the effectiveness depends on the spring constants kM, kF, kp. Obviously.
when the spring constants go to zero, the effectiveness will vanish too, on the other hand, if the springs
'ecome infinitely stiff, then the effectiveness will also go to zero. It is clear that there is an optimum

spring constant for which there will be a maximum energy transfer. To find that spring constant we
take the derivative of the effectiveness with respect to the springconstant and set it equal to zero and
s.,.Ive for the springconstant. We find for Am,_.:

3h21LMm,•3 = (6)4(1 - h-L)(2- +, 2 F1- 3,
4(1 - -•) V .(I- $-)

We observe in these equations that the effectiveness Ai and the maximum efectiveness Ui_.. where
i Al, F, p are largest in the case of a moment, smaller in the case of a force, and smallest in the case
of a pressure. It has been stated [29] that 0 < k312 

< 1 and we can use these limits to find :

AM _> AF > Ap AM.. _> P,. >_ Apa,.. (7)

This seems striking and rather important: When a piezoelectric bimorph is used as a motor
element, it is most effective as a "moment"-motor, less effective as a "force"- motor and least effective
as a "pressure"-motor. In particular the last case is important for the design of piezoelectric pumps,
because if the medium to be pumped is in direct contact with the deflecting bimorph then the pump
is the least effective. It may be necessary to look at a different design for the pump.

As it may be convenient in micromachining to fabricate a piezoelectric film on top of a Silicon
cantilever beam, we have a new type of element which we call an enakemesa morph, (from the Greek

ona kai meso which means one and a half), which is called by others [7] "heterogeneous bimorph " or
3(" " monomorph". Its constituent equations have been analyzed and can be summarized as:
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E ( ) ()

Q VI

The enakemesomatrix E in its full form is given by:( 12L 6L' 2L' -Od-BLSK. KI K K
SOL 4L' WL -3d,,BLKw Kw 2K K(

2LS 3L 3L'w -d,, B(L'.
K 2 K 5K K( '

-6d-~BL - 3d- BV L' _-B L~. (j
K •K -sB'K AjhL 3•3 - dho'h+th)K

with

A 'jP + s B = h~p(h"p + hp)
1S1S 1(1h,•,+ Sl'h,) (.P 1h,, + s4 ', hp)

K = (s )'(hp)
4 + 4S'llSjh.p(h,) 3 + 6sP?.s(hp )

2 (hp)2 (
+4s'l s~ hp(h ,.,,) + (SP ) 4~•)

where h,,~ and s'jP are the thickness and the elastic compliance of the non-piezoelectric material.
while hp and spj are the corresponding counterparts of the piezoelectric material. d31 and c' are,
respectively, the direct piezoelectric coefficient and the dielectric constant under constant stress of the
piezoelectric material. L and w are the length and width of heterogeneous bimorph.

If we again define the effectiveness as AF we find

AF 2 4  (12)

e2 2e 44 + 3e224
and similar expressions for AM and Ap.

Substitution of the matrix elements of equation (17) gives:

AF = 18k3 1
2
nt2(1 + t2) (13)

4H - k31
2
(4nzt - 23nt

2 
- 54nt

3 
- 23nt

4 
+ 40s)

where

nH = + 5n2t + 4nt
2 

+ 6n
2t

2 + 6nt
3 

+ 4n
2

t
3 

+ 5nt
4 

+ t(14)

Six h kp d31  (15)

Similar equations for A. and AM are found.

By normalizing the expressions we can rewrite them as
It can be verified by coefficient inspection that

AM > AF > AP for n, t > 0 0 < k3l < 1. (16)

A As Function Of k31

It is noted that for fixed values of n and t, AF, AM and AP increase almost parabolically with

increasing k3 l and reach maxima at k 31 = 1. Thus piezoelectric heterogeneous bimorphs made out of

piezoelectric materials with higher coupling factor will be more effective.
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optinal Filun Thickness Ratio, to

From (13), we observe that AF, AM and 1,p are functions ofk 3a, n and t. In order to make the analysis
matithernatically tractable, we will let n equal to 1. Such assumption will be a reasonable approximation

t" ,,ne of the piezoelectric and non-piezoelectric systems. For examples, s l of ZnO is 7.75 (TPa)-I
and sli of Si is 7.7.4 (TPa) '. However 811 of Si varies with the dopant concentration and can have

vatlues between 7.5 to 7.9 ('rPa)-, '31l. Thus for the ZnO and Si system, n =- I indeed can be achieved.

With n - 1. we can rewrite (13), (25) and (27) as:

AF - -- 18k 3 1
2
j2(l t)2 (17)

4 - 20t .. 0t' + .41 t0' 20t' - 40s - k3 I (.t - 23t' - 540- 23t' - 4t')

To obtain values of optimal thickness ratio t. for maximum viuCs of Lilt- T( ivtness, we establish

tI, F,11 ,wing conditions:

;)Ai:, 72k, 1
2
t(l + t)(2 t - k3l2 t1 

2  
- ka3i t)

(- -4 - 12t 1 4k, 1
2 t _ 12t2 - 31k, 1

2
t2 - 4t3 + 4k, 1

2 t 0)2

S,,Iving the above equations separately yields the following sets of roots:

t{ .. , t.4 = { -1, !( 1 -Fl - - 0, 1( I + (19)

S' 1- I77ka ) 2 k31-

There are I real and distinct roots in this solutions set, which are also found for Am and A - p. This
,riiplics that for a given value of kat, the optimal geometrical design of the bimorph, i.e. tI, for use as a

umeat motor will also be optimal for use as a force motor or a pressure motor.
Of the four roots in the solutions set, 

t
oi, t.2 are negative definite and t0, is zero, they are not ,f

_.otsical interest. 114 is positive definite and shows a dependence on ks 1 . For a practical system like ZnO
n Si, k 31 for ZnO is 0.18 and n is 1. Hence t04 is determined as 2.02.

For the I'ZT and Si system, ka1 for PZT is 0.3. SPZT is 12.3 (TPa)-
t 

and n is 0.6. Repeating

0ý, pre•'ious computation procedures with n - 0.6, the optimal value of film thickness ratio, t04 is

!t,,ernincd as 1.1l.
We can sumrnarize the previous results in the following table:

TABLE 1. RESULTS OF OPTIMATIZATION WITH RESPECT TO t

Materials i k1 n Atw... t. Ay- A, -

ZnO on Si 0.18 1.0 2.02 0.0278 0.0210 0.0157

PZT on Si 0.30 0.6 i 1.41 0.0777 I 0.0600 0.0455

The above results suggest that for a system with weak piezoelectric coupling factor, the non-
:,7,.electric film should be approximately 1.5 to 2.0 times as thick as the piezo-electric film.

IV. Conclusion

The effectiveness of a heterogeneous bimorph in converting electrical energy into mechanical work

I a function of the piezoelectric coupling factor, the thickness ratio and the elastic compliance ratll.

I,: ween the non-piezoelectric and piezoelectric material comprising the bimorph.

It has been found that the heterogeneous bimorph has the largest effectiveness in performing work

agailnst a constant load applied as a moment. Effectiveness of the bimorph in performing work against

a constant load applied as a force at the free end is larger than that of an applied pressure.

The set of optimal values of kha, n and t leading to maximum AM will also lead to maximum .AF

and Ap
For systems of practical interest, such as the ZnO on any substrate, maximum effectiveness occurs

at -. 2.02 and n - 0.687, where the non-piezoelectric film is about twice as thick as the piezoelectric

" ri For 7nO on Si. AM - 2 78% AF = 2.10% and A. = 1.57%
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For PZT on any substrate, we find that maximum effectiveness occurs at t 1-.5 and n 0.,05.
[,,r PZT on Si, we find Am 7.77% Ar • 6.00% and Ap- 4.55%
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Robustness issues in model adaptive controllers

S.tlantagud and G.L.NageshBabu

School of Aerospace Engineering,Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Ga-30332

ABSTRACT

Smart, adaptive or intelligent structures can be used to actively control vibrations.
For smart structures, to perform selected functions autonomously, variations in the a
priori model due to added pay loads, flaws or failures should be accommodated. One
way of accommodating such variations is by adaptively changing the plant model. These
changes can also be accommodated by designing robust controllers. In this paper such
model adaptive controllers and robust controllers are designed for a specific flexible body
systemu to optimize the design for either the robust controllers or the model adaptive

cola rollers.

INTRODUCTION

During the past several years there has been a considerable amount of research activ-
ity to use bonded or embedded piezoceramic (or PVDF) sensors and actuators to control

viIhration (or jitter) in light weight structures(Olson 1956, Forward 1979,1981a,1981b,1983.
tlaiuiaud et al 1986a,hc,1988, Crawley et aI 1985, Fanson et at 1987). Bonded piezoce-
ai,"ir ensors and detection circuits call be d(esigned such that t he rate of deformation of

a lw'il•ý"II rutllre will re'sult ill a signal that is proportional to) the( dilference of the slope
1.:* T.: !W T, ('1kl, of the transducer (tlaliagud, O)bal and Calise 1986a.1.1988). Similar

an be delived for voltage time" histories a;s a function of the d eformnatioll rates
of (o, ir t'ylls of structures. The detected signal can be conditioned by operations such
aL> til.l in ig, pha.e, shift and amplification. The conditioned signals are used as inputs to
Imi)ih'd or cimibh'd(db'd i ezoceraniic ac-tuators to transmit en ergy to the structure. The

,,~l ,'c( (f thle otlrations of sensing, conditioning and feed'back to selectod actuators
is to design a vibration or jitter control of the structure.

N•It of the work ili the area of flexible structural controls assumnes a time invariant
svsteu. However, in practice flexible structures may undergo discontinuous changes

due to failures, induced defects, added pay loads or configuration changes. Controllers
dhsiiied with a priori time invariant assumption will be inefficient and in many cases
Iv lead to instability. This necessitates the usage of adaptive controllers in such cases.
So(nic of the existing adaptive controllers include self tuning regulators(Stien and Saridis
1979, Deshpande et al 1973, Wittenmark, 1979) and model adaptive controllers(Hanagud
et ;d 1990. Glass et al 1990).

In self tuning regulators, model parameters are identified based on a time invariant
form, obtained from the initial assumptions. These methods may not be able to adapt
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I. l~it~' III 111C I jfioii iliolel. Ili ilislel iolait ivt cont ollers, initially appro-
11' is lent HdýIifd by % iiluig Artificial liitelligeiice (A]) first lIeSt, heuiristic search

:ii(.'> fth p 1 iiodl is Idnif(ied ib)s!Losed onl the iolit ified iiiiiiel, p~arameters are

Id.11itie sliliil;tr to melf tiniuiti regulators. Cost jinvolved iii such miodel adaptive controls

I)the ce:ention of an e'laboiate iiiodel sun ie. selectioii of the miost. likely model from
in). npo( andl select ion of the mtodel lparauiieters for the( selected miodel.

'11. ojsco'tilii'l ois chlaiges in the( iiiodel palramiet~ers from the a priori myodel, from
howii'rfried as iiouiýIilal model, can also be ae'omiiniodateol by considering the changes
II II( i eii odIel in rail iters as- unicert ai nit ies and then (designiniig ro bust controllers usinig

techiniques like pi control theories (Doyle et al 1982,1988, Packard et al 1988). But ac-
o'oiiimo1datirig these uncertainities using robust controllers may' involve excessive control
forces aind elaborate controllers. The purpose of this paper is to compare the relative

jerits of the both robust adaptive controllers and miodel adaptive controllers.
A specific example of a single link flexible arm with varying tip masses is considered

;Ls the time varying flexible systemr. As the tip mass varies, the dynamics of the system
civanges. The controller designed for oiie configuration of dvnaniic equlations may lead
to inistabj iitov in another configuration of dynamic equations. The varying tip mass is
('0iisilerel a the uticertainity and robust adaptive controllers are dlesigned. Heuristic
soarchi methods (Haiiagrid et al 1990, Glass et al 1990) are used to select a proper
miodel and based onl that model, miodel adaptive conitrollers are designed. Performance
is comipared for both the controllers.

DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

An adaptive st ructuire of asingle li~ik flexible arm made of aluminum with the geomet-
r6e (e1iilgiiration as: shiown in figure 1 is considered. Thre structure consists of piezoelec-
p~ie s'Iisors, picizoeletlic actuators, dletecti ng circuit an(I a controller. The p~iezoelectric

soils ,or conlverts lie inechaiiical eiiergy (Ioc to disturbances into aii electric field. The
dIc tioil cite nit at t a die to t lie sensor converts t Iiis electric field into a volt age whiiich

ini t urn is traiisiiiitted through a cointroller to the actuator. The plant equations ,vith
tie bontl I d pi c/iwoer ani ic sensors anrd actuiiat ors can be writ ten as fo dlows( 11an agiid et al

I -lr + I?1 4 lIII'd 7- (_ Jr2
y Cr Y (- 10,(1

a dviimniai otitisto is desigliel to siipirorss the vibrat iin caused by liN te exter-

i)ed dlistirloiucoe Iw :itl'l, H, control juroceduire (l)oyle cI al1 1982,MS). Inl this conltrol

pjoroodiire. the couiil )uirsat or is, designed for the wvorst caýse error duie to the 1iistuirbamoce.

F1!0 cotitroller this desigti'cd is baLSed oil the timne inivarianit a priori model and is known
a~s niominial niodel. This mnodel can not accommodate any variations in the plant model.

TO accommodate the variations in the p~lant miodel due to the changes in the dynamnics
of the system, adaptive conitroll~ers iieed to be designed. Two such adaptive conitrollers
are rob~ust adiapt ive conutrollers anid model adaptive controllers.

ROBUST ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER

The robust adaptive conitroller is dlesignled rising it synthesis. The governinig differ-
orit ah equaltion with added tip mass can be written with (A4 + AA ), (Ill + All ) atid
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O)me the 1I)odel is identified by using the artificial intelligence based heuristic search
im hi Id.,I. Ihdlsll iicters like mass, stiffness and damping are identified using conventional
t I c11m-rl d(ylalnic identification algorithms (Hanagud et al 1986c) with the model cho-

scii through model identification procedure as the a priori model. With the chosen model
in d chosen parameters, a nominal t controller is designed which will be termed as model
adaptive controller. It differs from the earlier designed nominal controller in the sense
that the dynamic model used for the design of controller is different.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A five degree of freedom structural dynamic model is generated by the identification
procedure (Hanagud et al 1986c) for the single link flexible arm shown in figure 1. Using
the procedure given in (Doyle et al, 1982,1988), a nominal H. controller is designed.
Tip rotation with and without nominal controller is shown in figure 3. Control force
required for the suppression is shown in figure 4. Effectiveness of the nominal controller
is tested by considering the flexible manipulator with a tip mass equal to the 25 percent
of the total mass of the arm. The tip rotation with and without nominal controller
is shown in figure 5. It can be seen from the figure 5 that the system resulted in to
instability due to the presence of tip mass. To account for this tip mass, two options are
available, one being the robust adaptive controller and the other one is model adaptive
controller.

With a tip mass of 25 percent of the total mass of the arm, a robust controller is
designed. The tip rotation of the arm with and without robust controller with this tip
mass is shown in figure 6. The control force required for this configuration is shown in
figure 7. The tip rotation and control force for the manipulator with out tip mass with
robust controller are shown in figures 8 and 9. From figures 4 and 9, it can be seen
that the control force requirement for a robust controller is higher than the control force
requirement of a nominal controller. But the controller can accommodate the tip masses
up to 25 percent of the total mass of the beam. Thus using robust adaptive controllers,
we can design controllers that can accommodate certain amount of variation from the a
priori model at the expense of control force. Second option that can be considered is the
model adapt ive controller which involves using the Artificial Intelligence based heuristic
•,.ffcIi met ho Is.

\\ith this first lsst search approach, m,,del for the cantilever beamn with the tip
m oss •f 25 percent of the total weight hlas been identified. Using this model as the
iioiiniiil model, a it controller is designed. The tip rotation and controller forces for

Stuch controller designed is are shown in figures 10 and 11. It. can be seen that the
,mtol force levels are similar to the control force levels when a nominal controller that
is designed for the armt with out tip nmass.

CONCLUSIONS

Time varying flexible systems require adaptive controllers to accommodate the vary-
ing hy'namic models. Two types of adaptive models are considered. Robust adaptive
control models assumne the variation from the a priori model as the uncertainity and a p
controller will be considered to accommodate that uncertainity. In the model adaptive
controller, the artificial intelligence based heuristic search methods select a new model
from the created most probable model space. Usage of robust adaptive controllers results
in elaborate controllers and excessive control forces. But it does not require design of
many controllers for the creation of model space. The model adaptive controller requires
less control force when compared with robust adaptive controllers but it requires design
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H.+ -AlL) inl eqiiiat ion I where

- 71zl -' -i I 'd i -[17n + Anil 'k -[7n + Amin['Y

.Al, j o '- i + \,oI)' I

Al)= {I-olkdj} (711 + A71)-'ki~ (2)

1-lew mi,k,d are mnass, stiffness and damping matrices and kd is the actuator related

1 )jezoelectric constant.. This can also be arranged in as

r =Ar +Bdf+ BVd+ V

V = bZ

- =AAr +ABdf +ABVd

y= cr (3)

Hlere ý is the uncertainity due to the presence of the tip mass. This can be represented
in a block diagram as shown in 2. Now the problem is in the frame work of ji synthesis
(Doyle et al 1982,1988, Packard and Doyle, 1988). A robust controller is designed that
can accommxodate the addition of tip mass using p synthesis. It should he noted that
the dlesignled robust controller is based onl the same dynamnic model as thle nominal
'onitroller with the variations of nominal model being considered as uncertainity. That
is this robust adaptive controller can accommodate both the nominal mode] and v~aried
minoiel.

MODEL ADAPTIVE CONTROLLERS

T[hei basic idea of model identification is to improve the accuracy of p~arameter iden-
ijecation b)'y starting it with anl a priori model which more closely resembles the actual

ýtilclre 11:1 han ;i initial t iine invariant, model. Design of iiioiel adaptive controllers
ivlv'ok tin' jidlIj iticat lol of both the miodel and the paiaiiieters ja-seil oil the ideitit ied

1In-lcl. III a t iii vatvilig flexible sinilctulr' (T\'FS), a iiiodel V is definled byv mleans of
oi ;lipqratns'. boimmiiarv and initial coinditions. Thel( liiamaineter's 0, that nee'd to

hoIdniml.1ied InI a chosen'1 mlodel include the itiass, stiffne-ss and dmian~ig mnatrices. Thlus

thi ii 'lit i fe tatio ill a it todel adaptive co nt roller procedutre indicates thle select ion of m/

cilid pian'liters (9, Such that the error funcetion J(v. 9) is nminimized aiiioiig all piossibile
Illo, i Is ill a iii d 5 li sclc npace and all jiossi ble paratteters. The foriii (of thle mo del

s(';HII space is idisicoiitiniious and include infinlite set of all possible T'VFS iixodels. Since
it Iis jllactica'Ito ii se .1 inlaan infinite set, the model subspace is restricted to a fliit' set

,d iiiist likely tmod'l:, Bf. 11 is- chose'n such'l that individual miodel resioliseh l1(zx, 9,) for an

to1W jil n t ifi- TI'' i inot exist iii thle clho senmiilost likely subset R. In add it ion , nisej duie
io various re'asonis also result in error in the measurements usedi in the evaluiatioin of error

filnt ionl .1. T'his nei'essitates tilie select ion of best model in terms ofininimrizatjomi of error
.1 if' exact xIia tet is iiot fouind iii R. As thle imodel space 11 is discontinuous, mnimiii nization

ca;n not bie defined by and J cannot be minimized by- numerical methods. Therefore
"sVnil ii'll inc t ioi I such as heu ixrist ic methods are req u ired to find the oit ininal model in
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a ip )til¶¶:t "I.c''i. 2 cuuid 1, 'd''igii of robust coritio her's ill t1vill' idsei
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Preliminary design of optimal H2 and H, controlled structures

Robert N. Jacques and David W. Miller
Space Engineering Research Center

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract

Recent trends in spacecraft design which yield larger structures with more
stringent performance requirements place many flexible modes of the structure
within the bandwidth of active controllers. The resulting complications to the
spacecraft design make it highly desirable to understand the impact of structural
changes on an optimally controlled structure. This work uses low order structural
models with optimal 7"Y2 and 7"H. controllers to develop some basic insight into
this problem. This insight concentrates on several basic approaches to improv-
ing controlled performance and how these approaches interact in determining the
optimal designs.

I Introduction

Traditionally, control and structure subsystems in spacecraft have been designed
separately. This was an efficient approach when the required bandwidth of rigid body
controllers was well below the frequencies of the flexible modes of the structure. Recently
however, increasing size in spacecraft structural designs have resulted in ever decreasing
frequencies for flexible modes, while more stringent pointing and alignment requirements
have resulted in control designs of increasing bandwidth. The net result is that several
to riany flexible modes of a spacecraft structure can lie within the bandwidth of onboard
controllers. The strong interaction of structure and control that arises from this makes
simultaneous design of these two subsystems highly desirable.

One approach to this problem can be called numerical control/structure optimiza-
tion '1'. In this method, one first selects a basic structural and control design (e.g. a ten
bay truss with full state feedback). Several structural parameters (e.g. truss member
thicknesses) and control gains are designated as design variables and a dynamic perfor-
mance metric is formulated. A numerical algorithm is then employed to search over the
space of allowable designs for a particular one which optimizes the dynamic performance
metric with a suitable constraint on the overall mass or size of the structure.

The Achilles heel of this approach lies in the lack of physical insight yielded by the
numerical solution. This insight is crucial in designing any controlled structure, includ-
ing one which will ultimately be designed numerically. A good understanding of how
changes in the structure influence controlled performance is essential in formulating the
,optimization problem to be solved numerically. For example, physical insight will hope-
fully lead to a wise, rather than arbitrary selection of the design variables. Otherwise
selection of design variables can place design objectives at odds and thereby yield a
needlessly compromised solution.

One can envision four basic ways that a change to the structure of a spacecraft can
alter its controlled performance. First, it can alter the way that disturbances influence
the dynamics of the structure (disturbability). Second, it can affect the influence of
control actuators (controllability). Third, it can change the way in which the dynamics
of the structure appear in the performance metric (observability). And finally, it can
change the frequencies and damping ratios of the structure. It should be noted that

C 1992 1OP Publishing Ltd
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there is also a fifth way that one can alter the performance of a controlled structure,
and that concerns changes which affect the robustness of the controllers. However, this
is beyond the scope of this work. The next section describes the basic mathematical
controlled structure problem and formulates a low order problem (typical section) useful
in studying how these different approaches interact.

2 Problem Description and Typical Section

A general linear structure can be described by the equation of motion:

M(a)f + D(a)÷ + K(a)r = F(ct)u + G(a)v

y N(a)r ()

where r is a vector of physical displacements on the structure, y is a vector of displace-
ments (either physical or modal) to be controfled, u is a vector of control forces, and v
is a vector of disturbance forces. The vector a is an array of real values which represent
quantities in the structure which can be varied by the engineer in the design process.
For example, the elements of a could represent the diameters of members in a truss
structure. The goal of control/structure optimization is to find a suitable combination
of structural parameters and control force which minimizes the performance metric.

(, u*(t)) =arg min J(M(a), D(a), K(a), F(a), G(a), N(a),u(t)) (2)

The set of allowable designs, V, is usually constrained to contain only designs that are
below some maximum value of size or mass.

Equation 1 can be transformed into a modal state space representation where the
state vector is modal displacement, q, and frequency normalized modal velocity, q':d [ 0 I - [ W-0 T,

d-7 q' - _ -2 . ] ' [wI] [(, T F ]u + w_ (D G

The matrices w and C are diagonal matrices containing the natural frequency and damp-
ing ratio of each mode and 4P is the modal transformation matrix:

r = (Pq q' = w`4q 4TM ) = I 4)TK41 = W2 tTDt ) 2(w (4)

Altering certain matrices in Equation 3 corresponds exactly to the approaches for alter-
ing controlled performance mentioned above. It is useful to make the following defini-
tions.

Frequency Matrix w

Damping Matrix C
Controllability Matrix F = W-PTF
Disturbability Matrix G= w- .TG or Gd = w-I24TG

Observability Matrix " = (5)

Note the appearance of inverse frequency in the expression for controllability. It reflects
the inherent resistance of higher frequency modes to impulsive control forces. Similarly,
there are frequency terms in the disturbability expressions, except that there are two
forms. The first corresponds to impulsive (velocity) disturbance forces, the second cor-
responds to static (displacement) disturbance forces. The choice of exponents in these
expressions is clarified below.
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Any alteration to the structure can be perceived as having two stages of effects. First,
a change to the structure alters its frequencies, damping, controllability, disturbability,
and observability. Second the changes in these quantities alter the controlled perfor-
Mrance of the system, This view of the problem is useful because it is relatively easy
to understand how a change to the struc-
ture will influence its frequencies, damp- k

ing, controllability, disturbability and ob- U f_.T
servabijitv. If one could then understand v --- g-
:he relative importance of these quanti-
ties in deterinining controlled performance,
then ome would have a good understanding e
o.f the entire problem. To develop this un-
dcrstanding, it is useful to study the sys-
ten shhown in Figure 1. Figure 1: Typical section

This system is typical of a single mode of a flexible structure. For this reason this
inodel and its associated controller are called a controlled structure typical section. The
frequeticy, damping, controllability, disturbability, and observability matrices for the
typical sectin are simply scalars:

k c f g g n, ( 6_ _- _ (6)
M 2mw W W U

an(d the equation of motion in state space form is:

A= .- l But--Lv

y = Cx C= [.V 0

S- I, Ac 2_ B L (7)

'I lýc :ý( t "ectiuls show how the above parameters influence the controlled performance

r ,.th ,ptinially controlled system when two different performance metrics are used.

3 H 2 Problern

One of the most common dynamic performance metrics is the infinite horizon,
Kf2 performance metric:

J =E [~(y'()y(t) + uT(t)Ru(t)) dt] (8)

where EL.ý is the expectation operator and R is a symmetric, positive-definite control
weighting matrix. The disturbance is specified as an expected value of the outer product
of the initial state. In this case, it is assumed that the initial state comes about due to
either static or impulsive forces applied to the disturbance inputs of the system:

S - F x (1)),r T ( Elq(O)qr(O)] 0 displacement disturbance

0 E[q(O)q'T(0)]j velocity disturbance

F q(t)~qT$))" = !dVgT E [q'(O)q"r(o)] g v (9)

he're V is *he expected value of the outer product of the disturbance force v. It should
be :,der that there is also a stochastic formulation of this performance metric. However,
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Table 1: R 2 Performance Costs

Control Disturbance Type
"TYpe

Velocity Displacement
Opcr, Loop or = - C2K' (1 + 422)

ltcavy Damping . (I 2

l-.r'peylsive Control, 2
p_ _ C2

plAll

Light Damping Jopt - opt -
Cheap Control, ]o • p c I--_P

Light L)amping 7- O-

-V is taken to be the intensity of a Gaussian White Noise disturbance, then the resulting
ana!vsis w,.ould he completely analogous to that for the velocity disturbance.

Nýtice that frequency does not appear in the above disturbance expressions. This
vas the chief reason f,,r including frequency in the original definitions for the disturbance
r::;urices, as it reflccts the differing resistance of higher frequency modes to static and
Ir:i plisive forces.

A well knovwn result of optimal control theory, is that for an optimally controlled
S.vSTm described by Equations 7 and 9 the -H2 rnst is 12i:

Jot = tr{PS} (10)

.,,'r P is the syr:uretric, positive-definite solution of:

PA 4 ATP + CTC - PBR-IBTP = 0 (11)

Iihe tv we(..:) stction problem, these equations can be solved in closed form with
1 ,, n,,a I',y dvfined as R = p2  [31:

.• ,'2 - 1 (2 2 V32 + I - 2 - 2() displacement disturbance

.1 ',1a 2r 2 + 1 - 2 - 2( velocity disturbance

., (12)

V :aT:¶ io. 12 is too ormplicated to make any easy inferences about the relationship be-
_''v., frequency, damping, controllability, disturbability, observability and performance.

i%.cv.,'vr, the two values, ( and 03 coMpletely determine the character of the equations,
is illustrative to consider the asymptotic behavior of the performance with respect

", t s rallies.

Table I slows how Equations 12 behave for limiting values of control effort, 13 and
,ý;ii:iig (.lThe t,,p row of this table shows the behavior of the cost as the control forces

I e(ecti',' compared to the internal forces of the damping. In that case, the
, , S'rr (F and p) drop out, leaving an expression that represents the performance

i -,pen., systvem. The expressions for both disturbance cases are very similar

.. " ,,X:epton ,f how damnping influences performance. For damping levels less
a 7. : , il.ii roaascd damping improves performance, however, for larger levels, increased

'LI," inhibits performance for the displacement disturbance. This reflects
" ,ic -V ,,f l,'av iv damped systems to recover slowly from initial displacements.
I};" s d and third rows of the table show the behavior of the system when the

for(ce-s ez<ced the influence of the damping. In that case, the system shows two
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Table 2: esults
Optiml DeBlif

,A al 0l2 03l

0.0000 .10 .10 .10
0.0001 .10 .10 1.59

Conrol Forc 0.0010 .10 .31 5.00
4 0.0100 0.38 1.18 15.72
I0.1000 2.50 5.48 53.04

T Ds0.2000 4.57 8.93 81.48
alpha I alpha 2 alph3 I = 0.3000 6.58 12.02 108.66

Force 0.4000 8.65 15.10 137.97

0.5000 10.95 18.56 171.79

- _ 0.6000 13.77 22.66 213.96
-, -m-•7- I = 15r • 0.7000 17.59 28.22 271.95

0.8000 24.06 37.32 364.60
0.9000 40.21 60.07 565.21
0.9200 47.49 70.68 644.24

of Milman et al. 0.9400 58.71 87.88 756.79
0.9600 79.40 122.91 937.62
0.9800 136.80 233.95 1307.86

0.9900 230.35 402.91 1779.25

different types of behavior depending on the level of control effort. For low control
ei,,rt (expensive control), the costs for both disturbance cases are identical. This is
because the low control is providing a small amount of active damping and the response
,,f the systerr takes several cycles to attenuate. The phase difference in the responses
inIyose(_d by the disturbance type has little effect. For higher control levels (expensive
control), the response of the system attenuates in only one or two cycles and the phase
ditfererlce becomes more important. Hence the displacement and velocity disturbances
render different performance in the third row of the table.

It is interesting to note that the addition of control reduces the sensitivity of the
system ti observability and controllability (although the amount of reduction depends
on the control level and disturbance type), however the sensitivity to disturbability
rerrminls unchanged. This is because changing the observability or controllability changes
the bandwidth of the controller and altering the disturbability does not.

Using the information contained in this Table 1, and information about the sensitivity.
'If frequency, damping, controllability, observability, and disturbability to the design
parameters, a, one can infer which of these quantities should be adjusted and which
should be ignrred in designing a good controlled structure.

As an example, consider a case worked out by Milman et.al. I1l (Figure 2) This system
consists of a three element, cantilevered, Bernoulli-Euler beam with a tip actuator and
an impulsive disturbance also at the tip. The control in this case is optimal full state
feedback and the design variables are the thicknesses of the three elements. The metric

,,p ezed was a comribination of a dynamic performance metric penalizing strain and
VT:W? "c erV and a metric penalizing total mass.

. I (I)( ~.)(r TKr + JM + pu2)d (13)

'l',. para'et(etr, A, is adjusted to obtain different levels of tradeoff between weight and

ertr::tance. I \n irriprtant feature of this problem is that the actuator and the distur-
),•a•(e are co(located. Examining the first column of Table 1 reveals that reducing the
:,,gntude ,,f the disturbability and increasing the controllability will both have favor-

ý. (~r(ects ,n the performance. However, the table also shows that when the sensitivity
Le snirbability-, (, and controllability, 5T, to the design variables are equal (as in

ti Se) then greater gains can be attained by reducing disturbability at the expense
,,f (,,:1'mro!lablitv for all levels of control. Table 2 confirms this suspicion. For almost
all vaei1s of \, the design obtained through optimization placed the bulk of the mass at

io tIp ,4 the bearm, where its inertia could help resist any forces applied to the tip.
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4 H- Problem

A\n,other performance metric in comihion use is the 'H. metric:

.sup _ + u(J)TRu( w)) (14)

ere the disturbance in Equation 7, v, is Gaussian White Noise of unit intensity. It
can be shown that when there is a minimum positive value, y, such that there exists a

,Tn:rnetric, positive-definite solution to the equation:

PA ATp + CTCP(BR-1BT- _ LT) -0 (15)

"l'ier: fir optimal full state feedback control, the value of the performance metric is the
square of this limiting value of -y [4].

1",r the typical section, it is possible to solve for this -y in closed form:

Jopt 2 _2 2 (16)
p
2  

:ý72 %

- same proportionality to L 2 that was present in the H 2 case is also present in the
•. c,.e. llwe.er. the dependence on the remaining terms has an interesting form.

,rrv expenlsive control (p -- no), the term containing the controllability drops out
:7: i:e cost reverts t,, the open loop cost. This solution implies that for problems in

"Ice dist urbabiletv is relatively insensitive to parameter changes ( a = 0), then a
2 ; r;(2:re which was optimized for open loop response will also have optimal closed loop
r,-;p,,,se. In , ,ther words, sequential design of the structure and control will achieve the
sa:e re-sult as simultaneous design. The insensitivity of a system to disturbability can

, 11 frequently in c,,ntrolled structure design. This is most likely to happen when the
,!ýsturbance is not well known, or widely distributed and uncorrelated. Hence, there is a
p,,>siljty that it may actually be easier to design H- controlled structures than there

U2 wunterparts. However, it still remains to be shown that this result applies to higher
,rdi'r systems.

5 ('mnclusions and Future Work

TIe typical section is a useful tool for understanding the implications of structural
hainges under different types of control. The ability to formulate closed form solutions

Tnake's it very easy to understand the functionality of the performance on disturbability,
(kritr,,lability, observability, frcquency, and damping. As long as the coupling between
m,,des rin a structure remains light, the typical section results, which exactly capture
the ,whavior of a single controlled mode, should be reliable In higher order systems.
S,.vr.r at high c,.otrol levels, the modal coupling becomes more severe and the typical

,c.u ,::sighnts become less reliable. More work needs to be done in understanding how
-::p.pisvst,':ns behave at high control levels.
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Control of Grumman large space structure using H1 optimization

Chien Y. Huang and Gareth J. Knowles

Corporate Research Center, Grumman Corp., MS A08-35, Bethpage, NY 11714, USA

ABSTRACT: The control design for a large space structure using H_, methods is
described. The plant is modeled using mass-spring units, from which the first 69 modes
are kept. Artificial damping is first added to the system using rate feedback and a
reduced-order model is obtained. The H_, optimization technique is then applied to
achieve a bandwidth of 150 Hz and an overall disturbance rejection of over 2400:1.
Caveats regarding sensor and actuator dynamics are put forth along with other issues
relevant to the control design of a large space structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies on the dynamics and control of the large space structure (LSS) have been
actively conducted since the Apollo program [If. With the upcoming launch of Space
Station Freedom (SSF), there is a renewed interest in this area. This is partially due to
anticipated experiments that require SSF modules to perform maneuvers that, because of the
flexibility of their frames, can cause significant control-structure interaction. Furthermore,
requirement to align and point the structure with high precision can only be met using active
control.

Two major problems (A third problem is placement of actuators and sensors, see 121)
are associated with the control of an LSS. One of them is the modeling. High-fidelity
mathematical description of an LSS inevitably leads to a high-order system from which, due
to numerical considerations, a reduced-order model must be extracted for control design.
The question becomes that of modeling just enough dynamics to account for all motions of
interest without incurring control and observation spillovers [31 (the former is excitation of
uncontrolled modes and the latter is excitation of unobservable modes). A typical approach
is to use modal decomposition to incorporate explicitly the desired modes, carry out the
control design, and then perform tests to validate the result.

The other problem is control design itself. Several control techniques have been
applied to LSS. They include pole-placement 141, modal control [51, LQG 161, LQG/LTR
[71, etc. The main difficulty in this phase is generation of a stabilizing feedback control to a
large-order plant. Although most of these approaches have shown to be successful in
computer simulations, none of them are conclusive as it is impossible to test an LSS in 1-g
conditions (the strength of the frame is not sufficient to support the mass without
deformations). Therefore, in an effort to validate the techniques, several experiments [8,91
are being carried out using small-scale space structure.

Past LSS control design methods do not directly address modeling uncertainties.
H,,_ optimization 110,111 is a new control synthesis method that allows the designer to shape
frequency response characteristics of the plant to achieve desired performance and, more
important, robustness to account for unmodeled dynamics. The objective of this paper is to
apply the H_, control design methodology to the control of a large space structure. The goal
is to conduct a feasibility study, with intent to point out areas for further research.

The organization of the paper is as follows. The dynamic model and the design
approach are described first. The inner-loop feedback design is then addressed, followed by
model reduction. Next, H. optimization is examined and simulation results are shown.
Finally, practical concerns of adding sensor and actuator dynamics are studied and additional
comments are offered as conclusions.

2. GRUMMAN LARGE SPACE STRUCTURE

The Grumman Large Space Structure (GLASS) is a generic truss structure intended
for precision pointing (Fig. 1). It is modeled in NASTRAN code using 112 nodes
connected as mass-spring units from which dynamic modes can be calculated. The first 69

10'_ 10P Puhh,,hiw Ltd
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modes, ranging from 2 Hz to 66 Hz, are included in this study. The actuators and rate
sensors are assumed to be collocated and situated near the nodes. Forty-eight actuators (and
sensors) are present and they are found in groups of three (for x-, y-, z-axes) evenly
distributed across GLASS around nodes 2, 3, 17, 20, 34, 35, 53, 56, 58, 59, 77, 80, 94,
95, 109, and 112. Note that this is a relatively small number; a full set would consist of
over 336 actuators. Two additional line-of-sight (LOS) sensors are located in the middle of
GLASS for precision-pointing. Random disturbances of normal distribution are assumed to
exist at six distinct nodes (9, 26, 41, 66, 89, and 102). The control of GLASS is necessary
because it has very low (actually none due to our modeling) damping and a large number of
resonant modes. As a result, environmental disturbances can induce unacceptable
vibrations. The design goals in this study are to attenuate LOS error by a factor of at least
2000:1 from 0 to 15 ttz and nominally to push the bandwidth of the system to 150 Htz.

3. DESIGN PROCEDURE

The design procedure is to first add damping to the system using collocated rate-

feedback control*; this is the inner-loop design. After the plant is stabilized, an outer-loop
H, controller is added to reduce LOS error and to expand the system bandwidth. This
design phase is iterated with simulation runs until the responses are satisfactory. A
simplified control system block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The approach used in this
study follows closely the methodology outlined in 1121.

>5 X

Fig. I Grumman Large Space Structure

* There are strong reasons for utilizing collocated rate feedback 181. However, physical

constraints may force non-collocated measurements, which present additional problems.
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Disturbance

fInner-loop controller

Outer-loop
controller

Fig. 2 Control system block diagram.

For GLASS, there are 138 states (69 modes), and 48 controls. Due to collocation,
the number of outputs is also 48, while the dimension of disturbance vector is 18. That is:

x138= A 138x 138x 138 + B I1 38x4 8U36 + B2 138 x18Tl18  (1)

Y48 = C 4 8x1 38x1 38  (2)

where x consists of modified generalized displacement, matrices A, B, C are formed from
mass matrix, stiffness matrix, and generalized force, and 71 is the external disturbance.

These equations are used for inner-loop control design. For outer-loop control, only
actuators at nodes 53, 56, 58, and 59 are used to further reduce the LOS deviations, and
only the LOS sensors are used as measurement. That is,

x118 = A,38x138x138 + Bi3 8x12U1 2 (3)

Y2 C2x1 3gx1 38  (4)

where D is the appropriate submatrix of B I, and C is the corresponding submatrix of C.

IV. Inner-Loop Control Design

Because there is no damping in our modeling of GLASS, artificial damping must be
provided before H_ control design can be applied (since H_. requires no poles to be on jo
axis). By energy considerations, it is easy to see that any system described by positive
semidefinite matrix is guaranteed to be stabilized by collocated constant-gain rate-feedback
control (although this is not necessarily true with the addition of actuator and sensor
dynamics, see Section VII). Experimentation and extensive simulation led to the choice of
feedback gain K of 1400 148. The time responses of the line-of-sight sensors due to
disturbances with the rate-feedback are shown in Fig. 3. Although not shown, these
responses are on the order of 30 times less than system responses without the compensation.

V. Model Reduction

After the system is stabilized, the order of the model must be reduced so that the
outer control loop can be designed. To do so, the singular values of the modified plant
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0.15

0.1

CD

-0.05, .
0

-0.1
0 1 2 3 4 5

t, sec
Fig. 3 LOS responses due to random disturbances after rate feedback.

dynamics G'(s) = C(sI-A)-IB are plotted (Fig. 5) to ascertain the important dynamics and
the corresponding approximation for a particular frequency range. From Fig. 5, G'(s) is
divided into slow, medium, and fast modes, that is

W(s) = G',(s) + G'm(s) + G'f(s) (5)

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that most of the dynamics is concentrated in the medium
frequency range, with small contributions from slow and fast modes. This leads us to make
the approximation

G'(s) = G'm(S) + AG'(s) G'm(s) (6)

-60

-70 4oV"
/nV"V ,,,\

-80 __ __ __ __ .Medium freq

Low freq High
-90 V" freq

100 01 1012 103 104

w, rad/sec
F;g. 4 Singular values of the system after rate feedback.
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This quasi-equality holds as long as the modeling error A is below the robust
frequency [ 121, which is defined as the lowest frequency where the minimum singular value
of G'm(s) is greater than the maximum singular value of AG'(s). For GLASS, it is found
after some test that there are 32 slow-mode states, 77 medium-mode states, and 29 fast-
mode states. Seventy-seven states is still a very large system to work with; therefore,
further model-reduction is necessary.

There are several model-reduction techniques [13,14]. The Schur method for
balanced model reduction [14] is employed in this case. The methodology computes
matrices Vr and V1 containing the bases for the right and left eigenspaces of RQ, where R is
the reachability (or controllability) Grammian and Q is the observability Grammian. This is
done via Schur vector decomposition only for those states associated with large Hankel
singular values. The reduced-order model is then found by multiplying the original model to
the bases of singular value decomposition of Vr and V1.

Because of the small number of actuators and sensors (12 for the outer loop design)
involved (unlike other reported studies), GLASS is not strongly controllable or observable.
Consequently, the smallest model that was found to give satisfactory match for medium
modes is of the 25th-order. The singular value plot of the full (77 states) and reduced (25)
models are shown in Fig. 5.

-60

-70 Reduced model

>" -80

Full model

-100
I0 -1 10 1031 10 2 10 3 I

w, rad/sec
Fig. 5 Comparison of 77-state medium model and 25-state reduced model.

V1. H_ Control Design

H_ optimal control design is carried out by formulating the equations into a 2-block
mixed-sensitivity H_, problem. In this framework, the objective is to minimize the inequality
iiTi < I. where 11.11_ = H-infinity norm

T = closed-loop transfer function = ]WI
I 3 (-S)l

S = sensitivity matrix = (I + ('F)"

F = H_, controller.

The optimization technique hinges on the selection of the weighting matrix WI and W 3,
which trades the performance and robustness specification in frequency domain. y is a
parameter that must be varied until the transfer function T assumes desired shape.

The reduced-order system must first be "squared-down" before H_ methods can be
applied. That is, the number of inputs and outputs must be made equal. Since we have two
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LOS outputs and 12 actuators, a pre-compensator P must be designed. An easy solution is
to use the left pseudo-inverse of the first Markov parameter (CsBs) of the slow mode
system. The rationale is that any contribution due to low-order dynamics behaves like a
first-order lag, which essentially is captured by the first Markov parameter. Therefore, we

set P to be (CsBs)#.
The weighting functions for this design are chosen based on desired bandwidth and

disturbance rejection. Weighting matrix WI, which is intended to minimize sensitivity
function, is chosen to be

WI(s) = rdiag(6.25e 12 (s+25)O), 6.25e12 (,+2500 (7)s+50" s+50

This weighting matrix is chosen to provide adequate low and medium frequency gains that
are necessary to achieve performance. Weighting matrix W 3, which is used for robustness
purpose, is chosen to be

W 3(s) = diag(( 00, •) (8)

This weighting matrix ensures that the system bandwidth is roughly 1000 rad/sec or 150 Hz.
With these weighting matrices, we can compute the H--optimal controller F(s),

which is of the same order as the system (25th-order in this case). With this controller, the
LOS error is further attenuated by an additional factor of over 80 as can be seen in Fig. 6,
where the responses of the line-of-sight sensors due to random disturbances are shown for
the H_* controller turned on at a 2 sec mark. Thus, with the H_. controller we have
accomplished disturbance attenuation and increased the total system bandwidth at the same
time.

0.15

0. 1 Rate-feedback only

aD 0.05o)

-0.05 H,. controller turned on

-0.1....

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
t, sec

Fig. 6 System responses with rate-feedback and H_ controller.

VII. Impact of Actuator and Sensor Dynamics

Previous results were obtained without considering sensor and actuator dynamics.
However, upon close examination, they turned out to be important and have to be included.
This is especially true for the inner-loop design, where rate-feedback was used to provide
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artificial damping. When both actuator and sensor dynamics are present, such scheme
actually may destabilize the system. To see this, consider the following formulation:

plant: x = Ax+Bu (9)

sensor: z = Asz + Bsy (10)

actuator: w = Aaw + Baua (11)

Assuming constant feedback, that is ua = -Kz+LS, we have as the closed-loop
system

c BsC A, 0 zj+ 0 (12)
0 -BaK Aa w

It can be shown that if position feedback is used, the system described by Eq. 16 is
always unstable regardless of K. If rate feedback is used, then some (but small) damping
can be achieved for small and medium values of K, and large K will destabilize the system.
Finally, if both position and rate-feedback is used, a greater amount of damping can be
obtained, but large values of K will still lead to instability.

A graphical explanation of the problem can be obtained using the root-locus
techniques. Poles and zeros always interlace along (or close to) j0-axis. If position
feedback is used, then there is no zero at origin. If rate feedback is used, there is a zero at
the origin. And if both rate and position feedbacks are uscd, the zero is along the real-axis.
For simplicity, we assume that both actuator and sensor dynamics are of first-order with
different time constants. Higher-order dynamics will make the situation worse.

As the feedback gain K increases, most of the poles go to the zeros. The net count
of poles minus zeros will determine the angles of the asymptotes of "free" poles. If the zero
at the origin is not present (i.e., position feedback), the net count is four and the angles are
±45 degrees to the perpendicular. In this case, two poles on the jo-axis depart immediately
to thL -ight-half plane. If rate feedback is employed, the net count is three and the angles are
60-, i800-, and 3002. In this case, the "free" poles are pulled toward left-half plane before
heading back to right-half plane. When both rate and position feedbacks are present, the
situation is similar, except the polk, are pulled further into left-half plane due to movement of
the zero which was •" the origin. The amount of damping on all poles is determined by how
far they move into left-half plane. This is dependent on the original position of the poles
and zeros. An ad±'ional problem arises when the same gain is used for all feedback paths.
In that case, zeros also move when the gain is changed (because the problem is no longer
single-input single-output).

This analysis tells us that constant gain feedback alone may not be sufficient to
provide artificial damping needed to stabilize GLASS when actuator and sensor dynamics
are present; thus other means must be conceived. One solution is to use dynamic feedback
to further redistribute the pole-zero locations. This procedure may not be straightforward
due to the dimensions of the plant model. Another approach is to assume damping. It turns
out that our original model is not realistic since some form of mechanical damping is always
available, although its modeling may not be well-known. Incorporation of this damping
effect may alleviate the need to provide artificial damping. A third solution is to add passive
damping. Currently, there is effort to further augment damping of the LSS using visco-
elastic materials and piezoceramic attachments [ 151. This may be necessary in order for any
of the active control strategies to be successful.

VIII. Conclusions

The control design for a large space structure using H_ methods is described. The
design is carried out by first stabilizing the system using rate-feedback as inner-loop control
and then applying the Hk, controller as the outer-loop control to extend the system bandwidth
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and exert higher signal attenuation at specific frequency ranges. The methodology has
shown to be able to tradeoff performance versus robustness, something that most of the
modem control techniques lack.

As mentioned in the main body, the system is weakly controllable and observable.
As a result, the final H_ design resembles a high-gain controller. This is unavoidable given
the requirement to extend the bandwidth and at the same time achieve desired attenuation.
The situation will improve as more actuators and sensors are added. In addition, rate-
limiting and control saturation have been ignored. In a more detailed design, their effects on
the system stability and response must be addressed. The structure used does not possess
any damping. This poses a great demand on inner-loop stabilization. It is expected that
some passive damping be built into the structure to alleviate the requirement. This will also
address concerns of actuator and sensor dynamics, which have been shown to be important.
Finally, limited experimentation was conducted with the weighting matrices. In a more
thorough design, they should be extensively studied to arrive at a more optimum setting.
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Influence of controller gains on system parameters of feedback controlled
flexible structures

James A. Fabunmi

AEDAR Corporation, Landover, MD 20785

ABSTRACT: The system consisting of the baseline flexible structure modified bh the
active controllers is considered. Computer algebra is used to derive expressions lfr the
system transfer functions, using the known transfer functions of the baseline flexible
structure and the feedback gains of the active controllers. The roots of the characteristic
polynomial of this transfer function give the system resonant frequencies and daruping
parameters. These results pennit the parametric study of the placement of the re)sonat
frequencies and damping parameters of the combined system, as functions of the feedback

gains.

I. INTRODUcTION

Thc technology of active control of structures has been the subject of considerable research
interest over the past decade in part because of the need to suppress excessive vibrations
associated with the deployment of large flexible structures in space (Various Authors. 19i6:
Atluri and Amos (Ed.), 1988). The most popular approach to the design of the active control
schemes follows the paths of modern control theory which involves optimal state-space
feedback control (Various Authors, 1994, 1986: Atlurt and Amos (Ed.), 19W8: O'Dologhuc
and Atluri, 1985: Homer and Walz, 1985), or output feedback control (Nicirovitch, 198,:
Garcia and Inman, 1990). The objective of this paper is to present the results of recent
research aimed at the development of simple algorithms for calculating actuator feedback
"gains, based on specified modal characteristics of the closed-loop system.

Techniques based on computer algebra were reported by Fabunmi (1989), which pernit the
derivation of the transfer functions (Laplace transform of the Green's Functions) of the
,system resulting from the attachment of discrete dynamic substructures to a distributed
parameter base-line structure. It is assumed that the algebraic forms of the transfer function of
the base-line structure as well as those of the discrete attachments are known. The
mathematical form chosen for system transfer functions permits the direct determination of the
system parameters as the complex values of the Laplace variable at which singularities of the
transfer function occur.

19' li IWP ,,hmg l td
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2. MODELLING OF ACTIVE CONTROLLER ATTACHMENTS

The class of controllers used to illustrate the proposed technique comprises of those in which

the output displacements and velocities at a discrete number of locations on the stnicture, are
linearly combined to produce the applied control forceN. The implementation of the active

controller design involves the application of excitation forces at some spatial coordinate x = bi,
which are proportional to displacements and velocities measured at x = ai. Figure 1 is a

schematic representation of the interconnection of contollers to the baseline structure.

t:iuaic I. Schematic of Interconnection of Linear Feedback Controllers to DistrihUtcd
Parameter Baseline Structure

For example, the ith controller excitation force could be written as:

w.(b,,t) = gQ(a,,t) + hQ(a,t) (1)

whcrc gi and hi are the displacement and velocity feedback gains of the ith controller

respectively, i = 1.2,...L, L being the total number of controllers; W\c(Xt) is the controller

force, Q(x,t) is the measured displacement. The Laplace transformr of Equation (1) results in a

relationship which is used to define the transfer function of the ith controller as:

k(p)- w ,w(b, p)

Q(a,p)

= g, + hp (2)

The general algebraic form of the transfer function of the baseline distributed system is taken
to be ((When, 1966; Stakgold, 1979: Butkovskyi, 1982, 1983; Keener. 1988: Fabunmi, 1989):

P -PPO )

, here (P)k( x) is the kth orthononnal modal function for the baseline structure, Pok is the

,rrCsponding modal parameter, and 12 k is a weighting factor or generalized mass.
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The transfer function of the combined system is given by the following integral equation

(Butkovskyi, 1983):

W (X,,p) = WT (x, 17, p)W( r, 4,p)d rl + Wo(x, ,p) (4)

where,

L
Wr (X, , p)= f Wo(x, q/,p)y 5(77 - b,)W (p),5(,,- - a)d q

L

= ,Wo(x,b,,p)Wo,(p)5(5 a,) (5)

3. CALCULATION OF CONTROLLER FEEDBACK GAINS

Consider a baseline structure with negligible damping, i.e. Pont = i")nl, the frequencies and

exponential growth rates of the c!osed-loop modes are;

air, h,-l (-a{h (a)(p.,(b)}) (7)

Tlhe damping of the closed-loop system is controlled by the velocity feed-back gains. vherca:s

the frequency is affected by both the velocity and displacement feedback gains. If I veloit\

feedback gains are to be calculated directly based on specified values of the growth rates (i- I
system modes, Equation (7) provides a set of L equations for the 1. desired values of hi. It

may also be desired that there be no shift in the frequencies of these or some other 1. modes.
In that case, a set of L equations for the L values of the displacement feedback gains, gi . can

be set up as follows:

2•-({h, (p.,(a )(,,,(b)} -- {g, q(p,,(a,)(pn,,(b,)}=0 (8)

Having obtained the values of the velocity and displacement feedback gains m this mainnr. i

is necessary to check the exponential growth rates of the modes that were not included in the

analysis, using Equation (7). The purpose of thi,, check is to verify that there are no mode> hoi
which the exponential growth rate is positive - an indication that instability of that mode cart ix.

induced by the controller.
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4. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented results of computer-algebraic derivations of the characteristic
parameters of systems consisting of a distributed baseline structure and output feedback linear
active controllers. Expressions which show the explicit dependence of the system parameters
on the displacement and velocity feed-back gains as well as the measurement and actuator
coordinates were obtained. These results can be applied to the calculation of displacement and

velocity feed-back gains based on requirements that certain closed loop modes have specified
damping ratios. Because of the simplicity of the calculations involved in this pro:cess, it

becomes practical to conceive embedded systems which permit the "smart" structure to
readjust its feedback gains in order to increase the damping of those of its modes,, wihich are

most strongly excited by the external dynamical forces.
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Acoustic waveguide embedded sensors for submarine structures

R. T. Harrold and Z. N. Sanjana

Westinghouse Science & Technology Center, 1310 Beulah Rd., Pittsburgh, PA
15235

ABSTRACT: Acoustic waveguides embedded within composite materials offer
the monitoring of internal conditions both during manufacture and
throughout the material lifetime. Consequently these sensors are now
being evaluated as part of a DARPA program called "Embedded Sensors for
Submarine Structures (ES 3 )".* Objectives of this program include
monitoring and control of manufacturing processes and assessment of the
relative integrity and load response of the structure.

In this paper, the influence of waveguides on composite strength is
evaluated; their cure, impact and strain monitoring performance
assessed; and a submarine structural monitoring scheme proposed.

1. BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Acoustic waveguides (AWG) are robust and easy to use, and are ideally
suited for monitoring maufacturing processes and the structural health of
composites (Harrold and Sanjana (1986-1991). These AWG are typically small
(<0.5 mm) diameter rods of polyester-fiberglass or Nichrome with a low
(<0.3) Poisson's ratio. They have the capability to transmit soundwaves
into and out of a material for interrogation, and also to extract
soundwaves (vibrations or acoustic emissions (AE)) from inside a material.
A key feature is that any small changes in the value of the acoustic
impedance (pc), where p is density and c is the acoustic wave velocity of
the medium surrounding an AWG, will greatly change the attenuation of
soundwaves travelling inside the AWG. For example, orders of magnitude
attenuation changes occur during cure monitoring of materials because of
large changes in the viscosity of the curing material.

2. WAVEGUIDE EMBEDMENT

Composite panels were made (within a heated press or autoclave and then
post cured) with four embedded 0.5 mm diameter AWC of Inconel 600
(Nichrome), Fig. 1. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of a
cross section through the laminate, Fig. 2, shows good bonding to the AWG
sensor, but the large (0.5 mm diameter) sensor has caused severe distension
of the fiber pattern in which the ply thickness is -0.125 mm (-5 mil). In

*This DPA submarine technology program which is managed by James Kelley
is being integrated by McDonnell Douglas (MCAIR), St. Louis, Dan King,
Program Manager. Besides Westinghouse, other subcontractors are McDonnell
Douglas Electronic Systems, Martin Marietta A&N, Martin Marietta Labs,
Stanford University and Virginia Polytechnic.

l )190 0P P ;h 11b• 1 l.td
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In order to accommodate the large V

sensor, some plies were cut in panels i
made later, but to avoid this problem it i
is also planned to use smaller sensors
of 0.125 to 0.25 mm (5 to 10 mil)
diameter. A picture, Fig. 3, shows a
0.5 mm diameter AWG exiting from a .
composite panel with its termination , .

bonded to an acoustic transmitter/
receiver.

lt- ComPasha pnet of 41.090 cFoSPied P1-Poe$ S $ets.
3. CURE MONITORING of AW/3501.6gaphite-epoxy with 4embeddedAWG.

Usually with large composite parts,
careful control of temperature, pressure
and time are the criteria used to ensure
uniform cure and quality. Actual
monitoring of cure is often carried out
only in discrete areas using
dielectrometry. Embedded AWG, by virtue
of acoustic signal attenuation, Harrold
and Sanjana (1986a), allow an integrated
measure of the curing over large areas
of a part. The AWG cure monitoring
results reported here were obtained when Fig. 2-SEM pictureof laminate croess-ection.

the composite was cured within a heated
press at a pressure of 50 lb/in2 (3.45 x
106 Pa) and temperatures reaching 180°C
during a 5 hour cycle. A typical AWG
signal during cure is shown in Fig. 4.

Throughout the cure cycle, the peak
value of the acoustic signal received at
the far end of the AWG (10 mil and 20
mil diam. AWO in separate panels) varies
over several orders of magnitude, Fig.
5. This occurs because of large change.
in resin acoustic impedance and gelation
(resin transition from a liquid to a
rubbery-gel) can be pinpointed by a Fig. 3.AcousticAWGofO.5flmm diameterNichromeexiting
minimum value in the WGD transmitted
signal, and also by a change in acoustic from comositepnolandonddto acouiclfbr.

wave velocity as the acoustic waves
travel along the WGD/resin interface.
Later in this program it is planned to Transmitte
examine the cure at different depths
within thick (50 mm) graphite-epoxy
panels. Rci

4. WAVEGUIDE TERMINATIONS

In order to improve the AWG connections,
experiments are being conducted by using
60" aluminum cones at the AWG
terminations to help match the small AWG Fig.4-TypicalAWGsignal
to the large transducer. This gives rordedurngcuremonitoing.
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repeatable results upon reconnection and
also similar signal transmission levels 5'L/\ % .....
in both directions along the AWG. With
further development an order of magni- 1 W
tude increase in AWG signal sensitivity Z
is anticipated which will be valuable i/
when 5 mil (125 jm) diameter AWG with
less signal transmission are evaluated. 20M11

5. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF LAMINATES a 5 1 X 1 2

WITH EMBEDDED AWG SENSORS

The rationale for the mechanical tests Fig. 5-AWG cure curves for thin (5 mm) epoxy-graphite
was to subject the site of the embedded composite panels. Dielectrometry results added for
AWC to the worst case stress situation comparison.

for any given test. Key tests performed
were apparent interlaminar shear (ILS) w 1'l1UlL,4
strength (ASTM D2344) and flexural PARALLE!

strength (FS) (ASTM D790) . The ( )T "PTR[

environments selected were room
temperature (RT) and at 80°C after
exposure to 90% relative humidity (RH) -7_

for 96 hours at 65"C. Tests were
carried out with the AWG sensor in 0.84 IN._
positions which were both parallel and (2.13 CM)
transverse to the principal stress
direction, Fig. 6 (four point loading WAVEGUIDE
mode for the FS to avoid placement of /TRANSVERSE
loading head directly over transverse TO STRESS

placed AWG). The sensor was placed in
the middle (maximum shear stress zone) 0"
of the laminate for the transverse
direction test in flexure and also for
both ILS tests. For the FS, in which
the sensor was parallel to the stress Fig. 6.ArrangementforlLStestsof graphite-epoxy
direction, the sensor was embedded in specimens(-33cm -- 0.5cm,-0.5cm) bothwi:n
the fifth ply from the top which is in and without embedded Nichrome AWG.

the region of maximum compressive stress. For each test series on
specimens with embedded AWG, tests were also made on specimens without AWG
and cut from the same laminate. The results of the ILS (each value an
average from three replicates) are outlined in Taole I and the FS tests in
Table II.

The results show no significant change in ILS with specimens having
embedded AWG sensors. A 43% reduction in FS occurs with the sensor
transverse to the stress direction and the carbon fibers bent around the
AWG, Fig. 2. With the fibers not bent around the AWG the FS only reduces
~14%. This small reduction should be avoided with the use of smaller
diameter AWG. With all the tests, and considering specimens with and
without embedded sensors, the results demonstrate the same (8 to 9%)
reduction in strength at 80"C compared with room temperature. This infers
that the thermal expansion coefficients of both the Nichrome AWG and
graphite-epoxy composite match well.

In future use in seawater it is possible that galvanic effects between the
composite and embedded Nichrome AWG could influence the composite strength.
This is not anticipated to be a problem, because in tests of graphite-epoxy
specimens with embedded Nichrome AWG in boiling simulated seawater for 10
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Table I-Apparent Interlaminar Shear Table Il-Flexural Strength and Modulus
Strength Testing of Laminate Testing of Laminates (ASTM D790):

(ASTM 2344) Specimen 25.4 cm x 0.5 cm x 1.27 cm
Shear Shear Flexural Flexural Flexural Flexural

Strength (RT) Strength (80'C) Strength,(RT) Modulus (RT) Strength (80°C) Modulus )00°C)
Specimen GPa (ksi) GPa (ksi) SPa (ksi) GPa (Ms) Pa (ksi) GPa (Msi)

Control (Without Sensor) 0.06 (8.65) 0.056 (8.09) 0.83 (120.9) 58.7 (8.5) 0.71 (102.4) 62 (9.0)

Sensor Parallel 0.054 (7.89) 0.054 (7,89) 0., 4.(107) 58.7 (8.5) 0.71 (102.8) 60.6 (8,8)

Sensor Transverse 0.06 (8.72) 0.051 (7.42) 0.47(68.) 69(10.0) 0.37(53 69 (10)

Sensor Transverse ___ 0.73 (104.3) 66.2 (9.6) 0.66(95.8) 65.6 (9,5)
(Carbon Fibers Not
Ben- Around Sensor)

minutes, erratically varying potential differences of only 20 to 60 mV were
measured between the AWG and composite. At 80"C this voltage was less than
2 mV, and at room temperature no voltage was measured. However, it was
observed that the edges of the composite above the water level became
encrusted with salt, whether or not a waveguide was embedded.

6. RESPONSE OF EMBEDDED ACOUSTIC AWG TO LAMINATE STRAIN

A four point strain test was carried out on a carbon-epoxy specimen (-2.5
cm x -32 cm x -0.5 cm) with a 0.5 mm (20 mil) diameter Nichrome AWG
embedded between the 5th and 6th plies below the surface (in a region of
maximum compressive stress during the test). As the specimen was strained
with a load up to 7g.4 kgm (175 Ibs) measurements of acoustic signals
transmitted through the AWO were recorded for comparison with simultaneous
measurements from conventional strain gauges bonded to the specimen
surface. At the maximum load, the specimen deflection was -4.5 mm (180
mils), the strain approximately 2100 microstrain (juin/in), and the bending
stress 21.4 MPa (3100 lb/in2 ). This test was repeated with the specimen
turned over so that the AWG was located near the bottom surface (in a
region of maximum tensile stress), and another test was carried out using a
new specimen with the AWG located in the center (a site of zero stress
during the strain test). The results, in the form of AWG transmitted
signals in mV at 67 kHz, are plotted versus microstrain (# in/in) in Fig.
7. These curves clearly show that the AWG transmitted signals reduce as
strain increases for the AWG embedded near the specimen upper surface
(compression), and lower surface (tension), and does not change
significantly for the AWG embedded in the specimen center (zero strain).
The different acoustic signal levels are due to losses at the AWG
terminations and are not related to the AWG locations.

7. RESPONSE OF EMBEDDED 0.125 mm (5 MIL) DIAMETER INCONEL 600 (NICHROME)
ACOUSTIC WAVEGUIDE TO IMPACT ON SURFACE OF GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITE PANEL

The first composite panel has been made with 0.125 mm (5 mil) AWG and
important issues with the smaller AWG are the sensitivity to impact and
sonic ranging capability, and some preliminary investigations have been
carried out in these areas. It was found that the impact of a salt grain
(-0.000075 gm) dropped from a height of 25 cm onto the panel surface could
be sensed via the small diameter waveguide. Compared with previous data,
Harrold and Sanjana (1986a), obtained using larger diameter AWG, the trend
with increasing impact is similar, and the impact signal is approximately
proportional to the square of the AWG diameter.
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8. TRANSIENT TIME METHOD (SONIC
RANGING) FOR LOCATING IMPACT SITE ON
SURFACE OF GRAPHITE-EPOXY COMPOSITE

Z (Zo,_ Sonic ranging techniques will be useful
for locating both impact sites and
highly stressed regions within submarine
hulls which generate acoustic emissions

10 . •(AE) . Longitudinal acoustic waves from
V A -S these events could reach the acoustic

Slsensors at the AWG terminations by
different paths and at different

101 •velocities. For example, at a velocity
. 1.... WW of -7500 m/sec within graphite to the
.D.-ing L nearest implanted AWG or nearest

waveguide exit and then through thisS. . .. waveguide at -4500 m/sec to reach the
Ii 4 S1 Iri o termination. In addition, a possible

longitudinal wave velocity is -5000
Fig. 7AWGsignalsversusstrainforfourpoint m/sec, which would be the average of
strain test on epoxy-graphite specimens. 7500 m/sec for graphite, and -2500 m/sec

for epoxy. Also, shear waves and surface waves with different velocities
will be present.

Typical transient signals recorded at AWG terminations and triggered by the
first arriving signal are illustrated in Fig. 8. The impact site was near
one corner of the panel and the signal, Fig. 8, indicating 50 psec transit

time was recorded at the AWG termination
in the opposite corner. This agrees
with the value which can be calculated
based on the wave velocity in graphite
and distance traveled. It should alsd

2 /,Oose/m. 53 V, 50o Ws-. be noted that the signal frequency is
'-60 kHz and it is modulated at -S kHz,
which is the panel resonant frequency
based on an average velocity of -5000
m/sec for graphite-epoxy.

H, mV/-, 50 .... m. 16 MV. •50 ..... 9. ACOUSTIC WAVEGUIDE OPERATING MODES

Fig. 8-Typlca! transient signal recorded at 5 mil
Nichrome AWG termination due to surface impact. Embedded AWG are versatile and can be
135 mgm steel ball dropped from 25 cms. used in three useful operating modes.

Firstly, in the transmit/receive mode either along individual AWG or
between distant AWG, for cure monitoring (Fig. 5), strain monitoring (Fig.
7) or composite quality measurement. The next important operating mode is
receive only, for impact measurement (Fig. 8) and eventual damage location
by sonic ranging. The third useful operating mode is transmit/receive and
simultaneous impact. Stress waves from the impact modulate the original
transmitted wave. This mode provides another method for sensing impact on
a panel surface and locating the impact site.

10. EMBEDDED ACOUSTIC WAVEGUIDE SENSING CONCEPT FOR SUBMARINE STRUCTURE

In the sensing concept, Fig. 9, AWG would be embedded within the hull in a
hoop-like fashion every 15 meters ('-50 feet). During submarine operation,
the hull stresses, strain and sounds from possible microcracks would be
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HuIIEmbedded monitored via the AWG
Acousti Waveguides terminations. T h i s

Loca! Visual Local Visual LED Display information would b e
LEO•e,s cas,ý •available both locally, via

a visual display (LED-type
of oscilloscope, Mims
(1979)), and remotely at a
central NDE and diagnostic

Acoustic Sensorsat center after transmission
WaveguideTerminations via a fiber optic data

Central i .Srress .Temperature transmission link. The
NDEand *Strain *Pressure basic AWG sensors can be

iagnost :I.mpact :Radiation modified by adding specialFiber Optic Links Center L •Age • Microcracksto Diagnostic Center Cw coatings to also monitor

other phenomena such as
Fig. 9-Smart structure with embedded acoustic temperature and radiation.
waveguide array for submarine NOE and diagnostics. Consequently, before

implantation, an important consideration will be future monitoring
requirements throughout the submarine lifetime.

11. SUMMARY

Mechanical tests on graphite-epoxy composite specimens with large (0.5 mm)
diameter Nichrome AWG embedded show only a -14% strength reduction under
the worst case stress conditions which should be eliminated with the use of
smaller, 0.125 to 0.250 mm diameter AWG. The mechanical tests at 80"C
reveal no problems with the large diameter embedded AWG, which infers that
the thermal expansion characteristics of Nichrome and graphite-epoxy match
well. Galvanic effects between graphite and Nichrome have been shown to be
minimal and problems are not anticipated. It has been shown that AWG
embedded sensors are valuable for cure monitoring of graphite-epoxy
composites during manufacture and on completed specimens, proof of
principle tests have demonstrated strain monitoring, impact sensing and
location. Three operational modcs have been identified for the AWG
sensors. In addition, for large area cure and condition monitoring,
acoustic waves can be transmitted between distant AWG. Anticipated related
benefits of embedded metallic AWG are lightning protection and EMI
shielding via improved conductivity within the composite, and resistive
heating to improve the curing process or for deicing in service. As this
developmental program proceeds it is planned to determine the performance
of smaller (0.125 to 0.250 mm) diameter embedded AWG sensors, monitor the
cure of thick (50 mm) panels, optimize the AWG terminations, and
investigate impact damage sensing and location.
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Surface impedance modification of plates in a water-filled waveguide

P S Dubbelday

Naval Research Laboratory, Underwater Sound Reference Detachment,
P.O.Box 568337, Orlando F1 32856-8337

ABSTRACT: The interaction of parallel waves, propagating in a water-
filled cylindrical waveguide, with a plate perpendicular to its axis
is determined by the plate's specific acoustic impedance, the
product of density and wave speed. By means of an attached
piezoelectric disk-shaped double transducer, (sensor and actuator),
the apparent surface impedance of the plate is modified to equal the
impedance of the medium, thus establishing a no-reflection
situation. The actuator voltage is regulated by a feedback loop,
based on an algorithm for complex-root finding.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this investigation, plane waves propagate in a cylindrical
waveguide, and interact with a disk-shaped plate with specific acoustic

impedance psc s, where ps is the density and cs the dilatational wave
speed in the plate material. In a previous study (Dubbelday and Homer
1991), it was shown that by attaching a layer of piezoelectric material
(actuator) to the plate, one can establish a condition of no-
transmission through the plate, by regulating the voltage of the
actuator through a feedback loop that reduces the voltage output of a
sensor, placed behind the plate, to zero. The feedback loop was closed
by a computer that performs its task by means of an algorithm from
complex-root-finding concepts.

To establish a no-reflection condition, one needs two items of
information to drive the actuator, in order to distinguish the incoming
wave from the reflected wave. These could be derived from two pressure
transducers, or one pressure transducer and one velocity transducer.
In the analysis presented here it is shown that one may establish a no-
reflection condition by means of two active layers attached to the
plate. The voltage of one of these, the actuator, is governed ly a
feedback loop, based on the same algorithm as referred to above, that
uses the voltage signal from the other layer, the sensor.

I S ( ~rcr¶nmcnt 199
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WAVEGUIDE AND TRANSDUCERS

A sketch of the waveguide used in this
experiment is shown in Figure 1. This WATER

is an NRL-USRD (Naval Research

Laboratory, Underwater Sound Reference
Detachment) type G19 calibrator (Naval 23 cm.

Research Laboratory 1982). A plane
wave is created in the water-filled
tube by a coil-driven piston in the

bottom.

The double transducer is constructed

from two layers of active material,
each 3.3 mm thick. The active material V PCER

is NTK Piezorubber, PR-306.
(Piezorubber is a trademark of NTK Fig. 1. Experimental arrange-
Technical Division, NGK Spark Plug Co., ment in C19 calibrator.
Nagoya, Japan.) It consists of PbTiO3

particles embedded in a neoprene elastomer matrix. The center
electrode is common to both transducer disks, and is kept at ground
potential. The shields of the transducers and the shields of the

coaxial cables are electrically connected together and to ground. The
polarization of the two transducers is antiparallel.

ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE TRANSDUCER SENSOR ACTUATOR PLATE

It is assumed that the operation of d--d- '// d/

the two transducers, attached to the V /

plate, may be adequately described 2 i /f,

by a model sketched in Figure 2. 'I' / A

The second subscript indicates the '221 f 21 "

transducer, 1 for the actuator, and " P"

2 for the sensor. '12 ýii

The basic equations are derived in I . / < "1"221 '21 , " 1 /

Auld (1973) in the thin-disk L/ / ,
approximation, for which the lateral
dimension is much larger than the Fig. 2. Interaction of incoming
thickness. They form a set of six w7ave with plate and double

linear relations between the four transducer.

surface forces per unit of area f.. and the four surface velocities v..
1J

(where ij = 1,2), the two voltages V1 and V2 for the actuator an
sensor, respectively, and the current density Jl in the actuator. It

is assumed that the sensor does not draw current. For the sake of
better insight into the analysis it is assumed that the actuator and
sensor consist of the same material, and have identical dimensions. Of
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course this assumption is not essential to the principle of the method.

Lafleur et al (1991) give relations for the case where the two layers

are not identical.

At the interface between the transducers one has the conditions f -

f 11 ý0 and v11 + v 2 2 = 0, thus there is a total of eigh- equations for

the eight unknowns. In the experiment, the quantity V1 is set, and the

quantities V2 and J can be measured. Thus, in principle, one can

express the eight unknowns in terms of these observable quantities.

When the algebra is carried out one finds the physically plausible

result that the current density J1 is m, ily determined by the specific

capacity of the transducer, and only a small fraction of J, plays a

part in the computation, thus posing impossible demands on the accuracy

of the current measurement.

Therefore a different approach is followed. Without any voltage

impressel on ýhe actuator and its terminals not connected, one observes
tN,) voltages V10 and V2 0 . Since the curg-ent density JI is now "known",

being equal to zero, it is possible to express the eight forces and

velocities in terms of the voltages V1 0 and V2 0 .

From these expressions one may infer the impedance to the wave at the

interface between actuator and plate, zp = - f21 / v 2 1 . With this

experimentally determined value of z , one may solve the original

equations for f12 and v 12 in terms of &he set actuator voltage VP, and

the observed sensor voltagL V2 .

It is assumed that z stays constant for a suf~iciently long time, to

establish the zero condition for the function w = f 1 2 - zi v 1 2 , where

zi is the desired impedance -f the sensor Furfdce to the incoming wave.
For the no-reflection condition zi = PO Co, the specific acoustic
impedance of the medium.

FEEDBACK ARRANGEMENT

The establishment of the desired input impedance of the plate-

transducer combination amounts mathematically to findiig the zero of

the function w. The right-hand side may be considered as a composite

function of the voltage impressed on the actuator V1 (considered as the

independent complex variable z). Both f 1 2 and v12 are determined in

terms of V1 and V2 by solution of the basic equations, as sketched
above. The observed sensor voltage V2 is a function of V1 through the

physical setup. Thus a complex function w = f(z) is identified, partly

defined by mathematical expressions and partly by the experimental

arrangement. This function does not have to be linear, but it should

be analytic. Matbematically the problem reduces to finding the root(s)

of the analytic complex function f. From the various methods for root-

finding available, the secant method proved quite successful, because
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the function is almost linear, and may be supposed to have only one

root.

In the present study of no-reflection, whereby the impedance z. is set

equal to the impedance p oc of the watercolumn, the root-finding

algorithm worked as well as before. The desired status of a traveling

wave between piston and plate was not established, however. A

comparison was made between the values computed for the stress and

velocity at the sensor separately and values measured by a miniature

hydrophone near the sensor and an accelerometer mounted on the sensor,

respectively. The agreement for pressure was reasonably good, Figure

3, but not so for the velocity, Figure 4. Various causes were

investigated, but thus far no solution has been found.

S - N ,

7-7

¢•FUFNCY 'Hv . PEQUENCY 'kH,)

Fig. 3. Comparison of pressure Fig. 4. Comparison of velocity
from double transducer (solid) from double transducer (solid)
with measurement by hydrophone with measurement by accelero-
(dashed). meter (dashed).
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Shape memory alloy articulated (SMAART) control surfaces

Charles H. Beauchamp, Richard H. Nadolink, and Laurence M. Dean

Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC), Newport, Rhode Island

ABSTRACT: The SMAART concept is a variable camber (articulated) foil which is
actuated by shape memory alloy wires to control flight of hydrodynamic or aerodynamic
vehicles. An operational model of a SMAART control surface was fabricated and
demonstrated in a water tunnel. Lift measurements in the water tunnel indicated that the
articulated foil produces 40% higher lift (turning) force than rigid foils at angle of attack.
Flow visualization showed that the wake behind an articulated foil was a factor of 3
smaller than the rigid foil at equivalent lift.

I. BACKGROUND

Numerous naval vehicles employ conventional NACA rigid foils which are rotated at an angle
of attack (AOA) to control flight path. It is known that uncambered foils separate at relatively

small angles of attack. This limits the lift coefficient that can be obtained and disturbs the flow

entering a down.stream propulsor. SMAART control surfaces are a viable method of
developing flexible control surfaces with variable camber and AOA. The SMAART foil

produces a larger lift coefficient at a given AOA than the equivalent rigid foil. This results in
less separation and smaller resultant wakes at equivalent lifts.

The origin of the SMAART concept came from biological structures which have articulated

bone or flexible cartilage structures which are actuated by contracting muscle fibers contained
within a pliable skin. The original SMAART concept used a hinged aluminum structure which

was actuated by contracting shape nmeory alloy (SMIA) wires. The structure and wires were
covered by a pliable elastomer skin to produce a flexible foil shape. Later variations of the
corncept replaced the hinged structure with a spring steel back bone and move the actuating

SMA wire outside the foil. All of these variations have potential applications to aircraft or

marine vehicles. This technology is covered by patents by Crosswell (1976), Cincotta and

Nadolink (1990), Beauchamp, et. al. (1991).

"The objective of the work describe in this paper was to develop an operational model of the
SNMAART control surfaces concept and to demonstrate its hydrodynamic performance

improvements relative to an equivalent rigid control surface.

2. APPROACH

A typical rigid underwater vehicle control fin was selected as the baseline for this study. The
fin shape was a low aspect ratio swept wing with a tip winglet. A NACA W012 foil section

It'0j' (0)1' l hI •h :h 1 td
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was used over its entire span. Prior to the experimental work the performance of a rigid

NACA 0012 foil was compared to an articulated NACA 0012 foil using a two dimensional

potential flow and boundary layer codes from Gentry and Warzan (1976). The codes were

used to predict lift, drag and separation on each foil as a function of AOA.

An operational SMAART model with shape equivalent to the baseline fin was fabricated.

Both the rigid baseline and the articulated fin models were tested in the NUSC Research Water

Tunnel. This tunnel is capable of flow up to 30 ft/sec through a 12-inch square test section.

Flow visualization techniques were used to investigate the separation on the models as a

function of AOA. Both models were also mounted on a force balance in the water tunnel to

measure lift, drag, and torque as a function of AOA and speed.

3. RESULTS

3I Actuator Mechanism

Three actuator concepts were developed. The first two used hinged structures which were

actuated by SMA wires. Operational actuators were fabricated and tested for these earlier

concepts. With some further development these actuators have potential for some control

surface applications. However, it was determined that complete operational control surfaces

could not be fabricated within time and cost constraints of this demonstration project using

these earlier actuators.

The third actuator concept (shown in figure 1 ) was used for demonstrating a SMAART control

fin. Ir this concept the SMA wires were locited outside the foil shape and the hinged

structure was replaced with a flexible spring steel backbone. The foil shape was formed by

molding elastomer over stiff leading edge and trailing edge plates which were joined by the

spring backbone. The model was articulated by fixing the leading edge and applying a force

to the trailing edge (via SMA wires) to bend the spring-back. This simultaneously applied

both camber and AOA to the fin.

The actuator employed two sets of SMA wires which were attached to opposite sides of a post

extending below the trailing edge of the foil. The wires were wrapped around a series of

pulleys to a terminal post. An electrical voltage was applied to one set of SMA wires to heat

them above a critical temperature at which a crystal phase change caused them to contract and

pull the trailing edge of the foil. SMA technology is described by Duerig and Melton (1989).

Upon removal of the voltage the wires were cooled by ambient fluid and the spring backbone
returned the foil to the uncambered position. Actuation in the opposite direction was

accomplished by applying voltage to the opposing set of wires.

L-.-ating the wires outside the foil had two major advantages over the internal actuator

concepts. First. a higher mechanical advantage was obtainable resulting in fewer SMA wires

and lower power to actuate the foil against the equivalent hydrodynamic forces. Secondly,

there was no constraint on the wire length resulting in less severe constraints on the AOA that
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Cold SMA Wire

Spring Metal Backbone Molded Elastomer

Hot SMA Wire

SMA Actuator

Fig. 1 Shape Memory Alloy Actuator

could be obtained. The spring backbone had the advantage over the hinged structure of
providing continuous curvature in the foils camber resulting in smoother more efficient
hydrodynamic shapes.

This SMAART model was tested in the water tunnel and the following performance was
obtained. Actuation up to a 7' AOA with the associated camber was obtained. Slew rates
exceeding 7 °/sec were obtained in both heating and cooling modes on the SMA wires. The
SMA wires were successfully electrically insulated so that they were cooled direct by contact
with ambient water. Power requirements for full (70) actuations at maximum slew rate was
1.3 kw with up to 3 ft/sec of water flow. Note that 1.3 kw was the limit of the power
supply. Above flow speeds of 3 ft/sec the angle of the maximum actuation diminishes until at
7 ft/sec the maximum actuation was less than 4 degree. It is believed that this decrease in
maximum angle was due to increased cooling from increased flow over the wires resulting in
insufficient power to completely heat the SMA wires above the critical temperature. Force
measurements indicate that the actuator which was built should have been able to produce
seven degrees of actuation at flow speeds in excess of 15 ft/sec.

Actuator force limitations could have been increased by adding additional SMA wires. AOA
limitations could be extended by increasing the length of the wires. Slew rates in heating
mode could be increased by increasing the instantaneous power. Slew rates in cooling mode
could be increased by increasing the fluid flow rate over the wires by either active or passive
means. By controlling ambient flow over the wires it would be possible to control cooling
rate and minimized power requirements during the heating mode.
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3.2 Hydrodynamic Analysis

Figure 2a shows the predicted lift vs. AOA for both the uncamnbered and articulated foils. The

lift coefficient, CL, is defined as CL = FL / 1/2 pV 2A were FL is the lift, p is the density of the

water, V is the velocity of the flow, and A is the area of the wino. The rigid foil reaches a
maximum lift coefficient of approximately 1.5 at approximately 150 AOA. The articulated foils

obtained a lift coefficient of 2.0 at an AOA of 100. This two dimensional analysis showed
that the cambered fin produce twice the lift of the rigid fin at the same AOA.

The analysis indicates that at 15' the rigid foil has 35% separation and at 20' it has 95%

separation. Data from Abbott and von DoenHoff (1959) indicates lift coefficient on the rigid
foil drops off at AOA larger than 16'. This is apparently due to the large degree of separation
on the foil. Analysis shows that at AOA of 10' the articulated foil has only reached 25%

separation. AOA was used to relate % separation to lift coefficient as show in figure 2b.

The analysis predicts that at a lift coefficient of 1.5 the articulated foils produce less than 1/2

the separation of the rigid foil.

2.0 100,0

1.5 J 75.0
0Rigid

"•" Foil1.0 50.0
80 Rigid Ak -rtulated

(O~[ 

Rigiidd

A rticulated
Foil Foil

0.5 A Articulated M2.0

Foil

0.0 0.0
0.0 5.0 1 0.0 15.0 20.0 0.0 0.5 1i0 1.5 2.0

Angle of Attack (Degree) lift Coefficient

a) Lift Coefficient Versus b) Separation Versus Lift Coefficient
Angle of Attack

Fig. 2 Two Dimensional Analysis

3.3 Lift Measurements

The force measurements were made under steady states conditions. The articulate foil was
held in camber by a tensioned strip located between the actuator post and the balance strut.
Both articulate and rigid fin were clamped to the b,.annce ,trut at the appropriate AOA. Figure

3 shows a comparison between lift measurernerts for the articulatcd and rigid fins. The
statistical error bars on this figure are the 951 confidence level. The results indicate that on
the average the a-ticulated foil produce 40% r- more lift than the rigid foil at a given angle of

attack. That is at 1,", AOA the articulated foil had the ,inic lift c(Officient its the rigid foil at

.... _...
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24' AOA. This is less than l(X)%, increase in lift coefficient predicted by the two dimensional

analysis but the low aspect ratio fin which was tested exhibited highly 3-dimensional flow.
Furthermore, it was observed during the measurements that the articulated foil showed

significant flattening of the camber and deflection of the tip when flow was applied. This

effect was not fully accounted for when the AOA was measured thus the reported AOA should
be lower for the articulated foil. Based on this observation it is believed that the lift
performance of the articulated foil could be significantly improved by designing a structure
and actuator which better maintained tie foil shape. It should be noted that no attempt was
made in this project to optimize the foils shape. Development of improved SMAART designs

are currently in progress.

0.7-

SArticulated Fin
0 * • Rigid Fin

005 T

ta)

*. 0.4

0

-J 02

00-
S5 20

Angle of Attack (degrees)

Fig. 3 Comparison of Articulated and Rigid Fins,
Lift vs. Angle of Attack

3.4 Flow Visuali7attion

Flow visualization with d\e ,treaks -,as condut,:cd in a water tunnel to compare the wake

behind the articulated and rigid loiI,, Figure -1 sho% s traces of the dye patienis in the wakes

of the rigid and articulated foiI at equivalent lift value (i.e. IS AOA for the articulated is

equivalent to 24' for the rigid). The rigid foil showed a tip vortex developing at AOA above
15'. It produces a wake width of 30 '5 of chord length immediately downstream of the foil.

The articulated foil did not show any tip vortex up to the I X' AOA. The maximum widlth of
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the wake behind the articulate foils was 10%/ of chord. This represents a factor of 3 smaller

wake at equivalent lift.

z~~180 ,

240

a. Rigid Foil b. Articulated Foil

Fig. 4 Dye Streak Flow Visualization Comparison of Rigid
and Articulate Foil Wakes

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The SMAART concept for development of articulated foil- with SMA wire actuators for

application to flight control of hydrodvnamic or acrodynvýuic vehicles has been demonstrated.

Analysis has indicated that the articulated foil produces higher lift (turning) force and less flow

separation than the conventional rigid foils. An operational demonstration model of the

articulated control fin concept has been fabricated and tested. The results of lift measurements

indicate the articulated foil fabricated here produced a 40% increase in lift relative to the rigid

foil at the same AOA. The results of flow visualization indicate that the articulated foils had a

factor of three smaller wake at equivalent lift. Current efforts are being d1irected towards

optimizing the foil shape and improving the actuator and structural designs.
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Distributed control concepts using neural networks

J. J. Helferty D. Boussalis and S. J. Wang
Temple University Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Philadelphia, PA 19122 Pasadena, CA 91109

ABSTRACT: A method for employing artificial neural networks for the decentralized
control of flexible space structures is investigated. The basic approach is to couple the
concept of the overlapping expansion/contraction method, developed by Ikeda and Siljak
(1984), to the design of a decentralized artificial neural network controller. In this paper
we develop a decentralized neuromorphic controller (NMC) and demonstrate its
application to the vibration control of local sections of large space structures. An
illustrative simulation example is given for the local control for a finite-dimensional
model of the JPL/AFAL Flexible Control Experimental facility.

1. INTRODUCTION

The performance required of future precision large space structures such as orbiting
interferometers and segmented reflector telescopes places very stringent requirements on the
alignment and stability of optical components which are attached to large lightweight structural
frameworks. The control system for the supporting structure, along with the rest of the system,
must exhibit properties such as quietness (i.e., no vibration), high precision figure and position
alignment, and system stability in the nanometer regeme. These performance requirements have
motivated a new approach to spacecraft design, where decentralized feedback control principles
coupled with advances in embedded sensing and actuation are applied to the design of high
performance structural systems.
Presently, control system designers rely heavily on an "accurate" model of the structure where
the space structure is generally modelled as a linear time-invariant system. Although such a
model may describe the physical system adequately, any model is only an approximation to the
physical system. There is always some uncertainty present in the structure due to physical
parameters not being known exactly, neglecting high frequency dynamics, or invalid
assumptions made in the model formulation. In this paper we suggest a distributed control
system architecture for large space structures based on multi-processor systems known as
artificial neural networks (ANN) which do not require accurate knowledge of the structure to
be controlled ')ut rather learn to formulate control strategies from their operational experience.
We shall exploit both the distributed nature and the learning capabilities of ANN for the design
of a robust, distributed control system for precision space structures. A distributed architecture
is developed in which an ANN controller is employed at each actuator for local control of a
section of the structure. The objective is to determine the feasability of using ANN control
strategies to provide accurate vibration suppression along with figure and position alignment
over a wide range of frequencies for the entire structure.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the method of overlapping
expansion/contraction method and how it is applied to finite-element models of flexible space
structures. Section 3 discusses the Neuromorphic Control (NMC) algorithm and presents a
simulation example of the NMC algorithm for the local control of a section of JPL/AFAL
structure.

1 Q'Oi I()P Puwihihmne I td
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2.REVIEW OF THE INCLUSION PRINCIPLE FOR FLEXIBLE
STRUCTURES.

The inclusion principle, built around the concept of overlapping expansions and contractions
and was found to be ideally suited for the decentralized control of flexible space structures and
has been investigated by Youseff (1988) and Ozguner et. al. (1990). The basic idea for the
application of the inclusion principle to flexible structures was to view the structure as
consisting of many "loosely" coupled subsystems. In brief, the procedure based on the
inclusion principle developes an expanded model of the original finite -dimensional model of the
structure such that the expanded model "includes" the original model - that is, the dynamics of
the original model can be extracted fom the expanded model.

Consider a pair of linear-time invariant systems S and S described by

S: x=Ax+Bu; y=Cx (2.1)

a: x=Ax+Bu: y=Cx (2.2)

where xe P ' and xE R1 and n > n.
Definition 2.1(Definition 2.3 of Ikeda and Siliak (19841: We say that a systemSincludes a
system S if there exist an ordered pair of matrices (UV) such that UV = In, and for any initial

state x(0) of S and any input u(t) we have

x(t: x(0),u)= Ux(t: Vx(0). u), (2.3)

ylx(t)J = y[x(t)l for all t > 0 (2.4)

This definition implies that the system S contains all the necessary information about the
behavior of the system S. We can extract any property of S from S, and evaluate the properties
ofS using S as a reduced order model. This is the underlying idea of the inclusion principle.
Consider a model of a flexible structure in its state space form:

x=Ax+Bu; y=Cx (2.5)
where A id a block diagonal matrix, i.e., A=block diag(A 1 ,A2 ... An) and

Ai L [ _] (2.6)

where (oi is the natural frequency of the ith mode. Ozguner (1990) developed an overlapping

expansion method such that each subsystem model for the flexible structure is controllable and
observable. Modes were chosen for a particular subsystem by considering the influence
coefficients in the B and C matrices. Based on this expansion we shall next develop a NMC
algorithm for each subsystem of a flexible .,tructure.

3 THE NEUROMORPHIC CONTROL ALGORITHM

Figure I shows a block diagram of the control system which is employed for the local control
of a subsystem. Before discussing the specific function of each block in Fig. 1, a brief
description of the overall control system is given. The NMC can be viewed as a self-tuning
regulator from modern control theory with adjustable parameters and is comprised of two
feedback loops. The goal of the NMC is to develop a local control signal u, as a function of

both the current state of the subsystem structure x, and a set of tunable weighting parameters 0.

so that the system state is regulated about a desired control setpoint or trajectory xd. The

primary feedback loop (shown with the bold line) simple maps the current state of the structure
into the next control signal through the regulator. The regulator in the form of a three-layer
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feedforward neural network (FNN). The input state vector x is propogated through the FNN,
layer by layer, to produce a control signal u at its output which is then fed into the structure as
the control input. The secondary loop employs a parameter adaptation technique which teaches
the FNN, through adaptation of the parameter vector Q, how to construct a proper control
signal. In the secondary loop, the new state is then compared to the desired state and an on-line
nonlinear reccursive least square (NRLS) estimation technique is used to adjust the weighting
parameters of the FNN by sequentially minimizing a weighted quadratic performance index of
the eiror between the desired state _d and current plant states x. It should be noted that once the

FNN learns how to map the current state into the appropriate control action, the secondary loop
is no longer necessary and can be removed.

X desired et point

;!UVX1T-Oa*T Update •:ilaiiiiiiiil~prarrneter El~stimationi:;:

Nonlinear o Recurse

New,~Las Sa Neur :••"ar e

Fig. I: Block diagram of the Neuromorphic Controller
3.1 Feedforward Neural Network. Figure 2 shows the specific network topology that will

be used as the regulator. The network is arranged into three layers; an input, hidden, and output
layer and we employ two types of "neurons", namely; linear (L) and sigmoidal (S). The input
layer consist of n linear neurons and receives signals in the form of plant states x, where x is an
n-dimensional vector. Note that we assume that all of the plant states are measureable andaccessible. The output layer consist of m linear neurons and emits m control signals to the
structure (u is an i-dimensional vector). The hidden layer is used to encode environmental

information and develop sophisticated input/output mappings and consists of h signioidal

neurons whose outputs are denoted by the h-dimensional vector _Q. Note that we only show
typical feedforward paths for a single neuron in each layer.

2APW ZAW Mide LM1 fowvvý: • :

Fig. 2: Topology of the regulator implemented as a three-layer feedforward neural
network. Note that not all of the connections and neurons are shown.
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The output layer constructs a control signal of the form

u__ =IW'I_(•I([W(1)h xh) + IW<3)i x+'tu (3.1)

where IW(2)I is an m x h matrix connecting the hidden layer to the output layer, Q([W(')], X,
"h) is an h-dimensional vector of hidden layer outputs, [Wl] is an h x n matrix connectsing

the input layer to the hidden layer, x is an n-dimensional vector of plant states, ? is an h-vector
of hidden layer thresholds, [W(3)] is an m x n matrix of direct connections from the input layer

to the output layer, _Iu is an m-vector of output layer thresholds, and P is an in-vector of
control signals. Finally, a vector of tunable parameters comprised of all the synaptic weights
and thresholds is defined as

Q= [Wl, ...' wP, .... W ... w ..w .
n, h, kj3  r u

1 h ... i1hh, W (3) .... W 3) . (3)n T .... TU IT (3.2)

which has dimension p = n-h + h-m + h + n*m + m.
3.2 Local Flexible Structure Model and the Control Objective. We first assume
that the original finite-dimensional model for the structure has been expanded according to the
inclusion principle as given by Ozguner et. al (1990), then we consider each local subsystem
model for the flexible structure to be of the form:

X(i)(k+l) =A 6) xi)(k) + B(i) 1 ji (i)(k)_(k)) (3.3)

where k is discrete time (k=0,1,2,...), A(i) is a matrix of locally controllable modes and BM is
the control influence matrix. Here we shall make the following assumptions:

(i) A(') is unknown;
(ii) B) is known;
(iii) the order of the subsystem (i.e., the number of states) is known;
(iv) all of the local modes are measurable and controllable;

The state x(i)(k+l) becomes a function of the FNN weighting parameters _(k) through the

dependence on the local contol 11 (i)(x(i)(k), 0(k)).

The control objective is to find a set of parameters _(k) such that the computed control
commands. or ce applied to the structure will cause the output x(')(k+ 1) to approach the desired

set point -d. Adaptation of the FNN control parameters 0 is achieved by minimizing the
following performance index:

N-I

J(N.O) = I( M(k+l) - x(i)(k+l) )TIQ(k+l)] ( Mj(k+l) - x(i(k+l) ) (3.4)

k--O
where N is the total number of samples and [Q(k+l)] is a sequence of positive definite n by n
weighting matrices. The sequential minimization of Eq. (3.4), in real-time, is performed using
the Nonlinear Recursive Algorithm described in Helferty (1991).
3.3 Examnle for a 3-mode subsystem, A finite-dimensional model of the JPL/AFAL
Flexible Spacecraft simulator will be considered as a test for our decentralized NMC. Ozguner
(1990) has perviouly studied this model and has shown it can be decoupled into 14 subsystems
using the inclusion principle. We shall consider one of the finite-dimensional subsystem
models for the JPLUAFAL facility which incorporates 3 modes of the structure.
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The model is giver in modal coordinates so that the state variables represent modal amplitudes
and velocities. We shall also assume that the control influence matrix B and the output matrix C
are known while we have no knowledge of the plant matrix A. Let us consider the problem of
vibration suppression given an initial deflection of the structure. This basically means that we
desire to drive all the states (i.e., modal displacements) to zero.
The 3-mode subsystem model is given by:

x=Ax+Bu; y= 0 x

000.00 000.00 000.00 001.00 000.00 000.00

000.00 000.00 000.00 000.00 001.00 000.00
wee 000.00 000.00 000.00 000.00 00)0.00 001.00

where A
-14.93 000.00 000.00 -00.07 000.00 000.00
000.00 -111.98 000.00 000.00 -00.21 000.00
000.00 000.00 -931.54 000.00 000.00 -00.61

B =[0, 0, 0, .009,.0279, -. 07021T; C=[ IO1, 1, 0, 0, 01T

with an initial deflection x(0) = 1.5-5-5,0,0,01 T. Figure 3 illustrates the open loop time
response and Fig. 4 llustrates the closed loop time response using NMC to generate the control
signals. The NMC learns to construct the proper control signal to dampen out the initial
deflection in 5 sec.

Fig. 3 A Fig. 4

, \!>, [I

J 0,r

rime (sec. Time (sec.)

4. CONCLUSIONS
A Neuromorphic Control algorithm has been developed decentralized control of flexible space
structures, where a model of the structure is incomplete. A single feedforward neural network
is employed to compute the appropriate control sequences to suppress vibration. The neural
network is trained by a Nonlinear Recursive Least Square algorithm, which has better
convergence properties than most of the currently used weight adaptation algorithms. In this
approach we avoid the heuristic "backpropogation" neural network algorithms that are currently
used extensively in the literature to train neural network models.
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Vibration control of cylinders using piezoelectric sensors and actuators

Hartono Sumali, Harley Cudney and Jeffrey Vipperman

Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksbure. VA 24061DatUSA

ABSTRACT: Experiments were done to demonstrate that the vibrations and the roise
field surrounding an elastic cylinder can be activelv controlled using structure-borne
sensors and actuators. Piezoelectric polymer film was used to sense the vibration, and
piezoceramic actuators were used to impart vibration-canceling forces. Two controllers
were used: an analog-based controller for wave cancellation and a digital controller
piogrammed with an adaptive control algorithm. Results showed a 68 dB reduction
in error signal and a 29 dB reduction in overall sound pressure level measured in a
reverberant environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

In elastic cylindrical structures for underwater applications, vibration and the resulting
sound have to be controlled to enhance the structure's ability to evade detection. Passive
vibration and acoustic damping methods are often incapable of achieving the goal, or
simply not feasible. Active control can be performed by introducing forces on the structnre
that cancel the effect of vibration.

In certain applications such as torpedoes, microphones -- which are the most common
error sensors - are not feasible feedback sensors. In this case, structure-borne sensors have
to be utilized. Film made of piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is a good
structure-borne sensor for this application because it occupies almost no space, it does not
load the structure, and it can be bonded to the structure very easily. Moreover, PVDF film
has a unique advantage of being able to be shaped so that it is selectively sensitive to
certain vibration modes. The actuators that can be used are also ones that need no external
support. Again, structure-borne actuators are needed. Compared to proof mass actuators.
piezoceramic lead zirconate titanate (PZT) crystals have many advantages such as compact
size, low mass, simplicity of a single-component device, large force-to-weight ratio, low
cost and minimal maintenance requirement.

To demonstrate the ability of structure-borne PVDF film sensors and PZT actuators to
control the vibration of the cylinder, harmonic steady-state disturbance rejection
experiments aere done.

2 THE CYLINDER

The structoie controlled was an aluminum cylindrical shell 16 inches long. 10 inches in
outside diameter, 025 inch thick. Control experiments were done both on the cylinder
shcll alone (referred to as the open cylinder) and on the cylinder with solid circular plates
bolted tightly on both ends (closed cinder). A shaker inside generates a steady state
iarmonic point force disturbance. A PVDF film sensor and PZT actuators were bonded
on the outer surface of the cylinder (see Figure 1).

109, IOP Puhh'hIng 1.td
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The natural frequencies and approximate mode shapes were analytically predicted LV a
method given by Blevins (1979). This method approximates the mode shape function wi'h
a product of the axial part ania the circumferential part of the function. The circumferential
part is a cosine function. The axial par, is a mode shape function of a beam with bound",-v
conditions corresponding to the end conditions of the cylinder. For the open, cylinder, the
boundary conditions are like those of a free-free beam. The closed cylindei '-oundary
:onditions were modeled as pins with torsional springs whose stiffness constant was
determined experimentally. The eigenvalues and mode shape function for this type of
boundary conditions were computed with formulas given by Gorman (1975). Subsequent
experiments using accelerometers on the cylinder verified the predicted natural frequencies
and mode shapes of the open cylinder within 8 percent ,see table 1). For the closed
cylinder, however, tile analytical prediction was only accurate for those modes where the
axiýl mode index is 1. The frequencies are shown in Table 2. In this paper, mode shape
(i.,J means a ,nuode shape where the circumferential part is i sinusoids and the axial part
i. like the j"' mode! shape of a beam with corresponding boundary cnditions.

Because only on-resonance single-tone disturbance rejection was studied, vibration modes
were selected for case studies. Acoustic experiments revealed that for the open cylindel
the most powerful acoustic radiator is the fourth Rayleigh mode. (The i"' Rayleigh mode
shape is a mode shape where the circumferential part is i periods of sinusoids around the
cylinder and where lines parallel to the cylinder's axis remain parallel to that axis. that is,
there is no axial variation at any fixed radial position.) The natural frequency assUciatcd
with this mude is 1425 Hz. For the closed cylinder, a very powerful acoustic radiator is
mode (4.1 ý. whose natural frequency is 154- r-z.

Table I Open Cylinder Natural Frequencies Table 2 Closed Cylinder Natural Frequencie,

Mode Ana- Experi- % Mode Ana- Experi- K-
lytical mental er- lytical mental er-
(Hz) (Hz) ror (Hz) (Hz) rOr

Ra-vleigh 2 261 263 0.77 3.1 1019 1010 -0.8S

Ravleigh 3 737 747 1.36 2.1 1121 1050 -6.33

Ravleich 4 1413 1425 0.85 4,1 1526 1545 1.24

Ravleigh 5 2285 2250 -1.53 5,1 2358 2400 178

Rayleigh 6 3353 3350 -0.09

3. 1 1586 1570 -1.01

4., 1 1860 18 50 -0.54

5, 1 2637 2630 -0.27

6, 1 3684 3680 -0.11

2,2 4118 3825 -7.12

3. 2 3005 2h80 -4.16

4. 3 3877 3735 -3.66 T

5, 3 4139 4030 -2.64

6. 3 4927 4825 -2.1'7 Figure 1 Cylinder with a Shaker,
PVDF Sensoms arid PZT Nctuators

5. 4 5182 4895 5.54
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3. PVDF FILM SENSOR

When the open cylinder is excited with a 1425 Hz disturbance, Rayleigh mode 4 is excited
most, but all other modes are also excited, sending signals through the error sensor to the
controller. These signals, although much weaker than the intended 1425 Hz feedback
signal, may be amplified by the analog controller and fed back to the structure, resulting
in an ever-increasing excitation if the feedback signal is in-phase with the excitation. What
can help eliminate this problem of instability is an error sensor which is sensitive only to
, selected mode. Modal sensor theory developed by Lee (1987) basically explains how to
create such a sensor. Lee has verified his theory experimentally on a beam. Furthermore,
Zhou et. al. (1991) applied modal sensor on a plate, demonstrating experimentally that a
one-dimensional modal sensor on a two-dimensional structure filters out other modes other
than a family of intended modes and thereby reducing conntol spillover.

Modal sensors and other types of distributed sensors can be made of piezoelectric poly-
mer PVDF commercially available as thin filn sandwiched between two metal electrode
layers. With an electronic interf•,-e providing a sufficiently high input impedance, the
charge developed in the PVDF layer can be converted to voltage proportional to strain.
(Alternatively, a sufficiently low input impedance could also be used to conver, the
:,;or ourtput current to a voltage signal proportional strain rate.) The film can be cut

,o shapes to create modal sensors and then bonded on the structure. One-dimensional
modal sensor theory can be applied directly to the Rayleigh modes of the open cylinder,
since the mode shapes are one dimensional. A mode (4,j) sensor is shaped such that its
width varies around the cylinder
according to a function b(x) = p,,, p PVDF Sh
cos(4x/R,) where u,, is the width 00,.
amplitude and x = R, 0. Ro is the
outside radius and 0 is circumf-
erential position. The modal filter- 906s

in, effect of this sensor is demon- ,

strated in Ficure 2, which shows
the macnitude` ratio of the modal
sensor output voltage to excitation o ,,, ,
force (solid line), compared to the : i I

magnitude ratio of a commonly- -

used rectangular PVDF film sen- . - A

sor to excitation force (dotted ,
line). It is clear that the modal o 00 1" 1500oo 2'00 2_00 30 , 35C00 4oO 450 50,

sensor filtered out other modes Fm-'.,,

than Rayleigh mode 4 (1434 Hz), Figure 2 Modal Filtering Effect of PVDF Modal
mode (4.1) (1833 Hz), and mode Sensor
(43) (3730 Hz). (Mode (4.2) was
not strongly excited because the
shaker point of action was very close to the nodal line of this mode.) This result also
shows that the modal filtering effect of the mode (4,j) sensor does not only apply to
Rayleigh (one dimensional) modes, but also to other vibration modes of the cylinder.
This effect was taken advantage of in implementing the analog vibration control scheme
on the cylinder. This sensor will be refered to as the mode 4 sensor in the rest of this
paper.

4. PZT ACTUATORS

As showed by Fuller and Jones (1987), Piezoceramic PZT bonded on a structure can be
used to produce vibration to control acoustic emission from the structure. The converse
piezoelectric effect causes the PZT patches to impart strain on the cylinder when electric
voltage is applied to them. Piezoceramic PZT available commercially in the form of thin
chips coated with metal electrodes were cut into 1.5" x 1.25" rectangles and then
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bonded to milled-flat surfaces on 0- Q.. 26, o-
the cylinder. Experiment on the "
open cylinder at 1425 Hz showed :
that applying 36.6 V (0-peak) to
two actuators located in the - 0
middle of the cylinder's length -,
created a 36.5 g radial acceleration 250 ' ' 3 . 0 2. 0 2o 3 3H o 3,

on an antinode, equivalent to ooN, C, ooor .- 1--v1,2,6, ,,R-,o.

applying a 14 N point force at the
same location. The maximum
recommended operating voltage • -

for the type of PZT chip used is '0 -

212 V. A zoomed swept sine
frequency response analysis shows 0' 6 270 252 300 310 320

that the PZT actuators excite the F~ , 5,,,,

same structural response (Figure Figure 3 Magnitude Ratio of Acceleration to Force
3). Results from an acoustic test (Upper Graph): Magnitude Ratio of Acceleration to
on the closed cylinder in an PZT Voltage (Lower Graph)
anechoic chamber showed that at
1545 Hz (the frequency of mode .._________________ __

(4,1)) the directivity pattern of the .
sound generated by the cylinder
under the PZT excitation is very
similar to tie directivity pattern of
the sound generated by the -.

cylinder under shaker excitation "
(Figure 4). These results
demonstrate that the PZT chips are -----------
indeed capable of inducing
vibration and sound at levels
sufficient to cancel the shaker Figure 4 Acoustic Directivity Patterns of the
disturbance. Closed Cylinder: Under Shaker Excitation (Left

Graph); Under PZT Excitation (Right Graph)
5. CONTROL EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were done with two separate control schemes. The first one used analog
filter in a feedback path, and the second one implemented a Least Mean-Square adaptive
control algorithm on a digital signal processing board. Both experiments were done in a
reverberation chamber and the sound pressure level (SPL) generated by the vibrating
cylinder was monitored with a microphone to investigate how the controllers reduced
the acoustic emission from the cylinder. The disturbance excitation was applied by the
shaker. The PVDF film modal sensor and the PZT Actuators were used. The analog
control experiments were done on the open cylinder only. The adaptive control
experiments were done on both the open and the closed cylinders. The disturbance
frequency was 1420 Hz for the open cylinder and 1515 Hz for the closed cylinder.

In the analog control experiment, vibration feedback signal from the PVDF modal
sensor was sent to an eight-pole Bessel filter with a cut off frequency of 1440 Hz. The
output of the filter was amplified with a power amplifier and elevated to a high voltage
with a transformer when necessary. The output from the transformer drove three PZT
actuators to counteract the vibration disturbance from the shaker. Figure 5 shows that
the feedback control reduced the feedback error signal by 15 dB, acceleration at an
antinode by 16 dB, and overall sound pressure level by 23 dB. The control voltage
needed to drive the actuators to reduce the SPL from 88 dB to 73 dB was only 3.6 V.

The adaptive control scheme implemented the filtered-x least-mean-square (LMS)
algorithm on a TMS320C30 digital signal processing board. The control schematic is
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shown in Figure 6. At time step k, • 0o . .
the output u, of the two-weight aO --
feedforward controller is a linear -....
combination of x, and x., where 6 . - . ..
the reference signal x. is tapped -o 5 . 35 *• *3o 5o

directly from the signal generator
which generates the shaker 20_

disturbance signal. The two 0h 4. L
weights wk and wlk are adjusted - - - I
by" the LMS algorithm based on . -Z

the information from the PVDF - ,
sensor error signal ek and a % s
reference signal xk which is 90 ,0

obtained by filtering the original
reference signal x, through a filter to
that simulates the transfer function go- C-

T, of the plant. This transfer "0- a

function T, is measured off-line - - -. .
before the execution of the control 20: .
program. This technique is based 0 , . _ 35 .• ,
on the version of filtered-x LMS ,
algorithm given by Widrow and Figure 5 Results of Analog Control on Open
Stearns (19%5). Cylinder: Error Signal (Top Graph), Acceleration

(Middle Graph) and Sound Pressure Level(Bottom
When applied to the open Graph).
cylinder, the adaptive control
resulted in a 32 dB reduction in
PVDF error signal and a 26 dB
reduction in overall sound pressure
level. Figure 7 and Table 3 show
that the performance of the
adaptive control is superior to that
of the analog control. The adaptive P...

control appeared to induce a P'o'r Sý .o
vibration at about 4600 Hz,
probably because of aliasing ___________

problem. However, the SPL peak ,,,, Sagaa, L

caused by this vibration is about ] Ai,-o, .

25 dB lower than the uncontrolled c'.--

SPL. Moreover, this vibration can
easily be eliminated by filtering
the output of the digital controller.

6. PERFORMANCE OF Figure 6 LMS Control System
DIFFERENT SENSOR TYPES

Table 3 LMS versus Analog Control

To compare the performance of the PVDF Con- Error SPL
film modal sensor to the performance of an troller Signal Reduction
error microphone and a plain PVDF film Reduc- (dB)
sensor, experiments were done on the closed tion
cylinder in the reverberation chamber. The (dB) 1420 Over-
reduction in sound pressure level resulting Hz all
from LNIS control using the three sensors is
shown in Table 4. The plain PVDF sensor analog 15 23 23
was a rectangular PVDF film whose position LMS 32 34 26
with respect to the shaker point of action was
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symmetric with the position of the Open CSF.S-,PDF . ,-4 7, 11
mode 4 sensor. This sensor was t°u
used for comparison with the N c-1
modal sensor. It is clear that the so-
SPL reduction achieved by using I
the PVDF modal sensor is
comparable to the SPL reduction *... , I
achieved by using an error m•sc -1

microphone. These results show MSC

that PVDF modal sensors have a * '-",..,
good potential to replace error
microphone in various
applications. _

"o 5W 1000 1500 201 250D 3000 35500 4 4500 5000

7. CONCLUSIONS ft Hz

From the series of experiments Figure 7 Sound Pressure Level of Open Cylinder:
done on the cylinder, the LMS versus Analog Control
following conclusions can be
drawn. First, one-dimensional
modal sensors made of PVDF film can be
applied to the cylinder to reduce spillover and Table 4 SPL Reduction Achieved with
stability problem. Second, PZT actuators have Three Different Sensors. LMS Control
sufficient authority to generate the same on Ciosed Cylinder
vibration modes and acoustic directivity as
the shaker. Third, the LMS adaptive control Sensor Error SPL
creates �reater reductions in error signal, Signal Reduction
acceleration and overall sound pressure level Reduc- (dB)
than analog feedback control. And fourth, the tion
control performance achieved with the PVDF (dB) 1513 0-
modal sensor is comparable to the control Hz 'er-
performance achieved with a microphone as all
an error sensor. Plain PVDF 42 14 14
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Structural vibration suppression %ia adaptable damping and stiffness

Y. S. Kim, K. W. Wang and H. S. Lee

Mechanical Engineering Department, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA
16802, USA

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a control strategy to suppress structural vibrations by
on-line varying the system damping and stiffness. The feasibility of using ER-fluid-based
structures for such purposes is illustrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been recognized that some features of semi-active systems could be attractive to
vibration suppression of flexible structures. The main idea is to combine feedback controls
with devices whose damping and stiffness characteristics can be varied according to the
controller commands. This approach will have the advantages of both the passive and active
systems. Since energy is always being dissipated, it is insensitive to the spillover problem
encountered in fully-active controls (Balas 1982), while at the same time reserves the benefit
of feedback control of an active system. With the recent development of smart materials such
as electro-rheological (ER) fluids (Gandhi et al 1987; Coulter et al 1987; Stanway et al 1987),
on-line damping and stiffness variations can be physically achievable.

The major consideration in applying somi-active action on structures, other than the distributed
nature of the problem, is the nonlinear characteristic of the control system due to the state
dependent damping and stiffness parameters, the system uncertainties from unmodelled modes
and external disturbances, and the constraints imposed upon the actuators (positive damping
and stiffness constants). This paper first presents some experimental results showing the
dynamic characteristics of a ER-fluid-based beamn structure, and its feasibility for vibration
control. We then introduce a novel strategy, based on the theory of sliding mode, for semi-
active vibration suppression of flexible structures by on-line varying the damping and stiffness
characteristics of the actuators. The main advantage of employing the sliding mode control
technique is that it can be adequately applied to nonlinear systems, and the system can be
designed to be robust with respect to unmodelled dynamics, system variations and external
disturbances.

Although the feasibility of using an ad-hoc sliding mode control for semi-active structures
with adjustable damping has been shown by Wang and Kim (1990), it is recognized that the
important issue of actuator constraints needs to be addressed to fully utilize the theory. In a
recent paper (Kim and Wang 1991), the ad-hoc control law is augmented and modified to
compensate for the constraint problem. This present research extended the results of Kim and
Wang (1991) to incorporate variable stiffness and Coulomb friction forces of the actuators
(which has been experimentally identified in ER-fluid-based systems (Gandhi et al 1987;
Stanway et al 1987)) into the control law design.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

To study the feasibility of using ER-fluid-based structures for vibration suppression, an

1992 lOP Puhlishing ltd
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experimental fixture has been set up (Fig. 1). A composite cantilever beam specimen (30mm
x 5mm x 250mm), consists of a 2 mm ER-fluid layer sandwiched between two layers of
aluminum glued to plastic plates, has been fabricated. The thin layers of aluminum were used
as electrodes. A high voltage (0 to 8K volts) supply is used to activate the system. An
accelerometer attached to the end of the beam is used to measure the transverse vibration
signals. An impact hammer and a spectrum analyzer are used to perform frequency response
analysis of the beam.

Figure 2 illustrates the time response of the beam under free vibration. Given the same initial
displacement, the response of the beam damped out much faster when the ER fluid is
activated. The system frequency response function is shown in Figure 3. As the actuator
voltage increases, both the modal frequency and damping vary. A 8 dB drop of the first two
modal transfer function amplitude is observed when the voltage source increases from 0 to 4
kV/mm.

These experimental results show that it is feasible to actively change the structure damping and
stiffness by using a distributed adaptive material. It has also been shown that lumped ER-
fluid dampers can be very effective in on-line changing their viscous and Coulomb friction
dampings (Stanway et al 1987). With these smart actuators, a feedback control algorithm is
presented in the following sections to integrate the system and on-line suppress structural
vibrations.

0 kV/mrnm

A -SijP.1Aalya 5- 4 - kV/mm
8R..p-i T,-ft-

'D8 SWC & p E T.ads. 3C ooo

00.0 0.2 04 0.6 0.0 1.0

timne (s)

Figure 1, Experimental fixture Figure 2. Time response of" the beam

20-

10-

2, 0,
E -10

2-20-

o 020 3040506070 6090100

frequency (Hz)

Figure 3 Frequency r2sponse of the beam Figure 4. Sliding surface with boundary' layer
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3. CONTROL ALGORITHM SYNTHESIS

For the purpose of controller design, a distributed parameter system is normally discretized
into a set of ordinary differential equations through the finite element method or other classical
techniques, such as Rayleigh-Ritz or Galerkin's method. The model can further be
transformed into the modal equations:

W(t) + [Cl y(t) + [Q] y(t) + Ff(y(t),Y(t)) = f(t) (1)

Here y(t) is an Nxl generalized displacement vector, [CI and [01] are the NxN variable
damping and stiffness control matrices with state-dependent elements, Ff is the Coulomb
friction control force vector, and f(t) is the vector consists of external disturbances.
The N modes described in (1) are usually separated into Nm controlled modes and NR residual
modes. Equation (1) can thus be rewritten as

+ 1F :k + [k Qc IFy( tt)] + Frc(Y(t1 = Ffc(to (2)
L)R(tiL C) c CRR LyR (t)j 'V ORR Y.(t)J LF-R(,(t))j LVRt)j

It has been assumed that the relationship between the damping and stiffness variations in ER-
fluid-based structures is linear (Gandhi et al 1987). It can also be assumed that the viscous
damping constant and the friction force constant are linearly related in ER dampers. These
relationships can be determined experimentally. For the control algorithm design, only the
controlled modes are considered and therefore the following equation is used:

yc(t) + [fIcŽc y,(t) + ID(yj(t),yc(t))I u(t) = f•(t) (3)
where u(t' is an Mx I vector consists of the control actions (variable damping constants) from

the M actuators, [DI is an NxM state-dependent matrix and [kj is an NxN diagonal constant
stiffness matrix. The control actions are computed on the basis of the sliding mode control
theory (Kim and Wang 1991; Slotine 1984; Utkin 1977V.
Selecting the sliding surfaces (Figure 4) as

s(t) = CM(t) + .I y'(t), (4)
and with the sliding condition

sK s, < -TlK IsK1, K= . N, .(5)
the control values become

u(t) = lD(v(t),y.(t))]t {-I0J yC(t) + [X) v•(t) + I[" + cXc] I(s)} (6)

01

( aT) .. and I')[ st~,

where S= IsI . ... SN, ,] U = lui, .- ,UNto 111 =

msat ( )
(TI+ +N j) 0

[rl + o(X = and I(s)=.

Smw0 (Nism+(oiNt) sathe upperN bu oh

where . > 0, T1,• is a small positive number, and a,, is the upper bound of the k,-h
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generalized disturbance (K = I. Nm). The saturation function (Slotine 1984) is introduced
to form a boundary layer in state space and eliminate control chatter (Figure 4), i.e.,

I with I-< •K•K

sat ( { I with 5. < -_

K.:¢ with -1 < S,< I

The control action for every time step is S-nplemented as follows:

a) Compute the control inputs uLl (K- N..Nm) according to equation (6)
b) If all u,,in < u,, < uma, continue to the next timc step. Here u. , and u .. are the lower and
upper constraints of the actuator action, respectively.
c) If No number of u, have u,, < umin or u,, > uma,, let these u. = umin or u. = Umax and re-

compute the remaining N 0-N LuKs based on the Nm-No sliding surfaces. That is, the system
is under the effect of N, number of passive dampers and (Nm-No) number of active dampers.
In this case, (Nm-No) number of modes will be under sliding mode control and satisfy the
sliding condition and the other N,, modes will still be under damping.
If singularity occurs during the matrix inversion when computing the control actions, the

controls are set to their previous computed values.

4. EXAMPLE AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The presented algorithm is generic and can be applied to various mechanical systems.
However, for the purpose of illustration and without loss of generality, a simple-supported
beam is used as an example to demonstrate the concept. The structure is modelled as an Euler
Bernoulli beam with a uniformiy distributed variable viscous damping layer and lumped
adaptable dampers applying on it.

Th-c equation of motion describing the utansverse vibration of the beam is:
El a4W(X~t) + OCw(x 't) 1a4 wk(x 't) j 2w(x,t)

Sl 4 au t + P ax 4  ]t2

N aw(x,t) w(x t)0
+ 6(x-xi) , t- + f~sgn( • F(xt) (7)

The boundary conditions are:
()2w(O,t) a2w(L,t)

%0Ot) = aX2  = w(L,t) = X2  0

Here, w(x,t) is the transverse displacement of the beam in Figure 5. F is the external
disturbance. E is the elastic modulus, I is the beam moment of inertia, and m is the beam

mass per unit length. 6(x-x,) is a spatial Dirac delta function. The ul - + 0 x_ --_]

tcr-n represents the uniformly distributed, variable viscous damping and stiffness. The
variable damping and stiffness constants are u and up3, respectively. The summation terms in

equations (7) describe the characteristics of the lumped variable dampers, where ui(*) is the
variable damping constant of the ith actuator located a! position x, , and uif, is the Coulomb

friction force of the ill damper, and sgn(.) is the sign function.
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In order to analyze and evaluate the performance of the control system, computer simulations
are performed for two cases and the results are discussed in the following paragraphs. For
the purpose of analysis, two controlled modes and three residual modes are considered. The
parameter values used in these simulations are shown in Tables 1 unless stated otherwise.

Table 1. System parameters
El 187.5 (l/s 2)

mL'

Experimentally-determined coefficient I3 141.7 (m 4/s)
Experimentally-determined coefficient f, (*) 0.04 m/s
uumrn in the ER-fluid-based structure 19 Ns/m 2

urea. in the ER-fluid-based structure 33.7 Ns/m2
umin in the ER damper 10 Ns/m
uea in the ER damper 135 Ns/m

(*): fr and ui are determined from Stanway etal (1987).

CASE ONE:

To examine the residual mode effects on the structure dynamics, the total energy function of a
semi-active system is compared to that of a fully-active system. Here, the fully-active system
is also designed based on the sliding mode theory using lumped forces as control inputs. T,.o
lumped actuators are located at x=L/3 and 2L/3 in both the active and semi-active cases. No
constraints are imposed on the fully-active actuators. No distributed control is appi.ed.
Assuming no observation spillover, the influence of the control spillover phenomein;,• .
studied. Control gains are tuned such that the response of the controlled modes are similar for
the active and semi-active cases. In fully-active systems, energy is pumped into the residual
modes through the actuators. Therefore, the residual modes are excited when the control
actions are on. Once the control actions are turned off after the controlled mode vibrations are
eliminated, the system still maintain a constant energy level contributed by the residual modes
(Figures 6). In the semi-active case, the energy in all modes are reduced due to the dissipative
nature of the system.

CASE TWO:

The flexible beam is controlled by the uniformly distributed element with damping constant u
and a lumped damper (uI) located at x=2L/5. The unit impulse response of the beam (impact
at x=3L/5) i-:; -,,,ed to compare the semi-active system with two passive cases. Figure 7
illustrates that the performance of the semi-active system compared favorably to that of the u =
u ,,x and u = u, (first critical modal damping without Coulomb friction). This illustrates the
advantage of using adaptable damping actions.
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S.CONCLLUSIONS

Experimental results show that it is feasible to actively vary the structural stiffness and
(lilolpingý b\ Using at distributed ER-fluid material in the structure.

A eimi-active control algorithm based on the sliding mode control theory is developed for
vibration suppression of flexible structures. The semi-active system compared favorably to
two passive systems, the critical and maximum damping cases. The semi-active system is
tn'sensitive to thie spillover problem when compared to a fully-active system.
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Beam vibration control through strain-actuiation and bending-twvist coupling

Lt. (,iee-orv S. Arens* and Dr. SUns \V, Lee*

tSA[: Wrig-ht Liboratorv. WIJ/FIBG'C, Writzht Patterson. AFB OH 45411
IDcpanriment of Aerospace Fnoinleeriniz. Univ, of Marvland. Colleg-e Park MD 207.4'

AB\lSTRACT': Combinine- Ntraýin actuation and structural coupling allows hendine
Midh toirs ion al \I at io c onitro of beants. Iran s\e usc s hear and out -of- planle
%waýrpinlg are identified as Important for the modelling of cornposite beants. A finite
clemen01t model for :omposite beams, which includes these effects alone wvith
pie / cclrt/i lic actwi t i n is developedl anid applied to a sarliplc problemi- The re soit

soka si-niticant increase in damping In uiddition to mleetingo senlsitis itv, and
handwýidth performance specifications. The results show that the use of stiOTfnes

coilnscan llo mu10 1"lti-directionial acti\.e v.ibration conitrol of' beams.

II Nl1R()Dl(VTIlON

dtpiecontrol of structures throueh10 strain actuation showvs promise in expuinditie the

lic-t ornarce ewci elope of aierospace S Vstem1s. With in the rangce of mate rialIs ciiure tnit

as ~ii lebI ftor strain actlnat i n. piCZ~e oICctric rr ateri~l a s a C been1 stu~died cx ten 5i\Ccl\ for

application to actively contirolled Ntrtictures since their response,, to applied voltage is sijitablc

w thin control hbandw. idth, ty pical of aerospace strticturc-~ The piezoelectric efh'ci is isot/u

pie in nature nmaking, concuirrent beiidin,-t ist act iation difficuilt.

)n the other hand. coinpo'ite iiiutcrials olier ani opportinit\ to realize hcnvfici;iI striieRTiiio

taillorin in~- al ircraf-t an~d spacecraft designr by, Introducing stiffneCss coupline-s nroduIceid is lCie

o ihol'opic mlaterials tlie 1.13ii iaicil \6th arvi no ply angles. For example, in rotars uit

iticrAft applications. benlding-torsionial stiffness, conpling canl inmprove pitch- flap stabilit\ of

rotor blades wh-ile cxtcnsioii-torsioiial stiffness 11may he usedl to chanlge the twýist distribu[1 ltio

Int to speed tilt rotors. The Žnffiness couiplings of laminated comnposites. used Itt

cotttincuttion with strawin ctuation, canl 1also be exploited to activelx, control the \iialtion

ro ron se of aerospace *tni~tUrc,,.



Accordinely, the oh-iective of this paper is to study vibration control of composite beams

throu-in the cornihination Ot pie -oe lectric strain actuation and sti ffne ss cou~pling. Thisal

the bcerjt- Oft t structural tailoring to be incorporated with strain actuation providing hoth

be nAincm and torsional %itbrati on control of' beams.

1> INITE ELEFMENT MODE'LING

To uTllde I coot po'sic bcn .both the transverse shear and out-of-plane warping effects, arc

irn1portaott -especially for beam,, with stiffness couplings. Consequently. a finite elecnwit

mo delI that all ows pie ,oclIcctr ic aIct natin, transverse shear de form at ion and cross -sectionil

\5 rpis wa~d\c'.lopc~d.

PICh i [)VZI(-te IC CttnC ct c tls a 'un itCIinarit V, Mays be written:

Ke fit

%kith r Htite induced ,train being protportional to the applied výoltagTe. N. The Matrix K

repir cwnt r the relation bc t wee i a ppIi cl volt age and inrd uced st raini and is b,.t h material anitd

deomty 1pendant. Tepte7oclcctric layers. along, with the adhesive layer which bonds

the pic/oceramitics to thc bcant. may, thcreforc. be treated as lant mac in the beam cross

eCtion . ACCOrdInelN, . he 'onStjitutive relation must include the induced strain in the tottal

strail anld ntlav be wkrittenl

1 C~ (2)

\% here r repres~ents the sarain aTtd C the elasticity matrix. Therefore. piezoelectically induLIcd

sIMtrIt Is included in the model ii mtanner anahto ois to therniallv. induced strain.

[ftC sc~ond effect, transverse ,hvar, can be included in the motdel byr using sltear-flexible

beam theory which relaxes the constraint in Bernoulli-Euler theory that cross sections retitain

pcr-pendicular to the beam axis. Under these assumed kinemnatics, the beam has constant

shear through thle cross section. However, uinder torsional deformation, plane sectiotts do

not rentain pla.ar and the shear strain is not constant, a phenomenon referred to as out-of-

plane cross sectional w ,irping, toaking shear-flexible theory inaccurate. Ou-t-of-plane wvarping

mw't therefore also be included in the model.
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Cross-sectional varping inay be modelled by using a displacement field normal to the

cio'-,, >cCl0ion that relaxes the asiamption that plane sections remain planar. If the

displacement field is COMtinuous in the cross section and weighted by parameters which are

functions Cf the axial coordinatc integration through the cross-section may be performed a

priori and •)e beam vihration problem is still posed in terms of cross sectional properties.

wcor~inelv, a truncated polynomial series in thi' cross se. *ional direction whose weighing

tcrmn are function, of the axial coordinate only was chosen. Denoting the axial coordinate

and the cross sectional coo.,!inates as "y" and 'z', the displacement field, u, is:

0,0' (3)

(1t Ictrim ,: flnear in the % ol / dlirectiont are traditionally included in shear-flexible bheam

hcorv.t=u,, f.=¢0,. ' 0 ) Inciudi,'g terns non-linear in y and z in the assumed

kinematics allows, modc inc of hcatus which experience out-of plane warping.

lherel'Ore, by including the assumed kinematics of Eqn. 3 and the constitutive relation given

t'v Flqns. I and 2, formation of dynamic finite element models of coilpposite beams with

piezoelectric actuation is possible. The composite beam models were verified for both static

and dvnamic cases.(sec Agnes 199!) From the mass and stiffness matrices determined from

the finite clement model, state space models may be formed and controllers designed to

suppress beamn , ibration.

3. FXAMPLIt PROBLEM

As an illustrative example, a cantilevered

angle ply fiherglass(S glass) beam with

piezoelectric crystals honded as shown inS

Figure I is used. The exarnile beam ývas

modeled using eight three-node beam ele- 4
mcnts. Using the tnass, s;tiftness, and TOP

actuation matrices obtained from thc finite El 41 x 0F x 1/" Sg;]n 30 de. Pip
U 6" x O x 0.mM C.P-1195 PleZOOMuMM

element mtodel and assuming modal damp- Figure I Beam geometry.
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o• f 5".5-, a 10'mode approximation was formed. Using model reduction techniques

cultcd in a six state statc-spacc design model with resonate frequencies of the beam

occurring at approximately 4. 18. and 49 hertz.

Next. a controller was designed. Following the H- control algorithm presented by

Satonov I19X8), collocated velocity feedback was first used to increase the damning to 25%

andtt 36% for modes I and 2. Mode three split into tl.'o first order modes. Velocity sensing

,, performed uing piezoelectric strain rate sensors which produce a current proportional

to to c interal of the strain rate over the area of attachment.(Oba186) The H_ weighing

matrices were then established to provide at least 10% disturbance attenuation at frequencies

lcss that lhz and a control bandwidth of approximately 20 hz.

.\n II- optimal controller was found via gamma iteration. A plot of the optimal weights and

thc cost function may be seen in figure 2. The controller performance was then verified by

pcrtonn ing t1me simulations to a random excitation(0-20 hz) on the model(see figure 3a).
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Figure 3 Digital Simulation Results

The excitation consisted of a random bending force and torsional moment acting at x=X in.

Analog velocity feedback was begun at t=10 sec.; both analog and digital H- control at t=20

sec. From the time simulation, the increase in damping is evident. Figures 3b-3d show fast

fourier transforms of the digital simulation. Comparing the open loop(Figure 3b) with closed

loop(Figure 3d) shows a decrease in response amplitude by almost 20 db. Addition of the

digital If controller results in both the low frequency disturbance attenuation(tracking) and

high frequency rolloff specified in the performance goals.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results show that simultaneous bending and torsional vibration control was made possi-

ble through the combination of strain actuation with stiffness couplings. An increase in

damping from 0.5% to over 25% was possible for the first three mnodes. Future work \kill

focus on experimental validation of the mtodel and application of combined strain

actuation/stiffness coupling to wing flutter suppression.
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Abstract

The application and effectiveness of an indirect decentralized adaptive control scheme to

the vibration damping control problem of a slewing flexible structure is addressed in this paper.
The advocated algorithm comprises of the following parts: 1) the decentralized frequency

shaped dynamic compensator penalizing the high frequency contents of the input signal, 2)
the input preshaping resulting in a feedforward term that convolves the reference input with

a sequence of impulses, and 3) the frequency domain identification algorithm for estimating

the system transfer function and adjusting the parameters of the input presbaping scheme.

The proposed control algorithm is applied in simulation studies on the slewing truss structure,

which has been developed at the Control/Robotics Research Laboratory (CRRL), in order to

experiment with control/structure interaction problems.

I. Introduction

The control/structure interaction problem is primarily centered on the design of controllers

to compensate for, or to be robust in the presence of structural flexibility imbedded in a flexible

structure system.

Application of indirect adaptive schemes in the control problem of large flexible struc-
tures is motivated by several factors, such as providing a closed loop system with reduwed

sensitivity due to modeling uncertainties caused by potential aging structure deformation,
parameter variations due to varying payloads, and others. Indirect adaptive control schemes

attempt to decrease the effects of plant uncertainty by identifying the system on-line, and

subsequently updating the controller parameters. Such adaptive schemes therefore consist of

two components- the controller and the identification scheme.
Transfer function identification algoTithms can been classified into either frequency or time

domain schemes. The main characteristic of frequency domain identification methods is that

the input signal is transformed to frequency domain before adaptive filtering is applied. The

proposed controller structure shown in Figure 1, is comprised into I ) a decentralized frequency

weighted low-OTder output feedback controller, and 2) an input precompensator which shapes

the reference input in such a way that the vibrational modes are not excited. The advocated
algorithm is demonstrated in simulation studies on the CRRL flexible structure testbed facility.

In the next sections the experimental setup and the advocated control algorithms are
described analytically, while several issues related to their real -time implenentation'are ad-

dressed.

1 192 lOP Pubhlishing Lid
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II. Slewing Flexible Structure Experimental Setup

in this section a brief description of the apparatus considered in this work is provided.

The CRRL control/structure interaction testbed facility consists of a two dimensional truss
structure with one active member situated on the horizontal plane as• shown in Figure 1.

The struts and the nodes of the truss are thle same as• the ones used in NASA's testhed
facilities. One of the struts has been replaced with a threadless mechanical screw--type linear

actuator with backlash less than 0.001 inches manufactured by Rohlix. One of the nodes is
attached, through a hub assembly, to a direct drive dc-motor manufactured by Dynaserve

(DM1015B) capable of producing 15 N-ni torque. The Dynaserve motor has ±2 arc-sec

repeatability, and can be utilized for large angle maneuvers as well a~s micropositioning due its
high encoder resolution (655,360 '•'~). The servo driver incorporates' an analog speed input

signal and includes temperature, low voltage, encoder and CPU abnormal alarms. Additional
sensing devices include Kistler accelerometers, and an F/T 15/50 Force Sensor manufactured
by ATI, Inc. capable of sensing forces and torques in all three directions. The primary

computing facility includes two IBM 386-machines equipped with digital signal processor

boaids (TMS320C30-based) for the number crunching requirements of the proposed real-

time control algorithm.

The reduced finite element model of the structure provides the following modal frequencies,

with their associated mode shapes shown in Figure 2. From a control viewpoint, the system

has two inputs, the voltage applied to the motor u1 and the force exerted by the active
member n2•, while the outputs include the shaft angular position and the truss structure tip

displacement measured in the plane of revolution (Figure 1).

III. Controller Design
A. Decentrailized Compensator

A frequency weighted linear quadratic regulator in a decentralized structure framework is
employed in order to suppress the vibrations. The reasons for utilizing a frequency dependent
weighting is due to the fact that the available model may neither reflect accurately the effects
of high frequencies nor include the high frequency effects all together. Furthermore, actuator

and sensor dynamics may inhibit inputs in the neighborhoods of these frequencies. Moreover,

the decentralized framework will allow a simpler and more feasible implementation of the
feedback controllers.
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Figure 2: Truss Structure Mode Shapes.

Consider the following truncated model of the truss structure
2

Mi+'x +(aM+OK) YBu,. y,=C,x, i= 1,2, (1)
,=1

where x is the state vector, AM and K the mass and stiffness matrices respectively, a and
i3 parameters resulting in a 5% structural damping over the frequencies of interest, yJ and

Y2 correspond to the shaft angular position and tip position respectively. The decentralized

dynamic stabilizing compensator

i. = Fz, + Gy,, u, = HI,z, + MAy; i = 1,2. (2)

that minimizes the following cost function

2
J = -2]o [zTQz + •- L,(j.,.)R,(w)U,(wo)] d.,,, (3)

where Q > 0 is a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix. Ri(w) =2 are the
frequency dependent matrices, and w, and Lw4 correspond to the first and lIt modal frequen-
cies (Figure 2) from the structure truncated model reduces to the solution of a non-convex
nonlinear optimization problem 11, 2].

Effectively, this choice of R,(w) penalizes more the high frequencies than the low frequency

controls in channel i, which causes a reduction in the & loop gain of the closed-loop system
at the high frequencies which in turn also compensates for the high frequency uncertainties in

the plant model related to channel i.

B. Adaptive Prtcompensation

Despite the rapid growth of feedback algorithms for control/structure interaction, there

has been relatively little focus upon the idea of shaping the input in such a way that the
vibrational modes are not excited.

Input shaping schemes adjust the input command to the structure so that vibrations are
eliminated [3, 41. The input compensators can be designed in either the frequency domain
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Figure 3: Transfer function magnitude response.

resulting in bandstop or notch filter structure centered around the modal frequencies 15], or in

the time domain [5, 6, 7, 8] corresponding to a feedforward term that convolves in real-time

the desired reference input with a sequence of impulses having appropriate magnitudes and

spacing within the time domain.
In the sequel, the basic relationships for the amplitudes Aij. and the spacing tf,) between

the impulses are presented. Assume that the modal frequencies ýýf and modal damping (f

of the system governed by the equations (1) are known a priori; then the solution for the
advocated impulse amplitudes and their relative spacing is

Af., ( t, = (j - I) Kj=e 7 7,, (4)

-=0 ( '_ 12

where the impulses with amplitudes Afo are responsible for producing a vibration free output

from the effects wh modal frequency. Internal system balancing [9] indicates that the second

modal frequency state component is the dominating one between the motor voltage and tip

displacement transfer function. This can be iurther verified from the aforementioned transfer

function magnitude frequency response shown in Figure 3 (prior and after the application of

the decentralized feedback control).

The robustness of time domain precompensators to modal frequency variations is improved

by convolving the input with a longer sequence of impulses, the tradeoff being a decrease in

the transient response speed.

An adaptive precompensator [8] can be implemented by estimating on-line the modal

frequencies and subsequently updating the spacing between the impulses. The combined

adaptive input preshaping scheme provides the most rapid slew that results in a vibration free

output, since it can provide the same robustness with less number of impulses.

C. Transfer Function Idnitification Schdnc

The frequency domain identification scheme, called Time- varying Transfer Function Esti-

mation (TTFE) [10, 11] is employed for the On line identification problem of the flexible truss

structure transfer function, denoted accordingly b% 11(k).
Let the input signal u(n) and output y(n) arc accumulated into buffer memories to form

N-point data blocks These blocks are then transformed by A-point Fast Fourier Transforms
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(FFTs) to their equivalent frequency transformed blocks U, Y at the k0 time instant; that is,

rio~ M A(") YOMt y(k)

U1(M) (k - 1k =(k -")U(k)• 1 = - I 1
U k) N_-I(k) k~- Tg,') + k1) N-1 (k) = Y( k- N + 1)

(5)

where Y corresponds to the Fourier operator applied to an (N x 1) vector, (.F, = e-iM' ,i

1,..., N,j = 1,... N), and the notation i(k), gf(k) has been adopted for the indicated vectors.

Within this frequency domain framework, the simplest form of frequency domain identification,

called Empirical Transfer Function Estimate (ETFE), is to form an estimate of the transfer

function at time k, 0,(k), as the ratio of the output transform to input transform in the

manner O,(k) = for i E {0 < i < N - 1, 1(k) $ 0), where i corresponds to ith bin in

the frequency domain, and Q)(k) is the complex conjugate of Oi(k).

TTFE updates the frequency components in the time domain through a recursive adapta-

tion algorithm such as recursive least squares, or least mean squares. The adjacent frequency

components need not necessarily be independent, so that a smoothing of the transfer func-

tion is realized. The weighted complex RLS algorithm based on the input-output model

V(k) = 11,(k - 1)U,(k - 1) is utilized in the manner

Oi(k) = O,(k - 1) + P,(k[(k)- O,(k - 1));k - 1)]

a, + U,(k - 1)P,(k - 1)U,(k -Q1)

I fP,(k - 1)1,'(k - l)[T,(k - I )P,(k - 1)1P,(k) = -- P,(k - 1) - - . .. _(6)
P~k = ~Pk -)- a, + U,(k - l)P,(k - 1)t17(k - (6)I

where i = I .... N, the forgetting factor o, satisfies 0 < a, < 1. and P, corresponds to the

covariance matrices of RLS. In case of a sudden change of system dynamics, this recursion

results in a smooth transient from the old transfer function to the new one. This represents

a substantial difference with the nonrecursive ETFE technique which suffers a less smooth

transition due to the assumption of orthogonalized input-output data blocks.

The large computational burden of TTFE related to the frequent calculation of input and

output Fast Fourier transforms, can be alleviated by recursively updating the FFTs rather

than explicitly computing them at each time instant. The recursive implementation of the

FFT can be exploited by utilizing the circular symmetrical property arising from the definition

of the FFT operator [12, 13].

The final step of the TTFE algorithm is to determine the locations of poles and zeros from

the frequency domain representation of the transfer function. By determining the locations

of the poles and the zeros of the system, as the peaks and the valleys of the magnitude

frequency response, TTFE can detect changes to the system and tune the controller parameters

accordingly.

IV. Conclusion

A decentralized adaptive controller was applid through simulation studies on the CRRL

flexible truss structure dynamic model for reducing the residual vibrations. The resulting

controller penalizes the high frequency contents of the input signal, and reshapes the refer-

enre input in such a way that the vibrational modes are not excited. Research is currently

undergoing on applying the aforementioned scheme on the experimental setup.
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Nonobstructive particle damping nonlinear characteristics

I.V. Panossian

Rockwell Internatonal/Rocketdyne Division, 6633 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park,
('A 91303

ABSIRA("I: [hi, paper presents the nonlinear characteristics of Nonobstructive
Particle I)amp• ng (N()PD). NOPD is a new passive vibration damping technique that
consists of making small diameter holes (or cavities) at appropriate locations inside
the main h ,ad paths of a vibrating structure and filling these holes to appropriate lev-
els with metallic or nonmetallic particles in powder, spherical, or liquid form (or mix-
tures). 'he test results, which indicate clear nonlinear behavior, are presented and
discussed briefly.

1. INTRODUCTION

Viscoelastic materials obey differential and integral stress-strain relationships relating
to stresses, strains, and their time derivatives (Hilton 1991). The energy dissipation mech-
anism is mainly a complex, highly frequency-dependent, material-sensitive viscous pro-
cess with one or more viscosity coefficients unrelated to structural damping (Hilton
1964). In general. viscous damping entails Newtonian flow, with stresses and strain velo-
cities proportional to each other. Moreover, structural damping is fairly well character-
ized, and damping coefficients for regular materials are abundant. Its interpretation in
terms of viscous damping, however, is not so clear (Dahl 1976). Linear and nonlinear
formulations have appeared in the literature on solid friction-damping mechanisms in
mechanical oscillations. Oscillation amplitude decay has been linked to coulomb fric-
tion, viscous damping, and structural damping at various frequency and amplitude condi-
tions.

The nonobstructive particle damping (NOPD) technique entails making small holes (or
cavities) at analytically determined (and, when possible, experimentally verified) loca-
tions inside the main load paths of a vibrating structure in appropriate areas and filling
these holes to proper levels with such particles as to yield maximum damping effective-
ness. A specific vibration mode, or several modes, can be addressed in a given structure.
Powders, spherical, or irregular particles in metallic, nonmetallic, or liquid form (or even
mixtures) with different densities, viscosities, and adhesive or cohesive characteristics can
be used. (Panossian 1990, 1991a, and 1991b).

10P lop Publishing Lod
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2. NOPD NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS

Fxperimental modal survey tests were carried out in the Rocketdyne Engineering Devel-
opment Laboratory (EDL) on two 24-inch by 3-inch by 3/4-inch aluminum beams under
free-free conditions, and various modal and vibration data were generated. Acceleration
and strain measurements were taken on five equidistant points on each beam. One of
the beams had seven 2-mm diameter holes along the length, and the other had thirteen
2-mm diameter holes along the width. The holes were filled with various particles and
tested for damping effectiveness under different excitation levels.

The tests were performed by suspending each beam from two rubber bands and exciting
it using an electomechanical exciter with a load cell at the stinger tip near one of its ends
(Figure 1). Five acceleration and four strain measurements were taken at equidistant
points on the beam with the two accelerometers placed at the opposite corners of both
ends. Frequency response functions (FRFs), power spectral densities (PSDs), time histo-
ries. and other appropriate data were evaluated to study the damping ratios, mode
shapes, and frequencies.

The seven equidistant 2-mm diameter holes drilled along the length (in the neutral
plane) of the first aluminum beam were partially filled (about 90%) with tungsten pow-
der, zirconium oxide powder, and steel shots (0.011 in. diameter). The beam was excited
with a shaker with slow swept sinusoidal inputs between 10 to 1.600 Hz applied at one
corner of the beam from the opposite side of the accelerometer. The FRFs were gener-
ated under empty and filled conditions and overlaid (Figure 2). The plot is that of the
first bending mode at about 273 Hz when empty. The overall FRF up to 1.600 Hz is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the dramatic response reduction by two of the many kinds of particles
used. As can be seen, the accelerance amplitude when the holes are empty is 55g/lb at
275 Hz frequency while with steel shots, it reduces down to 0.88 g/ib at 267 Hz. The cor-
responding damping ratios at an input excitation level of 3 lbf are 0.01% of critical when
empty, 1.3% with steel shots, and 3% with tungsten powder. The damping effectiveness
is increased with amplitude of excitation in a rather nonlinear behavior. Figures 5 and
6 show the overlays of FRFs for steel and tungsten powder under input forces of 1 lbf,
2 ibf, 3 Ibf. 4 lbf. and 5 lbf. The accompanying Nyquist plots show a clear indication of
nonlinear behavior. Normally, the presence of coulomb friction and other nonlinear
damping characteristics exhibit such behavior (Ewins 1986). There have been other test
results that also provide sufficient proof to conclude that the NOPD mechanisms involve
friction type of nonlinearities, among others.

Recent tests on particle impact force profiles have exhibited what can perhaps be charac-
terized as exponential nonlinearities of impact force relations with beam velocity and dis-
placement. This effect is being further analyzed.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The NOPD technique is a very effective vibration damping technique that has potential
applications in all areas of structural vibration and acoustics. The test results show
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Figure 1. Free-Free Beam Tests in Air Figure 2. First Free-Free Bending Mode

effectiveness in both high and low frequency ranges. Moreover, the NOPD concept is
simple, easy to implement (holes and particles can be imbedded as part of the manufac-
turing process of the structure), and is relatively inexpensive. It has advantages over vis-
coelastic damping because its effectiveness is independent of environments and frequen-
cy. It has more mechanisms for enerm, "::sipation, does not add mass (it can often reduce
mass), and does not degrade in time (among others). Furthermore, damping can be opti-
mized through experiment and analyses by choosing the right locations and size of holes
in a structure, and by determining the optimal size-shape-kind-mixture of particles
used.

Further research is necessary to characterize the nonlinearities analytically as well as un-
derstand and model the mechanisms involved in vibration energy dissipation. A whole
new technology similar to and complementing viscoelastic damping can result from this
approach given sufficient research and development with analytical modeling capabili-
ties.
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Structural motion control by analytic determination of optimum viscoelastic

properties

Harry H Hilton andi Sting Yi

Aeronautical and Astroniaitical Enguineeringv. Uniiversity of Illinois at 1r1)ana-Chanii-

paigxl. Urbana. IL 61801-2997

ABSTRACT: Master relaxation curves are analytically generated and their parainiet-
rnc influences OHl comiplex ilodufli. stored and rlissipated energies for andl responses

to several loadling conditions are evaluated. These pilot studlies provide tihe basic

kia ,Iledlge oi 1how to control viscoelastic st ructutral miot ion through proper slectioti

of muaterial Properties anld what 'designer iziaterilals are to be inantifactutred for

give ii seri'tce enlvi lotliiifllets a Tio req1tii tll a-tilt .

1. INTRODUCTION

Material select ion muiist be Ibasedl oin service perforninan. ill Pr ll-j)ed eoivironntieit s.

\isc a-last ic dlaniping lilaterials may be used to reduco-ý vibration amnplitadoes and/or to

decay toot ion ini I lese ribedl t intes byI cot ver tio ii ie lclanical enlergy into heat. Got-

teillbcng anld Cliristcilseil 11964 i ('xpelicntllitltilv (llt liimed complex shear iilOulltl for

i sltrH pi c vi scoela list ic Wlit en a s it thle frequeni'tcy (111 ouini antd relaxa tion ftuict iotis by

takin g Four iePr tiratnsfom onn.-(f comi plex till dltil Bert ( 19713) ( eviewel theo variou(s tiiathev-

illli i1 aitiiI~llsii eesarvto rep~resenit iia t orildI da npin g blehaviors a l1(1 t le exper ine Iit at

techinques nieleded to deteninutie datnlping cliatacteristics. Jones ( 1981) Stutdied complex

tillolul of datnpitig mtaterials at redutced templeratutres and in redticed frequetncy do-

iliiai is. Rolgers ( 1981 ) p~ropIosed that thle dampitinig chlaracterist ics of viscoelast ic inateri-

;Is catn he atnalyzed iising fractiosual olerivati ye replresetntationis and~ Slini atid lKitn (1990)1
Iliilopoill a itiethod to estimate m~aterial prtopet'tiv.5 of isotrop~ic visclellistic tiiatei'iials.

Ani e'xtensive literatuire weview inia be foundl ini Hiltoni and Yi (1('9l1)).

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Hilton atid NVi ( 199111) have siowtil that the impol(rt ant characterizat ion plaramnet ers for

vi: -)elastic material master relaxation curves arn the inaxiiniutz cG(OI) and ninirnjimn Gý
mloduiltis valuies. thle Slope (If t he t ransistion region antid the t init spant of thle nelaxat joti.

The relaxation tiiodliluis ciiirve.5 are atialyticall v genierated for each paratneteric set

definling the 5 regions, slaon ini FiLr 1. Tla'.. tllstvit relaxation ut'l are thenl Cutrve

fitted by least syljules ontot Piot)lNy -ti'•, i ilto 1964) usitig the totiltidata tulet.,odolIf

Cost ;~ind Becker ( 1970) aindi the 11laxat ion t imel ;ilptoxitilotiotls itf Seliapery (19621.

Figs I to 3 illustrate thIe se\'it dist jut iveaxait lii slicat aui oiin vi'vs for visýcoelastic

miaterials generated f,-v each Ihiraleitviil' -it -rill curve mi] is tw li-statid~ardF with

whichi conipaIrisoii, aitI' tialdl. Paiceeiau t clunvi fot' utie relaxatioti tillodllits wvith

1+)," WtP P h'''1
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Fig 3 Time dependent shear moduli Fig 4 Storage & loss moduli vs frequoncy

different G' values are plotted with the G'/Gjf.(O) values taken as 0.2, 0.15. and
0.1 respectively while all other parameters do not change for the three curves M1, 12
and M3. Similarly, curves Ml, M4, M5 with different slopes of the relaxation modulus
of 1.0, 1.05 and 1.1 are depicted. The three curves MI, M6, M7 with the different

normalized G(0) values with respect to the MI G(0) value are also shown.
The complex moduli can be obtained by taking Fourier transforms of the constitutive

equations in the time domain and curves M1, M2, N13, M4. MS, M6 and M7 are plotted

in Figs 4 to 6. Rapid relaxation of the storage modulus (the real part of complex shear

inodulus) from the unrelaxed to the relaxed values are observed while the peaks in
the loss modulus (the imaginary part of complex modulus) occur during the same

frequency range. At the two storage modulus values G(0) and G', the loss mnoduli
converge to zero. The results show that the storage modulus curves in the w plane are

mirror images of the relaxation modulus curves in the time plane. The maximum and
minimum storage modulus values correspond to thr maximum and minimum values of
the relaxation modulus respectively. The frequency span from the minimum storage

modulus value to the maximum one covers approximately the same number of decades
as the time duration from the initial modulus to the relaxed value with W Z- 1/t.

Decreases in G-- result in decreases of storage modulus values and increases in loss
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modulus values in the low frequency region. Fig. 5 shows that increases of transition

region slopes result in increases of loss modulus maximum peak values in the frequency

domain. Fig 6 shows that an increase in the initial modulus G(O) values yields increases

in both storage modulus and loss modulus values ir the high frequencies region.

- I I- -&I fý M. SO-- lore nlJrdao for M I ,0

at - . w• mdja al fo .M i .*.," at _ _ _ 1 . &oal• fo 7

*~ Io.ra.. ..oM

Fig 5 Storage & loss inoduli vs frequency Fig 6 Storage & loss moduli vs frequency

In Figs 7 to 9, the energies dissipated by a one dimensional unit step shear strain

loading are compared. The same energies for curves Ml, NI2 and M3 are dissipated

tip to t=10' secs since the material properties change only after t=103 secs. However,

the loss energies after t=103 secs are directly proportional to the decreasing values of

G'. For these examples changes in relaxation modulus slopes (to not influence the

total dissipated energy up to 106 sec. Fig 9 shows that an increase in initial modulus

values results in an increase of energy loss throughout the loading history. After the

nioduli are fully degraded, the amounts of dissipated energy for M2 and M3 are the

same its those for M6 and M7 respectively. The amounts of energy lost for the unit

step loading are proportional to the rate of relaxation i.e., (G(0) - G )/(to - t•,).

However, in the transition region cases. M6 an(l MN7 dissipate more energies than M2

and MI3, since the viscoelastic material properties for MG and M7 change at early times

and then influence the energy loss through the reemaining loading history. a

UN a

Fig 7 Dissipated energies for a unit step Fig 8 Dissipated energies for a unit Step

strain loading strain loading.
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Fig 9 Dissipated energies for a unit step Fig 10 Dissipated energies for a unit step

strain loading stress loading

A unit step stress is applied to a viscoelastic bar and the results show that the amount

of energy dissipated by unit stress excitations is larger than that obtained by a unit

strain loading. For the strain loading cases, the energies dissipated in MI, M2. and

M3 are linearly proportional to the changes in initial modulus. However, as shown

in Fig 11, the loss energies for the stres loading are hioghly non-linoaar. After the

viscoelastic materials are fully relaxed, large differences in energy losses for cases Ml.
N12, and M3 are observed in Fig 10. In Fig 12. it is seen that changes in relaxation
region slopes do not affect the total dissipation energy after the full degradation of
viscoelastic material properties takes place. but they affect energy losses in transition

regions. Fig 12 illtstrates that changes of G(0) values also (1o not greatly influence the

energies dissipated by a unit step force excitation.

Fig 11 Dissipated energies for a nnit step Fig 12 Dissipated energies for a un'it step

stress loading stress loading

Next shear excitation strains -t(t) = jo0" sin(Qt) are investigated. When steady-state

harmonic conditions are considered. the viscoelastic stresses will also respond sinli-

soidally, however, stresses will lag behind strains by a phase angle since vis-coelas'tic
responses are dependent on time, frequency, temperature and moisture. The energy
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dissipated per cycle and the maxiimum energy stored per cycle are calculated and plot-

led iii Figs 13 to 15 against the driving frequency. The energies stored by the spring

components over a complete loading cycle are zero and the shapes of curves for peak

energies stored per cycle and for energy losses per cycle are similar to the complex

nloduli real and imaginary parts respectively. The results show that no energies are

dissipated at low and high driving frequencies where viscoelastic materials behave like

elastic materials. The peaks in the energy loss curves and the spans of those peaks ill

the frequency domain cover the same numb)er of decades as the relaxation time periods.

Figs 13 and 15 show that decreasing the fully relaxed modulus values and increasing the

instantaneous inlodulus result in expanding the peaks of the dissipated energy curves
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Fig 13 Max stored L dissipated energies Fig 14 MIax stored & dissipated eniergies

pci cycle %w i driving frcq,:'iw y per cycle vs driving frequency

.0. . to the lower and higher driving frequency re-

.. ... .,W-my fM %- gions respectively. Fig 14 illustrates that in-
- ud-synp~n atW ........ rasn h slope ofteta nsitio region i•. ~~~d..... mptd -Vgll fme %M S... .. • ,ft, .; .. .... creasing th sope of thea tr0ansitiona region i

a ......... •-arm the master relaxation curves yields increases

at• - in the peaks of the dissip)ated energy.

Additional examples were calculated using

finite element techniques for anisotropic vis-
coelasticity (Hilton aad Yi 1990,1991a) are

given by the authors in 1991b).

Fig 13 Max stored L& dissipated energies
per cycle vs driving frequency

3. CONCULUSIONS

The foregoing pilot studies indicate that bNy proei)rly shaping master relaxation nio(duhl'

curves in the real tinie )lane. it is possible to control rates of dissipation energy as
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well as the time occurrence of such dissipation phenomena. These in turn dictate the

motion of viscoelastic bodies. It must, of course, be noted that each set of loadings and
geometries produce unique conclusions and further detailed investigations are necessary
for other types of loading and boundary conditions and for more complicated material

characterizati-,ns, such as nonhomogeneous anisotropic viscoelasticity which directly

relates to composites. The latter will then answer questions of how to best manufacture
the polymeric matrix itself as well as how to best orient fibers and stack composite
layers for specific service conditions. Additional independent constraints, such as cost
and miinimum structural weight, can also be imposed on this analytical formulation of
such "designer materials".
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Building %ibration damping into tubular composite structures using embedded

constraining lai ers

S. S. Sattinger and Z. N. Sanjana

Westinghouse Science & Technology Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

ABSTRACTI': The effectiveness of active control systems for suppressing structural
vibration is augmented by introducing passive damping. Embedding damping materials
inside the walls of tubular, organic-matrix composite structures can overcome certain
limitations of add-on damping treatments. Described is a novel construction featuring a
segmented, embedded constraining layer that provides high damping of all vibration
modes, including the hard-to-damp, extensionally stressed modes. Discussed are the
fabrication approach, attained damping performance, and advantages of the construction.

1. INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness of active control systems for suppressing structural vibration is heightened
when they are used in conjunction with passive damping (Book et al 1986: von Flotow and
Vos 1991). Providing passive damping can augment active vibration and noise control
performance by reducing algorithm convergence time, reducing the controlled responses at
svstem resonances, lessening control spillover, and providing attenuations at high
frequencies. This paper deals with a novel approach to the task of adding passive damping
to tubular structural components whose vibrations may be of concern.

Add-on constrained-layer treatments using viscoelastic materials (VEM's) have been
successfully used to introduce passive damping in many types of structures, but there are a
number of factors that have tended to limit their use. It may be difficult to gain access to
interior regions of a structure that would otherwise be plausible locations for the installation
of damping treatment. The treatment, once installed, may also create obstructions or
mechanical hazards to personnel. The treatment may also cause toxicity, flammability, or
other environmental problems due to outgassing and combustibility of the damping material.
Conversely, exposed areas of this material may be susceptible to the effects of moisture,
lubricants, oxygen, or vacuum conditions. The limited static and creep strength properties of
many of these materials may also pose obstacles to the use of these treatments, as in the case
of rotating components having high centrifugal acceleration levels.

Embedding damping materials inside the walls of organic-matrix composite beam or shell
structures during fabrication as shown in Figure I can overcome these limitations.
Described is a particular form of this construction (patent pending) that provides high
damping of all vibration modes, including the extensionally stressed modes that tend to be

1Q9_' ( 0P Pubk1hih I W
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Fig. I. Concept for embedding constrained-layer damping inside the walls of tubular
composite structures

difficult to damp. This paper discusses the fabrication approach, attained damping
performance, and advantages of the construction.

2. THE EMBEDDED CONSTRAINING LAYER CONCEPT

The specific vibration modes to be damped may be the global (long-wavelength) bending
modes, which normally are the lowest-frequency modes of a beam or extended shell
structure, or the higher-frequency local bending modes, whose shapes are contrasted in
Figure 2. The local bending modes may include either the plate-bending modes of the
individual panels of a flat-sided tube, or the shell-bending (lobar) modes of a cylindrical
tube. Other types of modes that may need to be damped are the column modes and in-plane
shear modes, which include lower-frequency torsional modes but generally are associated
with the higher frequencies. A state of in-plane extensional or shear strain which is nearly
uniform through the thickness of the tube wall is associated with all of these vibration mode
types except the local bending modes, in which the strain is linearly varying and undergoes a
reversal in sign from the inside surface to the outside surface.

Sl L~aC Plate - or qheflt 8rresd*q So•

Fig. 2. Global vs. local vibration mode shapes of tubular structures

Although it is feasible to use add-on passive damping treatments to control the uniformly-
stressed modes of tubes and other thin-walled structures (Torvik 1980: Sattinger 1990). most
applications have been for purposes of controlling the local modes. Add-on constrained-
layer damping of the uniformly-stressed modes requires deliberate axial segmentation of the
constraining layer to induce energy-absorbing cyclic shear deformation of the damping
polymer film, whereas the local bending modes can be damped either with or without this
segmentation. If, instead, a properly sized layer of VEM damping polymer is embedded
midway through the thickness of a tube wall, it can very effectively damp the local bending
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modes without the use of a constraining layer, because the two equal-thickness wall portions
will fulfill the mutual role of constraining layers for each other. Damping of the uniformly-
stressed modes, however, still requires the use of a segmented constraining layer, and it
necessary to place this internal constraining layer between two separate layers of VEM.

3. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF SPECIMENS

We have designed and fabricated a set of filament-wound tubular fiberglass/ epoxy
specimens, each 36 inches in length by 5 inches in diameter, for proof-of-principle bench
testing of this construction. A graphite/ epoxy embedded constraining layer and adjoining
Soundcoat Dvad 601 viscoelastic damping polymer layers are embedded in two of the
specimens: this constraining layer is segmented in one case and continuous in the other. The
total wall thickness for each of the damped specimens is 0.54 in. The segmentation of the
first specimen is both axial (cuts running perpendicular to the tube axis) and circumferential
(cuts running parallel to the tube axis). *A third specimen is a control specimen featuring
conventional fiberglass/ epoxy construction. The cross-sections of the two internally
damped specimens are illustrated in Figure 3. The merging together and bonding of the
load-carrying inner and outer portions of the tube walls at the ends totally encapsulates the
VEM and provides structural rigidity at the locations where the tube would interconnect with

other structural components. These features give decided advantages over other damped
composite tube constructions which rely on relative motions of the inner and outer wall
portions to produce shear deformation in interleaved VEM layers (Barrett 19K9; Belknap and
Kosmatka 1991 ). The tube walls were wound from S-2 glass filaments using a symmetric
90', ± 20* winding pattern. The continuous constraining layer was wound from IM6
graphite filaments using a similar symmetric pattern, whereas the segmented constraining
layer pieces were machined from a precured tube, filament-wound separately using the same
pattern. A low-temperature-curing (75' C) epoxy resin matrix was used throughout.
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Fig. 3. Cross-section views of the internally damped specimens. Views are enlarged and
proportions exaggerated for clarity.

*The need for circumferential segmentation of axially continuous, add-on constrained-layer

treatments on tubes was ,hown by Vinogradov and Chernoberevskii ( 1980).
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Although the segments were precured and epoxy-cemented to the VEM layers in this proof-
of-principle fabrication, a less costly alternative would be to place prepreg patches which
would be co-cured during the final cure. The ratio of the constraining layer modulus-
thickness product to that of the tube wall was C 7-1 for the specimens with both the
segmented and the continuous constraining layers. This represents a fairly stiff damping
design. In both specimens the damping layers comprised approximately a 44% addition to
the weight of the base layers.

4. STRUCTURAL FREQUENCY-RESPONSE COMPARISONS

Figures 4 and 5 compare magnitudes of axially directed transfer accelerance
(acceleration/force) frequency-response functions for the damped specimens versus that of
the undamped fiberglass specimen. These are overlaid plots of measurements in a free-free
configuration using filter-shaped, banded-random shaker excitation applied in 16
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Fig. 4. Axially directed transfer accelerance for specimen with continuous embedded
constraining layer versus that of undamped fiberglass/epoxy
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Fig. 5. Axially directed transfer accelerance for specimen with segmented embedded
constraining layer versus that of undamped fiberglass/epoxy
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separate frequency bands per test. Figure 4 shows that at low frequencies the shell-bending
or lobar modes are strongly damped in the specimen having the continuous embedded
constraining layer. However, neither the global beam-bending modes nor the lower-order,
in-plane extensional modes are damped; the response peaks corresponding to these modes
appear as sharply resonant as those of the undamped fiberglass specimen. Figure 5 shows
that the segmented embedded constraining layer, on the other hand, strongly damps all of the
modes that are excited by the axial vibration excitation. The segmented-layer specimen
attains about a 15 dB average attenuation over the 36-inch specimen length across the entire
frequency range.

5. DAMPING VALUES

The frequency-response tests covered a range of frequencies which was quite high in relation
to some possible applications. To supplemen, l .gh-frequency damping data from these tests
with lower-frequency damping measu. ., on the segmented-layer specimen, we
mounted it between solid-steel disc r,, ,neasured decays from beamr-bending,
extensional, and torsional mode re-ci,,nces.

Figure 6 compares predicte ' and measured room-temperature damping values for the
uniformly-stressed vibran•on modes of the segmented-layer specimen. All predictions were
generated using a pre, ously described method for calculating the extensional damping
performance of constrained-layer treatments (Torvik 1980; Sattinger 1990). The good
overall agreement between predictions and measurements seen in Figure 6 confirms that the
damping of extensionally-stressed modcs in segmented-layer constructions is reasonably
predictable. Not included among the measured damping data plotted in Figure 6 is a
torsional-mode loss factor of 0.052.

The local shell-bending or lobar modes are strongly damped in both the segmented-layer and
the cc tinuous-layer specimens, with loss factors in the range from 0. 1 to 0.4.
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o Measured, Mass-Loaded Beam-Bending Modes

* Measured. Mass-Loaded Extensional Mode

* Measured, Free-Free Beam-Bending Modes

* Measured. Free-Free Column Mode
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Fig. 6. Predicted vs. measured damping performance for extensionally stressed vibration
modes of the segmented- constraining-layer specimen
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In addition to surmounting application obstacles associated with access, strength, and
environmental factors, the damping of tubular composite structures by embedded
constraining layers offers much higher local-mode damping performance than is attainable
with add-on treatments of comparable thickness. Segmentation of the constraining layer
enables the low-frequency global beam-bending and torsional modes to be damped. Peak
measurements of damping loss factors in the vicinity of 0.08 for these extensionally stressed
vibration modes of the specimen with segmented constraining layer are reasonably well
predicted and represent high damping of these hard-to-damp modes. The advantages of this
construction over certain other internally damped composite tube constructions include total
encapsulation of the VEM and better load transfer at locations whcre the tube would
interconnect with other structural components. Likely applications of this passively damped
construction, used alone or in conjunction with active vibration control, include marine and
aerospace tubular composite structures and shafting for both military and commercial uses.
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Business opportunities in smart materials systems
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INTRODUCTION

A cursory review of the history of materials science will
certainly reveal the profound influence of this scientific discipline
upon the evolution of civilization during the millennia. Thus, it is
inevitable that the new generation of smart materials and structures
technologies featuring at the most sophisticated level a network of
sensors and actuators, real-time control capabilities, computational
capabilities and a host structural material will not only have a
tremendous impact upon the design, development, and manufacture of
the next generation of products in diverse industries but also the
economic climate in the international marketplace. Those countries
and businesses with the ability to harness and coordinate the diverse
technologies associated with smart structural systems, will reap a
bountiful harvest while those countries which adopt a less aggressive
posture will surely be afflicted by a draught.

The applications for these new generations of smart materials
and structures will be diverse, but a common denominator for the
deployment of the most sophisticated class of systems featuring
sensors, actuators and microprocessors will probably be the
unstructured environment in which a system must operate. Thus the
uncertainty associated with the behavior of the relevant external
stimuli which govern the system response relative to prescribed
design criteria will largely dictate the deployment of smart
materials and structures. The necessity for synthesizing materials
and structures with autonomous self-adapting, self-correcting
characteristics is governed by the desire to achieve optimal
performance at all times under variable service conditions and while
operating in unstructured environments. There are several
characteristics of these smart materials and structures which have
been the foci of research activities, and these include changing the
mass-distribution, the stiffness, and the energy-dissipation
characteristics for vibration-control purposes, for example. This
work has permitted engineers to synthesize systems with controllable
vibration amplitudes, natural frequencies, resonances and transient
response settling-times. Other work has focused on actively changing
the geometries of structures.

The field of smart materials and structures is very broad and
will ultimately include a variety of diverse disciplines including
biotechnology, neural networks, photonics, nanotechnology and
artificial intelligence. However, at this time, significant
developments have occurred in a somewhat limited area of this diverse
field because teams of engineers and scientists have focused on
employing a network of embedded sensors, microprocessors, and an
array of dynamically-tunable actuator materials interfaced at a
global level with traditional structural materials. In this novel
class of structural systems, the structural materials provide the
skeleton of the system; the network of actuators provide the muscles
to make things happen; the network of sensors and data transmission
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systems provides the nervous system, to monitor and communicate the
characteristics of the external stimuli to the microprocessor-based
computational facilities; and the microprocessors provide the brains
which ensure the optimal performance of the overall system in the
presence of variable and unstructured stimuli.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

The insatiable demand for new generations of industrial,
military, commercial, medical, automotive and aerospace products has
fueled research and development activities focused on advanced
mate ials. This situation has been further stimulated by the
intellectual curiosity of homo sapiens in synthesizing new classes of
biomimetic materials, and of course global competition by the
principal industrial nations is also a parameter in the equation
governing the rate of technological progress.

By integrating the knowledge-bases associated with advanced
materials, information technology and biotechnology, these three
megatechnologies are facilitating the creation of a new generation of
biomimetic materials and structures with inherent brains, nervous
systems ano actuation systems which are currently a mere skeleton
compared with the anatomy perceived in the not-too-distant future. A
vigorous research thrust has been prosecuted on adaptive materials
with the ability to change in real time the mass-distribution, the
stiffness, and the energy-dissipation characteristics for vibration-
control purposes. Thus, the research has focused upon developing
adaptive materials with controllable properties.This work has
permitted engineers to synthesize systems with controllable
amplitudes of vibration, natural frequencies, resonances, and
transient response characteristics. Other work has focused on
actively changing the geometries of structures, so that initially
straight members can develop a curved shape in a controlled manner
upon command, for example.

Experimental results of the frequency response of beams
containing embedded electro-rheological fluid domain have shown that
by controlling the voltage imposed upon the fluid, the global dynamic
response of a smart beam can be actively tuned to provide a desired
response. Thus, natural frequencies can be changed, the damping
characteristics can be changed, mode shapes can be changed, and
resonances can be changed. These capabilities can be exploited in
many engineering applications. Thus automobile suspension leaf-
springs embodying this technology will permit the suspension
characteristics of the vehicle to be actively controlled in order to
ensure passenger comfort on diverse road surfaces. Robot arms
employed for repetitive tasks would be able to increase the dampirg
properties of the arm in order to minimize the settling-time upon
completion of a manoeuvre. Robotic devices subjected to dynamic
excitations at the end effectors that cause resonance conditions in
structural members would be able to change the natural frequencies in
order to avoid this state of resonance. Other robotic applications
have involved shape memory alloys in the design of robot grippers
while other work has involved piezoelectric materials to undertake
sensing tasks which replicate the characteristics of the human dermis
and epidermis.

Smart materials possessing the innate ability to change their
inherent mass, stiffness and damping properties have considerable
utility in medicine. This utility is evident from the number of
devices featuring shape memory materials that have been employed in
blood clot filters, prostheses, devices for the treatment of
scoliosis, and in various pins, nails and plates employed by
orthopedic surgeons. Other devices that would benefit from the
ability to change the properties of the materials from which they, are
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fabricated include colonoscopes and catheters which must typically
function in an unstructured environment within the tubular members of
the human body.

The diverse range of products marketed by the sporting goods
industry will also benefit from smart materials technologies.
Anglers will be able to change the stiffness and energy dissipation
characteristics of their fishing rods in order to enhance the
pleasure associated with the task of attempting to catch a particular
species or size of cold-blooded vertebrate animal, or to enhance the
angler's casting technique. Rackets employed for tennis, or squash,
for example could feature adaptive materials in order to enhance
player performance under a variety of different playing conditions.

Structures which must operate autonomously in space are also
ideal candidates for the incorporation of several types of smart
structural systems because of the variable service conditions and the
nature of the unstructured environment in which they must operate.
The deployment of large space structures such as platforms,
telescopes or solar arrays from the confinement of the payload
envelope of the launch vehicle and the payload constraints imposed by
launch vehicles mandates that these large space structures be
lightweight, and a consequence of this is that they are somewhat
flexible. Thus once the spacecraft is on station in orbit, engineers
are then confronted with the tasks of accurately controlling the
shape of the structure and also vibration control.

Vi',ration control situations would typically occur as a result
of meteor impact, and in the case of an orbiting laboratory as a
consequence of imperfect docking between a space shuttle and the
laboratory, or an astronaut exercising on a tread mill. These
classes of transient and dynamic responses could be controlled by
hybrid schemes of actuators operating in concert with a network of
sensors throughout the structure. Other classes of space structures
involve geometrical control scenarios. Consider the proposed NAbA
large deployable reflector program in which the surface contour of a
20 meter diameter paraboloidal reflector must be accurately
maintained to within a few microns when in the observation mode.
This is a challenging task when considered in the context of
manufacturing errors, structural creep, and thermal gradients.
Furthermore the telescope must typically be in the observation mode
for 20-minute time intervals. Structural members incorporating
embedded piezoelectric materials have been proposed to control the
critical geometry of the reflector.

Aircraft continually operate in unstructured environments
because of uncertainties in the weather conditions, turbulence,
temperatures, payloads, and the duration of the flights. Several
smart structures programs have been initiated for both commercial
aircraft and also military airplanes. The focus of these "smart
skins" programs, so named because of the monocoque design of these
structural systems, are dependent upon the specific application. The
commercial aircraft programs focus primarily upon monitoring the
health and flight worthiness of aircraft. Arrays of sensors
throughout the wings, control surfaces and the fuselage will monitor
the str-ictural properties in the context of fatigue cracks and
incipient failures. Other types of sensors will monitor the ice
build up on wings and control surfaces which can adversely affect
aerodynamic performance at take-off and also the contrcllability of
the machine.

Smart iterials and structures technologies will h.kve a
tremendous iipact in reshaping the technological and econo,r ic bases
of the international business environment during the next two
decades. It is crucial to recognize that significant order-of-
magnitude payoffs will arise in various applications as a consequence
of the implementation of smart materials technologies. Some of these
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payoffs are highlighted below.

Technological Impact
* Technological developments that are considered impossible today

will become routine realities as a result of smart materials
technologies, e.g., National Aerospace Plane.

* Completely unforeseen markets will be created and the dominant
players will carve out distinct segments of these markets.

* The design of smart parts and subassemblies for smart
mechanical and structural systems will be simplified, and
significant order-of-magnitude advantages will accrue due to
design-cascading effects.

* Smart materials technologies will result in simplified and
efficient design and manufacturing processes.

* Performance characteristics of smart mechanical and structural
systems will not only be significantly superior to today's
systems, but they will also be optimal while operating in
variable service conditions and unstructured environments.

* Significant reductions in costs will accrue due to the
integration of sensing, actuation, and quality monitoring
functions in smart structures.

* Maximum utilization of microprocessor technologies due to the
unique ability of smart materials to interface with modern
solid state electronics will permit the quantum leaps in the
electronics area to be immediately transformed into
technological advances in the smart materials and structures
arena.

* Smart structural and mechanical systems will exhibit
significantly superior response characteristics and
capabilities due to reduced inertia, as compared with
conventional technologies.

* Smart materials and structures will provide designers with a
unique capability in the history of humankind to optimize
system Ferformance under various service conditions and
unstructured environments.

Economic Impact
It is clearly evident from the market topology that the

impending revolution in smart materials technologies will impact
every segment of the world marketplace. Therefore, the economic
impact of these technologies on the international marketplace is very
significant. There is no such thing as the "best smart materials
technology," and no one is in a position to definitively assess which
technology is the best for various specific applications. One can
anticipate that as the field of smart materials technologies matures,
individual technologies will be integrated to yield hybrid smart
materials technologies that will permit the stringent performance
specifications of various smart part and subsystems to be adequately
satisfied. Therefore, it is somewhat premature to project the market
share and the market growth associated with each of the key smart
technologies.

Smart materials and structures technologies will significantly
impact every conceivable sector of the marketplace. The most
significant impact of these technologies will be in the following
sectors of the economy:
* automotive and transportation industries
* aerospace industry
* defense industry
* biomedical devices
* advanced manufacturing, robotics, and industrial machinery
* consumer products and sporting goods
* high precision instruments and electronic packaging
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highways, buildings, and bridges
Specific applications in each of these market sectors will be

motivated by substantial order-of-magnitude improvements in
performance characteristics due to the implementation of smart
materials and structures technologies for variable service conditions
and unstructured environments. Economics will be the other driving
force in the implementation of smart materials technologies since the
cost of these smart products will be substantially lower due to a
smaller number of moving parts, the ability of smart materials to
interface with opto-electronic devices, and several other design
cascading advantages at the system level.

Typical applications of smart materials technologies in each of
these sectors of the economy are highlighted below.

Automotive and Transportation Industries
* engine mounts (minimize vibration and noise)
* active suspensions (improve ride and handling)
* steering systems (improve driver comfort)
* shock absorbers
* smart windshields
* smart bumpers (improve crashworthiness)
* pumps, valves and actuators (improve system performance)
* clutches and transmission systems
* anti-lock braking systems
* new generation of engines
* automotive springs

Aerospace Industry
• smart skins containing phased-arrays (to permit aircraft to

sense and communicate in various frequency bands and in any
direction)

* smart wings (improve aerodynamics and system performance in
service, detect damage and impending failure)

* smart control surfaces
* smart rotor-craft systems
* vibration suppression systems
* instrument panels (improved ergonomical design)
* undercarriage, shock absorbers, landing gear
• hydraulic pumps, actuators and valves
* missile actuation systems
* large space structures
• commercial aircraft
* space robots
* self-deploying space structures

Defense Industry
* submarines (reduce drag and noise)
* surface vessels /reduce drag, quieter)
* hydraulic valves, actuators and pumps
* switches
* variable radar and acoustical signature
• smart skins (life-through-death health monitoring capabilities,

manufacturing, service, battlefield damage)
* ammunition-supply systems
* smart armor
• materials handling equipment
* SDI (structures supporting weapons and antenna for retargetting

maneuvers without detrimental jitter and thermal-flutter)
* stealth technologies (to evade enemy emitter and platform

identifications to make more specific threat determinations)
• Field-repairable airframe structures
* acoustically-damped torpedo propellers
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Biomedical Devices
* prostheses: artificial limbs, hands and joints
* orthodontic braces
* sclerosis
* wheelchairs
* treatment of sporting injuries (fractures)
* implants

Advanced Manufacturing, Robotics, and Industrial Machinery
* active balancing
* dynamically-tunable robot arms
* noise reduction
* vibration control of machine-tool structures
* hydraulic actuators, valve and pumps
* joint actuators for articulating robotic systems
* robotic end-effectors
* smart flexible fixtures and grippers
* material handling
* farm equipment
* oil drilling and mining equipment
* textile machinery

Consumer Products and Sporting Goods
* skis
* tennis rackets
* golf clubs
* fishing poles
* baseball bats
* snowmobiles
* bicycle industry
* switches
* washing machines
* snow blowers

Highways, Buildings, Bridges
* smart foundations
* smart skins
* dynamically-tunable optical and thermal characteristics for

doors and windows (energy efficiency and comfort)
* smart structures, bridges, buildings
* building elevators
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Implementing smart composites: organizational/eniironmental issues

Michael J. Martin - Michigan State University

"Smart" Composites Technology will not automatically be
implemented simply because they provide mechanical and
economic advantages. There are significant organizational
and environmental issues which need to be understood and
dealt with. This paper will focus on implementing
composites in a mature organization and cost
modeling/economics.

Composites are unique from traditional materials of
construction because they require an integrated approach to
"design for manufacturing." Utilization of these new
materials can be the basis for the initiation of a cultural
change in a firm. The Michigan State University Composite
Cost Comparison Model attempts to provide an evaluation tool
for these "new" cost justification techniques.

I. Manufacturing Strategies for the Ninities

Peter Drucker points out in an article entitled, "The
Changed World Economy," that there are two distinct types of
manufacturing industry: material-based and
information/knowledge based. He demonstrates that the major
driving force for the world economy is no longer the
availability of raw materials, but the availability of
technology-based innovation.

Successful corporations that are competing on a global basis
have an organization that is able to identify profitable
niches /segments in a market--whether that niche be
culturally-based (geographical) or psychographic-based
(trendsetters vs. traditionalists). These companies
organize and locate the necessary
design/manufacturing/marketing teams in the center of that
market in order to satisfy the customer's needs--not to
satisfy an immediate financial measurement. These
corporations are not competing globally. They are
developing, manufacturing, and marketing globally.

"Global" firms recognize that the markets are now highly
segmented. The manufacturing strategies that these firms
evolve employ the necessary level of technology in order to
provide flexibility. Both their manufacturing and marketing

9I4lOP xihlitshings Lid
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arms are organized to react to the smaller volume runs
required by these niches. A smaller market niche can be
highly attractive if one can provide an economic basis for
shorter production runs.

The increased segmentation of various global markets also
brings another demand: "fast to market." A number of
studies of Japanese manufacturing firms show that their
ability to gain over 30% of the U. S. automotive market was
not based completely on lower cost performance. It was also
their ability to translate customer needs into products at
approximately 70% of the development time of U. S.
autoootive firms. Most of the difference is due to their
ability to trust their suppliers and make them a part of
their developmental team. Customers are no longer asking
for traditional supplier relationships. They are demanding
that suppliers become part of their team to meet their
customer's needs.

These teams are based on a true win-win relationship, not a
zero-sum game. Zero-sum games are based on the customer
driving costs down while the supplier attempts to raise
prices. A win-win relationship focuses upon the customer
establishing the value of the product in the marketplace,
while the supplier identifies opportunities for improvement
and passes through the benefits of these process
improvements.

Thompson and Gandhi of Michigan State University have
described such a "design for manufacture" model for
composites. The "design for manufacture" composite model
starts with the customers' specifications, which typically
include static and dynamic load, geometrical (space)
constraints, fatigue life projection, environmental
conditions and abrasion resistance. The market can also
provide the design with constraints on weight, costs and the
relative value of a particular function of the part.

Traditionally, the designer then selects the materials to
meet the 'pecification within a given cost range. Here,
composites represent both an advantage and a quandary. The
advantage is the potential cost savings due t3 consolidation
resulting from the ability to localize stress/strain
reduction by selective placement of reinforcement. The
quandary is that selection of the material eliminates
certain fabrication techniques, and the lack of a coherent
design data base for prediction of properties in a variety
of geometric forms limits the materials selection to "cut
and try."

Thp objective is to select materials that will meet the
design specifications within cost limitation with an
understanding of the function of fiber and resin plus the
advantages of a mixed anisotropic and isotopic load
transfer.
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The use of slightly different fabrication technique or any
deviations or problems could result in a composite of
different quality with a totally different number and
distribution of defects. The aesthetic requirements of the
product impacts upon the material selection for certain
processes. How the product will be assembled can impact at
the fabrication level because of requirements for metal
inserts, surface finish for adhesive joining, or various
alternative joining techniques between metals and
composites.

Once the various types of constituents and the fabrication
systems have been identified, the design problem is now
reduced to establishing viable geometric form and design
parameters such as stacking sequence, fiber orientation and
volume fractions of various constituents in order to satisfy
the product design specifications. This phase of the
program is computer intensive and involves significant use
of finite element techniques.

"Global" firms recognize that all companies have
approximately equal access to capital and technology. The
only major difference is their people and how they organize
them. The cause of most of the failures of advanced
manufacturing technologies is implementation. Poor
implementation is often the result of "over the transcom"
organization.

Members of an "over the transom" manufacturing company look
upon themselves as black boxes that produce units to meet
customer specifications. There is no need to communicate
with in the firm as long as everyone does their "job". When
you visit these firms you often wonder who is the
competition - most often it looks like they spend most of
their time competing with each other. In these firms the
task of accounting is to identify sources of blame for not
meeting cost projections or customer specifications. The
task of marketing is to raise rrices so that uncontrollable
costs can be passed through to the customer.

"New" manufacturing organizations counter this commodity
based mentality by developing integrated teams with total
access to information. Not surprisingly, those firms that
can organize into "design for manufacturing teams" have a
distinct competative advantage over traditional "over the
transom" engineering. The real advantage to the new
organization is not meeting some recent fad in order to
retain quality workers but in the synergy that occurs when
persons of different backgrounds and training focus on the
solving of a customer's prublem/need.

Traditional metal based "over the transom engineering"
companies cannot justify the advanced manufacturing
technologies required for "smart" materials with the
existing cost accounting techniqes.
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"Global" companies require "new" accounting tools that
recognize the value of the new "design for manufacturing"
teams, automated manufacturing technologies, composite
materials, and the impact of "fast to market" strategies.
The "new" cost analysis systems would recognize that:

Cost identifies opportunities for improvement--not
potential for blame.

Cost opportunities are not to be found solely in
labor reduction or lower cost materials but more
importantly in the various components of
overhead/burden.

The "fast to market" strategies have forced new
supplier/customer relationships and has embraced the "total
quality" audit. No longer do customers audit just the SPC
charts. Now the audits cover leadership/management,
quality, delivery, technology and costs. "Global" customers
need to understand that their "new" partners can identify
all of their opportunities for improvement, and pass them
along.

Most quality audits now require standard costs..for labor,
material, and overhead. Overhead can be broken down into
the burden for:

Labor--direct supervision, indirect supervision,
payroll, pension, benefits, taxes, etc.

Material--purchasing, handling, inventory carrying
charges, plant space,etc.

Direct--utilities, machine depreciation, insurance,
etc.

Indirect--marketing, engineering, plant space,
customer service, production planning, etc.

The value of this overhead information has been pointed out
by various surveys. The average cost of U.S. manufacturing
is: material 55%, labor 10%, and overhead 35%. Peat
Marwick has demonstrated that even with the most advanced
manufacturing technology, the average reduction of labor
content has been only to 4 or 5%.

II. MSU Cost Comparison Model

Composites appear to offer the design flexibility necessary
for "fast-to-market" marketing, and an apparent economic
advantage in the shorter production runs that niche
marketing requires. The economic advantages of composites
include: reduced labor costs due to the reduction of
assembly operations; opportunities for automation; and
potentially lower cost, interchangeable tools that could be
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used over a broad range of models. The economies are not
only in direct charges, but also in indirect charges such as
inventories, plant space savings and flexibility of design.
Presently, there is no way to quantify the value of these
reducing indirect overhead waste.

MSU Cost Analysis Model for Composite Manufacturing is a
Lotus(TM) spread sheet based on industry experience. The
MSU model will. provide a total cost estimate (the sum of
material, labor, overhead/burden, equipment, tooling, and
energy) for five composite fabrication processes: Injection
Molding (IM), Thermoforming (ThF), Resin Transfer Molding
(RTM), Sheet Molded Compression Forming (SMC), and Reaction
Injection Molding (RIM).

A brief description of the process requirements and
potential applications for each system is provided in the
user's manual. After the designer has selected the
processes to be compared, he/she can then modify the cost of
tooling for a flat plate with an estimate on the number of
inside radii, molded in holes, draft angles, ribs, etc.
required to meet the customer specifications. The model
does not consider any part performance requirements.
However, if the designer chooses a design feature that is
not feasible with a specific process based on industry
experience, then an error message will be shown. The user
now estimates the basic parameters for all of the processes:
part desired/yr., maximum surface area (sq.in.), volume
(cu.in.), time for production, cost/KW, part dimensions, and
whether the equipment would be dedicated to this one part.

The user now provides inputs or uses default values for the
specific processes have chosen--specifically material, scrap
rate, cycle time, mechanical and process efficiency, and
burden/overhead rates. The model provides a material data
base that can be searched for specific properties or cost.

The amount of material utilized reflects not only the
required production and estimated volume of the part, but
also the scrap rates in material handling fabrication, and
whether the material can be recycled. Some materials are
purchased as a raw material and others can be
self-manufactured such as SMC. Labor, capital, equipment
and tooling are influenced by production volume requirements
and cycle time of the different composite processes. Cycle
time of the various processes depends upon the thickness of
the part, the surface area of the part, the number of
cavities that could be designed in a mold, cure rate of the
resin, and the ability of the process to be automated.

The correlation equations for capital investment in tooling
and process equipment were established by industry survey
and are based upon surface area and press/clamp tonnage,
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depending upon the fabrication technique. For example, the
equation for Sheet Molded Compression is (e ^(( press
tonnage)^(-.001))*(-2180776) + 2007828).

After the user has reviewed the inputted, defaulted, and/or
calculated values, he/she can view the costs per part for
that volume... or request a graph (figure 1) for that process
over a volume range... or request a graph to compare selected
processes over a volume range (figure 2).

The advantages of "smart" materials/composites--part
consolidation, strength-to-weight ratio, and design
flexibility--can be fully realized by recognizing that
composites are a unique process, as well as a material of
construction. The MSU Cost Analysis Model is a
computational tool that will broaden the design evaluation
to include all aspect of the product development process,
and will integrate the design process further into a
manufacturing team. Composites represent a "leap frog"
opportunity for U.S. manufacturers to provide unique
products to their global customers.
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Activti*cii J-f the Smart Structures Research Institute

P. T. Gardiner, B. Culshaw, A. McDonach, W. C.Michie, R. Pethrick
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow GII XW, Scotland, U.K.

ABSTRACT: To meet the demanding multi-disciplinary challenge of smart structures
and materials technology, on the 14th February 1991, the Smart Structures Research
Institute was officially inaugurated on the campus of the University of Strathclyde,
Glasgow. The Institute is decentralised in structure in that it acts as a project office to
plan, co-ordinate and manage research projects, which are jointly undertaken between

a number of scientific, engineering and administrative departments. This paper will
describe the rationale for the establishment of the Institute and will review the research
activities and plans for the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation in interest and published literature in smart structures and materials

technology in the late 1980s, stimulated the University of Strathclyde to undertake a

comprehensive feasibility study on its status and prospects.

The results of this study are summarised below:

* the technology is truly multi-disciplinary.
* considerable user pull exists and the level of interest will continue to grow.
* a wide range of applications are being addressed and lie in the short, medium and long

term.
* activities in the US and Japan have led to extensive networking of knowledge/

excellence; although not technologically behind, effort in Europe is fragmented.
* the availability of multifunction smart materials will have a dramatic affect upon the

approaches to structural design.
* technology is immature and the science base needs to be developed.
* the University of Strathclyde has a near ideal mix of enabling skills/experience to take

on board scientific developments in this field.
* The time is right for a European based multi-disciplinary world centre of excellence in

this key 21st century technology.

As a result the Smart Structures Research Institute was formed and has been active since

February 1991.

1 002 I()P PuNis.hing I Id
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2. ORGANISATION OF THE SMART STRUCTURES RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The mission of the Institute is simple: to ensure the University of Strathclyde becomes a

world centre of excellence and leader in Smart Structures and Materials research.

The m.,in !trzza- a tiViLy of the

Institute is scientific research, operating
in a project based manner, with o ..

research teams established from the [ - a pfd SMART

relevant disciplines to meet the target C[ •'is" STRUCTURES

objectives of the project. By this T.,. I

approach, the most efficient use of RESEARCH

available resources is made, with ,-
minimum duplication of effort. The

organisation is shown in Figure 1,

showing the various contributory R ,,
departments and affiliates. i__

Figure I
The key to this initiative is effective
project management, and associated with this, the Institute Director and his staff

perform a number of important functions in close collaboration with academic staff:

* identification and planning of research with academic staff.

* organisation and coordination of project teams from the relevant departments/

affiliates.
* proposal preparation to secure funding.
* management of research projects.

* encourage and stimulate communications between various University departments and

affiliates.
* to interface with the outside world in Smart Structures and Materials Technology.

3. PROGRAMME OF WORK

As already discussed, applications fall into short, medium and long term timescales, all of
which need to be supported by a strong fundamental science base. In response to this, a

flexible, multi-tier programme of work has been defined:
a Level I - Fundamental Science M Level 3 - Independent Research
a Level 2 - Collaborative Research E Level 4 - Institute Membership
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3.1 Fundamental Science Programme

The Fundamental Science programme is viewed as the 'backbone' of the Institute, and a
number of projects have already been initiated:

* Embedded Sensor Systems
* Adaptive Structures
* Molecularly Smart Materials

3.2 Collaborative & Independent Research Programme

The Collaborative and Independent Research programmes are designed to accommodate a
wide range of research objectives and commitments from cooperating industrial partners

and government laboratories.

Collaborative programmes already identified include:

* Composite cure monitoring
* Damage detection/structural integrity monitoring
* Distributed sensing
* Novel actuator systems
* Monitoring civil engineering structures
* Strain indicative climbing rope.

3.3 Institute Membership Programme

The objective of the Institute Membership Programme is to provide companies,
organisations and individuals with a cost-effective means of tracking the development of
Smart Structures technology. The task of monitoring technical developments world-wide
is not easy, even for major corporations. In the case of Smart Structures and Materials

systems, the task is particularly difficult since the inter-relationship between several
technical disciplines needs to be monitored and interpreted.

By tracking developments in these various disciplines, the Institute Membership
Programme will provide invaluable input to Managers and Directors of Research in
,nswering some important questions:-

I Is the proof-of-concept sufficiently established for a specific application?
* What are the major technical challenges which need to be addressed?
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* Where are the critical cost parameters?

* How strong is the science base for specific research developments?

* Is the timing rignt for applied research?

* What level of commitment should be made now, and within the 5-year time frame?

Input for these and similar questions will cover developments both in the enabling

technologies and in the growing applications base.

The Institute Membership Programme is an information ciub, its product facilitated

through four main services:

* Quarterly information newsletter

* Data Base
* Annual Conference

* Seminars & Workshops

4. CONCLUSIONS

Smart structures and materials technology will undoubtedly yield a wide range of new

materials plus new material sensing and actuation technologies and this will have a radical

effect on current approaches to structural design. To date, a considerable amount of

resources have been applied, but the technology is still largely immature an.d there is a

necessity to develop the underpinning interdisciplinary science base. To meet this need,

the Smart Structures Research Institute is the first initiative to be established in Europe and

is dedicated to the development of this new and exciting technology.
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T"cchnology integration requirements for adaptive structures in space

J. P. Henderson

Materials and Vibration Engineering, 383 Ridgewood Dr. Fairborn, OH 45324

P. E. Stover

Nichols Research Corporation, 4141 Col Glenn Hwy. Dayton, OH 45431

ABSTRACT: Successful application of adaptive structures technology for vibration
suppression of future space systems will require the integration of several technologies. The
integration of control electronics systems with space adaptive structures systems is discussed.
Some of the recent developments in the areas of passive vibration damping, active control
of vibratory response. embedded sensors and actuators, and electronic systems including
sensors and actuators are discussed. To take advantage of the fast moving developments in
these several technologies it is necessary to define parameters for optimization of integrated
vibration control systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future space systems will require stable precision structures to accommodate sensors

with stringent limitations on line-of-sight (LOS) errors and jitter caused by vibratory response
of the structure. Vibration can be excited by rapid retargeting maneuvers: onboard equipment

such as cryo-coolers , momentum wheels, or control moment gyros; and propulsion or attitude

control systems. Numerous studies have been conducted of vibration suppression systems to
achieve this high level of performance including systems with passive damping, active control,
embedded sensors and actuators, and combinations of each of these. Several investigators have
reported that one of the major limitations of active control systems is the electronic
compensator, stating concerns with weight, power consumption, speed and computing capacity
and robustness. Others have reported that augmented passive damping is required to maintain

stability in an actively controlled structure with several modes in the control bandwidth. This
paper reviews some of the recent investigations into the synergistic effects of passive damping
and active control of structure;; to be used in space, as well as emerging electronics technology
that could significantly improve active vibration control systems. The obvious conclusion to this
review is that the most effective approach to developing adaptive structures for vibration control

of space structures is to couple rapidly improving electronics technology with modern control

I 1)()2 It)P PI•bi ,hh I iLd
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theory, new sensor and actuator technology, and latest developments in the design of passively

damped structures.

II. VIBRATION SUPPRESSION

There have been several investigations of utilizing feedback control systems for active

vibration suppression of space structures. Many of these systems, such as Gehling (1991), Voth

and Stroughton (1991), have utilized proof mass actuators (PMA) to apply corrective forces to

the structure for the control of structural vibration. Others such as Obal (1986), and Bronowicki

(1990) have demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing piezoelectric devices as both sensors and

actuators. Independent of the type of ictuators, it has been shown that the problem of active

control becomes increasingly difficult with increases in the amount of vibration suppression

required as well as increases of the modal density of the structure to be controlled. Obal used

a band pass filter and phase shifting circuit tuned to each of the fairly well separated modes of

a beam. As the structure becomes more complex and modal densities increase so does the

difficulty of establishing an accurate analytical model of structural response. Stability of the

control system is highly dependent on the accuracy of the plant.

von Flotow and Vos (1991) pointed out that, for structures with many closely spaced

modes in the control band, uncertainties in the plant will cause compensators to become unstable

unless significant passive damping is present. Even in the case of carefully characterized

laboratory structures, with single input single output (SISO), passive damping in the range of

I to 4% critical viscous is required for phase stability in the control bandwidth. In uncertain

structures the required passive damping levels would be much higher. Significant damping is

also required for gain stability at frequencies higher than the control bandwidth where poorly

modeled modes are likely.

Structures of typical space systems have high modal densities and multiple input multiple

output (MIMO). Applying modern control design, with position as well as velocity feedback,

to such systems can become very cumbersome when dealing with high order systems. Accuracy

and speed of the control system decreases as the size of thL model increases. This forces the

designer to reduce the order of the model and iterate until the desired performance and stability

is achieved. This reduced order controller is subject to "spillover" instabilities caused by

unmodeled modes, often requiring several design iterations of the model. Experiences with both

LQRILTR (Gehling 1991a) and Hoo (Voth and Stoughton 1991) indicate that stable active

control on a typical MIMO space craft structure could not be achieved without significant levels

of passive damping.

Passive damping can be achieved through a number of techniques including incorporation

of viscoelastic materials (VEM), viscous struts, passively shunted piezoelectric devices, and

magnetic damping devices. In fact, "passive" damping can in effect be achieved through low

authority active control with local direct velocity feedback. This type of low authority controller

does not exhibit the stability problems, nor does it have the performance of the high authority
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control systems. Of course, the system designer must trade off the benefits, risks, costs and

complexity of active versus the various passive approaches. Case studies comparing passive

piezoceramic, viscous, and viscoelastic damping approaches are being presented at this

conference (von Flotow et al 1991b).

Increasing passive damping through the use of viscoelastic materials is a mature

technology with several well developed design techniques available. Although properties of

VEMs are temperature and frequency dependent, and effective optimization of VEM damped

structures require careful consideration of modal strain energies and wave lengths, these

materials have been successfully used in airframes, turbine engines, automotive and naval

systems for several years (Nashif et al 1985). Considerable recent progress has been made in

resolving technical questions pertaining to the use of VEM in space structures, including better

correlation VEM mechanical property tests, greatly improved VEM data bases, and improved

finite element based design procedures. Additional questions need to be answered including a

better understanding of space environmental effects on VEM and quantified outgassing

information on VEM in representative configurations. The time has come to identify and

resolve those areas that are hampering the integration of a powerful body of VEM damping

technology into adaptive structures vibration control strategies.

Ill. ELECTRONICS AND POWER

The application of adaptive structures concepts to vibration control of operational systems

will require the marriage of structural dynamics, active control, passive damping, and electrical

and electronics technologies. It is common to assume that the phenomenal growth in the

electronics arena will continue and will provide for all future needs. Such may not be the case.

In an adaptive structure the value of a parameter that indicates the status of a structural

element is measured and a corrective action is taken to compensate for any undesired deviation

in that status. The elements of an active vibration suppression system are the sensors that

measure strain, displacement or acceleration, the force generators that apply the corrective

action, and the electronics that process the sensor signals and produce the instructions to power

the force generators. The interactions among these elements are controlled by the electronics

system and the optimization of that system presents both a challenge and an opportunity.

The heart of any adaptive structures system is the sensor suite and the associated force

generators. While strain is the most common parameter measured, there will be other

measurements that are important to the system. Strain sensors may include metallic strain

gauges, piezoelectric gauges (both ceramic and polymeric), digital sensors and any of several

fiber optic concepts under development. Piezoelectric force generators are the baseline for many

advanced adaptive structures applications. Many sensors and force generators require an analog

bias and produce an analog output and many of the electronics system's reliability, accuracy and

operational problems will stem from the generation, conditioning and transmission of these

analog signals. From an electronics and electrical stand point, total power and power profile are
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the overriding issues in the generation of forces. The analog output from the sensors will have

to be converted to digital form for processing. This conversion should be accomplished as close

to the source as possible and the ultimate solution would be to generate a digital signal directly.

integrated sensors that produce a digital signal are under development. These sensors are

produced by micromachining techniques similar to those used to make integrated circuits and

may be configured to measure strain, acceleration, pressure, flow or humidity. Auxiliary

circuitry may be fabricated directly on the sensor substrate. The complexity, size, weight and

reliability of the eiectronics may drive the sensor and force generator selection in a space

application.

The electronics system that controls an adaptive structure will perform a number of

functions. While many of these functions are similar for a test system and a flight system,

design parameters are quite different and the differences must be considered in the technology

development if a robust technology is to be available for technology transition. The electronics

must accept signals from a number of sources distributed throughout the structure, condition and

usually digitize those signals, transmit the signals to processing sites, provide bias and

housekeeping power to a variety of components, solve algorithms that may be quite

computationally intensive, produce appropriate control signals for the force generators, generate

and hand-off data to the host system, regenerate itself after any number of disruptive events and

recalibrate the system as required. Redundancy, lifetime, noise-immunity and reliability issues

complicate the electronics system design and compensation must be provided for environmental

effects. The availability of processors should not be a problem unless radiation hardness

becomes an issue but the architecture should be addressed early in the development cycle to give

time to optimize the system. Multiplexing to minimize cabling will be important and bus systems

should be evaluated to take advantage of recent and projected developments.

Random access memory is required to support the processors and, if multiple processors

are used, there are a number of options for sharing or mutually accessing sections of the

memory. Nonvolatile memory is needed to store critical parameters and code for system start-up

and for reinitialization after an interruption. Archival memory may be required to store system

history for troubleshooting or for a reference to modify control algorithms to compensate for

aging or damage effects. As with the processors, commercially available memory should suffice

unless there is a radiation hardness requirement.

The speed that is achieved on modern integrated circuit chips is lost between chips

because of the packaging. Multichip packages and innovative ways of attaching chips to

substrates are being developed and the adaptive structure system should take advantage of those

developments. Connectors are historically a weak point in any electrical system and a distributed

adaptive structures system may have very severe connector problems. In this as in other

technology areas discussed, the adaptive structures community may be able to influence the

direction of development.

The power budget on any space craft is critical and every milliwatt is jealously accounted
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for. The total energy consumed over the life yf the space craft is important whether its impact

is measured in terms of solar cell life or consumable weight. Passive damping has been shown

to save as much as 99% of the power expended for active vibration control. The schedule on

which the power is demanded may also be critical because the power source or distribution

system may be overtaxed resulting in burn-out or unacceptable voltage drops if an adaptive

structures demand surge happens to coincide with a demand from another load. Transients and

interruptions in the prime power supply must be expected and the system must be designed to

recover from a variety of power system malfunctions. Power systems are notorious sources for

electronic noise. Many problems can be avoided with good power system design practice but

some types of loads are inherently more noisy than others and this should be considered early

in the development cycle. Rapid switching of a load will produce transients that radiate

electromagnetic energy that, in turn, will be coupled into other circuits in the vicinity. Common

solutions to this problem tend to be heavy and can introduce thermal management problems in

a spacecraft. It is usually desirable to transmit power at the highest practical voltage to

minimize conductor weight and inverter circuitry that generates an alternating or pulsed current

is often employed. If this pulsed power could be applied directly to the force generator the

entire system could be simpler, lighter, more reliable and more responsive. This is just one

example of synergism that could be realized from an integrated approach to system

development.

Radiation hardness is a very important issue. The radiation levels a given electronics

device will experience are a function of mission, scenario and shielding and the ability of a

device to withstand radiation is a function of device material, device design, device fabrication.

circuit design, operational requirements and software design. All space systems must be able

to withstand the natural environment and, depending on the scenario adopted, may have to

withstand a nuclear weapon event. It seems risky to develop a military technology that cannot

withstand at least some nuclear weapon induced radiation. An electronic device is much more

susceptible to both hard (nonrecoverable) and soft (recoverable) damage if it is in operation

during the time it is subjected to high radiation levels. It is very important to determine whether

or not the device must be operating during a nuclear event. A requirement that the electronics

be turned off when radiation levels are high could have significant effects on the stability of the

system and on the form of the algorithms. It may seem that this is an issue the adaptive

structures developer can defer but the availability of radiation-hard electronics is very limited

and unless requirements for hardened components are identified to the device developer, the

research and development of such parts may never be accomplished.

IV.SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Adaptive structures faces a dilemma that is all too common when many technologies must

be married. Rapid progress is being made in several related technologies, but the direction of

future progress depends heavily on the integration of the output of divergent technical
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communities that have not communicated well ig the past.

The vibration suppression community, has made tremendous strides in developing both

active control and passive damping technologies applicable to space systems. A few investigators

are now looking at the synergistic benefits of both active control and passive damping on the

response of test systems, such as in the PACOSS program (Gehling 1991a, Voth and Stroughton

1991), in the SPICE program (Yiu 1991), and at the Air Force Institute of Technology

(Gaudreault et al 1991). More effort should be concentrated on integration applicable to flight

systems.

The adaptive structure specialist tends to view electronics as a catalog of capabilities and

asks for an index to the catalog. The electronics specialist asks for a detailed definition of the

problem so that he can develop an ideal electronics sub-system. Neither the catalog nor the

detailed definition exists and cannot without an iterative, cooperative program. Ideally, a

balanced approach will lead to early, cost-effective use of all these technologies.
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Exploratory study of the acoustic performance of piezoelectric actuators

0. L. Santa Maria
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton. Virginia

and

E. M. Thurlow, M. G. Jones
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co.

Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT: The proposed ducted fan engine has prompted the need for increasingly
lightweight and efficient noise control devices. Exploratory tests at the NASA t.angley
Research Center were conducted to evaluate three piezoelectric specimens as possible
control transducers: a Polyvinylidene Flouride (PVDF) piezofilm sample and two
composite samples of Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) rods embedded in fiberglass. The
tests measured the acoustic output efficiency and evaluated the noise control
characteristics when interacting with a primary sound source. The results showed that a
PZT sample could diminish the reflected acoustic waves. However, the PZT acoustic
output must increase by several orders of magnitude to qualify as a control transducer for
the ducted fan engine.

1. INTRODUCTION
The unique noise generating properties of the proposed ducted fan engines are forcing the
aeroacoustician to consider new techniques to reduce the sound levels of these engines to
acceptable levels. The proposed engine will be about 10 ft in diameter, and 10 ft. long.
This design is predicted to generate noise levels over 150 dB inside the engine, with very
limited space for noise attenuation devices or liners. Among the techniques being
considered as a solution for this unique problem is active noise control. One of the primary
difficulties of providing an active noise control system for this application is the need for
extended spatial control of the spinning modes inside a duct (ref 1). One possible method
for achieving extended spatial control is to use a distribution of highly efficient, lightweight
sound sources.

A current program at NASA Langley Research Center is investigating alternative sound
sources and their application to the noise control problem. As a first step in the
development process, two exploratory tests were conducted to evaluate the acoustic
transduction properties of three piezoelectric samples. Piezoelectric materials vibrate and
produce sound when driven by an input voltage. If sufficiently large acoustic outputs that
would match the predicted levels of the proposed engine can be obtained directly from these
piezoelectric samples, they may be used as direct in-duct acoustic actuators. However, if
the direct acoustic outputs are insufficient, the piezoelectric material may have to be
coupled with a heavier or larger structure to amplify the acoustic outputs.

1 0')7 I(P Puhhishin I td
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2. DESCRIPTION OF PIEZOELECTRIC SAMPLES

Three piezoelectric samples, one Polyvinylidene Flouride (PVDF) piezofilm sample and
two Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) composites were tested. The first sample evaluated was
a 28-pm-thick PVDF piezo film embedded in a block of foam. Figure i(a) illustrates the
sample in its test configuration and indicates the relative motion of the film. The other two
samples were composites of PZT rods embedded in fiberglass. The cross-sectional areas of
the PZT rods in the two composites were 1 mm 2 and 0.25 mm 2 , spaced 4.5 mm and 2.3 mm
apart, respectively. Both PZT samples had a surface density of 5% PZT. Figure 1(b) shows
the configuration of the PZT composites.

MEUOF1LMý/: PZT RODS

FIBERGLASS

FOAM

PVDF Foam PZr Rods V berghIa.

Figure 1. Piezoelectric Samples.

3. ACOUSTIC RESPONSE FLUS.ioT•MoED

MEASUREMENT- 
AML

The first test was to ascertain the acoustic .-
response of the samples as functions of -

frequency and excitation voltage. This was
done by mounting each sample normal to the 3 as FT-
axis of a 2-in. by 2-in. duct with a 2 I. x 2 In.
nonreflecting termination and measuring Duct C NOHRRFLECTnVE

sound levels approximately one meter from
the sample. The samples were driven at Figure 2. Progressive Wave Tube
various input voltages over a frequency range used to measure acoustic efficiency.
of 200 to 2500 Hz in 1X) Hz increments.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of ti - setup.
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Figure 3 shows a frequency response plot of
the acoustic output for the PVDF piezofilm. 70

The piezofilm was driven by an input of 150 -0

Vrms, the maximum voltage the PVDF-foam 0 -

configuration could sustain. A peak sound 2 so WA

pressure level (SPL) of 64.9 dB (re 20 jiPa) " -
was measured. To test for linearity of c ,0- 4 -

acoustic output vs. voltage input, an input of
75 Vrms was used. The acoustic response 30 -- 75 Vr,.

-d 150 V-8l

for both input voltages, shown in figure 3, 20

illustrates that for most frequencies. the 0 1000 2000 3000

change in acoustic output is directly related FREQUENCY, Hz

to the change in excitation voltage or: Figure 3. Acoustic output data for the
PVDF Piezofilm.

V1
AdB = 20 log -

for this range of excitation voltage, indicating linearity. Some points in figure 3 did not
exhibit a linear increase with the change in voltage, most likely because the sound pressure
levels were below the range of the acoustic measurement system.

The PZT piezoceram.c samples were driven at 250 Vrms. Figure 4(a) shows the frequency
,'1

response of the PZT sample with I-mm--cross-section rods. The peak in the response curve
(78.3 dB) indicates a resonant response of the sample for the frequency range tested. Figure
4(b) shows the frequency response of the PZT sample with 0.25-mm2 -cross-section rods.
The response curve is similar to that of the previous PZT sample, but with a higher
maximum SPL of 86.4 dB (re 20 giPa) measured. A shift in the peak and slope of the
curves can be observed in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Both samples were also driven at 100
VrMs to check linearity. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate that with an increase from 100 VrMs

to 250 VMS, the change in decibels satisfied the equation above (AdB = 8 dB), thus

exhibiting linear behavior.
90 9

'0 - 80

on 10 so --

0 r-

if .4wa 00 -- i

50 1 -4-100 'Irma -- -4- 100 Vr-

0 -0-250 VItM@ 
-4-250 Vrm.

40 -- 40
3 1000 2000 3000 0 1000 2000 3000

FREQUENCY, Hz FREQUENCY. Hz

(a) (b)
I mmo Rod X-Section 0.25 mm 2 Rod X-Scction

Figure 4. Acoustic output data for PZT piezoceramic samples,
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4. NOISE CONTROL EVALUATION

The second test was conducted to investigate the ability of a piezoelectric sample to alter a
simple standing wave field by controlling the termination boundary condition or acoustic
impedance in a standing wave tube. The standing wave tube is a closed duct in which
incident and reflected acoustic waves combine to create a standing wave (ref. 2). The
standing wave tube was used to determine if the active sample could act as a nonreflecting
termination for various phase settings relative to a primary sound source. The PZT sample
with 0.25 mm 2 cross-section rods was used as the secondary source in this test since it gave
the highest acoustic output of all three samples tested.

The sample was mounted at one end of a 2- ACOUSnC
SAMPLE PROWE DRIVERSft long standing wave tube, as shown in MICROPHONE

figure 5, with acoustic drivers on the other
end to produce an incident sound field. The
acoustic drivers and the sample were
adjusted to produce the same acoustic output 2
levels at each frequency tested. The STEPI

2 ILx 2 I. MOTORstanding wave produced in the tube was Dut eCra2..•ction
determined by fitting the data measured by
the axially traversing probe microphone
with the equation for a standing wave (ref. Figure 5. Standing Wave Tube
2). Changes in the standing wave pattern
were then measured as the PZT sample was driven at various phase settings relative to the
acoustic drivers. A significant reduction in the standing wave ratio SWR would indicate
that the TJflected wave from the sample was being minimized.

The PZT sample was driven at 250 VMS input, over a frequency range of 500 to 2500 Hz,

in 100 Hz increments. The relative phase was varied from 0 to 180 degrees in 30 degree
increments. Changing the relative phase settings varied the SWR at all frequencies tested.
For this range of frequencies, the change in SWR ranged from 4.2 dB to 44 dB. The
relative phase settings at which the maximum and the minimum SWR were observed were
different for each frequency tested. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) are plots of measured standing
waves. Each plot shows SPL (re 20 g.tPa) vs. distance from the face of the sample. A
typical SWR variation (in this case, an increase) is shown in figure 6(a). Figure 6(b)
illustrates one of the significant reductions. The maximum standing wave ratio for this
frequency was 18 dB when the sample was at a phase setting of 180 degrees. When the
phase was set to 90 degrees, the SWR was reduced to 1.2 dB.

A survey of SWR versus phase setting at 1900 Hz, in increments of I degree, determined
that the optimal phase setting was 82 degrees, which provided a SWR of less than I dB.
This result indicates that the reflected wave from the sample is nearly eliminated.
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Figure 6. SWR Plots for Various Relative Phase Settings.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The acoustic ouputs of the three piezoelectric samples were found to vary linearly with
input voltage. The sample with the largest acoustic output was used as an active termination
in a standing wave tube. A significant reduction in standing wave ratio was achieved,
demonstrating that an active piezoelectric sample can eliminate a reflected wave. The
acoustic output of the samples was far below the level necessary to control the ducted fan
engine. To be useful for active noise control, the response of piezoelectric materials must
be increased by several orders of magnitude. Amplifying the acoustic output of
piezoelectric materials remains a challenge for the active noise control and advanced
materials community.
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Comparison of feedforiiard ,ersus feedback design in sound radiation suppression

J. Phi, EA. Unver
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Arlington, VA

%BRSTR.T factors is the selection of either feedforward or feedback control
This paper presents two design approaches for the active approach. The objective of this paper is to compare the

f111nll 1 icOutic radiation. The twt approaches discussed feedfrorwarl and feedback approaches in the design of a modal-
eiipl.' i,, n e .ti )tal filters with feedfor.ard and feedback based active control system. There are major differences
designý, resp.ctivelh Broadband feedback control systems between fecdforward and feedback approaches, Reference
have ho ads titage over fecdliirw•1d Lontrol systeems in that signals without the effects from the control signals, the so
the% of,, riot require the decouspltig neneutralieaittin) of a suitable called perfect neutralization, are desired in the feedfor-ard
refcrrnce signal. In the fnrtulation if both cotntrol systems, approach, whereas the feedback approach requires the
the transfer ltsctsons associated with the actuators and sensors availability of residual error signals. Furthermore, it can be
arc nisdeled bs itthlerect group dilavs. The effects of these group shown that it the effects (In the reference signals from the

iss on sire tsvand-Ith pests'rmansc between the feedforward control signals cannot be rcmoe
4 

perfectly, then a feedback
ande toelb1,k designes are conspired The study described here loop exists in the cancellation path Which can degrade
illustrates the fundametetal w'rlormance ditterences between the cancellation performance and present stability problems.
modal based feedflorwaril and leedback active control systei•s
that are soncrtraiued to act cau-sall. Comparisons of the In this paper, the design of the modal-based feedfor•wand and
iistrolled ant sirictiOstilled vibration energy and the acoustic feedback active control systems With different actuator and

encsgs ire . flisid lhe avals sit and simssulation resutlss use sensor grouLp delays arC presented. The simulation revuits use
the dIsnatsr.i ft a sinply sktppOrtedl p5act It air The results the dynamics of a sinsply suppotrted plate in air. The effects of
ild tc that it thee p, iroip delay is small ttrnpare-I wish non perfect neutrali/ation in the feedftorward design are also

the isiat,.r gro-up elotýt thee feedhack devican tJaheve the examined.
"-ain,. aesltlaStis perforeance as the perfectly neutralized
eedlfriard &st,lsgn FurthcrMsre. the ts vailts also shoea that Comparison (if the uneontrolled aid controlled plate response

'pevl:f' -ao nsssst he taken wheneve'r the active control syvtem indicate that feedback design can achieve the sanme vibration
is d-li:ned t,, iupprvev ,enl% the hsgh efficiency radiatieg suppression as the feedforward design whenever the sensor

ulmod"'. sTie it iv 1vrsihte iS insreasc the radiatimie efficiency group delay is much smaller than the actuator group delay
ai in iSSnr.,led rUcittc ahout inrea-sng its vibration level Furthermore. feedback design is nost possible if the sum of the

This san he accmplished by changing the relative phasing ,I actuator and sensor group delay is sufficiently large, since this
1h ., res.stes wish ut changing its esagnisudv can present stability psroblems, EPacluations of the farfield

acoustic pressures indicate that it iv also necessary to control
IN I RODI) TION the low efficiency radiating modes. since it iv possible to
Mush II the rescearch in actrICI ctItroil its stiand radiatioin increase the radiating efficiency of an uncontrrlled mode

mrSpios adaptive itlering techniqtes or the so-called without increasing its vibration level. This can be
e•ilor'sward -lsstem Ailaptive filtering mehiihods for acoustic accomplislted by changing the relative phasing of the modal
tippressiotn hbvae been applioi successfully in a number of response

t.arivcsial prishlems. sUi I a' noise contrisl in a fan duct, aircraft
'hbins and the silencing if an engine exhaust system. If the THE FEEDFORWARD MODAL BASED CONTROLLER
Aitilc citerros vs stem is st suppress the acioustic response at The broadband adaptive filtered.X lea..t mean-square (FXLMS)
'vatlons where acitmistuc measurements are available, then algorithm 11.21 is used in adaptive v11ise cancellation

idaprise toilfidrward filters can be used to cancel the measured application to adaptively removie Unrlesired tompotnents of a
-iund tror fi a errori nlcrophorte This type of ictive cistrol signal that are correlated with a given reference signal. Fisgire
systees is referred tos av a feedfi-fward design with system shois a hlock diagram Itt the algorithm f-r a real passhand
ilwens fivation An alternative apprisash Which does not require cancellation path transfer bisection Ya The roerence signal r is

; ',m tie aesurements is is ciirrtsis the vibrastis•nal miodes that ibsainevd by f~iltering stie disserbanee signal d by, the referenc'e

.iinr <hts the siost to the radiatel acoustic energy- structural transfer function Hr. The application of the Weight W

to the reference signal r forms the cancelling signals, whituo
11 ha, been ýh-n thatioda based activ•e contro~l can minimile drives Fp, the actuator spatial filter 131 and Y., the st1uCtua
she nimber s, Ac sat irs ses-rs, and control energy This , , oa
cspr'vally true" if the vibration prslslem is known to invsol•e transfer function from actuator sti vibration sensor ito cancel the
onel a few s'ýnsicmnt rasiating modes The advantage if modal primary disturbance signal The actusator and sensor transfer
bavei.d Active tIntrol strategy is that the vibration motrisn from functions are modeled by the group delays CsuiTm and C lo'

iv sdiat d )trildes can be estimated Withosut introducing time respectively The adaptive weight is computed by the FXLN¶S
dlelav into the caneellation path A time delay will be introduced algorithm. whereby the update is formed by filtering the"v the avustut propagation where acostrLe measurements are reference signal r by an estimate of the equivalent cancellation
used IThoofise, it is ptssble tsi develop a modal based active path transfer function F e-iuoi*r• • F corelating with the
csitroul sstem using feedback desige since acmsustSc c

propagatsin delay can prescnt stability problems in the vibration error signals. and scaling by the convergence gain
feedback dcssgn facttr 4. Fm is the modal filter I31 which allows the e"traction

if m modes to be controlled with L sensors
There are emn.t-, factirv that -"i

t 
infoenc the success Mf an

ctiore s.enirol ysv'ten in any given application Orne of the main

'iSK I)P I'buhlih hity L[Ad
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If the adaptive weight W in Figure I is allowed it converge to In this section. a formulation of the feedback control sytem is
Wup I Figure 2, then Figure 2 represents the steady state case develtiped using the multi-input multi-ourput state space
of Figure 1. where the adaptive LMS algorithm has been controller to minimice the vibration energy of selected modes.
removed. In this equivalent form. the algorithm resembles a
conventional feedforward control system with neutralitation Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the feedback control system.
residual transfer fanctiin A3 = Ya •." where Y and • are the where the actuator and sensor transfer functiins are modeled by

structural transfer function from actuator to the reference sensor the group delay e"`4i and eta"t% respectively. It is known that
and its estinate equivalent transfer function, respectively It the feedback control system suffers a basic limitation of the

cancellation bandwidth and out-of-band respninse whenever the
can be seen in Figure 2 that if Yar is not exactly equal to Y,, the loop transfer function exhibits non minimum phase. In this
perfect neutralhation condition. then a feedback loosp with loop case. the loop transfer function is given by Ya e ,.iwugss u- hich
gain ;Y. ý,,) Fp Wop exists in the cancellatior path which can is clearly a non-minimum phase transfer function Under thesedegrade cancellation performance and Lan present stability conditions, the disturbance source bandwidth can exceed theproblems in scme applicationsa maxirtumm stable cancellation bandwidth if the group loop delay

is large. It is interesting to note that in the feedback design as

For independent spatial mod.) control it I, desirable , form shown in Figure 3. the catncellation bandwidth depends on both
the actuator and sensor group delays of the loip trarusfer

linear combinalions if the senscor signals in irder ii extract function, whereas in the feedforwaod design as shewn in Figure
.s lunaws of the modal amplitudes, Ideally elach linear "". the cancellation bandwidth depends only on the actuaior
cuhibmnauion will pass one specific mode and reject all the other g d
nudes. Thus, folr L error sensors and M usodes to be controlled, group delay
the uieal modal filter must map L inputs into M uncoupled The closed loop response as shoiiwn in Figare 3 is gis en bv
oultiput In practice, hitwever, nitdal Iiotsr, 0-D ID d.

basesi upon the discrete campning of the continuaous safs ) 1 -f 1I+L{ 0 1 tt I (S C'ca(jns -A Id
ecenvfauv, nus n, (i see Equation 5Abi). do not necessarily

liT-duc e lwbst estim ates of the desired msilel am plitudes , A 'ihere , [.(n = (() C d,(jofl A ) I ' .) ) - T

Kitter approsach. described in Reference 111 is it deisign modal
filters lhist extract from sensor iteasuretents the best least and. (1 (0)1 - (Q jilAct I Be
inear square ccimnale (if the modal participation laelors whbile

rejetting ac well as pnssible the interference from the undesired wihere A, Bd. Hf. C', are the stat- space matrices associated ilth
modes In that study the medal filters Were designed to mnitmice the structure (see appendixt an.iAc. BA , Cc are the state Spate
the average nirmale/Cd cris responce power. The ibc iccuse
Itt tision diescrlbed in Equation at is us mini iced with respect to matrices associated with the MINO model-based controller
I subiect to the constraint if Equaslen INb. where f l f f,, Lt,,t is defined as the ltip gain. There are mans uethods -ien

can apply Iso destgn the MINO Controller. For the broadhaid
Sf L represent a set of N dimensional filter vectors and MI active control system considered in this paper, the Loop

leunues the number of actuators in the -sri•.l sstcm Transfer Recovery (LTR) 1-1t design methodology wa-s used. The
controller can be designed si two steps. First a LQR regulator

T n I.2. N I na gain matrin Ke is computed toi minimisee the selected vibrattinX= , n lI$i nsides ti be controlled, thereby realising the loop gain
response'

sh) Lit) - K.eiJt"'a ' Y (SI-A)l f Ibi

Icing seCIsOT differentiation with the methotd if Lagrange Note that the group delay e -j)(ta + 11 can be apprsnximated by
uiliphliers as described in Reference [31. the solution to a state space equation using the Pade approximation. Therefore.

[-qitie i I Is giveti hs the regulator gain K, is computed based on an augmented state
F ,( . i A (2) space equation. IA'. Bf. T-i'"1. between the space state masrices

(A. Hf. C',! and the state space matrices associated with the

F IF F F' ,11 (3) group delay. Second. a Kalman filter gain mtaix Kf is computed
ahere F 1is the moidal filter which allosws the extraction of so that the resulting loop gain is a• close to Equation 16) as

- possible, The resulting composite torp gain is given by
mode I from the L sensisr usasuremteris. A being a diagonal
sealing mtrun that s ýialciulaled to enforce the constraint of lAw)s [KciSI A. B'f Kr
Equation (I bI A more detailad analys•i of rhe misdal based
approach including weighted tum modat powers and I Kf('"V)"1 K,](",(SI A') ' R'f (7)

twrfsrmaece degradation for a limited numbir if -ensors can be Thus. by equating (5) and (71, the feedback controller can be
f ,im d ,n re ,'-r c e 1 31 o b ta in e d as

IsE(j(,) KyiSI A' Hf Kc, KfC' I Kf .511'HF• XODAL-BASE) FFF•IDRX('K ('ON FR()IIER
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for small crities of -aand X, the feetlbac K ontrol. liet desigo n achieve the same vi bratton cancellation Performance
dletermirnedl hi the regulator c-doliniratr,5 K,.. Kalman filter 'tin as the feetfiirsartl design fir this caise. when T. in the
eti~iria Ki. - I die ec-rooci sati, spce m atrils A, Bf/.C( feedfrl uant design is approximately equal I" (a + s) in the

feedback design. It can he rccoginted that for sufficiently large
Ias die use of feedback dvstgn us not Porssible dlue the gain

APPIIt ti/N T) ASIMlY tPP(RTID IEM anidwidth lirmitatiurn, Although the gain blandwidth limitation
PlATVE can be Imroprved by using the sii c lHed Pseudn Cascade
Orie the surface cc bc its distrib'utuions if inierest are calculated cionfiguration 17,81I. is still the primary limitation fvrr manty
thec ciir-evloniine farfielil pressure can be determninei, Since thi applic-atitons with aciodstic se'using using feedback design sicepaper cue tIers actI, rI sinA radiatiaon suppression iif aI plate in
air. Lill Inua- toailing if the sir-ruiunuling me- rum on the plate can aciiustic prttpagatutin can mecre-rye i significantly. Figure 6 and
N-i nIleclteud. Tie farfielil lressiire generatei by tJisl pl1ate can be- Figure 7 snoiw the farfisl pressurec with feedfiirward Itna 25
"c-tn- byh, u Racleiclis f iirula IS. irms antd feedlback controls ta + t, 25 nis) at mitie I and miiie

0~ 3 frequencies. respectuvcels The reduction in faefielul pressure of
o f iw R c 1  1 i m L eK il noide I [s bettor while using feeilforwruad design, whereas the
Ru L 0 / reduct iin in frirfielil Precsurv iof ntide 3is slightly better while

h, lur is is the tlid tc a lertiin and, K R( N is the i.lsance using feedback design In oiriter tir evaluate quantitatively the
effectsi (f non-perfectI neuitralizcation in the feedf-uward design,

a eln a ticli poini and at pount ,in the plate. Raved on iifferent neutral i/atuin rsesidual A Y S is used in Figure
1 91;111o') ie) mAiuliatuld ahl larfie l upe ie if the plate s-a be

ties . t .i-us:tii otbtain the canceetlatioin pertarinance in Figure 9. where the
aetitatir anad sensiir griup delais, were neglected. Figure 1II shows
the v ibratitin cancel latitin Icevel at mode I as fnnctiiin if the

iý01 "(I ikiR - -0/) l~o-I d, 01 entraltieat tin residtiai.

2nN f4 Fitiallc. Figure I I shoiwv the farfielil pressurev using feedback
k~cnti a idic lio ' t,,hte selctitn if tuttl I anid nmode 3 sc the selectioin

isitic C tic Ru-t usvetiimmiet ~isuteteinethe if rtumie 1. 2 an I are as dihe modtes to be cuintrirlletl. Furfie hI
mric-tit to Faatorl , 1 atn" itutuuic hit vis) W- ii')su. Ilie enihancemnent i the Ireihitenec banud vf motie 2 (1$ Hi) Is
i 'll. h:-iir-sbes riuvi'c uub'i'te- in Figure I I. [isannitniuin of thre spatial respotnse of

titile 2 in Figure 1 2 intlicatos that a relati. e phasing has been

n changed witthitut a significant increase in its, magnitude level,
Themefore. it iv li-h it) ciincert a litw efficiency raii:aiing

F r p, itIi mode in a high efficienci ratdiating uroite withotut incre.asing its

brhatitn tevel. This result intlicates that special care Tintat be
h'I` Iv tv vimL tuic,- ;'f 'LTtt J'e snIsllrts. v the cisirdinate if a taken iilienever the active cointroil vctemt Is destenei to

It sutprrcV's 011t% flie high effictenes radiarine mod~es.
a t" (11 ill lie unilarl~tte -it andI.
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,here I s the second area moment. C t 4(xP I do(X It

When damping and load'ng arc introduced. Equation (AI is Cdo)i x) I Wt F I1n . O ' 
,
N"1i] (AIht

m o d i f ie d to j 1 [ i n

0 5 d d\ i 15 An .(A I17Eli ci, -4.•t"' m-y•, "--C-- l: t r, Aht A =.%
n (A 1.2.

where i s is the strain vel rcitn damnpitg coefficient finterval. it ii in i (A I X,

i the abshlie O neloci t damping coefficient (external), and
tIxni is the loading force per unit length as a functlion I 3 V) l N n- A.Q9)
locatin and time t. The displacement ani the loading force A si-a a.i [ir N Ii in isd idt thi s pa'per The ltlhea, ing
aire detormTpnsed intt modal ceonijnents parameter sn:-ttes a ore used in the nimierical calilaitior

N
Ixt) \.II -IFnt '04,x) iA?ý tDtnmlon-,I

n-1 Length, I I in
N %VWd th, a - 0 trmThickness. t - I (W12nl

inti XYattln) AX) Second torsertt of ire-

n II. F at /12 - 2;;10 1ia

ahere the tDin are defned in Equation (A2 i Bs suhstitina Material Ic'rptiMes:

Fquatitn tA7) and Equation (ANI intoti $A). multiply ing h - Modulie of Elasticits, Ii -1 !11 N/aC

(n t., integrating, and using the orthogonality conditionr Massi densirs Innr unit oitime.

rsuit, in the time diffcrenuial equation h61 p X 8lit kg/nm

2 Damping Parameter'<

n n anl n -n n c, *T 1155(1g, I55O. 16. iti, 1 1 23. 23.15.8 . S! s lIt
a here

c/n - 0.202 1
- -n -0 lAlili m .rt - 016 kg/m
ii 2E 2mnri with the aNise val ties. tir natural Ir-ltietis are dic td akolnled

* the danping cieftc1 et For the pI-cdal case if a line force from Equation (AS) as
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Active ,.n",roI of acoustic radiation from structures

K. Naghshineh, G. H. Koopmann, and W. Chen
The Pennsylvania State University
Center for Acoustics and Vibration, 157 Hammond Building, University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT: A general strategy is devised for achieving minimum radiation of sound from
structures subjected to a harmonic excitation force. This strategy is based on quadratic
optimization of acoustic power expression written in terms of the force vector exciting the
structure. A set of actuator forces is found that results in minimum radiated sound power
by altering the vibration response of the structure. This strategy is verified experimentally
using a clamped-clamped beam excited with a shaker. The theoretical development along
with the experimental verification of this strategy are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research is to exploit the emerging actuator technologies to minimize the

sound field radiated from a structure by actively altering its vibration characteristics. Good
candidates for such structures include compressor casings, transformer enclosures, airplane

fuselage panels, or submarine hulls.

2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The method centers on writing a quadratic expression for the acoustic power radiated by a

structure and then minimizing it subject to constraints that are dictated by the particular strategy

adopted. The minimum value of this function defines the ultimate limit of suppression of the

total power due to the specific arrangement of control forces. This approach is general in that

it can be applied to structures of any degree of complexity. The question posed is: Given an

arbitrary structure subject to known excitation forces and an arrangement of actuators already

in place, what magnitude and phase of the actuators will minimize the total radiated sound

power'? The excitation forces are assumed to be deterministic (complex periodic).

The power radiated from any vibrating structure can be written in terms of its normal surface

velocity vector, y, as

W = I vhr B .
2 - -

, 992 102 P Ptu',h,him! I tk
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The tilde indicates that the variable is a vector or a matrix and the superscript T refers to its

transpose. The matrix operator B is the surface radiation impedance which is positive

delinite and Hermitian. Such a quadratic expression has been derived by Cunefare and

Koopmann (1990, 1991a, 1991b), and Mollo and Bernhard (1989, 1990) for three

dimensional radiators. As shown in a previous paper (Naghshineh et al 1991a), a similar
expression can be derived for the case of a beam in an infinite rigid baffle where, the matrix

operator 'ý is real and symmetric. The response of any structure due to harmonic excitation

forces can be written in terms of its structural mobility matrix E such that

v = Y L, (2)

where t is the external force vector exciting the structure which includes the primary as well

as the control excitation forces. The mobility matrix E is a complex, symmetric matrix. For

a complex structure, the elements of this matrix could be obtained experimentally via a modal

analysis, or numerically by a finite element analysis of the structure. Substituting Eq. (2) in

Eq. ( I ) gives the expression,

w =I£IO *,

for the radiated sound power radiated from an arbitrary structure in terms of the external force

vector L and a matrix operator D = Y "' BY * which is Hermitian and positive definite.

Thus given a non-trivial force excitation vector will always result in a real and positive value

for the radiated sound power.

Up to this point, a quadratic expression has been derived for the acoustic power in terms of a

combined excitation force vector which is a superposition of the primary and the control

excitation force vectors. Since the proposed method does not require total cancellation of the

structural response and instead a less demanding 'weak radiator' response, primary and

control forces are assumed to be at locations that are not coincident. The challenge is to find a

force vector such that the following constrained optimization problem is satisfied

Minimize: W (4) D (*

such that: f4 = ai • (5)

The subscript p in Eq. (5) represents the primary excitation force vector, the subscript i

represents the ith component of this vector, and ai is a complex number specifying the value

of the primary excitation force at location i. The force vector, f , satisfying the above

problem has been shown (Naghshineh et al 1991a) to be the solution to the following system

of equations.

c a*, (6)



where c is a real, large (compared to the elements of the V matrix) number, D equals the

matrix L) with the constant c added to its diagonal elements at the locations corresponding to

the location of the primary forces, and Q is a vector whose elements correspond to the

prescribed primary excitation force values. Since the matrix 0 is Hermitian and positive

definite, the force vector L , solution of Eq. (6) corresponds to a global minimum value for

the radiated sound power from the vibrating structure. This power value is unique for the

prescribed location and values of the primary excitation forces.

3. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Equation (6) can be used tc solve for the actuator (control) forces needed to drive the structure

as a weak radiator. The method described in the previous section will be applied to a finite

baftled aluminum beam (.f 914 mm (36 inches) long, 38.1 mm (1.5 inches) wide and 6.35

mmn (1.25 inch) thick witt" clamped-clamped boundaries. Four PZT actuators (PKI type 550

made by Piezokinetics of *ellefonte, PA) are bonded to the top surface of this beam using an

adhesive (EPY-150 sold y BLH electronics of Canton, MA). These actuators are 101.6 mm

(4 inches) long. 12.7 mrt 10.5 inches) wide, and 1 mm (0.04 inches) thick. Since it has been

shown that the PZT type - tuators are accurately modelled as moments applied at the edges of

the actuator (Crawley et .. 1987, Clark et al 1991 ), the power expression is formulated using

finite element concepts . i terms of normal point forces and moments located at each node

(Naghshineh et al 1991a i991b). To further correlate this analytical model with the physical

beam, adjacent moment, ire restricted to be equal and out of phase with respect to each other

(see Fig. 1). The primary excitation to this beam is provided at a single frequency by a shaker

at a point 101.6 mm (4 nches) away from its left boundary. Only the controlled and the

uncontrolled vibration re ponse of the beam are compared. Since the power radiated from the

beam is directly related t( its vibration response via Eq. ( I ), once the beam vibration response

closely matches that of ie predicted response, it follows thai the power radiated from the

beam will also match the,, redicted values.

PZT actuator

1 2 3 4 ýJz M ,2 K3 M

* Force gage / f'Shaker
Experimental setup Numerical model

Figure 1- The expenmental setup and its representative model.
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As a first step, the experimentally obtained resonances and loss factors of the beam are used to
find the control moments needed to achieve the weak radiator response on-resonance at 941

liz. This frequency coincides with the seventh beam resonance. The shaker force input to the

beam is measured to be equal to 0.008 N. Using this force as the primary excitation to the

beam, a set of control moments is found using the numerical procedure described in the

previous section. The predicted reduction in the radiated sound power is 30.5 dB. A

comparison of the experimental results against the numerical predictions for the uncontrolled

and the controlled beam response is given in Fig. 2. This figure shows excellent correlation

between the experimental and the predicted beam responses.

1 0 Experimental - Numerical

E- No Control With Control (Weak Radiator)"- • i - -! •,i-
E 4E--

t 2E-5IU"A

SIE5

0 304.8 609.6 914.40 304.8 609.6 914.4X (ram) x (nun)

Figure 2- Comparison of the experimental versus numerical prediction of beam displacement
magnitude with and without control at 941 Hz (on-resonance).

Next, an examination of this strategy is conducted at an off-resonance frequency of 850 Hz.

The shaker force input to the beam is measured to be equal to 0.0283 N. The predicted

reduction in the radiated sound power is 15 dB in this case. A comparison of the experime tnta
results against the numerical predictions is given for the uncontrolled and the controlled beam

response in Fig. 3. This figure shows excellent agreement between the experimental results

and the numerical predictions.

I . Experimental - Numerical

No Control With Control (Weak Radiator)

E4E-5l L3E- A i. A

0 0.IE 5 LI E, .

0 304.8 609.6 914.40 304.8 609.6 914.4X (ram) x (ram)

Figure 3- Comparison of the experimental versus numerical prediction of beam displacement
magnitude with and without control at 850 Hz (off-resonance).
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It is interesting to note that the controlled beam response magnitude is at some places nearly

twice the uncontrolled response magnitude. This is significant since one may expect for the

magnitude of the controlled beam response to be less than the magnitude of the uncontrolled

beam response. While the controlled response magnitude is at some places nearly twice the

uncontrolled response magnitude, the controlled radiated power is still predicted to be 14.5 dB

lower than the uncontrolled radiated power. This is due to the fact that the supersonic

wavenumber content of the weak radiator (controlled) beam response is much less than that of

the uncontrolled beam response as shown in Fig. 4.

- With Control - No Control
-85

-95.

"> -105
-• -115-"

-125-

-1354 .....
0 1 10 15 20

Supersonic Normalized k
region Subsonic region

Figure 4- Comparison of the wavenumber contents of the controlled versus uncontrolled
beam response at 850 Hz. The wavenumber k has been normalized by a r.:
factor. The vertical dashed line corresýponds to the normalized acoustic
wavenumber, ad l/'.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A method has been described for achieving weak radiator structures using active vibration

cortrol. This method is based on the minimization of a quadratic expression for the radiated

sound power in terms of the primary and the control excitation forces. Given a set of primary

excitation forces, a set of control forces is found that results in minimum sound power

radiation at a single frequency. It should be noted that the method achieves this minimum

radiation condition by selectively controlling the response rather then through complete

cancellation of the structural vibration response. Although the method presented here is

"general. the example of a finite baffled beam is used to demonstrate the application of this

method for commonly used actuators (e.g., PZT surface actuators and shakers). A close

examination of the vibration response of a weak radiator baffled beam reveals three important

results. First. the weak radiator beam response amplitudes are much lower than the

uncontrolled beam at resonance. Second, these amplitudes decrease in areas near the beam

boundaries at both off and on-resonance frequencies. Third, most of the wavenumber content

of the weak radiator beam response shifts from the supersonic to the subsonic region. These
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observations provide a better understanding of physical mechanisms involved in quieting

structures using actve vibration control.

Finally, it should be noted that the method presented here is general and is not limited to a

specific problem size or boundary conditions. The quadratic expression for the acoustic

power could be formulated for structures using any one of several available numerical

methods.
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Active structural acoustic control using fiber sensors and piezoelectric actuators

Robert L. Clark and Chris R. Fuller
Vibration and Acoustics Laboratory
Mechanical Engineering Department

Brian R. Fogg, William V. Miller, Ashish M. Vengsarkar. and Richard 0. Claus
Fiber & Electro-Optics Research Center,
Bradley Department of Electrical Engineering

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

ABSTRACT: We present a novel closed loop adaptive control system employing fiber optic
strain sensors. The discussion and results in this papcr will be based on preliminary
experimental studies of sound radiation from a simply supported plate residing in a baffle. The
filtered-x version of the adaptive LMS algorithm is implemented on a TN1S320C25 DSP board
resident in an AT computer. The disturbance is created with a shaker, and control is achieved
with a single piezoceramic actuator. All tests conducted are based on a narrow hand. stationary
disturbance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in adaptive structure development for active structural acoustic control (ASAC) has
prompted many theoretical and experimental investigations (Clark etal 1990a, Ditnitriadis ci
a! 1989, Fuller etal 1989, Fuller etal 1990a. Wang etal 1990). Much has been documented
concerning the modeling and application of piezoelectric actuators for control of structural
vibration as well as sound radiation from structures (Clark etal 1990b, Crawley eial 1989.
Fanson et al 19861. To implement control of structure-borne sound, error information related
to far-field sound radiation must be supplied to the controller. Since the goal is to develop an
adaptive structure with sensing capabilities embedded within the structure, many different
types of sensors come to mind. Previous studies by Clark and Fuller (Clark etal 1990c.d)
have been devoted to developing sensors from polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), which can be
attached directly to the surface of the structure. An alternative sensing technique with similar
response characteristics can be constructed from two-mode, elliptical-core te-corel optical
fibers (Murphy et ad 199 1, Vengsarkar et al 1991 ). Many previous studies have been devoted
to vibration control of structures by implementing e-core optical fibers as error sensors (Cox

cttal 1991 ). The goal of this preliminary study is to demonstrate that optical fibers can also be
used as error sensors for controlling structure-borne sound radiation.

19')02 l)P Puh'I -hllnL I d
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2. DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLLER

To achieve control, an adaptive controller based on the multi-channel version of the Widrow-
Hoff Filtered-X control algorithm was implemented. This algorithm is described in detail by
Elliott, etal (1987). The output of an error sensor can be modeled at the nth time step as

M N-1 N -1

cqn) = dn) + Y Y_ Pj Y (o.i n-j) x(n-i-j) . (I)
M = I j = () i = o

vhere dt(n) is the the /th error sensor, x(n) is the input reference source, 0Omi are the
coefficients of the adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filters and Ptmj is the jth coefficient

of the transfer function between the output of the mth adaptive filter and the fth error sensor.
The number of control actuators and filter coefficients are designated by M and N respectively.
The outputs of the fixed filters, Pimj' at each time step n, were used by the LMS algorithm to
minimize the mean square error signal by modifying the coefficients of the adaptive filter as
tollows:

L

wnmi(n+l)= j)m.(n) - ýt e c,(n) r, 1(n-i (2)

where
N- Ir,,(n -i Y_ Pftnjxtn - i-j) .(3)

j :O

Rather than computing the expectation of the squared error signal, the square of the error
signal was simply taken as an estimate of the desired expectation in the LMS algorithm. As a
result, the gradient components contain a large contribution of noise- however. the noise is
attcnuated with time due to the adaptive process (Widrow etal 1985). In Equation (2), L is
the total number of error sensors utilized, and L Ž> M. The coefficients rtm(n) are the outputs

of the compensating filters Pimi which are estimates of the actual coefficients, P measured
prior to starting the control algorithm. This procedure is necessary since the LMS algorithm
assumes that the error e (n) is the instantaneous result of the control input for which the signal
ran~n) is a better estimate than x(n) (Elliot eta1 1987). The factor LI in Equation (2) is the gain
constant that regulates the speed and stability during convergence.

31. EXPERIMENTAL. SETUP

Experiments were performed in an anechoic chamber with dimensions 4.2 x 2.2 x 2.5
meters and a cut-off frequency of 250 Hz. The test plate, which was mounted in a rigid steel
frame, was cut from steel and measured 380 x 3(X) x 1.96 mm. The simply supported
boundary conditions were achieved by attaching thin shim spring steel to the boundaries of the
plate with small set screws and a sealing compound. Previous testing has shown that this

arrangement adequately models the simply supported boundary conditions (Ochs et al 1975).
The test rig was then placed in the chamber where it was rigidly supported on a structure
configured with a 4.2 x 2.2 x 19 mm wooden baffle.
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"16 achieve a steady state sinusoidal noise input, the plate was driven with a shaker attached to
the structure with a stinger. Control was achieved with a single piezoceramic actuator for
narrow band applications by way of the filtered-x version of the adaptive LMS algorithm
implemented on a TMS320C25 digital signal processing board. The shaker used to create the
disturbance was located at plate coordinates of (240 mm, 130 mm). The piezoelectric actuator
was constructed from two piezoceramic elements of dimensions 38.1 x 21 x 0.19 mm
bonded symmetrically (front and back). The symmetrically located patches were wired in a
bimorph configuration, resulting in uniform bending about the neutral axis of the plate
(Dimitriadis et al 1989). The optical fiber for sensing strain on the plate is oriented
symmetrically about the vertical centerline of the plate. The sensor was configured such that
response from odd-odd plate modes [i.e. (1,]), (3.1), etc.] would be most dominant.

The plate was instrumented with nine Bruel and Kjae-r mini accelerometers and the output of
these accelerometers was analyzed by solving a set of simultaneous equations to recover the
amplitudes of independent modes on the panel (Fuller etal 1990b). The directivity pattern of
the acoustic field along the plate mid-plane was quantified with a Bruel and Kjaer microphone
situated on a traversing system. The radius of the traverse was approximately 1.6 m and
measurements were taken in nine degree increments to map the sound radiation directivity with
and without control. In addition, a few microphones were randomly located in the chamber to
provide a measure of the global attenuation.

4. RESULTS

Three tests were conducted using optical fiber sensors to provide error information for
controlling sound radiating from vibrating structures. More emphasis should be placed on
results from the off-resonance test cases since both the structural and acoustic response of the
plate depend on interaction from multiple structural todes.

4.1 On-Resonance Test Case

The first test case was conducted at an excitation frequency of 88 Hz, corresponding to the
csonance condition of the (1,1) mode of the simply supported plate. The directivity pattern

for the acoustic response is presented in Figure I(a) and modal amplitudes for the structural
response are illustrated in Figure l(b). As indicated in Figure I(a), the sound radiation was
attenuated by approximately 25 dB along the mid-plane of the plate. (Similar levels of
attenuation were observed throughout the acoustic field.) Control was achieved by
suppressing the response of the (1.1) mode as is evident in Figure 1(b). In addition, the
residual modes (i.e. modes other than the resonant mode) were attenuated as well. This
method of control has been previously termed "modal reduction", since all modes observed
were attenuated during the control process (Fuller etal 1990b).
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4.2 Off- Resonance Test Cases

For the second test case the plate was driver at 320 Hz, corresponding to off-resonance
excitation between the ( I2) and (2,2) modes of the plate. The radiated sound was attenuated
by approximately 10 dB as illustrated in Figure 2(a). Upon !achieving control, all of the modal
amplitudes were observed to decrease as depicted in Figure 2(b). The dominant (3,1) mode,
which is an efficient acoustic radiator, was reduced by approximately 40 dB. The remaining
modes were attenuated to lesser degrees: however, all modes were reduced, thereby
subscribing to the "modal reduction" method of control.

"The final test case was conducted at an excitation frequency of 349 liz, which is an off-
resonance frequency lying between the (2,2) and (3,1 ) mode of the plate. Acoustic attenuation
on the order of 10 dB was observed as depicted in Figure 3(a). The modal response for this

particular case is more complex than that of the pre'vio-s test cases as can be seen in Figure
3(h). Before applying control, the (3,1) mode is dominant in rcsponse: however, significant
rcsponse is observed in the (1,1). (2,1 ). (2.21, and (2,3) modes of the structure. Upon
achieving control all modes ,vcre attenuated except the (2,2) mode. The most significant
attenuation ",as again observed in the 3Al node of the structure as in the previous test case.
Since the modal response of the (2,2) mode increased upon achieving control, the method of
control is termed "'modal restructuring'" (i.e. the modal response was rearranged as opposed to
being reduced).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Results from this preliminary study s....CS' that two-modc e-core optical fibers can be used as
error sensors for controlling sound radiation from the surface of vibrating structures. Sound
radiation was attenuated for both on-resonance and off-resonance operating conditions for a
narrow hand disturbance. In the on-resonance case. approximately 25 dB of acoustic
attenuation \as achieved, while off-resonance control resulted in approximatel. 10 dB of
attenuation for the cases studied. The optical fiber was oriented on the plate such that the
sensor response was most sensitive to modes with a high radiation efficiency. Since theresponse of the optical fiber is proportional to the integral of strain over the path of the fiber,

the sensor can be oriented on a structure fi-,r specific applications.
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Active acoustic echo reduction using piezoelectric coating

Xiao -Qi Bao, Thomas R. Howarth*, Vasundara V. Varadan and Vijay K. Varadan

Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics. Center for the Engineering of Electronic
and Acoustic Materials, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park. PA 16802

ABSTR WE: An active echo reduction system containing piezoelectric coating and a
digital delay line controller was developed and tested in a water filled acoustic pulse
tube. The system is able to reduce the echo of nornially incident acoustic waves from
an air backed plate. An echo reduction of about 35 dB was obtained over the frequency
range of 5 to II KHz. In addition, the concept of active cancellation of reflection and
transmission simultaneously by bilaminar actuatoi was proved experimentally.

1. INTRODU'CTION

The traditional solution to the problem of sound echo reduction from objects has been to use

Ii ighly damping materials with acoustic impedances well matching the impedance of the

surrounding medium. In recent years, active control techniques such as, active noise control
and active vibration control have received growing attention. These techniques 110w offer a

new. solution to problem of sound echo from objects.

In this paper, the results of our experimental research of active echo reduction are presented.

We used a multilayer piezoelectric coating, consisting of sensor sublayers to sense the incident
wave and an actuator sublaver to send out a counteractive wave to canlcel the reflection. A

testing systein contai nine thb 2-' oclc,.Liii composite coating and the digital delay line

controller w as developed and tested in a water filled acoustic pulse tube. An echo reduction of

about 35 dB x, as obtained over the frequency range of 5 to II Kflz. In addition, the concept
of active cancellation of reflection anid transmission simultaneously by a bilaminar actuator

\.-.as proved experimentally.

2. ('(;N('EFV

The conceptual drawing of the active coating laver on a fiat plate is shown in Fig. 1. The

active composite layer contains three piezoelectric sublavers encapsulated in an inactive

Current address: Naval Research laboratorv. U nderwater Sound Reference Detachment.

P.O. Box 568337. Orlando. FL. 32856-8337
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material. Two of them are identical and functioned as sensors. The other is used as an

actuator. The diagram of the controller is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. I Conceptual of active acoustic coating Fig. 2 Diagram of the controller

If the delay times of both delay lines A and B are set to the wave traveling time from sensor A
to B, then the output voltage Vsl is only sensitive to incident wave while the the output

voltage Vs 2 is only sensitive to the reflected wave. Output Vs1 is compensated by the delay
line C and sent through an amplifier to the actuator. The actuator is excited in such a way that

the impedence of the coating matches well with the surrounding medium and the reflection is
thus cancelled by the surface velocity produced by the actuator . The output Vs2 is used as an
error output. The details of the principles involved are presented i•n reference (Howarth). The
difference between our current system and the system reported in the reference is use of delay

lines rather than phase shifters in the controller. The delay lines have an advantage over the
phase shifters in that the setting of the delay lines A and B is independent of frequency. This

will greatly simplify the design of an adaptive controller for the system, which is the next step

of this R&D program.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT SETUP

The experiment was conducted ili a water filled pulse tube of 6.35 cm irn diameter and 4.27 m
in length. A transducer, mounted at the bottom of the tube, generated a multicycle sinusoidal
wave and received the echo from the top of the tube. The signal source was a signal

generator connected to the transducer through a gating system, a power amplifier and a
transmitting/receiving switch. The received signal was displayed and recorded by a digital

oscilloscope connected to a computer. The active echo reduction coating was mounted at the
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top of the tube. The reflection from the free surface of water at the top was recorded as a

reference.
In the coating layer, two PVDF sheets with a thickness of 0.5 mm were used as the sensors.

The host material was Rho-c rubber. Both the Rho-c rubber and the piezoelectric polymer

PVDF have characteristic acoustic impedances close to the impedance of water and therefore

allow the acoustic wave to pass through. The actuator was a laver of 1-3 piezocomposite

material backed by air. This type of material consists of piezoelectric rods spaced evenly

within a polymer. The material has improved acoustic impedance matching with liquids, high

electromechanical coupling factor for thickness mode. large bandwidth, and weak lateral

resonances. In the 1-3 piezocomposite that was used in this experiment. PZT-4 rods with

dimensions 3.17 mm by 3.17 mm by 10.4 mm (length) were encapsulated in a soft polymer

wvith a Young's modulus of 0.85 MPa. The volume fraction of PZT was 01.30. Stiffeners of

1.57 mm glass epoxy were put on both surfaces of the composite to increase the transmission

etficiencv and broaden the hand%%idth. The di stances hetaeen the sensors (d and from

sensor B to the actuator (d, \k ere 6 cm.

The three real time ldelay linets and two subtracters in the controller are digital devices. Eight

bit A/D converters w\ith a sampling rate of 5 million samples per -econd are used. The input

bandwidth is 50 Kltz. Basic operating principle of these digital dclayv lines involves

sequentially writing the sampled data to random access memories iR,\NI) and reading them

out at the desired time. The delav times are adjustable from 10I us to 1.6 ins with step size of

0.2 ps. The dynanmic range of the delay line is 45 dB.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The waves generated in the pulse tube were pulse modulated sinusoid waves. The typical

echoes received by the bottom transducer ,with and without active control are presented in Fig.

3. The wave forms of the echoes in the time domain were converted to frequency spectrum

bv using [F". The values at the center frequency were recorded and compared with that of

the echo from the free water surface in order to calculate the attenuation at that frequency.

"[his measurement was (lone over the frequency range of 4 to I I Kitz with steps of 0.5 KHz.

The delay tine setting for dela" lines A and B were fixed for all the frequencies. Since this

system did not include adaptive control in this stage. the gain and delay line C( were manually

adjusted according to the error output. V,. for each frequency. The results are show n in Fig.

4. '[lie curve indicated as 'Passive' is the echo reduction without active control. This echo

reduction was due to the wave attenuation in the composite coating layer. These values are in

the range of 5 to 9 dB. The curve marked 'Total' was obtained with active control on. Over

the frequency range of 5 to I I KHz. the total echo reduction is about 35 dB.
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Fig. 3 Typical echo waveform at 5.6 KHz Fig. 4 Echo reduction ot active coating with

Top: without active control digital delay line controller

Bottom: with active control

Comparing with previous results obtained by a phase shifter controller (Howarth). the value

of the reduction is decreased by about 5 dB. It should be noted that the phase shifter

controller was adjusted according to the signal received by the bottom transducer in the pulse

tube. The signal may be not available in certain applications. In delay line controller, the

error output was from the sensing sublayers in the coating.

The results show that the active acoustic coating with digital delay line control achieved great

echo reduction over quite a broad frequency range.

5. REDUCING REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION SIMLITANEOI ISLY

The realization of the described echo reduction system will be more difficult if the backing

medium has a complicated structure. In this case. the wave transmitted into the backing will

be reflected from somewhere making the original echo structure complicated. This in turn will

make the echo more difficult to be cancelled. An approach using a hilaminar actuator to

prevent the transmission to the backing while actively cancelling the reflection was suggested

and theoretically analyzed by Bao et al ( 1990). An experiment has been done to prove the

concept. In this experiment, analog phase shifters were used instead of the delay lines and the

actuator used was a bilamiar 1-3 composite. The second 1-3 composite layer was identical to

the first. but excited by an additional channel including a phase shifter and a power amplifier.

The backing mediuim used was water, using a hydrophone to detect the transmitted wvaave.

The results are presenlted in Fig. 5. An echo reduction of 12 dB1 and a transmission reduction

ot 22 dil were achieved simultaneously by using, the active control.
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Fig. 5 Waveforrm at 5.6 KHz with bilaminar actuator

(A) Reflection without active control, (B) Reduced reflection by active control.

(C Transmission without active control. (D) Reduced transmission by active control.

6. SWMMARY

The ccho reduction of about 35 dB over the broad frequency range of 4 to II kHz was
,,ucce,,sfully achieved by using the active acoustic coating with the digital delay line controller.

Thcse results encourage the development of an active echo reduction system with an adaptive
controller, which will be a system closer to practical application. The concept of a hilaminar
actuator for reduction of both reflection and transmission was proven experimentally. This
,hows, the feasibility of designing an active echo reduction system functioning independently

of the backing structures.
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Damage detection in smart structures using neural networks and finite element
analysis

J. N. Kudva, N. Munir and P. Tan
Northrop Corporation, Hawthorne, CA 90250

ABSTRACT: An important aspect of the smart structures concept is automated structural
health monitoring of aircraft structures. This requires detecting damage and assessing its
effect on structural performance. This paper presents a new approach to detecting and
defining large area damage on a structure. The approach is based on using a neural
network to deduce the damage size and location from measured strain values at discrete
locations. The neural network is trained using results from finite element analyses.
Several examples illustrating this approach are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automated health monitoring of aircraft structures has significant potential benefits including

reduced life cycle costs, increased survivability and improved aircraft turnaround times.

Health monitoring requires detection of various types of damage to a structure and assessing

its effect on structural performance. Damage detection and definition involves processing

signals from sensors while assessing the effects of the damage requires appropriate structural

analysis. Since damage sustained by a structure will not necessarily be at sensor locations, the

monitoring system will have to have the ability to detect damage at essentially any location.

This can be achieved in two ways - 1) detect damage directly using 'remote sensing'

technologies such as acoustic emission; and, 2) deduce the damage using readings from strain

gages at discrete locations. This second approach is used here. The approach is based on

using a neural network to deduce the damage size and location from measured strain values at

discrete locations. The neural network is trained using results from finite element analyses.

2. TECHNICAL APPROACH

For a typical structural component under a given loading condition, the first step involvcs

determining the effects of canonical damage (e.g., a circular hole) of various sizes and at

several locations using finite element analyses. The results of these analyses are represented

by sets of strain values at 'L' locations as follows:

Strain-pattem(i~j) = (S1,S2,S3,...SL)ij

where i and j represent damage size and location respectively and S1, S2, etc., are the

corresponding strain values, The 'L' locations represent arbitrary but convenient and

judiciously chosen strain sensor locations on the structure. For each loading condition, these

sets of strain values are determined from M*N finite element analyses (where M is the

number of locations considered and N is the number of different damage sizes considered at

each of the locations).

1')9' I )P PublhVhmg Itk
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The next step involves training the neural network using the finite element results. The strain

patterns are used as inputs and the damage location and size as outputs to train the neural

network to a desired level of accuracy. The trained network can then be used to determine the

location, size and effects of any unknown damage using measured strain values (at the same

locations as before) as inputs.

3. EXAMPLES

Gage Locations Strains

-• •Damage Size,
A B i ILocation

E F N Ni

Layer I Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
(Input) (Output)

Figure 1. Stiffened Panel (48" by 32") Figure 2. Neural Network

To demonstrate the approach, several example problems were run. All the examples are for

the 16 bay stiffened panel under uniaxial compression shown in Figure 1. The finite element

results were generated using the 'Applied Structures' P-finite element code from Rasna

Corporation; the neural network used was 'N-Net' from Al-Ware running on a 386 PC. In

all cases, two hidden layers with numbers of nodes per layer equal to number of inputs wa,

used. The data was normalized by subtracting out the strain values corresponding to the

undamaged structure and 'back propagation' was used to train the network. These options

gave the best overall results.

The results are summarized in Table 1. The time taken to train the network varied from a few%

seconds to around ten minutes on the 386 PC. For examples 1 to 3, strain values at the forty

locations shown in Figure 1 were used. For example 4, the gage locations are shown in

Tahle I. In all the examples, only damage in the form of circular holes (R--0-5 inches to 2.5

inches) was considered. The neural network was trained using results from a few values of

the hole radii and the trained network was used to predict the damage size and loc ation from

input strain values corresponding to other values of the hole radii. In this manner the

predicted results could be compared to actual damage.

In example 1. only damage at the center of bay A was considered. While the predicted

results show the correct trend, the errors are significant. This is because of the limited

number of patterns (three) used to train the network. In example 2. twelve patterns wIth
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Table 1: Summary of Results

Radius LocationExample Details
Actual Predicted Actual Predicted

Example 1. Training Set: 1 0.5

R = 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 inches in Bay A 2 2.2
Input = 20 and 40 Gages 1 0.6
Output = Damage Radius

2] 2.4

1 0.73 A A

Example 2. Training Set: 2 2.5 A A

1 1.1 B B

R = 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 inches in Bays A, B, C, & D
Input = 40 Gages 2 2.0 B B
Output = Damage Radius and Location 1 0.6 C C

2 1.4 C C

1 0.6 D D

2 2.4 D D

E'xample 3. Training Set:

R = 1.5 and 2.5 inches 2 2.04 Q-I/A Q-I/A
Inputs: 40 Gagesi- -g-a-Q- -3- 2 1.88 Q-1/B Q-1/B(i) Damage in all 16 Bays Q __ i-

(ii) Damage in Bays in Quad I only 2 2.05 Q-1/C Q-I/C

Outputs: 2 2.08 Q-1ID Q-I/D
ti) Quad Location & Radius
(ii) Bay Locations

Example 4. Training Set: 1 1.45 a a

R = 0.5 and 1.5 inches at Locations 1 1.50 b b
a, b, c, & d in Bay A

Input = 8 Gages at Locations Shown 1 0.65 c d
Output = Damage Radius and Location 1 1.46 d d

4 2 3

6 -78
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damage at the center of bays A, B, C, and D were used for training. In all cases the damage

locations were predicted correctly. The accuracy of damage size prediction was erratic, but

again the trend was correct.

In example 3, damage in all sixteen bays were considered and 32 patterns (R=1.5 and 2.5

inches in each of the bays) were used for training. This resulted in 'saturation' of the

network and the network failed to converge. Because of this, a hierarchical, two step

approach was used. First, the trained network (using all 32 patterns) was used to predict the

hole radius and just the quadrant locations. (Bays A, B, C, D are in quadrant 1; E, F, G, H

are in quadrant 2; and so on.) Next, the network was trained using patterns with damage in a

single quadrant and this was used to predict the damaged bay location within the quadrant.

This procedure gave excellent results for both damage size and locations.

The final example involved locating damage within a bay when the damage was off-center.

Eight patterns (damage of radius = 0.5 and 1.5 inches near the four corners of bay A) were

used for training. The trained network was used to predict the size and location of 1.0 inch

radius holes at the four corners. Because the training patterns correspond to damage close to

each other within a single bay, the patterns are quite similar to each other. This, coupled with

the limited number of training patterns used, lead to significant errors in the results. The

locations were predicted correctly except in one case (damage at location c was predicted to be

at location d; the strain patterns for damage at these two locations are very similar).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The examples demonstrate that a neural network can be used to determine damage location

and size in a typical structure. Several points are noted in this regard:

1. The training sets have to be carefully chosen - too much information and too little

information both lead to inaccuracies and even lack of convergence.

2. It is easier to predict damage location than size. This is to be expected since

location is a discrete variable and size output is a continuous variable (for instance, a

location output of between 0.5 to 1.5 inches can be considered to be location 1).

3. It is more efficient to use an hierarchy of networks rather than one big network.

This is significant because it would reduce the computational requirements and can

also be used to provide redundancies for implementation on large structures.

Future work will be focused on using this approach for large structures such as aircraft wing

torque boxes undcr complex loading cases. An interesting variation of the approach currently

being examined is using the nctwork to directly predict the reduced load carrying capacity of

the damaged structure.
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Experimental determination of damage and interaction strain fields near active
and passive inclusions embedded in laminated composite materials

J. S. Sirkis, H. Singh, A. Dasgupta, and C.C. Chang

University of Maryland, Department of Mechanical Engineering, College Park,
Maryland 20742, 301-405-5265

ABSTRACT: This paper presents some experimental observations of failure

mechanisms of optical fiber sensors and piezoceramic actuators embedded

in laminated composites. The observations are made using optical

microscopy and moire' interferometry for many different loading

conditions.

INTROODUCTION

Some micro-mechanical interaction issues associated with developing

"intelligent" structures with embedded passive or active inclusions are

addressed in this paper. The emphasis is on experimentally identifying

possible damage and failure mechanisms caused by embedded optical fibers

acting as passive inclusions within a composite structure. Damage in such

structu.-es can occur on the macroscale or microscale, each scale having

different implications. Damage on the macroscale generally reduces the

stiffness and/or strength of the host material thereby leading to structural

degradation. Damage on the microscale will effect the sensoral/actutoral

functions of the inclusions by altering strain/force transfer. Microscale

damage can also coalesce into macroscale damage which can ultimately influence

strurct:ral integrity.

The brevity of this manuscript precludes any discussion of the experimental

details used in recording the data which will be presented, This data that is

presented is intended to be "food-for-thought" in the sense that embedded

sensors/actuators/processors are foreign inclusions in host structures, and

these structure have mechanisms which "reject" the inclusion much like the

biological rejection of transplanted organs. The mechanical rejection appears

as high stress or strain concentrations, microcracking, macrocracking, etc.

In a sense, this paper strives to raise the awareness of some of the

"intelligent" structures community to interaction mechanics issues.

I c)•2 I()P PubNl1,lsm' I (d
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OBSERVED INTERACTIONS

Several graphite/epoxy composite lay-ups are considered with optical fibers of

several different diameters and coating systems embedded within them. Also

considered are the effects of both embedded piezoceramic actuators and local

processors on the strain states in the host structure- All specimens are

investigated using moire' interferometry or optical microscopy.

The first set of data that is presented provides a visual feeling for how host

laminated structures respond to embedded optical fibers of various diameters

and coating systems. Fig. I shows the vertical displacement field of

unidirectional laminated composites, with optical fibers embedded

perpendicular to the indigenous reinforcing fibers, and loaded parallel to th-

reinforcing fibers. One sees that the larger inclusions have more pronounced

the effect. This result is intuitive, and has ramifications in embedded

actuators. Fig. 2 shows the horizontal displacement fields for a specimen of

similar make-up as those in Fig. 1, and also provides the strain distribution

along the horizontal symmetry line. Residual strain fields have also been

measured in similar specimens with similar methods.

The next set of data describes the macroscale and microscale effect of optical

fibers on the impact characteristics of laminated composites. Fig 3 shows

x-radiographs of [0 2/904 /OF/90 4/0 1] clamped-clamped impact specimens with the

same six embedded optical fibers used in Fig. 1. In all cases the radiographs

show horizontal matrix cracks and bi-lobed delaininations typical of

orthotropic laminates with no embedded optical fibers. Volume Visualization

Ultrasound techniques show that the larger fiber diameters do influence which

plies delaminate first. Figure 4a shows that the smallest optical fiber

directly under the impact zone does not attract microcracks, while Fig. 4b

shows that the largest optical fiber 1.5cm from the impact zone is responsible

for significant transverse, ongitudinal, and interfacial cracking.

The final set of data shows the displacement and strain fields caused by

embedded piezoceramic and microelectronic circuits. Fig. Sa shows the

vertical displacement field generated by a piezoceramic actuator embedded in a

laminated composite which is subjected to three point bend loading. The high

displacement gradients at the interface between the actuator and host material

are clearly evident. Fig. 5b shows the strain distribution along a

representative through the-thickness line. Microcracking in piezocerarfics due
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to actuation loads and due to stress concýentrationis caused by the solder Joint

during the composite curing process are not shown, but are quite common. The

Fig. 6 shows the vertical displacement field and the strain distribution aiung

the vertical symmeitry line of an embedded 741 operation amplifier. The

loading in this case is due solely to the thermal dissipation of the

me~roelectroniic circ:uit.

CONiL USIuNS

['his paper has presented iepitesentativt reslilts of a wide %aT iety of tests in

an unpýinrig research program aimeý_d at ci! icidating thle imipor-Tanit interaction

miechanics between embedded p~assiv'e and active inclusions and the hos,ýt

structure. The goal of this ieeýearch is to deter-mine how these inteiraction

iiieclianics effect the performance of "intelligent" structureSý (The authoers

would like to thank Dr. R. (ausý ,f Va. 'lech. for- manufacturinrg the spec imen

used ini Fig.6
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Mlicro-damage analysis with embedded sensors in macro-composites

Gregory P. Carman, John J. Lesko, Kenneth L. Reifsnider [1], Ashish
Vengsarkar, Bill Miller, Brian Fogg, & Richard Claus [2]

(1) Engineering Science and Mechanics, (2) Electrical Engineering
Virginia Tech., Blacksburg Va., 24061

ABSTRACT: A scaled up version of a composite material is utilized to

investigate the interaction between internal damage and embedded sen-

sors. The quantitative measurements generated are utilized to validate

current micromechanical representations describing the stress redis-

tribution around a fiber fracture. Data is presented to substantiate

the ability of fiber optic strain sensors to locate damage by a tri-

angulation scheme. This is shown to be possible for sensors outside

the perturbed stress region. With the use of accurate micromechanical

models and statistical methods global level strength prqdictions are

shown to be possible. Thus, these analysis are key elements for the

processing of data obtained from embedded sensors in actual material

systems for strength predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Micro level damage events which occur in material systems are extremely

important issues when addressing the remaining strength and life of the

structure. These phenomenon include fiber fracture, matrix cracks, and

fiber end effects. The ability to understand and quantify these events

during the lifp of the composite require the use of internal sensors (i.e.

resistant strain gauges and Fabry Perot fiber optic strain sensors) in

conjunction with accurate micromechanical analysis. Internal sensors are

a necessity to monitor the local damage events which occur in materials

under service conditions. The data generated by the sensors can subse-

quently be analyz'd to determine the location and magnitude (i.e. with

the appropriate micromechanical representations) of the damage in an at-

tempt to accurately derive a quantitative measure of the remaining

I 192 (0)P Pvuih1hrh Itd
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structures life. We have developed a unique system (Carman et al 1992a)

which is capable of providing base line information on measurements made

with embedded sensors in the vicinity of fiber fractures (presently being

extended to study compression failures). This methodology is shown to

provide accurate quantitative measurements of local point-wise strains

in a composite, and is used to validate current micro-mechanical repres-

entations of this damage. This provides a unique capability to understand

and incorporate the correct physical mechanisms in the analytical devel-

opments of micro-models. These two capabilities give the scientific

community a method to understand embedded sensor technology and a tech-

nique to directly verify analytical micromechanical models. The quanti-

tative results presented will demonstrate the relationship between

internal measurements, micromechanical analysis, and laminate level

strength predictions.

2. ANALYSIS & EXPERIMENTS

This techniques involves an experimental macro-model composite (i.e.

scaled up 100x version shown in Figure 1) with the appropriate constitu-

ents; fiber, matrix, and interphase. With the use of Fabry-Perot fiber

optic sensors and resistance strain sensors embedded in the macro-model,

direct measurements of internal strains at the fiber diameter level in

the composite are achieved. These measurements have been verified with

an appropriate comparison to classical external measurement techniques

and well accepted theoretical methodologies (Figure 2 Lesko et al 1992)

By introducing into the composite a highly controlled internal damage

(e.g.fiber fracture) of known magnitude and location accurate represen-

tation and measurements of the local strain redistribution is achievd.

This provides base line data on the response exhibited by the embedded

resistant and fiber optic spnsnrs in the vicinity of localized damage.

The tests performed demonstrate the sensor's ability, not only to measure

the initiation of damage, but to also provide accurate data in the pres-

ence of the internal anomaly. The fiber-optic sensor actually detects

the compressive shock wave generated during the fiber fracture process

at locations outside the effected region. In fact with multiple embedded

sensors, the capability to locate the damage event by triangulation

methods can be achieved. In Figure 3 we present data obtained from two
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fiber optic strain sensors located at relatively different positions from

the shock wave initiation site. A measured delay of 80 microseconds is

found for the relative onset of the shock wave generated by an energy

pulse (e.g. fiber fracture). The distance between the two gauges is ap-

proximately 16.0 cm. This corresponds to a measured wave velocity of 2000

m/sec. Utilizing a smeared composite approach, a wave velocity of 2300

m/sec is theoretically predicted. This demonstrates the plausibility of

employing triangulation methods to locate damage in actual composites

with experimental data obtained from embedded sensors and knowledge of

wave speed calculated theoretically. Utilizing strain energy methods,

the extent of the damage can be inferred from the amplitude of the shock

wave. That is, a fiber fracture releases more energy into the system than

a matrix crack and thus causes a larger disturbance in the material.

In addition to providing baseline data on measurements with the embedded

sensors in the presence of internal anomalies, the test generates data

on local strains in the damaged region which are utilized to verify and

improve current analytical micromechanical representations Carman et al

1992b. This latter capability is a necessity to predict real time com-

posite strength and suggest the resulting failure modes. The methodology

presented permits the ability to vary independent parameters which may

influence the stress redistribution in the neighborhood of the anomaly

(e.g.fiber spacing). The ability to systematically change these quanti-

ties enables the researcher to analyze the effect each parameter has on

stress redistribution based on direct data obtained with the embedded

sensors. This work has been extended to include a study of interphase

coatings on the fiber optic sensors to provide an optimal response in the

presence of the localized damage event (Carman & Reifsnider 1992).

With the use of accurate micromechanical models, laminate level strength

predictions can be accomplished. Recently Gao et al 1992 employed a sta-

tistical approach along with a micromechanical development to demonstrate

the functional dependence of strength on various micromechanical parame-

ters. They demonstrated that with improved representations of fiber

fracture at the local level, accurate global level predictions are pos-

sible. As can be seen In Figure 4, their theoretical development is an

improvement over Hahn's classic bundle theory. Theoretical development
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such as these can be utilized in conjunction with embedded sensors to

predict remaining strength and life of a composite in real time. This is

accomplished with: 1) knowledge of the location of the damage, 2) under-

standing of the extent of damage, 3) an accurate micromechanical repre-

sentation of the damage, and 4) an appropriate statistical approach to

relate the damage to global level strength. We believe that the results

discussed in this paper demonstrate that 1, 3, and 4 have been and can

be achieved.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a model composite was utilized to understand the interre-

lationship between embedded sensors and a fiber fracture. The sensors

have been shown to provide accurate internal measurements. The data ob-

tained with these devices corroborated a micromechanical model of fiber

fracture which includes a correct physical interpretation of various

internal parameters. Multiple embedded sensors were shown to be able to

detect the onset of a shock wave which could be used to locate the damage

with the use of triangulation methods and knowledge of wave speed in the

material. Through the use of micromec'anical methods and stati stical ap-

proaches, laminate level strength predictions were formulated. These

three topic areas (i.e. delay measured, micromechanical representation,

and statistical approach) can subsequently be utilized to make real time

life predictions of composite structures through the use of data obrained

from embedded sensors.
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Figure 3: Depiction of the time delay measured by internal fiber optic
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Intelligent sensor systems for smart aerospace structures

J. Schoess

Honeywell Systems ar..I Research Center, 10701 Lyndale Avenue South, Bloomington, MN
55420

ABSTRACT: Future advanced aerospace vehicles will require smart embedded sensor
systems and data links to monitor structural integrity and flight environment
characteristics. This health management system, referred to as a smart structure will he
capable of assessing vehicle structural damage in real time and reconfiguring flight
controls to ensure mission performance and flight safety. This paper describes a health
management approach for smart structures that integrates smart sensor and conventional
sensor technology with dedicated sensor supervisory management processors to
effectively interpret and manage information provided by multiple sensors. The
description of this sensor architecture approach and implementation of sensor hardware
including optically powered sensors and optical sensor avionic interfaces are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, fiber-optic sensors have been developed to efficiently monitor the
manufacturing, health, and performance of smart structures. These sensors can provide
benefits of immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI), high-temperature capability.
high bandwidth, electrical isolation, light weight, and the implementation of a single fiber
for signal multiplexing. However, the development of fiber-optic sensors has been limited
to R&D applications with few products currently available. Although fiber-optic sensors
offer great potential, they fail to meet some basic system requirements. These requirements
include the provision for standardized optical sensor interfaces that allow different types of
fiber-optic sensors to be installed and maintained in smart structures. In addition, smart
structure sensors should provide reliable measurement of structural integrity parameters
without sensitivity to secondary environmental effects and be easily integrated into today's
metallic structure aircraft. The optically powered sensor (OPS) approach promotes the idea
of stan dardized optical sensor avionic interfaces without comprising basic smart structure
systCm requirements.

_. OPTICALLY POWERED SENSOR

The OPS approach is a novel system approach that incorporates a standardized in teljla('t
concept and facilitates the integration of both fiber-optic and electronic sensors for smart
structures applications. The key to the approach is to use a fiber cable to transfer optical
power to a remotely located sensor module, acquire sensor data, and transmit the dala back
to the control electronics in a time-multiplexed fashion. Figure 1 illustrates the remotely
powcred OPS concept. The optical power transmitted to the remote sensor located oti the
end of the fiber link is converted to electrical power via a series of matched photodiodes.
The sensor module contains a micropower analog-to-digital converter circuit to convert
multiple sensor inputs such as pressure, temperature, strain, and acoustic mission to an 8-bit

1'92 I( P Ph h I t d
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Series Diode Array equivalent word. The
Electrical Power sensor data is then

Sensor routed to a data pulse
Poernputs driver circuit that

,Micro controls a light-

LD Circuit emitting-diode
tO Coupler Transmiter transmitter. The 8-bit

serial data is sent back
8.cRGacs, to control electronics a

bit at a time via the
Figure 1. Honeywell Optically Powered Sensor Concept optical fiber link. The

power-by-light concept
provides the benefits of optical-fiber sensors for near-term and long-term application
without having to compromise on optical fiber sensor present-performance lituitation\.
Instead, the optically powered sensor approach promotes the idea of integrating power-by-
lihit sensors with fiber-optic sensors by sharing a common compatible optical fiber ýind
control electronics.

The OPS approach also provides several additional advantages for smart structure
applications as follows:

* Uses proven electronic sensors that meet the necessary performance and
environmental requirements,

* Uses existing sensor technologies for meeting a wide variety of':pplications.
t ses a simple yet ruggCdized optical packaging technique developed by fiber-optic
communications technology,

* Uses a standardized single optical fiber interface at both the sensing and the
rcceiving end of every sensor application.

2.1 Design Approach

In the OPS, sufficient optical power is transmitted to the remote sensor via the fiber link so
that a significant level of optically generated electrical power is available for dita
acquisition and transmission. The wide variety of reliable, inexpensive electronic
transducers can then be used as sensor elements. Several significant developments in optical
Iind micropower electronics technology have made the concept feasible. Commercially

available laser diodes are able to supply tip to 1.0 W of optical power into the fiber at a
wavclettgth of 850 nrm. A new generation of CMOS micropower analog-to-digital
convemlrs devcloped at I loneywell consume only microwatts of power.

Tclc are key components in a system in which a single 100-micron-core multimode optical
fiber is used to provide optical power, address one of several multiplexed, electrically
i-olatcd EMI-shielded sensor modules, and provide a data return path. A set of matched
jrhotodetectors arranged in series is used to convert the incoming light to a dc voltage. Data
coummunication is provided by standardized off-the-shelf light-emitting diodes and
ph'todil(dlc',

D. l)ISTRIBUTFD SENSOR ARCtITlECI'URES

Multisensor integration is the key to providing integrated health monitoring for high-
integritv systems such as smart structures. The distributed sensor architecture approach
tSchoess 1988, 1989), is shown in Figure 2, supports the idea of multisensor integration at
both the sensor level and structural integrity assessment level through key building blocks
,rch is smart sensors and smart sensor supe-visors.
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Network Network Figure 3 shows a smart structure distributed
Standardized 1/0 network concept based on the distributed
Command and reports Smart sensor architecture design philosophy.

* Reconfiguration SensorStructural integrity monitoring occurs at
* Network management Superviso

(extensible) Smart Sensor remote locations in the smart aerospace

Sensor Supervisor Serial Bus vehicle in the wingbox and higher
* Sesor ata 10 su asas temperature outer skin areas. The concept

management Smart can be described in terms of two sep'irate
* Sensor correlation/ 0 Sensors modules: a remote transducer module and

analysis reduction Conventional
* Network command Sensors the sensor interface module. Power to the
* Sensor selection 8910690-0! electronics in the remote transducer module

(redundancy management is optically transmitted from the sensor

Sensor/Actuator interface module. Remote transducer
* BIT and self-test modules are embedded or attached to the
* Error compensation
* Local qualification smart aerospace vehicle's structure. Inputs

and decisionmaking provided by strain, temperature, pressure.
* Standard I,'0 and acoustic emission sensors are acquired

Figure 2. Distributed Sensor Architecture by the remote transducer module and
Concept converted to an equivalent digital word.

The data is then transmitted hack to the
sensor interface module, which contains a low-power microprocessor, laser drive
electronics, and data decoding electronics handle synchronization and sensor addressing.
The OPS network concept supports the networking of several remote transducer modules to
a sitgle sensor interface module.

4. O'S APPLICATION TO STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY MONITORING

Figure 4 illustrates how the network concept could be applied to monitor wingbox structural
inttecrity. This figure shows an embedded fiber sensor system that uses low-cost pomcr-h\-
light sensors and fiber-optic sensors on a shared multidrop fiber bus. The benefits of this
approach include simplicity of design, commonality, producibility, and maintainability. The
simplicity of this approach is achieved by implementing a common-shared redtlndant
optical bus that transmits optical power and sensor address infonmation to both power-hI-
light sensor modules and embedded optical fibersensors. Sensor data is sent back on the same fiber for Power by

Embedded Fiber Light Bus

stru Cural integrity analysis and assessment. Optic Sensor

~ ~ ~ Assembly

FIM er So

. . . .", .l ." . . " . .nl . '..

A I

*.-.SIM - Sensor Interfac'
Module rr; :, ,

1itire 3. NASP Smart Instnrmentation Design Figure 4. Wingbox Structural
Concept Integrity Concept
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The sensor interface module electronics will transmit optical power and addiess information
to the individual remote sensors at a wavelength of 850 nm as previously described. The
module will also handle optically powered sensor bus synchronization and data decoding of
sensor data sent by individual sensors. It will share the mnultimode fiber with onie or more
fiber-optic sensors controlled by a fiber sensor interface module. The fiber se;.sor will
operate at a wavelength that will be compatible with the network detection electronics. A
fiber sensor interface module will have appropriate laser drive electronics, local
intelligeice, and decoding electronics to detect sensor data returned on the network. This
approach w.-ould be compatible with fiber sensors that modulate the intensity of the light
output for measurement. Reflective fiber sensors such a, a fiber-optic temperature sensor
incorporating bimetallic elements are good examples of compatible sensors.

1:i ture 5 illustrates the systeni-level approach ilbUtrating remote transducer miinhlc
electronics, wvhich include an optical interface, sensor analog-to-dieital concrsion
electronic,, and an integral pieao-acoustic transducer array. Acoustic sNotu nwuciv the,
p a putga ie thdrough the ucrosp:icC StruLIcture are det-ccted by the aWoUstic eni,;siion iranisdccr

trras to isolate internal structural dama(tL' processes. The sensor mod *le hard artc i's
tibricated is a high-teiperature avionic ';vbrid to meet aircraft environmental
!uc1tircnmets. '[hi, approach provides the significant benefit of maintaining and repairing
, t raL'IrU mniitiritmg hardware ,without compromising the logistics issues of embeddin e
tiber sensors.
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Research activities on active control technology of aircraft in Japan

I Iiro'lhi Nbatsushita, and Yj as~k
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Nlitakai. Tok~ o. apan C'liikusiý. Nagm\a. izapan

ABS I RACiI': [Pc rcscarchl activiti>" inl Japan.l rolatcd to thc activc contrlol ICQIn-
iloliu,-,\ of air-craft. Cspcciall Iln thc field of aicroscrv oclasticit ', atrc rcvicwvcd I'lic
niathcmaiti 'al modeliniz and control lawv svnlthcsis method tor acroscr\ oclatic
\"s tc ni Cstablishicd at National Aerospace Labloratory is, dcscribcd. A" thcorctical

"\ork', in thc iclatcd tield,,, robust control s,\stcmi dcICin 1' TMcthOd V5 ih nilt ipllPc
modcl atpproach anld tuulltidisciplinar\ ieptimliZaItiOn Mw goal pilicrainhlinil- nlicihlod
aric bricti v rcvic% wcdl. F\pcrintcntal 'tlvCSticat ions inl Wind tLInn1cV ar1c st1atcd.

1. IN1 RObL'CI'ION

HIC closClv rclaitcd topics to thc atd:iltivc ,tructurc. the,- aircraft ;activc cwi'trol tcChnolocs'
(,\(i). cspicciallv in thc field of acroscrs.ocIasticit\ (ASHP) has bccnl pulrSucd worIL:wid ftor
trorc than two dccadcs. Among tic~lc research actkil ics. Japanl has also bccn cortductitng
thic continitous rcscarch efforts on this topics. Fig. I sum mian zcs these actts itic'ý.
\'loti ýisted h\ thc pionccring rcscairch conductcd in th Uct.nited States. somnbaic h~CstuLijcs
conccrnirtr thc ;icroscirvoclatstic vsstcni wcre initiatcd miound thc mid 70ts in Jalpan~. lh'Ic\
Hinclude thc Jhcorctical studies suIch aIs the Unwe~adv aecrodinaniic nTlodeline ., thc ntci
ntcthiod of aicroclastic control svstcml anld subIcritical rcsponsc idcntlification (%atsuzlaki cu A
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During the 80's the research increased in scope. Based on the prcvious basic research,
vaiidation experiments. tcasibility studies and extended theoretical investigations were car-
ried oUt it ,xcry research sectors in Japan; thc univcrsities. the research institutes and the
aircraft aniufactur'rs.

Wind tunnel studice-s to verify the previously proposed ASE synthesis method were conduct-
cd at NAL. Meanwhile. Japanese vircraft manufacturers were involved in the advanced
aircraft technoflov studies sponsored by thc Society of Japan Aerospace Industries As;socia-

tion. Within this program, nmajor manufacturers conducted active control related research.
At Kill, wind tunnel studies were conducted concerning the gust load alleviation and active
fluttCr suppic,,sion for a high aspect ratio wing. At Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Co. Ltd.
(Mill), a conceptual design study on the redundant ACT svystenm with high reliability was
conducted. A feasibilitv study to alleviate the hvdoroelastic forces on the stabilizer of a
scaplane was carried out at Shin-Mciwa Industry Corporation. Man\, analytical investiga-
tions were conducted at universities concerning the application of advanced control theory
to the ASP system (Ohta et al 1989). In the following, the typical research among these
activities arc presented.

2. IIlIORETI'CAI. RESEARCH

[he rcpresentative thcoretical research in Japan presented here are research of control law
syn'thesis method validated by the series of wind tunnel tests done in NAL, research on
robust control with multiple model approach, and research on multidisciplinary optirniza-
tion of ASP: s\stem.

2.1 Finitc-state modeling and control law synthesis

f:w, shows the synthesis flow established at NAL along with the acroservoclastic system

which resulted front implementing the control laws into the on-board computer. The con-
trolled plant of flexible aircraft is in itself the distributed system: its dynamics are inherently
c\presscd by the partial difference equation. In order to apply the full' cultivated optimal
control theory. it is neccssary to express these distrihuted systems in the form of a lumped

, , ~I Op~la otr,, I Z .a, ~~ ~ C-11 stm~o

I- - - - _____ .. i ........ Co,A ' I......

j- II,

Fig.2 Control law synthesis procedure for ASE sy,,tem
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parameter mathematical model. With the aid of the modal approach and the truncation of
the higher modes, we can obtain the lumped parameter math model for the structural
dynamics. We have proposed the method to obtain the finite state math model to the
unsteady acrodvnamics (Miyazawa 1981 1982 1983, Matsushita 1982) using the efficient
CFD program developed by Ucda (1982). The unsteady acrodynamics arc approximated
introducing the augmented variables which express the fundamental characteristics of dclav
in the unstcadv acroforces. The observable outputs of the system can be expressed as a
linear combination of the state variables, so that the whole mathematical model can be
reduced in the finite dimensional form.

When the ASE system can be expressed in this form, we can casily find the flutter charac-
teristics by eigenvalue analysis, and furthermore, we can then apply the optimal control
theory by defining the appropriate cost function to get the optimal control laws. As the cost
function, we adopt the mechanical energy in the form of quadratic function of the state
variablL.s along with the control cost (Miyazawa 1981). With this cost function wc can
obtain the ordinary regulator with the state estimation by the Kalman filter. The optimal
control laws thus obtained, however, have the same order as the original control plant.
Because the order is too high to implement into the on-board computer for real time calcu-
lation, it is necessary to reduce it by some appropriate order reduction method. We can
finally obtain the control law of a sizable order. These procedures of math modeling incor-
porated with optimal control theory make up the synthesis method for the ASE system
established by NAL.

Besides these fundamental research work, two representative theoretical investigeations
were carried out in Japan; the robust control system design with multiple model approach
and the multi-disciplinary optimization research using the goal programming.

2.2 Robust control system design with multiple model approach

In order to handle a multiple design point prob!cm, Miyazawa (1988 1989) defined multiple
models corresponding to each design point with the multiple equations. Control law of a
constant and the same gain for each model is sought with the performance index of the
summation for each model weighed by the probability. The solution is obtained with the aid
of sonic numerical optimization method.

-.-- multi-model -----O---LQR

u [L7 1

-b ba bc b //

2 
flutter boundary

bx, 0 2.0 3.0 4.0

Fig.3 Airfoil model Fig.4 Control command rms
in incompressible flow against flow velocity change
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As a numerical example, he took a flutter control problem for a two dimensional airfoil in
incompressible flow with pitching and plunging motion (Fig.3). In this examplc, hc defincd
the performance index to hc minimized as the sum of control surface movemcnt for four
diffcrcnt design vclocities. The results are shown in Fig.4 which shows the control perform-
ancc v.s. the flow vclocity. For comparison, optimal control laws at each different design
velocity arc also shown. Though optimal solutions give the best performance at its own
dcsign vclocity than any other solutions, it loses the optimally outside the design velocity.
On the other hand, the controller designed by the multiple model method givcs reasonable
performance ovcr a wide range of flow vclocitv. This controller can be said robust, and with
a sophisticatcd computcr aided design environment, the multiple mode approach will bc a
more powerful approach to design robust control systems.

2.3 Structure/control design synthesis by goal programming

Another theoretical work related to ASE svstcm design is multidisciplinary optimization
work conducted by Suzuki (1990). Fig. 5(a) shows the result obtained by LQR optimal con-
trol design for the active flutter control of a typical wing section. Though the systcm is
stabilizcd with control, stable speed range is very narrow and wide range of instability at
lower speed range is appearing. To obtain the wing which ovcrcomc this defects by optimal
paramctcr modification is the design objcctivc

4. 0

,6 mode
3.4. . mode ... .. .. ..
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-.2 -------
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(a) Original svstcm (b) Optimized system
Fig.5 Eigcnvalue locus of closcd-loop system

Suzuki treated a problem to optimize the control system parameter and the structural
parameters simultaneously. He placed the design constraints that the closed loop system
should be stabilized in the hole speed range below the design speed, open loop s.\stcn has
to be stable below the speed not less than the original flutter speed, the control surface
deflection should not be too excessive and finally, the structural design parameters change
should be minimized. In the goal programming the priority to each restriction is first dctcr-
mined, and thercby the restrictions become the objective function weighted according to the
priority. The objective function is, then expressed as the summation of the differences at
each optimization step and minimized. The results of the optimization are shown in
Fig.5(b). The closed loop system was stabilized whole the speed range below the design
speed and the optimally modified wing was obtained.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH IN WIND TUNNEL U (m/s) Unstable
(6.7)

3.1 High aspect ratio wing wind tunnel stud, 0 1-- 0
,'(8.2) 2.5m/sb

SI (13.4)

KHI carried out a wind tunnel test study of ( (3.4

active control technology using a high aspect /0 10 (8.6) "

ratio wing (Horikawa et al 1986). The, de- 0(11-00
veloped and constructed a flutter model incor- Stable
porating a miniature high performance electric 0
d-c servo motor which was installed near the 0 Test

control surface. The\, were able to attain 7.5% - Analysis

increase in flutter speed with the proper ad- ( Frequency, Hz

justment of the control gain as shown in Fig.6. I , I K,

The first experiment which was done at NAL Fig.6 Flutter boundary against control gain
for validation of the control synthesis method is gust load alleviation (GLA) for a rectangu-
lar cantilcvcrcd wing (ACT Study Group 1984). The wing has the first bending mode
separated from the other higher modes in its frequency. The mathematical model of the total
order seven, therefore, could be represented only with this first mode. The second order
control law was obtained by the order reduc-
tion. The power spectral density of Fig.7 "
shows that the response of the wing bending 4×10' -- CtAS OFF
moment is greatly alleviated with GLA system --- GLAS ON

engaged. The amount of the alleviation in this
case is 45% in rms sense. The correspondence
of the analytical expectation and the test re- 2x10

3  
Experiment

sults is excellent.The fundamental validation Analysis

of our control law synthesis method was there-
fore confirmed by this experiment. --..._=-.

0 2. 4.

NAL moved to the experiment of the wing of FREQUENCY (Hz)

the more realistic and complicated vibration Fig.7 PSD of wing root bending moment
characteristics (Matsuzaki et al 1989). The 0o x
wing has the same plan form as the KHI model-. o Experiment
except for the leading edge surface provision. M0 Ll- Analysis
The mathematical model has 16th order with - o 0 0

the first four vibration modes included. The @
wing equipped with two accelerometers and .20 GLA ON
the strain gages for vibration sensing. For gust GLA OFF
load control we used only the trai!ing edge .3o J.30 i L.L
control surface. With the control laws dc- 160
signed, NAL was able to alleviate the bending
moment response due to gust especially at the go
peak of the first bending mode as shown in 6 . -.
Fig.8. Again the analytical estimation predicts (I I
well the experimental results. The alleviation "- ._ ,
of gust load with control was 25% rms (Fig.9). .90

These results confirmed again the effective- 180 1 1 I 1

ness of our synthesis method. 0 1 Freq, Hz 10

Fig.8 Bending moment trequency response due to gust
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2 Flutter Onset

OFF •LDC Servo Motor c ,- r" .- era, on
.F AAccelerometerL aE" ýi ,:• Accelerometer - •iT

S ••Torsional Moment

Strain Gage - m TE Control Surface Deflection

LAO Control Surface I
0 0 90 ....... : ... ....

Freq. Hz FC OFFE---' AFC ON

Fig.9 PSD of root bending moment Fig.10 Time history of flutter suppressed

Next to GLA experiment NAL treated the flutter control problem using the same wing as
for GLA (Ucda et al 1988, Matsushita et a/ 1989). The control law designed could success-
fully suppress the flutter as shown in Fig. 10. The flutter onset indicatcd by thc torsional
moment growing up is suppressed by activating the control surface. Using both the Icading
edge and the trailing cdge control surfaces simultaneously we were ablc to succeed in
increasing the flutter velocity by 13%. The prediction in this case was about twice the
higher than the tested results. Thc difference between the analytical and tested results can
be attributable to the excessive estimation of the control surface effectiveness bv the CFD
analysis. It was concluded that the synthesis method is effective for flutter control as wcll.

3.2 Gust load alleviation for a low aspect ratio wing.

Another wind tunnel test was started and is still on-going by MHI (Arakawa et til 1988).
They treated a wing with a low aspect ratio of three (Fig. 11). One of the purposes of this
study was to develop and verify the analytical tool for an acroscrvoclastic s,\stcm.

Their typical experimental result for gust response / gust load alleviation is shown in
Fig.12. They were able to alleviate the response of the wing due to gust as both frequency
ranges not only at rigid motion but also at the elastic vibration. Thy arc now planning to

conduct the flutter control experiment using the same model.

gain (dN )
e -spar 0 o r effect without control (analysis)

el"tr moto 30

N 2010
-20

Sith controx o(antysis)

icy s f
fl-GA effect 0 with control

I I X without control

Fig.lI I Low aspect ratio wing model Fig. 12 Frequency response oif the wing
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3.3 Complete aircraft model ACT experiment

The last one of the series of wind tunnel tests carried out at NAL in the low speed range
was for the complete aircraft model (Matsushita et al 1990, Fujii et al 1991). The model
was supported in the wind tunnel test section with the three degree of rigid motion freedom
of heaving, pitching and yawing (Fig.13). The supple mental vertical force was supplied by
the tension controlled torque motor winding up the model with the constant forces through
the cable. The bending moment Tension Controlled Torque Motor
responses at the short period
mode as well as at the first
bending mode are reduced by
the controls. Table summarizes l't I 'g S-bb., EW,

the experimental results and K C1

compares them with analytical

data. Control law A is the Aircraft Model
acceleration feedback, while, B
is the acceleration plus the
bending strain feedback. Con- Gust/Generating vanes
trol law C was designed for the
purpose of fulfillment of gust Rod-Mount Model Supporting System
load alleviation with flutter
margin augmentation. The corrc- Fig.13 Aircraft model ACT experiment set-up
spondcnce between the test and
the analysis are again fairly good so that a synthesis tool for ASE system have been
established.

Table Complete aircraft model ACT experiment results

Control Feedback Order GLA FMA
Law Variable

Analysis Experiment Analysis Experiment

Strain Bending Accele- Velocity Flutter MarrPn
Energy Moment ration Increment Incremcrnt

A a' 4 58% 93% 67% 3% X 1.7

B a/613 4 68% 80% 69% 5% X 1.5

C a 4 60% ------ 18%

a : Acceleration GLA: Gust Load Alleviation
Es : Bending Strain FMA: Flutter Margin Augmentation

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. The control law synthesis method for an aeroservoclastic system is basically establisýhed
in Japan by the efforts of the laboratory and the manufacturers, especially in the low speed
range. The next step is to extend the method to the high speed range. Future subjects on the
theoretical side arc to establish a method to adopt the system robustness against its parame-
ter uncertainty.

2. The active aeroelastic control technology has reached a mature situation by these re-
search efforts, so that now flight validation is needed to provide the technology readiness.
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3. Multidisciplinary optimization research should be further pursued in order to pave the
way for realizing the fully control configured vehicles. In this regards active materials,
adaptive structures and controlled structures will play an important role.
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Active SLabilization of a beam under nonconservative force

Junji Tani and Yuzhou Liu
Institute of Fluid Science

Tohoku University
Katahira 2-1-2, Aoba-ku

Sendai, Japan

Abstract
In this paper, the galloping behavior of the cantilever beam in an uniform smooth wind

stream is formulated by means of the transfer matrLx method. Then, an optimal feedback
gain matzix is designed by using the optimal regulator theory. As the actuator, a pair

of piezoelectric columns is fixed between two aluminium plates in which the cantilever
beam is clamped. The characteristics of the flow around cantilever beam was examined
in an uniform smooth wind stream. It is found that the self-excited oscillation of the

cantilever beam was suppressed sufficiently by the optimal control.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among every kind of aerodynamiclly unstables, galloping is the typical one. It can arise
in any lightweight, flexible structure exposed to a flow. A wide variety of cross sections.
including square, rectangular, right angle, and stalled airfoil, are potentially unstable

owing to aerodynamic galloping. The galloping unstable can produce large amplitude
oscillation on the structure, and some times it will destroy the structure. Therefore, it is

necessary to control the galloping unstable.
In this paper, a method for stabilizing galloping unstable is reported. As an analytical

model, a cantilever beam in an uniform smooth wind stream is used and it is formulated
by means of the transfer matrix method. Further, the optimal regulator technique is
intruduced for determining the control algorithm. As the actuator, a pair of piezoelectric
cotumns is used.

According to the control algorithm designed above, an expriment was performed using
the low-turbulence wind tunnel. The characteristics of the flow around cantilever beam

with a square section was examined in an uniform smooth wind stream. It is found
that the self-excited oscillation of the cantilever beam was suppressed sufficiently by the

optimal control. The differences in flow characteristics behind the beam between with
and without optimal control became clear.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The analytical model is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A pair of piezoelectric devices
is fixed below the clamped end of the cantielever beam and used as actuator. The moving

, 1W'2 lOP Puhhlshing Iid
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equation describing the vibration of the beam in the uniform smooth wind stream can
be obtained in mode coordinate system by using the transfer matrix methodf'].

0(t) + c-kok(t) + w'qk(t) = bkO(t) (k = 1,2,. -. , n) (1)

where, 0(t) is produced by the effect of the piezoelectric actuator as shown geometrically
in Fig. 1, c is a constant which depends on internal damping of the beam and velocity
of the wind stream, wk is the natural angle frequency of the beam, q(t) is an unknown
function of time, and bk can be determined by using the natural vibration modes of the
beam and the distance of two piezoelectric actuators.

Table 1. Natural frequencies of beam

Y Frequencies (unit: Hz)

Canilve BamMode Theory Experiment
1st 40.70 41.25

L 2nd 225.60 226.25

Piezoelectric Actuator

r

Fig.1 Analytical model and coordinate system

In order to establish the state equations of the control system, a state variable vec-
tor is introduced firstly. Then we can obtain a continuous time state equation. Further,

discretizing the continuous time system with a sampling interval AT, the difference equa-
tions of the discrete time system are given by

X[(i + 1)ATJ = AX(iAT) + Bu(iAT) (2)

Y(iAT) = CX(iAT) (3)

in which, Y represents the displacement of the beam at the free end, while u is called
control input, the displacement of the piezoelectric actuator and determinted by means
of the digital optimal regulator theory.

3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

The equipment used in the experiment is depicted schematically in Fig. 2. The
experiment was carried out by using a wind tunnel which is set up at the Air Current
Measure Research Institution of the Institute of Fluid Sciense, Tohoku University. The
test model is cantilevered vertically in a low turbulent wind tunnel, and is made of

aluminium (Young's modulus is 63.18GPa and density is 7.74 x 103kg/m'). The length,
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width and thickness of the beam are 200mm, 2.4mm and 2.0mm respectively. The
experimental and theoretical values of the natural frequency of the cantilever beam used
in the experiment are shown in Table 1.

Probe Wind Tunnel

Stage • ===!•.Piezoelectric Actuator

Proe-. ng roessn nlyer_ CX-338 I

Man Lnearizer . Signal 55026 RMS•

55M0 55SM25 J~ Conditioner I n
Digital 55M31

Voltmeter

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the experimental equipment

In this study, the velocity domain with the fundamental vibration mode was taken
into account only, because this mode produced a large amplitude oscillation compara-

tively. When velocity of the wind was set up Uo = 8.0m/s, the responses of the beam

displacement measured with a laser sensor are shown in Fig. 3. In this ex'periment, the

displacement 1mam was equivalent to the output voltage, 0.309 V . It is clear that the

self-excited oscillation of the beam is sufficientlly suppressed when the control is applied.

In this figure. symbol I" indicates the starting time of the control.

2,
* Without control • - With control

C 

JC

E E

- a

-2• -2i _____________

o Time (sec) 4 0 Time (sec)4

Fig.3 Effect of vibration suppressed with the optimal control

Also, in order to elucidate how the air flow is affected by the structure vibration,

we examined the velocity fluctuating of the wake. The output signal of the fluctuating

velocities measured with a hot-wire anemometer are shown in Fig. 4. The hot-wire

probe was fixed at z/L = 0.05, and z/L =0.05, then it was traversed in y-direction.

[ ~Here, is the distance from the free end of the beam. Without control, the values

of the velocity fluctuating became largely when the probe was made approach to the

beam. While, a peak value appeared in the velocity fluctuating when the probe came

to y/L = 0.02. However, a oscillation with low vibration freqency appeared nearby
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y/L = 0.02. The beam would be induced to produce a self-excited vibration by this
oscillation with the low vibration frequency. However, though there was a peak value in
the velocity fluctuating at y/L = 0.02 same as above, the vibration compoents with the
low freqency had disappered when the control was applied.

5 wrrnout controm y/LkO.1 5 under controt y/L=O.l

y/L=0.06" y

y/- -y=004

/-y/L004

Y/L-0 0/

- - ---- - -2-- - - / =0;,1 Y 7

y/L:O ",/L- 0--

-5 -5 _
0 Time (sec) 0.2 0 Time (sec) 0.2

Fig.4 Velocity fluctuation of the wind stream

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the vibration control for a cantilever beam in an uniform smooth wind
stream was carried out with the optimal control and the characteristics of the flow around
the beam was investigated. The results obtained axe summarized as follows:

I) The self-excited oscillation of the beam is sufficientily suppressed by using the
optimal control.

2) The velocity fluctuating of the wake becomes very samll when the control is applied.
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Statistical estimates of identified modal parameters for a scale model precision
truss

Lee D. Peterson
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ABSTRACT: A method for determining the error in measured modal parameters is
experimentally investigated on a modally rich truss structure. Modal frequency and
damping error estimates are calculated from the statistical sensitivity of a form of the
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm. Noise variances are estimated for the data using the
frequency domain coherence for each input-output pair. It is shown that the sensitivity to a
given data set can be very low, even when the sensitivity remains high to adding more data
to the analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve high reliability from an adaptive structure, it may be necessary to obtain more than
simply an accurate, nominal modal of the vibration dynamics. Structural controllers often
compensate for disturbances whose temporal variation is not well known. Consequently, they
must rely on a model of the structural dynamics to reject the disturbances, and can be very
sensitive to errors in the model. To desensitize control laws to changes or errors in the
structural model, experimental modal analysis must quantify the degree of uncertainty in a
given measurement.

One method for estimating the confidence in modal parameters was introduced by Longman,
Bergmann, and Juang (1988) and Bergmann and Longman (1989). Their approach is based
on the analytical perturbation of the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (Juang and Pappa,
1985). Since an identified modal parameter will be a nonlinear function of the data used in the
identification, it can be expanded in a Taylor series in terms of small noise perturbations in the
data. Prior applications of this method have focused primarily on simulated vibration data.
This paper presents an application to experimentally measured data, for which several hundred
modes lie within the disturbance bandwidth.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2. 1 Eigensystem Realization Theory

The Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA) (Juang and Pappa, 1985) can be best
understood as a systematic curve fit of experimentally measured transfer function data. It is
systematic in the sense that the order of the model (the number of parameters used in the fit) is

IN2 FOP Publishing Ltd
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a natural consequence of the selected rank of the Hankel matrix formed from the data. The
assumed form of the model is the general discrete state-space model:

x(k+l) = A x(k) + B u(k)
y(k) = Cx(k) + D u(k) (1)

The general response of this model to any input in the convolution sum:

k

y(k) = M M(k-r) u(r)
r=O (2)

in which M(i,kj) is the k-th time sample of the i-th measurenent to a unit pulse applied to the
j-th input, and is also called the Markov parameter.

The ERA method uses measurements of M to estimate (A, B. C, D}. The details of this
computation are found in Juang and Pappa (1985), and are not repeated here. We note,
however, that in all our applications of ERA, we use a particularly efficient formulation,
motivated by the Q-NMarkov COVER, which can speed up the ERA calculation by a factor of
10 or more. This was reported in Peterson and Bullock (1991) and Peterson (1992).

2.2 Error Analysis of the ERA Results

Measurements of the modal parameters can be derived from an eigenanalysis of the identified
{A, B, C, D;. ,tatrices. For instance, the n-th modal frequency is given by

On =: I m [1,n(An)]
" T (3)

in which T is the sample period and Ai is the i-th (complex) eigenvalue of' A. In a general
sense, each such parameter can be considered a function of each data point M(i,kj). Bv
differentiating the ERA computations, the following tnncated Taylor series can be derived:

Won = Wn + I. I Y (n A~~a
i j k DM (i'kj) (4)

Suppose that we know the variance of AM i,kj) to be E2 (i.k,j). Then, assuming each
AM(i.k.j) is uncorrelated from the other data perturbations, the variance of the modal
frequency is given by

VAR [)o] = |(ik)
ojkLM(i~kj)J (5)

Similar expressions can be derived for modal dampi'ng and mode shapes (Longman,
Bergmann, and Juang. 1988). In addition, bias estimates can also be derived, although wc do
not consider these in this paper.

2.3 Estimate of the Noise Variance from Data

As can be seen above, a key to using this error analysis procedure is to find an estimate of
C2(i.k,j). We propose finding these estimates from the statistics of the transfer function
measurements themselves. This procedure, presented in Bendat and Piersol (1986), uses the
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frequency domain coherence estimate to determine the statistics of the transfer function
estimates.

Suppose that for the j-th input and the i-th measurement, we have measured Discrete Fourier
Transforms (DFT):

U(]) = DFT [u/k)]
Y () = DFT Lv,(k)] (6)

Assume that our knowledge of both input and measurement are corrupted by Gaussian white
n,)ise of unknown intensity.

To estimate the corresponding transfer function, form the auto and cross spectra for these
signals:

Gy = U.Y

G,, = U*U

G, = Y*Y (7)

and average these spectra over tnd uncorrelated repetitions of the same experiment. The
resulting smooth estimate of the transfer function is

Gu..
OHuv = GSG,,, (8)

The coherence estimate of this transfer function is

(9)

From these estimates, the statistics of the transfer function can be estimated. In particular, the
variance of the magnitude of the transfer function is

VAR F V1,,) ] = -l-v[l•

21Kynd (10)

To derive the variance of the Markov parameters e2(i,kj), it is necessary to transform from the
frequency dnmain variances at each frequency,f. to the time domain at each time sample, k.
Since the Markov parameters are the inverse discrete Fourier sum of the frequency domain
data, their variance is the sum of the variance of the magnitude of the transfer function over all
frequency samples, divided by the number of samples squared. This variance is the same for
all time samples for a particular transfer function.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Our research collected data from a 1:10 dynamic scale model of an interferometric imaging
telescope.(Figure 1) This structure has a triangular base, for which each leg consists of 11
bays constructed from a 1-foot long pyramidal truss network. A fourth leg extends vertically
to above the center of the triangular base to form an image collecting plane. The structure was
lightly suspended during our tests to simulate a free-fice condion. The damping levels
observed in this structure were typically 0.5 7c critical or less.
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Figure 1. Experimental test structure used in this research

lPseudo-random burst force inputs were applied using a 50 pound modal shaker in three
orthogonal directions from each corner of the structure. The bandwidth of the synthesized
force input signal was sharply cut at 250 Hz. Vibration measurements were collected at 11
locations by piezoelectric accelerometers mounted to the nodes of the structure. The
accelerometer signals were filtered and amplified by a programmable signal conditioner. The
amplification gain factor was set to use the entire dynamic range of each sensor for a given
measurement. The signals were simultaneously digitized with a 12 bit analog to digital
converter at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Typical noise levels observed during the
measurements were approximately 2 to 3 bits RMS.

4. RESUL'S

Figures 2 and 3 present the frequencies and damping ratios identified for a typical data set
analysis. For this analysis, the ERA Hankel matrix size was I(X) by 54. The identification
analysis required 3 seconds on a Sun SPARCStation 2, but the error analysis required 1099
seconds. (Note that we use the efficient formulation of the ERA algorithm reported in Peterson
(1992).) The calculated standard deviations due to noise in the data are also shown. Calculated
variances for this data set varied among all the input-output pairs, but were typically 10-4
(m/s2/N)2. These noise levels correspond to appre-:imately 30 mvolts RMS in a 10 volt full
scale measurement.

As seen in Figure 2. the uncertainty in the identitifed modal frequencies is very small. Most of
the modes are identified to the same accuracy, but the higher frequency modes are generally
identified better than the low frequency modes. This is due to the length of the data window
used in the ERA analysis. In Figure 3, the standard deviations of the damping ratios are
plotted as high and low values about a mean. Notice that the damping values identified were
very high for this identification analysis.

Both the identified frequencies and damping ratios which are identified from the data set
change significantly when more data is used in the analysis. For instance, when the Hankel
matrix size becomes very large (of the order 10(W by 5(X)0) the modal damping ratios
approach 0.5% or less. Clearly, the error associated with noise in a given data set does Jot
predict the error in the nominal measurement due to the truncation of the data set. The
perturbation error analysis can measure the sensitivity to noise in the data set, but it cannot
alone indwi'te whether the identificttion results will change if more data is added to the
an alv i'
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an experimental application of the perturbation error analysis of th-
Eigensystem Realization Algorithm. Noise variances in the measured Markov parameters were
estimated using the coherence function for each input-output pair. It was shown that the
frequency and damping errors due to noise in a given data set can be significantly smaller than
the variation found when the data set size is increased. This means that the error analysis
should be used only when the data set size is of sufficient size to have converged the identified
parameters.

Current research is focusing on several additional issues. First, to judge the precision of the
measured modal parameters, it is necessary to compare the estimated error to the minimum
error bound given by Cramer-Rao theory for unbiased estimators. Also, we are investigating
how to quantify the sensitivity to truncation in the data set. Longman, Bergmann and Juang
(1988) considered the effect of truncating singular values, but assumed the data set was
complete.

The computational requirement is one of the major impediments to applying this approach in a
practical situation. For the larger data set presented here, the total identification and
eigenanalysis process took only about 2 seconds of CPU time, but the variance calculation
required almost 9 hours. To improve this performance, we are investigating the possibility of
extrapolating the variance estimates from only a few of the sensitivities. The variance estimate
from the entire data set can itself be estimated from a randomly selected subset of data points.
This may make practical the application of perturbation error analysis to large data set sizes.
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Approximation of parameter uncertainty in nonlinear optimization
schenes-case study of a truss structure

W. R. Witkowski and J. J. Allen
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque. New Mexico
87185-5800

Abstract. Often theoretical models are developed using experimental data to estimate
the model parameters but an evaluation is not always made of the model's reliability
or robustness. Errors can exist in the theoretical model for many reasons including
inadequate model formulation and poor parameter estimates. This paper investigates
the approximation ofsecond-orderstatistics (confidence regions) of parameters estimated
using nonlinear optimization schemes to evaluate parameter reliability. An optimal
set of parameters are calculated to minimize the difference between theoretical model
predicitions and experimental data. This metric was formulated in ternis of a weighted
least squares objective function. A truss structure was analyzed to evaluate nonlinear
optimization and confidence region approximation techniques. It was found that since
the truss model was linear and parameter interaction was small, the confidence region
approximations were reliable.

1. Introduction

A mathematical model is only as good as its estimated parameters. The ability to
accurately model physical processes mathematically is vital in all areas of scien-
tific research. In the structural engineering field, the ability to predict a system's
behavior leads not only to the efficient design of new structures, but also to the
optimal operation and control of existing ones. Unfortunately, an exact model is
usually unavailable and an approximate one must be used. Model parameters are
typically determined by fitting the model to experimental data. The procedure of
formulating a mathematical model, estimating its parameters, and validating its
structure is referred to as model idcntificalion, which can involve both state and
parameter estimation.

Nonlinear optimization schemes have become very popular for use as parameter
estimation methods. This popularity sterns from the fact that the analysis is inde-
pendent of both the model form and the type of experimental data available. The

'This work performed at Sandia National Laboratories supported by the U.S. l)epartment of
Energy under contract number DE-AC04-76DP0078()

,V 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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rminimization of the summed squared error between model predictions and exper-
iniental data is commonlý used as a criterion of optimality. Least squares theory
states that at the optimum, linearized estimates of higher order statistics can be
approximated for the estimated parameters - assuming that the measurement errors
have zero mean, are independent, and have constant variances.

Unfortunately, these linearization schemes provide reliable confidence intervals
only when the objective function is linear at the optimum. When this is not the
case the approximation schemes can provide confidence intervals that are severely
underestimated, providing a false measure of parameter reliability. Several investi-
gators have devised techniques to evaluate the objective function curvature (Bates
and Watts 1988).

This paper further analyzes the model identification results achieved by Allen
and Martinez (1990) for a truss structure. In this analysis, parameter estimates
were found using the MSC/NASTRAN software package for finite element analyses and
optimizat ion.

The truss parameters that were estimated, using eigenvalue data, included
Young's modulus of the members and the stiffness value of the truss support struc-
ture. Confidence intervals for the parameter estimates are calculated using different
approximation schemes. Reliability of these approximations with respect to objec-
tive function curvature is also discussed.

2. Nonlinear Parameter Estimation

Nonlinear parameter estimation schemes have been successfully used to approx-
imate model r-krameters (Witkowski,1990). In this approach, the difference be-
tween theoreticai and experimental data is minimized. This is done by finding the
optimal set of parameters that "best" fit the experimental data. Therefore, an ac-
curate mathematical model is of primary importance to provide reliable theoretical
predictions. Otherwise, an ill-conditioned problem can be formulated or erroneous

parameter estimates can be predicted.
An objective function, (P, is chosen to suitably measure the error between the

model and data. The choice of D must properly describe the experimental error
and best utilize available measuremeats. The most commonly used formulation is
the method of weighted least squares. The objective function,

M it

-; ~Tvij (yý -y~ (1)
i j=i

is chosen to be the weighted summed square error between model predictions, Yij,
and experimental measurements, yij, where m is the number of experiments and n
is the number of observations per experiment. The model parameters are contained
within the parameter vector E. The weighting factors, wij, are use to scale variables
of different magnitudes and to incorporate known information about measurement
uncertainty. Assumptions used in this formulation include that the measurement
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error is normally distributed with zero mean, independent, and has a known vari-
ances that remains constant. These assumptions are verified via residual analysis.

For an unconstrained problem, an important requirement to estimate the optimal
set of parameters, 0*, is that the objective function have a minimum. Necessary
and sufiucient conditons for a local minima to exist. are given in Gill, Murray and
Wright (1981). However, it should be noted that for parameter estimate uniqueness.
'yy: 0') must have a global, not just a local, minimum. That is, it, should be

shown that. (P(9, y; 0*) = 4" is convex in the parameter space of interest. If this is
not the case, a non-unique solution may be formed at a local minimum.

The parameter vector, O* , is found when the convergence criterion,

(D(O) - V <f (2)

is met. To evaluate the reliability of W, a confidence interval is evaluated. The
confidence interval of a parameter estimate provides a qualitative assessment of the
reliability and precision of the value. If a large confidence interval is calculated,
the reliability of the mnodel's prediction is low. However, if the parameters are
identified with high precision (i.e., small confidence intervals), confidence in the
model's predictions is increased.

The confidence intervals are commonly estimmated by expanding (P around its
minimum using a truncated Taylor series,

(F(@) "+ qT 7 + 16ETH*60 (3)
2

where 60 = 0 - 0* are the differences in the parameter estimates from the op-
timal values and q*, and H* are the gradient and Hessian of (F evaluated at, 0',
respectivelv, Since 0* is an unconstrained optimum of (D,

(D((-)) ;(I)* + I ,OTH*60 (4)
2

hecause q* -= 0 at the optirumn. Using the convergence criterion shown in Equa-
tion 2,

1607H*60 < 2, (5)
where _ is defined as the indifference criterion. Therefore, the "best" linearized
confidence intervals are calculated by solving Equation 5. Because the solution
to Equation 5 is cornputationally intensive an(d numerically unstable, several ap-
proximate schemes have been adopted with simplified calculations. D)onaldson and
Schnabel (1987) evaluated five different methods to approximate confidence inter-
vals. Three variants of linearization schemes, a likelihood method, and a lack-of-fit
technique were analyzed. The major distinction between the linearization schemes
and the other two methods is that the former assumes that the nonlinear function
can be adequately approximated by a linear function at the optimum. Bard (1974)
and Donaldson and Schnabel (1987) stated that the most common approach used in
practice is a linearization scheme in which the Hessian matrix is approximated us-
ing gradient information and the interaction between parameters is neglected. This
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approach is convenient because it is computationally inexpensive and numerically
Stable. Therefore, the confidence interval for parameter a is calculated using

v<(6)

where A is an approximation to the Hessian matrix and Aa, is the diagonal element
corresponling to the paraileter (k. Bard (1974) showed that the Hessian can be
approxinmated using the Gauss method by

A I ;:-H T2 ( U~i ( ) ( )T) - A,, (7)

where f, is the ith observation and a 2 is the residual variance. This is considered a
good approximation if the second derivatives of the model equations, which are mul-
tiplied by the estimation error, E, are small. Other approaches used to estimate the
covariance niatrix of 0 include: 1) using finite differences to approximate the Hes-
sian. Ah = s2 H-' and 2) using gradient and Hessian data, A, = s-i-(jTj)H-I-
where s is the standard deviation. The last. formulation can be obtained from
sensitivity analysis.

If the residual variance is unknown in Equation 7, and no replicated data is
available, it is typically estimated by dividing the sum of squares of the residuals
bN thi niumber of degrees of freedom,

0"2- 1 s2 (8)
=-I

where I is the number of unknown parameters.

For a specified confidence level -y, linear least squares theory states that the joint
confidence region is

60TVI.b•@ < I S2  ,-Ii-• (9)

in which F1,.-, is the F-statistic with I and ni- I degrees of freedom (Bates and
Watts 1988). Whereas, if the parameters are assumed independent, the marginal
confidence interval is

ho, < (V,")2 s t,._t 11 _• (10)

in which t,_I--.x_ is the t-statistic with n - I degrees of freedom (Bates and Watts
1988). The population standard deviation, s. is approximated by the sample a.
The covariance matrix is defined as

Ve = E(60", ) (11)

where E(-) is the operator of mathematical expectation. The covariance matrix is
commonly approximated by

V 0aj• "IF (12)
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The matrix VO contains all of the correlation information between parameters.
The diagonal elements estimate the parameter variances and the off-diagonals esti-
mate their covariances which determine the parameter interaction. If the parameter
interdependicies are large, reparameterization schemes are often used to minimize
this effect (Ratkowsky 1983). The Gauss approximation is typically considered a
good estimate unless the curvature at the optimum is large. Bates and Watts (1988)
suggested methods to measure the curvature, or the nonlinearity of the objective
function, to assess the accuracy of the linearization approximations.

Figure 1: The Truss Structure
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3. Truss Structure Description

Figure 1 shows tile truss structure which was analyzed. The truss was designed
anId co'nstructed to have linear characteristics. The truss structure is made of
pt)lycarbonate one i rich diameter tubing. The truss has one foot cubic bays, which
are assembled with the tubes bonded to polycarbonate corner blocks. The truss
is mounted on a 2000 pound inertial mass, which is supported on airbags. Finite
clemrent modeling of the truss and airbags was straightforward, since the geometry
and load paths were well defined.

4. Model Analysis

"l' NASTRAN model of the truss cointained two unknown parameters, Young's
mioodulus, E,. and the air bag support stiffness, K. Since the restrictions of NASTRAN
tr,'hi bited optimization on material pro)perties directly, properties that were speci-
tied on the element definition cards were used. Therefore. E and K were indirectly
changed through t he use of two normalized parameters, (I and d3. These parameters
were estimated using a nonlinear optimization approach described above (NASTRAN
tises a rrodified method of feasible directions approach). A weighted least squares
f,rrirulation ,of tire objective function was used to compare the theoretical model

pre'dictions and experimental data. Normalized parameter values were used to elin-
|iate almy scaling difficulties that could cause problems in the optimization routine.
Also, the objective functions were forrmulated such that. normalized frequencies were
used.

Three different sets of data conmbinations were used to estimate the structure's
lararietrs and their uncertainties. The first data set included seven elastic modes
(modes 2-s), the second intro(luced one "bounce" mode (mode 1) in place of the last,
"elastic mode (mode ), arid tie last set, contained only one bounce (mode 1) and
iC elastic (trode 2). 'Fabl, I .hows Ihe experimental observations and the resulting
nat ural frequencies oft lie identified system for each of the data sets (cases 1-3). All
4f th, data sets provided significant information to accurately predict the modal
frequencies with inaxirinri error less than 2.3%. Resulting parameter estimates
art shown in Table 2 where 6(v and 63 are deviations from the mean value of o
arid 3, respectively. Marginal confidence intervals (95 percentile) are given for each

p~arai ter based on Equation 10.
As expected, when using the first. data set, the normalized support stiffness, 3,

was not identified with great. confidence (0.923 ± 0.265). This is because the
parameter was not highly sensitive to the elastic frequencies. However, when mode
I was added to the data set (case 2) 3 was accurately identified. Case 3 was analyzed
t, sete if one bounce an d one elastic mode contained sufficient information, whichi
fhey did, to Identify the parameters. Even the predicted frequencies for the data
nut used specifically in tlt, regression, compared extremely well to experimental
x alues.
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As can be seen, dhe parameter estimates were nearly identical for each of the
three data sets. The choice of the the covariance approximation did not make a
significant difference either. This was because the problem was linear.

The marginal confid .... intervals shown in Table 2 are based only on the indi-
vidual parameter, not a joint probability region as in Equation 9. Therefore, using
Equation 10 to estimate a joint confidence region, using a rectangular approxima-
tion, typically underestimates the theoretical confidence region (Himmelblau 1980,
Bates and Watts 1990) especially if there is any parameter interaction. The joint,

confidence region for case 2 (A,) is defined by

0.346&k2 - 0.1266o 643 + 1.676032 < 1.70e - 3 (13)

where bo and M13 are deviations from the nominal value of a and 13, respectively.
Figure 2 shows both the marginal confidence intervals (represented by straight
dashed lines) and the joint confidence region (represented by the ellipsodial solid
line). The shadowed region is the estimated joint confidence region approximated
using the marginal confidence intervals. Note how this approximation severely

underestimates the confidence in a.

0.96

0.95

0.93

0.92

)3 0.91

0.89 -

0-86

07 0 72 0.74 0.76 0,78 0.3 0.82 0.84 0.6

Figure 2: Marginal and Joint Confidence Regions for Case 2

A singular value decomposition (SVD) (Strang 1988) of the covariance matrix
was used to further assess the influence of the parameter interaction on the con-
fidence interval approximation. The Hessian matrix was used to approximate the
covariance matrix. Since H is symmetric and positive definite, the matrix factor-
ization.

H = Q~yQ
T

decomposes H into Q, = Q2 that contain the eigenvectors of HHT and the diagonal
matrix E that contains the singular values (oi). The singular values am the square
roots of the nonzero eigenvalues of HTH. This information defines a hyperellipsoid,
corresponding to an unscaled confidence region, whose axes positions are described

by the eigenverctors of Q, and relative axes lengths are determined by l/,',. For
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case 2, the eigenvectors are

0.999 -0.046 1
Q -= (14)

0.046 0.999

and the singular values are
,= [2.40 1

2.0 0.550 (15)

It is seen that there was not significant interaction between the parameters since
Q, is essentially diagonal.

The fact, that the problem was quite linear and the parameter interaction was
low made the confidence interval approximation quite good. Figures 3 and 4 show
the sum of squares contours for cases 2 and 3 over the parameter space. The sum
of squares were also elliptical for case 1, however, they were very elongated since
the sensitivity of 3 was smaller than that for o. It is evident that the nonlinearity
is small since the contours are quite elliptical or circular. This indicates that the
linear approximations using the joint probabilities will give reasonable est~imates
for the confidence intervals in this problem.

An analysis of the residuals, difference between predicted and fitted values, is
commonly used to see qualitively how the model and data met the assumptions
of the measurement errors having a zero mean, being independent, and having
constant variance. Checking the residuals, values were scattered randomly around
a zero mean without any bias, thereby verifying all of these assumptions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates that the nonlinear optimization approach to parameter
estimation is a flexible and effective method. Although computationally intensive,
for large problems, this method lends itself to a wide variety of analytical model
formulations and can provide an assessment of the uncertainty of the parameter
estimates. Other factors, such as measurement error distributions and instrumen-
tation reliability can be incorporated into the estimation procedure.

An analysis of a truss structure was performed to evaluate the estimation scheme.
"The truss structure was easily modeled via a finite element, model using NASTRAN.
Parameter estimation was used to identify two crucial parameters yielding a model
that gave excellent results. Since the mnodel was linear and accurate, and the
parameter interaction was negligible, the linearization schemes used to approximate
the confidence intervals worked well.
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Talbl 1: Truss . Weighted l[east Squares Parameter Estimation Results: Theoretical
,rs,,, Experintontal Fre•qu(encies (* Indicate Regressor Variables for Each ('ase)

Modal Test Case I ( 'ase 2 (1'ase 3
Frequencies (modes 2-8) (modes 1-7) (niodes I and 2)

Freq. Freq. Error Freq. Error Freq. Error
Modc (izz) (lz) (v,) (liz) (__/___) (Hz) (e)

1 3.53 3.60 1.98 3.57* 1.13 3.55* 0.57
2 10.28 10.30* 0.19 10.32* 0.39 10.28* 0.00
3 10.,4 10."4" 0.00 10.85* 0.09 10.80 0.37
1 19.86 19.46* 2.01 19.30* 1.81 19.42 2.21
5 21.2S 21.35* 0.33 21.40* 0.56 21.31 0.14

6 15.70 46. 18 2.16 ,16.25 * 2.16 46.10 0.88
7 60.,15 59.91 * 0.89 60.0,1* 0.68 59.81 1.06

f 62. 16 63.09* 1.01 63.23 1.23 62.97 0.82

Table 2: Truss Weighted Least Squares Parameter Estimation Results: Parameter
Estimates and Marginal (Confidence Intervals IUsing Three Different Approximation
Schermes for A.

0 ±&I

A,, 0.781 0.0188 0.923 0.265
(ase I Ah 0.781 0.0190 0.92:3 0.267

(s2 1.46E-4) A, 0.781 0.0190 0.92:3 0.269
A0, 0.785 0.0184 0.909 0.0403

Case 2 Ab 0.785 0.0188 0.909 0.0420
(s2 = 1.47E-4) A, 0.785 0.0182 0.909 0.0438

A,, 0.778 0.00966 0.899 0.00898
(2Case 3 Ah 0.778 0.00966 0.899 0.00917

(s2 7.22E-6) A, 0.778 0.00966 0.899 0.00937
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The predictive accuracy of structural dynamic models
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ABSTRACT: This paper previews results from a two-year study to develop
methods for evaluating the predictive accuracy of structural dynamic models.
A model uncertainty database has been compilcd from correlated sets of modal
analysis and test data. It is used to assess the predictive accuracy of other
structural models belonging to the same generic categoriýs. Results in the form
of interval predictions on frequency response amplitude and phase 'or a
deployable truss beam are compared with actual test data. The test data are
shown to fall within the intervals of predictive accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Structdral dynamic models are used in a w'de variety of applications including
design v,.rification, test support, flight load prediction, and in-flight control. These
models offer what may be called "point prediction" in the sense that the models,
which are themselves deterministic, yield deterministic response when acted upon
by deterministic inputs. Occasionally, stochastic inputs are applied to yield
stochastic response. In this case, response may be expressed in terms of response
intervals, e.g. the mean plus or minus one standard deviation. Rarely is the model
itself coisidered to be stochastic [e.g. Pannossian, (1988)]. In practical applications,
model uncertainty is accounted or either by perturbing selected model parameters,
or by adjushnF input levels in an attempt to offset model uncertainty. Heretofore,
there have been no general tools for objectively evaluating the effccts of model
uncertainty on response predictions.

The problem lies in acquiring aid processing the data necessary to quantify
model unrertainty. Attempts have been made to express model uncertainty in
terms of design parameters -. the finite element level, such as material properties
and loca' geometry. However, it is not practically feasible to gather sufficient data
at this level because of the diversity of materials, shapes, sizes and methods of
fabrication. Other attempts have been made to gather data at the modal level.
These data, however, have been limited to modal frequencies and damping. Mode
shape data have not been used, possibly because a means for homogenizing the data
has not been apparent.

I01) 1(l)P mm mmmmmmmo I mmm
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2. MODEL UNCERTAINTY

Model uncertainty is herein defined as the difference between analysis and test
results. It is expressed in terms of modal parameters with two distinct advantages:
(1) data are readily available with which to quantify the uncertainty of modal
parameters, and (2) model uncertainty expressed in terms of modal parameters is
easily propagated through a model to assess predictive accuracy. This paper
describes a recently completed effort to develop generic uncertainty models from
prio; analysis and test experience, and apply them to evaluate the predictive
accuracy of other models [Hasselman and Chrostowski (1991)].

Modal mass and stiffness uncertainty are derived form the differences between

analysis and test eigenvalues, 'A and X, respectively,

AA = A -'A

and the cross-orthogonality between the corresponding analysis and test eigenvec-

tors, `6 and 0,

r, 0 TýM 0=

where AA, OA and A are diagonal matrices, o$ and 0 are rectangular matrices, and

'M is the analytical mass matrix. Differences in the modal mass and stiffness
matrices based on perturbation analysis [Hasselman and Chrostowski (1991)] are
found to be

Am= (I -o + I o -

Ak AA + 'A (I -) + (I - )T 0A

The difference in modal stiffness is placed in dimensionless form by dividing by
frequency squared, where OW2 = OA.

Ak= W-1 AA. OW-1

The difference in modal damping, Aý, is placed in dimensionless form by dividing
by frequency.

A( = (2 2 Aý (2 -w)-

The diagonal elements of ý and ( are related as

-- 2 'w(

The modal differential mass, stiffness and damping matrices are then vectorized by
the operation
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Vec (Am)
Ai= Vec (A k)

Vec (A ()

where Vec (Am) is a vector containing all of the upper triangular elements of the

differential modal mass matrix, Am, and similarly for Ai and AC. A covariance
matrix of this composite vector is then computed as

N

S-= E [ArAi T] = I Y [ArArTI

k=i

for N generically similar structures.

Covariance matrices for four generic categories of model-structure combinations
have been derived: (1) Research Models of Large Space Structures (LSS), (2)
Pretest Models of Conventional Space Structures (CSS), (3) Posttest Models of
Conventional Space Structures, and (4) Combined Categories (1) - (3). Singular
value decomposition was performed on all four covariance matrices yielding the
eigenvalues shown in Table 1. The number of non zero eigenvalues corresponds to
the number of model-structure combinations in the respective database. The sum
of eigenvalues, equal to the trace of the matrix, is a measure of the total uncertainty
reflected in that database. Posttest CSS models are thereby shown to have
approximately half the uncertainty as pretest CSS models.

3. RESPONSE UNCERTAINTY

The covariance matrix of model uncertainty for large space structures was
applied to a finite element model of the NASA Mini-Mast structure shown in
Figure 1 Pappa, et. al., (1989)]. In this example, modal damping is assumed to be
lognormally distributed with a standard deviation of 0.176 on log (, where

100.176 = 1.5. An interval of ± lo on log ( then corresponds to the interval [0(/1.5,
o( x 1.5] on ( where o( is the nominal value of modal damping. The frequency
response at Node 14 in the Y direction due to force applied at Node 23 in the Y
direction is shown in Figure 2. The left side of Figure 2 shows plots of amplitude
and phase as functions of frequency. The nominal (analytically predicted) FRF is
indicated by the small "o" symbols. Uncertainty intervals of * l0 are indicated by
the vertical dashed lines. The range of frequencies is from 0.5 Hz to 5.5 Hz. This
range includes two visible poles (resonances) and zeros (anti-resonances). Actually,
an additional pole and zero occur near the first resonance because of two closely
spaced modes in the X and Y coordinate directions. However, these characteristics
are not discernible in the plots.

Two different methods are used for computing the uncertainty intervals. Linear
covariance propagation is used when the excitation frequency is not near a pole or
zero. With "u" denoting response in terms of log-amplitude and phase, the
covariance matrix of response is given by

Stl = Tur S-- T 1rT
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Table 1. Non-zero Eigenvalues of Modal Mass
and Stiffness Covariance Matrices SINSOR POSTIONS

,• Il

a /c

LSS CSS CSS LSS & CSS a
No. Research Pretest Postlest Combined
__ Models Models Models Models - n sor F --"* A

1. 0.570 0.933 0.582 0.599 T

2. 0.337 0.293 0.059 0.125 Evwn-Numbered Bays
3. 0.226 0.171 0.047 0.120
4. 0.125 0.075 0.028 0.110 !7 , ,c
5. 0.089 0.043 0.014 0.069 14 t
6. 0.030 0.022 0.003 0.058
7. 0.010 0.001 '0.032 N 278.0.24 Node 22 )
8. 0.024 (force) -9. 0.024 a

10. 0.016 . 5
0. 0.016 4Odd-Numbered Bay,

11. 0.010 Node 14 2

12. 0.006 (responge)
13. 0.005
14. 0.004
15. 0.004 Z
16. 0.002
17. 0.001 X
18. *These singular values were 0.000" c
19. smaller than 0.001 but 0.000* A

20. non zero. 0.000* Fmcd End

Trace 1.347 1.547 0.734 1.210 Figure 1. NASA Mini-Mast Structure.

where T,- is the derivative matrix, ou/8/.

Linear covariance propagation breaks down near the poles and zeros because the
derivatives of amplitude and phase with respect to modal mass and stiffness become
very large. A different method is needed to evaluate uncertainty intervals near
these frequencies. Fuzzy sets offer an alternative to random variables for repre-
senting uncertainty [Klir and Folger, (1988)]. Whereas the uncertainty of a random
variable is measured in terms of probability, the uncertainty of a fuzzy variable is
measured in terms of possibility. Fuzzy set methods can be used to bound response
uncertainty near the poles and zeros of an FRF. Thus, whereas the uncertainty
intervals obtained from linear covariance propagation tend to diverge near poles and
zeros, the possibility intervals obtained from fuzzy set analysis are meaningful.

The uncertainty intervals shown in Figure 2 which are near the frequencies
associated with poles or zeros are possibility intervals derived form the Vertex
Method of fuzzy sets [Dong and Shah, (1987)]. When a function, such as FRF
amplitude or phase, is continuous in parameter space and no extreme point exists in
this region (including the boundaries), then the possibility interval (upper and lower
bounds) of response is obtained by evaluating all possible combinations of the upper
and lower bounds of the parameter intervals. Each combination of parameter values
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corresponds to a vertex of a rectangular parallelepiped in the n-dimensional
hyperspace defined by n parameters, hence the name "Vertex Method." In this
application of the Vertex Method, however, extreme points do occur within the
parameter space defined by parameter intervals. They must be located, evaluated
and then combined with response at the vertices when determining the possibility
intervals of response. Various search techniques have been employed for this
purpose.

The ± 1 response intervals near poles and zeros have a different meaning than
the ± lo response intervals away from poles and zeros. In the case of linear
covariance propagation, the uncertainty intervals reflect the nominal response ± one
standard deviation (assuming a log-normal distribution on amplitude). In the case
of the Vertex Method, the uncertainty intervals reflect upper and lower bounds
based on k 1 a parameter intervals.

Distributions of log-amplitude and phase are shown in Figure 3. These
correspond to the selected frequencies indicated on the FRF plots. They were
obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, assuming a multivariate normal distribution of
the modal parameters. The LSS covariance matrix, S--, was first diagonalized;
then the resulting generalized parameters with variances given by the eigenvalues of

S r were treated as independent normally distributed random variables for purposes
of the Monte Carlo simulation. The resulting distributions are scaled to a
maximum value of unity.

The distributions are seen to be consistent with the response intervals shown on
the FRF plots. The distribution of log-amplitude near the poles and zero tend to
be skewed in the positive direction. The phase distributions tend to be bimodal
with modes occurring near 0 or 180 degrees, where most of the response tends to
cluster. Phase distributions away from poles and zeros tend to be nearly delta
functions at either 0 or 180 degrees. The distributions of log-amplitude away from
the poles and zeros were expected to be more nearly Gaussian, based on earlier
results for a single-degree--of-freedom model, which indicated that the distributions
of log-amplitude off resonance tended to be Gaussian [Hasselman and Chrostowski
(1989)]. In this case the distributions tend to be negatively skewed to the left of
resonance, and positively skewed to the right of resonance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The predictive accuracy of a structural dynamic model of a truss-type space
structure has been evaluated on the basis of actual analysis and test experience
derived from other structures. This is believed to be the first time such an
evaluation has been made. Similar efforts in the past have limited model uncer-
tainty to uncorrelated modal frequency and damping parameters. This effort
considers the correlated variabilities of all modal mass and stiffness matrix
elements, as well as modal damping.

The analysis utilizes a database compiled from twenty-two analysis/test data
sets. These data sets are partitioned into three generic categories representing both
pretest and posttest models of conventional space structures, and research models of
large truss-type space structures. The statistics of these three data sets were
compared with each other and with those of the combined data set. The data set
for large space structures is used in the present example.
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Three methods for evaluating predictive accuracy were employed, including a
linearization method, a fuzzy set method and a numerical simulation method. The
linearization method is appropriate to use at frequencies which are not close to poles
or zeros. The fuzzy set method is appropriate to use near poles and zeros, but
impractical to use elsewhere. Numerical simulation can be used anywhere but is
computationally expensive. Nevertheless, it serves as a good check on the other two
methods, and provides distributions of response.

The data and methods introduced here should be useful in the design of control
systems for large flexible space structures where a trade-off is made between
performance and robustness. The ability to realistically quantify the predictive
accuracy of structural dynamic models should enable control system designers to
avoid unnecessary conservatism, thereby enhancing performance.
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Control structure optimization of active/passive damping in large flexible
structures
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Abstract. Optimal passive and active damping control can be considered in
the context of a general control/structure optimization problem. Using a mean
square output response approach, it is shown how an optimal mix of active and
passive elements can be determined for a flexible structure along with the optimal
structural elements.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hecause of the low inherent damping of the typical large flexible structure, some

form of vibration control methodology is necessary to reduce the vibration response
to an acceptable level. The control community has traditionally addressed this

problem from an active control viewpoint, and has proposed a multitude of matrhe-
mat ical techniques for solving this difficult feedback control problem. While elegant.
in their mathematics, these analyses often show little consideration for the mass.
cost, and reliability of the hardware required for these control strategies. An al-
ternate approach to active vibration control is to implement vibration suppression
tirough some type of passive means. Passive schemes have a long history of use
due to their reliability and effectiveness. See e.g., McLaughlin.

The question which we address in this paper is the determination of the optimal
combination of active and passive techniques for a structure to use. In previous
work, the authors have proposed a stochastic approach to optimal control/structure
design whereby the optimization problem is to find a minimum weight structure
subject to fixed output constraints and to fixed control energy constraints (see
Slater(88), McLaren(90)). The structure configuration as well as the controller
structure is aLssumed to be specified. For example, in a perfect information envi-
ronment, a full state controller yields the best controller performance, and hence
the minimum weight structure (assuming a fixed controller mass.

If feedback is restricted to outputs, either with or without additional measure-

ment noise, then the control structure can be modified to a direct, output feedback,
or filter feedback forp. Using this approach one can, for example, determine the
mass reduction possible through additional sensors.

Our approach to include passive control is to consider the passive damper as
a special type of output controller. For example, a linear dashpot is an element

P 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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which generates a force opposing relative motion between two connected locations.
This can be considered as an output controller, where the controller gain is the
damping coefficient associated with that element. The task required to complete
the optimization is a difficult one. If we are attempting to minimize the total
mass of the structure, we must first ascertain the mass penalty associated with the
controller (either active or passive). In fact, we are in no position to answer that
question completely in this paper. Rather our approach will be to consider the
problem parametrically, so that sensitivities of the optimal solution to component
inasses can be ascertained. The actual optimum can be obtained when appropriate
information is available to the designer.

2. MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK FOR CONTROL/STRUCTURE
OPTIMIZATION

The approach taken in this analysis is to consider the structure from a dynamic
response point of view. We assume that the fundamental structural constraint is
to support a load, or to hold various sub-system components (experiments, etc.)
together to a required degree of accuracy in the presence of some form of excitation.
The effect of the control system on this design problem is to effect a trade-off to
reduce the effect of flexibility. As the structure is made lighter and more flexible,
the control system can be used to reduce deflections and stresses to acceptable
levels.

The mathematical approach taken to quantify the control-structure relationship
is to initially regard the controller structure as fixed and satisfying certain control
magnitude constraints, which for this analysis will be assumed to be a mean square
control energy bound. Similarly the external force environment on the structure
is known and is assumed to be stochastic with known mean square energy and
spectrum. Within this framework the optimal structure-control design problem is
to find the structural parameters and the control law to minimize a performance

index while satisfying control energy and displacement constraints. This may be
posed as a mathematical programming problem.

Assume the system is given as

"x = Az + Bu + Gd

Y = CX (1)
z = tI- +v

where we have the conventional definitions of the state(z), control(u), performance

output(y), measured output(z), and input and output disturbances (d, v, respec-
tively). Here we will assume that d is Gaussian white noise, d- N(O, D) For this

system we pose the following optimization problem:

Minimize the function J(p~p2, .... ), where the pi are structural param-

eters such as mass, stiffness, area, etc., and find the feedback law

u = f(z) (2)
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where f(.) is a specified functional form based on the controller type
desired.

For example, if z = x, then the problem is full state feedback and f(.) becomes
naturally a gain matrix. The resulting optimization becomes a special form of the
linear quadratic regulator. The functional f(.) canl specify an (unknown) dynamical
systern in the general output feedback problem. For the problem considered in this
paper we consider the controller to consist of two parts: The first is the passive
controller which consists of unknown damping coefficients at specific locations. The
second part is a -conventional" full state active controller. The active controls must
satisfy the control energy constraints

E[LT Rut] =;32 (3)

while the output's satisfy

E[y7 ' Wiy] •< t, (Output, disturbance Inequalities, i = I ..... n) (4)

The rationale for a fixed control energy constraint is that for an active control
implementation, the desired control should utilize tihe full control capability to
reduce tile structural loading. The output inequalities may be several, in which
case one or more constraints may be equality constraints, but others will be strict
inequalities.

Using the Gaussian disturbance case, the expectations can be converted to simple
operations on the covariance matrix, which is determined by a Lyapunov equation
(assuming here linear controls). For details on this see the references. Using this
approach the optimization framework is quite flexible and can be adjusted to a
variety of special types of constraints and controllers. Numerically the resulting
optimization problem can be solved by a variety of general non-linear optimiza-
tion software. For the full state feedback case, linear regulator software can be
incorporated also.

The physical details of the active and passive components are not explicitly
considered in this paper. In general however we may consider the mass added by
active control elements to be proportional to the mean square energy (32), while
the mass of the passive damping elements is proportional to the damping element
"c". Results using this parametric form are discussed in the next section.

3. APPLICATION TO DRAPER I TRUSS

In solving an optimal structure/controller problem (McLaren(90) determined the
optimal mass of the tetrahedral truss model model known as "Draper I" (see Fig-
tire 1) for various types of controller implementations. For this structure there are
six control actuators, situated in each of the base legs of the truss, and six collocated
velocity sensors, giving the longitudinal velocity of each truss leg. The advantage

of full state information is shown dramatically by comparing the minimum mass
structure using full state active control with the minimum mass using only the six
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velocity sensors. For this case the
problem was to design the optimal
structural elements to minimize the
mass and to siiiultaneously design the
controller. Tile controller energy is ý32

while the output constraint is E(y 2) =
c'-'. Note in both of these cases, no
damping or controller mass penalty
was assumed. For these two cases tile
final masses are shown in Figure 2.
'[he results indicate that generally full
state designs may achieve almost 50%(7
15ss mass than lhe optimum velocity
feedback designs. Based on the large
mass reduction from full state feed-

back, its seeIns reasonable that for this,
and probably for most structures, the
advr.ntage of an active feedback scheme
is real and can be quantified explicitly. Figure 1: The DRAPER I truss

WVe also consider the case of a fixed structure and examine tile optimal combi-

nation of active control and purely local passive damping. Numerically this case is
computed by insertion of a damping matrix and a full state feedback design. The
output consraint and control constraint remains as in the prior case. Due to the
symmetry of the DRAPErR structure the damping elements were broken into three
components. The first component is equal damping added to the three main legs
connecting the base to the vertex. The second is damping added to the base trian-
gle of the structure, and the third is damping added to the six legs connecting the
structure to ground. As expected, damping #2 in the base plane has little effect on
response, however the role of damping #1 and damping #3 indicates a useful and
interesting tradeoff between the passive damping added, and the amount of active
control energy required. The most. important point to be made is that the addition
of passive damping is not necessarily beneficial. Indeed the location and size of the
disturbance, the displacement. constraint amplitude, and the relative mass penalty
associated with the passive and active control components all play a large part in
establishing the optirnum combinations. If the disturbance is applied at the top
vertex, the base damping is relatively unimportant, while a moderate amount of
damping in the legs can substantially reduce the active control costs. A typical
cost curve for a particular weighting of active and passive control costs is shown
in Figure 3. Although not displayed on this graph it can easily be shown that
decreasing the allowable tip deflection, generally decreases the amount of passive
damping which required.

If the disturbance enters through the base of the structure, then the relative
importance of the two damping components becomes more complicated. For very
tightly controlled displacemnents, zero leg damping results in the lowest active con-
trol cost. As the displacement constraint on the tip is allowed to grow, then the
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leg damping can aid the overall active control costs. These trends are shown in

Figure 4. The optimal blend will of course depend on the relat Ive cost penalty of

thle damping components.
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Figure 2: Optimal DRAPXlERI I mass for full state vs. velocity feedback
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Figure 3: Cost contours showing optimal allocation of passive damping
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The results shown indicate that there is an easy way to explicitly characterize the
rolativo merits of an active versus a passive control schemne. No attempt here is made
to quantify the exact trade-off due to the uncertainty in mass figures associated

with the controller types. This, and further exploration of controller trade-off's, are
subjects of continuing research.
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ABSTRACT

Generalizations of control structure-interaction are drawn for the case of passive
viscoelastic damping and active control for challenging vibration suppression in high
modal density structure. The results of several analytic studies are summarized
together with selected experimental results. Passive damping has been sho-'ri to
remove large amounts of vibratory energy, lower the response of the structure to
excitation, stabilize any active control system, and make an active system more robust.
For extremely challenging vibration suppression requirt:rents, an optinum blend of
active and passive is the only practical approach.

INTRODUCTION

The necessity and/or desirability of suppressing the noise or vibration of a 1-rg- variety
of structures which are characterized by their complexity and consequent high modal density
has become commonplace. This is true especially in certain high performance military
satellites, but also in many other types of applications. The performance criteria may be
resonant high cycle fatigue life, survival of the launch environment, providing m'cro-gravity
orbital operations, precision pointing, settling time, jitter suppression, alignment of optical
elements, noise suppression, etc.

Passive daiaping technology has reached a degree of maturity to the point that many
applications are practical, and ,pportunities for further advaiicement are apparent. Similarly.
active control is a well known iec'nology.

The hierarchy of . ibration suppression approaches is well established. Ordinarily, the
dynamic disturbance., are minimized. Then, if possible, the disturbance is isolated. The
receiver is isolated if practical. Re-design of natural frequencies, stiffness, etc., is then
appr pnate. Beef-nip in the instance of high cycle fatigue rarely extends life significantly
because the disturbance is typical!y wide band, and resonant conditions are still encountered.
Passive damping technology may be appropriate at any point in the design cycle, but
especially if it is early in the design. Active control technology is typically the last in the
hierarchy, especially if separate sensors and actuators are required.

Disturbances may be categorized in degree cf difficulty. It the di-turbance is

sinusoidal of fixed frequency, it is typically easy to accommodate durin ign. If

- I')4 loP PlIbhhing It d
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disturbance frequencies are swept over a significant range, it will probably be difficult to avoid
resonances. If the disturbance is broad band random, it is generally irr-)ossible to avoid
resonanczes.

Passive damping may provide adequate performance if the criteria is vibration level,
either peak to peak or rrns. It may also be satisfactory in the case of jitter, settling time, noise
or harshness. There are also types of applications where passive damping generally does not
work, namely, flexible rotor modes, noise thru transmission of flexible structure, and others.

The measure of damping which is almost universally understood is "Q", the quality
factor borrowed from electrical engineering and resonant circuits. The viscous critical
damping fraction is also used widely. The modal loss factor, the reciprocal of Q, is typically
used by viscoelastic material damping engineers.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

The most challenging problem is considered to be broadband vibration suppression of
questionably modelled, modally dense structure. This situation has occurred and will continue
to occur repeatedly in the future.

Practical structures are modally dense. It is didactic to consider beams (one
dimensional structure) and plates (two dimensional), but realistic structure is three
dimensional, large and flimsy. The significance of this is that structure will possess many
natural vibration modes with ratios of adjacent frequencies nearly equal to unity.

The questionably modelled aspect arises because analytical predictions are not
sufficiently accurate and also because the in-service identification of the plant is severely
challenging. The relative difficulty of identification depends greatly on the modal damping in
the structure; very low damping requires long observatior times. It is here asserted that the
optimum structure incorporates levels of modal damping on the order of five per cent of
critical viscous. These levels present challenges of their own with regard to identification.
When it is considered that plant geometry and mass properties may vary dramatically, the
situation becomes clear regarding plant identification.

The problem is also broadband, both because the disturbances will be a wide range of
frequencies and will include random, and because the natural global and local frequencies of
the structure will cover an extremely wide range. The confrontation is with both a wide range
of disturbances and a wide range of resonances.

The need for high precision in this situation provides the ultimate definition of the
problem.

SELECTED STUDIES

A study by von Flotow and Vos provided a summary which indicated that flexible
modes beyond the control bandwidth must be gain stabilized; furthermore, flexible modes
within the control bandwidth must be robustly phase stabilized. Passive damping allows
modelling infidelity. This is necessary for stability without regard for performance, which is
the essential consideration.

A paper summarizing a design study by Garibotti considered a retargeting maneuver
of a space based laser. The requirement was on settling time for line of sight. Twenty-four
flexible modes and 21 collocated sensor/actuator pairs were used. Three values of Young's
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modulus were used. To simplify the results dramatically, the control force and the control
energy drops considerably at 9 % passive damping.

Another paper study by Bicos analyzed the settling time of a space station model and
of a neutral particle beam after a retargeting maneuver. Again to simplify, high specific
stiffness materials improve performance. High strain energy members were considered to be
damped. It was concluded that both active and passive are required.

The PACOSS program, which was a $5.3M design, fabricate and test effort, provided
several conclusions. Major experimental articles were designed, fabricated and tested. The
Dynamic Test Article had 27 global modes under 10 Hz. There were 5 general types of
viscoelastic damping designs used. Modal damping as high as 13% was achieved. It was
established that viscoelastic damping is designable, mode by mode. Experimental
identification of the DTA proved to be challenging. Fully half of the program resources were
expended on active control investigations. Five control algorithms were experimentally
implemented. It was established that there is a strong synergism between active control and
passive damping. Viscous dampers were investigated as well as viscoelastic.

These studies establish that the required active control energy is dramatically reduced
for viable amounts of passive damping and that both active and passive are required.

PASSIVE DAMPING IS A DESIGN PARAMETER

Numerous hardware investigations and viscoelastic passive damping applications have
established that analysis and experiment correlate very well. On multiple occasions,
viscoelastic damping has been developed on an accelerated time scale and used to enable
launch of a satellite and its orbital performance. Satisfactory results have been achieved on
these occasions using conventional finite element analysis programs.

Damped laminated steel is in production for automotive valve covers, oil pans, etc., in
the USA. In Japan, it is used widely in household appliances. It can be deep drawn, welded,
shaped, painted, etc. Damped computer disc drives are in wide production in the US.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is clear that, in many cases, active/passive vibration/noise/jitter suppression
engineers are severely challenged in meeting system performance requirements. The
necessity for heroic efforts and breakthrus are commonplace.

It is equally clear that confidence levels in technical/cost/schedule are not adequately
established for active/passive techniques to the point that program managers believe payoffs
are commensurate with risks.

A quantum leap in jitter performance thru extensive viscoelastic structure is guaranteed
and is affordable. Several programs to design, fabricate and test hardware as close as possible
to future system hardware is essential.
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The optimal mix of passive and active control with actuator selection
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ABSTRACT : This paper shows how to redesign a structure to make it easier to con-
trol. Given an in;tial structure, a set of noisy actuators and a controller are selected to
minimize the control effort subject to the output RMS inequalities. The initial struc-
ture and the Output Variance Constrained (OVC) controller constitute a closed-loop
system which yields the required performance. Then the structure and the controller
are simultaneously redesigned to minimize the active control effort, while preserving
all the closed-loop properties of the original closed-loop system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The selection of actuators (their number, type, size and locations) is one of the most

important problems in the synthesis of a control system. The cost, reliability and weight of
the input devices limits their characteristics. Superfluous actuators can increase plant dis-
turbances or model uncertainties without contributing much to the system performance [1].
Furthermore, an unfavorable selection resulting in a plant poorly conditioned (in the sense
of input-to-output characteristics) may lead to controller design difficulties. Hence,
simplistic design methods have to be replaced by more sophisticated ones for which
unnecessarily excessive effort must be made. The size (i.e., dynamic range) of the devices
inus! also be taken into account during the selection process because any physical device
has its own limitation. In ceneral. a good choice of actuators can be made when a closed-
loop (rather than open-loop) system performance is considered as a selection criterion. So
the selection algorithm must be integrated with the controller design process. In the first
part of this paper, a set of actuators is selected which consumes minimum control energy
while output variance constraints are satisfied. The actuator selection procedure is an itera-
tive algorithm composed of two parts; an output variance constrained control and an input
variance constrained control al-orithms.

Structure design and control design have been independently optimized to improve
the dvnamic response of various mechanical structures 121, but these theories have not
been integrated in any tractable way. However, a combined structure redesign and active
control desie•n can achieve better performance than simply designing the controller alter
the structure is designed. In order to get the required performance, the control effort
rcqLnilred of a strictly active control system might be excessively large. In this case, one
can benetit greatly hv both structure and control redesign in a coordinated way. One
approach is to sinuiltraneously optimize the structural and control parameters, 13-41. This
leads to nonlinear mathematical programming problems with no guarantee of stability, nor
a globally optimal solution, nor the convergence of algorithms. Our approach guarantees
stability and a globally optimal solution in a finite number of iterations.

Recently 151, the idea was advanced that the controller should be designed first for
th1e given plant. then both the structure and the controller should be redesigned to yield the
same response as the original plant with the original controller. Hence, for specified
closed-loop systern performances achieved by some (given) controller acting on the origi-
nal structure, the best combination of passive control (structure redesign) and active con-
trol (control redesign) for mechanical structures was derived by minimizing the active con-
trol etfort required to yield the same closed-loop system matrix as the original controlled
s,,stem. I lowever, in 151 only a static output feedback controller was used before and after
sýtructure redesign. We shall extend these results to the dynamic feedback case. Further-
more, the initial controller is designed with optimally selected actuators.

1'9• lOP Puhl,.hing t Td
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2. ACTUATOR SELECTION
In this section we propose an iterative algorithm which simultaneously solves both

the actuator selection problem and control problem while closed-loop performance is taken
into account during the selection process. Consider a plant described by

Xp = Apxp + BpN[(u + Wa) + Dpwp , y = Cpxp (2.1)

where x c IRn ,, u c R'1" and y E R nI are the vectors of plant state, input and output. The
diagonaf matrix [ is to be selected with the i-th diagonal element Pi = 0 or 1. 1 =
means that the i-th actuator is selected for a controller design. The columns of Bp matrix
arc dictated by the locations and types of available actuators. The actuator noise Wa and
the plant disturbance wp are assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white noise processes with
intensity W, and Wp, respectively. The problem under consideration may be stated as
follows:

Optimal Actuator Selection (OAS) Problem
Given a positive definite input weighting matrix R) and upper bounds of output

variances 0n, find the N actuator locations (or location index matrix 13) out of n,( > N
available locations, and the corresponding control law u such that

Min 'E ., ([Pu)TR,,(IPu) subject to 'E y = , 1, 2, ,ny (2.2)

wvhere 'E , • lir 'E is the expectation operator.

Notice that in the OAS Problem, [3 is a matrix of "complicating variables" in the sense that
when [3 is temporarily held fixed, the remaining problem is considerably more tractable.
In our case, when [3 is fixed we have the OVC control problem for which there are well-
developed algorithms 16-81. This favorable observation is our motivation to use the
following iterative algorithm to select I set of actuators.

First we consider the following two problems which are closely related to the OAS
problem: here Q denotes a set of stabilizing control laws:

Output Variance Constrained (OVC) Control Problem
For given diagonal matrix Ro > 0 and c 2,s,

min 'E_, UT Ru subject to 'Ly2 < 2 , i = , n, . (2.3)

Input Variance Constrained (IVC) Control Problem
For given diagonal matrix Q,, _> 0 and li 2,;

mIn 'nE- yT.Qy subject toE _U <_ P2, j= 1. , nu . (2.4)

The following theorem provides the relationship between the OVC and IVC control
problems. See also [I 1l for solutions of problems similar to OVC/IVC.

Theorem 1 181
let ui and (I he. respectivel., the solution anti the optimal multiplier vector of the

()VC Control Probhle, Suppose that for the IVC Control Problem we choose

Q,,=diaglq) and p.'F'Ei;,j: 12, ,nu , (2.5)

i/ln ti ius al.so a Solution to the I VC Control Problem and the corresponding multipliers are
the diagonal el'ments of R,, given in the OVC control problem.

Before we provide an actuator selection algorithm, we consider another closely related
problem whose solution is dependent on a perturbation parameter:
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Perturbed I VC Control Problem
For a given matrix Q, Ž! 0 and a vector ý12,

min E- yTQoy subject to Eu2 < gI2 + .j, j = 1, .- , nu (2.6)
uE Q{

where the perturbation parameters ej 's are considered to be fixed.

The perturbed problem (2.6) has been studied by many mathematicians (see [9] and
references therein). Under mild conditions [91, we have the tollowing theorem;

Theorem 2 19, Theorem 5.4.11
For f in a neighborhood of 0, the gradient of the optimal value function is

y E -YQo.- =-r (Y ) (2.7)

where y is the output vector when i is used in (2.1).

Theorems I and 2 are basis of the following algorithm for solving the OAS in (2.2);

An OAS Algorithm

Stcp I Set k = 0( Jdk) = I JIfr all j.

Step 2 Solve the OVC ciintrol problem with R > 0 and calculate the optimal input
variances 'E i fr.fr all j such that P3k) = 1. The multiplier vector q is a
part ojsolution.

Step 3 Solve the IVC control problem with Q, = diag[ql, q2, q.,I and an
upper hound of input variance, g2 (from (2.9a). The multiplier vector r is a
part ofsolution.

Step 4 Calculate the actuator effectiveness values
2

('u =f (from Step 2) forj such that pfk) = 1 (2.8)
It "

Step 5 Set k = k + I and delete one actuator which has the smallest value of oja
(i.e. set pjk) = Ofor the corresponding actuator).

n.

Step b Repeat Steps 2 thru 5 until N = .- g(k)

The final controller would be the one from Step 2. Hence the output variance constraints
are guaranteed to be satisfied. In case there are variance constraints on each actuator, they
should be used for the Lipper bound p,2 in Step 3 to solve the IVC control problen.
Otherwise, the following value is recommended;

p = y, 'E L-, for all j such that p(k) = I (2.9a)

where Ei .ii is available from the solution of the OVC control problem in Step 2 and
2yj = I - 'E _fi I /YE• _ . (2.9b)

Notice from Theorem I that if we choose yj = I for all j, we have fj = the j-th diagonal
element of R.. By Theorem 2, iJ is a marginal change (or sensitivity) of2the optimal value
'E-v Q,,y when the j-th input variance bound I12 varies from gt = E-uj. For example, if

= 0, then the sensitivity of the IVC objective function with respect to the j-th input
perturbation is zero. Hence the corresponding actuator is a candidate for deletion. The
second term on the right hand side of (2.8) is to consider the role of each input in the OVC
control problem relative to the constraint in the IVC control problem.
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Notice that the above algorithm does not use any integer programming (which
requires intensive computation). This algorithm does not guarantee that the solution will
be globally optimal. If the actuator noise is much greater than the external plant
disturbances our algorithm fails to find the optimal solution in one example. The final
OVC controller will be used for redesigning the system in the next section.

3. TIlE OPTIMAL MIX OF PASSIVE AND ACTIVE CONTROL
We consider vector second order systems described by

, =A, x+Bpu + z=Mpx , xT=p l= q , qe In•, ze IR 3.1a)

' here

A-P B pA Mff0 %p -- Mq \I] (3. 1b)
,-I/1, -11 Di

wihere l" is an identity matrix of size nq, z is a noise free measured signal which is fed
htck to a controller, and u is an actuator signal generated by any linear dynamic controller
of order n, given by

-. A lk+Pz , u=Ccxc + D[z , x, ER' ue . (3.2)

Our plant i, a mechanical system, hence we refer to the plant as "structure". In fact our
moti,.ation 0. to design flexible structures for better "controllability", in some sense to be
imide ~rccive. SupposC an OVC controller has already been designed so that the required
lectlrlllrailcc of the systCm (3.1) is achieved. After structure redesign, the mass, damping

anld titfnc1', murices arc changed by A-.f, AVI) and AKA', respectively. So we have

\,P = ,\p, + 1,l .Z = MpXp (3.3[

\ L-011 - (K+AK.± ) - (.:it±ANfF) (D +A,'1) t ('+A',1t)- B

The controller (3.2) will also be changed to

x, = Ax•, + 1i, z = _'C, x, + 1Z . (3.4)
Thc controller .4) is it) be designed so that specified closed-loop properties of systems
3I j , ith (3.2), and (3.3) wkith (3.4). are identical. l)efine the active control effort after the

vecfe'o en as f'olhlo :

j Lk 0. t)Ri(i. t)dt (3.5)

% here R is a given positive-definite .%eighting matrix and U(i, t denotes 6(t) when only the
Ith init al condition (i = 1, - - - , n, + nii) of the closed-loop system is applied.

The optimnal mix problem under consideration is stated as follows

The Transfer Equivalence Optimal Mix (TEOM) Problem
Find the ,rutrture redesign matrices A:'If, AD) and AKt( which mninimize the active

"I , (,11-t t35 thih' pre.es'rvinge the hlosed-loop sy steni niatrix after structure redesign.

IA,, = A\',

Mill J subject to (3.6)
.7% •f 1f)•.) + A'i) AK (.

where .\AI (.', 1.. the closed-loop system matrix hep},re (after) structure and controller
ri'di sivi. and --If . 'D) and represent the lower hounds of mass. dtamping and stiffness
'lphra'( vs' allhm id in the rcdes i n
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"Fhe controller redesign part is embedded in .As Hence, the TEOM problem
%tm1ltanew.lv redesig.ns tie plant and the controller.

After some algebraic manipulation, the equation in (3.6) may be reduced to

'!,(GM='BGM+lA')( A'D AIflL and A, = A, ,3c B, (3.7a)
s.• here

C, C, G, -i' (i~D, Cc (3.7 b)

I+A 0 1 , 'M , 0
n, M . (3.7c)

[_ 1 '('(BG uM -17 'K D 01])J

The 1, st t',o equations (3.7a) imply that the dyýnamic characteristics of the controller are
not influenced by structure redesign if the closed-loop system matrix is to be preserved.
The follo,,wing theorem will be essential to the development of a solution:

"rheorenI 3 (1101. Theorem 2.3.2)
/.1 '1 has/ idl ,,lwmn rank and ,, has f.ll roix rank. 6, satisf.'"ing (3.7a) exists if

I i:d ,,n 11 th1 ]llhwin equation is satisfied,

*' '.AW A.) A.dI1 L ML M IA. AD A93IL (3.8)

i he'rv s•optri ript den, aes the MN,,ore-Penrose psetdoinverse 1101. Furthermore, if a
C' tst5, it v5 iniqnlt'1).' iýi'v n h v

G,, =Q + 'B+IA K A'I) AMI LM . (3.9)

I tence replacing the equation in '3.6) by (3.8) and (3.9) results in an equivalent statement
(tf the TI-OM Problem. It can he shown 171 that J can be calculated by

J = tr (GMXM%1 Gu R) (3.10)
,,,here X satisfies, A: + + X0 = 0 and X0 = diagi . x(0)'. I for one-at-a-time

app[lication of initial conditions x,(O).
Notice that the minimization of (3.10) subject to (3.8) and (3.9) is a quadratic

programming problem. In fact, it can be shown that the problem is convex 181. t-&rnce.
Ceerv local solution is globally optimal. A globally optimal solution can be obtained in a
finite number of iterations. See 181 to transform the problem into a standard form of the
quadratic program so that any existing software can be used to solve the TEOM problem.

Even though mass is not penalized in our optimization, one might guess that our
tminimization of control power would cause mass to be reduced in the redesign, since it
takes less powter to push around smaller masses. The following corollary describes an
extreme case of the TEOM problem which more or less confinns this trend. Indeed, the
problem (3.6) degenerates to the following obh ious solution when 1If• = 'D 0 in

(orollarv I 181
.Su/ Vp,.ýv that -_Af = 0. - = 0 and • 0 in (3.6), and that 'B and Mp have full

,,hlron and row rank. respertivetY. Then the solution (if the optimal mix problem (3.6) is
Vlc ti ht

Al3f =- 'MA'D =-'D, AK=- K and G,,=0. (3.11)

This result simply states that if there are no lower bounds on the mass then the minimal
etlerg., control is accomplished by reducing the syste~n mass to zero. Physical constraints
usuall, do not allov, the lower bounds on mass and stiffness to be zero, but the reasonable
trend expressed by the extreme of Corollary I is that it takes less control energy to push
,irmund ,mailer mass',
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4. SUM\MARY
This papcl~r shows how to redesign a structure to make it easier for OVC control.

The initial controller satisfying multiple output RMS performance requirements is
,,nnuLltanculvCU,ý obtained when an optimal set of actuators is selected thru the suggested

Toih.'he actuator selection process is an iterative algorithm composed of two parns;
all Output \ariance constrainied control and an input variance constrained control
ýilcorithrns. Once the initkil controller is obtained, both the structure and the controller are
rcdc'siuned to minimize the active control effort, while preserving all the closed-loop
propcrucs ot the original closed-loop system.
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Optimal passive damper placement and tuning using (fie Ritz model reduction

method

Cheng-Chih Chu, Mark H. Milman, and Andy Kissil

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109

Abstract. A problem of considerable importance in Control Structure Interaction (CSI)
technology development is the placement and tuning of passive viscous dampers to im-

prove system stability and enhance control system performance. This paper addresses
several aspects of this problem, including the development of a mathematical problem

formulation, optimization and model reduction strategies for solving the problem, nu-

merical simulation of the procedure, and finally the implementation of passive dampers

on a complex testbed facility.

1. Introduction

The motivation for studying the optimal placement and tuning problem has been
discussed previously by Chu el al (1990) where the general placement problem for

both active and passive elements was considered. However, little attention has been
paid to the tuning aspect of passive dampers.

This paper addresses both the placement and tuning problem for passive vis-
cous dampers. where the tuning parameters are the damper stiffness and damping
coefficient. Our approach to this problem is to treat these two tuning parame-

ters as the gain factors in an equivalent colocated position and velocity feedback
system respectively. The relative velocity feedback gain is simply the damping co-
efficient. However, the relative displacement feedback gain is the difference between
the structural element stiffness at the location replaced by the passive damper and
the actual damper stiffness. The objective of the tuning process is to "optimally"
adjust these two feedback gains such that certain performance measures are opti-
mized. However, it is impractical to use the "full-order" model in the tuning process
because of the computation overhead. Hfence, a reduced-order model must be used

in the process.
In this study that the Ritz model reduction method is applied to derive a reduced

low-order model for predicting damper effectiveness and the "damped" system per-
formance with high fidelity. It is noted that this method has been used to derive
the reduced order model for computing the dynamic response of the open-loop
(undamped) system (Kline 1986) It has also been extensively used in the struc-
tural analysis community for model reduction via various component mode synthe-
sis techniques (Craig and Baruptop 1968). The approach presented in this paper

has been successfully applied to the placement and tuning problem of one passive
damper on the JPL's CSI Phase B Testbed (O'Neal et al 1991). Results generated
provide not only the specifications for the Honeywell D-struts (Wilson and Davis
1987) but also candidate locations for placement.

Aý 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Modeling and Ritz Model Reduction Method

Assume that the dynamics of the undamped structure can be described by

AlE + Kz = Bdd, Yo = Copz + Cvz .

Flere z denotes the n dimensional vector of generalized coordinates, d is the nd
dimensional external forcing input vector, Yo is the p dimensional controlled output
vector, Al is the n x n symmetric, positive definite, mass matrix, and K is the n x n
symmetric, positive semi-definite, stiffness matrix.

If the passive viscous damper is modeled as a spring in parallel with a dashpot.
"The dynamic structural model with the inclusion of np passive dampers can be
represented as:

rip np

M + Z k ,b, bjT) + (K + E kp,bjb)= Bdd. (1)
j=1 j=1

'Fhe fundamental issue of passive damper placement and tuning is to find "best"
locations, kp,, and k,, such that a certain "performance measure" is optimized.

Since n is typically very large, it is impractical to carry out any optimization prob-
lem using the full order model. a reduced-order model with the order much less

than n must be developed.
The model reduction method used in this study is called the "Ritz model reduc-

tion method" where the Ritz transformation matrix comprises the first m (m << n)
eigenvectors corresponding to the lowest m eigenvalues, {wL1, I2 ....... wi}, and ad-
ditional Ritz vectors to account for the static correction for each of forcing inputs.
Define the transformation matrix P as P [Pm •rit, I where the matrix Dm
contains the first m eigenvectors and (Drit, comprises all required Ritz vectors. The
reduced-order model is then obtained by applying P to Eq. (1)

(7pT MP)i + -pT k,,, bjI b jT .pi,_T K+ E . k'bjbjT pX = (TBd)d.
IJ= I j=k

3. Optimal Passive Damper Placement and Tuning

In the optimal passive damper placement/tuning problem, two types of performance
criteria are considered. The first one is the structural modal damping for selected
modes. The computation involved is to solve for the eigenvalues of the "A"-matrix
for a given damper configuration with corresponding damper stiffness and damping
coefficients. The second type of criterion requires both the external disturbance
input vector and the controlled output vector to he specified. A meaningful and
numerically tractable criterion for the associated optimization problem is to mini-
mize the 7(2-norm of the transfer function from d to Yo. In addition, a weighting
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function Wd can be used to model spectral property of d and a weighting function
Wp can be used to improve the performance of Yo over certain frequency ranges.

The general 'H2-optirnal placement/tuning problem for multiple passive dampers
can be posed as

min min min IlWpGp(s;Bp,KP,KV))WdII2  (2)
KEkAP K.Elv BpE13p

where Gp(s; Bp, Kp, K,,) is defined as the transfer matrix from the d to y, with a
given damper configuration of locations corresponding to Bp and the corresponding
stiffness and damping coefficients 1l•p and K,.

The above optimization problem is a combined "continuous+discrete" optimiza-
tion problem where the selection of locations (Bp) is a combinatorial problem and
the the selection of KP and K, (tuning) is a continuous optimization problem.

4. Application - Placement/Tuning of One Passive Damper

A detailed description of the JPL's CSI Phase B Testbed can be found in O'Neal
ct al (2991). There are 186 candidate locations on the truss structure considered
for placing the passive dampers and the model has 252 mass degrees of freedom,
i.e., n = 252.

To study the placement and tuning problem, the 7t 2-optimization formulation
was described in Chu el al(1990). Our approach is to first fix the damper stiffness k.
to be constant since passive viscous damper usually improves system performance
much better if the damper stiffness is lower. For example, the lowest possible
stiffness for the Honeywell D-struts is 8000 lb/in (approximately) which will the
thie damper stiffness used in this study. The optimal k, can be found between 0
and 1000 lb-sec/in by solving the nonlinear optimization problem in one variable
for each of locations. A uniform modal damping of 0.1% for all modes is assumed
in the undamped model.

The 'H2-norm cost for the undamped system is equal to 1.1661E - 03 and lo-
cation 133 (located at first bay of the tower) is found to be the best location for
placing a single passive damper with a cost of 2.0827E - 04 with corresponding
optimal k,... 370.07 lb - sec/in. It is observed that there are significant, number
of candidate locations where the corresponding closed-loop systems show either no
or little improvement in performance. Since our ultimate objective is to place and
tune multiple passive dampers, the combinatorial optimization problem arisen is
known to be a notorious problem due to the fact that the number of candidate
locations is typically much larger than the number of passive dampers. This study
could also provide us useful information for the pruning process (Chu et al 1990)
to simplify the associated combinatorial optimization problem.

The specifications for the stiffness and damping coefficient of Honeywell D-struts
are recommenled based on the study presented here. Figure 1 presents experimen-
tal result with a D-strut placed at the location 133. Clearly, remarkable perfor-
mance improvement was achieved with only one appropriate "placed and tuned"
1)-strut.
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* o*•

Figure 1: Comparison of undamped and damped responses

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the general optimal passive damper placement and tuning problem
is formulated. The effectiveness of the Ritz model reduction method as a means
to obtain a reduced order model enables us to effectively predict the damped sys-
tem performance. A detailed study was carried out for placement and tuning of
one passive damper on the JPL's CSI Phase B Testbed. Results generated from
this study provide not only the specifications for the Honeywell D-struts but, also
candidate locations for experimental verification which shows excellent results.

The multiple damper placement and tuning problem is a combined "continu-
ous+discrete" optimization problem. The computation involved is extremely in-
tensive. To develop an efficient and effective approach to solve such a problem is
an area of our ongoing research.
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Finite element method for numerical simulation of the actuator performance of a
composite transducer array

Liang-Chih Chin. Vasundara V. Varadan and Vijay K. Varadan

Research Cen~er foi -)e Engineering of Electronic and Acoustic Materials
The Pennsvlvani:i Stite University.University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT: A general finite element approach is developed for the analysis and the
design of a composite transducer array with selective electrical excitation of one of the the
piezoceramic elements. This finite element simulation can incorporate a transducer
structure with general material damping. dielectric loss and can take into account the effect
of fluid loading, hacking and matching layers. Natural frequencies and mode shapes are
calculated using model analysis. The excited voltage on the adjacent electrode, the
equipotential distribution in the transducer, and the input electrical admittance are studied
in the dynam,c response analysis.

I. INTRODI('TION

Piezoelectric composite transducers combine a piezoelectric ceramic and a passive host

material. This kind of transducer offers several advantages in a variety of applications which

have been well documented. The finite element approach is a powerful means to simulate the

performance of composite transducers since it can he applied to any arbitrary geoiaetr' for any

arbitrary set of material properties and multi-field boundary conditions. The basic finite

element frmuhtion can be found in the work of Allik (1970) and Kagawa (1976). In this

paper, we !ntroduce a new actuator equation for the dynamic analysis of a composite

transducer array. For the actuator function of a transducer, we are interested in the

displacement 4nd stresses on the face of the transducer induced by a known applied voltage to

one nr more elements of the transducer array. The effect of fluid loading is combined with a

material damping matrix which facilitates the calculation process. A very interesting study is

the physical connection between the excited voltage on the adjacent electrode and the input

electrical admittance when only some elements of the array are excited.

2 F:NITE ELEMENT FORMULATION

Allik and Hughes !1970) have applied the finite element formulation to the analysis ot

vibration modes of piezoelectric materials. This paper will follow their basic fn mulation and

notation. Additional capabilities are developed in the actuator equation.

W q . •P P1t)1-,h1IhT1 I "d
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The geometric coniguration of the two-dimensional composite transducer array to be

analyzed is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, the dimensions in x- and y- direction are larger

than the thickness of the transducer array. If the distribution of piezoelectric elements or unit

cell is periodic, we can consider just one period as our object of analysis in the x-direction

and use Floquet modes to simplify our problem. In this example, a selective PZT element is

excited by a known voltage. Selective excitation of the array destroys periodicity. however.

we expect only a few nearest neighbors to be influenced by the excited element. Periodicity

can be reinvoked by assuming 1) alternate elements are excited, 2) every third element is

excited and so on. This way, we can compare the results and study the convergence of the

calculations and assess the effect of selective excitation on neighboring elements. We will

examine the input electrical admittance, the excited voltage on the neighboring PZT element

and the equipotential distribution in the transducer. We first model one and half of one unit

cell. The length of the unit will be extended if numerical convergence is not satisfied.

filler filler
V = ? 1.0 volt

" 91 4'14 4 9- 1.0m4 Filler PZT Filler PZT

PZT PZT I X I I I

Fig. 1(a). Model for a two-dimensional composite transducer array. 1(b) model with a
quarter of three periodic unit cells,

The equations which define the motion of a piezoelectric structure can be obtained from the

principle of minimum virtual work by means of a variational functional approach. With the

virtual nodal displacement system and potential system being arbitrary in the variational form.

we construct the finite element matrix form ( 1) in terms of the arbitrary displacement 6u I and

electrical potential &p} at the element ntxle points.

lK,.,I (ll) 
2

I )-lMI IK.¢I j ) # 'NI TNIdSt , 1'; F1
(I cu I = i-

I IKOl l I NL)IN 'T , --S, I Q(
"c- (1)

3. Flectroelastic Free Vibration Analvsis

The free vibration of the transducer differs from elastic free vibrations in that it involves

electric boundar, conditions on the electric terminals. With different electric boundary

.... .... j
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conditions, the free vibration of the transducer can be divided into two extreme cases in which

the electric terminals are shorted and open-circuited. In (1) the nodal potential vector 10} can

be divided into two groups, I O} and Iq}.,where subscript p denotes the element nodes at

the electrodes and 'q' the nodes at other electrodes in (1).

For the short-circuited case, I p = 101, the corresponding row and column are removed and

the ( ) becomes
II K,.IIK,,,I q - K ýol Jl -I j (o2fM I! = 0

qKoolfKo, q ) - =(2)

For the open-circuited case. there is no I Q} in (1) and the eigen -equation is expressed as

!( 1Ki - IlK ooI 0 [KouI )- K_21M] =0 (3)

The natural frequencies from the free electromechanical vibrations are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. natural frequencies for short and open-circuited case

Frcq.P MHz)I fIl I P 13 0 14 I f5 I f6
ShortCase 0.3180 0.5548 0.7834 0.7840 1.2279 1.3170
OenCsc 1 0.3210 0.5550 .0.8803 0.8951 L.2286 1.3240

In Table L.. we only find that the third and fourth modes have significant difference between

their resonance (shorted) and antiresonance (open) which are the thickness vibration modes.

They display strong electromechanical coupling. In transducer applications, we operate the

transducer at its thickness mode in order to obtain a higher transmission efficiency.

4. Actuator Dynamic Response Analysis

Since the transducer array is periodic, we can expects the acoustic field in the fluid as a

summation of Floquet modes. The forcing vector in (1) is due to a fluid loading matrix

which can be transferred to the left hand side and becomes part of the damping matrix IDI in

the generalized stiffness matrix 1kinl in (4). If we consider the transducer as an actuator

device interacting with the surrounding medium Eq. (1) can be expressed into the new form,

IKIOiT 1K1 IQ) (4

where IK ,, = IKuu - i(O( IDI -D11 w .2 IMI

For a given driving voltage we can use (4) to get the admittance values. The admittar...

is defined as
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Y (Admittance) = -J1 Qi
V (5)

where V is a applied voltage, Qi is the electrical charge of element nodes on the electrodes.

The admittance plot is shown in Fig. 2.

Electrical Admittance ( Material Loss)

g 0.2 SC~nduc ance

-0.10.0 - -

S.epta Ce

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4
Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 2 Input Electric Admittance

Voltage Excited on the Neighboring Electrode

•>0° .' ... ... .. ....... . ........ ....

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Frequency (MHz)

Fig. 3 Excited Voltage on A'djacent Electrode

The excited voltage on the adjacent electrode plotted in Fig. 3 illustrates that the maximum
voltage excited occurs at the open-circuited operation which is in reasonable agreement with

realistic sensor application.

As the operating frequency approaches the thickness resonance the equipotential contour
gradually forms a circle and therefore diverges out after resonance. Here, we only show the

equipotential distribution at its thickness vihration mode in Fig,4.
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Equipotential Distribution in a Transducer (CB@O.78MHz)

0

p 0 22

0 2o4 045- 085 o 1 155 1175 195
xc~oOdinate_ (rmm) Voltage

Fi g. 4. The euiqipotential distribution in the composite transducer array

5. CONCLUSIONS

The finite element approach for the analy sis and de sign of composite piezoceratnic actuator

transducers has been developed in a more general forni. This finiite element approach allow,

for electroelastic vibration analyses. dynamnic analysis including general material damping and

dielectric lossý terms. An example based onl a two-ditmensional composite transducer arrasý

illustrates the electroelastic vibration analyses for both shorted and opett-circuited cases. Att

tnput electrical admittance spectrumn is presented for a transducer with material losses. The

material damping is not restricted to a proportional datmping in our computation. Also. by use

of FE0louet's theorem, the fluid loading effect can be easily combined wvith the material

damping matrix. For an applied voltage on a selective PZT elemient, the voltage excited onl

neighboring electrodes can be calculated to determine the cross-talk effect between adjacent

P/T elements. Stress analysis and deformnation are also available upon design requirement.
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Piezoelectric finite element formulation applied to design of smart continua
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ABSTRACT: Studies on smart continua with integrated sensor/actuator for
structural identification and control have drawn much attention in recent years.
This paper is devoted to a new piezoelectric finite element development with
applications to smart continua. Hamilton's principle and variational equation
are used to derive the thin piezoelectric solid element. Proportional feedback -
constant gain - feedback control is also implemented in the finite element
program. A square plate with four-pair colocated segmented distributed sensors
and actuators is studied. Finite element results are closely compared with
analytical solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Smart continua integrated with distributed sensors and actuators suggest a great
potential for design of new-generation high-performance structures and systems. In
this paper, thin piezoelectric layers are coupled with conventional elastic continua
and are used as distributed sensors or distributed actuators in smart continua.
Piezoelectric materials, rigid and flexible, were used in a number of smart structural
design and applications. Flexible piezoelectric PVDF was used in vibration control
and active damping of beam structures (Tzou, 1987; Plumb, et al.. 1987). Rigid
crystalline piezoceramics were also applied to a distributed sensor/actuator for beam
structures (Ilanagud & Obal, 1988; Crawley & de Luis, 1987) and a longitudinal
actuation in space truss structures (Fanson & Garba, 1988). A theory on
multi-layered shells 2oupled with the piezoelectric shell actuators was derived and
evaluated (Tzou & Gadre, 1989). New distributed sensing/control theory for a
generic shell continuum was also proposed and evaluated (Tzou. 1991). In this study,
a new thin piezoelectric finite element is formulated and a general purpose computer
code capable of analyzing elastic /piezoelectric coupled continua is developed.

Piezoelectric isoparametric hexahedron and tetrahedral finite elements were
formulated and applied to piezoceramic transducer designs (Nailon, et al.. 1983: Allik
&- Hughes, 1979). However, the derived isoparametric elements are too thick for thin
continuum applications. In this paper, development of a new "thin" piezoelectric

SSipperted by Army Research Office, NSF and Kenticky EPS'OR. Visiting.
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solid element with internal degrees of freedom (DOF) is presented and application to
distributed structural identification and control of continua is demonstrated.

2. A THIN PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT

In this section, a thin piezoelectric finite solid element with internal DOF's is derived
using a variational principle. The system matrix equation is also formulated via
assembling all element matrices. The variational equation for a piezoelectric solid
can be derived as (Tzoa & Tseng, 1990)

f" - {pis}t[cj{S} - {+s} [e){E} - {BE}i[e] {S} - {jj}t [c{E}

4- {Jq}t[li ] d( Vi {+,q}{Ps} dS, - f N u dS 2 + {q} {P c} = 0 , (1)

where p is the mass density, 1 the velocity (time derivative of the displacement q),
{S} the strain vector, [c] elasticity matrix, {E } electric field vector, [e] the dielectric
permittivity matrix. [(I the dielectric matrix. 4Pb} is the body force. Si the effective

surface area, {P.} the surface force. {Pc} the concentrated load. 6 the electric

potential, and c7 the surface charge. Note that {.}t or [. 1t denotes vector or matrix
transpose. To derive the electroelastic matrix relationship for A piezoelectric finite
element, one needs to define shape function matrices [N q] and [N and express

displacement {q} and strain {S} in terms of nodal coordinates. As discussed
previously, the distributed piezoelectric sensor/actuator is about two to three orders
thinner than the master elastic continua. Thus, three internal l)OF's are added into
the thin eight-node solid element formulation (Tzou & Tseng, 1990). Thus, the
system equations can be derived as

[NI 0{ {i1" + ý[Cq tj M{} [K I [KH f q 1 fl F41

)Iq ~ + [qq qf 611 (2)
L f f L{Q}i L 0 1 Keq[ [KP 1] L(4l

where [M qq1, Cqq , and [K. denote the system mass, damping (proportional

damping), and stiffness matrices, respectively; {F} is the external mechanical
excitation; and {G} is the electrical excitation. In active vibration control
applications, {;} can be used as feedback voltages determined by control algorithms.
Note that the mechanical equation is closely coupled with the electrical equation. In
order to improve computation efficiency, Guyan's reduction scheme is implemented
in the finite element code. A congruent transformation matrix [Tcj can be calculated

using the static system equation.

[T c = [ -[KqI[K o- ] . (3)

Thus, the condensed system equation becomes

[MN [{I } + [C 1{€)} + [K [{q} = {F} - IKq 6 [[K } . (4)
qq ~~qql O1K0
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where [K ] = [K ] - [K( 0 ][-[K00 K[q Note that there are two excitation forces

associated with the piezoelectric structures, i.e., the me, hanical forces and the electric
forces. Time history responses of the piezoelectric smart system are calculated using
a time-doniain direct integration algorithm - the modified Wilson-0 method and a
pseudo-force method (l'zou &- Schiff, 1987) to accommodate the control forces. Note
that the derived piezoelectric finite element was verified using both analytical
tech ni ques and laboratory experiments for Simnpie cases.

3. SMART CONTINUA

'[lie basic configuration of a smart continuum is composed of a master elastic
structure coupled and/or embedded with piezoelectric thin layers acting as

distributed sensors and the actuators, respectively. In general. distributed
piezoelectric sensor layer can respond to structural vibration and generate electric
signal representing the current dynamic state. The electric potential vector {1} can
be calculated by

'! = I'G} - [K { (5)

Note that {(;} is usually zero in the distributed sensor layer. Thus. the distributed
sensor output is estimated by

-o} = ýK 00 [K [1{q} (6)

'That is the mndal output amplitude vector is contributed by nodal displacement
vector at a given time or state. The distributed sensor generates voltage outputs
when the structure is oscillating: and the signal can be amplified and fed back into
the distributed actuator. '[hus, the control strategy is established such that the

',ntrol (counteracting) moment generated will oppose the motion in the transverse
direction.

In feedback conirols, the clectric force component can be regarded as a feedback
control force {I~f}:

v = [K I [K([I (7)

Note that {( } is a function of feedback voltage in terms of the output signal from the
distributed sensing layer. Thus, the system equation with velocity feedback can be
rewritten as

qI - ([(2qq[- [ [K,ýQ' [QK,[ 411 + [K*]{ti} = {F} , (8)

where [(I is a gain matrix which can be determined by various control algorithms to
achieve different control effectiveness. The control force induced by the feedback
surface voltage/charge can effectively enhance the system damping and therefore
suppress the vibration of a smart continuum. Constant gain proportional feedback
control is implemented in the program. In this case, the feedback gain is constant
while the feedback amplitude varies with respect to the negative oscillating velocity
(rcq0t?,'e irlocity. constant gain proportional feedback control), i.e.,
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{(G} = [K(101 [Koo-I[F [K 1-11[Koq {I} . (9)
(ltX 0(1

TinIe history responses are calculated by a tirne-domain integrated technique (Tzou
& Schiff, 1987).

4. CASE STUDY

A square plate (-0cmrl40cm l.6ccri) made of plexiglas is coupled with four pair of
segmented distributed piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) polymer layers
(.W/ jm) on the top and bottom surfaces. Figure 1. The bottom four distributed
pieces are used as segmented sensors and the top four pieces as segmented actuators,
Note that the sensor and actuator are colocated on the square plate. The plate has
simply supported boundary conditions. It is intended to use the segmented sensors to
monitor the plate oscillation and the actuators to control the plate oscillation. It is
also assurtied that the plate has a 1%/c initiai damping.

Fig. I A plate with four-pair colocated segmented distributed
pie7oelectric sensor/actuator.

The three-layered square elastic plate is divided into 289 elements and the signal
piece -)f piezoelectric sensor or actuator is divided into 49 elements. There are 3924
degrees of freedom initially and it is reduced to 324 degrees of freedom after
reduction. The first three natural frequencies are calculated analytically and
numerically; (1.1)-mode: 15.4 (theory) and 1) (FEA): (1,2)-mode: 38.4 (theory)
and .11.7 (E.): (2,2)-mode: 61.4 (theory) and 7C.6 (FEA). The natural frequencies
are compared well for the lower modes and deviated for the higher modes. The error
fur the first moide is 3.27. Active control of the first mode oscillation using the
segim1ented sensors and actuators is studied next.

.A- disuissetl previuuslV. there are four pairs of these colocated sensors and actuators.
1he sensor informnation are processed and fed back to the top colocated actuators
using the control algorithm. Control effectivenesses of various feedback gains are
compared. Note that only the first bending mode is studied. An initial displacement
4 the first mode is imposed for the square plate and the snap back responses.
uncontrolled and controlled, are studied. The snap-back free response of the square
plate is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig.2. Snap back response of the plate.

[en-percent settling time for the free oscillation is estimated to be 2.38 sec and a
theoretical calculation is 2.41 sec. Closed-loop feedback controls of the plate using
the four-pair colocated segmented sensors and actuators are also studied. Control
response via the constant gain feedback control has similar time history which
converges faster than Figure 2. (Due to page limitation, it is not shown here.)
[en-percent settling time for the above case is estimated to be 0.98 sec while a
theoretical estimation is 0.85 sec. Note that the mechanical properties of the
segmented sensors/actuators were not considered in theoretical calculation. Figure 3
shows the lO0c settling time of the plate with various control gains.

Fig.3. 10% setting time v s. feedback gains.

It shows that as the feedback gain increases, the snap back response converges faster.
ie , the plate is better controlled.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Smart continua with integrated sensors and actuators provide great potentials in
many engineering designs and applications. In this paper. a new thin piezoelectric
finite element was developed and application to structural monitoring and control
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illustrated. .Avariational principle and a finite element discretization technique were
used to dlerive the dynamic s' s tern equations. Constant gain feedback control was
also implemented in the computer program.

A simply sulpportedl thin square plate with four-pair colocated segmented distributed
piez~oelectric sensors and actuators was studied and effectiveness evaluated. It
showed that the plate settles faster as the feedback gain increases. Finite element
results were comipared wvith the theoretical solutions favorably. However, it should be
noted that the feedback voltage is limited by a "breakdown" voltage. That is the
piezoelectric material beCCOmes useless in bioth distributed sensing and control
a pplicam ioris.
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Stress reduction in an isotropic plate with a hole by applied induced strains

M. J. Palenterii , P. K. Sensharma , R. T. Haftka
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT: Recently there has been much interest in adaptive structures
that can respond to a varying environment by changing their properties.
Shape memory alloys and piezoelectric materials can be used as induced
strain actuators to reduce stresses in the regions of stress concentration.
The objective of our work was to find the maximum possible reduction in
the stress concentration factor in an isotropic plate with a hole by applying
induced strains in a small area near the hole. Induced strains were simulated
by thermal expansion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been much interest in adaptive structures that can respond to
a varying environment by changing their properties. Piezoelectric materials and
shape memory alloys (SNIA) are often used to create such adaptivity by applied
energy, usually electric current. Due to these adaptive properties, SNIA and
piezoelectric materials can be used as actuators as shown by Rogers and Lin
(1991) and Crawley and Luis (1987). These actuators can be used to induce
strains in structures and reduce stresses in regions of stress concentration.

The objective of our work was to find the maximum possible reduction in the
stress concentration factor in an isotropic plate with a hole by applying induced
strains in a small area near the hole. Induced strains were simulated by thermal
expansion. Both analytical optimization methods and numerical optimization
based on finite element simulations were used to obtain optimal axisymmetric and
non-axisymmetric induced strain distributions.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A thin 30 in. square plate with a I in. circular hole under uniaxial tensile loading
S (10ksi), as shown in Figure 1 was used throughout this study. The plate is
made of aluminium with Young's modulus E = .0E07 psi , Poisson's ratio v =
0.3, and coefficient of the.rmal expansion a = 2.3E-05 I /0 C. The plate was
treated analytically as an infinite plate. The radial stress ( ar ). tangential stress
( at ), and shear stress ( -r0 ) distributions for this case are given by Timoshenko
(1970).

Our goal was to reduce the stress concentration as measured by Von-Mises or the
maximum shear stress criteria by adding axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
induced strain fields over a minimal region of the plate. Without the induced
strain field, ro' varies from 3S to -S around the edge of the hole. Since it is the
only nonzero stress component there, the stress concentration factor is 3. An

1,)'N lOP Puhl'hih g I Id
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axisymmetric induced strain can lower that stress concentration no lower than 2
(when the variation will be between 2 and -2).

In the non-axisymmetric case, however, the stress concentration factor can be
reduced below 2 because the stresses can be reduced at one point (i.e., 0 = !z
without affecting stresses at other points (i.e., 0 0). 2

2

Pip ne 1: Plae with a hale object to Unam iaJa Figure 2: Finite element mesh at t bnole region

leading

For the finite element analysis, a quarter plate model shown in Figure 2 was
analyzed using the EAL. The basic element mesh 4f the plate was formed by
four-node quadrilateral elements. The hole region, as well as the transition from
dense to coarser element mesh was modeled with 3-node triangular elements. The
model consists of 234 three-node and 176 four-node membrane elements. The
plate was loaded in unidirectional tension by applying a constant displacement
at one end of the quarter plate model. Axisymmetric induced strain variation is
applied separately to fixe constant-width rings of elements around the hole. The
inner and outer radii of these rings are 0.500-0.515 in., 0.515-0.530 in.,
0.530-0.580 in., 0.580-0.650 in., and 0.650-0.750 in.. In the non-axisymmetric
case, the induced strain distribution in the tangential direction was formed bv
dividing the five rings into constant strain sectors.

3. PROBLEM FORIIULATION

For the numerical optimization we seek the induced strain distribution that
minimizes the maximum stress in the plate. However, the maximum stress is not
a smooth function of the design variables. This problem is sol~ed by adding the
value of the maximum stress, amax . as an additional design variable.
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The optimization problem is then formulated as

minimize trmax

such that i Ueq('t k)< (I)

where d k. k= 1,2 ........ n are the design variables, which are the values of the
induced strains in n regions of the plate. The other design variable is emax which
is also the objective function. The constraints require that the equivalent stress,
aeq is lower than Umax at ne element centers.

Numerical optimization was carried out with the finite element model described
in the previous section. The optimization employs sequential linear programming
using the MINOS package, Murtagh and Saunders (1983).

4. ANALYTICAL OPTIMIZATION

4.1. Axisymmetric case

As mentioned earlier, the plate was treated analytically as an i.nfinite, plate. We
consider a circular ring around the hole with induced strains Wt = col = d. The
stresses and deformations in a circular ring with radial induced strain variation
will be a function of radius only. The stress distributions are given in Burgrcen
(1971). It was found that applying axisymmetric induced strains in an isotropic
circular ring does not have any effect on the interior stresses. This property was
used to find the optimized induced strain distributions. For a general case. where
K is the desired stress concentration factor, the optimized induced strain
distribution to reduce the tangential stress to K (K = 2 in this case) was obtained
as

4[KA A +4 -ý
£'(r)=-[ r+ ( ) + 2(1-K)] (2)

Induced strain distributions for Von-Mises and maximum shear stress criteria
were also obtained by integrating ODE. All three induced strain distributions
are shown in Figure 3. We can see that for these three stress criteria, the induced
strains are applied over r < 1.25A, r < 1.21 A, and r _< 1.1 7A respectively. The
maximum shear stress criteria gives the smallest region over which the induced
strains are applied. Optimized induced strain distribution for this case can be
approximated very closely by the following expression

i S)2 A 4

=-L [ K( 2 + (r) +2(1 - A] (3)

To better simulate fiber type actuators, the problem was solved with only
tangential strain (i.e., t - 0). Optimized induced strains were found slightly
higher than that required for the isotropic induced strain case.

4.2. Non-axisymmetric case

Analytical solutions of stresses for non-axisymmetric induced strain distributions
were obtained using a stress function 0(r. 0) developed by Forray (1958) for the
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case of applied temperature T(r, 0). The plane-stress equations of equilibrium
and compatibility are satisfied if the stress function O(r, 0) is obtained such that

V 4 = - EoV2T (4)

For the case of isotropic induced strains, Eri= -oi= Ei we can replace aT by d.
For a prescribed induced strain distribution ti(r, 0) in the form

£'(r, 0) = P, (r) + Y [ P, (r) cos nO + Qn (r) sin .:01 (5)
i= I

the complete solution of equation (4) can be found in Forray.

Similar to axisommetric case, we apply induced strain distributions over a region
A : r _ R, where R = 1.5A. The non-axisymmetric induced strain distribution
was chosen as

. ), 0) - (r) cos 20 (6)

The aboxc induced strain distribution was chosen because it produces
compressi\ e stresses over 450 < 0 < 90() and tensile stresses over 00 < 0 < 45() of
the plate and hence will reduce the stress concentration over the critical region.
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To optimize the induced strL. n distribution, the induced strain was assumed to

be of the form

t'(r, )A = A A(r) - ).Nti'(r) cos 20 (7)

Equations (2) and (3) were used as ri 4 (r) and diN(r) respectively. The values of
K were adiusted such 'hat the induced strains become zero at r = I .5A. The two
varjables ),.I and .,v were found oy sequential linear programming problem
using MINOS. The stress concentration factor for maximum shear stress
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criterion was reduced to 1.46 and corresponding values; Of ;-.4 and ;.,% were
obtained as 0.7612 and 0.5414 respectively. The induced strain distributions, at
O = Ol'4 S" '9011 are shown in Figure 4.

S. NUMLRICAL. OPTIMIZATION

5.1. Axisrnimettic case

The anal .i a] solution for the tangential stress minimization oif eqn. (2) was used
ais a startireg point for the numerical optimization. The optimal applied strain
distributi-,ls for the three stress criteria are shown in Figure 5. The stress
concentration factor for tangential. Von-Nlises and maximum shear stress criteria
wecre reduced to 1.96, 1.97 and 1.98 respectis ely. The same problem was solved
for the case rrt  0 and optimized induced strain distributions were slightly
hipher than the strains required for the isotropic expansion case.

5.2. Non-axisymmetric case

Str aius we~ e first applied onl the five rif-:, for a sector 45"1 < 0 < 90') in the
quairter plate model. IThe optimal strain d< uins re shown in Figure 6. The

sesconccntýrations,. as, measýured by the Von-Nlises, and maximum shear
eses. we reeduced to 1 .02 and 1.56. , etscv Next, strains were also

a pplicl ofl the sector Of' <_ 0 <_ 45(', thus, leading to a ten-variable representation
Of t11e strain distributions., Very little impro\ ement wa-,s ohscer\ ed. Finally, the
strain distribution was obtained by dividino the quarter plate into four sectors,
22.5'' each, leading to a twenty-x ariable representation of the strain distribution.

1.6
- Tasngnial stress - Tangential stress

- Vone Mims stress - Von Mises stress

0,75 .... Max shr stress 1.2 -- Max shr stress

0O5 '....W08

0211 0.4

........................................

I I 1 12 rA 1.3 1.4 15 1 1.1 1.2 rA 1.3 1.4 1.5

Figure 5: Optiminzed isduac-d strains for axlhinmetric FIgure 6: Optimized indsced strain dittribtrufom

casi (inumerical soistion) (strains applied e'er 450< 6 9e0)

Again, almost no improvement over the flve-variable case was observed.
Ho\we\ er, the induced strain distributions obtained for these two cases are quitc
d iffeCT Cn t. Optimal induced strain distributions to minimize Von- Ni ies and
maximum shear stresses were also found for four different cases, in which the
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induced strain values were constrained. The four cases were: (I) ' i> 0, (2)
-1.38E-3 < i<- 1.38E-3, (3) -1.15E-3 <: 0< 1.15E-3, (4) 0 0 i

4 < 1.38E-3,
Practically the same reductions are achieved in the constrained cases as in the
non-constrained case.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Analytical and numerical optimization were used to demonstrate that stress

concentration factors for a plate with a hole can be reduced substantially by
applying induced strains over a small area of the plate. With axisymmetric
induced strain distributions the stress concentration factor was reduced from 3

to 2. Induced strains were required in a ring around the hole with an outer
diameter of 1.17 times the hole diameter. When induced strains were applied
only in the tangential direction, the same stress reduction was achieved with a
slightly different induced strain distribution. Non-axisymmetric induced strain
distributions were able to reduce the stress concentration factor to 1.46 with
induced strains applied to an area with outer diameter 1.5 times the diameter of
the hole. By increasing this area larger stress reductions could be achie\ed.
Constraints imposed on the the magnitude of the applied induced strain led to
only slightly higher maximum stresses. The results; obtained by analytical
optimization and numerical optimization were quite close.
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Interferometric signal processing for strain and vibration sensing using
two-mode and Bragg grating fiber sensors

A. D. Kersey and T. A. Berkoff *

Optical Techniques Branch, Code 6574, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSFRACT: Phase shift detection techniques for two beam fiber optic
interferometric sensors are well developed and have been used in a number of
important system demonstrations of the technology. In this paper we discuss
fiber sensor types which utilize variant interferometric signal processing
techniques to provide high resolution strain and vibration sensing for smart
structures applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

A range of interferometric fiber optic sensors have been demonstrated over the years to
monitor a variety of different parameters [II including magnetic [2] and acoustic [3] fields.
With these sensors, the measurand field induces fiber strain which in turn results in a phase
shift in the interferometer output. Several different methods have been demonstrated to
recover phase shift information from a remote two-beam interferometer in a passive mode
[4.51 using laser frequency modulation concepts. These techniques have also been adapted
to measure not just relative phase changes, but absolute changes in interferometer phase
[6,71 and thus optical path imbalance. Here we show how such interferometric-type signal
processing concepts can also be used with other sensor types, specifically dual-mode e-core
and fiber grating based fiber sensors.

ii. PRINCIPLE

A fiber interferometer with a path imbalance AL between the arms is a wavelength-
dependent device. If the source light coupled to the device is frequency modulated, the
interferometer output is phase modulated and can described by

I = A{ I + kcos(€o + AosinoMt)) (1)

where A is a constant determined by the source power, losses in the system due to couplers,
etc.. k is the interference visibility, which depends on polarization differences between the
recombining beams, splitting ratio of the couplers, and the source coherence properties, 00
is the bias phase term of the interferometer and A0 is the laser-modulation-induced phase
carrier amplitude given by

A0 = 2irAvALn/c (2)

with, Av the frequency deviation of the laser emission frequency, (o the modulation
frequency, AL the optical path difference, and n the effective index. Expansion of Eqn (1)
shows that this phase modulated output contains a series of even and odd harmonics of o)
that vary as cosine and sine respectively of the phase term 0 . By synchronous detection at
the first and second harmonics of o, the following quadrature phase signals can be
obtained:

11)9 I()P PuhV•'rne I rd
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11 = 2AkJl(AO)sin~o (3.a)
and;

12 = 2AkJ 2 ( AO)cos4, (3.b)

where J and J are the Bessel functions of the first kind. These two signals can be
balanced1 by adjusting the depth of FM modulation to AO = 2.6 radians where J is equal in
magnitude to the J, Bessel function. With these quadrature phase signals available, a linear
output corresponding to fiber strain can be readily obtained either by differentiate and cross
multiply [4], or other phase tracking [8] schemes. This laser-FM based signal processing
concept is widely used in interferometric sensor systems for the passive remote
interrogation of sensors designed for the detection of weak time-varying strain. The
scheme can also be used to track larger phase excursions caused by higher strain levels
using, for example, directional fringe counting [91. This technique, however, suffers from
the problem of ambiguity, the phase shift measured indicates only a relative change in fiber
strain and not the absolute change. The information required to assess the absolute shift is.
however, contained in the interferometer output (Eqns. I and 2). From Eqn. 2, the
amplitude of the laser-EM induced phase shift AO is directly proportional to the
interferometer path imbalance AL. Consequently, changes in AL can be monitored by
precisely determining the induced phase carrier AO at a given laser frequency modulation
deviation Av. A number of approaches based on this adaptation of the basic phase
generated carrier (PGC) technique have been described for achieving quasi-static (DC)
strain sensing capability using an interferometer. We have investigated two schemes, one
based on a J1/J 2 Bessel ratiometric approach, and the second on a J0 Bessel function
tracking scheme (see refs. 6 and 7 for details). In the following sections we discuss how
this same type of signal processing concept can be used with other sensors types, namelv.
two-mode c-core and Bragg grating sensors, to allow the remote passive detection of
strain.

I11. E-CORE FIBER STRAIN SENSOR

Two-mode elliptical core fiber sensors have been widely proposed for use in smart
materials and structures applications 110,11]. A two-mode fiber sensor can be viewed as a
form of common fiber two-beam interferometric device, where the two beams are formed
by the two spatial modes in the fiber. Due to their different propagation constants, there is
an effective optical path difference between the modes within the fiber. For a range of e-
core fiber parameters, a suitable delay can be achieved between the two modes so that there
is a phase dependence on laser frequency of the form described by Eqn 2. This dependency
can be expressed as

AO - 27c idp01 - P,11) AV (5)

where the coefficient K(%n- ) is depencent on the difference in the propagation
constants PO and D, I of the 1 Yhd l P H even modes respectively, which are determined
by the e-core fiber parameters and source wavelength. This dependence on laser frequency
allows interferometric demodulation techniques to be used with two-mode e-core sensors to
provide passive remote phase interrogation.

The use of phase-generated carrier demodulation with a two-mode fiber sensor was
demonstrated using the configuration shown in Figure 1. Light from a 0.83 4m laser diode
source was coupled to single mode fiber which guided the light to the e-core sensing fiber.
This fiber, which was - 10 m in length, was wound on a piezoelectric transducer so that
test strains could be applied. The output of the e-core fiber was spatially filtered using
single mode fiber in an offset splice to produce a cosinusoidal phase signal at the single-
mode fiber output. Modulation was applied to the laser supply current to produce a FM
induced phase carrier at the photodetector output. Figure 2 shows an example of the
photodetected signal when sinusoidal modulation is, applied to the laser diode supply
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current. To obtain sine/cosine quadrature phase signals a high frequency carrier of 40 kHz
was used which was then synchronously detected at the photodetector output. Phase shift
responsivity to fiber strain was determined by monitoring a phase carrier signal while
applying voltage to the piezoelectric transducer and is shown in Figure 3. From this
measurement the strain responsivity of the fiber (fiber elongation for a 27c phase shift) was
calculated to be 119 plm. To fully demodulate the sine/cosine signals and provide an output
proportional to dynamic fiber strain, a differentiate and cross multiply circuit was used.
The noise floor of this arrangement was recorded at several different frequencies over the
signal band: a phase sensitivity of 50 ýirad/"Hz or better was achieved from 20 to 1000 Ilz
which corresponds to a fiber length change smaller than 1 nanometer, or a strain resolution
of 10-1 for the 10 m length used.

IV. FI1ER GRATING SENSOR

In-fiber Bragg grating sensors [1,21 have attracted considerable interest over the past few
years because of their intrinsic nature and wavelength-encoded operation. These sensors
are particularly attractive for quasi-distributed sensing, as many gratings can be written into
a length of fiber and addressed using eith'er wavelength-division multiplexing or time-
division addressing. Consequently, these devices are potentially useful for a variety of
applications, particularly in the area of advanced composite materials or 'smart structures .
where fibers can be embedded into the materials to allow real time evaluation of load,
strain, temperature. vibration etc.

The primary drawback of this sensing approach lies in the detection of the wavelength shift.
AX. of the sensor returns. This function can be provided by a spectrometer or monochro-
mator, or by a more simple arrangement involving a dispersive element coupled with a
image array, such as a CCD detector array. These systems are unattractive due to the bulk-
optical nature, size and lack of ruggedness, and limited resolution capability.

The means used to detect the wavelength shift of a grating sensor described here is based on
the use of an unbalanced fiber interferometer wavelength discriminator. The proposed
system for a single grating sensor is shown in Figure 4. Light from a broadband source is
coupled into the fiber which transmits the light to the grating element. The wavelength
component reflected back along the fiber towards the source is tapped off using a coupler
and fed to a unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer. This light effectively becomes the
source light into the interferometer: wavelength shifts induced by perturbation of the
grating resemble a wavelength (optical frequency) modulated source. The interferometer
output is thus of the form described by Eqn 1, i.e. 1(X) = A( I + kcos [•0X) + 01, where

OI() = 27nAL/X, X is the wave-length of the return light from the grating sensor (sensor
signal) and 0 is a bias phase offset of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The wavelength
shift of the grating signal is proportional to the fibcr strain, AE, i.e. AX y AC, y is the
strain-to-wavelength shift responsivit, of the grating. For a dynamic strain induced
mod(ulation in the reflected wavelength. AXsin cot, from the grating sensor element, the
change in phase shift AVOt) is thus: AW(t) = -{27tnALiA2 }Aksin ont.

In the experimental demonstration of the scheme, the broadband source used was a diode-
pumped Er-doped fiber superfluorescent source, producing - 300 ýIW of output power with
a -35 nm bandwidth (1530 - 1565 nm). The sensing grating, with nominal Bragg
wavelength of 1545 nm, was attached to a piezoelectric transducer, which introduced
known dynamic strain signals. Figure 5 shows the fiber grating transmission spectrum over
the wavelength range 1544 to 1546 nni. The returned light was coupled to a fiber Mach-
Zehnder interferometer of 10 mm (t 2 mm) fiber imbalance which was held in quadrature
by a feedback applied to a p/z cylinder fiber stretcher in one arm. Balanced photodetection
of the interferometer output was used to provide intensity noise rejection. Figure 6 shows a
power spectrum of the interferometer output observed with a dynamic strain perturbation of

.12 4c rms applied to the fiber grating at a frequency of 500 1iz. The signal to noise of the
component at 500 l1z of 46 dB relative to a 1 Hiz bandwidth and relatively flat noise floor
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above I(N) Hz, sets a minimum detectable strain perturbation of- 0.6 ne/%Hz ( nano-
strain/'"iHz) for frequencies greater than 100 Htz. The actual phase noise floor corresponds
to a level of - 20 4trad/l-z at frequencies above 100 Hz, limited by photodetector noise.
The increased noise below 100 Hz is attributed to direct environmental perturbations of the
MZ, which could be greatly reduced by shortening and shielding of the fiber arms.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of a common interferometric signal processing
concept for strain sensing using two-mode e-core and Bragg grating based sensors. High
resolution detection of weak dynamic strain induced shifts in the reflection wavelength
from an in-fiber Bragg grating sensor element has been demonstrated (dynamic strain
resolution of- 0.6 nc[NWV1 at frtequencies > 100 liz).
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Optical fiber FabrN -Perot sensors for smart structures

C. F. Lee. J. J. Alcoz, Y. Yeh, W. N. Gibler, R. A. Atkins, and H. F. Taylor

Department of Electrical Engineering
Texas A&M University. College Station, Texas 77843

ABSTRACT : A fiber Fabry-Perot interferometric (FFPI) sensor with internal mirrors is
developed to sense temperature, strain, acoustic waves and other physical perturbations.
These sensors have been successfully embedded in composites and metal structures. The
perfornance of the FFPI sensor is demonstrated and application of these sensors to smart
strucitirws is disci.ssed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber optic sensors are being developed widely for smart structures because they
provide immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI), high sensitivity and are amenable to
multiplexing. Numerous studies on embedding of fiber sensors in composites and plastic
have been conducted. However. most sensor designs have not prov ided both high sensitiv ity
and ll.calized parameter measurement.

Interferometric sensing schemes generally provide much higher sensitivity than other
Fiber sensors. Most of the interferometric sensors investigated to date utilize Macb-Zehndcr,
Michelson or Sagnac interferometers. These interferometers require a fiber couple: ,t hich
presents major impediments to both miniaturazation and to embedding. They also nas
require compensation for polarization induced signal fading. The Fabrv-Perot conlegurltvLM.
in which the interferometer is formed by two reflectors in a single mode fiber. ha,, beeti
shown to provide high sensitivity "point" sensing and multiplexing capability.

2. TIIE FIBER FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER

2.1 Fabrication of Internal Mirrors

Over the past several years, a novel fusion splicing technique for fabricating internal
mirrors in continuous lengths of optical fibers has been developed at Texas A&M University.
This technique produces a permanent joint between a coated with a thin dielectric layer and an1
uncoated fiber•1 ). The mirror reflectance can be adjusted during the fusion process. T\ pical
coating thickness is 1000A for low finess FFPIs. Reflectances of the individual mirrois
ranging from less than 1% to larger than 85% have been demonstrated(2), with excess loses
of only a few percent. Two of these mirrors separated by a length of single mode fik,.r.
typically one centimeter, form the cavity of a fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer (FFPI).

The internal mirrors have good mechanical properties (tensile strength is
approximately 40 kpsi), which enable them to withstand the thermal and mechanical stresses
experienced during the process of embedding them in a variety of materials•. F:Pls produced
at Texas A&M have been embedded in graphite-epoxy composites in materials la,.xratorics at
McDonnell Douglas and Stanford University. Recently, we have also succeeded in producini
cast aluminium parts containing embedded FFPIs.

I99,2 IR)P Pnhi:-Iiw[g I tI
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2.2 Principle of Eabry-Perot Inteferometer

A reflectively monitored IFPI is illustrated
R R in Fig. 1. For the FPI with low reflectance

mirrors, R <<1, the ratio of the reflected
Pi -4 optical power Pr to the incident power Pi can

be approximated by( 3)
Pr-,,_ _ _ _Pr/Pi= 2R (1- cos )

where o is the round-trip phase shift inside the

Fig. 1. Fabry-Perot Interferometer cavity, given by 0 = 4imnLA with L the length

of the cavity, n its index of refraction, and X
the free space wavelength of the light

source. This result indicates that parameters such as temperature, strain or ultrasound
pressure, which perturb the optical length nL of the cavity can induce the reflected power to
sweep through maxima and minima of interference fringes. By observing the reflected
power from the FFPI, the perturbation can be measured.

3. 1PERFORMANCE OF FFPI SENSORS

3. 1 Temperature Sensing

Experiments with these FFPI sensors have been carried out using pulse modulated
1.3 ,in laser diode light sources, with the output signal monitored in reflection. A FFPI
temperature sensor with a 1.5amm-long cavity has been operated from -200'C to +1050 0 C(4

).
We believe that this is still the greatest range of operating temperature reported for any fiber-
optic sensor. Also, the performance of this sensor in a strong electromagnetic field
environment has demonstrated( 5).

A FFPI sensor embedded in 8 layers
SO 5 of graphite-epoxy panel was

•Al Embtck~ddI produced to measure the temperature
I Frc FicrI change of the composite sample(6).

ý 60a Sensitivity of this embedded sensor
was calculated and the thermal
expansion coefficient of the

4(1 composite along the fiber axis was
estimated. Recently produced cast
aluminium parts containing

- ~(1embedded FFPIs were tested and the
temperature sensitivity was
,measured(7) to be almost three times

() 1 1)o 150 200 25(/ greater than for the same sensor in air
"rcnixrature ( C) as shown in Fig. 2. The difference is

attributed primarily to the length
change in the fiber due to the large

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of phase thermal expansion coefficient of the
shift for two FFPI sensors and their linear fits. aluminium.

3.2 Strain Sensing

For strain testing of the composite. the FFPI sensor was embedded between the
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second and third layer of a 16-layer
graphite/PEEK coupon. Two electric
strain gauge (ES~s) were bonded to
opposite side of the sample, above and
below the embedded FFPl. A strain is
generated by applying a load to the center
of the coupon. Fig. 3 shows strain
response of the sensor calibrated hb
ESGs at the position of the fiber (2/16) in
the coupon. The strain sensitivity is
determined from Fig. 3 to be 9.1 x 10I{

I ,rad/m. This value is consistent with the
( 500 1000 1500 2001) 2500 previous reports measured with a He-

Micro Strain Ne laser source(8 ). Measurements were
Fig. 3. Dependence of FFPI phase shift also made at elevated temperatures. Both
on strain, the FFPI and ESG showed good linearity

100W0

1. 20

0 200T

• 1200 'FF. o300O'F o {0 •F

- (I0) 0
( 20 40 60 80 1 (W 0 20 40 60 80 I (11

Load (Ibs) Load (Ibs)

Fig. 4. Response of (a) ESG and (b) FFPI sensor at 200 and 300 'F.

at 2WX) JF. However, as indicated by the data of Fig. 4 (a), at 300 'F the ESG response vas
unstable. By contrast, the FFP[ sensor gave the same linear load profiles at 2W(X and 300"1, in
Fi. 4(b).

3.3l Ultrasound Sensing

Ultrasound sensors are widely used for non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of
structures. Typical applications are acoustic emission detection and pulse-echo testing using
piezo elcetric elements. These sensors are rugged and sensitive, but their response is strongly
dependent on the acoustic frequency. Also, they are subject to EM interference.

Ultrasound sensing experiment were conducted on composite and cast aluminium
parts with embedded FFPIs over the frequency range of 0. 1 to 8 MHz. Phase modulation
indices were 0.503) and 1.5 rad( 7) for composite and aluminium respectively. The "pencil
breaking" technique which is sometimes used for transducer calibration was carried on these
samples. The acoustic shock waves generated on the composite were detected by a FFP[
sensor as in Fig, 5. A signal for triggering the oscilloscope was provided by a PZT
transducer attached on the surface of the sample. The PZT was also used to generate an
acoustic pulse, and the reflected acoustic pulse wave was monitored with the fiber sensor, as
in Fig. 6. The acoustic delay of the reflected pulse correspond, to the transit time across the
sample thickness of 5.4 mm
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Fig. 5 Detected pencil-breaking (upper) ;;g.6 Acoustic pulse-eZo signal (upper)
and tePZT trigger signal (lower trace). anid the puLscr trigger signal (lower trace).

4. DGTLSIGNAL PROCESSING

Sgasfrom the reflectively monitored FFPI sensors are well suited for processing
by digital means under microprocessor control. A processing system which samples reflected
waveforms from a sensor FFPI and a reference FFPI to produce a digital readout the sensor
temperature has been demonstrated in our laboratory. This design can be easily extended to
tire processing of signals from a time-division-multiplexed sensors using a single light source
and photodetector.

5. CONCLUSION

In Conclusion, FFPI sensors have been embedded in structural materials of interest
for 'smart skins," applications - graphite composites and cast aluminiumn. High sensitivity anid
point sensing capability for measurement of temperature, strain, anid ultrasound waves have
been demonstrated. Also a sensing system utilizing a digital processor with time-domiain
miultiplexing capability has been developed.
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Hybrid fiber optic strain sensor resohes directional ambiguity of time multiplexed
Fabry-Perot

J. P. Andrews
Martin Marietta Aero & Naval Systems

Baltimore, Maryland 21220

Abstract

The sensor described in this paper is a hybrid design combining an extrinsic Fabry-
Perot interferometer with a longitudinal misalignment strain sensor. Using two
techniques simultaneously resolves the directional amnbiguity of the interferometer and
the icad fiber sensitivity of the intensity sensor. Further, this design is easily time-
multiplexed. The basic principle of operation is proven in a laboratory experiment and
strain in a unclamped cantilever beam is measured.

Sensor Design

The sensor consists of two sections of optical fiber and one section of hollow tubing whose
inner diameter is very slightlv larger than the outer diameter of the optical fibers. For the
prototype the hollow tubing is siltica capillary tube drawn from a preform using the same
technique as in optical fiber mnanufacturing. As shown in Figure I the two sections of fiber
are inserted into the tube such that the air gap. s, is -100pim . The fibers are then either
tacked into place with a fusion w''weld" fo•r embedded applications or left unbonded for
exteinal "attached" applications.

Delay Length

L /
Hollow Tube Reflective Coating

Figure 1.

As shown in Figutre 2 the optical source for this system is an Optical Tlime Domain
Reflectometer. OTDR. This system contains a laser that launches short pulses into the single
mode lead fiber. Upon reaching the "air gap splice" two Fresnel reflections are created. One
from the glass-air interface of the lead-in fiber and one from the air-class interface of the lead-
out fiber. These two reflections are out of phase by an aoullOnt proportional to the length of
the air gap, s. Because of the relatively long co'herence length of some 'OTDR systems
(-1.3mm in air) these two reflections interfere and go through constructive and destructive
interference fringes as the air gap, s. changes by multiples of 1/? wavelength. A limitation of
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th sensor alone, however, is that thle sensor response for increasing strain is the samec as
that for (lecreas;inti strain. This "directional amnbigu1,itv" is a problemi with miost
interteromneters. To o)vercomne this problemn a hybridization of two sensor concepts is used.

Recievt~rCulr To Next Sensor

Sensor
Element

Figure 2.

Rcfcrrin hic)tk to [:Lure I a third r-cflcction is creaited at the far cud of* the lead-out fibcr. The
n1,1iaenituc oif this reflection ts incl~ln. o %k with tile aipplic Ition ot a retlective coatingo to the Fiber
end. Ihil ilef~ctio n IS rve"olvhihc in, ltime fromt thc Nplicer double-reflection prov iding the le-d-
out fiber is otLftsuficTiet len "-th. [o(r commerctcially avilaf ble C) IR systemis this 'cxi ittb needs
to be >,4ctm.' he ampl jitLudC of' thts reflection i., proportionali to the air gap len-th, s. The
original pulse from the O) TIR systim is attenuated by I rc sod reflections aýnd the locn'-,ituiditial
titsaliptnment. s, onl its first I ass through the air ,ip splice. Upon reflection fromi the tar end
of the lead -outl fiber the pills isagi~ n attenuated at tile splice hy anl amount proporttonali to the
01ap leng-th. s. Therefore whlen the host miaterial is put into tensile strain the gap, s, tncreases
cauisingI miore splice 1oss thus decreastn.t the iniplitude of thle far cud reflection. Hence a
direct correiation between reflected tntensitty and strain can be detennined. For the ptirposes
of this cno however, it is onlx tne direction of amiplitude change thiat is of interest. An

ilicsit Lile indliu~11(kicte s decrcisin'', strain atnd vice versa. T[his informnation
c,, the: dirc tiiiial awh;1'iiit\ of thle I hry Perot intetieroiticter.

Just ais the initerfeusmn-etcr \korkin' alone suiffrs trout directional amibieuitv, intensity sensors
ýil so have their lim-itations. Tx piczf in tuensity bised sensors aire stibject to err-oneous d ata fromt
intensity chances dute to loss mecchanismns affeetini-' the leaid fibers. In this config-uration.
however, if' an intensity changee is not accoipanintd by corresponding numlber, of' fringes
front the interferomieter the intetisitv chanc-e can he i ,norcd 11 bus the ir,;erferomieuer resolves
the fundamnental problemi of the intetiiitv based s srlust as tile intensit,. based sensor
rc solved the fuito ame n tal problemi. d ircctiiona I a mhtiijityS of the in terfe romcter.

Ili csnsor dexýien of fers twko other sivnificant attribute s. Inuerfer'omelters are iel
>1iixCeptihle to lherTmal drift. Thernial driýft is ert, neous (lita f roni th-lrmally induced pihase

Nhftsý cawsed I)% the tli ermo1-optic effect. Itt addition, polairization changes in the two
itý:rferine- wavecs can cawse the fringes Ito disappear. This occurs k h'- a the twko iriterferirie-

%Ia)%es have their polarizatio~ns, rotated such that the two waves are orthogonal. This i; caused
by chanm~cs in hirefrinmzenec in the fibers. The deg-ree of birefringence canl be altered b%
phl"sieal, perturhe.tions and temnperattire changes and the-refore is a siienificant problemi for
mo1st applicaitions1.

Ibis sensor overcomes these pro-blems,ý in the followitin \kax. The regioti in wxhichi the t%%0
iii:crf ein ti wkaves aire separatedl is the air gap itself. A'nv' pertutrbations to the sienal kkill

tltre r hveto occ~ur in the air gap Thie iiierntiO-optiC ec efficie ts11 of a eases. Lii. are
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orders of magnitude below that of silica therefore the thermo-optic effect is reduced by orders
of magnitude nearly eliminating thermal drift. Second, air is a gas and therefore is not
birefringent. Zero birefringence eliminates the problem of polarization fading which occurs in
all-fiber interferometers. This occurs in fiber interferometers when the sensing or reference
fiber is physically perturbed.

Experimental Results

Two experiments were performed to prove the validity of the sensor concept. The system
was set-up as shown in Figure 2. The fi-st test was to verify the air gap intensity sensor
portion of tile device. Longitudinal displacement was accomplished by mounting the lead-in
and lead-out fibers on two align nment stages. Then, with piezo-electric controls, tile lead-out
fiber was moved back and intensity data recorded. Recall it is the reflected intensity from the
far end of the lead-out fiber that is recorded and not tile intensity from the splice double-
reflection. The data for z-d&splacement vs. reflected intensity is shown in Figure 3.

Longitudinal Displacement vs. Normalized Power
(Far end reflection of lead-out fiber)
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Figure 3.

hie second experiment verified the interferometer part of the sensor. The sensor was
mounted to a cantilever beam whose tip was incrementally displaced by a micropositioner.
This time. however, the intensity information recorded was that of light reflecting off of the
air gap splice itself. It is expected that the intensity will oscillate through fringes as the beam
deflection causes the air gap, s, to expand through multiples of 7E, or 625nm. As shown in
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Ejioure 4, the fringes are very clear. The data is displayed as strain vs. fringe number in
Figure 5.

Strain vs. Sensor Response
1.2-

0

0.2

Figure 4.

Cantilever Beam Strain vs. Number of Fringes
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Figure 5.
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Some error does exist in the data however the fact that manual data acquisition was possible is
a tribute to the stability of the sensor. Typically interferometers will drift through many
fringes in one minute whereas this design appears to have drifted only one fringe in the 21
minutes it took to record this data. The stability of the interferometer is attributed to the fact
that th2 region in which the two interfering waves are separated is the air gap. As expected
thermal drift and polarization fading are not a problem with this design.

One supporting experiment was also performed. The issue of lateral displacement is of some
concern therefore the data was taken measuring the optical loss through the sensor vs.
displacement in the radial direction. This data is shown in Figure 6, Because the capillar,
tubing allows a total of only 3 microns of movement, the power fluctuation will be !1 I.

Lateral Misalignment vs. Normalized Power
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Figure 6.

Conclusion

It has been demonstrated that an optical time domain reflectometer can be used for
interferonietrv. A new hybrid strain sensor using OTI)R has been designed and tested wkith
promising results. This design is easily multiplexable in addition to being very stable. Most
importantly this sensor resolves the directional ambiguiitv of the interferonmeter.
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De-elopment of a fiber Fabry--Perot (P FP) strain gauge systern

Dayle Hogg. Beck Mason. Tomas Valis.
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FiberMetrics Corporation, 4925 Dufferin Street.
Downsview, Ontario. CANADA, M3H 5T6

Universit' ol Toronto. Institute for Aerospace Studies.
4925 Dufferin Strcet, Do,,nsviesA. Ontario, CANADA. M3H 5T6

AIBST'RACT

The current status of fiber Fabr%-Perot WFFP) strain sensors suitable for smart structure applications is
reviewed. A high reflectivity, single-end. FFP strain gauge in conjunction with a pseudo-heterodyne
demodulation technique capable of tracking high strain rates is presented. The linear nature and
dynamic response of the system is demonstrated.

1. FFP STRAIN GAUGE

The fiber Fabrs'-Perot (FFPf sensor has been identified by our group and others as one of the leading
candidates for strain monitoring in active material applications. The FFP sensor has a number of
advantages over other fiber-optic ,ensors such as the Bragg and modal-domain type sensors. The
primar, advantages of the FFP sensor over other designs are its high sensitivity, ease of demodulation,
and its single fiber / single ended nature. A portion of this work has been previously reported by the
authors".

The FFP sensor has been developed by a number of groups using a variety of fabrication
techniques. Claus ct al.' at Virginia Polytechnic Institute fabricated an FFP sensor by supporning two
cleaved single-mode fibers inside a hollow core fibre. The air-gap between the two fibers then forms
the iensing cavity. L~eilabady, at Amphenol also developed an FFP sensor from two semireflective air-
gap,. A semireflective air-gap was fabricated by limiting the current during fusion splicing of two
cleaved fibers, thus forming an air-gap in the core region of the fiber. A second air-gap reflector was
then added to complete the FFP sensing cavity. A metal sheath placed over the two air-gap fusion
splices provided mechanical strength. Both of these techniques rely on an air/ glass interface to achieve
a 4%,ý reflectivity. Lee & TaylorW at Texas A&M developed a technique where titanium oxide was
sputtered over the entire endlace of an optical iibrc. a second optical fiber was then fusion spliced on
to form a semirellective splice. A second semireflective splice was then added to form the FFP cavily.
Figure 1 illustrates the above mentioned FFP fabrication techniques.

f'f'C2 If )Pl' fuNhm. 1tn I
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Figure 1: Methods of fabricating Fabry-Perot Figure 2: An intrinsic FFP sensor configuration
strain sensors in single-mode optical fibers. using a localised semireflective fusion splice with

a fully reflective second mirror.

In order to obtain a good depth of modulation with any of the above FFP fabrication techniques,

a second matched, semirefilective splice is required to complete the sensing cavity. Light from the two
semireflective mirrors (approximately 4c/) then propagates back to the demodulation optoelectronics.

Since only a small percentage of the incident light at the sensor is reflected back to the detector, care
must be taken to prevent light originating in the lead-out fiber from propagating back to the detection
optoelectronics. This is usually accomplished by index-matching the end of the lead-out fibre with a
suitable index-matched gel.

Present thinking on active matt-rial applications has strain sensors embedded within the
composite materials which make up the structure. It is therefore desirable to have a sensor with a cross

sectional area no larger than the lead-in/out fiber. Sensors which are fabricated from the fiber itself and
require no external support members are termed intrinsic, while those requiring external mechanical
support members are termed extrinsic.

A method of fabricating intrinsic FFP sensors which overcomes the above difficulties and makes
better use of the incident light from the sensing region has been previously reported by the authors"'-.
Figure 2 illustrates the sensor geometry used. A high rcflectivity (>10%), and high loss (<80%)
semirellective front splice is used. This allows for the use of a totally reflective second mirror, thus
eliminating the need for an index-matched lead-out fiber. This approach also represents a substantial
increase (from 8% to 20%) in the optical power being reflected back to the sensor's detection
optoelectronics, thus increasing the signal to noise ratio of the sensing system.
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2. STRAIN DEMODULATION

Signal demodulation rckrsN to the extraction of' the measurand of interest (i.e., strain, pressure, oYr
temperature) from the optical signal present at the detector. All low finesse interferometers have
essentially a sinusoidal response to a linear change in strain, pressure, or temperature, see Figure 3.
Thus a signal demodulation scheme is required to determine the magnitude and direction of any change
in the measurand coupled to the sensing region.

Figure 4 illustrates a strain demodulation system. Light from a laser diode is coupled to a 2x2
coupler through an optical isolator to prevent backrellected light from entering the lasing cavity and
damaging the laser diode. A polarisation maintaining FC (PM-FC) connector is then used to connect
the FFP strain gauge to the phase demodulation optics. Light returning from the FFP sensor is then
coupled to a photodiode through the 2x2 coupler. A psetvdo-heterodyne phase demodulation system is
then used to interpret the change in optical length of the sensing region as a function of the measurand
of interest, in this case strain.

A

Figure 3: Experimentally obtained sinusoidal response of a low finesse
FFP strain gauge.

The present demodulation systcm interfaces with 5 - 20 mm gauge length FFP sensors and
achieves a strain resolution of 10 ur, with a strain range of ±50 N(X) up. The system can track a strain
rate of dc - UP0' pc/s. This rcprescnt'• the current state of the art lfr fiber-optic strain gauges.

The linear nature and dynamic strain respxonse of the system was tested by bonding the FFP
strain gauge to a cantilevered beam. A resistive foil strain gauge with the same gauge length was
bonded to the opposite side of the beam as a reference. Figure 5 illustrates the linearity of the system.
while Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the dynamic response of the system.

3. CONCLUSIONS

ThL Fiber Fabry-Pcrol (FFP) sensor is one of the most promising sensor candidates for strain sensing
in active materials. A review of three methods of fabricating FFP sensors was given, and a preferred
method introduced. A sensor demodulation system with a resolution of 10 pc, a range of ±50 (XX) PC.
and a strain rate range of dc - 106 pc/s was demonstrated.
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Figlure 4: FFP strain demodulation systecm.
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Figure 5: Linear rc.spoxnsc ol the FFF' strain gauge versus a resistie loi ,,train gauge
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FFP Strain Gauge FFP qtr•in •,in

L Resistive Foil Strain Gauge Resistive Foil Strain Gauge

Figure 6-. Natural vibration frequency of a Figure 7: Dampening of a cantilevered beam.
cantilcecred tbam. 5.0p / 21) ms per division. 20) pF / 0.5 s per division.
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.Xctiie structural control for damping augmentation and compensation of thermal
distortion

S. WV. S'irlil

.lt ProimjIkio1i Lalhoratorv. California IlistitiltI (of Tvchnluoion,. Calhen.(A 9] 101I

.ABSTR.AC'T: Ant crid-to-crid siiinliatioii of the op)tic'al p)(rforiwlIllcc o)t ;Ikra

ýpiwc Il)i~l~e jillt 1-fori'llet('l ( F\NI) has beeii developed1 anld used to Iel~l~rt

1. INTRODUCTION

The( Coiit Ioi, /Struicture-( lilteractiloll (CSI) prograam goal is to develop ;1d III'tllwllt-

ýt rate the' techilolo gv lio'eesarv for precise control of futurre large space striictiirces. On)e

Su~ci canI~d;idte filture 110551011l i a space-basedl interferoxiieter. tt'riiied tlie Focus Mis-

,loll Intiterferotneter I ENII I ( Laskini 19,9). Ani EMI-class ins.trunanlcit (sona' 2Gm iuhis11T

IllIOiIt iiII oplt ica' i 1 ltill'llgtlls thlr~oili~l t le systeil at the 3 natlomtll'r level. '1lu-. palper

focuses (In oi repIiweinei(It of 2.5 sttiictiiral illerliersý With ac'tive ileie/)lcctriI' lIlletniI't'-

ýSirhln 1990).

2.Frio;C-1tURAL AND OPTICAL MODEL

I-So-h active strut is ('(umpIos('(of1 amasv rs lie itad aII act I ve Ipic/ovIietri

eliement in Serif's. The specific stiffless (of tl'active ('eli~lclt was5 dei"glI IIl~t

-lITIlII ;11 t hilt oIf the truss c'(llemelts for- 'omplliete' iltercilallgelililty wvith othecr (iI11IIIlt•.

Tit :wt Ive tuclla'rsý ha~ve ent1hedled force and dispj lacxieit sensors A NASIB AN

tililir "Ii~l~leilt 1111111 (If the FMiT strucrture was builit illCorjporatillg 327 1 mode,,. Baithe

tha1 ltl (wllillillg, tile' nlolil1 for the pllant andl controllers in st ate spice,' whicih wouldl

p1rl Illic- State spc iullels (of orlder around 1300, ( plant plus, elultroilet-0 m1 o TIl ,el cwre

CI1 1i1hitied InI tihe frepluellfey ((i~llail. Since ('1(11 block (of till nllldlIl is hrought lil~tl

t ill frequencyI_ý (i0I)Tlaill seIparaitely. special knowledge of eachi hlock canl be used, ( Sirlhi
19SO ). The n~iolial a olss(f the struticture was dora' in NASTRAN. Pic' (Ii;Illill(1

wa-tAkl' it- 0.1"o. For- tile vibration analilysis,. the distrbirhance sIol-rI'( u1l'Ii x;]S till'

iiiilllt;llmle foice fromi -4 Iuhhb' Space Tele~scope rl'acti~ll vdi(eck 51 )illirg frI 11 0 to)

1200 R P I' (rlilhl 1990)

ji )11 1~2' 1'*



:lt ill, t Ii. lt- pIat~ilelý iri i~tlad tilt to Compnii~isate for Struc~turail vilbi at1il. hulld(rl~r(
li It( ra : , ; II tit afoca w;I I I)IIe . ( )ra of t I e ( irce it iterleromiet ers o f rteIt FNI I ht;as beenii iio d -
,1.i t-ltI rurIs Optics lihaleliag Packalgo ( C'OMP. baised oin Redd-inil, 1991 ý
lii' optjiczti t iron corisitod (f 19 cleiiients. 9 onl the( -f-Y htalf. 9 oil tihe -Y half, arid(
n111. foc~;rI plane1 COMIP \a-ýI rlsed to decterrurirre the( partial decrivatives" of tire' opticatl
pwnInh'aglih to twiernatjori of the ind~ividulal optical eleriorits. the( trauisforrraiori fromu
>,tr'rrtlrrnl vlrtl to optical p Irlrlenimth.

SIUT B LDAMPING \VITH THE DIAL-A ST RUT CON-TROLLT ER

A roore robrrt wa~y of imrplemrenitinug a softenling controller thanl Sirliri 1990)i
witli 1irIdLp feebcIIwk Lirrie 19.S6.1991, Clren 1990) nr'inrg both force arid (lislpiicrla'rt
ii';i-irniriiert> At .IPL aI Dial-a-Struit conlroller lhas hweeri developed that hla" al siriple

:it ;iPil1airl~l;ttr rrli'il of the Dial-it-Strut is give Lvj e, If wy + It u,.1

11 -f K- < )rJ ,;<. 11 f KI, Z,(> =(. 2 2 -

II- ''It i-- r. i. ira1d i,/ Cor-reSjeird to tlre force nirild diplla-ellerilr scrl'~ons ;11ra tie"
.I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~K --u--nari ririia n>)(ill- rd K, ;ar. coris:tarit ghIrl-.iml Ii'
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Inertial d -oupling in the application of actuators to flexible structures

Ephrahim Garcia

Smart Structures Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee 37235

ABSTRACT: The application of reactive mass actuators are seen as one avenue for the
control of unwanted dynamics in future space structures. The effects of parasitic mass in
proof mass actuators tends to decouple the dynamics of the actuator from the dynamics of
the structure. Actuator-structure interaction is essential for the dissipation of structural
vibratory energy, and hence, this decoupling is detrimental to the control performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Inertial force actuators nave rec ied mucd attention over the last decade Lecause of their
potential as actuators ii. pace. These actuators aie generally referred to as space-realizable
because these devices generate force by the acceleration of a proof mass. That is to say. force is
generated without having attached the device to ground, or some other reference point, hence,
the term space-realizable. These actuators ,re usually referred to as proof mass actuators, or
reaction mass actuators. Theoretical and experimental investigations of these systems have been
investigated by Juang (1984). Zimmerman and Inman (1990), and Garcia, et al. (1991). These
references site other important works which are omitted here for brevity,

Reaction mass devices can be classified as passive, semi-active and active. The passive reactive
mass device is that of the well known vibration absorber (see for instance, Den Hartog, 1934),
which has been well understood for some time. A generalization of the vibration absorber was
carried out by Juang (1984) for continuous structures which was modified to include the modal
participation factor of the structure at the point of absorber placement. Since this work, other
researchers have implemented PMAs in what will be define as semi-active and active modes of
vibration. Semi-active is defined as a PMA whose dynamic characteristic, can be adjusted or
tuned by adjusting electrical constants of the devices. Nominally, the proof mass is centered
within the stroke-length of the actuator via a position derivative (PD) controller. This generates
a position feedback constant which can be approximated as an equivalent servo stiffness, and a
velocity feedback constant which can be approximated as an equivalen, viscous damping term.
The term active will refer to the integration of PMA into an active control law. Here the control
law generates an error signal that causes the actuator's proof mass to accelerate away from its
center position. The reaction force has been used successfully for control purposes.

The application of actuators to flexible systems can actually alter the dynamic characteristics of
the flexible structure. Under certain conditions, this can reduce the effectiveness of the active
control system. Considered will be the effect of PMA parasitic mass on the control authority of
the actuator system.

c 1992 l0P P•luLihitg Id
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2. MODELING ACTUATOR STRUCTURE INTERACTION

PMAs can be simply represented as a parasitic mass, the actuator dynamics, and a proof mass.
The internal dynamics of the actuator derive from the fact that the proof mass needs to be
centered with the actuator stroke length. For the case of a simple PD controller, the position
centering controller can be approximated by an equivalent spring stiffness and viscous damper.
These coefficients are generated electro-mechanically.

Consider the system of Figure 1. This schematic represents a simple beam with a single reaction
mass actuator located at the tip.

reaction mass -i

•\)] Tf9. kr, c,

paaita Inw r1 msiy(L, )

flexible 3sartur

kr,cr acniatrdynarrs L bearnlergth

md par'imtc ris p . lenchv"e den3ity
mr reaction (prool mass El flnxumralriidi.y

Figure 1. Schematic of a simple beam with connected to a proof mass actuator.

The equations of motion for an actuator attached to a simple beam structure can be derived by
applying Hamilton's principle to the conservative system elements. Applying a Rayleigh-Ritz
model for the system, the motion of the structure, y(x,t), can be written as a sum of a finite set
of time invariant shape functions, oi(x), thus yielding the equations of motion for the system.

Mr 0 1 xn

Onxi mdjI)0() () [Pix0 ] V01]
[ k, -k1 .4j(L) F l(i F1.0)

L Xrt)]

+ [ mdri(L) j(L)oj(L)+djfE1ix(x)0j"(x)dxj I j( t )(1

This expression is for one mode of the system; rows and columns can easily be added to
increase the number of modes, n, used in the simulation. The term oi(L) defines the modal
participation factor for the flexible motion of the system at the actuator location. Since the
viscous damper is collocated with the actuator spring stiffness, the terms of the damping matrix
must have the same effect on the system dynamics as does the spring. Hence, the damping
matrix of Eq. (1) is

D Cr -crj(L)1 (2)
D=-Cr~i(L) Cr~i(L)0j(L)
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These equations of motion were also solved by Juang (1984) who applied a relative (as opposed
to an absolute) reference frame for the motion of the actuator,

3. EFFECTS OF PARASITIC MASS

While much work has been accomplished in the theoretical and experimental implementation of
proof mass actuators, little attention has been paid to the overall effects of the actuator design on
the control. An investigation of the dynamic interaction of the actuator and structure is
performed. Two parameters are proposed for the application of proof mass actuators to flexible
structures. These are 1) the ratio of structural mass to parasitic mass, 1i, and 2) the ratio of
reaction mass to total actuator mass, designated as ileff. The mass ratio, -q, defines a constraint
on the structure. That is, this parasitic mass restricts the free vibration of the structure at the
point where the actuator is attached. This reduces the dynamic interaction between the beam and
the actuator. It is this interaction that allows structural vibratory energy to be dissipated in the
actuator. Naturally, if it is shown that the parasitic mass of a structure is detrimental to the
overall system perfonrnance, then the efficiency ratio should be as close to unity as possible.

First let us consider a case where the actuator dynamics and proof mass are set equal to zero.
The remaining system is a clamped-free beam with parasitic mass acting at tip. The modal
participation factors of the system for an input force are defined as, p(xi), where xi signifies the
actuator location along the structure. Figure 2 represents the mode 2 of the structure and the
absolute value of the mode shape which is the modal participation factor along the length of the
beam, 10i(x)1.

_16, 11 14 11 o 4 '6 f I

X IL Jc/IL'

Figure 2. Mode 2 of a cantilevered beam with various degrees of parasitic mass.

The ratio of the beam mass to the tip mass, TI, is plotted in Fig. 2 for values { 1, 5, 10),
represented by the dotted, dashed and solid lines, respectively. The parasitic mass has
negligible effect on the first mode shape of vibration. Note that for the higher modes of
vibration the parasitic mass acts as a nodal attractor, i.e., the nodes of the mode shapes moved
closer to the actuator for increasing amounts parasitic mass. Additionally, the modal
participation factor at the actuator location, oi(L), decreases with increasing parasitic mass.
Similar trends are present for other higher modes of vibration.

4. FEEDBACK CONTROL

A local velocity feedback (LVF) control law is applied to the system of Figure 1 to illustrate the
effects of the parasitic mass on the control of flexible systems. The LVF controller feedbacks
the absolute velocity of the structure. For this system, the control force produced is

n
fg - Kv ,(Lt) = - Kv i(L)qi(t) (3)

i=lI
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This generates an asymmetric damping matrix, which is composed of damping terms from the
damping of the actuator, cr, plus the damping generated by the active controller. A gain K, was
chosen so that all modes of the system remained stable and increased damping was exhibited in
the flexible modes, see Figure 3.

a.

b.

Figure 3. Controlled and Uncontrolled response for systems for various TI.

It can be seen in Figure 3a that when the ratio of parasitic mass is large with respect to structural
mass, the ability of the actuator to dissipate higher modes of vibration is reduced. However,
when the degree of actuator-structure interaction is increased, as shown in Figure 3b, for a
system with small parasitic mass, then even this simple velocity feedback controller can control
the higher frequency flexible modes.
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Modification of damping in a structure ivith coincident modes

Steven G. Webb, Daniel J. Stech, Jeffrey S. Turcotte, M. Scott Trimboli

United States Air Force Academy, Colorado 80840-5701
Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory, USAF Academy CO 80840-6528

ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of analytical and experimental
studies of the interactions between a low-order structure with either closely
spaced or coincident modes and a reaction mass actuator acting as a passive
vibration absorber. The actuator significantly reduced the peak amplitude
ratios of the first two structural modes for the structure with closely spaced
modes. This effect was observed at all points on the structure even if the
actuator and disturbance were not collocated. When the actuator and
disturbance were collocated on the structure with coincident modes, the
structural vibrations were likewise damped at all points on the structure.
However, with the disturbance occurring at a point away from the actuator,
the magnitude of one of the structure's first two resonant modes was enhanced
at certain points on the structure.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is anticipated that future space structures will be large and very flexible. Such
structures will possess a tremendous number of resonant modes, many of which may
be closely spaced or even coincident. Closely spaced and coincident modes, it turns
out, present an interesting control challenge, and will be thp focus of this paper. To
minimize unwanted vibrations, both passive and active control schemes will have to
reduce or eliminate the vibrations associated with all of the structure's signdficant
resonant modes, some of which may be closely spaced or coincident. In some cases it
may be difficult to determine if closely spaced or coincident modes are even present.
Hence, effective control schemes must be robust enough to account for the effects of
closely spaced or coincident modes.

This paper examines the interactions between a passively tuned reaction mass
actuator and a flexible structure. The structure was designed to have tunable
resonant bending and torsion modes at low frequencies; the first two modes could be
adjusted from being closely spaced to being coincident. A finite element model of this
structure was generated and verified experimentally. A study was then conducted to
examine the interactions between the structure and the actuator. Specifically, the
extent to which the actuator reduced the structure's vibrations was analyzed when
the resonant modes were either closely spaced or coincident.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experimental structure used in this study exhibited two dominant low-frequency
structural bending and torsion modes on the order of five Hertz. The higher modes
were at frequencies at least three times that of the first two. A 144-degree of
freedom finite element model of the structure was generated using MSC/NASTRAN.

1992 I(P Puhh~hing Ltd
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Figure 1. Sketch of the Low Order Structure

The structure was designed such that the first two frequencies could be altered by
moving the four lead weights that were attached to the horizontal beams. A sketch
of the structure in Fig. 1 shows that there are two brackets on the horizontal beams;
these serve as supports for two reaction mass actuators (RMAs). Only one actuator
was used in this study. For the configuration illustrated in Fig. 1, the first
three resonant frequencies of the analytical model were found to be 4.6417, 5.1904,
and 109.4542 Hertz. The first resonant frequency corresponded to a torsional, or
twisting motion about the vertical axis, with a node at the center of the horizontal
beams. The second frequency corresponded to a bending motion about the horizontal
axis parallel to the horizontal beams.

By positioning the actuator brackets at the outboard positions on the horizontal
beams and moving the lead weights towards the center of the structure, the torsional
frequency could be raised while maintaining roughly the same bending frequency.
Through a trial and error process of positioning the lead weights at various locations
on the structural model, a structure with coincident modes was obtained. The first
two resonances occurred at 5.2190 and 5.2195 Hertz, respectively, with the third
mode at 133.57 Hertz. Even this model possessed closely spaced modes rather than
true coincident modes since a separation of 0.0005 Hertz actually existed between the
two modes. However, it is difficult, if not practically impossible, to construct a
structure with identical modes.

Because high order analytical models present computational difficulties with the
available equipment, the NASTRAN model has reduced to fourth--order using an
accurate modal reduction technique outlined by Hallauer (1980). The reduced model
could then be used to determine the actuator's optimum natural frequency and
damping with an existing MATLAB routine.

The analytical model was validated with an experimental structure (Webb, 1990a,b).
The first two experimental resonances of the structure with closely spaced modes
were 4.618 and 5.113 Hertz, which agreed well with the analytical model (0.5 and 1.5
percent errors, respectively). For the coincident mode configuration, the first
resonance occurred at 5.075 Hertz, a 2.759 percent error from the analytical model.
It should be noted that both analytical and experimental frequency response functions
of the structure with coincident modes showed only one peak at the first resonance,
indicating that the first two resonant frequencies were the same.

3. DAMPING OF THE STRUCTURE WITH CLOSELY SPACED MODES

The method used to determine the optimum actuator tuning parameters (natural
frequency and damping ratio) was one adapted from Duke (1990), which described
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how to calculate the optimal tuning of an actuator attached to a multi-degree of
freedom system. For this study, the RMA was attached at Position 3 and the
structure was disturbed at Position 3 (refer to Fig. 1).

For the structure with closely spaced modes, the optimum natural frequency for the
RMA was computed to be 4.441 Hertz, with an optimum damping ratio of 0.082218.
The actuator, when passively tuned to the structure's first resonant frequency,
introduced a new resonant mode to the system due to the additional degree of
freedom. In addition, the actuator significantly altered the structure's first modal
response by shifting the frequency higher and reducing the peak amplitude ratio by
almost 95 percent. The actuator also altered the structure's second resonant mode by
raising the frequency and reducing the peak amplitude ratio by 99 percent. Higher
modes were not affected by the addition of the passive RMA.

To determine the effectiveness of the passive damper at other locations on the
structure, frequency response functions of both baseline and optimally passively
damped structures were generated for Positions 4, 5, and 6. In each case, the
disturbance was introduced at Position 3, with the RMA also located at Position 3.
The actuator acted as a passive vibration absorber for the entire structure, even
though it was attached to just a single point on the structure. Once again, higher
modes were not altered. It is clear that the actuator's ability to reduce the
structure's vibrations diminishes significantly for frequencies well beyond the
resonant frequency of the RMA.

With the RMA still attached to Position 3, the structure was then disturbed at
Positions 4, 5, and 6, in turn, and the corresponding frequency response functions
were generated. Once again, in each case the passive damper reduced the structure's
vibrations at all points on the structure, regardless of where the structure was
disturbed.

The above results were repeated experimentally by attaching a reaction mass
actuator to the experimental structure. The RMA was passively tuned to a natural
frequency of 4.418 Hertz and a damping ratio of 0.082218. With the RMA assembly
attached to the structure at Position 3, the structure was disturbed at Position 3.
The frequency response function of the passively tuned structure was then obtained
and compared to the response of the baseline structure. The experiment yielded
results virtually idertical to the analytical predictions in each of the cases tested and
reported above.

It is clear that adding a single passively tuned absorber to the structure with closely
coupled modes reduces the magnitudes of the resonances in the vicinity of the RMA's
frequency. Higher modes are not affected. Furthermore, the RMA dampens the
vibrations at all points on the structure, no matter where the RMA is attached or, for
that matter, where the structure is disturbed.

4. DAMPING OF THE STRUCTURE WITH COINCIDENT MODES

The analytical and experimental procedures described above were repeated for the
case of coincident modes. Analytically, the RMA's natural frequency was 4.9621
Hertz, and the damping ratio was 0.13619. The RMA was experimentally tuned to a
natural frequency of 4.8252 Hertz and a damping ratio of 0.13619. As before, the
RMA was attached at Position 3 and the structure was disturbed at Position 3.

The responses are similar to those obtained when a passive vibration absorber is
attached to a single degree of freedom system (Den Hartog, 1956, Miller, 1988). The
baseline structure's response was similar to that of a single degree of freedom system
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since the coincident modes generated a single peak in the frequency response function.
It appears that the RMA damped equally the vibrations of the first two structural
resonances, and the resulting response simply mirrored that of a single degree of
freedom system with a passive vibration absorber attached. Experimentally, the
analytical results were verified.

To observe the effects of the passive RMA at other points on the structure, analytical
frequency response functions of the structure's responses at Positions 4, 5, and 6 were
obtained. As before, the RMA was attached at Position 3 and the structure was
disturbed at Position 3. Alhough the RMA damped the structure's first two
resonances at all points along the structure, the damping of one of the structural
resonances was diminished further from the RMA. For instance, at Position 6, while
the damping of one structural resonance was similar to that obtained at Position 3,
the frequency of the other mode was unaltered, and the mode exhibited less damping
than at either Positions 3, 4, or 5. Once again, these results were verified
experimentally.

Further investigations revealed that the passive RMA would only damp the entire
structure if the disturbance was collocated with the RMA. For example, with the
RMA at Position 3 and the structure disturbed at Position 5, frequency responses
corresponding to Positions 3, 4, 5, and 6 were obtained. At Position 3, both
structural resonances were damped; however, an anti-resonance appeared between
the two resonant peaks. At Position 4, even though one structural resonance was
heavily damped, the frequency of the other mode was essentially unchanged and the
mode was only slightly damped as a result of adding the passive RMA. The response
at Position 5 was almost identical to the baseline structure's response. The RMA's
resonant mode was barely noticeable, as was one of the structure's resonant modes.
hence, the passive RMA was still effective in damping one resonant mode, although
the response of the other structural resonance was only very slightly damped.
Finally, at Position 6, it appears that the structural response with the RMA attached
was actually worse than the baseline structural response. In reality, although the
pa~s~., RMA damped one qtructural resonance, this occurred at the expense of the
other structural resonance. Experimental results were once again identical to the
analytical results.

Disturbing the structure at Position 6 with the RMA attached at Position 3 likewise
yielded some intriguing results. The frequency response for Position 3 showed one
resonance to be damped as before, but the resonant frequency of the other mode was
unaltered and the magnitude of vibration was, in fact, larger than the first resonance.
The responses at Positions 4 and 5 again showed that the passive RMA damped the
vibrations of only one of the structural resonances, while the other structural
resonance was less damped than before. Finally, at Position 6 one resonance was
effectively eliminated; adding the passive RMA resulted in a slight dampening effect
on the structure's other resonant mode. These results were all verified
experimentally.

The above results clearly differ from the results obtained with the passive RMA
attached to the structure with closely spaced modes. Root locus plots of the
structure's first two modes (with the passive RMA attached) were computed as a
function of the position of the lead weights. These plots show that when the modes
are coincident, the real parts of one of these modes is zero. In fact, it was observed
that this mode is uncontrollable. Therefore, when the actuator is attached to the
structure, one mode is damped out while the other mode is unaffected. If a steady
state disturbance is introduced to this system, it is possible that the energy in the
controllable mode is "funneled" to other parts of the structure, resulting in an
increase in vibrations at some other point in the structure.
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Obviously, a structure with coincident modes behaves differently than a structure
which has modes that are close but separate. If one of those modes remains
uncontrollable, then control of the entire structure is compromised. Hence, a control
scheme which uses passive damping must be able to discriminate between the various
structural resonance, or the control system itself may not be able to eliminate a
structure's vibrations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analytical and experimental results presented, a passive reaction mass
actuator reduces the resonant vibrations of a structure with closely spaced modes,
provided the resonances are close to the actuator's resonant frequency. The effects of
this damping diminish with resonant modes further from the actuator's tuned
frequency. In addition, the vibrations are reduced everywhere on the structure, no
matter where the structure is disturbed.

On the other hand, if the structure has coincident modes, the passive reaction mass
actuator can actually enhance the resonance of one of the structure's coincident
modes. If the absorber and disturbance are collocated, the vibrations are reduced all
along the structure. However, if the disturbance is at some other point on the
structure, there are places along the structure where the vibrations are actually less
damped with the absorber attached than without the absorber. Thus, control
schemes for structures with coincident modes may not eliminate structural vibrations
if controllability of the structure is not taken into account.
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Shear mode piezoceramic sensors and actuators for active torsional vibration
control

Chia Chi Sung-'. Xiao-Qi Bao. Vasundara V. Varadin and Vijay K. Varadan

Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics, Center for the Engineering of Electronic
and Acoustic Materials. The Pennsylvania State Universitv, University Park, PA 168X02

ABSTRACT: This paper presents an investigation of pure torsional vibration control of
circular tubes using piezoelectric sensor/actuators. A theoretical analysis for shear
mode sen sors/actuators is presented. Two types of sensors/actuators are fabricated and
tested with a velocit\ feedback control s, stem. An increase in the damping factor and
a decrease in the resonance peaks of the transfer function curves are observed for
various tubes. The investigation shlows the feasibilitv of using the piezoceramic shear
mode sensors/actuators to actively control the torsional vibration of tubes.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a grow ing interest in the application of piezoceramic sensors and actuators in active

vibration control. Most published ks orks in this area are focused oil beani. truss and plate
vibration control. rlhis paper investigates pure torsional vibration control Of tubes using

piezoelectric sensors/actuators. Two types of PZT sensor/actuators are designed. Both of

them can be attached to the surfaces of circular tubes and are sensitive or eftective on]\ to the

torsional vibration of the tubes. The coupling of the sensors/actuators to the resonant modes,
of the tubes are formulated.

"The perfornance of PZT shear mode sensors/actuators applied to active vibration control are

experimentally tested with a elocity feedback control system. Closely located one-

sensor/one-actuator arrangement is tused. Two different methods are used to judge the control
performance: one is to measure the damping factor from the wkaveformi in tinmc domain, the

other is to comrparc the freq uency responses of the transfer function from an exciter to the
sensor in the cases with and without active control.

Several different cases are tested: I) structure -circular tubes with and without end mass: 2)
material of the tube - phenolic and pyrex: 3) sensor/actuator - ring type and shell type: 4)

control - single mode and multiple modes. An increase in the damping factor by a factor of

2.6 to 3.3 times or a decrease in the resonance peaks of the transfer function curves from 4 to
9 (B are achieved by the active control technique.

Current address: Istitute of Naval Archtecure. National Taiwan University. Taiv, an. R.O.C.
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2. SHEAR MODE TRANSDUCERS FOR CIRCULAR TUBES

Circular shear mode transducers are designed as sensors/actuators of shear stress/strain

exhibited on pure torsional vibration of a circular tube. The transducers are made of
piezoelectric ceramics (PZT). which has higher electromechanical coupling coefficients than
other piezoelectric materials. The constitutive equations of PZT can be written as:

sE
Sp =s.pTq + d,p E

DI =dl Tq + ±kEk

where i.k= I. 2. 3 and p.q= 1. 2...6. 6, and the piezoelectric constants are in the form of

following matrix:

F 0 t 0 t 0 t d~ (t
d 1 0 (0 (I (1 d, 1)

d L , I 0 0 (ill () 0 0]

From the equations, it is obvious that, when the electrodes of the transducer are perpendicular

to the axis I or 2, the transducer will sense or affect to the shear stress or strain only. Tw,:o
different type transducers used in the experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The original

electrodes in the figIure, are the electrodes used in the polarization process.

+rvn de rrrItrc~Irdc

SApplicri Flrr.irim Field1

- +

-. Applied Electric Feld

(Ne, Eleclrode,)

(a) Ring type (b) Shell type
Fig. I Electrode arrangements of shear mole transducers. (arrow indicates poling direction)

Theoretical analysis of the ring type shear mode transducer shows that, when it is used as a

,ensor. the output current with short circuit l,(t) is

1,(t) = KY [o,(xl )-O,(xi )I dq t)/dt, i= 1 .2 .......
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where the 0,(xI) and o,(x I are the displacement distribution (angle) of the i-th mode at two

ends of the ring respectively, dq,(t)/dt is the modal velocity of the i-th mode, and

K = (27r n11) dl/sE,4

where r is the average radius of the ring, t, is the wall thickness of the ring, I is the length of

the ring, and sE, is the elastic compliance constant.

When used as an actuator, the equivalent force (torque) for the j-th mode F,(t) is as follows:

Fil = KI I(x I)-01(xf ) V ('t), (j= 1.2 ....... I

where V,,t) is the voltage applied to the actuator. The modal displacement distribution can be

found by finite element approach.

3, EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

"Tb demonstrate the ability of the shear mode sensors/actuators, experiments are perfonned on
circular tubes with one clamped end. A velocity feedback control algorithm is applied. One

sensor and one actuator, which are closely located near the clamped end. are utilized in the

control system.

Five tubes are tested in the experiments. The tubes are hollow shafts with clamped-free or
clamped-endmass boundary conditions. Two materials. phenolic and pyrex , are chosen for
the tubes. Table I exhibits detailed descriptions of the tubes.

Table 1 Descriptions of tubes

lIAd Ma,.,I kjtv I cnmth )D Wall 'I r 11"ducer i11,1 A{llLn ,, "I t'a{~%t Valcna[ - l•Ipe Coundr.( dilii.n
011111 , (nimi ) (nlni) ×1[ kI. I

I Phenoic 1 524 12 7 I 6 Ring C'la r•pedlEd %las 6.24

2 Pcnhilw 1 201Z 14 I 6 1 Shell Clarni d-Fnd Mia,- 6 24

i Phenli', 1 229 I 1.1, 1.6 Ring (1rani d-li~d Max, 6 24

4 Phenoli. 22K6 11.16 0,1 Ring Clampoed Fr•e -

P 1Nr' 226t 6 11 IS 0 S 1 Shell (lam d Ftre-

The dimensions of the ring type transducers are 12.7 mm in outside diameter, (0.787 mm in
wall thickness and 6.35 mm in length. Both the ring and shell type transducers are bonded

onto tht, surface of the tubes by a regular epoxy.

Two different setups as shown in Fig. 2 are tested in our experiments. In setup 1. a heavy

end mass is attached to the free end of the tube. The centers of transducer I (actuator) and
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transducer 2 (sensor) are located 4 nul and 1 0.4 mil respectively from the clamped end. A
velocity feedback control algorithm is applied. Thle feedback loop includes an Current
ampliftier, a filter, a phase shifter, a preamplifier, and a power amplifier. A digital

oscilloscope recorded the free decaying vibration of the tubes with and wi~thout active control.
Damping ratios are Calculated according to the recorded data. The dominated vibrations

excited inl our experiments with setup I are the first mode Of thle tubes. This setup is applied

to tubes 1. 2 and( 3. A typical wxaveform is presented in Fig. 31. Controlled results,

sumnmarized in Table 1. Damping factors are increased by 2.6 to 3.36 times.

(Onfieu'Lratioll I Conti11guration 2

Fig. 2 StructureC and t ran sduicer arramii emenlt, of t whe s.

Table 2. Control results for tubes 1. 2 and 3.

17P T'a7'Cowk

Fig. 3 First mode control of tube 3

In setup 2. there is no end mass. A third tratnsducer (driver) is applied on a selected location of

the tube to provide the external driving force. The location selected is 10.7 cml from the center

of tranisducer 3 to the clamped end. A dynamnic signal analvier is connected to the driver and
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sensor to measure the transfer function from the driver to the sensor. This setup make direct
measurements in the frequency domain possible and is applied to tubes 4 and 5. Both
capabilities of controlling the first three modes separately (single mode control) and

simultaneously (niultimode control) are tested. Typical curves of transfer functions are
presented in Figs. 4 and 5. Reductions about 5 to 9 dB in the resonance peaks are obtained in
single mode control. In multimode control of tube 4, 6.3 dB, 4 dB and 9.4 dB reductions are

achieved for the first, second and third modes respectively.

"V. 7.-1-

F-W. .< Md, h

.... . -' '..-~. "":- '-. -7 - -- "" , i '. . .

•-• •T•~~~~--,,----------- ... .

Fnr~ Mod SecCond Mod Th• • M•

Fig. 4 Single mode control of tube 5.

i 4  I

l'iu. 5 Multinlode control of tube 4.

4. SUMMARY

'1'%,o types of shear mode PZT sensors/actuators are desielned amld fabricated for active tube
torsional vibration control. Thle sensors/actuators are tested with an analog velocitv feedback

atrol svsteml. The control performances are studied in both time and frequency domnains.
The increases in the damping factors are obviously observed for all the tested tubes with both

types of sensors/actuators. This investigation shows thle feasibility of using the piezoceramic
shear sensors/actUators to actively control thle torsional vibration Of tubes.
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Fabrication of multilayer ceramic actuators

A P Ritter, A E Bailey, F Poppe, and J Galvagni *

Martin Marietta Laboratories, 1450 South Rolling Rd., Baltimore, MD 21227; *AVX Corp.,
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577

ABSTRACT: Fabrication of layered ceramic actuators using techniques developed for
production of multilayer ceramic capacitors allows flexibility in actuator design and permits
significant volume-cost benefits that are needed for practical implementation of active elements
in smart structures. Key design issues include required stroke, hysteresis, operating
temperature and stress, bandwidth and related system-specific parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ceramic materials employed to provide active control of moving structures have relatively small

field-induced strains (typically 0.01 - 0.1 % strain at 1 MV/m applied field) although they generate

large forces because of their high stiffness. In order to obtain usable displacements, ceramic

thickness is increased. however, operating voltages needed to achieve needed field strengths

(- IMV/m) can get extremely large. Forexample, a I-cm-tall block of monolithic ceramic may be

capable of producing 8- to 10-jim displacement, but would require about 10 kV to attain requisite

hield strength. By dividing that block into very thin layers (e.g., 0A1 - 0.2 mm), connected in

series mechanically and in parallel electrically, comparable displacement can be obtained, but drive

voltages are reduced by about 2 orders of magnitude. The essence of multilayer actuator

fabrication is to first select optimum active materials and then utilize methods that allow extremely

thin layers to be produced and interconnected with uniform, reproducible displacement, at

reasonable cost and quantity. Techniques employed to produce multilayer ceramic capacitors have

demonstrated applicability to the low-cost, high-volume production of high-performance actuator

components.

This paper is an overview of the multilayer actuator fabrication process which will clarify

relationships among different parts of the process and thus highlight the practical tradeoffs that

must be made when designing and applying an actuator for active structure control.

2. ACTUATOR FABRICATION

Cential to the fabrication process is the need to obtain very thin ceramic layers in order to reduce

operating voltages to practical levels, i.e., hundreds of volts. In that these devices are multilayer

I 992 1)P Pubh1hmhtL I [d
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capacitors, they must be designed to withstand the electrical stresses to provide robust, long-lived

performance. Unlike multilayer capacitors, actuators are also mechanically active, and can have

significant internal stress gradiants that ultimately limit performance and reliability. However,
given propec internal electrode designs and well-controlled fabrication methods (Takahashi et al.

1985, Winzer et al. 1989) devices can sustain electrical and mechanical stresses for at least 100's

of millions of cycles with no degradation of performance. The basic actuator fabrication process
(Fig. 1) includes powder selection and processing, tapecasting to produce thin unfired ("green")

layers, printing with noble metal electrode inks to create internal electrode patterns for subsequent

termination, near-net-shape forming of unfired laminated devices, burnout of organic

components, and sintering to produce a densified, co-fired composite made up of alternate layers

of ceramic (hundreds of ýim thick) and electrode (5-10 ptm thick). The steps are reviewed in

greater detail in the following section.

Slurry

Powder Tapecast

Electrode

4 AtaoFabricatino
T e rm in a te . . .

Burnout ,Stack and

and fire Dice laminate
B" 1J Dice

Figure 1. Multilayer actuator fabrication process

Selection of the proper material for construction of the actuator is predicated on an understanding

of the fundamental properties of different classes of ferroelectric compounds, including hard and

soft piezoelectrics and high strain, low hysteresis electrostrictive ceramic materials. Inherent

properties of these materials can be accented for different applications, where needs for absolute

stroke, hysteresis, linearity, operating temperature range, force output and electrical efficiency are

traded against one another. In general, hard piezoelectric materials provide the most linear

behavior, lowest electrical and mechanical losses (among piezoelectrics), and greatest stability

over wide temperature and pressure ranges of operation. This stable performance comes at the

expense of field-induced strains -- hard piezoelectrics produce the smallest displacements per unit

length (-0.031 strain @ I MV/rn). Piezoelectric materials that produce large strains (-0.06%

strain @ I MV/m) have a "soft" domain structure that is affected to a greater degree by changes in

temperature and prestress and has inherently higher losses. Relaxor electrostrictive materials

produce the greatest field-induced strains (up to 0. 1% strain @ I MV/m) with extremely low

hysteresis: however, their response is quadratic and most susceptible to variation with
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temperature. Each material has special attributes for specific applications, and all can be

processed with equal facility in multilayer ceramic actuators.

Ceramic powders for actuator fabrication can be produced using industry standard mixed-oxide

techniques at costs of 10s of dollars/kg in quantities up to 2000 kg in a single run. Meticulous

process control is crucial in that all subsequent steps rely on controlled, reproducible powder

properties for consistent results, Important considerations are chemical purity, compositional

stability and powder morphology.

Tapecasting is a process that spreads a slurry of ceramic particles and organic binders into a thin

film that is dried, printed with electrode patterns and then laminated, without adhesives, into a

monolithic stack of unfired ceramic / electrode layers. Like control of powder morphology.

control of slurry rheology is crucial to obtaining reproducible tape casts. Slurries typically contain

about 40%7c solvents and 60% solids, including -90 vol% ceramic and 10 vol% binders,

plasticizers and dispersants. Dried ceramic tapes typically are 25- to 250-1am thick, thin tape

layers produce lower operating voltage (and low impedance) devices. Ceramic tapes undergo

approximately 20% linear shrinkage upon firing.

After the tapecast films are dried, they are punched or mounted in a metal frame to provide

registration during the electroding, stacking and laminating steps. Good registration techniques

allow horizontal alignment to be maintained within approximately 20-30 tin during stacking.

Prior to stacking, individual tape layers are screen printed with metal ink electrode patterns. The

ink layers serve as internal electrodes to the stacked ceramic layers after the device is fired. Noble

metals (e.g., Au or Pt) are better choices for internal electrodes, despite their cost, since they are

significantly less mobile than lower cost electrode materials (e.g., Ag). Migration of electrode

material in the presence of electric field and humidity is one of the limiting factors in the long-term

performance of multilayer ceramic components. Nonetheless, electrodes are ultimately the

primary cost driver in high volume fabrication, and development opportunities exist in this area.

Electroded ceramic tapes are stacked and laminated to form the near-net-shape component. It is at

this stage that one of the principal advantages of the multilayer fabrication process becomes

apparent. Because the ceramic is as yet unfired, there is flexibility in the shape, size and stacking

sequence of the device being made. This allows layer thickness within the stack to be varied,

controlling the field (stress) gradients to improve reliability. Device cross-sections can be circular,

square or rectangular. The devices can have very low aspect ratios with relatively few active

layers (Cbimorphs") and high aspect-ratio parts with hundreds of active layers (stacks), all of

which may be produced without significant changes to the fabrication process. This flexibility

means that parts can be specifically tailored for an application at low risk and cost.
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Binders and plasticizers must be removed (burned out) from the laminated actuator prior to firing.

Removal is accomplished by heating in air to allow organics to oxidize and escape through the

intergranular porosity. Heating is done at very low rates, over a period of days, to allow gases to

escape without building up pressure that delaminates or deforms the stack. After the organics are

removed, the ceramic / metal powders are cofired at high temperature (> 1000°C) to produce the

dense, stiff ceramic actuator. Electrical interconnection is provided by a second firing step where

conducting strip electrodes are bonded to the alternate layers. For the piezoelectric devices, the

fabrication process is completed by applying a poling field at elevated temperatures; electrostrictive

materials do not require this step.

3. ACTUATOR PERFORMANCE

Properly designed multilayer actuators have the same behavior as the bulk material used in their

fabrication. Using the multilayer fabrication methods, actuators up to 3-4 cm in length, containing

lOs of active layers, have been produced (Fig. 2a). These devices produce displacements of up

to 35 Itm. Depending on the type of active material used, voltagc displacement behavior may be

radically different (Fig. 2b), and thus useful for a wide variety of structure control applications, as

either discrete components or embedded arrays.

a) b)

40

Electrostrictor

,i Piezoelectric

C-)

too• IOo 2W0 300 400

-20

VOLTAGE (V)

Figure 2. Multilayer actuators a) may have hundreds of active layers and b) produce 10's of ýLm
displacment with several hundred volt drive. The response is distinctly different for piezoelectric

and electrostrictive materials.
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sensors and actuators

Shiv P. Joshi and W.S. Chan

Center for Composite Materials. Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Departments. Lnil

% crity of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Tx 76019

ABSTRACT: Existing fabrication and curing procedures for advanced laminated coli-
posites have been standardized by trial-and-improvement over a period of time. The
presence of multiple embedded piezoceramic sensors and actuators necessitate some
modification of fabrication and curing procedures. A detailed discussion of fabrication
procedure is presented in this article. The effect of curing cycle on the piezoelcctric
properties is also briefly discussed.

I * INTRODUCTION

Fabrication and curing processes for advanced laminated composites have been opti-

muied for the last two decades. Curing processes involve control of pressure and temperature

ocr the curing time. Recent research in this area has increased our understanding of the curing

processes and resulted in real time control of curing parameters (Kranbuehl et.al..1988). Real

I ime control of curing processes has reduced the costs and time associated with a trial and im-

provement procedure for thick laminated composites (Tam and Gutowski, 1988).

The fabrication and curing processes for smart composite laminates involve additional

parameters arising from the placement of sensors and actuators. This paper describes variou,

aspects of fabrication and curing processes for laminates with multiple embedded piezoceram-

ic sensors and actuators. Graphite epoxy laminates with embedded piezoceramic wafers are

dicussed in detail.

Chapin and Joshi (1991)considered residual thermal stresses due to curing process in

deciding the optimum placement of piezoceramics in a laminate. Shaw et.al. (1990) discussed

cdAe stress distribution due to presence of piezoceramic layers in a laminate. Crawley and lui,,

S1989) briefly discussed manufacturing aspects of intelligent structures with embedded pie/o-

ceramics. The following is a detailed discussion of fabrication and curing methodology.

2- PIEZOCERAMICS

The discussion of fabrication and curing process in the following sections is limited to

placement of a piezoelectric material known as Lead Titanate Zirconate (PZT). The piezocer-

aric, commercially known as G-1 195. is selected on the basis of some desirable properties

199-, IW p lhh•h •I'
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,ueh as curie temperature. relatively high elastic moduli etc. The fabrication and curing pro-

eces are modified to reduce the risk of mechanical or electrical failure to the network of em-

hcdded piezoceramics. In addition, it is necessary to minimize the deterioration, if any. of

piczoelectric and mechanical properties of sensors and actuators.

3° FABRICATION

The lay-up and geometry of the structural elements are known at the time of the tab-

o ication. In addition, the planer positions and through-the-thickness placement of actuators and

,onors in the laminate is provided to the fabricator. Figure I shows a schematic of a laminated

plate lav-up with multiple piezoceramic wafers. Piezoceramic wafers are placed in cut-outs in

Gr/Ep plies •

\G "( ply

Brass electrode

`7 Piezoceramic

I I(. 1RI I. Schematic of a laminated plate lay-up with multiple piezoceramic wafers

a glass-epoxy prepreg ply. The brass electrodes run on the opposite sides of the glass-opoxy

pl.. This ply with piezoceramics placed in cut-outs is placed between two glass plies to insu-

!. c pie/oceramics and electrodes from the conductive graphite-epoxy plies.

The brass ribbon electrodes (thickness 0.001 inch) cut in a required pattern arc bonded

0o pie/oceramic wafers. The electrodes are bonded prior to the placement in the glass-epoxy

ply, with cut-outs. Echo bond 57C conductive epoxy is used for bonding electrodes because it

does not require application of heat which can adversely affect the piezoelectric properties.

The bonding epoxy should be applied uniformly. The brass electrodes should cover the piezo-

•cramic area completely but should not extend over the edges. Electrodes extending over the

cdges may short-circuit the piezoceramic wafer. One should also be careful in applying the

Onductive epoxy to avoid short-circuiting. An uneven application of the conductive epox.

ill result in cracked piezoceramic wafers aftercuring. An x-ray radiograph of cured laminates

.boiwing cracked piezoceramic wafers as a result of the uneven application of the conducti\ c

cpo\y is shown in ficure 2.
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F1(;[RE 2. X-ray radiograph showing undamaged and damaged embedded piezoceramic ýafers in tie
insulating glass/epoxy plies.

The brass electrode pattern is chosen to avoid overlap of reverse polarity electrode,

Although an insulating glass/epoxy ply is between the electrodes, even in the case ot cracked

glass/epoxy ply, such a pattern will reduce a possibility of sparking. Cut-outs of same si/c

the wa.fers are cut in the glass/epoxy ply and wafers are placed in the cut-outs with clectIokc,

riiiifring on the opposite sides of the ply. A glass/epoxy ply is placed on each side to Cncap,,u

late piezoceramic wafers and electrodes to avoid a connection bciwcen conductive graphiic

epoxy plies and sensors and actuators. These multiple sensors and actuators encap,ýulalcJ in

class/epoxy plies are placed at required locations in a stacking sequence of a graphit/cpo\\

laminate. Figure 3 shows nine piezoceramic wafers with brass strip terminals in in'•ulatinn

glass/epoxy plies. Note that brass electrodes do not cover the whole surface of the \wacfr,

which resulted in cracked wafers after curing. There is no specific requirement on the \N idth o!

the brass strips extending out from the wafers to the edges of the laminate. The brass lectirode,

are chosen on an ad-hoc basis. They can be replaced by any other type ot electrodes.

The vacuum bagging procedure is the same as the commonly used bagging proceduriec

The procedure may vary depending on the complexity of the structural part. However, c\Ia•

precautions should be taken to avoid breaking electrode terminals extending out of the ami-

nate for external electric connections.

F n;t RE 3. Piezoceramic wafers with brass terminal strips encapsulated in glass/epoxy insulating plies.
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4- CURING PROCEDURE

Two curing procedures are tried. The first one is a recommended curing procedure otr

.Iaphite/cpoxy (AS4/3501-6) laminates of moderate thickness. In our case the laminate al,,,

contains glass/epoxy and piezoceramic wafers (G-I 195). The maximum temperature and pie,

,u rc applied in this cycle are 350 'F and 80 psi, respectively. The 350 °F temperature is slight I'

higher than the one half of the curie temperature. Curie temperature is the temperature at \, hich

ceramic loses piezoelectric properties. Piezoelectric properties deteriorate if the piezoceramiic

i, subhected to temperatures higher than one half of the curie temperature.

The second curing procedure uses the recommended curing cycle for glass/epoxy taut-

inales to separately cure glass plies containing piezoceramics. These cured plies are theni

placed in graphite/epoxy pre-preg lay-up and cured according to the first cycle. Second eturiruc

procedure almost doubles the curing time. However, it has certain advantages over the first (Ar-

ing procedure. The second curing procedure minimizes the piezoceramic wafer cracking euld

,horting between brass terminals and graphite fibers. The shorting between graphite fibers and
hrass terminals occurs frequently in the single cure cycle procedure because graphite fiber pen-

etrated the epoxy rich areas of the glass/epoxy pre-preg during co-curing. Cured glass!epo\\

plic, with embedded piezoceramics can be screened for cracks in piezoceramics and clectrie-

' ,nnections before curing them with graphite/epoxy lay-up. This results in a higher percentage"

of undefective specimens.

The two cycle curing procedure is now routinely used in preparing test specimens at

the tUniversitv of Texas at Arlington laboratory facilities.

5- EFFECT OF CURING ON A PIEZOCERAMIC

Piezoceramic wafers are subjected to the curing cycle's pressure and temperature with-

otut embedding them in a laminate. These wafers are tested to evaluate the effect of the curineL

e-etc on piezoelectric properties. The piezoelectric strain coefficient (d],) is compared \ith

irLin w aters. Figure 4 shows the variation of the in-plane normal strain induced by the electric

field applied in the thickness direction of the wafer.

The strain data is recorded after they stabilize over time. Strain readings are stable tor

\'irein wafers. However. the wafers subjected to the cure cycle become stable after a minute or
,o. It is clear that the curing cycle deteriorates piezoelectric properties. The microscopic in-

,pection of virgin piezoceramic and the piezoceramics subjected to the curing cycle shows nk,

difference between the microstructure at five to ten micron scale. It rules out the effect of nim-

e'rocraking induced deterioration in piezoelectric properties. The effect of curing cycle on pi-

c/ocerainic properties are being studied at present and are beyond the scope of this article.
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ELECTRIC FIELD (VOLT/M)
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I"I( tRE 4. Variation of the in-plane normal strain due to application of electric field in the thickneis
direction
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Experiments on active vibration control of a thin plate using disc type
piezoceramic actuators and sensors

Suk-Yoon Hong, Vasundara V Varadan and Vijay K Varadan

Research Center for the Engineerine of Electronics and Acoustic Materials
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT: For the vibration control of a two dimensional structure such as a thin
plate clamped along all sides, the piezoelectric ceramic, PZT was chosen as sensor, actuator
and vibrator because of its large electro-mechanical coupling constant that in turn allows the
actuators to output sufficiently large power and it also serves as an accurate sensor. A series
of active vibration control experiments have been performed for several lower modes with
different types of control algorithms. In direct feedback multi-mode control, by superposing
each signal from particularly positioned sensors. coupled mode signals could be simplified
without using filters. Alternatively, modified coupled mode control using optimal control
algorithm has also been used. In these experiments, the idea for a uni-disc type colocated
sensor (inner disc) and actuator (outer ring) has been proposed to implement actual
colocation of sensors/actuators and to minimize the numbers of transducers used. The
performance has been ve.;fied experimentally.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the vibration control of a two dimensional structure such as a thin plate clamped
along all sides, the piezoelectric ceramic, PZT (Lead-Titanate-Zirconate) was chosen as
sensor, actuator and vibrator because of its large electro-mechanical coupling constant. A
series of active vibration control experiments have been performed for several lower modes
with different type of control algorithms for analog control as well as digital control.

Although the system structure is stiff because of the material characteristics of the plate and
due to the clamped edges, we could implement effective vibration control with optimally
selected positions and sizes of sensors and actuators.

Coupled multi-mode steady-state quadratic optimal control procedures for the plate have
been dex eloped. General closed-form expressions for the mode shapes do not exist for the
rectangular plate. Therefore, we have used the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to obtain the
approximated mode shape constants. For the modal equation, proportio ial type damping has
been considere to obtain a closed-form solution of the differential eige,'value problem for
the damped system. Sensing signal conversion has been performed to change the curvature
signal to a displacement signal. The actuating signal can also be converted. PZT actuators can
be approximately converted to point force actuators with appropriate conversion constants
which function as the final control gain.

In developing multi-mode velocity feedback analog control systems, we selected a
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specific sensing mode cancellation idea which serves as a filter by adding or subtracting
each signal. We believe that this idea could improve the control performance. In this

research, the idea for uni-disc type colocated sensors and actuators is proposed and the
performance is verified experimentally.

To take the advantages of digitalized system such as the flexibility of control program

and increased logic capability and to simplify the experimental system especially for multi-

mode control, a digital control system composed of a microcomputer and a data acquisition

beard has been recommended

2. MODE SHAPE AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF CONTROL STRUCTURE

The first six mode sl.apes of the all-clamped sides square plate are shown in Fig. I and

for the plates used in system 1 (analog control system) and system 2 (optimal digital control
svstem), some modal frequencies are shown in Table 1. The control structure is made of

aluminum and two different piezoelectric transducers have been used as sensors and
actuators. Details are summarized in Table 2 and 3. respectively.

Table I Mode Frequencies (H71 Table 2 Pronertieq of Control plate

olde Ssýtem I SvNTem 2 System I System 2

(11 - iMaterial Aluminum Aluminum
40 ], 1.5 Size m X M) 0105 x0,305 0305 x 0. 0

P10 Thick. (mm) 0.8 0.4

Q Densitv~hk /3) ý2.16 1.08

• "Table A Prooertie, of Transducers

Large Disc Small Disc

Material PZT-4 PZT-5

Diameter (mm) 19, 25.4

Thickness (mm) 0.51 0.8,

W~elch (,) 4,5 -;,4

Fig. 1 All Sides Clamped Square Plate Mode Shapes

MULTI-MODE ANALOG CONTROL (SYSTEM I)

The configuration of the adaptive structure and system are shown in Fig.2. The adaptive
structure is composed of two groups of sensors/actuators and each group has two sensors

and one actuator. Vibrator V 1 and V2 have been used to generate mode (1, 1), (2,1) vibration
signal, respectively. By adding the signals from the two sensors SI and S2, mode (2.1)

signals are canceled out by the 1800 phase difference of mode (2,1) at the sensor positions
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used. Therefore. oiy mode (1,1) signals go through the system A. Similarly, by changing

the poling direction of S4 to negative (-). we can filter only mode (2,1) signals that go

through the system B. Fig.3 shows the sensing signals from each sensor or sensor group.

The advantages of these smart filters are summarized as follows and experimental results

obtained are shown in Fig.4.

- Almost 100% bandpass filtering effect (actual reproduction of each single mode signal)

- Some change of system resonance frequency or vibrator (source) frequency does not

decrease filterinc efficiency.

- Additional filtering effect (some other even/odd modes can be canceled.)

Simple and low cost

For other modes of interest, we can design smart filters by considering the mode shapes.

4. MULTI-MODE OPTIMAL CONTROL (SYSTEM 2)

The all clamped square plate does not have a closed form solution for the mode

equations. Therefore, mode shape approximations are necessary to formulate steady-state

quadratic optimal control. By using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, we can approximate the

control mode shape as in Eq.(l).

wij(x,v) = ý ý amnij Wm(Ix) Wn(y)(1

wij(x ,y) : ij mode shape of plate

wm(x),wn(y) : beam mode shape which satisfies the B.C. on the edges (x=0.L y=0.L)

amniij : Rayleigh-Ritz method constant (a) Sensing signal from sensor 1. Sl

A t A I I n

"i, • 1 ,•4 erJ~l I, rlv Al ll'

Sensor Acruator Vibrator , II,
I i I I I I, I ' I 'Sys.A

Po,,cr Armp. (b) Sensing signal from S1+SZ, mode(1,)

Sys B 1 Lowpass Filter I

I ., -' sI ,

"A I , I I ' I I

A:- (c) Sensingsignal from S3+$4, mode{2,1)

Fig.2 Experimental Scheme (System 1) Fig.3 Signals from System 1 Sensors
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Fig.4 Experimental Results (Systeml)

From modal equation, Eq.(2) and with Table 4, we obtain the modal state equation as Eq.(3).
After selecting the performance index of quadratic form and the sampling frequency by pre-
test, we could follow a regular optimal dJgital control procedure using a Kalman filter.

ýr(t) + 2 Cu qr() + W"2- (t) T f,(t) (2)

r : m o d a l c o o rd in a ie H c z \ ',k -- o ' Sn•ce v'.-

car modal frequency Freq.(H-) crr ejr2 ýr 2 r

:m o d a l d a m p i n g f a c t o r( O. O ,- l ) 1 1" " , - '7 0 7 7 2F 1 ( C )' .

modal force (2, !W(1 _) "i 71.5 -.. 2)0 P 201 _'• 0 (X 35 0-

(2,21 020 f7, 5 00,u .6e

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0I
-77826 -2.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.94

x 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
i 0 0 -201824 -3.59 0 0 0 0 x, 5.66

s 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

i 0 0 0 0 -201824 -3.59 0 0 x6  5.66
[ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 X 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 -334145 -4.62 L6.09

Sensing signal conversions have been performed to change curvature signals to
displacement signals using Eq.(4). Even, sensed signal from PZT give us the information for
curvatures but, to implement optimal control with displacement sensors, we need the
displacement values. In case of single mode, the conversion is straight forward but in multi-
mode case, only limited points on the plate satisfy the conversion requirements. Those points
could be found using numerical calculation and could be decided as optimum sensor points.
The actuating signal also should be converted. PZT actuators can be approximately converted

to point force actuator with appropriate conversion constants which serves as the final control
gain. To do this conversion, a finite element method package program. ANSYS has been

used considering ecuivalent loadine for the applied PZT moments.
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Vs = [ -a (h) (t) (dI/c,,TT) / (s1 ]+sI ) I [ I/A HA (Nk\/ax 2+aZ+ aW/v2) dx dv I

= -0.S(0.455x10-3)(0.2x10-3)(-10.6x 10-3) Ave.Curvature ]

(1 2.3x 10-12-0.31x I 2.3x 10- 12)

= 1 -91.0 ]1 Ave.Curvature ) (4)

a bonding effect lh : neutral axis distance t sensor thickness A : sensor area

d 1 : piezoelectric const. C3, : dielectic const. Sl 1, s,2 : elastc compliance

The experimental scheme and the results obtained are shown in Fig.5 and 6,

respectively. By partially removing the electrode on the PZT surface, we could make an uni-

disc type sensor/actuator which results in a colocated sensor/actuator as in Fig.5.

5. CONCLUSION

Piezoelectric ceramics are promising materials as actuators/sensors in structural vibration
control. And also, circular disc shaped PZT elements are recommended in two-dimensional

structural vibration control. For the filtering of object signal, mode signal superposition

concepts have been proposed and gives us confidence in the use of smart filters. A reliable

colocated sensor/actuator system can be implemented using uni-disc sensor/actuator type

transducers.

We can expect multi-mode optimum control with a suitably positioned minirnum number

of transducers using advanced control algorithms (e.g., steady-state quadratic optimal

control) by changing the number of control modes, sensors/actuators and the positions of

sensors/actuators.

-iiosopo-i
S.... .... •.i . ...... _...+ -. . .I. ....-I-'' t i .-*I -- *

V 'i ihout Control

Pre-Amp i*.ZEVV
,•, , _ II __--_ I

S1 C i control

Fig.5 Experimental Scheme (System 2) Fig.6 Experimental Results (System2)
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Vibration characteristics of a composite beam with semi-active piezo-actuators

Sung J. Kim and James D. Jones

Ray W. Herrick Laboratories, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University

ABSTRACT: A new and novel semi-active control strategy using surface-mounted
piezoelectric actuators to alter the vibration response of a composite beam model is
analytically investigated. Non-linear equations of motion of the composite beam are
developed, which incorporate the influence of initial in-plane loads generated by the
piezoelectric layers. It is shown that the natural frequencies of a simply-supported
composite beam can be varied substantially by applying a constant voltage to the
piezoelectric layers or by varying the electric conditions of the electrodes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Piezoelectric actuators have attracted significant attention in recent years because of their
distributed character of actuation which allows them to be tailored to selectively reduce structural
modes with little control spillover. Piezo-actuators also have several other inherent advantages
over conventional actuators. They are inexpensive, space efficient, lightweight and they can be
easily shaped and bonded-to (or embedded-in) a variety of surfaces. Furthermore, in contrast to
point actuators, piezo-actuators do not require a back reaction.

In past research, there have been two main areas of relevant research for the use of piezoelectric
actuators for control of structural sound and vibration. One important area has been a
development of mathematical models which describe the substructure/piezo-actuator coupling.
Lee (1987) developed the equation of motion for the composite plate with piezo-actuator layers
based on Love's theory. However, when piezo-actuators of high piezoelectric coupling
constant are considered, Lee's model does not represent the trie characteristics of the piezo-
actuators since the variation of electric condition was neglected i i the analysis.

The second important research area covers the development of control strategies. Active control
strategy whereby a time-varying electric field is applied to surface mounted piezo-actuators to
directly control the structure vibration have been widely studied by many investigators (Bailey
1985 and Hagood 1990). Further, Hagood (1991) introduced a novel passive control strategy
which uses passive electric circuits to shunt the electrodes of the surface-mounted piezoelectric
element in order to dissipate structural vibration energy.

Recently, a passive adaptive approach to controlling structural sound and vibration using
adaptive materials such as shape memory alloys (SMAs) has been demonstrated. Bliss and
Gottward (1990) experim,.ntally demonstrated the concept of alternating resonance tuning
(ART) which involves arranging arrays of panels with adjacent panels tuned to have the
resonance frequencies just above and below a given operating frequency.

One of the interesting characteristics of piezoelectric materials is that their elastic properties,
such as Young's moduli and Poisson's ratio, depend on the electric conditions of the electrodes.
Although, the Young's moduli variations of SMAs are far greater than those of piezoelectric

1 992 l()P Puhl,hhng Ltd
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materials, there are some clear advantages of piezoelectric materials including fast response
times and simple electric control circuits. Further, piezo-actuators can be used to change the
system dynamic characteristics by generating in-plane forces rather than bending moment of
active control strategy.

In the current study, a semi-active control strategy is investigated to study the influence of the
in-plane loads generated by the piezo-actuators and the variations of the electric conditions of the
electrodes on the dynamic characteristics of the composite beam model. Since conventional
composite plate theory (Lee 1987) cannot accommodate the variation of the changes on the
electrode conditions, a new mathematical model is introduced. Also, since linear beam theory
cannot accommodate the in-plane loads in the transverse dynamic characteristics of the beam, a
non-linear beam theory is introduced. Variations in the composite beam natural frequencies
with changes in the applied electric field are presented. The influence of composite beam length
and composite geometric configuration on the changes of natural frequencies are also
investigated.

2. ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS

Piezoelectric materials in this study are assumed to be of a hexagonal structure of 6mm=C 6 ,
which has 5 independent elastic constants, 3 independent piezoelectric constants and 2 electric
constants (IEEE 1978). However, the application of piezoelectric materials in this study is
limited to the case of thin composite plates. Thus, the piezoelectric layer is also assumed to be
thin and consequently, a plane stress state is assumed. Also, the applied electric field is
assumed to be in the thickness direction. It is not difficult to show that the elastic properties of
the piezoelectric materials under these assumptions have following relationships;

D YF D k k21 + J2 d 2YE
2 = where, k3 1 = 2 (1)

1-k31  I-k31  l-( )

where Y and v represent Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively. Superscripts D
and E are the open- and short-circuited conditions, respectively, while the variables d31 and k31
represent the piezoelectric strain and coupling constants. Figure 1 shows the ratios of Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio ( (yD/yE and vDIvE)) as a function of coupling constant k31.
Note that the open-circuited Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are greater than those of the
short-circuited. It is also demonstrated that the Poisson's ratio shows greater variation than the
Young's modulus. Note here that the typical values of coupling constant k31 for piezo-ceramic
materials (PZT) and piezo-polymer materials (PVDF) are about 0.3 and 0. 1, respectively.

3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 3

As discussed above, Lee (1987) developed the leil
Love equations of motion for the composite 2 IVE

plate with embedded piezoelectric layers. In
the analysis, Lee assumed that the electric field
was constant over the piezo-actuator thickness.
Since mechanical strains for the structure in I
fl,_xural motion are functions of thickness,
Lee's assumption lead that the electric 0
displacement is constant with respect to the
ihickness variation. However, Gauss law, 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
which is analogous to the mechanical continuity Piezoelectric Coupling Constant~k3 t

equation, states
Figure 1. The Variation of Elastic
Properties of the Piezoelectric
Materials
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DD3-- z = 0 (2)
=z

Therefore, it is the the electric displacement rather the electric field that is constant over the
thickness variation.

It is not difficult to derive the Love equations of motion with the utilization of above constraint.
In this study, the effect of large deflection and initial in-plane loads are also included into the
equations of motion of the composite plate by introducing new strain-displacement relationships
(von Karman assumption) which includes a non-linear relationship of strain-displacement, and a
new set of equilibrium equations (Leissa 1967). Since a detailed derivation is lengthy, only the
final equation of motion for specific example is presented. The equation of motion for a
composite beam as shown in Figure 2 can be expressed as

"•T V4U3 + Tc.2u3- V 2 mp, + Mr-u 3 =q 3  (3)

Pieloelccu.ic Elastic
Layers Layer

Figure 2. Simply-Supported Composite Beam

where u3 is the transverse displacement and q3 is the external transverse force. Here the
variables TC , Dc and mc are the initial in-plane load, flexural stiffness, and mass of the
composite plate, respectively. The third term in Equation (3) represents the piezo-actuator
control force. The composite variables can be found from a summation of the individual
material properties of each layer as shown below.

D.D p + D( (1-_4), Mpz=23 +h, - -- / c=Qhp + 2pzh, (4)

Y P 3 D Y " +h, 3 3 (5)DP 1(-v 2 hp, D 7 = 2 (P

h 2 
2

"3- k3  l+VTe +h)•'8_ ____where__hp+h'"r •k 1 1 3 L2 where h,= 2 (6)

yE

T, =) d3l hEf. where, Ef= h"-. (7)

Here, the variable v., and Vzd represent the short- and open-circuited Poisson's ratios,
respectively. Note here that when the polarization of the applied voltages (V,) are arranged to
generate the bending moment, the in-plane force (T,) in Equation (7) becomes zero whereas
when they are arranged to generate in-plane force, the effective moment (mp,) in Equation (4)
bec.0mes 7ero which is the case of this study. Note also that when the electrodes are electrically

open (i.e., ;=0). the flexural rigidity (Dc) becomes Dc" ;n Equation (8). Note further that the

flexural rigidity by Lee is DC in Equation (8):
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Figure 3. The Flexural Rigidity Ratio Figure 4. Critical Buckling Electric
Field Strength

Dc = Dp + 2DE , D=Dp+2DD. (8)

Figure 3 shows the flexural rigidity ratio (Dc/Dc). Note that when the coupling constant k31 is
high, noticeable discrepancies exist between Dc and De,. Further, when the thickness ratio, p=
h,/(hP/2), is high, the discrepancies become even greater. Therefore, Lee's assumption (i.e.,
constant electric field across the thickness) is not valid in these cases.

4. DISCUSSION

Since the beam under consideration in this study is simply-supported, the m-th natural
frequency (o)m) can be estimated as

.Dc(f m )4+ TT ( _*i )2

4.1 Critical Buckling Electric Field

It is interesting to note that the natural frequency in Equation (9) can be zero when Tc is negative
(i.e., the in-plane forces are in compression). Leissa (1969) defined the critical buckling load
for symmetric beam as the load which makes the first natural frequency equal to zero (which
means that the beam loses its flexural rigidity completely). Figure 4 shows the variation of the
buckling electric field strength as a function of the beam length (L) and the piezo-actuator
thickness ratio (X) which is defined as the ratio (x=(h,/2)/ht). The piezo-actuator and
substructure are assumed to be PZT and aluminum, respectively.

It is clear that as the length of the beam increases the critical buckling electric field strength
decreases, which is plausible since, in general, longer beams have lower critical buckling loads.
However, as the piezo-actuator thickness ratio (X) decreases (i.e., the fraction of piezo-actuator
thickness to the total composite beam thickness decreases), the critical buckling electric field
strength increases. This can be explained by the fact that the in-plane load due to the piezo-
actuator layer becomes smaller as the piezo-actuator thickness ratio (x) decreases. It is not
difficult to see that the critical buckling electric field strength approaches infinity when the piezo-
actuator thickness ratio (X) approaches zero.
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For most PZT piezo-actuator materials, the maximum allowable electric field strength (Efm) is
about 200 V/mm for continuous usage. If the applied field strength is exceeded, the piezo-
actuator experiences de-polarization which causes the actuator to rapidly lose its piezoelectric
properties. In Figure 4, the dotted line represents the maximum allowable field strength (Efm).
Therefore, the composite beam under that line will experience buckling if the maximum
allowable field strength is applied. Due to the existence of asymmetries in every real composite
beam which tend to reduce the critical buckling electric field strength, this cannot be easily
verified by experiments. However, an important observation in this result is that the dynamic
characteristics of the composite beam can be substantially varied by an applied electric field
within practical limits.

4.2 Variations of Natural Frequency

Figure 5 shows the natural frequency variations of a composite beam as a function of mode
number (m) for select electrical conditions of the piezo-actuator. The piezo-actuator thickness
ratio (Q) and the beam length (L) are arbitrary chosen to be 0.5 and 0.5 (m), respectively. The
applied electric field strength (Ef) is chosen to be 100 V/mm, well below the maximum
allowable field strength (200 V/mm for PZT).

It is clearly shown that applied in-plane loads due to the piezo-actuator greatly influences the
lower order modes of the composite beam. The first natural frequency can be varied by more
than 20 % by applying a constant electric field to the piezo-actuator. It is interesting to note that
the influence of the in-plane load decreases with the increasing mode number (m).

In Figure 5, the effects of opening the electrodes (open-circuited) are also demonstrated. The
natural frequencies of the open-circuited composite beam differ by approximately 12 % from
those of the short-circuited composite beam irrespective of the mode. Note here that the
opening the electrode might be more useful than applying a constant electric field to control the
higher order modes because the in-plane load does not create sufficient natural frequency
variations in the higher order mode range.

Figure 6 shows the natural frequency variations when the piezo-actuator is PVDF. The applied
electric field strength is chosen to be 1000 V/mm which is 10 times greater than that of PZT
since PVDF has a greater maximum allowable field strength, typically 2000 V/mm. The
variation of the first natural frequency with PVDF actuator is about 2.5 % whereas that of the
composite beam with PZT actuator is more than 20 %. Since the PVDF has a lower stiffness
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than PZT, the in-plane load generated by PVDF is smaller than by PZT and consequently, the
PVDF composite beam has lower natural frequency variations than the PZT composite beam.

PVDF has an electro-mechanical coupling coefficient (k31) of 0.12, which is significantly
smaller than that for PZT which has a nominal value of 0.33. Therefore, the Young's modulus
of the open-circuited PVDF is about 1 % greater than that of the short-circuited actuator.
Accordingly, the variations of the natural frequencies by opening the electrodes (open-circuited
beam) are less than I %. Therefore, no significant changes are shown in Figure 6 when the
electrodes are open because the high stiffness of the substructure as compared with the PVDF
actuator prevents significant natural frequency variations. Thus, due to their high stiffness and
the high coupling coefficient, PZT actuators will generally provide a more significant natural
frequency variations than PVDF. Nevertheless, for plates and beams of significant dimernsions,
large sheets of PVDF actuators can easily be manufactured. However, because of the highly
brittle nature of PZT materials, actuators of large dimensions are not currently possible,
although an array of PZT actuators may prove equally effective.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The non-linear governing equation of the motion of a beam which incorporates the effects of
lar e deflection and in-plane loads due to the piezo-actuator layers is developed. It is
demonstrated that the open-circuited Young's modulus of the piezo-actuator in plane stress state
is different from that of short-circuited piezo-actuator. Furthermore, it is shown that buckling
can be caused by applying an electric field to the piezo-actuator embedded in a beam if a critical
buckling electric field strength is exceeded. The natural frequencies can be substantially
decreased or increased by the in-plane load, i.e., by applying a positive or negative electric field
to the piezo-actuator. The natural frequency variations are more significant for the lower order
modes and longer beams. It is also demonstrated that the natural frequencies can be controlled
substantially by changing the electrode condition. These changes in the natural frequencies are
independent of the boundary conditions, composite thickness and the beam length. Finally, it is
shown that, due to their stiffness and the higher coupling coefficient, PZT actuators provide a
more significant natural frequency variations than PVDF actuators.
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Adaptive piezoelectric structures: theory and experiment
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ABSTRACT: Active "smart" structures with controllable and/or adaptive
dynamic characteristics have extensive potential applications in a variety of
high-performance systems, e.g., aircraft/space structures, robots, "smart"
machines, etc. In this study, an active adaptive structure made of piezoelectric
materials is proposed and evaluated. Electromechanical equations of motion of a
generic piezoelectric shell subjected to mechanical and electrical excitations are
derived using Hamilton's principle and the linear piezoelectric theory. Structural
adaptivity is achieved by a voltage feedback (open or closed loops) via the
converse piezoelectric effect. Applications of the theory are demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Active structures with controllable and/or adaptive static/dynamic characteristics
have great advantages over traditional elastic or passive structures. A control system
integrated with the active structures can add an "intelligence" and an adaptive
control capability in which the system tracks any disruptive excitation, frequency and
amplitude, and automatically self-adjusts to adapt the "new" environment. This
new technique can be applied to a variety of new engineering systems, such as
advanced aerospace structures [1,2], noise and vibration controls [3-[, flexible robot
manipulators [7], high-precision isolation and control [8,9], etc. In this study, the
adaptive structures are made of a piezoelectric material in which the adaptivity is
contributed by the converse piezoelectric effect and controlled by external feedback
voltages. Damping enhancement of piezoelectric coupled beam structures was studied
recently [1,310,11]. Tzou and Gadre derived a theory on a multi-layer shell with
distributed shell actuators [4]. An integrated distributed sensing/control theory of
shells was proposed and applied to distributed sensing/control of plates/shells [6].
Tzou and Tseng also derived a new piezoelectric finite element applied to distributed
sensing and control of distributed parameter systems - shells and plates [12]. In the
above studies, active vibration control - damping enhancement - was the primary
goal. Frequency variation of the piezoelectric structures was not investigated.
Besides, structural adaptivity of piezoelectric shells was not studied. In this paper, a
piezoelectric shell theory which accommodates the direct/converse effects and

mechanical/electrical excitations is derived. Equations of motion and boundary
conditions of a generic piezoelectric shell are formulated. Applications of the generic
shell theory to an adaptive piezoelectric bimorph beam.

T Supported by Army Research Office. NSF. and Kentucky EPSCoR. § Visiting.
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2. THEORY OF k PIEZOELECTRIC SHELL

Dynamic characteristics of a piezoelectric structure can be controlled by injecting a
high voltage into the structure. In this section, the dynamic equation of a generic
piezoelectric shell is presented.

It is assumed that the piezoelectric shell is defined in a curvilinear coordinate system,
i.e., a, and 02 axes define a curvilinear surface and a3 the transverse axis. Note that
ihese three axes are orthogonal to each other. Assumptions associated with the thin
elastic shell structures follow the linear Love-Kirchhoff theory [6]. It is also assumed
that the electrodes are fully covered the top and bottom surfaces. Localization and
discretization of the electrodes can be achieved by defining Dirac delta functions
and/or step functions which are not shown here. It is also assumed that a transverse
electric field E3 and non-symmetrical in-plane dielectric permittivity coefficients e3l
and e 32. (Note that for a symmetrical hexagonal piezoelectric material, e 32 is equal to
e31.) Besides, the injected control voltage is usually much larger than the
self-generated voltage due to the direct effect. Using Hamilton's principle and
calculating the variations, one can obtain the equations of motion of a piezoelectric
thin shell [13].

d (NI -e31E 3dO3)A2 ] - a( N2 A)- N2 OA I +(N 2 2 - e32J EA303) OAO(N Al) 03A

-AA 2 Q13 + AA 2phiil = A1A2ql , (1

N12A _a(N2 - e32f E3dO3)A I] - N21 A + (N1 I - e 31[ EA 3d)
j o Ija 3 - a

-A1A, + AlA 2phi•2 = A1A2q2 , (2)

_( Iq 3A2) 2(Q 3 A1) + AIA 2[- -. (Ni - e 3 i3 E 3da3)

+ --g-(N 22 -e 32 a E 3da 3)] + AA 2phii 3 = AiA 2q 3  (3)
0O3

where Qi3 and Q23 are defined in the following two equations:

Q13AIA 2 = I[ I - e 3 i3 a3 E 3d3 3 )A 2 ] + + 12 +
J 03 d

(M 22 - e32J a 3E3da 3 ) o(

923AIA 2 0= I M1 2 A2) + a d o2 3E3do3)Ai] + M1aA2

"(MII- e 31 l o3E 3da 3) M,• , (5)

where N and M are the force and moment resultants [4]; Ai is Lame's parameter;

Ri is the radius of curvature; p is the mass density; h is the thickness, and qi is the

external mechanical force. Note that transverse shear deformations and rotary
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inertias are neglected. Boundary conditions can be derived accordingly, which
include both mechanical and electric effects. Note that these equations of motions
could include the effect of non-uniform voltage distribution. This could be
introduced by the resistance of surface electrodes or spatially segmented electroded
surfaces. It should be noted that the boundary conditions are different from the
conventional expressions by the introduced voltages. System "adaptivity" of a
piezoelectric shell structure is achieved by controllitig voltage injections

The derived shell equations are very general and can be simplified to account for
many other commonly occurred geometries, such as plates, cylindrical shells, spheres,
cones, arches, beams, etc. In the following case studies, the derived piezoelectric shell
theory is applied to a piezoelectric bimorph beam made of two piezoelectric layers
with opposite polarity. Analytical solutions are compared with laboratory results.

3. AN ADAPTIVE PIEZOELECTRIC BEAM

For a bimorph beam with opposite polarization, the resultant stress of each layer is in
opposite sign when an external electrical field is applied across its thickness. The
resultant normal stresses introduce a moment with respect to the neutral axis. It is
intended to use this action to control the beam. For a transversely vibrating beam,
the Lame's parameters A, = I and A 2 =- , Rt -= -P=. Simplifying the shell
equations of motions to a transversely vibrating beam with a uniform electrical field
(electrode resistance is neglected), one can find the equation of motion:

YI 4- ph ( =113 oJ, (6)

where Y is Young~s modulus and I is the area moment of inertia. In order to control
the structural adaptivity, a control system is required as illustrated in Figure 1. In
this case, the electrical field is controlled using a displacement transducer - a
proximeter - output located at the free end.

Vo I tage _ Prox i meter
Con t ro I___

+ I Feedback P robe -

Sr -- Piezoelectric BeamShaker T
(Not to Scale)

Fig.I A control system for the piezoelectric adaptive beam.

The voltage supplied to the beam is proportional to the displacement at the free end,
i.e., V = G S u3(x = L. t) where G is the control gain and S is the transducer
sensitivity. The control moment can be defined as

bhe 31GSNI 4 (3r).)

where b is the beam width. Thus, boundary conditions at the free-end of the
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adaptive bimorph beam are defined as: 1) shear force Q13 0 and 2) moment M =K

U3(X=L, t), i.e.,

93 U3 =0.

a, 3

0,113 (9

where K = bhe 31GS /4 .Note that the boundary conditions at the clamped end are
the same as any conventional cantilever beam. Substituting the boundary conditions
int~o the equation and considering harmonic motion, one can derive a characteristic
equation:

cosh(Al,)cos(Al,) + I= 2K sinh(AL)sin(AL) ,(10)

YI A 2

where A2 
= (• 2 ph/Y•)•1/ 2 and w is the circular natural frequency. Solving this

characteristic equation gives the natural frequencies of the adaptive bimorph beam.
Note that bigen-aolutions depend on K wuen material and geometry are specified,
i.e.. the solution is a function of feedback gains and the transducer sensitivity. Thus,
the natural frequencies and mode shapes can be manipulated based on the feedback
control systems, i.e., controlling the gain can vary the natural frequency of the beam.
so that te system is adaptive and acti':c cuitrol -can be achieved.

For a beam with b = 10 mim, h = I mm, L = 100 mim, Y = 4.70i4 x 101 N/rn2, d3 l

e3 I - 23 it)oll C/N, the first three natural frequencies are 23.9 Hz, 112.4 Hz, and
Y

222.2 Hz. Change of natural frequency with diffeient feedback gains was
investigated. These calculations are summarized in Figures 2-3 for the first and the
second natural frequencies, respectively. Note that each natural frequency is
evaluated from negative to positive fcedback.

cohAI)o 1)+ 14 ih(Lsi(L ,(0

Fesedback acin Feedeback -cin

Fig.2 s st natural frequency control. Fig.3 2nd natural frequency control.
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It is observed that the two natural frequencies increase when the control gain
increases. However, the influence to each mode is different. (Note that the results
presented in Figure 2-3 are for a cantilever beam without tip mass.)

To validate the theory derived previously, a piezoelectric bimorph cantilever beam
was design and tested in Dynamics and Systems Laboratory. White noise signal was
input into a shaker which directly excites the beam. The displacement of free-end
was picked up by a proximeter. This signal was amplified and then fed back into the
piezoelectric beam. This model was only tested its first mode with gains from - 100
to + 100. Note that an eddy-current sensor was used for measuring displacement
signal in the experiment, a metal mass (tip mass) was attached on the beam tip to
introduce an eddy-current. Thus, this model is different from the above model which
does not have a tip concentrated mass. The frequency spectrum of the structure was
analyzed by a signal processing system. The finite difference (5-point) solution was
also calculated to compare with the experiment results, Table 1.

Table I Comparison between theory and experiment.

Gain -100, -50 0 50 100SFeedback I ,• .. -[-
Feedba k ( 200- 100 0 100 200

,Valtaue (v)
,alculatin
Valu e (Hz 8.5 3'10. 4 812. 3 914 .25 16. 04

9Experiment 9 13 15 17
Value (Hz 1

Er ror 5.27 14.77 5b 5.67

The difference between the numerical solutions and experimental data is primarily
introduced by the tip-mass location. In the finite difference model, the tip-mass was
considered at the free-end. However, the mass is about 5% inside in the
experimental model, which introduces higher natural frequency. Besides, the
electrode stiffness was not considered in the theoretical model and the finite difference
calculation. This could explain why .he numerical solution is lower than the
laboratory data.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Active structures with adaptive static/dynamic properties are of importance in
modern high-performance structures. In this study, an adaptive piezoelectric
structure is proposed, in which the structural adaptivity is contributed by the
converse piezoelectric effect and is controlled by voltage injections. A generic theory
of the active piezoelectric shell structure was proposed and the system dynamic
equations were formulated using Hamilton's principle and the piezoelectricity theory,
Assumptions, limitations, and applications of the theory were discussed. The generic
theory can be simplified to account for many other common components, e.g.,
spheres, plates, cylinders, etc, using four system parameters: two Lame's parameters
and two radii of curvatures. Natural frequencies of a an adaptive piezoelectric
bimorph beam were manipulated by controlling the voltagc injections to the
piezoeiectric bimorph beam. Analytical solutions were compared favorably with
experimental results. In practice, some potential problems, such as breakdown
voltage, electrode properties, etc., associated with the adaptive piezoelectric
structures should he noted.
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Nanometer level optical control on the JPL phase B testbed

John T. Spanos and Michael C. O'Neal
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. California Institute of Technology. Pasadena. CA 91101

Abstract. This paper describes experimental research currently in progress at

the Jet Propuision Laboratory aimed at developing and validating control con-

cepts arising out of NASA's Control Structure Interaction program. The design

methodology for optical pathlength control on a flexible structure is described
anI experimental results are presented.

1. Introduction

To meet the technical challenges of the next generation of space missions, the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (.JPLi has developed a ground testbed facility, known as the

Phase B Testbed. to validate new design methodologies developed by .NASA'> Control

Structure Interaction i CSI) program. The Phase B Testbed is an eight-foot tall flexible
truss structure equipped with an optical motion compensation system (Eldred and
O'Neal 1991). The research described in this paper investigates the direct control of
optical elements on the Phase B Testhed.

Tile optical eiements on the Tesrbed represent a delay line for a stellar interefer-
omleter. For the interferomneter to perform its mission successfully, the variations in

the length of the path traveled by light through the vibrating structure must be no
larger than a few nanoometers (Laskin and San Martin 1989). The pathlength control

problem is etmilated by the Testbed's optical motion compensation systein which is
encase(d in a flexure-mounted frame called 'trollev. The trolley is firmly attached to

one of the truss bays on the structure. A fine motion piezoelectric actuator ( PZT) and
a gross motion voice coil actuator iVC) provide high bandwidth optical pathlength
control,

Previous experiments O'Neal and Spanos 1991} were performed using an optical
config, iration that isolated the trolley from rmost structural motion, and the pathlength

was effectively controlled to 10 nanometers RMS. The current configuration shown in
Figure I rouplest iructural motion directly into the pathlength. This paper lescribes

the control svstenr design and reports on the experimental results obtained with the

rlew optical cOlnfigl ration.

2. Control System Design

The tranisfer funictions for the two-iimpa, oitlo-'e-itlpi t system were measured via band-

liinited white noise excitation, windowing and spectral averaging, a task facilitated

with a Tektronix 2630 Fourier analyzer. The rransfer function from PZT actuator to

patlilenigtIh nieastiremient sensor is not affecte(l by the flexible dyniamiics of the Testbed

partly 1,1' ro thie fact that the insa.,, f the PZT mirror is sufficiently simall and partly

t1992 lOP Puhh'ihing ltd
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FOCUSING MICROMETER IGH VOLTAGE PZ7T ACTUATOR UASEP
6 INCH PARABOLIC PIIMAISY MTIRROR SECOND"ARY MIISESO RECEIVER

.21" INTEWPROMETER

VOICE COB LAELPT LOW VOLTAGE PZT ACTUATOR
ACUAO PRSOTECTIVE DUST COVER BALANCE D PZT STACK

MIRROR MOUNT FLEXURE FOR REACTION COMPENSATTION
EXTEEN AL FRAME -OPTTCAL BENCH
RIIL ONTDoTETE LOCATED ON TOP OF 7IG.D TOWERRIGILY OUNTD T TIE-, ED SOLATED PROM STRUCTURE

Figure 1. Optical elemnents onl the Pham,e B Testhed

(iEl(e to The jpresenct, of the balanced PZT stack- used for reaction coinpeuns~tioEl. Aa
resTult. the patiilenLt Ii IPZT transfer function wafoulnd To be unilt,, over Tihe freoylctler

rang~e 1 -4000 Hz. Onl thle Lother hani.O the VC loop tranlsfe~r function shiOEV ill F,,.2
is iElpiactelI sigflitlcanty by h -lTe effects of structuTral flexibi)lity.

The (lomnhilnt peak- at 0.7 Hz represents the frequency of the t P uley ti'exuire :Ilolide.

Other peaiks in the magnitude of tile VC 10o)p t raulstr :Tinctloll corresp~ond to hig~her

frequency st ru ct oral modes which Eare controllable byV The VC actuator 0111 i(1 ~ al

hy the lasEer pathilelgti) Illeasureiient ,eilsor. The imEpo~rtanlt pEoint to Ilote lit-rc i, T ~EELt
tile low friio plueny pole-zero pairs are alteriiat nlg which indicates thlat The IIrlsp(,l

1l Ildswill initeract stably wvith til control s\ .stelii.

The de~u1arc IE tectllre of the two-iniput, one-output control systeTil is illuýý.Zrted

;in Figure 3. Classical methods (Bocie 19435 were used- to Ilesigo tile optical colltroiler

by shaping, tile- ,aini of thle openi louj) system inthe freýquenerv domlaini. It is imiportant

to point out that, unlike most miodlern control deIi nitosie.LG .. t.I
classical loop shaping, setho(Is 'lo not require a paiarIlFetrnc m~ollel of thle 101111t . planlt

systeml toE be controlled). Generally, a roll-parainetric tiio~ ic a~s .for examnple. tile

tneasurenletlt ýhiowI ill Fig. 2 is sufficient for svnrt hesiziii- a ro(bEust. iligil i)EIdaiidthl

c onrllteiIr.

FROIW) ii) FRUI) FII- WI Il

Figure 2. Voice coil funcl.t r ll'~i)Il
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PATHLENGTH/PZT DISTURBANCE
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Figure 3. Control system architecture

The control architecture adopted herein follows that of Colavita et al (1991) in the
sense that the output of the PZT compensator is used to drive both the PZT actuator
and the VC compensator. In this arrangement the objective of the VC loop is to
desaturate the limited stroke PZT actuator by keeping the control command to the
PZT actuator near zero.

From the block diagram of Fig. 3 the transfer function of the open loop system is

L = KI (1 - K2G,) (I)

where. G2 is the pathlength'\VC transfer function. K', and K, are transfer functions
representing the PZT and XC control laws respectively. We shall refer to K:I,G:, as
the VC loop gain. AKlG 1 as the PZT loop gain. and L, as the total loop gain of the
system. Note that the PZT loop gaitn IK1 G1 is identical to the PZT controller gain
A71 since G1 = I over the frequency range of interest.

The control objective is to design each of the two compensators such that the
closed loop system is stable, and the total loop gain. iL. is as large as possible over
the largest achievable bandwidth. Thus. the design requirements are placed in the
frequency domain and specifically on the total loop ogain. This is due to the fact rhat
when L > 1. then ý L is proportional to disturbance rejection. a key measure of the
overall closed loop system performance. Three observations can be made directly forom

1. When IA 2 ,G2 I >> 1. IL K KI 2G,
2. When !AK2 G2, << 1. L' K- NI

3. When Ký'2 G,, = 1. 1L o I Ki

where .• an=gleK J. G.2 ) + - and angle( KG. ) is the phase angle in radians o of K2 G 2
at the frequency where K:G, = IIn Bode design terminology, the positive angle
o is the phase margin aiini the frequency at which it occurs is the loop gain cross-
over frequency. The third of these observations represents an approximation not as
straight.forward as thet- other two and valid only if the amgle 0 is sufficiently small (i.e..
,0 <_ 1 r~i. These observations imply that when lie (C loop gain is large. the total
loop gain is the product of the V C and PZT loop gains. As the VC loop gzain tends to
zero. trhe total loop gain approachs., the Lain of the PZT controller. At the VC loop
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gain cP o>s -ove(r frequencyv the tot al loot p gaiii is thle produciit of tie P ZT ia ii nti the
phiase ntirrgixi assýociate(1 with the VC loop.

Wit t irhiese obse rvat itoins III Iiiii d. tilte b signfi of lie contrltt s vs tet' wa. carri5 ieiid olit

otie loop at a timue. First, the VC conitroller wvas tiesiogued to st abilize thle vtn
assuminiin thatt i a it is driven dlirect lv by thle laser pat MlenuSl nicmasulremeni t1J'..
K1 = I -. andl ( ) thet PZT actuiator is dlis connected I.e.. G, = 0I ,. Usiiig freyl icyt*--

domiaini loop sliapiiig techniques Bo e1943)ý a VC coat roller with ritranlsttr tuner ion

0.013 352-) -!- -332-73.17T7)

LEAD LOW PASS

was tiesigmed. The conitro~ller -onsists of t) a tirst order lead filter providli~ilg phaite at

the gaini ross-over frequenicy,. b i a1 econoi or(ler low pass5 filter thlit attenuates the

rrairnttitli~e of the ligt i (itIv daped. high41 frequency strtuctural modes present inI hie VC'
trmanster flirict ion. The low pass filter is essenitial inl ensuring a stable cont roi-striictutre
interact ion. Thet cross-over frequency of the VC' loop gain was chiosen to be 2) Hz.
The phase niaritin at this frequency is in excess of 40 degrees whiich, in accordance

with observar ion 3 above, implies tha~it thle total boop ganin is ex)pected to drop) by about
4 lB inl lthe neighborhood of the cross-over frequency !20 Hz). Sitiilarl.% a third order

PZT cotlltroller was designecd and it, trainsfer fuict ion 'Is gvnbelay:

1 3137' ( 37S) 4. 000

LA\G LOW PASS

Tile po lrl ose )f 'he first ordler lag_, is to intrease thlit total loop -ain at low frequecn-
Ces. 01 -hiIe o ther hanl, the pu rpose of the secsoind ItS it't low pass filter is to allowv

.teep :' 1!-off oIf hle PZT loop gaini whlel( still iiatirniti~iing atdequate phase niar-i t.ot
mi iuili t oblstiliess. The ban tdwidthI of -Ihe PZT was limited by high frequency iloise.

dli it a i t'.piternenitation time delays, anti phlase- lag from the power amliplifier. Tilt, Botle
diagrami ot Fig,. 4 ýiitnnifarizes the tdesign by shjowing tile total loop transfer function

L as w ell as its highi freq'ient'v approximation K 1 . The effect of rime delays; due to
COMM~Ite' ;1r~i~lentuattion wvere taken Into accouint. The fri-qtencv responlses shIowN~l inI
Fito 4 ;ire clearly inI agreemrent with tile three afort'ment iouiet obstervations.

I K,

3i _10o1 A~-

- so K. -1W I 1 16

-, ~ K 0() F%!ool-\

FREQL ENCY HZ) FREQt:FNCY MZ!

Figure 4. Bodo lo1t1 of loop gain arid phiase'
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Both control latw>, were (liscretizeit ubing the bilinear transformiation and pi-ewarping
was lused to mnatch them1 to their analog counterparts at their respective gain cross-
over frei ~iiecies. The low bandwidth VC controller was implemented at 2.000 Hz and
the hi,,h I)anlwj(lt h PZT controller itt 12.000 Hz. The phiase lags, associated with the

snIl-auii(-liold and~ control compu~ltationi were modelled as pure timle delays since
thle sanipling, frn-quenicies, of both controllers are much higher than their respective
lbandwi(lths. It is implortant to emphasize that the control design presentedl herein
was developed by shaping the frequenicy response measurement directly and did not
involve the use of analytical transfer function models.

3. Experimental Results
Figure 53 shows the p~erformnance achieved by the two-loop controller in view of thle
amibient laiboratory disturbances. The closed, loop variat ion in optical pathilength is
approxTimnatemy 13 anometers RMS. Since the number of lmigh reflections in ouirdelay
line ex cete Is thlat of a stelilar interferomecter by four, the equivalent op~tical pathlengrth
error is 3. ̀ 7-3 nanometers RMS. Spectral analysis of thme clo!;ed loop time record has
inidicatedl that moest of this error is due to noise Dccuring at frequencies beyond the
control ibaiiiwidthl > 1. 000 Hz 1

Future 6 shows a closed 1001) experiment where the disturbance is in~duced by a
shaker arttachmed to the structure. The disturbance profile is a sinusoid tuned to the
frequency of the first truss mode ait 3.3 Hz. During the first .5 seconds whrleii the
controller is off, the pathlength error is dor -inated by the .3.3 Hz sinusoidal diisturbance.
When lit, controiler is turned on. the disturbance is attenuated 'by a factor of .5.000

which is InI a greementi with the loop ',aini of Fig. 4.

10 - .
~OPEN LOOP CLOSED LOOP (15nm RMS)

0 ~CLOSED LOOP 1 28
0l 0

10~ I CONTROL ON L)

'00
05 10 79 7.95 8

SECONDS SECONDS

10.1

CLOSED LOOP

i n

2XreFREQUENCY (HIZ)
Figue 5.Experiiienmtal re'~ults wvith aum1huiet lahomoran dtIb;Ir
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300 1162.95

J.1N~J~J.~2 162.85

L;1004I

-200 162.75

0 5 10 7 7.5 8 8.5 9

SECONDS SECONDS

Figure 6. Experimental results with fundamental structural mode (3.5 Hz) exciteoi

4. Conclusions and Future Work
The exjterinicntal results obtained thus far On the .JPL Phase B Testhed indicate that
nanometer level optical pathlength control is feasible in space. The control system
(lesiatti detscribed herein involved shaping the measured plant transfer function in the
trequencv (1010am and did not requirv the identification and use of paranmetric models.

Future- work onl thle Testhed will focus on reconfi-iuring the optical path in order to
introdluce a larger deg-ree of couplingý betwveen the dlelay line controller and structural
flexibilitv. Furthermore, other lavers of control pas;sive active damping. dlist urba nce.
Isolation. rc. will be introdluced as :lecessary to counter the stability and performance

ptolent-. hait are expected, to defgradle opticai performlance.
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Xlacrogravity. isolation for spacecraft pay load

NI. Nlercadal, 2 C.A. IBlaurock, " All, voni Flotow. and N.M%. Werele ' v
Departmnent of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Niassaclimset ts Inst it ute of Technology.
Ritl 37-335: Cambridge. NI A 021.39

ABSTRACT: A laboratory prototype of a six axis niicrogravitv% isolation mouitnt is pre-

sent ed. to provide a iuicrogravitN or micro-G LI (9.81 x I0"r/ 2 )vi nrat ion pay' load envi-
roniment onl hoard a milli-GEE (9.81 X 10-3 ,1/,

2 ) sýpacecraft. Thle design c-an be adapted
for N ASA space shutttle or Space Stat ion Irecloin missions. TI.e, mount acconiodlates data.

power, and cooling tinibilicals of limiited stiffniess. Actuators are currently implemntoned
itigin piezoelect ni- filini

I. MICROGRAVITY ISOLATION REQUIREMENTS

.%issiri Specialist lionnie Duinbar. onI Mission S-S 32. mevasmirei acceleration levels above 10
niC I'I. ( 9.S1 Y j-1111,/2 ). ,specially' when t ie crewv iniembers tierfOrl'il t readlmill exercise. Fig-
lire I from [11 shows a tYpical viblration time hiistory me'asured in t lie orbiter cabiii. Preventive

act ions. sich as shut tting olffunniecessarY mnotors or restrnetinig crew physical exercise, canl reduce
vibrationi during vibration sensitive experiments, but is imupractical for extended periodls.

('1irrent NAA/ .\specifications consider harmonnic distuirbances onily I v re stringent
requiiiremen t s on the conmhiinedl effects of broad- han GiuI CE -ji t ter (curew motion, con trol thIirust er
firings. ;ound etc.) atid narrowvhatii(ldist urbances (antennfae Motion, rotating niacluinerY, breath-
ring ot c. needh to he dleveloped [21. The single Iammonii- concept pints iipperuomiids on known

muarrowhuand (list iria tices aiil produci's a curve of eiivironimetntal (list iiri-anices as shown ini Fig-

uir 2ai [:ll. "ipu iesireul curve is Figuire 2b. a comibhinuationi of [.1] all( NASA specificatiotis [2]

from [31. Thle two ciirves c learlY empihIiasi ze filie nieed for isolation.

2. MIT SIX AXIS ISOLATION MOUNT

-rhi vib~ration isolation concept inv olves softl~v mountuinug an iiiner box to thle shuttle, so tfliat

vihra i onts of ant outer contaiiner are not t ransmnit ted to t lie( inner box. .A 2 (tin gaip is pro\ idlei

bet svveeu theip tiner box an tiihtle oiiter box, following recomimeneudat ions l)i'v [3]. A\ noon mt travel of

1 c-ill acconuodated before thle iotinmt "hoittonis out" on rubber biunmpers. Thuis is four times

greater t han tlie travel irnuilieul )iY tile t ransnuissiliilitv specil'i-at ion (if Yigure 2. _ I c inuismisoiid

ait 0.01 lfz produces I miiicro-(;LL of acce'lerationu.
[Ieh soft mouints are inmplemnenteid using luiezo-eb'ctric f P'aDF) filmi. Thne film. iii appropriate

shape i-omfiginratiomus. behaves like a soft spring to miechianicall "v isolate tflie inner box froiii the(

outer bonx. Second, ti, fei'dmt deformis when voltage is applied, and can be lispi] as ,nant lictuator.

Active fieietiack conitrnil is used to increase, damping, aniu to further soften the miounit . C'omibinted

'rs-tdat the !ntcrmtionltrii >nimpomisz and (1( bjiiotni{t or] :rtirioc tbintriaot nod Atr,;i'1,r trir;

Alex'santdria. Virginpi a: N overnbm t I t t . 1()9t1. Siibst ant iailiv revised %version of a papert tresiiit It at th ti 1t2nd

Convur-s of the Internation at A stirn auit at Fedleration. Mton treat, [IQ, ('an ad a October 7 t1t. t 'I. This

researti wsvs sitportct Ii- tie NNt tonnel-t tongtas Spat- Si sterns Cn*onpanv with Ii etnicat mrnluiiors Yi, t ( tinng

and I J1 Vto-v

2710 ,ritiot. t'iirrenttv: ioriupagni,e Dassailt. tarll. t ranl,.
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Figure 1: Shuttle middeck vibration time Figure 2: Single harmonic vibration require-
history during STS 32 flight ments by Jones et al

acti~v ando passive act ion lnimits the need for active conttrol: opti lo0op performance of thle mount
is quite goodl. even though it falls, short of the spec ifcat ions in Figure 2.

Actntator~s were mrounted so tha t thiree' transbstions and three rot at ions of the inner box can)
be equl i ly well con trolled. C oupling betweeti thle six degrees of freedo (isi m5inimi h iized to simpliify
control application. Each act uator is paired with an accelerometer. lDecoumpling thle dilvitiamics
enables the entire systeni to he identified on thle ground withI partial tests; otilv'. This reduices
the rocquirement for on-orbit identification. The conttrol systeni cani also be Validated onl thle
grohund( before lauinch.

Froni a survey of proposed microgravity experiments, flow of inforniatioti. power. coolant.
anil vacuutm miust occur between the payload and spacecraft. Utility umbilicals will add stiffness
to t lie, s Nsterm which is fiitdesirable, so that utmbilical stiffness should be miiniiiized in order to
achieve as soft a passive mount as possible. reducing thle tieed for feedback- cotitrol.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The i~.ola tori system has been sized so that thle isolated p~ayloaid fits iiisidle two st andard N ASA
Space Shut tle middeck lockers. W~yle Laboratories [5], has developed thle Utuiversal Small
FExperinmerit Cont airier (VU SEC ) system shown iti Figiire .3. which fit s iiside two space slnititle
mid-deck lockers andl satisfies NAXSA safety- standardls for experimrnetts flowti on thle shvititlte. The
VSH( is proposed sinice niicrogravitv payloads such as cry'vstal growthI or biological experiments
reqlui r( this degree of contitainoment.t The isolatioti systemn is part of thle pay Imad as far as the
integrat ion process is viewed by ýNASA.

[be piezo-film actuators were modelled as a displacement source in series with a spring.
The primary- role of the act uators is to overpower tliet(t nilit ,y ummbilicals amid soften the monnt.
The( payload box is noinimuall ' ,still, so t hat little control effiort is tised to overp~ower payload
inertia. Thei mitility inohilica Is were lumped together am1 giveni a stiffness eqtuivalenit for all axes.
Thuis, the force on the actuator is the umbilical stiffness times the box relative motion. The
derivation of actuator stiffness antI free deflection is dietailedl iti [6]. '[hue acttmators, as configtired
in Figure 1, actuate all six axes. atid each kinenmatically actuates only one degree of tratislation
anil rot at ion. - ear actutators were doubled upt to miaintainu equial cont rol atithorit v in thle X
axis. [lie actuiators were nominally flat to maxitmize pay, load volume. '[le total momnt stiffness
nueasu red was .i N/in per axis. The motunt was designed to hantdle an ti mailiial wi I i 20 N;/ni
stiffness. The design and] fabriczction of tlie( art ulators is detailed in [6].

[he experimient focused on actuator validation, so that a mock-uip of thle locker antI payload
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Figure 3: The Wyle Laboratories USEC Figure 4: Actuators are configured such

containment box satisfies NASA's contain- that two push at each location.

ment specifications for the shuttle middeck.

- - - - - - - - L- - - - - -

Figure 5: Experiment hardware. Figure 6: Placement of coolant umbilical.

was fabricated with representative dlimensions and] properties. lDijring- proof of concu'pt. easY
access to sYstein components was req mired. As shown iii Figure 5. t he froint pali(l was~ (1pe to

pprmnit payload removal. himrinpers prevented daniage to t he actunat ors due to excessivv payload

motion. Actuator at tachmenit locations were providedl on all four longerons. aind at flif, rear
vertical bar. The actuator attachment hardware allowed nom1inal centering of payload. 'rue(
payload rested on an air table withI minimial damnping. to permiti free movenment iii thlie ori/,oiit ii

plane.
Act uator power was su ppdicd by three Kepco BO0P 1000JM high volt age ani phlifers, for wkhich

their maxiitnum ctirrent output of -AO milliamps proved to be barelY sufficient. [Iio he la kers
were Used to excite the s ystem,. one for axial motion, and two at thle side of thle hImker, to ;illo%%
2 translation-s,. and rotation arounrd the vertical axis. The shaker heads were conioieut'u to thle

core of an IN 1) linear position sensor, so t hat t ranismtissibilityv front locke~r mol in) 1o pali~ayl

acceleration could lbe measuired (lirect lv.
Sund(st rand QA- 1-100 accelerometers were mounlt ed on an adjust able pla tformtiha it could

he tilted to remove lie accelerometer's D)C bias bY canicelli ng it withI a comuponent of iraivit 'v.

LooeeuA cotiiputter ribdonm cablel was used for the sensi-or utii hilical. -1tie modeps of Iutip oxpeorinient
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%0hI. it le rilbtiton cable in place were comipa red tot tie dynamics of the payload with accelerome-
ter con ned ions of veryv thbin magnet wire. IT Iilit I ii X. 1ibilicals consistinog of acceleromnet er cabling
and( a siniiilatetl coolant hose. stillicierit for I XW of cooling with less than 50 tlegrees esu
etoip'rat tre tincrease, wevre imitplenmen ted. The system 11) places constrtaints onl thle ii inbilical

Iticat i"tis. since sortie cotiplinig ternms in the stiffness mnatrix canniot be itdentifietd [6]. 'FT(e um-
btilicatl, were attachietd srtirtiet ri callvN about thle payloatd center of mass, as shown in Figure 6
to riltriitiize tnidtenitifietd couiplintg. Each coolant hose was lotoped. so thtat thle hose was niever

st ( retili. The stjifriless was ftotitl( to bte 8.2N/t iteNtirtot.attegiilei ie1

axis.

4. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

164,. ý6 derails an anallytýical mtotdel if the systeml btased ott svsteni geomeit rY.its mnassard inertia
chiari~torist ic's. tk li'tnihilital arid acittiator stilfitnesses. T]his mtttll is valid at low frequelncy
(heltiw abotut 10 liz) where thle control system exercises motst of its altitlorit v.

Mlaiclproplerties. such as mass, inertia. or st ilitess. call be tueastired. or conipriteti from
de t a i1 1vi , enineeovrinItg dIrawxiing1s., IlIowever., s 'vsteii idlent ification of the Jplisical systIer should
piroveu 'tixenietit itiftrnttit 'it suiltable contitrol desig'.it. Thle six axis riotitit cotibl he ident ifieti
onl-olhit. Ilw Se .s'steiti 1) wotltl Ibe t ite cotisititting (Ilie, to low itatirial fret~tionties of the

noii vith rompitilut at total rejitiretvtients far exceelitig t hose for closetd loop Control. Thus. we
ltruip- sIx axis grotinl-hiased s ' stern 11), using thtree sets of thlree axis systemn itdeiitificationi
tests. .A single thlre' axis, test contsists of restring one( side of the inner box onl anl air table
while .ii~tpondinig Htli outer box appropriately. This Settipll)1OWS, two translations antI] one
rtttat iii. arid lertititst lie iderit ificationi of a prtoject ion of the unrest ricted six degree of freedomn
nioii 'i. 'I'lie accuiracy arid tie %alitltv of this st rat egy tdepends st rongly on thle ilecotiplirig of
te lilv(I k-a itts. After tflie thiree 3-axis tests are performnet. tilie ilent ified stiffness matrix, K. is
kitutwit -xcltt for t hose erit ties tlesigned to be small. t hat is. itdenitificationi cannot determine:
hiehitoidi] sptrinug constanits where a t ranslatioin proiltices at torque in thle samep axis or torsional
spring (otoanst ts rout aligitei with oiltin of the geomiet rical axes. Such springs have however becen
elirnintateul bY udesigin. l)etails of thle 3-axis systvni itdent ificationi is deferretl to Appendtix I of

Sittgb'1ctirlt truth t-uutit 1 ,it systern 11) of ft(li thlrer' axis test het was performetd using a Tek-
trurrix 2630ll Vtitrier taral ',t'r, w~hu ilt coroptutvt t ransfer fitinct ions. antI coherence ftunct ions. An
enenrie a vertige of' 15) nt it takes 39 nin 15 sec. A weighitetd least mean squnare algorithml was
tiseil to iletertitit a state, sýace motdtel [6]. Th'le t est was pterformtetd on I tie s ,ysterri equipipedl withI
two rtiblier hioses at taclied ott the Y sides of the titner hrox to sittitilate the cttoling appatratuis.
Vxcell''ttt ;igreuio'nit is out aittei for both Ii agnittit v andI f ie( pliais. 'Ile nresonarnt frequencies
atin ait IL-121 liI antd t. 1l lIf/ for the Y arid X translational moidies (the( turmbilical septarates
lie( frouctent'ivs) antI] at 0.27:1 liz for t ie rotationaitl Z trorle. ( 'orriparirig with aii secoiti test

perfirutiti withttuti ttribilic;il. thef tainhiilical stiffness is, estirtiatftl at 8.2 N'/it. whitch is, within

Motd;tl ilitilting wat hridliuii'tl toi lio botlt 'il V:', andI(' Alsto. t Ii' taritnirtg itiatrix. C,' was
taut alitýItu withl t Ii' stiflfiess inat rix. so that ritittal ilecotiplintg was lint toriipletelv ''fet~tive.
lIn V'itiz'r 7. ft( letratifur funtct ion (itiagitittilde tuitl ' 0 if tlie, decotijlet ltatnt is plottetl. The
idf-uhiag'itntl ejeiteit siiý tf iev trarisfvr fmiictioti miiitrix are stilisiariiallY srmalle'r than t hose onl

lie miunt idiagontal. tiut are mot niegligihle.
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Thetween coll ohatedt sensorse an theaor is that- giiil-ciads in] requifre 1 lie closed loop pflole ot h

duet( to the spread in the stiffness matrix. WVith such a -well-conditioned plant. however. six
localized feedback loops are, still possible, one for each (local) sensor/actunator pair. Ini order to
drive thle fastest miode to t lie requtired frequency. thle Inca izeil schemie will require higiher gains.

To re(luce lie natioral frequency of the s 'ystent, modal mnass miust be increased, or' Modal
stiffness must hie decreased. To improve modal datmping anti1 phase margins. velocit v feed-
back was imoplemen ted. Acceleration feedback was selected for thliis app i ca tion. ovyer pui~it ii [
feedbaick, hecause acceleromtet era were miuch less expensive than gap sensors of comlpa rable
spnsit ivit v. Ga p sensors canl he easily' accornodated in thle cnirrent coot roller franievwork. and
miav lbe impletmented in fitt tre work.

Theli design target wkill he to set t lie closed loop mioial frequeincies _, =0.01 lIz ( r,,ipiirevent
a) or =' 10.05 liz ( requiretentvl Ii). withI datopittg (.1 = I to elimintate overshoot. Iwvr
phase loSVSe fron) digital coot roller ilmoplemnetttlation Ittd atit i-aliasinig Filters will decrea-e closeil
loop dautping'.

['lie, high -pass filter is a two-pole filter withI corner frequeoncy at 0.02 It/. Thev collier fro-
quencv of the high pass filter was selectedl to prevent satuiratiotn of thle attuators (ilime to hiases
antl bias drifts present iii accelerometers attd associated conditioning attiililiers. The filterT (e0-
ann' that modal niass is adlded only in the freqitincy ranage of interest. 'Ie li-paiss filter aid&
phase lead and tntav reduce the, amiount (if damiping providled by the fecdhio k lo0op, espec ially,% if
the Filter freqenctY is, too high. The low-pass filter is a one-pole filter at 0.3 Hlz followed liv a
two-pole filter at 10 Hz. The double pole filter at 10 Hz. reduces high freqiteoncY accelerometer
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Figure 8: t OOP trAnSfer fuinction of Z rota- Figure 9: Open versus closed loop trans-
ti'mode, 0.2726 Hz. with filters missibility of Z rotation mode

""I -'r%-'' ii' in? j ri;;i~iig fdlter. IIn -rd'i to utiaiitit~ii StAliilitv ;I one polle roll off is
iiý0 X ( lo % IT Wit "TM11,1 ii¶llie li;soIil to pilverit itiItibilitijje. The corlier frqeine~cv of

1 ;ir, lixv ýi m'Ii~t effect or, the (-lost,( loop) ilviuITins silice their corner frequeoncies
?i' II ij~iit Or fit lu (loit'se of litie systepi. lie it closed or iopen lool). 'Ilie high-pas's

-'VI'? Ii''' pihi'e '' mtroidued li v the i~itvi''rator anid will therefore, reduco the, aniount
'kipniri- 1 Ih ternll. fHowever. thle 113 Ilz low-piass filter adds; sonec phase laig and

Ili tie ''al. Th'le choice if thle 11i, arnd C, riinst thlerefore lie iterated
ii .. - i-iIT\i~IIITmI~iix is reoiclii'. Thel( closeid loop) frequencies and dihonping' will lie

I 'ii Irn Ieo p v' l-ioii ju lasro otil v on thli seconid oscillator mioilel for tb lie oies. The
<I U lu ~-,T) i, I to (.t tIIvm'toides aIt 11.01 Ilz wit Ii as riiiichi ialaipinig as thet xvashli-ot

1I-tI ;1,i'Ti ion feedliack Egail. nIII(. and t lie velocit Ivfeeillncl gain '1 1.chSVen
;I,. VT'I \r~im.llition iiile 11d,.1 'ý07 liz. iii, -1. c., = 1: Y T1ranslat ion MIode,

1 ~ -2 ;11,, 2 t., c -2 Z litotiiirin Moile. 0.2726i liz. mi Ill M. r, =10. 'I'he noinirjal

I'' / ruT t, i.W( 1[/I,. 10,/, datopilig'.
ý-p ii i -f1i' [,in it TI.tlie, pred ctei cliuseil tool1) \XePsii5 open tool) t raisiiiissiliilit 'v arid

'' 1jt' iit;1(( ii Ii so(Arl il c iT ý 1),) iitei fortI lie, st iffer Z, riitation miode in Vigiir-e -- 9
I ~ ~ ~ i ;i- T,, 11e 1" of all t liP' ii llo fý

G 'I OSE 1,001'OI 3 AXIS GROUND EXPERIMEFNT

liii i-i !uni~ ii 'I' i T ig t hi- iior niiis T ;ii;] iti.;ihiasittg. ['lie comirid iiiTipilici~t was

1: 1 1'10' 1) r~~i-t I )w i, on nI l ailitorit nIim %k;ýi< Iileip lemoitefI i ii NI icrosoft Qii iik a ltilt raln
"cI l' I 0 'hi'I [IT lilt 'I \\;I."Te l iel i ic (iltur' toi its very low t11iie i-oiis aimii . ['lie

___ cii Iix i u~1"I"- ?ift, 11 inlui le~u'vi'c lWl-ý2 D/! .\ nt liii. [Hit D/ .\ oilu~i ot

11+r,!i-- iiwi -ii-''- -,o-rdl',d 'itiiililt ;iIu''iiiisl for -h0 s'iiril-~ d'v\'lupi'u ifter

kk,,,~~~__ _____wi (Ii,'Irm n c o , ti, I1 T )) ý iI~
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Figure 10: Open loop acceleration transient Figure 11: Closed loop acceleration tran-
sient

m odlts of t he svst em are excited and 0 (am ping, le~vel. are small. ' gim rI I li thre l
acce lero in t r time traces recorle red si iult anti l eo v for - I0 socori (s xwith con s(tltrol. T'e
impuilsive- disturbance was appilied to a corner of thle inner box desigined to Ito excite all throe
modes. The time period of thecoscillation is close to 25 secoli os. or 0.0-I 1z. lit' mo22)1 is2 a sit
more 51 rcmgl 'v damped.

Ex p'rimiental transmissibility curves were a&ýo obi aitied. .\ jjjjltli li kir ws (,ell to 'cl
all three modles, Z rotation. X andI Y translatiotis. S'ltako'r motion %%as ttteaiirod hv a 1Al~ 1) 'is-
placement sensor. The transmissibility. or the t rans~fer functioni bet weel acc-'tli'roltio'tr 32311p2(1

and l.\)'l oitputit was obtained using thie T'extrookX Fourier Tiiiv'r rainsfer 1,11t1(1ol 22(2

are A\ccelerormeter Volt / LVI)T Volt. Trhe 1WC gain is ti01 equial Ito I ;is prviclt 21) ' v I It� aiil.21% -

teal tiodel. Figuire 12 compares the opeii an(l closed loop t ransniissýihilit 'v for aci2'lvrI1iiv(2Ie ~;lE.
Nott' thlat the open loop natural frequencies have shiifte'd duo to thle ino1hilicalI st o'tchtiio' over
time, I hevreb ' in~creasinig stiffness. Datmping has grea;tly% inicreased . mi iltk'(125 I he221)odI - alnI jiral

frequeijoi Y has dlecreased. Thie tmaximumn atteniiat Ion seetlin t the I ratsmi.ssdbt vl. is ob-T'ri \,d at

0.311lz ont Figure 12 where thle altteniation is grei'tt t hain 36 d~l. ()I- redlicd b.% a factor ilf 70.

7. SUMMARY

''It(e six axis riicrogravit ,v isolatioti iioiint prototvlle developed at MIT' is a lrarictcal oiti(00
to isokifqt hgVibration setisitiye payloads on board toilliGUAiC spacecraft stcli as tIli' NASA space
shuit llt or space stat ion, 'I ho isolatioti systoil can b2e visujali/.ed as two boxes. The2 innt'c !),)x.

containitng the payload, is inomitrtd to an oiit(r box thle v'olumei( of Itli NA.SA\ Sliaci S11l1ttie

midileck loickers. lThe titter biox is attaiched to the2 ouiter box via several soft piriii,-S 111aill of
piezo-t'ltctric filiti atnd soft l1 lity v itbi licals. Thei passive niechlatical isolat (ion is 1141 ll'i 'illiat(2t'

activelY uising the piezo--film act iators. The payload hias provision for cooling. dat tiitk aid.(
power t hroui g iinmibi i cals oif limit ed stiffness.
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SHAKER #2 TO ACCELEROMETER #3 TRANSMISSIBILITY
-00

OPEN LOOP

CLOSED LOOP

Figure 12: Comparison of experimental closed ioop and open loop transmissibility between shaker
no. 2 and accelerometer no. 3

fiaimvi;i thlroe axis tests is sufficient to ident i f thle six axis systern. andl provides enoiiigli
ii forwifion ( for coniirol s ,vsl eii de(sign. The inertia anid st ifitiess inatrix are noininally diagonal

arid thle l(,-al ion of thli sensors arid] actuators makes miodal control tie natural approach. Actlive
dampinplg, anid mass are added to each mode via velocity arid acceleration fevedhack. respectively.
ýiilih th a t Iie conipenisa tor is essen ti aIlly a lag coimpi ensa tor. Thle con trol philosophy Iias been

%aid~ liy thle test perforinei onl the .3 axis idenlificatioti testhed.
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The dial-a-strut controller for structural damping

13. J1. Lurrie. S. AN'. Sirlin. J1. F. O'Brieni. J. L. Farisori

JOt Propulsion Laboratory. California Institnte of Tocliiiolog -. P ad a.(A911011

.AB3STRA.CT7: Th'lis pape'r pre~sents (exipritietlt;i1 111(1 (c)ipi)tc(' Sitiitiibtioti rcsutli>
on1 tit( aIpplicationl of a br1iilge, feedback Dial-a-Strut Cuititrl'0ler iiilou ;Ii a)PX

electrnc ac memteiber of at truss, struictire. It explains why t li ('011T Ii o la1w
iisetisýitivc to tile setting of control panraniicte's tool to phiirt 1)niarimeter \rait-

;at1(l wvhy SIS() and MINl() systetils biuilt -with the(Se, cuititrullers alre stalba' i!l'l

ti i ui st.

1. IN\TqoIDUC'TION\

P i c (01(1't ic ac*t ivye mi mu lers wvi thi iid fccdbla ck ID i l - Struit t (')111n ulcrý liwoa

)i'iL 'Ii itcessfi iily en9 iii yed for st riwte iral dahmnping enl Itllnuci trien t oif a vaii tI of lI~ M )I
stutres ( Client anid Liirnie 1 S9.1990. Lawrence 1990. Fanlsoni 1990)~. Thecotler

Were ti lush ill thri ee Si mnple St(ýs

1. The structure driving point impedance facing the mctive strut was deteritiiriied.
It (-i'i lli heri (tli\' cailcutlationi or' expeiittiiettttihlv using the siti~ltso ill i lii' active
mnetnihr.

2. Tlhvu dlesired active jiletibhe inijuedance was calculated. 1)* sniloothingr Ow I I I toctuitlf
(Irivinrig poitit ittiji(lauii'i'. Thlisý (lesiresi inliiie(latii'e is thenl ;Irxratd1
fillnctioti of tile( fottii lC. :.l ./'(., ).

3. Th~e de~iney ;ictii'e mciirItle impcdalo(ir'ce was impijlemetiediiu ho fivisln, ic ak to rha'
Jpie/ahliltui'tt the j~nl' frnuit the icollocatedl force ;11id veloc-ity-N ena'ii tie

hirop-r- ratio. This raitio Is adljusted( vi'li dIals oil thi(' i'onttuuli'l's fronIt 111ir't
(10in1161iC tHe vaiis(f lxii Capacitor's Muidi it tesi'tii.

()ir experienic i' that with the albove pisucedihie. the iconrt rodl l luruuu '('t

tirui- ar.e rwut critical, and corittoller adillusttiefI~t ;)r1(h test t;)k(e rio longerc thanIl aIcll
'f hlolr-s ntiist freipjlvlterth - ecs hiati aI half art hlolur . 11i f;iu the ihes dciu'l 1r ( ati l it-)p

reulutri tutrie~d olit to be so slinuplo that inl rloot cnses we left ouit a1 1it ;it ,I* a-ait
ýT V 11;1 ý -T~ll(l!V '-)T~ i ( -, I 11 i~ u l-1j1c '1[ 11 1
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fdllowivig report, we make uip for the previous omissions by comparing the experilnen-
ral resullts w.ith the performnance of Pro-Matlab models. and discuss the robulstn~ess
is'lits.

2ROBUSTNESS OF IMIPEDANCE MATCHING METHOD FOR VIBRATIO-N
ENERGY DISSIPATION

Thie iillpedlance matching method of introducing structural damiping is aimed at
l1i;1xiiiiizI'ing the vilbrationl energy dlissipated in the active member. The effect of iriatchi-
till call he seen in ain analog electrical circuit Figure 1. Given the source impedance

T?= S +t jXS (the impedance of the structure facing the active member), the
power dissi1pated inl the load (in the active member) is maxinmizedi when the loadl

ipdieeZ 1L = ilL ± j XL is the complex conjugate of the source impedance. This
poe I'l - E 2 /4RS where E stands for the for the electromotive force (which is the
eqiiivailent of the free velocity difference of the structure at the port if tile mechanical

ini iidiuixce is dehuled as velocity/force).

RS JXS

jXL I::]t i

Figuire 1. General electrical circuit. Figure 2. Power (dissipated inl the load.

Whleni the load impedance deviates from the optimum, the performiance deteri-
(mat ', gracefully. In particular, when XS + XL K< RS + ilL, the p~ower dlissipated

heý tli do depends oni ilL as shown in Figuire 2. For example, it requires j 927ý'
-18/ (aI factor of 1.9?) in load resistance deviation from the optimal to reduce the(

lis..ipatel lpiw('r lv 1074. On the other hand, when 1RS = ilL. prese'nce of the reactive

CWuporicolt of the contour Imp~edance uip to ilL reduces the energy dlissipation by less
than 204ý'. which is often quite, accep)table for vibration redluction. Thums the accumracy
to calýciilate and implement ZL need not be better than 30%. This allows for control
de~sign without prec'se knowledge of the structure and results lin insensitivity of the
pfrt-oriiaimce to plant parameter variations and controll law parameter settings.

When thle active nicnilber iniitates aI passive system (i.e. ZL is positive real). thle
r-ciiuremenet for the Mi aginarv comnponenxt of the contour impediance not to exceedl the

T,1. TmIlpoln O ('iiof the acti*ve, Incettber imipedanice cannot be satisfied over an arbit rarily
wifrejuen1cv hand. The big9ger JXSI. the smialler is the b~andwidhth over which it c-all

hc aleqiatelv com~pensaited by I XLI. This bandwidth (-all be' calcuflated with Bode
iBode 1945, Ulric 19s6).

Alt I i'''.i tie dcsenibcol mnilogy may not -Veem appliCalble to lightly dhinmja'l sti-uc-
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tures whose driving point impedances are nearly imaginary, the analogy is still valid
when we use the notion of the structure's wave impedance, which can be viewed as
the source impedance (Lurie 1990). When this impedance is matched by the load
impedance, the structure is completely damped. Nonuniform structures can be ap-
proximated by uniform structures over finite frequency bands (Lurie 1990).

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DESIRED ACTIVE MEMBER'S IMPEDANCE

Blackman's formula expresses the input impedance of a feedback system as

z oT(0) + 1
T(oo)+i' (1)

given as a function of the system impedance without the feedback Z0 , the return
ratio (loop transfer function) T(O) in the case of the active member clamped (force
feedback), and the return ratio T(oc) measured when the active member is free to
expand (velocity feedback). When the both the force and velocity feedback are large
(the case of large bridge feedback), the l's in (1) can be neglected so that

T(O)Z Z - (2)
T(oc)"

At lower frequencies where the feedback is large, the active member's impedance imi-
tates that of a passive mechanical system and, therefore, a structure incorporating any
number of the controllers remains passive and poses no instability danger. At higher
frequencies, however, where the feedback reduces, the the angle of (1) might exceed
±90 (leg which will indicate that this function is not positive real and, therefore, there
exists a passive load (and. particularly, a conservative load) which will cause oscillation
(Lurie 1962).

4. STABILITY ISSUES

Figure 3 shows a feedback system with collocated force and velocity loops. In
experiments, the velocity signal was obtained from an eddy current sensor whose
displacement reading was processed in an analog link of the formn I.-,"(s. + p) to ap-
proximate the velocity over a bandwidth of up to 500Hz.

C(s) Amplifier Actuator Plant

Sensor.;

"t'1 ?'f

Fitiire 3 Dial-a-Strut system block diagram.
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Without the feedback, the active member impedance (as the ratio of velocity over
force) is Z = .s/ka where ka is the stiffness coefficient of the piezoelement. so that the
impedance phase angle is 90 (leg.

With the chosen compensator transfer function (Chen et al 1990)

1 7 G'j sC=K. (•-±0+ 1+c RC~j s),•

(where K, is an appropriate constant gain), setting the gain coefficients in the force and

velocity loops (based upon the experiments described below). the transfer functions
for the force and velocity loops are

T(0) = kaA(.0C(.,).

T( • ) = -0d11A(.';)Q(.;)CGq).

which are plotted in Fig- re 4. The phase difference arg( T(0) + 1)-arg(T({ c)+ 1). and
the impedance phase ai.gles arg(Z) and arg(ZO) are plotted in Figure 5. Note that
Iarg( Z ) < 90 deg over 4 ý., entire frequency range. Since the iinpedance is positive real.
the systemn is stable witt, ;1Ny other additional positive real (lements added. Therefore
including such active in i,,bers into the structure will not create a danger of oscillation.
and will only help imple rinentation of any global structural control (for example optical
Iarthlength control for a', interferometer). If however, the gain ii, the Dial-a-Strut loops
is set too high. these c' ,iditions will not be preserved, and stability not guaranteed.
Based on the, siniulatio, the gain increase necessary is a factor of 779.

TIC) T(, PI-n d 7 7.0. T R..

- T• ) -- _
20

20 4. ee)
o, /

T(020

in- io - 0 in I 1J io, lo.

FiLu'. , 1. Th" rthuri rti, T. Figur, 5. The' inipcdaice' pl•ia n iglgc.

5. THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Two pie(oc'lectric active an imi},wrs replaced two adjace'nit ]ongiigri ,le'ments in
the base of thle .1PL Phase B structure ((ONeal et al 1991). The sensor miii'asurmim

i-'rfrim~ice was ;n ;ac'leremi'r,,r in the direction of muotion of th, (helV liiTa (iiotiolm
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in this dlirectioni will cause changes in opitical p)athlength). The first three resonances
of the structure were thle targeted modes for this experiment. The performance metric
for thme experiment is the transfer function from a force input due to a shaker (-about
hialfw.ay upl thme structure) to the accelerometer.

6. COMPUTER SIMULATION

The above svstern was modleled in Pro-Matlab. with analytical models of thle
Dial-a-Strut conltroller, ainplififer. and1 piezoelectric transducer. In addition, experi-

eniltally determined open 1001) transfer functions were used to p~redlict the closed loop
pe(rformaince. Shown in Figure 6 is thle transfer function from shaker to accelerometer
for the open loop case, andl the case with two Dial-a-Strut. Both the predlictedl and
the measured closed loop responise aite shown. All experimental data in the later plot
hilve( been smioothed.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Examining Figure 6. it is seen that the experimental results show a reduction in
thea niiilitiide of thle first and third modes of 0.3 and 0.61 respectively, and elimination
of the second miode comp~letely. Thle computer simulation matches the third mode
resu lts, butt misses thle eliininat ioni of the second miodl andl the broadenimig of thme first.
The' discrepaincy between the experiment amid the comipulter siniumlat ions are less than
53db excep)t at li w frequency (less thani 3 Hz). In this region the experimental dlata itself
is only g~ood to 10) (lb. The exact souirce of tie discrepancy has,- not been dleterminedl
vet, hut may be due to chianiges in thme b~ehavior of the amplifier tinder load.

io - -- --- -

Ep.~ P@J

2 4 6 9 10 12 14

24 00 Q I fto 0eqn ii7

Figuire 6. Experimecntal and( pre dicted closed loop per formanice, t'wo Dial-a-St rut.

*S. CIONCILUSIONS

Tim'' re-flt', of t~m 1wNJreioinen t
, at'r' In goO0(1 ;IreeumCTI'Ilt %-0 11 cotllmltcr siliiil ()1
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Therefore, in the future work, it is sufficient to obtain the data either way, depending
on which is more convenient for particular plants.

The bridge feedback controller proved to be simple, robust, and efficient. A MIMO
control system including several properly designed Dial-a-Strut controllers remains
stable due to the positive real nature of the Dial-a-Strut impedance. The resulting
Dial-a-Strut system can be used to complement a global controller (Neat et al).
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Concept verification of an electro-rheological torsional steering system damper

James R. Salois

General Motors Corporation Saginaw Division

ABSTRACT: This report investigates the use of an
electro-rheological torsional damper in the steering system
of an automobile. This damper would be attached to the lower
steering shaft of the steering column and optimize the
turning efforts perceived by the driver at all speeds.

1. INTRODUCTION

The steering system in an automobile provides directional control for

the vehicle. It accomplishes this task by:

1) Providing a kinematic relationship between the steering wheel

(hand wheel) and vehicular direction.

2) Controlled compliance between the components in the system.

3) Energy absorption from road inputs.

4) In the case of a power steering system, a boost mechanism.

In addition to the items above the steering system also provides a force

feedback mechanism to the driver.

The major components in this system are shown in Figure I and interact

in the following manner. The steering wheel provides an initial input

to the system to alter the vehicular direction. This input is

transmitted through the steering columns steering shaft through a

linkage referred to as an intermediate shaft into the steering gear. The

main function of the steering gear is to convert the rotary motion of

the steering shaft into the lateral motion required to turn the

vehicles' wheels. This lateral motion is transmitted through the tie

rods which are attached to the steering arms. The steering arms provide

a lever arm pivot perpendicular to the wheel. Thus they receive the

192 l10P Puhhlhingtd
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lateral motion from the steering gear and convert it back to a

rotational motion that ultimately turns the wheels.

In a typical turning maneuver, the rotational input from the driver is

converted to the lateral motion required to turn the wheels. Upon

completion of the turn, the aligning forces between the tires and the

road tend to realign the vehicle to a straight ahead position.

However, as the realigning forces

work their way back through the
STEERINGO "1EEL

steering system they get anTVF

additional boost from the rotational

inertia generated from the steering ..... ..

wheel returning toward center. This

tends to produce a very small

oscillation from the straight-ahead TO

position. This small oscillation, STEERN ARMS

although not performance related,

may affect driver pleasability.

To minimize the effect of the rotational inertia of the steering wheel,

the efficiency of the steering gear is slightly reduced. This corrects

the small oscillations felt by the driver during higher speed maneuvers

but, by reducing the overall efficiency of the steering system,

adversely affects turning efforts at slower speeds.

During a slow speed maneuver, the driver must exert more effort to

compensate for the reduced steering system efficiency. Herein lies the

difficulty of tuning the steering system for low effort turning at low

speeds yet minimizing oscillations from higher speed maneuvers.

Current technological devices such as viscous dampers and coulomb

dampers do not produce the desired effect on the steering system.

Viscous dampers, which depend largely on velocity, are ineffective at

controlling the small, low velocity oscillations produced at the

completion of a higher speed turn. They also negatively affect parking

maneuvers when the steering wheel is typically turned at a higher rate

of speed.
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Coulomb dampers, which produce the desired effects on the higher speed

turns, adversely affect parking maneuvers as they provide a near

constant torque on the steering shaft requiring the driver to overcome

this additional effort.

The device concepted here provides the variable damping required to

optimize turning efforts at all speeds.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental hardware used to obtain the experimental results is

shown in the accompanying schematic diagram. Figure 2. The components

were designed to duplicate typical steering system values except for the

added damping due to the friction in the bearings, damper seals, and the

electrical slip ring contact.

The damper consists of a two piece aluminum outer housing (stator)

rigidly attached to the electrically isolated support structure and an

aluminum rotating disk (rotor) attached to the drive shaft. Each half

of the housing contains a seal that insulates the drive shaft from the
housing and also prevents the fluid from leaking out of the damper. The

rotating disk is rigidly attached to the drive shaft and centered

between the two halves of the housing with the clearance fixed at 1.5

millimeters.

The damping results from the

shearing of the electro-rheological

fluid between the rotating disk and

the stationary housing. The fluid

used in all of the tests was a

mixture consisting of 35% corn

starch and 65% silicone oil.

A nylon pendulum was constructed to simulate the rotational inertia

generated by tne steering wheel and connected to the drive shaft near

the damper.

The drive shaft was constructed as a three piece aluminum assembly. The
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largest section was a 25.4 mm diameter rod which allowed for the

mounting of the rotor and pendulum. A smaller 6.35 mm diameter section

acted as a torsional spring. The final section of the shaft was a 12.5

mm diameter shaft that served as a contact ring. The shaft was

supported at both of the larger ends by bearings in the electrically

isolated support structure.

The electrical path required to activate the fluid consisted of a slip

ring contact connected to the shaft which provided the voltage through

the drive shaft to the rotor. The stator of the damper provided the

return path to complete the circuit.

2.1 Testing

Two different types of tests were conducted on the damper assembly. The

first was a dynamic test. This test consisted of applying an

oscillatory input to the drive shaft and recording the resulting

oscillations of the pendulum with various voltage increments applied to

the damper.

The oscillatory input was produced through a frequency generator which

was programmed to produce a sine wave of 9.5 Hz. This was then used as

an input to a Bruel and Kjaer oscillator which was connected to the

drive shaft through a linkage. The resulting pendulum oscillations were

recorded with a Bruel and Kjaer laser motion detector and recorded on a

Sruel & Kjaer frequency analyzer.

The procedure used to conduct this portion of the experiment consisted

of applying the oscillatory input to the damper assembly, applying the

appropriate voltage and recording the results. The voltages were

applied at 400 volt increments with the voltage turned off, and the

system allowed to return to its natural oscillatory response in between

applications. The results of this portion of the experiment are shown

in Figure 3.

The second test performed on the damper assembly was to measure the free

response of the system. This portion of the experiment consisted of

raising the pendulum 90 degrees, releasing the pendulum and recording
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the subsequent oscillations. The angular response of the pendulum was

measured by a rotational resistive element sensor attached to the drive

shaft. This sensor uses a voltage irput across a resistive element and

outputs a voltage measured through the resistive element. The voltage

change recorded by the sensor was used as the input to a Bruel & Kjaer

frequency analyzer which recorded the oscillations.

The appropriate voltages were applied in 400 volt increments when the

pendulum was raised to 90 degrees with the resulting system response

shown in Figure 4.

DEFLECTION VS VOLTAGE APPLIED DEFLECTION VS VOLTAGE APPUED
(FORCED RESPONSE) . . .,(UN-FORCED RESPONSE) - -

E / I .

TIME (SEC) TM SC

3. DISCUSSION

In the first portion of the experiment, the dynamic response, the system

illustrated a high degree of damping was obtainable with this

configuration. With as little as 400 volts applied the response began

to show the damping imparted to the system. The higher voltages applied

continued to illustrate the increaoýd damping until 2800 volts where the

damper absorbed the total input to the system. At this point the
testing was suspended because there were no more oscillations to record.

In the second portion of the experiment the free response of the system

displayed a very underdamped response. This was expected since the only

means of damping consisted of the friction of the bearings, seals, and

electrical slip ring contact. The electro-rheological fluid in the

damper also supplied a small amount of damping in the non-excited state

but this was very small due to the low viscosity silicone oil that

compromised the bulk of the fluid. The free response of the pendulum
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with the application of 400 volts began to illustrate the damping

effect. The peak oscillation and number of oscillations steadily

decreased with the higher voltages until 2400 volts were applied and the

test suspended. At this point the system showed the response curve of a

slightly underdamped system. Using the method of logrithmic decrement

this correlated to a fourfold increase in the damping factor of the

system.

.. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The preliminary results illustrated above serves as a positive indicator

that an electro-rheological damper could be successful'y implemented

into a steering system. The values recorded through the testing are

appropriate for typical steering system damping requirements.

The damper used in this development was constructed of the simplest

desiyn and could be modified to provide greater damping at much lower

voltages. Some suggested modifications that could be made include the

basic modifications that also work on conventional viscous dampers.

Increased shearing surface area and added roughness to both the stator

and rotor will increase the damping produceu. ',lrther improvements may

also Le realized through the use of more sophisticated fluids.

A damper utilizing an electro-rheological fluid could be effectively

implemented using only the vehicles speed as the controlling input to

the voltage applied to the fluid. Thus, the voltage into the fluid

could be increased linearly with the vehicles speed producing the

desired turning efforts.

[his does not imply that the spred would be the only input to the

system. The almost instantaneous response of the electro-rheological

fluid in the damper also serves itself well for use with a feedback

algorithim that could dampen the steering during any turning maneuver.

For example, when a turn has been executed a very predictable return of

the steering wheel to center could be achieved by monitoring the

vehicles speed, degree of turn just performed and adjusting the voltage

to the damper corcsoondingly.
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A 13STFR,.%CT
A.n innovative class ot smart materials and stric tUres neorporat inc embehleder hnbrid multile

a~imawo Picm*sc wo .hich capitalize (on the diverse streneths of both electro-rheoloitieal (FR) fluids and
piec 'electricý materials. and operate in conliunction wvith fiber oiptic, and 'or conventional sensile s, stcrus is

[,o'posed herein for the active continuum vibration control of structural and mechanical s %sterni. 13 u
udiion seectonthe smart-materials designer can synthesize numerous classes of hybrid actuation s.\ stenoj

trom a varietN of actuator sy stems to satisfy a hroad range of performance specitications that caiinot be
,atiisjd Ký deployinge a sinelel class of actuator systems alone. This work is focused on tailorine2 the

elist(ods% narnic characteristics iof beam and plate-like structures, and a variety iif mechanical systems, in real
miue. theretore, the hybridization of ER fluids and piezoelectric actuatior systems is proposed. This
hi\ brid dizt ion ph i soph',' enables vibration -tailiorin, capabilIi ties to be accompl ished in real-tinie wkith minimnal

,erie re consumiption and high reliability due to the inherent characteristics oif ER fluids and piczoielectri

miaterials.

1, INTlROD(UCTION
The insatiable demand in the internatiional marketplace for high-performance st ructuiral and

meechanical svtems for the aerospace, defense, and advanced nmanufacturing industries has triggered thec
cs out~itin of advaniced ciimposite materials I 1. These diverse hig2h -performance applications have mandated

that desieners tailor both the materials and the material microstructural characteristics in order to ensUre
o.ptimual performance of mechanical and structural systems. Designers have responded to these challenges

bs. developing iiptimal decsig-n methiodologies for a broad class of ciomposite materials. Typicall. . these
miethodolo 'ies hais been employed tii oiptimally select the individual coinstitucnts, their miicroniechianical

characteristic~s and the spatial distribution of these constituents in iirder to sy tithesize a v iable structure or
subsNstem with 

0 ie desired mass, stiffness, and damping prioperties, for example 12-41. However. ttecsc

optimization strategete fur traditiiinai advanced composite materials yield an optimal design "shicli is passive

in nature.
The almost instantaneous i,. ionse-time of the ER fluids, and piezoelectric materials, atid the

inherent ability of these materials to interface Ajith siilid-state electronics and miidern contriol ssstems

pro% ides dt-sieners. for the first-time, with a unique capability iio synthesize ultra-advanced smart composite

structures who~se continuum elastodynamic response characteristics can be actively controlled in real-time.

currently at Korea Institute oif Machinery and Metals

currtenils at I- !J Motor Company, Plastic and Trim Products Div isiiin

V~i ItWiP~~T~
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Small and moderate changes in the geometrical charactenstics can be accomplished in real-time by employing
piezoelectric materials in order to substantially impiove the performance of structures, for example.

Some of the recent devwlopments in these aspects of smart materials are presented in [5-15]. The
principal research activities presented in this paper on an innovative class of smart materials and structures
are mainly focused on electro-rheological fluids, piezoelectric materials and fiber optic sensors. Various
methodologies for synthesizing smart structures are based on integrating these smart actuator materials in a
structural context to create a smart structure which is capable of changing its characteristics in a controlled
manner. All of these methodologies have distinct strengths and weaknesses and distinct domains of
applicability. It is expected that ultimately these various technologies will need to be integrated in a coherent
manner in order to develop smart structural systems that would meet the diverse stringent high-performance
requirements of future systems.

This paper is focused on the development of a new generation of self-adapting mechanical and
structural systems featuring multifunctional smart actuation and sensing capabilities. It is anticipated that
the hybridization philosophy proposed herein for vibration-tailoring capabilities will result in a viable
comprehensive knowledge-base, which will catalyze the evolution of a new generation of truly autonomous
smart materials and structures. This knowledge-base will be crucial in exploiting the unique capability of
smart materials to interface with modem solid-state electronics by the successful incorporation of intelligent
sensor tec:hnologies and modem control strategies.

2. SMART MATERIAL AND STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Smart materials and structures are innovative class of materials and structures which have self-

inspection and inherent adaptive capabilities. Typically, the ingredients of a smart structure are a host
structural material, a network of sensors, a network ( actuators, microprocessor-based computational
capabilities, and real-time control capabilities. Furthermore, these smart structures must demonstrate the
following characteristics:
(i) The ability to respond almost instantaneously to changes in external stimuli
(it) They must feature an inherent ability to interface with modem microprocessors and solid-state electronics
(lit) They should possess the inherent ability to integrate modem control systems.

In this novel class of materials and structures, the network of actuators provides the muscles to make
things happen; the network of sensors provides the nervous system to monitor and communicate the external
,timuli; the stru, tural material provides the skeleton; and the rticroprocessor-based computational capabilities
provide the brains which process the data provided by the nervous system prior to ensuring the optimal
performance of the overall system. Smart materials and structures exploit the muscular characteristics offered
by electro-rheological fluids, and piezoelectric materials, for example.

Some of the most promising dynamically-tunable actuator technologies are electro-rheological fluids,
and piezoelectric materials. These actuator systems have diverse characteristics, with distinct advantages and
disadvantages. Electro-rheological fluids enable the stiffness and damping characteristics and hence the
natural frequencies of a smart structure to be dramatically changed in milliseconds by actively changing the
electrical field imposed on the ER fluid domains. Piezoelectric actuators permit controlled voltages to
generate axial forces or bending n-,nments on i ýt',turc depending upon their telectrical configuration which
permit the structure to develop n,,,erate changes in geometry.

Hybrid smart material and structural systems feature embedded hybrid multi-functional actuation
s,,tems which capitalize on the diverse strengths of electro-rheological fluids, piezoelectric materials, and
which operate in conjunction with fiber optic sensing systems. This paper presents experimental
insestigations \ hich clearly demonstrate, the ability to dramatically change the vibrational characteristics of
mechanical systems fabricated in smart composites featuring ER fluids, piezoelectric materials, by controlling
the external stimuli impotsed upon them. This work has provided tools for the design of a variety of
prototype laboratory platforms including robotic systems, linkage mechanisms.

3. SMART STRUCTURES FEATURING ER FLUIDS AND PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS:
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In this section a summary of experimental investigations on smart structures incorporating ER fluids
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and piezoelectric actuator systems is proposed in conjuction with fiber optic and/or conventional sensing
systems. Experimental results on characterizing the constitutive characteristics of hydrous and anhydrous
electrorheological fluids were obtained by employing a Rheometrics RMS 800 mechanical spectrometer which
had been upgraded with a high-voltage attachment which could impose a potential difference of 5000 volts
across the double-walled couette test fixture containing the ER fluid sample under examination retrofitted
in order to impose a variety of electrical fields on ER fluid specimens.

Typical result from this investigation is presented in Figure 1. Figure I shows the log-log graphical
presentation of experimentally determined stress versus shear rate characteristics measured at different
voltages for a hydrous ER fluid comprising of 45 percent corn starch and 55 percent silicon oil by weight.
The Bingham-body model, featuring a linear relationship between the shear rate and the shear stress is clearly
demonstrated in this figure. Furthermore, the increase in the static stress as a function of increasing voltage
is also evident from this figure.

The investigations on characterizing ER fluids and piezoelectric materials were instrumental in the
development of smart structural systems featuring composite and monolithic materials with embedded ER
fluids and surface bonded piezoelectric actuator elements. Subsequently experimental investigations on the
free and forced vibration characteristics of beams and plates featuring ER fluids and piezoelectric materials
were undertaken. Figures 2 through 6 present some of the results obtained from these experimental
investigations.

In Figure 2 a set of experimental results is presented for a smart beam with an embedded ER fluid
actuator subjected to a number of discrete voltages with field intensities varying from 0 kV/mm of fluid
thickness to 2.09 kV/mm. This data emphasizes and illustrates the ability to tailor the dynamic behavior of
this class of smart structural materials by controlling the natural frequencies and energy-dissipation
characteristics. Figures 3 and 4 show the transient responses of a smart beam featuring piezoelectric
actuator with zero voltage and finite voltage, respectively. Figures 6 and 7 show the results obtained from
a composite plate with embedded ER fluids.

Figure 5 shows the response of the plate under forced excitation at its first natural frequency
(15.5Hz) with the ER fluid activated at different voltages. It is evident from the figure that the amplitude
of the vibration is a function of the applied voltage. At 2kV/mm the amplitude of the vibration becomes
almost equal to the amplitude of the excitation imparted by the shaker with the resonating response becoming
almost negligible.

Figure 6 shows the frequency response of the same ER plate with and without ER fluid activation
in the frequency range O-IOOHz. It is again clear from the figure that with the application of electric field
(2kV/mm), the stiffness characteristics of the plate can be drastically changed. It can be observed that the
natural frequencies of the plate in these two cases are totally different from one another clearly demonstrating
their dependence on the applied electric field.

Control strategies and methodologies have also been developed to actively control the elastodynamic
response of these structures in an autonomous manner. Fiber-optic and/or conventional sensors have been
employed in implementing these control strategies. Investigations have also been undertaken to control the
elastodynamic response characteristics of structural systems which exhibit a chaotic behavior. Typical
waterfall plots from these investigations are shown in Figure 7, which pre,,,ents a time-frequency amplitude
plot of the encastre beam demonstrating how a chaotic regime ensues when the initial voltage state of I kV
imposed upon the beam is subsequently reduced to 0 kV. It is evident from the experimental data that upon
removing the electrical potential from the ER fluid domain, the somewhat deterministic response is
overwhelmed by a chaotic regime with no distinct repetition characteristics. This somewhat preliminary
study clearly suggests that the chaotic behavior of certain classes of structures deployed in engineering
practice could conceivably be alleviated by fabricating these structures in smart materials.

The above work on developing smart materials featuring ER fluids and piezoelectric materials has
been extended to the development of ,mart mechanisms and also robotic systems. The objective of these
investigations was to actively control the elastodynamic response of these complex mechanical members.
Figure 8 shows typical results of investigations focused on the control of a single-link robotic system
featuring an embedded ER fluid. This figure presents the measured step responses to a commanded step
angular position of 7.2 degrees with the compensator zero Z, =-2. Feedback gains ot Kp =0.5 and K, =0.25
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were employed. The external input voltage of 2.0 kV/mm and 0 kV/mrn were continuously imposed on the
ER fluid domain throughout the two manoeuvers. It is clear from the figure that the respomse characteristics

of the robot arm with and without the voltage imposed on the ER fluid domain are dependent upon the

magnitude of this voltage. The amplitude of the tip deflection of the robot arm in the absence of the electric

field was reduced by approximately 35 perce..t when the input voltage of 2.0 kV/mm was imposed on the
ER fluid actuator. It is also observed from this response that the settling-time is approximately 1.3 seconds
when a voltage is imposed on the ER fluid domain, while it is approximately 1.6 seconds when an external
voltage is not imposed on the ER fluid embedded within the robot arm. Thus the elastodynamic performance

of the robotic system can be greatly enhanced by carefully orchestrating the input signal to the electrical
motor and also electrical signal to the ER actuator embedded within the robot arm.

Investigations of linkage mechanisms have also been undertaken and Figure 9 presents the

elastodynamic response characteristics of the midspan of a flexible connecting rod of a slider crank
mechanism when operating at 95 rpm. It is evident from the experimental results that the amplitude and
frequency of the elastodynamic response of the articulating member, which is being subiected to both
parametric and forced excitations, can be controlled by adjusting the external voltage imposed upon the ER

fluid domain within the smart structural member. The behavior of the link is clearly a function of the
applied voltage.

Figure 10 shows the preliminary results of the investigations focused on the hybridization of ER
fluids and piezoelectric actuators which operate in coniunction with fib-er optic and/or conventional sensing
,ystems.

4. CONCLUSIONS
An innovative class of smart materials and structures incorporating embedded hybrid multiple

actuation systens which capitalize on the diverse strengths of both electro-rheological fluids and piezoelectric
materials has been proposed. The experimental results obtained for beams and plates incorporating ER
fluids, piezoelectric materials and fiber optic sensing systerns show the viability of this class of materials for
the active continuum vibration control of structural and mechanical systemrs. By exploiting their capability

to be interfaced with modem solid-state electronics, this class of smart materials could provide the basis for
the evolution of a new generation of truly autonomous smart materials and structures.
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Design of anhydrous electrorheological (ER) suspensions and mechanism study

Wei-Ching Yu, Rex C. Kanu and Montgomery T. Shaw
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ABSTRACT: Particle polarization in ER fluids was approached in terms of models for
Maxwell-type composites. Anhydrous ER systems based on semiconducting polymers
-\ere designed to demonstrate the role of conductivity to the ER performance, an outcome
of the composite analysis. A dielectro-rheological technique was developed to
characterize the dielectric response and ER performance under high fields simultaneously.
The results demonstrate the appropriateness of the chain theory.

I NTRODUCTION

Electrorheological (ER) fluids are suspensions of highly polarizable fine particles dispersed
in an insulating oil. The attractive features of the fluids for practical application are the
speed and reversibility of the liquid-to-solid and solid-to-liquid transition when an electric
fhced is turned on and off. With these characteristics, ER fluids will change the fundamental
dlcsign of hydraulic systems and devices: they make possible the instantaneous control of

such devices by computer. However, the many conceivable applications of ER technology
have yct to be realized because the performance of availab!e fluids is deficient. The
disadvantages of available water-activated ER fluids include corrosion to the devices and a
narrow temperature range over which they operate properly. Anhydrous systems have been
reported but are not highly developed. Until recently, alumino-silicate (Filisko and
Radzi!owski 1990) and poly(acene quinone) (Block et al 1990, 1988) were the principal
candidates. [lov,;ever, the mechanism of the alumino-silicate system is not clear, while the
poly(acene quinone) suffers from a high current density. Clearly designing an efficient fluid
requires a full understanding of the ER mechanism.

In this study, our efforts were directed toward (1) understanding the electronic polarization
in particles, (2; designing anhydrous ER suspensions, and (3) developing a dielectro-
rheological technique for characterizing the dielectric response of the fluid under high
electric fields and in the presence of shear.

l'OL.ARIZATION IN PARTICLES

Particle polarization in ER suspensions can be understood qualitatively in terms of the
rclationships dc,,clopcd for Maxwcll-typc composites. The particles in the EK suspensions
are randomly distributed and chained before and after application of an external field.
respectiely, while those in the Maxwell-type composites are randomly distributed. Using

I 11A) I(OP Pullhq11111 IId
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an analysis for Mlaxwell-type composites (Banhegyi 1990), we found that the role of particle
conductivity is crucial to the particle polar- C
ization. The maximu~m local polarization is
also influenced by Such particlc parameters +
as geometry, anisotropy and orientation.
For an ellipsoidal particle, the long axis

alined mithl the external field civ.eS (TreaterEEcs±/ Ein
particle polarization than the short axis. Figure I A two- com pone nt model for the
The polarization of a spherical particle lies dielectric properties of a Maxwell-type
between the two cases. More complicated suspension.
is the analysis wxhen particle anisotropy is
combined with orientation at an arbitrarv
an-le to the external field. We developed- S

a two-component model to simplify the case N
(Figmure I ). The maximum polarizationn
increases with decreasing angle of the long po~y~p-qhenylene-2,6-benzob~sthiazo~e)
axis to the external field. The anisotropy in
conductiit and dielec'tric property Is I'M- 2
portant in) the environment field. Particle IV B 4  v-
condulctiv ity is again the key parameter for "/ /N~
dcitrming the speed and magnitude of the hh
polarization. poly(pyridin umn salt)

DESIGN OF ANHYDROUS ER FLUIDS Figure 2 Chemical Structures Of poly(pyri-
dinitim salt) and polv(p-phenylene-2.6-

From these findings, we designed anhvdrous benzobisthiazole) (PBZTV.
F.R suspensions based on semniconducting
materials, 1,-doped poly( pyridinium salt)
and poly (p-phenivlene-2,6-bexnzobis-thiatzole) 00 0
(PBZT) (FiguLre 2). The I -doped particles
were further processed to form an instulating undoped 12 -doped 19 -doped and
skin, which reduces interparticle conduction insulating skin
tFigUre 3l. The designed anhs'drous SUS- Figure 3 Structures of polyvpxridiniuni salt)
pension showed a strong ER effect (Figure particles.
4) and low current density (Ficure 5), dem- 250
onstratin- the importance of :ondUCtiVitV

200 doped Skmnand the insulating skin. PBZT. a robuti
liquid crystalline polymer featuring at higthly 1 i50
arom0natic, ladder-like structure is also bein1g
,,tuslicd as the dispersed phase. Rheological l
melasuremnents have revealed that PI3ZT is a 50doped
-oodK candidate for the dispersed phase of D~dp~

ant FR fluid. In steady shear measurenments o o o

for I0 It " of PBZT particles in mineral oil.
the shear stress increased by 40'( for an
electric field of -4 k\'/mml. The dynamick
elastic modulus G' for the fluid comprising Figure 4 Apparent shear stress Of flufid\

2ivl' ot PVIZT paricles in sdiicone oi "ithl 20 v, of plprd.u atpri
shosed a positivec dependency on electric cles in mineral oil. The shear rate is 0.5 s'
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field in the range of 0.7 to 3.5 kV/mm (Figure 6). Further evidence of ER behavior of the
PBZT suspension by optical microscopy showed that the stiffening of the ER fluid, portrayed
by the increase in G' with electric field, is
due to particle chaining.

* doped
3

A DIELECTRO-RHEOLOGICAL (DR)
TECHNIQUE 2 dE

cdoped skin

rn effective technique was developed to n dop3 d

evaluate the dielectric response and ER 0 13 undoped

performance of the fluid under high fields 0 3 0 0 0 0

simultaneously. Conventional methods for 0 0

m easuring dielectric constants are to m oni- - I.• , , , , ,
0 1 2 3 4 5tor the charge accumulation on the capacitor E kV mm

that contains the test sample. Because ER
suspensions are used at high fields, the Figure 5 Current density of fluids with 20
conventional methods become unrealistic v% of poly(pyridinium salt) particles in
and difficult. To overcome this problem. mineral oil.
we monitor the attractive force between the
capacitor plates instead. The dielectric 35 Medium Silicone Oil

constant under high field can be extracted PBZT Vol 9% 20

from the measured attractive force as fol- 30 3train 135% 0 00 0

IOW. req 1Hz 0

lows.

d Energ d [ 21 25 0Zj2
"dh - 2 CV2 25

d [1 C h Eoa ] 20

ddE h£0  ] 200,,d- L04

d 1effoA V 2
1 5U2 00 0o'2 0 o4 06 08

1 log(E, kVImm)

F, 2 e 1 Figure 6 Stiffness dependence of PBZT-

A N s 2 CeffCo E 2 (2) based ER fluid on electric fluid.

where C and V are the capacitance and the 26

voltage, respectively; A and h are the area E. kV'mm
0 35

and the gap of the electrodes, respectively. 25 0 0 0 0 30

F, is the attractive force of the electrodes 0- 0 o 25
with a field (E). Thus, the normal stress C- 2.4 0 0 0 0 0 o

(Nj can be employed to evaluate the dielec- o
tric constant (Eeft) of the suspension under , 23 0 o o o •
high fields. To verify this new method, the 22

effective dielectric constant of mineral oil (a)

was measured by this method ond found to 21

be consistent with that from the convention- -20 1 o 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0

al measurement. log)' s-)
Figure 7(a) Dielectric interaction force

The excess nomial strcss (AN) is defined (AN) vs strain rate [12-doped poly(pyri-
as the difference of the normal stresses be- dinium salt) (15 v%) in mineral oill.
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tween the suspension and the suspending
medium. Therefore, AN represents the sum 24
of dielectric interaction force of the parti- E. kV/mmo o035

des in the suspension. Previously, the 23 0 0 0 00

dielectric interaction force has been estimat- 0 30

cd from the difference in dielectric con- a 22 0 0

slants of the dispersed particle and the sus- " 3 a] 0

pending medium. Not included in this _ 2 1 03 ,- .,
estimate are the effects of the spatial struc- 20 13 0

ture of the particles, and the geometry and
actual dielectric response of the particle. In 1 '
contrast the present technique measures the -20 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0

dielectric interaction force directly and thus l ms-)

takes all these factors into account.
Figure 7(b) Apparent shear stress (Q1 ) vS

In the designed anhydrous ER system corn- strain rate (the system in Figure 7(a)).
prising I,-doped poly(pyridinium salt) in
mineral oil. we found that a higher shear
rate Lives a smaller value of the dielectric 2 2-doped polypyridiniums
interaction force (i.e. dielectric constant) of (15 v/.) in mineral oil

the suspension (Figure 7a). The apparent
20 20

shear stresses (G,,) were measured simulta- 2
neously with the dielectric interaction force
by using the DR technique. The apparent 1
shear stress also show a similar trend (Fig-
trre 7b). This implies that the chain struc- 0

ture of the dispersed phase was progressive- 1 0 •
ly destroyed with increasing shear rates. 1 0 1,5 2ý0 2 5
"l'he disrupted structure, in which the parti- log)( A N, Pa)

des are more randomly distributed, has a Figure 8 Relationship of apparent shear
smaller value of interaction force among stress (a 2.) and dielectric interaction force
particles and thus a lower permittivity. This (AN) (the same system as in Figure 7).
trend was consistent with measurements by
conventional dielectrometry before and after the dispersed phase in the suspension was
aligned with a high field.

The apparent shear stress arising from ER effect was linearly proportional to the dielectric
interaction force (AN) (Figure 8). The universal response is a demonstration, in essence. of
the appropriateness of the chaining theory for the ER effect.

Support of this project from Army Research Office (Contract DAAL 03-89-G0080) is
gratefullv acknowledged.
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An analytical and experimental investigation of electrorheological fluids
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a summary of analytical and experimental investigations on
characterizing the constitutive characteristics of elcetrorheological (ER) fluids. The steady-state
rhcological properties of an ER fluid are invcstigated, and a constitutive rheological equation is
proposed for the ER fluid. A variety of ER fluids arc considered here with different particulate sus-
pensions in a dielectric medium. In this paper, the nature of an ER fluid, the influence of important
variables such as shear stress, shear rate, electric field strength, field frequency, temperature, and
fluid composition are presented. The results obtained from the experimental investigations are
employed in the mathematical modeling of the constitutive rheological equation of the ER fluid.

I. INTRODUCTION
Elcctio-rheology is the phenomenon in which the rheology of fluids is modified by the imposition of
electric fields. Since the invention of electro-rheological fluids by Winslow (1949), the rheological
properties of ER fluid have attracted the attention of many researchers. Analytical aspects of the fluid
dynamics research involve development of both linear and non-linear dynamic fluid models. Electro-
rheological fluids in these models are described by non-Newtonian constitutive equations based on the
rheological measurements. The dependence of viscoelastic properties of ER suspensions on the
applied electric field has been determined experimentally by Vinogradov ti aI.(1986).
The ER phenomenon will not show itself in pure oil fbr example, but when an amount of corn starch is
added the effect will occur. Most of the information reported is experimental with very few concerning
the nature of the phenomenon. The analysis of literature and patents shows that the ER effect is sug-
gested for application in the fields of control the flow of liquids thirough narrow channels, friction
devices, clamping and positioning devices in machining of materials, switching components in fluidic
control devices, clutches, brakes, shock absorbers, in cotrolling the vibration on the space structure
and machinery parts, to control the vibrational response of aircraft wings, helicopter rotor-blades, and
robot arms Gandhi et al. (1989a,b). Most of the information reported is experimental with very few
concerning the nature of the phenomenon. The ER phenomenon is not only of academic interest, but
also has tremendous applicability in engineering technology, Gandhi and Thompson (1991).
It took sometime for researchers to get momentum to exploit the mechanical properties of an ER fluid

though several scientists and engineers are working in this field. Arguelles et al.(1974) have discussed
a theoretical model for steady clcctroviscous flow bctween parallel plates. Adriani and Gast (1988)
have modeled an ER fluid as a concentrated suspension of hard spheres with aligned field-induced
electric dipole moments and they have presented a clear insight into the relationship between the mac-
roscopic properties of the ER fluid and the microscopic structural changes.
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Klass and Martinek (1967) and Block (1986) have been convinced that this phenomenon is due to the
electric double layer interaction and overlap, as in the primary and secondary electroviscous effects.
Stangroom (1983)has stated that the induced changes in Theology are due to the formation of aggre-
gates of particles by dipole-dipole interactions and to the resulting fibrillated network. The depen-
(fence of viscoclastic properties of the ER suspensions has been suggested by Vinogradov et al. (1986).
In spite of a number of theoretical and experimental investigations of the ER effect there is a consider-
able controversy concerning the primary underlying mechanism. Choi et al. (1990) have studied the
vibration characteristics of a composite beam containing ER fluid. A review article on the nature of the
fluids active in this role has been published by Block and Kelly (1988) which also presented and
assessed various models for ER fluid. Whittle (1990) has reported a Brownian dynamics computer
simulation of an ER fluid. Gamota and Filisko (1991) have presented the dynamic mechanical studies
of ER materials, which was a combination of alumino-silicate particles and paraffin oil, at moderate
frequencies. They have also introduced a rhcological model to account for the ER materials qualita-
tivelyl. McLcish et al, (1991) have calculated the linear frequency dependent modulus of a model ER
fluid at low and intermediate concentrations, assuming that particle strings are the dominant structures.

This paper is focused on the analytical and experimental investigations on the rheological properties of
the ER fluid which were studied while subjected to electric fields ranging from 0 to 2.2 kV The exper-
imental work was undertaken on a Rheometrics RMS 800 mechanical spectrometer, upgraded with
high voltage capability (5 kV). Using a double walled coucttc fixture, steady shear measurements
were made at rates ranging from 0.1 to 100 st. In addition, all measurements were made at tempera-
tures ranging from 24 to 29 C. These studies not only illustrate the Theological effect- of an electric
field on ER fluids. but also provide an insight for the development of future experimental programs and
procedures. Thc Theological investigations on these ER fluids indicate that higher imposed voltages
apparently lead to more rigid fluid structures resulting in observed increases in the shear viscosity of
the fluid.

2. ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
For Newtonian fluids the shear stress is in phase with the shear rate and there are no normal stresses.
For polymeric fluids the response is different from linear fluids. So, often the data are presented in
terms of real and imaginary parts of complex viscosity, )l* . The complex viscosity TY* is defined
bv T*, 1 =* W ,21 . Now it is necessary to allow fl* to be complex in order to account for the phase
difference between shear stress and the shear rate. Hence I]* = T]' + i fl" , TI' being the dynamic vis-
cosity which could be thought of as elastic contribution associated with energy storage. The function
which polymer rheologists use is G* = i ,0) - = G' + i G" , where to is the frequency of oscillation
in the experiment. In the above expression G is known as the storage modulus, G is kno,'n as
loss modulus and loss tangent is defined as tan T = G' / G".
The Theological properties of ER fluids consisting (f Argo corn starch and Silicon oil suspension at
different percentages were studied with varying electric field ranging from 0 to 2.2 kV. These experi-
ments were conducted at temperatures varying from 240 to 290 C. Steady shear measurements were
made at rates ranving from 0.1 to I(M) s and the dynamic strain data were taken at strains ranging
from 0.1 to 100 percent at a fr-quency of 1.0 rad's.
Figure I shows the variation of the non-Net ionian viscosity 11 with the rate of strain y at 240 C. For
the fluid without elcctric field, 1] decreases as y increases. There is a monotonic decrease of the vis-
cosity with shear rate, which is commonly referred to as viscous shear thinning. For the fluid in the
presence of an electric field, at rates less than 0.4 s-1 the suspension exhibits a Newtonian like zcro
shear viscosity of 300 Pa.s. At rates higher than (1.4 s-1 there is a monotonic decrease of the viscosity
with shear rate. We observe that there is a bie chance in the non-Newtonian viscosity in the presence
of an electric field. The non-Newtonian viscosity appears to be higher for the fluid in the presence of
an electric field than that for th, fluid without electric field for a given shear rate,
Figure 2 shows the shear rate dependence of the shear stress at 240 C with and without electric field. It
is observed that in the absence of electric field the shear stress varic, non-linearly with the rate of
strain. We also observe that there is a sudden jump in T y graph in the presence o& an electric field
of I kV which may be regarded as that the ER fluid flows only at higher shear stresses. If we can mea-
sure the shear rates to the order M0- then we can obscrve more on the characteristics of ER fluid.
When the electric field is 1 kMV notice the rate dependence of shear below 4s'] and then it appears that
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the shear stress is independent of the shear rate.
Figure 3 shows the shear stress dependence on shear rate of the ER fluid subjected to different voltages
at 290 C. The main feature of this figure is tllat at soltages greater than 20 V there is an independence
of shear stress with shear rate over a certain limited range of shear rates. Then, for investigations made
Ior voltages between 20) and 60) V, shear stress is a monotonically increasing function of shear rate
after a critical rate. For voltages greater than (l)) V the stress seems to be independent of shear rate
except for a small range of shear rates of2 s-1 to 1(1 s1 and for some observations y is not measured
beyond 2 s-1. This may be likely due to the temperature variations while conducting the experiments
or due to the difference in levels of the ER fluid filled in the gap between the cylinders of the rheome-
ter. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the shear stress T with the applied voltage. For the values of
the shear rate up to 10 s-1, shear stress varies gradually and after a critical applied voltage the variation
in the shear stress is very low. When the shear rate is 10) s-1. shear stress is independent of voltage up
to I(H) V anti beyond this voltage shear stress increases monotonically upto I kV and remains constant
atter that. Figure 5 shows the Ochavior of in ER fluid \w ith lesser concentration of corn starch. Under
an electric field of varying intensities a soolid structlue is buii t up in the fluid which is seen from this
figure as a larger stress response to thei shearing rite is the voltage is increased. It is obser -ed that the
FR clfcct is less as the cnocentration is lesser hor this FR Iluid.

Figure 0 shows the monotonically increasing .ild stits., of an ER fluid of lower concentration (35C-
with the changing electric tie]l. This con lirms our earlier result that a more global solid structure is
built tip under the varying intensities of electric ILcId. In addition, with the higher voltages there is an
excessive resistance for the fluid to llow., hoses\ er, it hc.,ins to Ilow once the respective yield stress was
reached. Figure 7 shows the storage modal us strain iCspouse l tie fluid at 25.30 C with an applied
voltage of I kV at an oscillatory frequene' of 1.0 radis. There is no storage modulus for the fluid over
a strain range oif 0 to 3.75 percent and there is a sudden increase in storage modulus over a strain range
of 3.75 to 5.75 percent with a platcau regiot bc.ond 5.75 percenit. The storage modulus being ,cro up
to the strain of 3.75 percent means thttt cortn saetch 11uder li1e applied voltage of I kV does not have the
elastic property till this perceint strain is rchie dl J1itt , .lts elAstic res1 ponse is enormous from a strain
range of 3.75 to 5.75 percent itrtd it retimins cits.l tt alter this percent. Figures 8 and 9 show the graph
of the storage modulus of an ER lluid of lo, cr e.tmci il r.itloil 35w-) with percent strain. In the absence
of an electric field, the continuous decrease itt lthe storage Modulus over the range of strains between 5
and 10))) percent indicates a continuous break up of the luid structure. Same interpretation can be
applied for strain sweeps performed at voltacs hevittid 200 V tfe storage mtloulus is no longer found
to be strictly monotonically decreasingt lunttett it( striain. 1uLt. at sufficiently low strains the storage
mndulus is /cro, indicating pure viscous t. pc ofl hchiavior At a critical strain the material quickly takes
on clastic properties.

3. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Flectro-rheologieal fluids are stuspensionis ot p~irticLis iOn v. hich elih applicatiin of electric ticld
increases the strength of the flud strueturC. F etn in the bd-scn.c l an elcctric field a suspension tends
to form sonic local structure oi the resul ol of riitiitt ol solid particles. These aggregates are casil,
broken up under the imposition of steady steai r Jitd rcsult in! shear thinning of the fluid as seen in Fig-
tres ! and 2 Fur larger shear rat the o:; :,:;pcnsi•n decreases further and the fluid takes

on the rheological properties of the stil,.cnt t ith re- tig, particles and a plateau region tends to
form which is not fully rcctognieid in the ligiirc.

Thc fluid becomes mire difficult to break as thie \ih, iL is inctrcasce due to more powerful solid struc-
ture formed by the application of electric fieid. This is seen from Figure 3 as the stress response is
larger for the shear rate as the voltage inerFeroti Figur, 4 we see that there is certain kind of
relationship among T . yt and the electric ficld ' as it:e slope of" the curves for the electric field vary ing
from 90 V to I kV are mire or liss (to. ,\t h,,, hk,ir i.rcs and under an imposed electric field, it is
t\ pical for the stress of the fluid to bh indiepetndtett ol tile shtit rite. This fliow h.chavior does not repre-
sent a solid like response or does nil h ' hisc Iký i \ ti rc \. ir veor i Lstcic fluid since in viscous liquids

a result of molecular mnimcnIutM transport is th,•i tle stress lt .fependts on the strain rate. But. still wc
observe that this fluid mas hive a rheich)-_ici: Lipi.mon ,s hosc Y and the yield stress T , depend on 'he
electric field Considering all these a,- netS oI lhc Iltii in 1 Lttprical rhcilogical equation maN be wsrit-
ten as
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T = XEXOi for Y •YC
T = CE>XO + 11 y (F) for 1 a!,

where T and X0 are constants and yc is a critical strain rate. But, it seems, we can not generalize this
kind of behavior for all ER fluids under an applied electric field. Barnes and Walters (1985) have
concluded that the yield stress concept is an ideali.'ation using the data obtained from constant stress
rheometers. They have also concluded that bv Lioing Deer Rheometer Mk 11, which can give results at
shcar rates as low as 10-- s-1 fluids which flowý at hitzh stresses will flow at all lower stresses and there
is no yield stress. This departure from the concept of' yield stress makes us to feel skeptical about the
usage of the constitutive equation of Bingham model for ER fluid.
From Figures 7 - 9, the implication of aze ro storage modulus at lower percent strains means that the
fluid behaves like a Newtonian fluid and it is significant %wlten this is compared with that of Shulman ei
al. (1989). An empirical rheological equation htas been suggested by (1989), which also incorporates
yield stress. If the ER fluid in question has y ield stress than it would mean that for low strains the
material would behave as an elastic solid. The corn starch ER fluid is not an elastic solid but rather a
viscous fluid. Higher applied voltages on the flutid wkould lead to more rigid fluid structures. Below
some critical percent strain the storage ntodUILIts was fountd to be itero indicating pure viscous fluid type
behavior. But this contradict-; with current constit~utv equation which uses a yield stress to describe
ER fluid behavior. The yield stress idea exists in isotropic materials, but still work has to be done
whether this exists for anistitropic materials.
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Abstract

The idea of using a single optical fiber for simultaneous sensing and communications has
been mentioned for many years. Initial studies using a single analog tone frequency and
vibration sensing were first described within the last few years. We have extended ttIt
earlier work to the domain of high bandwidth communication signals and speckle pattern-
based vibration sensing along a single multimode optical fiber. By adding a frequency
subcarrier to the laser diode light source, it is possible to shift the vibration signal away
from lcw frequency noise sources (e.g., line noise, 1/f noise) and obtain a significantly
higher SNR and thus improved vibration signal detection. Experimental results and system
configurations will be described as will the overall cross-talk effects of the communication
channel 1nd the vibration sensing signal.

Introduction

Over the past few decades there has been a great deal of interest in using optical
frequencies for communication systems. This interest has been motivated by improved
optical sources, notably the laser, and the development of the optical fiber. The advantages
of using optical frequencies lie in the large potential bandwidth available, immunity from
the effects of electromagnetic interference and other noise sources, and the ability to use
low loss optical fibers for data transmission. Today optical fibers with losses of less than
1.0 dB/Km are readily available from a number of commercial sources, and long distance
fiber optic networks have been installed worldwide.

Although optical fibers were developed for telecommunications use, they have also been
successfully deployed in sensor applications. Fiber optic sensors offer a number of

c)' I•(0 ()j Puhb hni, •] tI c
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advantages over conventional sensors, such as increased sensitivity, geometric versatility in

that the sensor can be configured into nearly any shape, and immunity from the effects of

electromagnetic interference (EMI). Fiber optic sensors have been developed to measure a

number of different parameters, such as strain, magnetic fields, radiation, and rotation2 -4 .

Fiber sensors can be embedded in composite materials, fiberglass, concrete, and other

such materials. At present there is considerable interest in embedding these sensors in

comiposite materials used in aircraft and other structures, creating what is known as "smart
,kin,•." In the interest of reducing the weight of the completed craft further, it has been

"siggested that multipurpose purpose sensor and communication systems be developed.

Vibration Sensing with Multimode Fiber Sensors

A nmltimode optical fiber can be used as a vibration sensor. Figure 1 shows a diagram

of a multimode fiber vibration sensor, based on the phenomena of modal noise. Vhen

light from a laser is launched into a multimode optical fiber, a speckle pattern is forned at
the tiher output. This pattern is the result of interference and coupling of the different

modes propagating down the fiber. When the fiber is vibrated the phase and intensity of

ei'ch mode is modulated, each to a varying degree. Due to the differential modulation of the

mi les the distribution of the light intensity in the pattern will change, though the intensity

, , overall pattern will not vary. If the output pattern is spatially filtered (as would occur

ait splices, connectors, etc.) then the amplitu0- of the signal at the photodetector will be

nVrsti!atcd. Vibration sensing based on this principle has been demonstrated in numerous

ýipplic•tion areas.

Simultaneous Communications and Sensing

l*xperiments were designed to show that a multimode fiber can be used sin- ,anleouslv as

.v \ibration sensor and a communications link. The experimental configur.,tion is shown if

-lll-Cure I.lhc transmitter signal was a 34 Mb/s pseudo random bit sequence, in a Non

Rcturn to Zero (NRZ) format. First, the vibration rate was set to zero, and the bit error

rate ats a finction of the received optical power was determined.

N\ext the power of the transmitted signal was reduced so that the log1 0 of the BER was

a uproximately -7.2. The frequency vibration of the bar vsas set to 67 Hlz, and the log to of

the BI.R Os a function of the vibration amplitude .'as measured. The results of this

experiment are shown in figure 4. It was noted thit, when the transmitter power was set so
thi,!l 1he HER was less than -8.0, the BER was not affected at all by vibrating the fiber.
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Figure 1. Simultaneous communications and vibration sensing experiment.

The final experiment was intended to demonstrate how the communications signaMl could

degrade the vibration sensor signal. The vibration frequency of the bar was set at 67 l Iz.

with a displacement of approximately 0.5mm. It was determined that the vibration signal

can be recovered with the transmitter on, the noise floor is increased by about 20 11B.

limiting the minimum detectable signal to -45 dB. However, if the power of the

communication signal is increased, it is possible that the vibration signal can be completely

obscured.

Summary

These preliminary studies have demonstrated that a single multitnode fiber can bc used

simultaneously as a vibration sensor and communications link. When light from a source

with a sufficiently narrow spectral output (i.e. sufficiently long coherence time) is laonchcd

into a multimode optical fiber, a speckle pattern is formed at the fiber output. Any

undesired modulation of the pattern is referred to as modal noise, and can occur v hen the

fiber is subjected to any mechanical perturbation. Whereas modal noise can be detrimental

in a communications system, it can be used to an advantage in a sensor system. It has been

demonstrated that the modal can be used to determine the frequency and amplitude of the

fiber perturbation.

The modal noise from the vibration signal will degrade the communications channel. One

wJ\v of reducing the impact of the modal noise is to increase the number of speckles
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received by the photodetector. This can be accomplished by either using a light source

with many (greater than 10) longitudinal modes, or varying the extent of spatial filtering of

the speckle pattern. Of course, it should be noted that using either of these two methods

will reduce the amplitude of the vibration signal. Alternatively, the power of the

transmitted signal can be increased. If sufficient optical power is delivered to the receiver,

the desired bit error rate can be achieved, despite the modal noise.

The advantage of multiplexing sensor and communication signals is the reduced cost of

the overall sensor system. A frequency multiplexing scheme is preferred over time division

multiplexing, since for equivalent peak powers, the average power is higher for the former.

I liehcr signal to noise ratios are therefore possible, and it is possible to multiplex a greater

nuinh•r of sensors.

BER vs Amplitude of Vibration
-35

-4

-5-

=t -6-
0

-7

-8i

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Displacement (mm)

Figure 2. The bit error rate when the fiber is vibrated.
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Non-deýtrotije e aluation of )I\fN actuator elements for active structures

John A. Wellman

Litton/Itek Optical Systems
10 Maguire Road, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-3199

ABSTRACT: Non-destructive techniques are needed to improve the performance and
reliability of actuator elements incorporated into active and adaptive structures. Ultrasonic
velocimetry is presented as a non-destructive technique for testing Lead Magnesium Niobate
(PMN) multilayer stacked actuator segments. Acoustic velocity of PMN actuator segments
was measured and found to correlate with the actuator's strain field sensitivity. The acoustic
velocity of PMN was found to vary under an applied electric field, corresponding to morphic
changes in the crystal structure.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Actuators are incorporated into active structures as critical structural elements to apply forces and
precisely distort the structure in , predetermined manner. The actuators ability to provide the
required mechanical strain or displacement with the necessary precision determines the
performance and reliability of the active structure. The reliability of a complex active structure
with a large number of actuators and electronics must be addressed before for this technology
can transition from laboratory experiments to critical applications. Development of non-
destructive testing techniques for actuator elements is the first step towards improving
performance and reliability of active structures. Acoustic energy is commonly used in the non-
destructive detection of flaws and evaluation of materials. Pulses of high frequency ultrasonic
waves are propagated through a sample while the reflected and transmitted energy is measured.
Information about the sample is deduced from the propagation time, amplitude and waveform of
the transmitted wave. This experimental investigation has been undertaken to establish the
relationship between longitudinal acoustic velocity and the electromechanical behavior of PMN
multilayer actuators. The relationships established can be used for non-destru, ctise
characterization of PMN multilayer actuators by ultrasonic velocimetry.

2.0 PMN ACTUATOR PIIENOMENOLOG•Y

Over the past decade, Litton/htek Optical Systems has pioneered the development of PMN
multilayer actuators for active structural components. PMN is an electrostrictive material that
offers several inherent advantages over PZT materials for adaptive structures applications. The
strain sensitivity of the material and high Young's modulus provide excellent displacement
resolution. The material requires no poling and exhibits exceptional set point accuracy due to its
low hysteresis. The material is very thermally stable due to a very low thermal expansion
coefficient and low energy dissipation. Table I provides an overview of the typical properties for
the proprietary Itek PMN composition.

The actuators are fabricated from a ceramic powder process. The PMN powders are prepared
and then tape cast to form individual layers. Two different electrode patterns are printed on the
tapes. Tapes with alternating electrode layers are then stacked together to form a greenware
block. The PMN block is then sintered and discretized to form individual actuators. The
electrodes in the finished actuator are connected electrically in parallel. While the ceramic layers
act in series combining the strain from each layer to produce the actuator stroke. Electrical and
structural properties can vary between actuators resulting from the microstructuLre of the ceramtic,
contamination, manufacturing tolerances, and uncontrolled process variables. Typical defects that
effect the performance of the actuator include porosity, delaminations, voids, interstitials and

I't ' )) I9 , I !,
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cracks. The consequences of these defects include actuator breakage, dielectric break down,
variable strain field sensitivity and altered mechanical or electrical properties. Evolution of the
actuator fabrication process through design and process controls has led to major improvements
in the yield, stroke, response uniformity and reliability of the actuators. Figure I illustrates some
of the standard SELECT actuator configurations manufactured by Itek. Large stroke actuators
are produced by bonding smaller standard actuator segments together to provide the required
number of actuator layers.

PMN is a relaxor ferroelectric ceramic material. Under an applied electric field the ceramic
undergoes an electrostrictive phase transformation inducing mechanical strain. The strain is
unidirectional and proportional to the squared power of the electric field. The electrostrictive
behavior of PMN is governed by thermodynamic equations derived from the elastic Gibb's
function. The Gibb's function is a generalized equation that relates the strain response of a
material to applied forces, fields and temperature. The familiar form of the eletrostriction strain
equation is obtained by eliminating all unrelated, higher order and non-linear terms.

x= sX + mE 2  (1)

where E is the applied electric field, m is the electrostrictive constant, s is the elastic compliance
of the ceramic, and X is stress within the actuator.

3.± TESTING METHODOLOGY

Non-destructive testing techniques are required for process control during fabrication and final
inspection to assure desired performance and reliability of actuators being incorporated into
active structures. A useful test procedures, particularly for process control, should be cost and
time effective, minimizing setup and sample preparation. Information about the elastic properties
can be obtained by measuring the acoustic velocity of the bulk material. Acoustic testing
methods have been investigated by previous authors in the testing and evaluation of multilayer
capacitor structures. Acoustic resonances and acoustic emission techniques have been employed
for testing of multilayer capacitor structures. The longitudinal acoustic velocity of a material is
related to the elastic stiffness and density by

CJ E( - V) (2)
V p(l + v)(l- 2v)

where E is Young's modulus, P is density and V is poisson's ratio. The measurement of the
longitudinal velocity by it's self is not sufficient to calculate the elastic modulus of the test
sample. Usually the acoustic shear velocity is also measured which allows for both Young's
mnodulus and poisson's ratio to be derived. Measurement of the shear velocity is rather difficult
particularly with the small size and shape of the actuators. The longitudinal velocity by it's self
provides more of a qualitative measure of the elastic properties of the material. The potential for
ultrasonic velocimetry to be utilized as a non-destructive evaluation method is based on the
dependance of both the electromechanical strain and acoustic velocity on the elastic properties of
the PMN ceramic material.

A Panametrics m(odel 5252 ultrasonic velocimeter was used for the investigation to measure the
longitudinal acoustic velocity of PMN actuator segments. Two piezoelectric transducers are
mounted on the jaws of a digital caliper. One transducer produces a 20 mhz acoustic pulse, and
the second ,enses the transmitted pulse on the other side of the sample. The acoustic velocity is
derived by measuring the transit time for the puls to propagate through the thickness of the
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specimen. Test samples are clamped between the transducers by means of the caliper, and are
coupled to the transducers by a liquid couplant. The thickness of the sample is measured by the
calipers and automatically recorded by the velocimeter. The velocimeter precisely measures the
transit time delay and calculates the acoustic velocity.

X
(t - t.) (3)

where cl is the longitudinal acoustic velocity of the sample, X is the thickness of the samplc, and
t-to is the measured transit time. The accuracy of the velocimeter is within +/- 0.2 percent full
scale. Outputs from the velocimeter also allow the waveform of the transmitted waves to be
recorded with a digital oscilloscope. The echo pattern and attenuation of the wave pulse can be
used to deduce additional information about the properties of the sample.

Actuator segments were tested along the longitudinal axis through the multilayer structure.
Because this test is non electrical, actuators can under go testing and screening prior to
expending the cost of applying electrical contacts and wires. Thus, The expense of handling and
processing defective actuators can be saved. The testing time for each actuator is very short
allowing for large numbers of actuators to be tested cost effectively.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental testing was performed on a group of 69 actuators segments that included rejected
and left over actuator segments from a production run. Each segment was tested for capacitance,
loss tangent, stroke at 120 volts and acoustic velocity. Two independent velocity measurements
were made for each actuator to provide an indication of the accuracy and repeatability of the
measurements. The acoustic velocity was then correlated to the actuator stroke data that was
measured with a Dektak profilometer. Figure 2 presents the experimental results that indicate a
direct correlation between the measured velocity and electromechanical sensitivity of the
actuators. Stroke between actuators at 120 volts ranged from 1.8 to 4.0 microns, and is linearly
proportional to a 8.6 percent variation in acoustic velocity. PMN actuator segments with lower
acoustic velocity exhibited greater strain sensitivity. The repeatability of the velocity
measurements is depicted by the error bars.

A second experiment was performed to investigate the nonlinear effect of an applied electric field
on the elastic properties of the ceramic. Variations of the elastic properties under an applied
electric field are the result of morphic changes in the crystal structure of the ceramic. The
actuator was connected to a variable power supply. The acoustic velocity of the actuator was
measured while the voltage was incrementally increased. Figure 3 shows that the acoustic
velocity of a PMN actuator decreases by roughly 4 percent under an applied electric field
corresponding to 120 volts. The decrease in the acoustic velocity under the applied electric field
indicates a decrease in the stiffness of the ceramic that effects the actuator's displacement
response under load.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study has been to establish the feasibility of ultrasonic velocimetry as a
technique for non-destructive evaluation of PMN multilayer actuators. Experimental results have
demonstrated a direct correlation between the acoustic velocity and the electromechanical
sensitivity of the actuators. Acoustic velocity measurements have also been used to measure the
sensitivity of PMN elastic properties to an applied electric field. The velocimetry test procedure
meets the desired objectives of cost effective, accurate and rapid testing of actuators for process
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control and final acceptance. The full potential of the Panametrics ultrasonic velocimeter as a tool
for non-destructively characterizing multilayer PMN actuators has not yet been established.
Future work will investigate correlations of attenuation and echo patterns to the structural
integrity and other key performance characteristics of PMN multilayer actuators.
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Composite-embedded tiber optic data links and related material/connector issues

R L Morgan, S L Enlers, and K J Jones

Naval Avionics Center, 6000 East 21st Street, Indianapolis, IN 46219-2189

ABSTRACT: The objective of this effort is to utilize composite-embedded
optical fibers in airborne electronic packaging. Embedded evanescent
couplers are being developed. Also, an embedded spiral is being tested
for signal distribution by means of evanescent coupling frnm a
motherboard to individual circuit cards. A design for an embedded
connector array is being assembled and tested. High temperature optical
fibers are being investigated for embedment in metal-matrix composites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future electronic packaging designs will require new design concepts and
material systems that meet severe military environmental constraints while
reducing weight, increasing performance and reliability, and reducing life
cycle costs. New material systems must be developed and transitioned into
all aspects of avionic packaging, including circuit modules, enclosures,
equipment racking, and cabling. Future aircraft and installed electronic
systems will be composed of composite materials of various types. They
will also incorporate fibf:r optic sensors and data links. As part of the
Naval Avionics Center's (AAC) total packaging concept, the NAC composite/

optical fiber team is combining these technologies and investigating the
embedment of optical fibers in composite materials and experimental avionic
components to develop intra-aircraft data links. Experimental circuit
module and enclosure hardware using composite-embedded optical fiber data
links are being designed and fabricated to conform to the physical and
environmental constraints of avionics packaging. This technique will
reduce aircraft weight penalties through reduced copper wiring volume and
will enhance: 'n platform and air crew performances through enhanced
signal transmissions due to the signal carrying capabilities of the optical
fibers.

The goal of this project is to fabricate an electronics chassis/circuit
module demonstration entirely "wired" with embedded and interconnected
optical fibers (see Figure 1). Previous publications by the authors
(Morgan, et al., 1991; Ehlers, et al., 1991; Ehle-s, et al., 1990; Morgan,
et al., 1989) have reporte2 progress toward this goal. This paper will

report on three areas considered essential to avionics composite-embedded
data links: (1) embedded couplers and signal distribution, (2) embedded
connectors, and (3) material and environmental characterization of embedded
optical fibers in polymer-matrix (PMC) and metal-matrix composites (MMC).

191;1 l()10 l'1.ý'Th,!- I [d
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Fig. 1. Chassis with circuit cards.

2. EMBEDDED COUPLERS AND SIGNAL DISTRIBUTION

In order to achieve the avionics data links depicted in Figure 1, methods
are being developed for coupling a signal from the motherboard to a circuit
card and for signal distribution within the motherboard. Previous papers
(Ehlers, et al., 1991; Ehlers, et al., 1990; Morgan, et al., 1989) have
reported on using evanescent coupling for tapping composite-embedded
optical data links. Signal distribution is achieved within the motherboard
by means of a single fiber embedded as a flattened spiral (Morgan, et al.,
1991).

Spiral-oriented optical fibers have been reported by Newton, et al., (1983)
for use as a variable delay line or transversal filter. A similar
application, a spectrometer, was reported by Zurn and Ulrich (1990). A
planar fiber optic acoustic sensor configured in a planar spiral and
embedded in polyurethane was reported by Bucaro et al. (1991) and Lagokos
et al. (1988). An embedded spiral avoids loss due to coupling, fusion
splices and bending, and may be thought of as a folded delay line.

Coupling has been achieved by evanescent coupling of embedded optical
fibers in two parallel links (see Figure 2.). Signal distribution has been
demonstrated in evanescent coupling of an optical fiber embedded in a
spiral configuration (see Figure 3.). Three loops were tapped. The
spiral-embedded optical fiber allows for sequential tapping of a single
data link without losses from fusion splicing, fused biconical couplers or
tight bends. Ongoing work is involved with two essential steps: (a)
measurement of coupling loss (i.e., power input versus power output from
evanescent tap plus outgoing embedded optical fiber), and (b) measurement
of power output versus transverse displacement of a top (non-embedded)
directional coupler with respect to the tap of the embedded optical fiber.

3 EMBEDDED CONNECTORS

Embedded optical fibers in composites will require interconnection
technology to provide "panel joints" between composite sections. A
composite-embedded connector must achieve optical connection of composite-
embedded optical fibers between different boards while preventing breakage
of the embedded optical fibers. Also, the embedded connector must not
compromise or weaken the structural integrity of the composite panel.
Silicon V-grooves (Watson 1991) have been used for years for single mode
connectors. These are, however greater than 140 microns in diameter, and
would weaken the composite structure if embedded. Lu and Blaha (1991) have
reported embedding a ceramic ferrule and a single mode connector in a
composite panel. Again, these structures will likely weaken the composite
panel because they exceed 140 microns in diameter. The intent in avionics
packaqing is to use relatively thin material cross-sections.
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A design for an embedded connector array is being developed (see Figure
4.). Ongoing work is involved with assembling this device and
demonstrating that it not only fulfills the requirement of a panel joint,
but also the requirements of avionics environments.

4. MATERIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Previous publications by the authors (Morgan, et al., 1991; Ehlers, et al.,
1991; Ehlers, et al., 1990) have described results of work performed on the
embedment of optical fibers in graphite/epoxy panels and the subsequent
vibration testing of the panels during simultaneous optical transmission.

Since future avionic circuit boards are expected to utilize optical fibers
and metallic conductors with devices requiring thermal management heat
sinking, e,,ibedment of optical fit2rs in metals and metal-matrix composites
(MMC) is also being investigated. Successful embedment of a sapphire
hollow waveguide in aluminum (without material damage or changing the
optical transmission properties) was reported earlier (Morgan, et al.,
1991) (see Figure 5.). Baldini, et al., (1991) reported embedment of Ge-
doped optical fiber in titanium matrix composites. Lee, et al., (1991)
reported embedment of silica fibers in aluminum parts and structures.

Work is currently in progress to evaluate the sapphire-aluminum interface
for material interactions, formation of phases, presence of voids, etc.
Figure 6 shows a cross-section of the sapphire hollow waveguide embedded in
aluminum. Ongoing work in this effort involves the embedment and
characterization of other types of optical fibers (and coatings) in
aluminum. Solid sapphire optical fibers as well as aluminum-coated silica
optical fibers have been acquired. Potential methods of embedding optical
fibers in MMC are being investigated.

5. FUTURE WORK

Future work will involve designing a composite-embedded data bus for signal
distribution within the chassis/circuit card system. This design will be
based on coupling and connector losses as well as a power budget for the
entire system.
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Fig. 2. Output of two surfacing Fig. 3. Output of three surfacing
fibers next to arrows (LHS) loops of the embedded
on left. Light at RH spiral. Light at RH is
is from outgoing fiber. output of existing optical

fiber.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of embedded connectors between two panels.

Fig. 5. Sapphire hollow wave- Fig. 6. SEM of cross-section of
guide embedded in alu- sapphire hollow waveguide
minum. embedded in aluminum.
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Active and adaptive optical components: a general overview

Mark A. Ealev

Litton/Itek Optical Systems
10 Maguire Road, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-3199

ABSTRACT:

Since the revolutionary development of the laser in the late 1950's, the optics industry has
strived to achieve optical components and systems with near diffraction limited performance.
Optical components were designed and manufactured with precision tolerances to minimize fixed
distortions. As the laser device improved in terms of power and beam quality, time-varying
distortions induced by laser gain medium nonlinearities, atmospheric turbulence, and thermal
Nlooming impeded system performance. A new generation of active optical components and
adaptive techniques were realized to correct the time-varying distortions in real time.

I. INTRODUCTION:

Litton/Itek Optical Systems (Tables I and 2) has built adaptive optical components for use in
high quality optical systems for two decades - see Ealey (1989). The shearing interferometer
developed in 1973 remains the standard for wavefront measurement. The monolithic
piezoelectric mirror (MPM), which was introduced in 1974, has been the quality product against
which all other visible waveleneth compensators have been compared. The Real Time
Atmospheric Corrector (RTAC) system, which was built in 1974 using a monolithic piezoelectric
mirror (MNIMt and a grating based shearing interferometer wavefront sensor, was a landmark
demonstration of concept feasibility of this technology (Hardy 1978). The stacked actuator
deformable mirror (SADM), first delivered in 1980, set new performance standards for infrared
"systcls. In 1981 litek began the development of a new concept in deformable mirrors, the low
voltage electrodistortive mirror (LVEM). Itek in 1984 began the development of cooled silicon
clectrodisplacive mirror (CSEM) technology to serve the high energy laser community (Ealey
and Washeba 1990). Itek has also begun developing a cost efficient cooled mirror technology
comipatible with moderate flux levels and quantity production. The PMN SELECT
eJcclroslrictive actuator developed in 1988 features unsurpassed resolution and accuracy while
operaning at low voltage. The SELECT deformable mirrors delivered in 1990 offer enhanced
reliability and performance even when compared with those first landmark components.

2. HFLCTROSTRICTIVE ACTUATOR TECHNOLOGY:

[hc PMN SlI.l("T actuators made by Litton lItek Optical Systems (see Figure 1) provide
several inherent advantages over PZT (Ealey and Davis 1990). The sensitivity or strain is
suerior to that ot the best piezoelectric ceramics. The transfer function exhibits low hysteresis,
typically less than I ,% at room temperature, and a usable linear electrostrain of about 1000 ppm.
The strain is a linear function of the square of the electric polarization implying that the
di,,lmcc ment is proportional to the square of the number of active layers. With recent material

, 1992 I0)P Puhlihsing t ltd
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and process advances, full stroke response can be
achiesed with as little as 100 volts over a range of
stroke increments. PMN being a relaxor ,
ferroclectric material requires no poling and
exhibits exceptional positional set-point accuracy ,
due to its low hysteresis. A very high elastic
modulus (17 x 10' PSI) produces a high stiffness
device capable of generating large deflection forces.
The actuators also exhibit negligible thermal growth
due to a small coefficient of thermal expansion (I x
10' ppm/°F) coupled with very low power
dissipation (micro-watts).

3. I)EFORMABLE MIRROR TECHNOLOGY: Fig. 1. Electrostrictive SELECT
PMN Actuators

The PMN actuators were used to develop a new generation of low-voltage electrodistortive
deforinable mirror (ILVEM). The LVEM consists of a glass facesheet, PMN actuators, a glass
base reaction structure, printed circuit cards, and an electronic driver system. The facesheet
contains actuator attachment pads machined directly into the thin glass wafer. The PMN
actuators consist of 80 active ceramic layers
connected mechanically in series and electrically in
parallel. In the new generation mirrors, drive
voltages have been reduced to +/- 75 volts taking
advantage of the latest PMN material composition.
The base structure has slots machined into the glass
to facilitate integration of the electronic circuit

cards. The actuators arc adhesive bonded onto the
base and the actuator addressing electrodes are

connected to the card to make the all important
electrical connection. The facesheet is bonded onto
the actuator array and is then polished to an optical
tigure of X,'2( p-p at a wavelength of 0.6328
microns and an optical finish of better than 7 A Fig. 2. Low Voltage
RMS. The electronic driver system consists of an Deformable Mirror (LVEM)

operational amplifier and power transistor stage to source voltage to the capacitive load. The 241
channel mirror shown in Figure 2 represents a build-to-print design which features 4 microns
of displaccment with resolution of better than one hundredth of a micron.

In 1984 lick began developing high performance cooled deformable mirrors (Figure 3) to

address the needs of new generation high energy laser systems. The effectiveness of a laser
mirror is measured by its ability to redirect incident radiation in a distortion free manner. The
mirrors arc required to reflect in excess of 99% of the laser radiation while surviving the
remaining absorbed load as heal energy. To minimize such thermal distortion effects, the mirror

must be necessarily be liquid cooled and made from thermally conductive materials such as
silicon. All cooled deformable mirror structures include a polished mirror faceplate, an actuator
population. a faceplate support structure in situ within the heat exchanger, and a stiff base
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structure. The cooling is done by circulating a
liquid such as water in a compact heat exchanger
directly beneath the surface faceplate. Simply put,
a liquid such as water is flowed between two very
thin plates which are supported by a ribbed channel
or pin-post type structure. The liquid coolant is
used to "scrub" the heat away from the mirror
surface and effect mirror cooling. Typically, cooled -
mirrors contain a 20 cm cooled aperture with
approximatcly 250 actuators arranged in a square
/onal array. Displacement and dynamic
performance of the cooled mirrors is similar to
those measured for uncooled components.

4. WA\VEFRONT SENSOR TECHNOLOGY: Fig. 3. Cooled Silicon
Deformable Mirror (CSEM)

Ie,.elopcd originally at Itek in 1973, the grating lateral shear interferometer used a double
frequency grating to produce the two sets of orthogonal gradients. The shearing interferometer
as the name indicates is an interference based
de,.icc. A d(iftractive element is used to produce
multiple images or replicas of the reference at the
image planc (Horwitz 1990). The image pupil is
then imaged onto the detector array. Tilt can be 1""
determined by measuring the relative intensity ..

variations in each of the detector subapertures. A
modification in 1974 adapted the two frequency .
grating interferometer to be used with a white light
rctcrence source. In 1975 the AC lateral shear -.

intcrferometer shown in Figure 4 was developed
which basically combined the Ronchi knife edge test
with the shearing intcrferometer. A rotating radial
grating was used to temporally modulate the optical Fig. 4. Shearing Interferometer

beam and take advantage of heterodyne detection Wavefront Sensor

schcmes. Optical calibration requirements were virtually eliminated since the same grating was
used to shear all the subapertures. Sensitivity to detector calibration is also eliminated since the
"wa,.cfront gradient is proportional to the relative electrical phase.
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Neural network applications in structural dynamics

MI. E. R(*gelhrrigge miid R. Calalo
Striucturies Lalboiat or'

L ockheiedi PIalo AlIto Resetaricl Latborat ories
Palo Alto, (A 94130.1

Abstract. Neuiral network arcliitveitur-e iinl algorithijis are (liscll~siI ill applicationl to the
Identiflcation and (ic]La.ifi('at ioi of st i-citoral (Ii iamiocs. "Piw list aol-learniiig. Probabilist ic Neu~tral
Net woik iParauligzii is staldicu ill oxaiiiples holist i-al ing dlviarniris idejitificat iill ill bothI tjieil-oiiuau
all(l fr-eupiuric lonilaili. lii network is shown to pi-ovide good identifeatiotis oif comiplicatedi
signals cullai-teristico if structural (l~Illaiic t nioi115ks

1. Introduction

Effective utrilizationi oif active mateihrials inl adaptive strtucitires de(pend~s oil the purolper

s;v tith s is of st rutult ralI ci aihgt tratit w it enso.rSe acI~. tu ta tors a1(tlii thea' itals to dI(irtect t hese

vI leicl ets ill I a Iii 1(11 to acahieve (Vsi tiaiir pefrlitance. Active' miate'rials promtise a

st r' tie 11i1 '- iitt gra t ed t cat 1i lit-v for large-'- ia Ic. dlistri ltibt ed setnsintg antd actui ation. Ninme-

Intica iilly dels'igiled struic tutres lift r thle n eeE ssa ry frec dt iii to1 reecon figu re an adi itIapt ItloadI
pathis to chaniginig co('itlitiolis. Distrilaite( andi patrallel-llrocessiiig networks offer the

licef(etl capabilility tol direct app~ro~priate actuiatitni and~ adaptation inl responlse tot cX-

('it ia 1 sti tin iii an chane it ginig ci lii it lolts. On ie promitising arichiit ec ture for large-seaa1e.

diistrib ilt e I pit a '.Ssitilg t I at appear isd ea1 foir adapt at iton is thle tneural ne(tN ,v rk.
As inl biological svstenis, artificial totiral tiet-works ofifer tlte nittans to qjuickly rec-

igvti it a di versi ty of comitplicated pat tents evi dent Itt external st iii l I. Present tiet ral

tiwtwllrk tiititels attriijtte this capablihtv to (list rilltted storage (If pattern itnfornaiutoni

a 111)1 g ha lrge uttil lir of hlgIily vInlte(rcnetciiiet ed Ivet simple elements. Tihe net wo rk ele-
net its a11( til tvit rc(Itit ee t0iolts tyvpi cal I hv ave a liii it ed tniii iher (If para meters atid weigh ts

that arte adjusted thtroutgh a leartiing Jprtless tot yield repeatahlv correct classificationis

of itijlit plattertns. The liightN lIaralICl topoloIIgy of rilte titwtlrk admtiits fast responltse tto

a st it ittilt s while t he distrii llit et rei reset it at Itt of learutet pat ternt dthta lias 1 leci shoitwn

itl inatit v ease's to I Iet a 1 e irree r c lassi fiea t tio of i npu t dat aset s whotse conteit ts are i 1i5Vs

o r ittllrcei~st. These two p~roperties have raised significant interest lin app~licat ionts of
art it -ia 1 tie t ra I net-wI rks toI real -titmie reecogni tioni classi fiea tion anid idtentitficatiott of

r 'aI- wi rh I oper'atioalI t patte ivs (If comIp i catetd systIemts.
Thit. paper explolre's issules that arise iii applylinig artificial neuriial tnetwolrks tol the

identifictaion It(f dviiatilic chiararctinst ics of structuttres. Imillpt ttart aspects of nttetwtrk

ititegratio htwith ai t ltuainiic st ri ittilre are explored. Of plart ictular Interest are thle svti-

thesis of nietwtlrk iniput plat tertis aplprop~riate to itlentify st ruictutral tmot ions, and( the se-
lectiont (If netwoIrk sc-itenies whichi piesl'rxt a rolitbust atittotuonli iitllloera~t iont. A litonotttnyl

.is critical for the llract iral use of tietral ntirworks toI titiouttlr dvtaitnic characteristics'
of strnuctures beyontd ittiutediat e humiian aecessibtility. e'g. st ructutres dleployed itt space.

i I)')9 10P Puhiushinjv Itd
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Fiurtherm~ ore. fast -learninj1g. a a 1111 1)1ins xa 't WIrks may be empiloyed to idIenti fv or es-

tIlliatI' tihe dyliaiiij cha~lractleristic., (If evolvinig structures (i.e. those with timie-varying
c'(Il~figlira tioils or5 pa ia incet Ir

Tilt, i ssu toIf am ton011(1 in IVII 11ral - llt W ork lea Ilii Hg and( opeIIra(t ion hinlges (111 the relia -

ilility of thle learninig aigllritilill to prodldile accura11ite idl'lltifi'ltiols of obsýerve-d patterns.

whr 111'i(I'identieia tio can 1'Il, vieVjwed'( as5tll X the expesion1 of sti111 ili inl t ermis of a limiteId se t

1 thle learnin~g tlg~i-rithinl (';lii fallj to adjust lll'twork pairalmetetrs appropriately to

jdmitififv a famiiaii~r st imlulls, (Ir

2 tile lnltwork may be' faced wvith ai stjinihimis sli'if'icietly foreign as to pr(eclude' idl'l-

to 1 t1'sp iI to the Illrve Witeii Iii tilt, IIc n( nlan o, hell'III'l'.it i i

hllt ahlll to deIt'rill~iniI wiv-thelr or not al stixmiitimi is repIre'sente'd wvithin till domllainl of

2.w Neusrald Nestwork rhtetesoncpatclblid ,,tolted et hc

1991 1-lII1 fielý hlowcvrk- sop 1hir'ic~td can cTaik nd l Hoidentif ( unf6amidl('1111 r al. (1990)

tol~iriio 1W 1 9"o A iI'iilrcl' l'th WI Irks liy(I to IlI'51'e l'to Irk ha eteeii applied to

Ofatil'ng l' ctypes Id f tlo'twrs. l'r('ilt 1)1. One shold l delitie comlexityrof lear byitfera-
tilitl.Tioll' depl~jllid ' (oIf till' itl'ra oil l'th~tSae o ist edt itol of thelv all~ilhis't Fork-simplel

zhjtct,ýok, II stijttiillIi old (If ti' ly consrk tiut' tIol~i avgoridtlibiii aenosI br asedonoia

r'vI 1151,' l'rll'( t 11v lw('t trpo v Cror. irti~t Io lore.lis 11(

jt\' ow rllIglil Adu'll'Iillfmiliewrs fall ofltill till' rl~l iioftill'rk haverile. Tis applaed ao
IArl'lit Iicalol iIjIstnillgc~ lesl't\Vnr iarll ad'tl'sIvrtileltr Xet'((lna (f55tIl
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to uniderugo ad blit jonal lei 'ain ing cle.Fitailly. tllie stabilislimtent of robust nietwoirk

(ZiNt ivrgi licc criter'iaii l11 . ii iboltely criit ical to d etermin wh i' v en th lietii4wiork becomes use-
fill ats ;naltctcuirate identifier. This task is conisiderably comtplica ted by unicert aint ies ili

syste c't haracte'ristics.

Hopfiel( n etwoirk-s are anialo igtet woi iks, xvlaise response to allt iniiti al st inaili us Con-

vertn's to aI stablel. stea~lv-staite Value Nvhich IililinijiiZes the enlergy state of the network.

For thle ijitw.\oik to provide phy~sically inei tiingfioutl htputs. an energy fiunctional rmust

lie svlit besizedl In teriits of t lie outpuilt qulantities. anid the network topology configured

to liimiiti the synthesis of the funlctionail.

Probabilistic Neural Networks
Bavesiitit or probabilistic iietirt inetworks PNN ). as, (lescrihi('( by Speclit ( 1990).

alleviaIte Hit ditlietilties aIssociated waith fixetd network topologies andl iterative learning
;til iori t hits lI)-, iii "t atit lv ha ii-I liii cliassifica t aitts I a set elit irely onl olservit tions. Con-

rar)lv to lietwxo rks, withI fixed( topologies that learn over t ime. PN N's learn instanttly by
incretera itig t eitt( numibeir of i etrilrois Ittlie ta, nt work. This is donte 1by allocealt ing a dIiscret e

ieuirzil elemient for eacwh observed inpuat pattterti.

As l~luistraitedil it Fitoure 1. thte PNN coiaiprises three,( la1yers:

I)The 7ip ut la? t'r- pre'proitesses sentsory iniputs 5(ist riuiltes t la(in to each-1 element of

2) The pa te rri hl/( t- comiipares the input pait tern to kiiownt pittterns. Eac-h element

ill tie pattern latyer (cale a 1Kff( vi vnýiiroii ) contains ai particular patternl vec-

tor fronii thle n etwovrk*s ex perience (ctalled atin t x-c Tap iT). La ii teu roni compares

tit'e liqitit xv.it i ts iixwn exemtplar. midti oultput.t its (viit valta' of a local Gatissimii

proliability i1liisitx function centereil aboult its exemtplar. The output of titer 1th

Liitirimlt is givenl by

Ix- X,11,ex ('X) { 2(T 2 j
xxiere, x, is tilt' lii c eniiroa\s exeinpipr. and( (T is at dist ributition scaling p~aramneter.

The value 1), is a ittni'astir of hoxx imiuchi alike the input pattern anid the i"1 ' neuron's

3) Thei output Itiver suinus the ciontribitioiins of the pattein nieuronts to determiniie the

citegi try ti i which thle inlput belongs. N\ote, that the categorization call be over
11an11 i'iItte i'V . lnot just thei txxo itmplliedl by the hard limiter shioxwn in Figure

1. The outpi mit layer also atmtoiniaticidlYv compit es the probability thlit the input

piatternt beloig'. to the sante category ais the summied pat terni-iteunion exemplars.

This is given byv P( x C .4) for all exemplars belonging to category A.

P(xzA1s-! ,p(x) (Vx E A)

If t lie iniput is not well chmarcterized by t he kitoxwn exemplars ( i e. P1 x E A ) < < 1)

bhe nuetxxork ariV,11s the new inlput bNiv allocating a tex pattern neuron with the p~resent.
uiirecogriized iniput as its exemplar. Thuts. the nex~t time an inpupt pattern like the

present t)ine is presetit ei to thet netwoirk. thet netxx'iirk will have learned to recognize atid

(i'tegiirilzi' it.
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Figure 1. 1 it,' Prohai litttIj,? Neutral Ns-isoýt-k *\rc-istct u'siI

A i-ticlnted ttwoik to thn' PNN is thte Gauss'iani Potenitial Funcitioni _N(t'vork GPFN

tdtescrihed hy Lee ;tid Kil (1991 .The' GPFN containts addliitional paritineters whichl arc
adljustredl by back poqaigttlo, ]it . i PF.N is modeled by

Sx - XS_ -X'

yox) =- bp

wlhtt y' i, thci uttii t of the GPFN.

Thge GP1 N . lte' nt haii instantly. bit it tiis a itteeltattisti' for ad\istittetit withi-
tit tra-te l twsit ttt t hxpand tite imtittl tf patterni nteurn s. The PNNt is a specializa-

tof 4 lte GPFN founid by~ setting (T = r = (T. 1,= ý,, ((' 1 if 1 . 0

othcrwise. atli- C is (itabl1i91ed fronT the iGplipt pattern ticattegorizationt.

T he GPEN toffers a pract tictal a ti-n ilciff Ibetween I ItetW( rk torder antd lea rning t inic( foir

ai rveqitirel accu racy.

3. Application to Structural Identification

The PN N r, 1 PF, N arkitectitrc may 1,,' emp i oy ihled to identify st i-icti iral dyialiiti

iiiotimitt ill s(verlil ways- A titi ig thI ese aire scliclel os to( it enttif-v thle natutral frepiten-

antd scliet lies t 1 a in, t hat Itlt ify nii a p i t. ig Iwtwactit ltcal h istotries of obiservedl Ii tt iiils

antd the nit itonls, witi ch fo tllotw tlittin (the "futuire" no t ions). This latter schieme id(etnt-

tifies a ptaramletric analog of thle st ate t ratisit i i intat rix. and is calledl phenomerialfoqi-

to / i lent itfict'itt t becau tse o tleit ifica t i n is mna de cxcilusi vely by recording the olbserved
1111111t --out pStt pairs.
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The~ PNN vvas used to, jdleniitv the cen'tstrueome of aI sjilipl)( structurial 1110(1(1 by

lprc>(it imo, th nI uetwork with in1put pat terut> consitinlg of a spaitialdis(1tributiton of the

T he spatliai ibtijiablt ill> \Vt1(' 1 )rosellted ;1. vector, iioriuil'i.elzc such that their length

w~u's luide, e~pu;t to the eir1-uiur freqo-iticy at which they wvere iua'asu~red. Ths,. tile

PNN was ;1ile( to coliitrluet a 5 1 )atiaýi-frcqjtelcnc limp of iilotitoi5 InI the struetuilre.

1-iguilre 2 losthet Spclltt 1)11 itcltitihiel hy tihe PNN cigt'tlstruc(t~re id"Iltt ihictittl

;digorit hill toul thiie of the itieliuher> Ill thle sutto-tore. The tluiillos adljaceint to tile

ja~ i til sec~ttti~ltl jill(icitte tilt ;hugrunati juuoietloiin(> thatt thet exact utlooesiape

0tt(itt~tltliult, to the peak is v'ilbodiied inl tOe uatwotks cXtuopliat.

Amph1 Lu le

3~rrc (3

0 .11 1 . 63 1.33

.3 ........... ..

11"),Jc: ý,c I1
F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>( igr .1 \,ok I1wf -.ti lii iw -)

Both 'l-. thf PN --V\wr,;ioiplelt hciIitfct

of loil ;li Is~llw ly y~t m.11. ti' ~ lctol.telev-rs .vvpcvlc

with 1,11111~~t i colitIo o inailtlIsa ile lc ~ ls s m ln l

;111 l to- ~ .sf l~ atrsiltrlso h bý,vdrsolea h

111ýory itp r ictý th -to otlk l oo c rý b c u itN

noigure 2. el ;N Xit ;I h i-, , )iiT, t il t( i pi i \ t lttt.
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Figire 3. Plwi.'rs'irii~icaiisl ll,wrifictio ii I,i frim INN Hel) adli (.T1N (igit 'di schemes

4. Conclusionl

Pliobslihih'tjr' tirrral netwotr'k ýi'1I('I1 have 
1
1 l'' ic'i' deio'll~ltrtv'dtN for Ident ificatlonl of tito-

til>)l ty pical (if >'trrlr'tnlrll vl~l~tmrtic >xste'n'-. Them, schicnes '(jreqireC plroperI svuttlie,,is

()f inlplt rhttit if tlt*.x ;III to huk. (fil('t!vii*' r o'rf the neurial networks, pattern recog-

nitjolt pl~1r'prtic'', Fio' e'xample, it ('(Itlitrl i>ýiI*' III thes aplp)icaItionl of srnlht Iletw'orks

p4 tw t'i71*11111cet 1 l'ti(1'r A lintvws 'en hr w Si cu'mi t ly they muni st idlentitjfy olbcrvilt ions mill1

Sww fwrst t hcvx Insist ri-ponld to chuarlgiln,_ r'huisi.tur'istics. Thiii, j51*'u xvas ihiistratc(1 by'

The r lffr'relurc'r ill ýIiiS 10ilt.w alIi sp*'('( srlr'r'scr l" li(twi'i(lt P.NN jIlst11lit learning") a111(

(GPFNý iterlitixeh'srtits jrl*itjfjcr'r. Thec"i ('htarrctc'ti'i'ticsX an n115 fl'' ir('ll*its, liiA'*(l to

hei d*'x'rlrsope for ippl~rictartin: rut aI sNst ('Ill- s1p('i'jc basis.

F'inwrllv r)it,' shourld norte' thast iwt('twrrks rrf thci typt djcrtss*'d (-al Or' appIl'c(l trr

is lcntif'. intformaii onii locarll~v withini aI 1111221 Strllct liz' i'rlrc'spr let'' of glýobal x'ariatisll.s of

lls)11 .SsIr'11 il 1CC'II;rsio nTINV b'C11*sj)*'r' ally ll1 'filll to Moi nit or aint 'ri t\ and pinp oinlt

(mihiiiiic5 locartirmn inlV'' IhsrtŽLim' ,truc11turcs'.
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Lois level damping and hysteresis of damped structure

W Tse and D Werner

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.

ABSTRACT: Active control of precision structure requires some damping for stability and
low hysteresis for accurate positioning. Damping linearity of a built-up structure with and
without constrained layer damping has been investigated down to sub-micron level.
Hysteresis due to loading and unloading was measured. The measured damping shows little
variation with vibration levels. The micro hysteresis time history indicates relaxation time is
required for the structure to recover after unloading, and residual hysteresis does remain.
The difficulty in measurement of damping and hysteresis at low levels is also addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of built-up precision structure in spacecraft results in low damping. To improve the
performance and control of these systems, damping must be designed into the structure. There
are concerns that the damping may decrease with the vibration level, thus the prediction or large
amplitude test results may not be applicable to sub-micron vibration. Another concern for
built-up structure with adhesive and epoxy is the micro-hysteresis that may exist after loading
is removed. Precision pointing and positioning is more difficult to achieve if the structure does
not return to the previous location after actuation. An aluminum honeycomb bonded cantilever
structure 4 feet long was used to investigate low level damping and hysteresis concerns.
Frequency and damping of the structure is measured before and after application of a
constrained layer visco-elastic damping material. The displacement time history was monitored
with displacement sensors during loading and after unloading to measure the residual
hysteresis.

2. LOW LEVEL MEASUREMENT

Damping and hysteresis measurement for sub-micron displacement is a very challenging task.
Response from ground and acoustic excitation can contaminate the measured data. The lower
bound of the level is determined by sensors and force gauge resolution. The cantilever
structure utilized has a fundamental frequency around 40 hz. For nano-meter displacement at
this frequency, accelerometers must have a sensitivity below I micro-g. For vibration damping
measurements, accelerometers from Wilcoxon Research with 0.2 micro-g sensitivity were
used. Acceleration measurements of the floor indicated a 10 micro-g base input was possible.
Ground vibration can cause amplified response of the t..st structure and limit the magnitude of
low level measurement. The response to floor motion was attenuated by mounting the test
structure on an optical bench supported by 1.5 hz air bag isolators.

Acoustic noise can induce sub-micron level vibration, especially on the bare structure with low
damping. The noise producers can come from various sources such as fans, air conditioning,
machinery, lights, wall motion, and air currents. Preforming the test in a vacuum chamber can
solve this problem, but it is costly in terms of time and facilities use. Attenuation shielding
around the test structure is not effective at the lower frequency range. Enclosures with wall
densities over 5 lb. per square feet would be required to provide a 10 db reduction. A method
called random decrement technique as suggested by Cole (1973) and further explained by Yang
et al (1990) is used for the low level damping measurement. Random vibration inputs to the
structure introduced by the acoustic noise creates random response at the accelerometers. The

S1992 l()P l'ubhj1,h;1LgI Id
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acceleration time history is recorded and filtered to the desired resonance frequency. When-
ever the data point crosses a certain threshold, a fixed length data segment after that point is
shifted and summed. By summing and averaging many data segments, the random noise is
smoothed. Figure 1 shows the initial random measurement and figure 2 shows the processed
response for the structure without added damping. A clean decaying sinosoidal curve at the
resonance frequency remains after the processing. The log decrement method can then be used
to compute the percent critical damping.

* , . . -. - - - - - -.... ................. - , .. ....

I Il h il'

Fig. 1. Actual signal Fig. 2. After processed

Hysteresis tests require direct displacement measurement. The Kaman 51(00 differential sensor
uses impedance variation caused by eddy currents induced in a conductive target located within
range of the sensor. Two sensors are placed on opposite sides of the target plate, and motion
of the plate caused impedance imbalance. This results in low noise and nano-meter accuracy
for the static condition, and is used for the hysteresis measurement. The thermal drift of the
sensor and the aluminum structure is a concern. Air currents can change the temperature of the
structure, causing thermal gradients and bending. Temperature differences of 0.0015'F
between the top and bottom plate can cause 100 nano-meter tip displacement. For the test, a
foam enclosure was built to surround the test structure, sensors, and power amplifier. The
power was turned on and the temperature was stabilized for 24 hours until the displacement
time history from the sensor showed little drift. Since each hysteresis measurement requires
less than 20 seconds, the error introduced from structural thermal distortion was deduced to be
small.

3. DAMPING TEST RESULTS

The cantilever built-up structure has bending mode around 40 hz. and torsion mode about 70
hz. Figure 3 and figure 4 illustrate the mode shapes of the test structure for the 2 modes. The
shorter edge of the pie shape structure is the anchoring edge of the cantilever. For large
amplitude damping measurements, a shaker was used to excite the structure at the free edge.
Narrow band sine sweeps were used to induce vibration. For lower amplitude excitation,
shaker was attached to the anchoring block to move the whole table and introduced base motion
to the cantilever. This allows larger force inputs to stay within the sensitivity range of the force
gauge. The transfer function between the accelerometer and force gauge was used for circle fit
to obtain the damping and frequency. Figure 5 shows the damping vs. vibration amplitude for
the structure without added damping. The amplitude range varies from over 0.1 milli-meter to
lower than I nano-meter. The damping varied from 0.115% to 0.134% for the bending mode,
and varies from 0.068% to 0.077% for the torsion mode. Though the damping seems to
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decrease slightly with decreasing amplitude for the bending mode and increase slightly for the
torsion mode, the variation is not large enough to define a trend. The damping around 1 nano-
meter acquired using the random decrement method has good agreement with that acquired
with the shaker method.

Bending mode Torsion mode

Fig. 3. Bending mode Fig.4. Torsion mode

0 .1 4 1 .6 3 E 3
0.13 . * 1.5 Torsion t

0.12 Bending 1.5
3 0.11 E 1 BendingS~1.4.

20.10 2
W) c) 1.4
I 0.09

0.08 1 ] [] 13 Torsion 1.3

0.07 0[ 1.3

0+06 1 1.2 I I I I I
1.E- 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.11 1.E- 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E 1.E

1 +0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 1 +0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

Displacement (nano-meter) Displacement (nano-meter)

Fig. 5. Damping vs. Amplitude Fig. 6. Damping vs. Amplitude
Undamped structure Damped structure

For the damped structure, modal strain energy methods that have been used by Johnson et at
(1981) were used to predict the damping. Prediction of the frequencies and damping
correlated very well with the test results. Figure 6 shows the damping vs. vibration amplitude
for the damped structure. The damping obtained with the random decrement method at
amplitudes around I nano-meter is much lower than the damping obtained from the shaker
method. The darmping obtained using the shaker around 2 to 3 nano-meter does not indicate
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the lower magnitude. Excluding the data point obtained with the random decrement method,
the damping does not seem to have large variation with amplitude for the damped structure.

4. HYSTERESIS TEST RESULTS

Loading was applied at the tip of the
structure to produce 33 microns of .
displacement. Different methods of 7':- ' . ..
loading were performed, including
repeating sequences of loading with up
down load reversal, load and hold for
2-3 seconds, and load and hold for 20
seconds. Figure 7 shows the
hysteresis time history of a 20 seconds
loading. The 33 microns of
displacement decays down to 40 nano- . .. -

meters in about 5 seconds, and
continue to move more than 25
seconds later. This decay
phenomenon is present in all the
hysteresis measurement performed on
both the damped and undamped
structure.

Fig. 7. Hysteresis time history

Table I shows the hysteresis as percentage of initial displacement at 5 seconds and 25 seconds
after the load is removed. These results are the average of more than 10 measurements. For
the 3 seconds loading of the undamped structure, some cases show no residual hysteresis after
25 seconds. For all the other loading method, and for the damped structure, residual hysteresis
does remain. The longer loading time, and the damped structure produced larger residual
hysteresis. These micro hysteresis effects must be considered in the design of active structure
that requires precise positioning.

Table 1. Hysteresis test results

Undamped Damped
% of initial displacement

5 sec. 25 sec. 5 sec. 25 sec.
Repeating sequences .03 .02 .08 .04
3 seconds load .03 .01 .10 .02
20 seconds load .15 .11 .27 .09
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Structural control sensors for the CASES GTF

H.W. Davis I and A.P. Bukley 2

Ball Electro-Optics/Crvogenics Division (BECD)

2 NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)

ABSTRACT: CASES (Controls. Astrophysics and Structures Experiment in Space) is a
proposed Shuttle experiment to collect x-ray images of the galactic center and solar disk
with unprecedented resolution. This requires precision pointing and suppression of
vibrations in the long flexible structure that comprises the 32-m x-ray telescope optical
bench. Two separate electro-optical sensor systems are provided for the ground test
facility (GTF). The Boom Motion Tracker (BMT) measures eigenvector data for post-
mission use in system identification. The Tip Displacement Sensor (TDS) measures boom
tip position and is used as feedback for the closed-loop control svstem that stabilizes the
boom.

I. CASES GTF DEVELOPMENT

The Contr(ls-Structures Interaction (CSI) Advanced Development Facility (ADF) is under

development 1,'" larshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) for the purposes of supporting ground

testing otf future flight experiments, the inýestigation of advanced control and system

identification methodolohies. and structural dynamics studies. The baseline configeuration of

the facility is that of the Controls. Astrophysics. and Structures Experiment in Space

(CASES). a proposed Shuttle-based flight experiment that will initiate on-orbit demonstrations

of CSI technology. The experiment wil provide active control ,of a 32-m extendible boom

structure. using gas thrusters at the tip lkr pointing and angular momentum exchange devices

(AMED) for active damping to suppress vibrations. The boom mechanically links an occulter
plate at theý bosom tip with proportional counters located at the base to comprise an x-ray

telescope. The controller goal is to provide accurate alignment of these devices for the

purpose of x-ray observation of the galactic center and the Sun, Variations on this proposed

experiment include a CASES without the x-ray devices (Controls And Structures Experiment

in Space) or a free-flying version launched either by the Shuttle or an expendable booster.

The CASES ground test facility (GTF) will provide an environment in which advanced control

laws, system identification techniques. failure detection and compensation schemes, real-time

flight software, and experiment data handling techniques can be verified. Prototypes of
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sensors. actuators, and flight comlputers can be functionallv verified in the labi ratorvy. as can

actual flight hardware. Boom dephlvment and retraction dynamics, which will require active

control. .,an also be investigated. Rapid recontfiguration capability in the laboratory will allow

,variousN flight configuratitns to he tested and verified, thus reducing development cost. time.

and risk.

2. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The CASES GTF is located in the Load Test Annex high bay in Buildinmg 4619 at MSFC. The

test article, the boom from the Solar Array Flight Experiment (SAFE) flown in 1984. is

vertically suspended from a platform at the 62-m level. The disturbance system. comprised if

two electromagnetic shakers, a tripod floated on air bearings. and an annular ring support

surface. provides tx`.o translational degrees of freedom. A sinmlated Missiin Peculiar

Experiment Support Structure (MPESS). suspended fromt the center of the tripod through the

annular ring support, interfaces the disturbance .system with the test article to simulate a flight

experiment interface with the Shuttle. MPESS. and the payload experiment. The boom

supports a simulated occulting plate at the boom tip. The cintrol objective if the flight

experiment is to maintain alignment of the tip plate with the detectoir at the base of the boon on

the Shuttle as the occulting plate is po inted towards a star to perform an x-ray experiment.

Similarly. the ground experiment will strive ti align the tip plate wxith the simulated detector at

the MPESS. Control authority \-,ill be

priivided by the AMEDs for vibration

suppression and the hi-di rectional liinear

thrusters at the tip. Gravitational effects on the s.. i- -j" +

experiment will be processed tiut. Reference I

priivides a detailed description of the CASES

(;TF.

The key sensor svstems to be used in the GTF

are the Boiin Motion Tracker (BMT) and the :

Tip Displacement Sensor (TDS) under

develhipment by BECD (Figure I ). The TDS

will he used in closed-loop controller

experiments as the feedback element.

proýiding infirnmation on the precise alignment

of the tip plate. The BMT will he used ftr the

identification if- boiom mode shapes. Initially.

the BMIT data \x ill be processed post-facto. Fig. I.
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1:Utiire upgrades to the facility wNill provXide tile capability to Use BM'T data reat-time inl closed-

h lop co ntriol.

31. ROLE OFTHE RAMS SENSOR

[he Remi te Attitude Mleasuremetit Sensor (RAMS) was desiicited b\, BE('CD underIf I R&) it,

lin aN1,u- ik diiamIC be havior of l arge. flexible space structures. RAMS Pro\ ides all im htruLsi se

welsi s~ kit h update rates. accuracies, atnd target capacities which ex\ceed present tcchint I It,ý,

]'his capabilit\ is needeId fir1 both systemll identification and control feedback applications in

,,pace.-

In the ( '\SF.S (ifF. the B3.MT ibser\e an id rCcordS ds m)limic bhas imi of the -lexib~le hk ini

Ntruct.tire. Threce sinlel'I-aXis sensors-1 are mounteMd at thle base oft the cantilcsercd boom and

each nionitir';, the translationadl displacCITen~t-S (\N.ithiti it, senlsitiVe plane) for 37 rettectis e

tariets distrih-tited along the lene2th oft the booml. 'The X anld Y SeISOr'S are off.set equ~idistanit

frtni the base of the boom and oriented such that their senlsitive plane~s are orthogonal to eacti

therci. The third (7i sensor is off'set further from the boom but alone1- the same radial line as

the X senso r. The inlcreasedl offset distance imtiprioves sen~sitivity to Z-a~xis mothion. which is

C1ca c ilatd b\ subtracting the effect observed by thle X sensor. The 13MT iluini ates and

moimittirs taret-2.sat ranges tip to 32 inl white mleaSt.1itigl dis placemlents" toi accuracies oft 0.25

innim fir the x and v. axes,. The Z sensi ir is less senisitive anld 111CstIireS diSplaCcine it's tot anl

acctirac), tif 0 nmi. Expected target moitionm for all three senso rs is ±25 cm. 'The BMT uipdates

the position ohl each target at HM Fll z. Displacement data is ioutptut tot thle C ASES contriol

pro cesso r inl the form tif B MT pixel nutiiber. with data fir all targLets, multiplexedI ill digital

toi iiiat.

'The 11)5 pro~ittes piositiion feedback for the closed-loop i-ottrol sy'stemi that maintains tip

position i. FVs iiine ,le-a xis senso rs are mouitnted near the base of thle cantileveired boom1 and

meastire 2-axis tran~slational thiSplaceTineni~s fur the four (4) light-eiiiittiiie diode ( H-)t actis

taret. 'Ihe tarelets are artan2Ced inl a fashion that enistire,, no overlap (it targets inl either

sensed directiiin. 'Vhe TDS tibsers es the four targets at a range tit 32.7 iln anid meastires

LI1splacenie nltS tit aii accuiracy oft ().2 mim. U.pdate rate is selectable betweei 21) and 50) 11It7.

lD p lace nient data is, ioutpuit ti i the CASES cionitriil processor inl the hi rm iif 11)5 pixel

iiuiiber,.%~ith data for each tareet a~ssiene~d tot at ded~icaCttedle and iii artaluu format. A ± I(,

chanige ili si121ia1 coirrespinds tii a ±25 cml displacement (if a TDS target
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4. RAMS IN THE GTF

Thc RAM S desi gn is derived from proven space sensor technologv .. The electronic desi ,n

ciinccpt, and interpolation algorithms for RAMS have been demonstrated in space hardware.

inkludine the Retroretlector Field Tracker (RFT) that was flown on the Shuttle in 1984 and a

\:triet, of Ball-built star trackers. RAMS consists of a simple electro-optical design. It uses a

c,iopcrati\e light source (t ypicallv an LED) to illum inate reflective targets within its field o ,f

, (FOV . The reflected imaces are focused onto a linear charge-coupled device (CCD)

d lert ct ,'r hv a c ylinder lens to produce a line im age. D isplacem ent of a target causes the

tcusCd ima .e to shift position on the CCD. giving an accurate indication of the an gular

displaceme- nt. K nowi i ng the ran ge (if the target, translational displacem ent can he calculated.

RAMS (Fiure 2) utses a CCI) detector with I

,. 2 .J )9 p i s e l s a n d p r o p r i e t a r y B E C D . _ - .

intcrpolation algorithms that permit centroiding"

ot ta rg e t im agew s to a p p r nxim a te l y 2 % o f a .<

pi\c1. High update rates, are achieved b,-,,

p ip c li n e p r O e s ,in g o ft th e C C D d a ta in a n a l h,-

Iirni. RA:MS can provide rest dution to better

than 1: 1110.ll1) and update rate,, of 5(1)() lIz for,
eac h f , 501+ targets. It uses off-the-she lf. / ". .

h ,.,-,os t p a r ts, s u c h a s N i k o n O E M l e n s . - *.. "

Nc\\port alignment flexures. Kodak CCD /

detcCtors, and A ND brand lieht-eniittin g .

diodes. A detailed description of RAMS and

C A S E -S is p ro v id e d in R e fe re n ce 2 . Fig. 2.

J.I RMT Desin

Fhie FOOT X and Y sensors are oriented such that their detectors are in the same plane as the

boom and tilted at a slope that provides proper focus for every target. (This is guaranteed by

the "Scheimptlug" condition.) The required FOV of each sensor (approximately 2(0 deg) is

determined b .the viewing geometry (e.g.. offset distance from boom, distance to nearest and

tarthest targets. expected range of motion). The actual FOV exceeds this amount and is based

oi the detector pixel size, number of pixels, and the focal length ot the lens (95 mm). The

achie ,able resolution is determined by the angular subtense oif each pixel and the degree to

x\ hich subpixel interpolation can be achieved. Target distance varies from 3.6 m to 31.3 m.

fhC m aijr de ,ien challen ge for the BM T is achieving the desireO im age shape and sufficient



o~ptical returnsina frk ml the farthest target. Thiis I, nflunenced bo, the radiomietric

characteristics Mt the illuminlator anld hx thle sue, shape, and retrireflective pri ipeiiies kit thle

Sarke t mnate rial.

'Ihe B\IT trtsare made trimi 3\1-brand Mokdel 2()()()X retri-treflectis tape. This hic-h-ca',in

ma~terial ckintains micrisciipic cirner cubes1 lam~inlated beneath11 a nriitective filmn. The tarc'ets

are sjUare-shaped. as 'i JOs~wd hox each sensor, andL siedti subtend a specified anigie %% ithinl the

I'( A Thus., tar2et suIe ý ill a~iro \kith ranIC. bult i mlaCe vkidth ovo ill remain constant. [his,

ciu1diti I" is ecessary inI (orer ti) maintain precisioin in thle interpoilation algorithms. Incident

light i'n this tape imate ri al is e , re f)tlecod te it wit Iiaim1 ii an1ce Iacti r ti I 1(1()() and prilinani I i th in

a I. I deIC11k I lic.a! beam fll an' l W 1,1. The tarc-ets are illuminated b\o an array kit 312 L-FDs

mtinited kin each sevNtir head. Jthe i1Lininatirs, mus1't be pis"itiitiled near the o)ptical axis (it thle

seFnsor be1cause o tht(fe re~troreflec-tie nature (it the( tarLets \istq if the LEDS aIre aime)d At theC

farthest target. The qulasi -G aUssian beami shape prii)vides anl appri tpriate amlounlt itif radianIce

kill thle in i d - ran1Cc ta rce t s. S011 i 1c 0F D are tilted ti i kards, the Uipper taret t ill utill i nate them.

Fach 1l1) is, rated at 1 3 candelts and has a beam di\ ercence itf appri iimatelv 4 deg2.

I he snsort~ head is, ciimprised tif a thick-\% a~led~ alum~inumil Ni ill on\ hieýh at lens assemlbly is,

mimmted. ['he lctis seml includeLIs the titt-the-shelf' Nikon camera lens, Ms ich is, fitted

o\i ith a c\ uinder lens iti priivide lineC mal-ces anld at 'Aide-bad filter to redceIC backgrouind

illuminfatmtin. The (WI) detecti'r. preamplifier circuitrr, anld de~tc~torl mounting, har-dssare are-

installed os ithin the sensor head. Priiper tiirieitatiiin anld positiiinittgL il thle detectiir sx ith

respect tithe lens is crucial tiii accurate measurement (iti target piisitii i. The Kiidak KLI-12 113

CUD) detect ir has, 2,i IYX pi\els. each 14 x 14 pill iii size. T'his dectector woas selected tir its

mu usenm characteristics, high rspiiit.and unifiirmlit kiif phimtiti- respiinse betssecu

adjacenIt pix sData is, tran sterredL at rates, exceed-itn c I MI Hz and hanlded iOtt t)it a sparate

electronics bii\ ciintaining the analtig, atid digital pri cessing circu~itryV. The anl gpipe!line

pri-icessi ir detects the presence i it targets. interpidiates the ptiisitiiin tit ifeacth tit Iwithit 2" tif a

pixel, and tacs" the data %% ith a tarcet number. This analoc, data is ciinverted to digcital fiirm and

mul0tiplexed- prii i too output. The MIT data ititerlace is a 32-bit parallel data wiird wh\Iich is

read bs the (CASE.S c~intrn OI cI ipter upi i generation utf a striibe by the BIT.

42TDS [)esicn1

The TDS sensrism are nmounted irthogiitial to) each (other and obhserve thle fmiir (4) LED tarcets

mitiunted i n the uipper surface titi the tip plate. Using the kniiwn locatioins and unique patterni

of the targets s\ ith respect tii the tip plate. the rmitiiin uit the tip plate reference piiit (i.e..

center (if mass, ,Ilca be mi )initi red. The required EO' (it each TI.S senisor (2.3 cclg is,
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deten-nined by the target range, target spacing. and the maxim um expected mwi itis tit ±25 cml.

[he actual FOV (I 15e&L) is lareer than necessarv becaulSe iof the intentritnal use ki ci mm in

detectmis for hiooth the TI)S and thle I3MT. Ilse oif a sliu~htl v Imi ner ( 15 mmn) fi cal leneth lens

h~r the TI)S itrmcpiys resi lrrtiai, i upared to) the BMT. The maji ir desi2) encha lenees fill the

TD S areC hi~h update rate. target rarrize. and high -eSOltrtiiin. The use it active (L[ED) tareets

rather than passive lretroretlector) targets improves the rudirimetric peru irmance significantly

and alloiis, s the shiirter inteieration timles needed fo~r higher- Uipdate rates. The four TUJS tareets

ci insist iif individual LEDs fitted with an adjtrstable spherical lens that expands the illum inatiion

beaml to 15 dee,-. Beam diver-ence is based tin the angullar iittSet with respect to the sensor

heaýd p1lirs anl expected tilt of the tip plate i~f±5 de-.

[hle TDS sensi 0'r head is identical to thle B MT sensor, with twoi minim ir xceptions. There are

nil il11u11i11at11irs ilin the TDS sensm-i because active tarieets are used. The detectior miiuntirr

bli ick hiilds the de~tecti ir mi rural tii the i iptical axis (rather than tilted) becatuse the targets areo

cettuidistarrt inrneand rqrcthe %ame h ical egh The TDS use~s vih edctd analog

circuits tij transmit anakLii pui~sitiiii data hi~r each iif the fmurr tare2ets mlea.sure-d by each olf the

ii) sensor- heads. L'ach targect has a unique0 iiffset voltage at its statiiinarx' piisitiiin. surch that

mmdximum residiutiomi can be eained tnmim the ±1I0 V range ut the analiig MirtpUt.

5. CUIRRFNT STATUS

Fabricatii in arnd checkmi mtif' the BNTF and TDS hardw.are are still in prog-ress. sii test r-esrlts

to ir these s\ stems are not \bet a% ailable. Htowever. testine (iif the RAMiS Priitity.pe develiiped

b\ BE('D under IR&F) has prildLrced ealoptimiustic resurlts. The Proto~type has detected and

tracked a reCtri ireflective tape targ2et at 3 1 im range under bright interior lighting ciinditiiirs.

Trackirre titi arn [ED tar~get like th at planned fi ir the TDS has alsoi been demionstrated. The

Prtii type has al si denitinstrated linearity across a single pixel as high as 1 (C iif a pixel. (Tile

I1DS anti BMT specificatniins canl be met with erro~rs eLtltiValerit too 5ý titf a pixel. I The tiew\

senlsi irs aret expected tii show, significanlt irn1priivemerits in pertuirtance, due too larger pixel
size, bigher respiiisi vity. im pmived uriifirm-nity oif pho~tiirespolnse. and I iwer no~ise fromt

JOetectlrarid prticessm-i rcrcuitr\. 'Tests, results fromi these sensors are expected by Feb. I t)i2.

Recrcurcnc,:
Ilitres. Vl.. Birk c. A.P.. arid P~Rrcr~iir AT.. "NASAIMSt

T trri.Le SpiIce Sirtldcrirre Gririrri~tEe
F;rcitrs.' Proc. AtAA G- (uiditnce &: itiriit Ciort ., New Oricmir. LA. Aurerrs I )I~

t;uif.t W., .Stirke' IJP. mid (:urrrnreriirr U.K.. "Siruireirat (miiririi Se~isrs ltor Cointrot. .\sirophvsii
.inii Siniclrirre ExPertrnenr in Spatue (CASES)," Advances, in Optical Structure Syslems. ii 1

PricS Pt F. Oriyunii ti.L. April 1 tiii
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Evaluation of acri late and poliNimide coated optical fibers as strain sensors in
polymer composites

1. 1) Melvin*. R S Rogowski*, M S IHolben**, J S Namkung-. K Kahl 'J Sirkis"

*NASA Langley Research Center M/S 231 Hampton. VA 23665
"* Lockheed Engineering & Sciences, NASA Langlev Research Center Hampton, VA 23665
!College of William and Mar'. NASA Langley Research Center Hampton, VA 23665
'Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Maryland. College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACT: Polyimide and acrylate coated optical fibers were embedded in 8 ply'
unidirectional graphite/epoxy composites. Strain was measured under tensile and cyclic
loads with both surface mounted resistive strain gauges and the embedded optical fi'bers
using an Optical Phase Locked Loop. The peak to peak ampiitude of the acrylate sensor
was 40(1 smaller in magnitude than that of the polvimide sensor. The acrylate sensor failed
to respond between 100,0(X) and 120.0(X) cycles. Optical microscopy showed dramatic
differences in the interfacial condition of the two sensor systems tested.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The successful long term implementation of "smart", "adaptive" or "intelligent" structures will

strongly depend on development of sensor systems that can accurately and consistently

measure both static and dynamic changes to structural materials over their predicted lifetimes.

The sensor system is composed of a chemically doped SiO 2 based core and cladding housed

in a protective jacket. The optical fiber jacket or coating interaction with the host material
phlas a major role in determining the proper transfer of load from the structure to the optical

fiber. Originally, Butter and Hocker ( 1978) demonstrated the ability to measure strains of

<0.4 x 10-6 on a cantilever beam structure using an optical fiber. Since then many

applications of this technology have been extended to making strain measurements usitg

multimeasurand fiber configurations. This work focuses on determining what damage

mechanisms cause hysteresis or complete optical signal loss when embedded sensors are

subjected to large repeated load levels. The goals are to find optimum optical fiber

coatin.0host material interface properties that will ensure sensor/host integrity over the

structure's lifetime. Preliminary work has been performed on two "off the shelf" optical

fibers. act-vlate and polyimide coated.

2.) EXPERIMENT

2.1 Sample Preparation

I " , (l* c ! r111 Cl11 1-92)
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Strain measurements were made on two graphite epoxy composite samples using either a

Corning CPC3 50/125/250 pim (core/claddinm/coating o.d.) acrvlate or a Fiberguide

"Ihermocoat 50/125/145 pim polyimide coated optical fiber. Both composite samples

contained an acry late and polvimide coated fiber for making interfacial comparisons using

microscopy after testing. The optical fibers were laid parallel to the 00 graphite fiber direction

hctv, een the fourth and fifth plies of an 8ply unidirectional composite. The composite

specimens were made of Hercules Magnamite graphite-epoxy pre-peg material following

ASTNI standards (D 3039 - 76.). The optical fibers were approximately 0.63 cm apart placed

in the center of the 2.54 cm wide composite. Each specimen was approximately 30.5 cm long

and 0. 11 cm thick. Teflon tubes were threaded over the optical fiber pigtails and embedded

0.•3 cm into the laminate to provide protection during the cure process and subsequent

handling. The pigtails exiting the composite were fusion spliced to FC/PC connectors and

connected to the Optical Phase Locked Loop (OPLL). The samples were fatigue loaded in

tension at 5 Ilz to 85q of their average 7650 lb ultimate tensile strength (UTS). Failure wa\

predicted to occur at 100.(X)0 cycles for an AS4/3501-6 composite with OIR lasayup.

2.2 Optical Setup

A schematic diagram of the OPLL is presented in Fig. 1. The electronics in this diagram are

,imilar to those from [leyman (1'982) and Rogowvski et al (1986). except that this system is

operated at a nominal frequency of 3X) MHz. and a sinisoidal waveform is generated by the

oscillator. A voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is used to directly modulate a diode laser and

to provide a reference signal to a double balanced mixer. 1 .,,e laser radiation passes through a

Fiber multimode embbeded optical

Laser fiber, is detected, amplified.

Compsite-a.and mixed with the reference
Composite signal. The phases of the two

C signals are maintained at

quadrature by feedback of the

DC error voltage from the

mixer to the VCO. The filter

removes the radio frequency

component coming from the
Filter Mixer Detector mixer. Any change in the

phase of the modulation is

Fig. I. Schematic of optical phase locked loop and
composite with embedded optical fibers
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expressed as an error voltage at the mixer and is compensated by a change in the modulatiOn

frequency. A change in path length, AL, of the optical fiber will produce a change in

frequency, AF, according to Eq. 1. where L is the effective path length (optical plus

AF AL
F L (1

electronic) and F is the nominal frequency value. The VCO sensitivity is I PV per Hz In thi\

experiment the error voltage and load cell were recorded with both a unix based data

acquisition system and strip chart recorder to indicate strain.

.3.0 RESULTS

A 2.5 second sample was recorded ever,' 15 minutes over the entire fatigue test for both

acrylate and polvimide coated sensors. The optical response to the applied cyclic 5 Itz load

for the acrylate coated sensor is shown in Fig. 2. The frequency curve shows good agreement

with the applied load for the sample set taken around 108,000 cycles. The peak to peak

sensor response for the acrylate sensor was 40% lower than that of the polvimide sensor for

the same 85% UTS load levcl. The acrylate sample however failed to respond between

1 500 10' I 0--1.0 10'

Load
1300 104 -Freq 50 10'

1.100 10, ' " " " ..

0
9000 -

7000 -5.0 10'

5~~1 5~ 1 0' 5

1000.. . ; .

tJO1000-- - -2.0 1 0'
21676 21677 21678 21679

Time (secs)

Fig 2. Applied cyclic load and optical fiber response
versus time for the aervlate composite system



100.1$)))O and 120,0(X) eCleI s. M icroscopy was performed after l osing the acry Iate opticalI

uta.The pillyimide sensor responded very similarly to the acrylate frequency curve shown

in lIe T.he polvimide sensor Continued to respond wkithout any noticeable loss in peak to

peAk Limpli ude well beyond I 39,00(0 cy'cles. A dc drift was observed in both tests and was'

*~ ~. . .. attributed to a noisy detector pow~er
supply. Fig and 4. showv cross

sections of the acrvlate and

polv imide coated Ifibers respectively.

The arrow in Fig. 3. points out

crcks aogthe primary and

secondary actrvlate coatine interface.

Slippage of the glass zilong !his

interlace Could account For thle

re.duct ion in peAk to peak amp1li tude

io -rt hei acrvlate ss'stem. The
., 50 Prm po-miecotn systemi in Fig. 41.

appeared to be well bonded to both
l-ie. 3. AcrvlI te coaited fiber cross section after tecr Oieadtegasfbr
I 22.1000 cycles

41.1 CO N Cl, S ION S _1ý

Prehimary i.,prrral straink ' * j

niieasurer',,mts were made on tsso

composite samples with an enf -dded

a:rxNL~ite anid PONlvimide COat~d OptiC al
fiber. The pol\ imlide system

i thsrtood I 39h0t)4 cycles W~ ithou~t

ex\hihitinue an, faticue related damnaee.

The evlt svstem hovwevcr failed 0
betw~een 10('&'ý0 and 120.00(1cycles.

M i cro scopy .ioved in te rfac ial damnage *'e

hichposibl cotriute totheFig. 4. Polvini de coated~ optical fiber cross sect on
.cltefiber response failure. after 131().()) cycles

Refecre:e' es

Butter C 1) and [h(,cker (; B 19)78 A'Xpl, Opt. 17 (I1X) pp 2807-2869)
lie %mant J S I 92 U.S. Patent 4343242
Roeos'.% sKi R S. I levillan J S. a-ýd flolben %I S. 1986 Pr,)(. .SIIE 663 pp 86-89
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Embedded optical fiber sensors for monitoring cure ccnles of composites

Mark A. Druy, Paul J. Glatkowski, and W. A. Stevenson

Foster-Miller, Incorporatcd, 350 Second Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154

ABSTRACT: The real-time in situ monitoring of the cure cycle of an epoxy resin/graphite

fiber composite was monitored in an autoclave. In this work a short length of sapphire fiber

was used as an embedded fiber optic sensor. The sapphire sensor was connected to infrared

transmitting zirconium fluoride optical fiber cables which penetrated the wall of the

autoclave and interfaced to a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The results

indicate that this technique is suitable for monitoring the degree of cure of the laminates

throughout the entire cure cycle.

1. INTRODUCrION

The repeatable processing and manufacture of advanced composite materials is perhaps the

major obstacle inhibiting the widest possible acceptance (if resin matrix composites as aircraft

structural elements. Considerable research and development has been expended in

government, university and aerospace laboratories in efforts to improve the quality and

reliability of this class of materials. We address this critical issue from a uniquely

fundamental standpoint. The experimental technique involves the use of infrared

spectroscopy and the development of infrared transmitting optical fibers as sensors for

monitoring the cure of graphite fiber/resin matrix materials. In this paper we report the use of

this experimental technique for monitoring the extent of cure in an autoclave environment and

the correlation of the spectal data to mechanical test data.

The Foster-Miller fiber optic method is unique because it tracks a fundamental aspect of cure -

the vibration of atoms and molecules associated with the dissociation and formation of

chemical bonds which occur during the cure process. The information from the sensor is

directly related to the chemical state of the resin.

199) '01P Puhi-,hinL I td
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The procedures used to lay-up the sensor fiber in the composite laminate, cure the laminates,

and acquire the infrared spectra have been described in previous publications (Druy 1991).

The composite system used was Fiberite 934 which consists of graphite fibers and a

TGDDM/DDS epoxy. This resin system is known as a 350'F resin and is used in a number

of aerospace structures. The principal components of the resin are Tetraglycidyl 4, 4'

diaminodiphenyl methane epoxy (TGDDM) and 4, 4' diaminodiphenyl su'tt.. (DDS).

Additionally there is present a catalyst, BF3 : NH 2C2 H5.

In an effort to determine if the spectral data obtained during a cure cycle could be used to

determine extent of cure in an epoxy laminate, the cure cycle was altered by decreasing the

duration of the 350'F hold. Spectral data was obtained during these runs and the panels were

subjected to an losipescu shear test. This test utilizes a double-V-notch test specimen and is

used to measure both the in-plane modulus and strength of a laminate. Figure 1 shows the

configuration of the test specimen. This test is supposed to be sensitive to the degree of cure

of the epoxy. Five test specimens were cut from each laminate that was cured.

12 7mm max (0.5") 900

S10.5mm 19 1mm
(0.41-) (075")

1.3mm min (0.051") T4 3mm0 7)

<- ~~~~76mm (3.0") .. . . . ..

50-NAS 8861 8

Figure 1. Configuration of Test Specimen for losipescu Shear Test

The standard cure schedule was a ramp from room temperature to 250'F, followed by a 45

min hold at 250'F, followed by a ramp to 350'F, followed by a hold at 350'F for 120 min.

The altered cured schedules (which differed only in the extent of the 350TF hold) are shown in

Table 1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cure of this epoxy system involves two mechanisms (Morgan 1987). The first

mechanism involves reaction of the epoxide ring with the amine functionality. This reaction

occurs at relatively low temperature. The second mechanism involves the formation and
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breakage of aliphatic C-H bonds which are indicative of subsequent cross linking reactions

which build up the epoxy network.

Table 1. Cure Schedule For Composites

Sample Interrupt point in Cure Cycle

I Standard Cure, 120 min hold at 350'F

2 1 min hold at 350'F

3 105 min hold at 350°F

4 90 min hold at 350'F

5 75 min hold at 350'F

6 60 min hold at 350'F

7 15 min hold at 350'F

8 30 min hold at 350'F

9 45 min hold at 350'F

These spectral changes have been observed with the fiber optic infrared cure monitoring

system (Druy 1991). In particular two peaks in the infrared are useful for determining the

extent of cure during the late stages of the cure cycle. During the 350'F hold, the absorption

at 2995 cm-1 decreases while the absorption at 2830 cm- 1 increases.

For a Fiberite 934 laminate, a shear strength of 17 - 18 ksi is expected (Zimmerman 1991) for

a fully cured specimen. Sample 4 (90 minute hold at 350'F) achieved this value. The

expected values of ultimate shear strength were not reached for samples 1 and 3 because some

of the panels appeared to be damaged during cutting. Comparison of the spectral data for

samples 1 and 3 indicated that no further increase in the intensities of the C-H absorbance

peak at 2830 cm-1 could be detected after 60 - 75 minutes into the 350'F hold. Similarly

observation of the data for a 30 minute hold at 350°F, indicated that the C-H intensity at 2830

cm-t was still increasing. This trend was confirmed by examing the data for a 60 min. hold

(Sample 6). In a similar manner, the trend of the C-H absorbance peak at 2995 cm-1 can be

analyzed. Its peak intensity tends to decrease up to - 90 min into the 350'F hold. The

relationship between these absorbance peaks and the ultimate shear strength data is shown in

Figure 2.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the monitoring of the spectral changes during cure of a TGDDM/DDS epoxy

resin/graphite fiber composite can be correlated to the mechanical properties of the cured
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laminate. This cure cycle suggests that for the given laminate dimensions (20 plies, 5 in. x 6

in.) full cure is obtained by the time a 90 min hold at 350'F occurs. Therefore, based on the

data obtained with the sapphire sensor, the use of the FTIR cure monitoring system for

standard epoxies might be best applied to determining whether a substantial amount of an

undercured region exists in a part of complex geometry (i.e substantially differing thicknesses

across the part).

20- 0.04

18-

16 .0.03 -- Peak Shear Stress, ksi

S.-0.02
12 !,, t

S10 .. 2995 cm 1 Intensity

6- .

h- 2830 cmr1 Intensity
47I :--0.01

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Duration of 350 'F Hold, min

Figure 2. Relationship Between C-H Absorbance Intensities And Shear

Strength
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Fibrc optic technique for simultaneous measurement of strain and temperature
variations in composite materials

W.Craig Michie *. Brian Culshaw*. Scott S.J. Roberts**, Roger Davidson **

* University of Strathclyde. Glasgow, Gl IXW, UK.

** AEA Technology Harwell Laboratory. Oxon, OXII ORA. UK.

ABSTRACT

A technique based upon the differential sensitivities of dual mode and

polarimetric sensing schemes is shown to be capable of resolving

simultaneously temperature and strain variations to within 20 pc and I K

over a strain and temperature excursion of 2 mc and 45 K.

Introduction.

Polarimetric and Dual moded sensing schemes have been reported as being

suitable candidates for achieving high resolution measurements of strain

and temperature variations (Butter, Kim). In the present experiment both

techniques are used to simultaneously interrogate one single sensor in

order to discriminate between the effects of temperature and strain.

The fibre sensor can be characterised in terms of the necessary

temperature or strain variations required to produce a 21 radians rotation

in the polarisation state. Thus the sensitivity of the fibre to

temperature and strain variations (ampol or aTdual (rads.K-) and al

or a rads.j-I) can be determined.
c dual

Simultaneous interrogation of a sensor with both techniques permits two

independent variables to be measured at the same time, provided that the

relative sensitivities of the two sensing schemes are different. The

application of a temperature and/or strain change to the sensed region

will produce a phase change in the dual mode and polarimetric signals.

Measurement of the phase changes allows the temperature and strain to be

recovered corresponding to the relation,

1I1992 ( P1 Puh li.hmiw I Id
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Experimentation.

Linearly polarised light from a laser diode (X = 820nm) was combined with

the output of a HeNe laser (A = 633nm) and launched into a polarisation

preserving fibre. This fibre was then subjected to controlled strain and

temperature cycling and attempts were made to recover the sensed changes

from the optical measurements. A typical example of temperature/strain

recovery is displayed in Figure 1. Over the measurement range it can be

seen that good agreement is observed between the applied and recovered

variations. In general the estimation of the extension applied to the

fibre is better than 20 gm. Temperature measurements are seen to be

accurate to within 1-2 degrees in most instances and better than 5 degrees

overall. In all of the measurements the general trend is correctly

predicted. Over the increasing portion of the strain cycle the measured

fibre extension was found to be 1694 pm with a corresponding temperature

change of -44.9 C. This is in excellent a...mernt with the applied changes

of 1700 pm and -45 K. The corresponding values for the relaxation cycle

are -1700 um applied extension versus -1689 kim measured and - 3 C applied

versus - 4.2 measured which again indicates good experimental agreement.

Temperature/Strain Recovery with Embedded Sensor.

A uni-directional composite bar 650mmx25mmx5mm was press moulded from 40

layers of Ciba-Geigy 914C-TS-5-42 pre-preg. A single length of elliptical

core polarisation maintaining fibre was located centrally between the 2 nd

and 3rd layer of the sample running axially and parallel to the

reinforcment. This sample was subjected to simultaneous three point

bending and thermal cycling. An example of the data recovery from such a

measurement is indicated in Figure 2.

It is clear from this measurement that while the general trend of the

tempeature and strain changes is correctly indicated, the data recovery

from this experiment is less precise than in the unembedded case. The
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reasons for this are the following. Firstly the sensing length of the

fibre is much shorter than that used in the unembedded experiment. The

sensitivity to the temperature changes is therefore reduced introducing

errors in the calibration for thermal changes. Secondly the fibre used in

the embedded experiment was taken from a different batch to the previous

fibres and it had sensitivities which lead to a less well conditioned set

of simultaneous equations describing the temperature/strain variations

(Michie). Thirdly it is difficult to obtain an exact reference measurement

of the thermal and strain changes within the composite sample. The fibre

measurements were calibrated against estimations of -mpwt .ture/strain

changes taken from surface readings.

Conclusions.

Temperature/strain recovery with a single sensing length of optical fibre

has been demonstrated to be successful to within 20 AE and I K over a

strain and temperature excursion of 2 me and 45 K. The technique has been

applied to embedded sensing where although a reduced sensitivity was

observed this was not a direct result of the embedding process and the

indications are that this technique is a suitable for temperature/strain

recoverv in composites.
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Bend-insensitise single mode fiber for embedding in composite materials

G. Orcel, R. May*, J. Greene*, R. Claus*

SpecTran Corporation, 50 Hall Road, Sturbridge, MA 01566
"*Fiber & Electro-Optics Research Center, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061-

(1111

ABSTRACT: A single mode bend-insensitive (SMBI) fiber was designed using
a depressed clad (An=0.003) and a higher NA (0.15). The optical attenuation
of such fiber embedded in 15 cm long graphite/epoxy composite panels and at
00 angle with respect to the reinforcing fibers in the adjacent plies is not
affected by strain or temperature cycling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical fibers are being applied or contemplated for data transmission and sensing

and diagnostic applications in advanced aircraft (Vendsarkar and Murphy). When

the aircraft structure is constructed of composite materials, the optical fiber can be

directly embedded in the material. Possible uses for embedded optical fibers include

monolithic backplanes for avionics computers, and temperature and strain sensors

for smart structures.

One difficulty in the use of embedded optical fibers is that structural reinforcing

fibers often generate microbends in the optical fibers, inducing large optical

attenuation (Bennett and Claus). The magnitude of these losses depends on the

fiber's refractive index profile and coating modulus, and the type and orienta.ion of

the structural fibers (Jackson).

The purpose of this work is to design a single mode bend-insensitive fiber (SMBI)

and to evaluate the optical performance of graphite/epoxy coupons with the

embedded SMBI optical fiber when exposed to strain or temperature cycling.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The fiber preform was prepared using the Modified Chemical Vapor Deposition

(MCVD) technique. The preform is then lowered into a graphite furnace under dry

nitrogen atmosphere. Glass fiber is drawn to an outside diameter (OD) of 125 rtm

1I11)-' l0P Publh•hing I id
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and then coated on-line with either a polyimide resin to 150 /Am OD or with an

acrylate buffer to 250 jum OD.

The composite system is a Hercules 3501-6 epoxy resin matrix and AS4 graphite

reinforcing fiber. The prepreg ply is 0.3 mm thick and the graphite fibers are linearly

oriented.

The 15 cm long composite laminates

were formed by applying 585 kPa C0MPO~rT LAUP

pressure in a hot press at 175'C for 2 rm
hours. - r

S9u"CA-NTN 0*O;'AIN•• CR!D--N'ATnCN 0' OR!-,TA'ION

The optical fiber is embedded in the ... Q

center of a 12-ply coupon (temperature F;"E.

test) or 6-ply coupon (strain test). The

optical fiber is either oriented at 00

orientation, or at 900, referred to as 900

orientation. A 12-ply composite coupon Fig. 1. 12-ply composite coupon
is described in Figure 1. with embedded fiber

3. RESULTS 03

The refractive index profile of the single

mode bend-insensitive fiber is given in

Figure 2. The clad is depressed by

about 0.003, the numerical aperture is
0.15, and the core diameter is 61im. The -, WI 4 0- 40, "0

attenuation at 1300 nm is about 0.95 R ',,JS ( ,•;

dB/km and the cut off wavelength is Fig. 2. Refractive index profile of a

1190 nm. SMBI fiber

5.0
The results of a peel point attenuation ".0 STAN-RD S

test at 1300 nm (loss induced by a single 2.0
quarter turn around a mandrel) are o 2.0o

presented in Figure 3. The single mode .

bend insensitive fiber has a fraction of a L -1.0 SVBI

dB loss for a 3mm diameter mandrel, -2C0..0 24 12

while a matched clad single mode fiber BEN'D - (m)

(standard design) has about 5 dB loss. Fig. 3. Peel peint attenuation test
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The optical attenuation of the composite
coupons was measured during a 0.1 00

temperature cycle from -40°C to +85°C. A C-C.: I I f5

typical result for a SMBI fiber as well as the 0. 0 -- -

temperature schedule are given in Figure 4. C - -
Coupons with SMBI fiber as well as the

-50temperature schedule are given in Figure 4. 0 100 2CO 300 400 50 6-00

Coupons with SMBI fiber exhibited TIM_ E ••.

negligible loss. On the other hand, coupons Fig. 4. Optical loss of P coated,
with standard matched clad SM fiber embedded SMBI fiber during
displayed losses as high as 0.4 dB. temperature cycling

The coupons with polyimide coated fibers

embedded with a 90' orientation exhibited
the highest losses during temperature cycle.

The optical loss of the embedded fibers was C) 3.-j3
recorded as a function of strain. A typical 2.0 .

plot for a coupon with polyimide coated, o ___. ____......._.-"_ 2 <

single mode bend-insensitive fiber is given -1. - 2 0

in Figure 5. Coupons with standard,
STRAIN (%)

matched clad single mode fibers exhibited

losses as high as 4 dB, while coupons with Fig. 5. Optical loss of P coated,
SMBI fibers exhibited a maximum loss of embedded SMBI fiber during strain
0.5 dB. test

Loss is observed in the optical fiber after about I to 1.5% of strain is applied to the
composite. Coupons with polyimide coated fibers embedded at 900 orientation
exhibited the highest losses during the strain test, presumably due to the high elastic
modulus of the polyimide.

Pull out tests were performed on dog-bone shaped samples prepared by embedding
single fibers in neat resin. Cracks developed at the polymer/glass interface for loads
of 44 and 107 N/mm for the acrylate and polyimide coated fibers, respectively. Crack
propagation occurred for loads of 49 and 210 N/mm for the same samples. Only the
polyimide coated fibers exhibited substantial stress transfer from the fiber to the
matrix as evidenced by the development of stress patterns under polarized light.
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Scanning electron micrographs of the fiber after failure clearly indicate that no

coating is left on the glass fiber.

4. DISCUSSION

The different tests indicate that the bend-insensitive single mode fiber is less affected

by temperature cycles and strain than a standard matched clad single mode fiber.

Bend insensitivity is essentially due to a reduced core diameter and a higher NA, and

in part due to the depressed clad. Also, higher induced losses are observed for

polyimide coated fibers than for acrylate coated fibers. There are two reasons for

this behavior: 1) the polyimide coating is stiffer than the acrylate coating; and 2) the

polyimide buffer is 12 Am thick while the acrylate buffer is about 60 Am thick.

Consequently, the polyimide buffer transmits more outside perturbations to the

optical fiber than the acrylate buffer. Finally, the single fiber pull out test indicates

that adhesion of the polymer to the glass fiber is relatively weak. Weak adhesion of

polymeric buffers to optical glass fibers is desirable because it provides a cushion and

the buffer is less efficient in transmitting outside perturbation to the optical fiber.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Graphite/epoxy composite panels with embedded optical fibers were manufactured.

The influence of optical design, composite geometry, temperature cycling and strain

on the optical attenuation of the coupons was determined. It was found that

composite panels with embedded bend-insensitive single mode fibers were not

affected by outside perturbations. It is best when the optical fiber is embedded at 00

orientation with respect to the reinforcing graphite fibers in the adjacent plies.

Polyimide coated fibers transmit more outside perturbation to the optical fiber than

acrylate coated fibers, because of the thinner and tougher polymeric layer.
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Piezoceramic/DSP-based integrated workstation for modal identification and
vibration control

Joe Su, Michael Rossi, Gareth Knowles, Chien Huang

Grumman Corporate Research Center, Mail Stop A08-35, Bethpage, NY 11714

ABSTRACT: A PC/DSP-based integrated workstation was developed for modal
parameter identification and vibration control of flexible structures. Utilizing a novel
technique, the workstation was configured to perform very accurate estimation of the
modal parameters of a cantilevered beam. Active vibration control of a cantilevered
beam with a bonded piezoceramic bending motor and a bending generator was accom-
plished by configuring the workstation as a feedback control loop with a simple lag.
Although all preliminary usage involved a cantilevered beam, the workstation proved to
be an effective data acquisition, processing, and waveform generation system that can be
employed for the modal identification and vibration control of any structure.

1. INTRODUCTION: We describe an ongoing effort to develop an integrated design that
exploits recent advances in sensors and actuators to produce an automatic identification and
control workstation for in situ modeling and vibration control of intelligent structures. The
backbone of the system is the Texas Instrument TMS320C30 Digital Signal Processor (Ref 1)
embedded in a Spectrum Signal Processing board (Ref 2). The workstation is an integrated
system consisting of an AST 80486 personal computer (PC) with the Spectrum add-in board
including 17 megabytes of private memory, 34 analog-to-digital (A/D) converters and 18
digital-to-analog (D/A) converters. There also is an Onsite Instruments Techfilter (Ref 3)
add-in board with 16 analog channels of programmable anti-aliasing/smoothing filters. The
filters have AC or DC coupling with adjustable gain and corner frequencies and exhibit 75
dB/Octave roll-off. The PC is the host to the DSP, and provides the interface between the
user and the DSP. DSP software development, loading, and execution, as well as data
visualization and postprocessing, all are performed in the PC environment. The DSP is the
main processor which facilitates the analysis of sensor data and generates control signals to
the actuators. The workstation can process data from up to 34 sensors and generate control
signals for up to 18 actuators. Currently we are concentrating upon using piezoceramic
actuators and fiber optic sensors (both collocated and non-collocated). The PC also contains
an Excelan Ethernet board which supports TCP/IP/XWindows communication with the
corporate Cray YMP supercomputer and various other workstations. The Grumman
proprietary PROTOBLOCK computer-aided control system design package is implemented
on several departmental workstations in this network. The preliminary test article consists of
a cantileve red aluminum beam with non-collocated piezoceramic sensors and actuators. A
et of eight 200-watt KEPCO BOP (Ref 4) power amplifiers provide the power to drive the

piezoceramic bending motors. Instrumentation amplifiers provide gain, selectable from 1, 10,
100, or 1000, which gives full A/D resolution for piezoceramic sensor signals over a wide
dynamic range.

2. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION: Modal parameter estimation of the transverse vibrations
of a cantilevered beam is accomplished with the workstation by measuring the steady-state
response of the beam under sinusoidal excitation. The configuration of the experimental

10Q tt0)P Puahi'hmg Lid
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Fig 1: FREQUENCY RESPONSE DETERMINATION USING THE PIEZOCERAMIC/DSP BASED
WORKSTATION
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setup is illustrated in Fig 1. The waveform is generated with exceptionally high precision by
interpolating a 1024 element floating point lookup table. Thu excitation is converted to ana-
log form by the series connection of a digital-to-analog (D/A) con,•erter, a zero-order-hold
buffer (ZOH), and an analog smoothing filter. The resulting signal is fed to the KEPCO
power amplifier which in turn drives the bending motor on the beam causing vibrations. The
bending generator signal at steady state is passed to the Onsite anti-aliasing filter and sam-
pled. With the comer frequency of that filter set to 40% of the sampling frequency, the
recorded time sequence reflects true digitized vibration icznonse. The e..citation signal at the
input of the PZT actuator is also filtered and sampled. The g tin and phase of the beam's
steady state response is determined by comparing this sigati to that of the beam's response.
From the viewpoint of implementation, it was important to maintain a real wtorld environment
throughout these procedures. Consequently, no attempt was made to isolate the experiments
from the surrounding, rather noisy, enviroiment. Another cause of loss of precision turned
out to be entirely due to electronics when it was determined that the least sigr.uicarnt five bits
were unreliable due to nonlinear device effects of the A/D chip. Signal processing techniques
were developed and utilized to improve the estimates for the steady state response. This
includes a least-square-error estimation filter described as follows:

Given a noisy measurement vector,

M =[m(O) m(T) ... m(kT) ... m(nT)], whcre

m(kT)= Gsir(bo,(kT) +0)+ i7(kT), steady state response + noise

Tis samp', ng period. rl(kT) is uncorreiated "',ith the response

Since any noise-free steady state response can be expressed as:

Gsinkw,, (kT) + 4) = Acoswo (kT) +Bsinwo (kT)

and since sin is orthogonal to cos, these functions serve as natural bases functions for this
sp.-ce. The optimal estimator, in the least squares sense, is the orthogonal projection of the
measurement vector. Thus the "best" estimate will be given by:
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4 = Ac+Bs, c=[I cos(w0T) ... cos(wt(nT))], s=[O sin(woJr)--, sin((oonT))],

Me' Ms'
A = CC, B = S', M is the measurement, M iN the optimal estimate

Hence, m = IA + B2  and 0 = arctan(A/B) are the optimal estimates for magnitude and
phase. In order to estimate the actual frequency response from the measured data, we had to
determine the individual effects due to the anti-aliasing filters, smoothing filter, power ampli-
fier, etc. To do this we sampled the input signal to determine gain and phase brought about
by the smoothing filter and power amplifier and then modified the response estimation
accordingly. Thus, we are able to achieve very close estimates of the actual frequency
response using this combination of high-precision sine wave generation, least squares estima-
tion, and phase/gain compensation. Fig 2 illustrates this procedure by a geometric analogy

FIG 2: GEOMETRIC ANALOGY FOR LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATION

measurement ro

CoS ) t Projection Operator

sin(a It

BA 
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Msinmt+ = Acos( ot)+Bsin(alt) M

A M= A2 +B2  0=arctan B/A)

and a functional block diagram. To illustrate the effectiveness of this technique, the
frequency response of the anti-aliasing and smoothing filters on the Spectrum board were
measured in this way. The filters are fourth-order Butterworth in a Sallen-Key configuration
which employ a set of 4 identical plug-in resistors to select each filter's comer frequency.
The theoretical transfer function of the filter, assuming nominal component values, is:

I I where R is the chosen restor value,
E, (R 2CC,2S + 2RC,S+I) (R2c+ I C + 2RCS + 1)'

C = 2380 pf, C2 = 2780 pf, C3 = 1000 pf, C4 = 6800 pf.

Fig 3 illustrates the efficacy of our approach to system identification by showing a close fit of
the estimated to the theoretical frequency response functions for the Butterworth filter for the
case in which R= 1.36 MQ. Virtually noiseless frequency response functions for the
vibrating beam can be determined in this way over the frequency spectrum of interest. The
natural frequencies and damping factors may be calculated by locating the frequency
corresponding to a 90 degrees phase shift and then determining the 3 dB bandwidth at each
resonant frequency. Accurate estimates were obtained even for low frequency modes. In
addition, a positive real rational function estimation technique based on classical complex
curve fitting (Ref 5) is used to realize the measured frequency response function of the
vibrations of the beam (Fig 4).
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Fig 3: BUTTERWORTH THEORETICAL vs EXPERIMENTAL vs FITTED RESPONSE
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Fig 4: TRANSVERSE VIBRATIONS OF THE CANTILEVERED BEAM-THEORETICAL vs
EXPERIMENTAL vs FITTED FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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3. MODELS OF PIEZOELECTRIC SENSOR AND ACTIJATOR DYNAMICS: The
piezoelectric bending generator feeding the antialiasing filter in front of the A/D converter
can be viewed as a current source in parallel with a capacitor and a resistor as shown in Fig 5.
The current is proportional to the strain rate at that point in the beam. The voltage drop
across the input impedance of the circuit would then have the illustrated transfer function.
Note that at high enough frequencies, the voltage is proportional to strain. For the component
values of the bending generator used and the input circuit on the workstation, Ri = 10 Kf,

Ci = 34 nf, and Cf= 216 nf, the frequency response function is depicted in Fig 6.
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FIG 5: BENDING GENERATOR TRANSFER FUNCTION AND CIRCUIT MODEL
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Fig 6: FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION OF THE BENDING GENERATOR
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4. NONLINEAR ELECTRIC FIELD/STRAIN BEHAVIOR OF PIEZOCERAMICS:
We were surprised to observe in the laboratory the size of the nonlinear relation of electric
field to induced strain in a piezoceramic bending motor. Fig 7 illustrates the steady state
output waveform for a sinusoidal excitation at a frequency just below resonance and for a
range of amplitudes. The response is clearly far from sinusoidal. At low enough signal
levels, the response is quasi-linear but noise becomes a dominating factor. To illustrate
another view of the nonlinearities associated with piezoceramic actuators, consider Fig 8
which shows changes in peak response, resonant frequency, and damping associated with the
first bending mode at three different levels of excitation. Clearly, the response is dependent
on the driving amplitude.

5. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: Fig 9 illustrates the overall block diagram which
includes all of the components of the dynamic model of the system. Using the experimental
procedures described above, we obtained the transfer functions of the cantilevered beam, the
butterworth filter, the anti-aliasing filter, the sensor dynamics, and the power amplifier. For
the single or two-mode models we were able to obtain substantial damping through feedback
by exploiting a lag filter design. For simplicity we describe the single-mode results, the two
mode results are exactly analogous. Initially all the models were ported into the
PROTOBLOCK environment. Within this graphical environment we performed linear

analysis which included a root locus technique to derive the closed loop system (Fig 10). It is
interesting to observe that this plot clearly indicates that the structural modes do indeed
become unstable for large enough gain. This was later verified experimentally where
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Fig 7: NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF BENDING MOTOR-WAVEFORM
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Fig 8: NONLINEAR RESPONSE OF BENDING MOTOR-FREQUENCY RESPONSE
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Fig 9: CANTILEVERED BEAM CONTROL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Fig 10: ROOT LOCUS PLOT OF THE COMPLETE SYSTEM
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excellent correlation with the predicted instability was observed. The PROTOBLOCK
environment allowed us to efficiently compare the root loci for a number of choices of lead or
lag filters. For the single mode model it was quickly determined that choices of a = 10 and
b = 20 gave an acceptable root locus plot. The required values of the gain are automatically
generated through "clicking" on the desired location of the root locus graph. The closed loop
response was simulated within the graphical environment and the predicted open and closed-
loop time histories are displayed in Fig 11. The control system design is downloaded to the

Fig 11: ANALYTICAL-UNCONTROLLED vs CONTROLLED FIRST MODE RESPONSE
4
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tz -2
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PC where the C30 implements the required algorithm to effect the lag filter controller design.
We then proceeded to run the experiment using the piezoceramic bending motor driven with
sinusoidal input at the first fundamental frequency of 31.4 Hz. Upon reaching steady-state,
the input was removed and the time histories were sampled, stored, and displayed. The result
of the one-mode experiment under open and closed-loop control is displayed in Fig 12.

Fig 12: EXPERIMENTAL-UNCONTROLLED vs CONTROLLED FIRST MODE RESPONSE
4

Uncontrolled

Time, sec
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As can be clearly seen, we found excellent correlation between the simulated and experimen-
tal results.

6. CONCLUSION: The Piezoceramic/DSP-based integrated workstation has proved to be a
great aid to research in smart materials and structures. It is now possible to quickly iterate
between theoretical control system designs and actual hardware implementations employing
embeddable real time digital controllers. This work illustrates the optimal combination of
modem digital signal processing techniques, control system synthesis, system identification,
and high speed computer networking. This symbiosis characterizes the essence of the kind of
systematic approach which will lead to actual application of smart structures technologies.
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The intelligence between sensing and actuation in smart structures

Urmit Ozgfiner Layne Lenning
Department of Electrical Engineering
The Ohio State University

2015 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio, 43210

Abstract. It is claimed that smart structures require the implementation of distributed
intelligence to work effectively. The local intelligence for flexible structures is based on
local models of substructure dynamics. One possibility of realizing the local models is
with analog circuits representing the substructures. The local models can then be the
basis of different feedback control schemes.

1. Introduction

We claim that adaptive or intelligent structures require a nontrivial amount of
mi/clhigcncc to provide the adaptatzon, and that one of the key issues in this area is
estahlishing a framework that is independent of the sensor and actuator technologies
that are being considered. Thus, we have to understand the key characteristics of
such structures:

"* Sensors imbedded into substructures.

"* Actuators imbedded into substructures.

"* Substructures coupled to form a large structure.

"* A distribution of control authority over the large structure.

"* A distribution of sensor responsibility over the large structure.

Thus, the intelligenrc that connects the sensors and actuators must likewise fit into
the above framework. That is, it must be imbedded into the substructures and
must be "connectable" similar to the substructures. It must "understand" that it
is p'irt of a whole. It must show a distribution of intelligent processing power.

We now make a big jump to reach the claim that a major portion of intelligence
or intelligent action is having an internal knowledge of self. In systems/control
terminology, this is model ba,-ed control.

The above general introduction leads us to the following two, somewhat. more
tchnical, observations:
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1. A large class of interconnected structures, especially those comprised of phys-
ical systems, have models represented by electrical networks. These networks,
which can actually be built and interconnected, will exhibit the same behavior
as the nominal model of the original structure.

2. A large class of control approaches incorporate a nominal model of the system
being controlled within the feedback control loop. 1

In what follows, we shall summarize very briefly circuit based modeling of struc-
tures. This will also include the technology-dependent active materials portion of
thel structure. We will then show that physically having such an analogous circuit
will directly aid in generating the feedback control for large structural systems.

2. Background: Circuit analogies

2.1. Modeling of Flexible Structures Using Circuit Analogies

Large structures may be viewed as an interconnection of several substructures where
the vibration control problem can be approached as a question of power transfer-
similar to problems in transmission line theory or electrical circuits. The propaga-
i iont of disturbances may be analyzed in terms of scattering parameters or in terms
of circuit impedances, just as in transmission lines or high frequency waveguides.

Ve have been analyzing these analogies in detail, with the intent of exploiting the
similarities (Lenning and Ozgiiner, 1991).

The first and simple motivation for this work is to reconsider existing results in
circuit theory and microwave waveguides in order to transfer some of the results to
the control of vibration damping in large, coupled, flexible structures.

The second and more unique motivation, which forms part of this paper, is to use
these models to build the actual circuits. These circuits will then provide nomiltal
models to be utilized jointly with the system as part of the control implementation.

Circuit analogies of mechanical systems have existed for many years. When
the history of mechanical and electrical systems is considered, the complementary
progress of the two areas is evident. Results of electrical network theory have many
applications to acoustical, mechanical, and electromechanical systems. Included in
these applications is vibration control of large flexible structures.

Typical examples of circuit analogies for mechanical systems are shown in Ta-
ble 2.1. Using these variable and element analogies, the equations for electrical and
mechanical systems are:

1 If
I't = CV + W V + - V dt (1)

F,,t = Mi + 3r+±Kx (2)

r, = JO + 9+ KO (3)

This has at times been referred to as the internal model principle, although that term has

also been used when the controller has a model of the disturbances.
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ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL MECHANICAL
(LINEAR) (ROTATIONAL)

voltage, V velocity, v, j angular velocity, w,
current, I, q force, F torque, r

charge, q momentum, P angular momentum, h
flux linkage. A displacement, x angular displacement, 0
capacitance, C mass, M moment of inertia, J

inverse inductance , stiffness, K rotational stiffness, K
inverse resistance, R damping, 40 damping, ,3

Table 1: Electrical / Mechanical System Analogies

Once n-port impedence matrices and scattering matrices are defined, circuit
synthesis techniques can be applied to structure synthesis. Connecting substruc-
ture• is analogous to connecting circuit subnetworks. The impedance or scattering
parameters of the entire structure can be determined from the impedances of the
interconnected substructures as one would determine the impedance of a circuit.
In fact. (Conponent Mode Synthesis methods in FEM have been studied in this
c• IItext.

t'sing overlapping decomposition, the circuit/structure can be separated for de-
ceiitralized controller design (Young 1990, Cagle and Ozgiiner 1989). Controllers
may be designed to achieve certain scattering properties or to achieve certain volt-
ag,/velocity properties. H2 or H, design techniques could be used in these designs.

In conclusion, circuit analogies have been used to establish a framework for an-
alyzing interconnected flexible structures. Our purpose here though, is in pursuing
the possibilities that exist when these circuits are actually built.

22. Parallel Circuit Models of Flerible Structures

One advantage in actually developing the substructure building-blocks is that the
assembly of the subnetworks will provide the same system response as the assembly
of mechanical substructures. Thus, one can develop integrated circuit chips to
represent portions of a truss, plates, appendages, etc., and assemble an analog
representation of a total airplane wing or a space station. In fact, this would be
quitt, similar to assembly of a total FEM of the same structures.

2. ? Inclusion of sensors and actuators

Sensors and actuators which have dynamics that cannot, be ignored, can also be
included in the circuit-based models described above. These may be proof mass
actuators. piezo sensors and actuators, etc. Circuit equivalents for such systems
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Figure 1: Single mode structure with proof-mass actuator and associated circuit
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are available and may be appended. See Figure 1 for an example of a proof-mass
acw uator with a mass-spring system that it is attached to.

3. Utilization of the structure model

?. I. Observer design

Observer design is an interesting application of circuit representations of flexible
;t ruct ures. Again, cost and size are key advantages of this application. The observer
may be easily mounted to the structure or substructure to be controlled. Also, this
observer can be implemented in analog. Thus, no microprocessor is necessary for
this observer implementation.

T[he observer for the structure is equivalent to the observer for the equivalent
lRLC circuit. The state equations for a nondegenerate RLC circuit (no capacitance-
voltage source loops and no inductance-current source cut sets) without controlled
(dependent) sources can be written as

L dt1 - RiL + Aev, + BEE(t) (1)
dt

d dv
dt = ALiL + Gv + BtI(O) (5)
dt

where t he following are defined;
it. vector of inductor currents
v,, vector of capacitor voltages
E(t) vector of independent voltage sources
Itt) vector of independent current sources
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L inductance matrix
C capacitance matrix
R matrix of resistances in writing loop (voltage) equations

(row j shows resistances in the same loop as Li,)
A, matrix showing capacitor voltages in loop (entries ±1 or 0)
B• matrix showing voltage sources in loop (entries ±1 or 0)
G matrix of inverse resistances in writing cut set (current) equations
AL matrix showing inductor currents in cut set (entries ±1 or 0)
Bi matrix showing current sources in cut set (entries ±1 or 0)

Consider the case with some voltage (velocity) measurements. Thus.

Oiw -;in design an observer, with error equation dynamics specified by the sel,,cf io01
()I' matricoes Fi and F2 and end up with the equations,

t | /i = RiL + A,€. - LF1 H,% + LFly + BEE(t) (7)
dt

Sd -= ALi'L + GO% - CF 2HW, + CFvy + BuI(t) (,)
(It

These equations imply that controlled (dependent) voltage sources must be
added to the inductor element voltages and controlled (dependent) current sources

jwijst he added to the capacitive element nodes.

.c ris.Ifiriti Functions

s0cond specific application, with the network analog being available, is using it
iil enerating "sensitivity functions" of the structure. Indeed, it is known that the
s,.•isitivity functions (for example the state-sensitivity, defined as the variation of
thl, state with respect to a parameter a of interest) can be generated from the
inominal system model driven by the system outputs.

L d s' = Rs, + A~s• + SRiL SLdiL W)
dt dt

Cdsd -L ALSi + Gs, + SGvS - (1V)
(it dt

whore the following are defined:

aiL
(11)

Orn
R (9

SR OR- (1:1)
OR
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SL = L(5
cTa(5

SG = OG (6
OTa(6

I is1 part icuilarly appropriate for the configuration we propose.
Out: particlular utilization of sensitivity functions is in real--time adaptive control
at rj brs.where th[ev are used as part of gradient descent type of iterations.

1. Coliclu1sionls

It 1ums brepn pointed out that distributed intelligence is requircd to have the intelli-
/'Aaliptive structures of the future perform as desired. In this paper. wve claim

t lt~t thl du~(ist rilhUted intelligence has to have local knowledge of the dynamic mnodel
,-F I wist ruct ure~s. Furthermore, we show that one way of im plement~ing the lo-

:1 inldck is with analog circuits, which provides possibilities for developing many
Lse -ou rdal~gorit hmvu.
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A workstation environment for design of 'ibration control for flexible structures
using digital signal processors

William I1. Bennett
TECHNO-SCIENCES, INC.

7833 Walker Drive, Suite 620

Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

ABSTRACT Activities related to the design and evaluation of computati,'-al methods for
design of vibration control systems based on frequency response measuremr-nts are described.
A workstation is under development to support computation, design tradeoff analysis, realtime

program development, simulation, and experimental evaluation. The realtime vibration control
algorithms under develop use digital signal processing methods and are implemented using
high speed, special purpose DSP processors. A benchmark multichannel vibration control

experiment is planned.

Introduction

A principal concern in implementation of precision active vibration control systems for sup-
pression and isolation in structures is the computational complexity for realtime, multichannel
control processing. Recursive algorithms for realization of multichannel control laws can be
readily designed from finite dimensional, state space models for structur- 1 flexure. For wide
band vibration control in structures, model-based control law optimizatici, is typically obtained
for reduced order models of the structural flexure. Reduced models obtained from finite ele-

ment analysis, are typically characterized by poor frequency resolution relative to the modal
characteristics of a control configured structure. As a result, standard optimal control design

methods are difficult to use for vibration control.

An alternate computational approach is to use direct measurement of system frequency re-
sponses for vibration control optimization. Tradeoffs in algorithm design can be assessed based

on Wiener-Hopf optimal control methods for the high, modal density structural response to
wide band disturbance excitation [1, 2, 3, 41. The computational methods employed in this
work offer an approach to optimization of vibration control for irrational transfer functions

arising in distributed parameter models for structural flexure [4]. An optimal controller can be
specified via a sampled data transfer function. The project described herein has the objective to

validate active vibration control laws using realtime processing based on the frequency response
optimization. Vibration control designs usin 0 realtime processing, based on Finite Impulse Re-
sponse (FIR) algorithms, are currently being evaluated using a dedicated workstation whith
uses special purpose Digital Signal Processors (DSP) for the realtime control implementation.

In this paper we highlight the basis for design of vibration control in structures using frequency
sampled data. Next we describe the functionality of a workstation for design and developmenm of

vibration control hlws. We then provide overview of a benchmark vibration control experiment.

C 1'92 IOP Puhlishing Ltd
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A Control Architecture for Vibration Suppression

An architect ,,re for active vibration suppression which includes both feedback from downstream
sensors and feedforward from upstream sensors is shown in Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes
nomenclature for the signals and system model.

Table 1: Nomenclature

System transfer functions

f(s) =cornmanded control force to down-
stream sensor L d

Po(s) )disturbance force to do% nstream sen- - p[

sor
L,,(s)=distuilbance force to upstream sensor c

C(s) =contr,..' , -- tess

L, (s) = feedforward compensator

Control loop signals coto• o•,ess
d v-disturbance force
r =control command

yji, --downstreamn sensor measurement
yu =upstream sensor measurenments

snr.ar.tFigure 1: Vibration Control Architecture

Control Law Tradeoff via Wiener-Hopf Optimization

Important, quantitative tradeoffs in the design of the control processing can be addressed
using Wiener-Hopf optimal control methods. For vibration suppression, the Wiener control
objective is to minimize an averaged downstream displacement e given downstream Yd, (and

possible upstream; i.e., feedforward) velocity measurements (y,)

Q,ýE {f e I ew~w

subject to a p( ver-like constraint on the control, r,

Q { r. *(w)}r (,),!.

The tradeoff of vibration suppression vs. control saturation is resolved by solving a Wiener-llopf
control problem [1, 21 that identifies a controller C which minimizes Q( subject to constraint

on Q,. This is equivalent to minimizing the cost: Q = Qt + pQ, over all controllers which
maintain closed loop stability, where it > 0 is a Lagrange multiplier to be chosen during design.

A workstation for design and testing of DSP vibration control

A workstation for design, development, and testing of DSP-based vibration control is unO,ýr

development at TSI. The workstation supports all phases of the engineering design cycle for
development of realtime processing for vibration control: 1) system frequency response esti-
mation from finite element models and empirical measurments, 2) control law optimization,
3) realtime control algorithm design for DSP implementation, 4) control system simulation,
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and 5) experimental (hardw,.e in-the-loop) evaluation and testing. Workstation functionality
is provided by software for control system simulation that supports an interactive, graphical
interface for control configuration, data analysis and display. The software system runs on a
host Everex 386 microcomputer equipped with two AT&T DSP32C boards each capable of
25MFLOPS of computational throughput. The control simulator functions in both simulator
and test modes. In simulator mode, the dual DSP architecture is used to emulate vibration
control system data interactions by simulating plant and controller dynamics asynchronously
on separate processors. Data is transferred through the host's data bus and any desired control
channel can be monitored on the host display. In test mode, a software activated data switch
connects the dedicated DSP controller through a multiple channel, data acquisition system to
actuator/sensor interface for closed loop control. Careful attention to the buffering and co-

ordinated handshaking between multiple processors and data acquistion hardware allows the
system to run synchronously at data rates of up to 1000 KHz for 16 control channels with
transfers of up to 500 bytes of data and permits host microcomputer buffering and monitoring
of all data channels.

A Vibration Suppression Benchmark Experiment

The vibration control workstation is currently being con- 7 _.,, . ......
figured for interface with a 12 meter truss experiment INA (•1•• t.

at WRDC, Wright- Patterson AFB. The experiment plan LV1
will use inertial actuators (proof mass actuators) to sup- rnvsri•or

press vibration induced motions at the tip of the 12 meter ' •
verticle truss which are induced by proof mass actuatorsj imn.ono

acting at mid span. A vibration control algorithm for io
the 12 meter truss experiment has been designed. The!
experiment configuration is shown in Figure 2. The P- opV,.

MA's at mid-station on the truss are to be used to ex-

cite the structure with a narrowband disturbance near its RP 'ee "'1
first bending mode. Actuators at the tip station will be I -- lr I

used for active vibration suppression. The sensors include
Ilpstreami measurements from the accelerometers at mid- Figure 2:12 Meter Truss

station and feedback from the tip accelerometers. The Table 2: Truss Flexure Modes

objective is to suppress the deflection of the tip. The - Frequency Mode description

plant transfer function (PMA control comnmrnand to dis- 0.983 Hz Actuator

placement rate at tip station for X-Z plane bending) is 1.770 First X-Z Bending

shown in Figure 3. The downstream truss response is 8.450 Second X-Z Bending

dtominated by modes given in Table 2. 19.390 Third X-Z Bending
29.310 jFourth X-Z Bending

Figure 3. Downstream Transfer Function
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Vibration Control Tradeoff Analysis

A suppression vs actuator saturation tradeof-
f analysis was performed using the Wiener-

Htopf computation. The results, summarized in 7.5e-06 Mammum Actuator Input (RMS)

Figure 5, show that 0.07 v rms (correspond- 10 10

ing to 0.05 in) displacement can be maintained 2
with maximum actuator power (1 lb rms) for a .

narrowband disturbance centered near the first

bending mode of the truss. _---
SO.e-04

Frequency Samupled Controller

The Wiener-Hopf computation identifies an op- ,2O-03

timal controller for the vibration suppression -

problem as a sampled data transfer function 2 -0--

as shown in Figure 5. The Figure compares

the sample data computation for 200 Hz band - -

width with 1024 sample points with a state s- 0 0. 1 0."2 0.3 . 0.5 . 0.6

pace approach computed based on a reduced t -Trackcn Cost [vo s]

order model for the truss X-Z bending response Figure 4: Cost tradeoff
including the first 5 modes as in Table 2.

-I)''110

S .Frequency (Hz]
jlgurv 5( Controller Transfer Furictiort (

Workstation Siniulation Mode

wsrkstation siumlation mode for f7

the truss vibration problem uses - . " -- •-. -

separate models for truss bend- -

ing response, narrowband dis- z_ -

turbance generation, and con- i _-,

trl processing. The truss bend- .

ing response is simulated using 1

a 21 mode truss model. Fig- I 'K.
ure 6 shows the workstation sim ____-

ulator program interface for con-
trol channel configuration used
for this experiment. The inter ,

fa c e in t e r fa c e fu n c t io n s a s a v ir - , [ . .. . . 0 -

tual patch panel.
i Figure 6: Interconnect Program Window

Boxes are displayed representing system components: PLANT42, truss bending response,
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MIACTRL2, the control process, MlPHID, narrowband disturbance, and MIAINTEG in-
tegral processing for sensor/control law interface. A function generator, FG1, is assigned to
generate a random, white noise excitation with variance of 14.14 volts.

The software patch panel provides virtual connections under user control via keyboard input.
Each "patch cord" is programmed with a fixed gain and includes an assigned threshold value
for detecting unstable responses or excessive transients. When data exceeds the progranuned
thresholds at these points the system automatically removes the comnection and displays a
warning.

The narrowband disturbance
model drives midspan actuators.
For downstream feedback vibra-
tion control, tip velocity sensors , i ..... .,
are connected to an integrator '
to provide displacement signals
to the control process. Displace-'
ments are sunmmed at the con-
troller input. Another function
generator, FG2, is assigned to
produce white noise with vari-
ance 0.0424 volt and is used to
simulate sensor measurment er- - .
ror due to A/D conversion. The
control command is connected, ____________.___

using a patch cord providing a __ __

gain of -1 (i.e., negative feed- !!7- - -.- - --. .

back).
Data signals are assigned to data Figure 7: Closed Loop Simulation
display windows via a graphical
display and user interface. Time
traces, X-Y plots, and frequen-
cy response windows are avail- . . ---

able. The realtime data dis- [tL.. ...
play for closed loop simulated '
system responses for the con- .

trol command and downstreanil

velocity is shown in Figure 7. - -

Time history is displayed in the
upper window with an optional -. - - ± ,
RMS counter display. Frequen-
cy responses for these channels
are shown in the lower windows. - -

The frequency responses are ob- - : ,. -, ... . -

tained from FFT computation
from successive records. Open Figure 8: Open Loop Simulation
loop simulations are shown for
comparison in Figure 8.
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Conclusions

Direct methods for Wiener-Hopf optimization offer significant advantages for vibration control

systems. Sampled data methods for frequency response modeling and control design can be

integrated to support development of active vibration control for structures which integrates

both feedback and feedforward processing of from available sensors. This project focuses on

validation of such algorithms using a workstation to support the frequency response tradeoff

analysis, design and simulation. The methods employed provide frequency response measures of

known value in analysis and design of closed loop control systems. The workstation environment

provides maximum flexibility for design, simulation, and experimental testing with a graphical

user interface for ease of programming.
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Modal survey and test-analysis correlation of a multiply-configured three-stage
booster

V'. L. \larek. H -L. Xlax'i's. and TI. G. I 'arn'
.>andtia Nationial Laborat tries
.-'itywl(Irqw-, tNo, eaNlexit'ý

871 X5- 51(

Ablst.ract. I hit )apo-r I' lstrifwts a procedure used to prooIidnee a test -you (ated( finlite
* lenwt mi iodele of a liree- st ae otlid prop ellanit booster sYstIemi..'A series of* sx'st eto-]-tex
niittat I est s were perfrinmed f ,i' se seral inert 11nt I i se pI topellanlt 'onlftgitrat i ns, lest -

mtoade i itles (-]-A%1.,s) were, wised to prov'id(1 prete~st sup pot 4i, te liv e propellant
s 5' tIl tnttst s ( litti'le tile ill thle nmodel was est aIIilised by Ia' test -aitust sis t'ort'elatjolt
pit' Itne. ( p ltztiiIeliiie eeused to t let ermi ite appropriat e motitdl updates.

A I lint-si age sotlitd propellant b~ooster systen hias been developed to latiich a varilt v
lf puaylt tail. Siliccessftml designt Aif thle httoslter control syst em depends tupont a highi

ovi~f ctttitjtleti'- in tih' accutracy of elastic vibrationtal mlodles predlicted by the
lstir anatli cal tmodlel ft-r a numttter of critical flight. intes, Dute to propellant

ltrtt atnd st; agingj eventis. the luhotster conifigttratiort chaniges dIrastically from Owh
Initijal tl th lieHtial designl tilie o-f interest,

A thlri'e-tlimotetii onal cot notimmo titite elettint mtodel ( 1EI ) of hie h~oo)ster wa-;s
assetiltleil at Sattdia Natiotnal Laboratories using sruperelentcnts anid comtpottent
tinole svtithlesis (('.\IS) redult(' itl todclttiqltes. The Ittodel is to be tist'( tot aid InI
I le It ost er co1trdt svst 'it design, as well as in the performance of ntission-specitic
paykI ad ittails ait al vsos. '['e FEMX was develo pedultsi ng INI S(/N A Si'AN X ersiort
65 (ott a ( HAY/ XMI antd Xersion 66 onl a ( HAY/YVNIP (,\I S(' I 9,). 'The goal
ttf thei- modtelinig effort atnd the modal test series was to ohtaint a FENM whichi is
t'qtally validated at several critical fliglit t roes front latinci tintil Ibilrd stage horn-
tttt , E 'mleI X iotdel Is shtown inI Figuri' 1, where lie otajor strtucttural components

are hlighilighite 'I 'Ieri are apprixinmat ely 7(0,0001 dlegrees' of freedom (DOE) in
the tniri'dttt'et) noildel, 'li'major stmperelettemtts are the first stage motor, t he
1st /2tol itrtrst age, the it'tt stage mtor.tti tr, tl sliritin. andi a thiird s-tage cili'ctor.
lThe thIirdl st age 'etrsuporerm'e'ii't (withI sitrititt Is sho~wnt in Eigtmri *2. It

this6 wiýrk was, 1 trt'rfmed At '-aitlida N -at total Lahttrat..rips midt st1 tpttmrtetl tt the. I S
I lepartitv't 4' IFiwvigs tittr , tIitrac't hI-I-A(t) I-71A)l'lto75l

C 1992 lOP Pubtthing Ltd
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F'igure 1: Finite Elemen Modl of Boster

ligtire 2i 12iniittle icniewi Mlodel oft"hird St age

includes a Suct ion of ruagnle~siurmallo ' skin., a fruist um from thle skint to a twelve-sided
JjI()t(r enclosure calledl thle dcolecagorr, a payload plate. a single paylo)ad simtulator
(miockup), and the third stage mtow~r. Thiis mtotor is attachedI at thet ut1inct ion of the
lodecag um and the frurstumi. Booster guidanice and control Inistrumuentat ion (such

ais the rate, gyro and I NI V) are uiroutted to dodecagon surfaces,. A vertical hoist
aVSer Ild v at the top of ithe shroud replaces thle hoostecr nose cap fo-r thle test,, andl
I s rep resewtted as a r IgidlyIN conmnect ed Iut it Iped miass ini th moI l.

Several p~aramejters t hat are- import ant It) the booster behavior were very diliffctlt
rto m~del or quantify. This necessitated the test-analy-sis correlation and verifica-

tIiii procetss., The first and second sItage, boo( steor rttot or cases are, roughlyv 30 ye~ars
ol d. They are ritIad(If fro m filIamencrt-woun ct(Iom()nIposite, S-glIass an rit ( anurfact tuIred by
to( seiparateý suppliers. The mnaterial speci licatIionts and coruioslite assembly pro-
,e~duires for the~se motors are, not well defined. Their propellant grains aealso
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tpiii e comtiple'x. The propellant is a visco-elastic material whose properties vary
withI t einperatutre, frequency, and level of excitation. 'This is in addition to the un-
cert ainty Iin propellant dynamnic characteristics which has resulted fromt the aging
proces.,s. The propellant and case, dyinamical properties must he accurately deter-
mitiied The recetittly developed third stage motor also includes a composite case
(graphite fiber). The new third st age structure andl solid propellant mnotor have, yet

fl tI ght -t est e(lI, Hence. thle groundl test proide critically import ant dat a for
ve rifying these iimodels.

HBen'it ad van ce., in modal test procedures, and in meIthIods for test-analvsi's cor-
relation, made a milt It ple-cotfihgu rat ion approach feasible for this program. C'or-
relation softwart, providedl by Striictumral Dynamics Research C orporat ion (SDR(')
has been used sutccessfully onl a nutimier of programis involving bo0th inert an lIivye

propellants, ( Flanigan 1 9S7. lBrillhart 0/ at. 1 988 k' 1990). Ini addit ion, the software
is st ructumred Iin such a wvay thfat imult ipie booster configutrat ions may be handled
si filul I taiteously.

A it al of live syst tin-level tests were performed. Three tests were p~erformed
withI available hardware aind inmert propellants. to obtain a maximum artiotint of
si ruct oral re~spontis iinfortiiaitiioi tarly in the( development program. (loser to first
lamticli. tw() tests wert, p'rforiitt'i sing live p~ropellaints. A sep~arate test of thle
nit (kit 1 pavbtad alone' was, also perfornmed. lDetails of the( tests,, the FEM and
TAM\ iii1"tlel letvelomnitit anld the correlation p~roce~ss are incluidedl in the following

srct It us

2. Nert. Pit-pellamit Test Series

Sclit'tiia ir iauraiis 4iftlie- thlret' all-inert propellant configurations, appear In Fig-
ire :ý 'Ilit it iitigitratit its rt'prt'seti a bosostr at first stag(, bitritoi with stage- I

tu~tor iv~zzl 5  tututtel ('le't l(C). Secontd st age ignit ion (TVest Ili), anid seconid stage
hunititit with slapt 2 niii ttr tnozzle's omuiittedl ('Test IA). Ani antntular 'lV( (thirust.

vect r ci' tirtl ) tank. mounitted to t lie aft end otf t he second stage motor 'Iin a trtue

flight litlit. was nit presenit for any- of thle all-uteri tests. F'or each test, free-free
"t)it(lt tins were clo selv approximated by siispenitnitg thle booster vertically front an
,vrhi~td bridge crantt w itlI a lonug flexible strap contiected to the vertical hois't a s-

st'iiiil .Aphioto graph if t lit' first st age buritout contfigutration test ( I ( )is Shown

V, 'r tI )It co inti'g Ii ratit (I i. toeti glt t'a II Ii tmilts auth ( st'vtti sh t']l ittI odes if lth ' ('I It1ptv

fir'i sýtag, tiiittir cast' (all biehiw I100 H7z) were letermititiet. For hle( global tmoldes,
hiirst ratndomt rxcitat ion with 30lt tit 1i0 h1t fitre peaks was achietvt'd uisitig two 510 lb)
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0 \Q

Test IA Thst iti

F'iguire 3: S'ln'twiitic f Inert Mmilal I'sts

dec(trlmlvtiminic dmik,,r, at t he aft junct ii of t Ii first st age in itor case and~ skirt.
'Thle shakers were arrantig' to -xcito- fulling. axial, and 1irsithraf s ' sten i el's.
A limtitedf iitiljii'arit V check was performed~ using two Inpuit foret levels. v':01 ai 6
sine wa .'xcitat enl t int'l to pr 'liit' ,1 9t0' pli'ise lifrti'n'' bet ween thle firee

;11t(1 resjphinse. Besides extensive fixe~d init ria! inst rumtnnt;it ii ri tying t riaxiaf ac-
cf'Iernint~t'rs were iseti everyr 90') arlmititi Iici i,)ste~r at niumerouis stat ions. Shiell

m<les f~tlie empty tiltoIr c.ase wereý dtsired li Jll)w arccurate corr.'fatinn
afent ()triht ropie pe~)(rt i's ftr t lie first stage 'as.'. Radlial excitat in was prtlvidehl
with an imipact liammioir, again at the It lthum (f' t lie first stage, itittr ease. Thei

r ýling acttlrtiiert'0,rs we~re used everyý 3 0' artoiuid ht' ('ir'uiiiife'reie for this, test,

TIhirteen iii des were fumnd fr tw lie III nfigiirat it. usitng an imipact Iiatiiuier

applied at twov lu'atitiis: thle julictl 4i thei sen~d stagr moitor ftorward skirt and
the thiird stage skin: atnd, at thehttu of Owu s''iild stag'ý mtiutr. biending anid

tI rsitnial iteswore excitld. 'Ili ro vjnmr t ri;ixlil a'ce'lerrn'ct'rs were place~l everN
15" arountd the circuirife~ren'e.

lTiN iiiades we~re foiund fcir t lie IA te~st. Burst rauidnii excit atitoi wa pr~ovidel Iw
two 5 '1t) shakers. placed at the I(t tani 4d the secant st age totor so as to excite
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I w il,;ilIIs )r, mIr sit ,) sit ( a I a. h -' I'r ( r, imilt rig a c 'If, ic 21 r) wort, plat (~l I
ý~:i. taiii ,r.\ !-s H. Cr f, rs 11s? 1, ' Ili i isa ' i ~plai

3. is ti r op''terlant ij Test S rivs ~ s. t~. iiis w tstriiirtei

ri I ,Oit lpi i IIg t i e
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T.'st 2A

L

I tnurt

Test 2B3

Figur, 5: Scher'irat I C of ~ive( NModal 'et

1.2 .Krr r nrn Syjstem DrJ~sign

"lire(, booster was snspended~ fromi tihe wertical hoist1 asseinbly Usi rig all asserriblN

of st raps, rigidl links. pulleys, cables. ;rnrd a Irydraset. This srrspemrsioi sývstelrr

was at taiclre to the boom1 of a t rur-mirurntedl hy draiflic crane. 1)rrrimng protest

Calibrat iris with a rigid] mose nockiup, tihe siispeirsioti s sterir was found to hrave

Signrificanrt coil pliirg withI tire bootster. Inn part icuilar, tire snlspelrsionr Systemr xiie

seoveral miiiaes whichr were close in frer(jin(encv to the expectedl lowest miissile bendfing

liodef at Iaunrch Th'lis irt(licateti that thle su~spensionr woilti nrot provide, idfeal free(,

free Isolat ionr of the, test article. A finilte demient nirodel f tire suspension SvNsteirr

Was developed,( correlatedl to tire protest mrodlal data. atr(i their alteredl to finiti a

c orfignrat ion whichi wouldI mirnimiize tire effects of booster/suispenlsioir coupling. Thie

tratiiverse- stiffnss of the- suispension svstenir due to the axial toad was llittlele(i using

elast ic eIomrrirts. 'Ilre pr, pert eos (ft irese doelenets were, derivedl using theit anialogouls

Cast of a st ring undler tensile I bad. Iniclrsi n of acceleromneters at variouis posit ioni5

Oilj tire siirpenlsioti sy .stem (hirinrg tine actual tests allowedl reliable corrlatvirr 4f iii

final booster/snrspeui,,1 ii nirolel
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Three, elect rodynamnic shakers were uised ill the launch configuration test, Two 100
11) shakers were placed at the bottom of the first stage mnotor to excite the hending.
axi al and t irsi rial mnodes. A 50 11) shaker at the bottom of the second stage
iititor wvas designed to aid thle axial anid bendinig excitation. This shaker was found
to, he fairly inieffectunal because (of local flexibility effects. Hurst randlom inp~ut in

lhe roug-e from 8i to C 1 liz wvas usewd A total of 13 mnodles were found between S
anil -to liz. withI no st rong tuiodles above that, frequency (perhaps because of high
larliping lev lsin the test article). The observed modes inclundedl four which were

pritraril'y bending Iin nature (occurring in pairs), one( torsional, and several from
the stispension system'i. Rigid body and suspension systemi tmodes below the first
flexible fooster miodes were mieasiired separatecly by mianually exciting thle booster.
''Flle first twoý siisjerision itodes, wi~re ext racted from imipact (data onl the suspension
5 vs tcf'li.

TIwo HO1)1) IIeect rofy'nainui shakers, were moiunitedf 900 apart oin the vertical hoist
a11Ssetllyld andi ulsed to, excite tIe]( seci id stage ignit ]in ci tiliguirat iii , Ac mbniiat ion1

of horizi lit al auil v'ertical first randoti ipii ot was tnse.'l in thle range fromt 10 to
fi1 Ill. Thlis itufuit was sucsfllii exciting thle rigid body anid lower suspension
iiuofes, as well as tile flexible hooister nodes. Recordfedf modes above .10 Hz weetiued
to I' atl'ct~il iv uuionlitioarbfehuavior. perhaps caused by poor seat iug alit rattling of
lie bhird tiage ,i iot r toi i//e. High confidence iii the experiniental mode shapes' was
therereof restrimced lot lie, first two lending iiodes Iin t his test. fihese first two) modal
frtiquetcies wire ci utsiderably bieloiw thle corresponding mreasuremienuts in thle all-inert
secc nil st~n.gi Ignuit ion test (20) V for thle first anid 501 V for the second ). Possible

iirces of this, fifferenui' were ciitfiguurat ion anf assemnbly variationý. and p~ropellantt
fniroprties. Post-test ci tpituenut weight cotmparisonus suiggested anl apparent 12.7 V
detu~ity ifiscrepatucv between Ive-( andtIinert se~cond stage Ipropel~lant.

S-ixteenI channels of idata were, sinuttltaietiusfv recorded for eachi conufigurrat ion.
Ilhe fa;ia was vddaltatd by. using reciprocity checks aif( resynt fiesis o f frequency'

risli Iusem,, fuin ctiHmns friitiin t( lie ii,~u )d f aratt ietIrs fi r cinupar Isoil s ti t IeII( orig Inal (Iodta;.

4. TAM muid Pirf-Test Aiialysvs

T11 J/bi!fu Awrou1nd

A 'Vst A rio1 sis Nioff1 (A 1'\ 1) is a redurced iirider representat ion of aI finite, ehentenut
llpufel (IXIVIA l>cant he usefil iti tlie fesign and e~xecuntiii of mo dal tests' itt

r~i til~ex st ruictrtires. An accuriate 'TAI't will represent a very' close alplroxtuuiat ionl to
lie stiffness, auil] nimass jiripert es, of thef FENT. The 'I lprov"ides a inuaItheletat ical

linuk liiiweenthIle , arof iii] olafl test results.
TIwo I t'eu IAX te ullos wee isel at the NlS,( 7 N :,\ Si' AN. resid ual st ruc-

tiire level fir niodal analy' ses of t h live priopellanit test configurations. Statijc redluii'
en t.1tv;i( x v' as (isfl at the, cortpeineuin Ielin eachi ca.,'. pirior ti, thi rosihtillf
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anaysi. Eo TA NI met 110(15 were comipared for the residiial analysis: static re-
dulct 1(11 ando thle Im provedl Reduced osein (IRS) method (O'( alilahan 1989). The
residutal strucitutre static reduict ion TA NI was found to he inadequate for the selected
iuiriher of mieasuiremienit [)OF. Therefore, finial protest results were oht aind uising
lie( IRkS miethod0( for the( residual analysis.

Thel, IRS procedure is ant extension of the( Guyan reduction technique. It adjusts
het, reduced system miodlal mlatrices to include knowledge of systemn inertial effects.

Let sublscripts 'a' aiid 'd' represent active (instrumlented) and (leletedl (non1instru-
iiiented ) DOE, ando let '-'' and -' undi~erscores dlenote mat rix and l vecto-r quantities,
respectively. Th' active DOE 'a' correspond to NIS( /NASTRA N A-set DOF in heI(
residual struictuire TA NI iiodel. These correspond cone-to-one with accelerometer
channiiels uised iii the( live' propellant tests. The dl-letCel [OF -'( corresp~ond to) thle
MY S / N ASTHA N' B-set, ( -set, and Q2-set D( ) present for tlie( rcsidual svsteii run.
itulimus the, A-set 1)01. and n =it +- d.

[he residual systemi static eqtiat i. y A ma ben~x part itioined as:

The' ]lo%%,'r pa rt it ioon if Eti ia t Pii ii I) tiiai he solved for X(l* the displacemenets of t het

Xi d Žli 1\l da v + - d(2)

i iuui iniig Fiiqat (-)imi (2) withI t It' iileit ity X V i it a single part it ionedi eqltat toli,

the ri'sii t mtay he- expressed ais:

X 1=T S'N + v 11' (3)

whr I ' i vn, theii st at ic ( uiai e idetisat ion iiiatrix, andl N '~~is a (lispl I itii'll

adji i ust t iuittt vfc tor dlii c to fI( rc's a ct rigi iti t lie( lelfteil W F. 'The( 7t x it tmat rix T'

ia.x he' i'x iressr' as:

where I is tlie( ia x au identity mtat rix. anid f is of size di x a . 'I'lie ineortia fo rces

it th l1 I,0elei 1) 1:- a re riliIst ri huiteil to tlie, act Ive( D 1)1:y t lit' I R S formutulat if i1
Illt is al'1 N w, Equi at ion :t 3j t ( 1 b expresse-d as:

ti -(5a
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where

is the IRS condensation matrix, and the expression for t contains the (uvan

reduced system stiffness and mass matrices K and Ma
- -a

-d =: Lldd- da, + Al dd -a (7)

The I11S reduced svstem stiffness and mass mat~rices are given by K a TiT. nT.

and a --1 n-i respectively.

4.2. Lirc Propellant (2A/JB) Pr,-Test Analys.is

The TA %I model for test 2B (not including the suspension system) included o 224
()OF The TAM model for test 2A (not, including the suispension system) included

it = 152 D)OF, a subset of those for the 2B TAM. A common global cylindrical
coordinate system was used for both the TAM and test DOF. Orthogonality and
cross-orthogonality checks between the FEM and TAM modes were used prior to
the tests to verify the accuracy of the TAM. The fidelity of the TAM indicated that
all modes of interest would he accurately measured using the chosen accelerometer
(list rih|t~ion,

Using the FEM, frequency response functions (FRFs) were computed for every
TAM accelerometer channel, using several potential exciter locations. The analyti-
cal FRFs were used to compute mode indicator functions (MIFs) and multivariate
mode indicator functions (MMIFs). Review of this data, along with a careful ex-
amination of preliminary FEM mode shapes, allowed each exciter location to be
evaluated prior to the tests. All booster modes of interest were successfully excited.

5. Model Correlation

Numerous researchers have used identification procedures to correlate structural
moldels with the results of modal tests (Collins ci al. 1974, Hart and Martinez
1982, ('arne and Martinez 1987. Allen and Martinez 1990, lnmregu|m and Visscr
1991). This section summarizes the use of design sensitivity data from the FEM iII
conjunct ion with optimization techniques for performing test-analysis correlation
via model parameter updating.

5.1. Correlation Using Design, Senslhrity ((ORDS)

MS('/NASTRAN provides a Design Sensitivity Analysis (DSA) capability which
calculate's the sensitivity of modal frequencies to (small) changes in model param-
eters. such as material and cross-sectional properties. This information is useful
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III letermintitg thew appropriate set of miodel updates to achieve test-analysis (-cr-

rela;t ion. 'Ihel( correlat ion soft%ýxare CO()RD[S (Ftlan gait 1987) Organizes t~his dat a
:1i1(1 it oi'sptimiizationi techniqujtes to determintje paramteter changes. The jprobl'm
fi tr'oiiathmi is lhriellv reviewed here.

Voa first order appr Nxiriat ion, the clianige Iin each frequency (fi ) due, to chtanges

~to

\Vler'I)~is thle design Sensit ivitv of f o,t a change itt paramiete'r p,- F) Iis

mii itria liv '~pial to the iltrivat ive--

this, expressionl is onlyI% valid Iin a tieighlorhood of the nmnlvle ie
for small paratoeter clianpges) ove'rall 'onlveli Ice is oft en Inmprotved by rolling off'
flie, 'jI(,t of jtaratricte'r changes:

+ Z i Jittlj
3=1 j

Iwrfrm~uc,, ndexIs dfine ;is

This i., 0'' obj'ct tt ~cl oh i~iitinizeul luring thei optimtization. 'I'lt' ft7lta g

.mt are thte target frejiieitcies fronm th ltest dlata. Individual weights (w,'
itandI (verall weights (W-f . 1W') are define-d for bothI frequieitcy erro-rs f)andI

paraiot'tr [trtttrhatit us (p) Iticreisirtg flte weights onl fretjaenicy terrtrs Iiidicates

gwrate~r 'udidenct' Ili thlit test data. ln('reasiiig thIt weights onl parametter ciatitres
iniiiates grteatt'r t'ttililnc' in tflie, Iitital prpryvalues . Adljustinig the( welgigts

It( ;rhlti,v aI sat isfwttrv trao-OIT btetwveent n1it chiig flthe te-st dat a antI waking

ils; liable 11t del changes Is a 'rial -ind error )-,cess reqttiring mutchi engineering

lit' alttv etjtiat ion fttr P applies for a single, configurat ion (e.g. 2A\). For si-
nmitit arttis correlat ion using uniuttiple configtirat ions(e. 2A i 2B3), tafe abo've
relat it it are still applicable If ,configutrations are to he siutultanetiemslyN (orrt'-
at-o1 the following ititerpro tation is app~ropriate: coicat-nate the frequency error

trmts such that to =n ml + M11 + ± +0' andI form the wiuon oif the paratneter
vartatttt terms Sucht thAt 71 < ?) + I?/[ + ?IV . T'11A t 'I S. SOrtIeII ttra I IIftettr s mIay
1i- riIto rurt' than oute conlfigulrationi.

Flo, CORDS 1 software Is lesignetl to hiandle Ithe miuilt c ip cttnfigurar ionl cast'.

Sitict' frt'1 tenc ' data alone is iisel. the paratnct',rs wavalable for adjustmitent geut'r-
:MY iýtt imnter the data to lie watcled. Indivitdial cr0l0 ieriolt te'sts Whichislt

ýIcf t rutt' ral ele i ts along with sirittli anetts mitlt iple ctnligtiratictn orrela-
'aý, vtt'ls ai torljtf istt art unitqie Set oif [,:urant'ttr updtattes, lbe current systt'ril
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is 5' lrwliilt mitlelaille ;I ~rili)ri anid thre rriah-s are easV hI( calilrehond.r Fra miirl

ll~lletgligsystemis, inrcluditng s()ti( 4f thle fir:lire payload s 'vsterris Which will fly
()iIt this I, >1 er. a 1 lit iiial mleaisures are requliredl. AdLvanrccl systeml idtlijifiict i~li

art-fle cu~ lrretttly liiifr (leve!opitlletit 'I'llese 11oltl,~ lit ilize siap daita,.

freqjl.iiv rcspmiso daita. locill straint d~t~.at~ta tidS10st iiil da~ta. Tilt. Chlaleng~e lies
Ili llt(rt Iacill2, t lesr tiet hnds wvithi FINI\ moudels and ap~ldirg t hoi tif practical

Pay'loa li/n .. iI up Tf 4/s

T i~ii vliia in-i irk is conit ref im tOh pay~iv d plati and I., attacnn' ai;t f 'Ii r kwa

tll)s 1itg 1',-C III tit' [FEW these Feet atre mmiuelelI ;s c 1iiivailow liars riiiiiiitii
t rigidl deiliits NvhiiCll rivir thre fn):pjitifl A fixII-le;ise paxla);d wsf Hitilhidilft'g

it,%. API rIt.'1,J Ii te assetlllly I. svlntiiit0retiutia separat Ionl i I lIt( fre~irieiuls 4f

1rt li,wti;dl first 1) wh nitii- iiils itwcrel. Sitsiits~itw tivst igat iil ijidicatild that
1hi1 h"XIIllirv ,d I 1wi pavl-y~al/heT cl~itleot in is heavlýily dI' 'Inhent oil It, lie i ada
;inI51( 1111 lii liirs itclnhiting nritntaitif .\ftr mritigatinig threse effects ;1

lTFII illW r''ljiiilralt ii Was~ dI(tatwd. Tiii trfvars ut \;se sl it Ow livf
pr'.If iiii h-st-. IjlnC d icts thu hiTN nilds fi)r thu( fixuul-lisu paý 1, adl test

I11 (l\s&O Ilill sitmiil ifl tiltlm train, links, iisuul tý)c,~ wct accolorniutcr I-

"i ,tI fr liua iti wmihal to~t shapejus) Hi froqeuiricis f Ilic i-,rrolatoh II;\1
:uru, -ii ulparl, with tit( tes,.t dlatai in Ta~ld 1. 'I'll( f'rcueriutis )I the first buending,

ill)it pair ;igrcc 1, withini mul~ch lo-,. tlh~rt I V - h)r c, tll I;I r isut )I I in',i IIt ial II I , r

I stilltltrlc atnl lashd mik ;isstrihlY drawings) uxcimt rrur inl first betndinig

F iar / lip s'r I.115 f.. ifi'ii~ltgtilB it tu 1 ue i ayfr

Irilvlirý ar tal~ Iu~lt ill til, ual ;ll Ittalllwilltl fl(uxIhlItv, :1d l
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Table 1: Mockup Payload Frequencies
FEM Test A, % Description
26.32 26.30 +.08 1" Bending, Soft
27.79 27.80 -.04 1" Bending, Stiff
98.43 98.00 +.44 Torsion

135.9 139.6 -2.7 Axial
164.7 162.0 +1.7 2 '"d Bending, Soft
172.2 163.5 +5.3 2 "d Bending, Stiff

Table 2: First Stage Shell Mode Frequencies
FEM Test A % Mode
:39.9 :39.7 +.50 3.0
48.1 49.:3 -2.4 4,0

54.4 54.8 -. 73 2,0

73.3 74.0 -. 95 5.0
79.5 78.1 +1.8 1,1
88.0 86.6 +1.6 5.1
96.3 97.1 -. 82 3,1

propellant properties precluded using th is data for quantitative correlation. How-
,ver, seven orthogonal pairs of shell modes for the empty first, stage were obtained.
These r modes are not heavily influenced by the uncertainties cited above. Two of
tbese modes (FEM and test) are depicted in Figure 7. The indices (m, 71) indicate
the number of sine waves in the circumferential direction and the number of nodal
lines in the longitudinal direction, respectively. The frequencies of the correlated
FEM are cormpared with the test data in Table 2. The average frequency error of
the seven shell modes is 1.3 %. For comparison, thi average frequency error of the
initial model was II ;/. The case properties changed up to 20 / from the initial
est ilniates.

.5.4{. bzr, fropr~lant 7rsts

The live propellant tests were the main focus of the model verification effort. These
tests were cond(lcted at the launch facility using actual flight hardware for all
systers except the third stage motor. As previously noted, the suspension system
was designed within the constraints of the facility to alleviate coupling with the
riso1sile modes. The suspension system is modeled explicitly in the FEM using
a Corrlbinat in of masses, rigid link-, and elastic elements representing rotational
c,,nn rect eons and the transverse stiffness due to axial loading. Separate data for the
I ,weor modes of the suspension system were used to obtain initial estimates of the
suspension system properties. These parameters were retained as variables in the
overall correlation.

(•nfigurations representing second stage ignition (2A) and launch (2B) were
used in a simultaneous test-analysis correlation. The structural parameters of the
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,n. r 3,0 e , ,c - 3,1

FEM
FEM Test Test

Figure 7: Test/FEM 1" Stage Shell Modes

seco)nd stage and above are common to l)oth cases. The 2A/2B suspension system
parameters are distinct due to different preloads. High confidence was placed in the
payload attachment properties and the first. stage case properties from prior com-
ponent test-analysis correlation results. The six lowest frequency bending modes
are depicted in Figure 8, The mnode shapes are depicted in pairs. For each pair.
the test shape appears on the left and the FEM shape appears on the right,. The
FEM plots utilize a display model, which is comprised of straight-line connect ions
between selected nodes (corresponding roughly to accelerometer locations). The

display models have a circumferential node spacing of 450 while the test acceleroim-
eter spacing is 90'. The suspension system is also shown. Some of the apparent
difference in its motion (test vs FEM) is due to two factors: (1) the test data in-
cludes transvrse degrees of freedom only and (2) some accelerometers are located

within -rigid" elements rather than at the boundaries.

The frequencies of the correlated FEM are compared with the test, data in Table
3 (the asterisks denote modes depicted in Figure 8). The first bending modes are
the roost significant fuir control design, particularly for first stage burn. The results
indicate a frequency correlation error for these modes of less than 1" for first stage
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Test FEM Test FEM

t

Test FEM

AA

II I
II I

18.60 Hz 18 32 Hz 12.19 Hz 12.22 Hz 18.83 Hz 18.93 Hz

Vigu iire 8: es t/ FEM CI(on figuirat ion 2 A/2B H Ird irig Xl ides

hurt ared less t han 2/( for se-cond stage burn. This compares with initijal errors onl

tile or' hr -f 10I V pion r to the overall test-aa i corrlaion pirocess. The larger
part o)I thisý overamll imrprovemnent Is due', to the comnponent correlation (payload and
sdle tmodes). 'I'll( final 2-3~ V refinemrenit is duie to the 2A/23 (fat a correlation.
Tllii iple that err irs Mn tie inritial est~irrates of the first st~age case properties

;111the payloaid tiexihifit ics were, t he largest source (if uncertainitN.

C). Snirniary andi( Conciesions

'Ilus papr pireseriteif Itlre resultjhs (if a rmodel verification arnd correlation effort for a
ririlt i1le ronfigurat Hii bu),st en systemr. A series if inert propellant te(sts Were per-

f' rrird earl. vIni th Ii. r grarrl Iti tinovide t imnely preliminary dat a. Experience from
teete'sts, af1,iig with Ii Itailed jirec-test analyses led to a successftul set, of live pro-

pe~llirt testsý M,idl~r dat;, frorni several ciinfigrrrations were tised to update a three-
lrrifrfici rial M'S( /.NASIR AN firrite ele-ment model. These tests inclurded payload
m,-ki kp, 'rrr! i ' fN fi rý-tJ igo, sIel ! lv, 11ir, qel I n irn s do ~a rr irtil t i-rn a n f live pro,

p-ilaiat laim-eh ctrifigirrat iris Fi~r eacwh rrrsiorr. test-verified fia~loail mrodels are
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Table 3: ( 'onfigrirat ions 2A and 2B3 Frequiencies
F EM Test A I/c Description
14.72 14.80 -.54 2A Suspension System
15.60 15. 60 0W) 2A Suspension Svst em
18:.32 18. G0 - 1.5 2 A Payload Hinge'
I Is.b fi 18.901 - 1.4 2A Payload HIinge
26.24 26.20 +. 15 2A Suispenisioni Sys temn
29).5 1 29).50 ± .03 2A Suspension Sx't em

7.5(0 S.10 -7.4l 2 B Stispenricrn sx stew
7.72 SAO) -S. 1 2)13 Suspension System

12.22 12. 19 ~-.25 213 First Bend (PL In)
12:312 12.41 -.73 213 First Bend (PL In)
18.93 lN.,S3 ±.53 213 First Bend (PL Out)*
19. 10 19.23 -.6S 213 First. Bend (L, O11t)

20.M I 20.93 - .57 2 B S'uspensiou Systeml
2 1 .65 2 1. 9S -1 .5 2 B Suspension Svsteni
29P.34- 2,S.5-:i ±2.,s 213 Se-cond Ben ding~f
29.35 2 9. 241 ±.3S 2B3 Second Bending
32.82 32.t00 ±2.(; 213 First Torsioni
35.67 ,34.4t) ±3.7 .213 Suspension Syst em

prmllticel anid couplled I to I lie, valillatedl looste~r system i model. This provides tinmely,
efficienit, anid accurate predict ion of the systemi mrodal characteristics thbroughout
the flight trajectory.v
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Comparison of four methods for calculating vibration mode shape sensitivities

Farhang Aslani, Nickolas Vlahopoulos
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Research Scientist, NISSAN MOTOR Co., Yokosuka, Japan

ABSTRACT: Three available methods for calculation of vibration mode shape sensitivities
and a new method developed by the authors are compared. These four methods include
the Nelson's Simplified Method (NSM), Implicit Modal Superposition Method (IMSM),
Direct Reduced Basis Method (DRBM), and Indirect Reduced Basis Method (IRBM). The
methods were implemented in the general purpose MSC/NASTRAN finite-element
program. The efficiency and accuracy of the four methods were compared using a 1000-
node sample truck model having 46 design parameters. Efficiency were compared based
on central processor unit (CPU) time needed by each method. The accuracy was compared
with reference to the NSM results. It was found that the IMSM proposed by Wang is the
most efficient and accurate method.

I Introduction

Frequency and mode shape sensitivities are often needed in a process involving calibration or

design optimization of a dynamic structural model. Either process uses an optimization

scheme in which the sensitivity coefficients can be used to reduce the number of iterations

needed to obtain a solution for optimum changes in design variables. Unlike mode shape

sensitivities, frequency sensitivities involve minor computational effort. The earlier work by

Fox and Kapoor (1968) provided the formulation for calculation of frequency sensitivities

while the formulation given for mode shape sensitivities suffered from inaccuracy. Nelson

(1976) suggested an exact method for mode shape sensitivities which was computationally

intensive since it required one decomposition per mode of interest. The Nelson's Simpliuied

Method (NSM) has been installed on MSC/NASTRAN (1986) and it proved to be very

expensive for structures having several thousands of degrees of freedom.

In the search for a method more computationally efficient than the NSM, other methods have

been suggested by Ojalvo (1986a, 1986b), Wang (1985, 1991). These methods are based on

finite-difference or modal superposition. Hlagiwara and Nagabouch; (1989) suggested an

iterative scheme based on Gauss-Seidel method. Sutter (1988) compared the efficiency of

these methods on two small structures. However, the results of comparisons are not valid for

workine-environment structures having thousands of degrees of freedom. The purpose of the

str1  ._sented in this paper is

v 1992 1OP PFluhshing Ltd
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1. To develop a new method for calculation of mode shape sensitivities based on finite

difference method. It indirectly calculates the modes shapes of perturbed structure in a

reduced space. The method will be called Indirect Reduced Basis Method (IRBM).

2. To implement the three methods in MSC/NASTRAN using Direct Matrix Abstraction

Program (DMAP). These methods are a) the Implicit Modal Superposition Method

(IMSM) by Wang(1991), b) Direct Reduced Basis Method (DRBM) by Wang (1990),

c) the Indirect Reduced Basis Method (IRBM) developed by the authors.

3. To compare the accuracy and efficiency of the above three methods with the NSM using

a 1000-node sample truck model having 46 design parameters. The comparison is based

on central processor unit (CPU) time needed by each method. The accuracy was

compared with reference to the NSM results.

2. Summary of the Methods

2.1 Nelson's Simplified Method (NSM)

The eigenvalue problem for the baseline structure can be stated as:

([KI - k [Ml) (Ok} 0 (1)

where K, MN. k, and Ok are the stiffness matrix, mass matrix, kth eigenvalue, and the kth

mode shape of the baseline structure, respectively. The differentiation of Equation (I) with

respect to design variable xi results in

alk)
1Zk } _ = Fki} (2)

where

141 = IK] - )-k IMI (3a)

axi k oi -x xi- IMl (3b)

a[ ZklI

Fki - 0 0 (3c)

A direct solution of Equation (2) is not possible since IZkl is a singular matrix. The NSM

seeks to overcome the complication associated with this singularity.

2.2 Implicit Modal Superposition Method (IMSM)

In modal superposition method the mode shape sensitivities are expressed as a linear

combination of the mode shapes of the baseline structure. Then the problem reduces to

finding the modal contribution factor (MCFI for each mode of the baseline structure. Fox and
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Kapoor (1968) have already developed the equations for the calculations of the MCF. In the

analysis of a large structure, however, limited number of modes are extracted in the normal

modes analysis of the baseline structure. These modes are typically in the range of 0-80 Hz

for structural analysis and 0-3(X) Hz for acoustic-structural analysis. Therefore, the mode

shape sensitivities suffer from the inaccuracy caused by modal truncation in the baseline

structures, Aurora (1976) and Noor (1974). Recently. Wang (1991) suggested a method to

include the effects of the higher modes which are not extracted in the normal modes analysis of

the baseline structure. The method uses a mode-acceleration type approach, Craig (1981), by

using a static solution to approximately include the effects of the higher modes. Wang's

method has been programmed and tested in this study.

2.3 Direct Reduced Basis Method (DRBM)

In finite difference methods, the concept of reanalysis techniques is used in which the baseline

structure is perturbed with slight change in a specific design parameter. Then, the information

from moda. analysis of the baseline structure is used to extract the mode shapes of the

perturbed structure. To reduce the computational efforts, the eigenvalue problem of the

perturbed structure can be projected to a smaller space which is defined by 'h' mode shapes

available from the normal modes analysis of the baseline structure. Then, the reduced

eigenvalue problem is solved using any available method. The mode shapes of the perturbed

structure can then be calculated by a simple back-transformation from the smaller space to the

original space. Finally, having the normalized mode shapes of the baseline and perturbed

,tructures. the finite difference method can be used to approximately calculate the mode shape

sensitivities of the baseline structure with respect to a slight change in a specific design

parameter. The method proposed by Wang (1990) was programmed in MSC/NASTRAN as an

attempt to include the effect of higher truncated modes. However, analysis of a 1000-node

sample problems resulted in numerical difficulties during eigenvalue extraction of some

modes. Therefore, it was decided not to include the effects of higher modes sice more work

was needed to resolve the numerical problems faced during the eigenvalue extraction of the

reduced problem.

2.4 Indirect Reduce Basis Method (IRBNI)

Similar to the DRBM. the mode shapes of the perturbed structure are calculated in the IRBM.

However, the method is called indirect since direct solution of the the reduced eigenvalue

problem is not sought. The detailed development of the method will be published in another

paper and will not be presented here due to space limitation.
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3. DMAP Implementation in MSC/NASTRAN

The IMSM, DRBM, and IRBM were implemented in Version 66 of MSC/NASTRAN. New

DMAP capabilities of Version 66 were employed to simplify the logic of the programs. Each

method was programmed as a separate solution sequence. Any of the three solution sequences

can be submitted as a RESTART from a normal modes analysis using Unstructured Solution

Sequence (USS) SOL 63. The only restriction is that the normal modes analysis of the

baseline structure should use the mass normalization option. The data deck for either of the

three developed solution sequences is identical to the one used for SOL 53. However, some

new parameters are added which control different options in the software.

4. Comparisons for Performance and Accuracy

A 1000-node finite element model of a sample truck was used in the accuracy and performance

test of the three methods programmed in MSC/NASTRAN. For accuracy test, the results were

compared with those from the NSM. This comparison assumes that the NSM is an exact

method. This assumption becomes more valid as the amount of change in the design variables

becomes smaller. Therefore, the analyses were performed for a 5% change in each design

variable. Figure 1 shows the ratio of the mode shape sensitivities from each three methods to

that calculated by the NSM. These data are presented for some selective degrees of freedom.

The results of the analyses indicated that the IMSM is the most accurate method since it

incl.,des the effects of the higher modes not extracted in the normal modes analysis of the

baseline structure.

As for CPU time performance, the effect of the number of design variables in the sensitivity

analysis was studied. Twenty modes were included in all sensitivity analyses, whereas the

number of design variables was increased in subsequent analyses. The CPU time needed in

each analysis were compared with that needed by the NSM. The results are shown in Figure 2

which shows the ratio of the CPU time needed by each method to that needed by the NSM.

The figure indicates that the IMSM takes the least CPU time which makes it the most efficient

method. The superiority of the IMSM increases as the number of design variable increases.

Another attempt was made to examine how the CPU time performance is affected by the

number of modes included in the sensitivity analysis. These analyses were performed for 20

design variables. The results are shown in Figure 3 and they again indicate that the IMSM is

the most efficient method. The superiority of the IMSM increases as the number of modes of

interest increases.
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5. CONCLUSION

The IMSM proposed by Wang (1991) is the most efficient and accurate method. It requires

1/12 of the CPU time needed by the NSM in a bench mark test using a 1000-node sample

truck model having 46 design variables and including the first 20 modes of vibration.

1.4- E IMSM / NSM 10(X)-Node Truck Model

1.2 E3 DRBM/NSM
EJ IRBM NSM

1.0-

0.8-

0.6

0.4

0.2-

00 Mode 13 Mode 13 Mode 6 Mode12 Mode 12

Node 876 Node 876 Node 29 Node 891 Node 714
DVAR 10 DVAR 30 DVAR 130 DVAR 130 DVAR 130
TI Component T1 Component TI Component T3 Component T3 Component

Figure 1I Accuracy of the IMSM, DRBM, and IRBM Results

80 ~ IMSM 20 Modes 1000)-Node Truck Model

-0--DRBM
-a--IRBM

-0 NSM

600 - ....- --------------------.--- ...-- . . ....- .

Number of Design Variables
0

0 1,0 20 30 40

Figure 2 - CPU Performance of the IMSM. DRBM, IRBM, and NSM

for Different Number of Design Variables
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400 IMSM 1000-Node Truck Model

IRBM 20 Design Variables I

S300' NS

o 200,

Q 100 '

Number of Modes

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Figure 3 - CPU Performance of the IMSM, DRBM, IRBM, and NSM

for Different Number Modes of Interest
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Structural identification using mathematical optimization within a production finite
element analysis code

NI S %ling

10m L\'z- FiL WE %V .2.. ~-.AWP &-L3

AB3STRACT: NbahetiAn ii- mntiumi/a techniques haK been used to Ndew&if

ptvsh Al par onu-e "W lidifne a si mtnual finitc element rw'del. Such an identi

fieat In. alterTTatj\( V wt I nk W iie elemenut model updalimi,. iV based on miniiniz-
na one o a numsrl of ojh p(tve functions. The tninittizatflon is carried out wvith
C,'ISItraintv on 'he difF('remc betwveeni seleeted analyical andl experimental free
vihratI ion1ý freque(ncie- anl im no Il a? NmOde Sfil pts. fihe >p cia onsiderations necc-

essary uwhin mitegrat in'- thu tenirtniqes within prodUCtion finite eiement analysis

co de' are- (iI' to

i. INTRODUCTION

Oii
t

ritta- the develooment of complicated struncures. the mtrintc ural analyst is' often

cakmeupon) 0 to-mnpare a tuoially ~mafll set of measured static di~placennent or vira-

toni resfitses, with piredlcted rsponses. This almost akwayý, requires the nmathemat ical

mole-
1

. tu'>! Txpicallv a finiitc element model, to he nmodihied orI "updated" In many

circle-. t i- process is termed -0t metural identification" since 'pr'perr values of phys-

&Ali no/ nodati pcmnsatits which dlefine a tnodel are hein idientified.

A ,ide va~q oit f tech niques for identiyig a modlel's phy;sical properties h. ye been

devel 'od ' oer the last two decades.- Numrerous su rveys of such met hods h ave been

writ teti ticludig "nr excellen, recent survey by lrnregu1ýn and Nisser (1991)I. t* nfor-
tuaclv. fexx reqearchers addrs real stutrsand those wh, K' 7eneral wpm

tmod(est Success. Ibhis is true because (of the dificultlv of arrivig at a unvique sott o~n

w-hen there are a larfac number of physical variables invyolved l BeTrman 1971 '. Many re-

searcher, have chosen to "c('centra (meo a stual number of physical variables. especialy

:b''sc as'o'eiated wvith support flexihilities.

In tis paper. at ention is given to techniques which cati be used to update finite

elettent models in terms '4 a mtall numtber of p/up;leal pro perties of the model's finite

eletnett11s. IIt ¶ his wvax a physIcal undersanding of necessary model changes is possihle.

Itt cont rast to mu' lo~t 'her efTe-)rtS sOf this t ype. mnat hem at ial pri 'Cram rnirtg techniqlues

are ad '.2ca ted for the ilent ificat ion task-.
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2. THE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM

[he basis Q tlndalnipvd free vibratton analysis usin g the finite eleinent nmethod is

hilt equ at en Il .f in' It on:

where A' and .11 are the stiffness and mnass mnat rices. A, is the j` ejintenvahle Ihe
squareo fthe f'ý natural frequency. Q.' and T, is the j" e'igenivect or mm deshape The

degqreet which the analytial results mnatch experimental or1 Operatiotnal)j behavior
ame st-ng dependent oIn the coml~pWXity ýanti accuracy) Of the muOdel.

2.. (Juan tifvinbý M\odelling Error

If a livyen measured mode. o . anid Aetvlme are introduced into eq natiOn

il place of t heir atnalytical cnnl t erpart s the equation will nojt he exact I satisfied.
[he deviatn i from zero, oa what has bieet t'aliet the *eqtatkio error- is the basis fOr

e'Ianv ipmiate tyetlhto AP alternative method of measurittg error is to ntuattifv the
difference bet een it nensumd inmo(1al prpert~ins anttd those fpredcted by an an alyti-a'ul
Met ho(! Ibis ty pe of errna is oft en t er. ed response error -: alternratively. the termn

tttterror" is used since thec measuret~ntw~tsý are the output p(ff a (real or analytical)

s t v I(-i

The differences in the 'quat ion error attnd response error approaches resul in strikding

diffrences in the f!IPC of. mat hemeat ical lifficult ins en7cotmut ered during an update. For
an eq ua ion error tupd ate, it is lear t Iat the n umber 4f degrees (d freedomn o ant
experimertial tn -del will (practically speaking) always be less than the mmumbier in an

atmalvtmcal trodel. I herehore. to calctmlate the eqtuat ion error. nither the analytical tnodel

must be reduced or the experimental moule murst he expanded. In atty runthod reqmmmrnn-

sensittivitites of mrass or stifness mat rices, tue requirement for exparltSiol Or redumction
;ornmet imes imuposes large comTptlit tionall penmalt ins. 0r. the tt her hand. re~spo use erro r

mtet beds will at tmost reqtmirc expanision 4f igenvec'ors. Ohil sould he rqiremd in

the case i rn which ci~envector responuse is mncud mted in the error normn or a lerfortmanne

(omistrairit mýe set ton 3) anml when the decision is made lo comnpar,,- mode shapes at

OthIer thatn ntea~urntentlr degree, of freefdoml

I.d bent ifhcatiott St rategim

(June an error inteastirn ha, been defined, a decision muslt he ma~de as' to howN the

model will he umpdated to red me the err r. Early techniques focused on dimrectl chattg-

ing stiffnes and tm.ass mnathries. t ertm Its t errmi. w"Othom, reaa for whlet her mrot tK

resulting ntatrices has atny physical basis IBamrch and Itzhak 197t). Stmch an update

iuseful ýf the model is o-nly t- be tmned to make responlse predictins aud wil in ot he

tused to assess the Meffcs oA sabnsequent modlimbatns to the sm rucNtre.
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In the case in which the updated model will be used to assess the effect of structural

modifications or different boundary conditions, the model updating must be performed
with attention to physically realizeable configurations (Kabe 1985). Acceptable me!th-
ods inciude those in which physical variables such as thickness and cross-section var-

ablos are updated. More refined techniques allow these physical variables to be linked.

thus reducing the number of variables and at the same time recognizing the uniformity
of often large portions of stucture.

Historically. the most popular mathimanical method of reducing an error norm is
based on updating mass and stiffnesc, matrices by amounts determined with a least-

squares (Berman 1983) or weighted least-squares technique. such as Bayesian estima-

tion (Collins (t al 1974). The singular value decomposition (SVD) method is anmther

possihility.

Yet anotlher alternative is to pose the miniumization problem as a mathematical pro-

grarnming problem which includes the enforcement (f constraints on physical param-
ettrs or various performapce measures. Man an forms of inathematical prograrn lnon
techniques are possible including sequential quadratic pr(ograninmiug. the metrhd (of

feasible directions and at least a half a d(ozen (others.

3. IDENTIFICATION WITH MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING

Consider a structural finite elemient with physical parameters. r_ as well as

analytically determined mnde shapes. or eigenvectors. o (with individual elhment s.o .

and natural frequencies. e,. For notational convenience. A : c., The actual struc-
ture has physical parameters. r,. mode shapes, o . (with individual elements.o,-, and

natural frequencies. A'i-

To identify the structure in terrnis of the mrodel's physical parameters. the folhowiii
,optimizatiom. problem may be solved. Minimize:

N aj( 1)2 b, o - - V c,(r, . 2 d(1I \1 rnN In 2)

ubijec to t he constraints:

I r, for j - 1.2.1, (3)
A.,

(di f, f for j- 1.2,.U (I)

7 ̀nm, .qj for j - 1.2. .JY .5)

w here, for example: .1', is the number of natural frequency errors used in the objeclive

furinction and .1, is the number of frequency constraints used: a, is a weighting fatc
tor which reflects the confidence the analyst has in the J"' natural frequency: , is a

small nulmber chosen to quantify how close to target is "close enoiugh" for a frequency
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IIIr pra tiiatlt. Otlxl Inttf I lit suiniatittottt itt (quaiottt 2 needt he included in

ah ijictivc fiictelii. IAciscx-c. oriý Orne type ''f constraint ricedi be enforced. ('()n-
!~~x i,ýcnllTsh sjhilibiei dam has not revecaled confsjstent rules for selecting

hIw- ( ainl 1) tiIi n I oh Obect i vc fil ict ions arid c( inst raint s nt Ithe o bJect ive funct ion
lt iI i k I !, In tti\ I I)

An "A any maihemalical p1uinii/atiin. I hc scrsitivitice5. or igradiCTntt. ctf thle (1h)

i,(il1(- -Ian ad I he (I)lstrTaints tieeCd It he Ca IeulatIed. In previous studies hx the
itcIH i rIiiieri'T)~ Were0 f(IrTIildatec in Al cases.4 Immaricuar. .Ndm el msreihO6

1-- P)6 I t xaý lleri II calciilaite cig"lVecIr~ griiena s. It is well-known that exact
aIlti IXpent-x c c~riipitatirtalln bit have b~een used widel due o at hig

Iiftfalet(illI 1 the h 111h11nC. (Ather ninwe cfhcien techniques are available atnd
I t )i IIrt d1!- itr c heicr.

1. ]IDENTIFICA'TION WITHIN A PRODUCTION FINITE ELEMENT

(Iý 1 a'i pli iilrttliti~itirtIl codes altsed cmt the Wiie elenieii rrieh antd Otaks-
;i-r availahie ;ne 1)l(,ie I 991) 'r rirtcer nlevelopirnicnt Massclmait arid

!0,1) ,ialvi 19'0h I'lIe autlhor hia deveh-pecl a test-hecl planar frame.

me;ic -n'ol Inse1 idetifice1T'Ti, (-d tIeI tovaiitate the p~erformnance of mathematical
,'aiiiba it in't I hun, far. ai sequent al qutadratic programiming method has

i-, 11If a' ih -platinic (Slatikmvski 19Th6. Xiuinierus --compuiter experimients"
1dn pi tin xorth oIf rite nitctltnd including linear springs in

an( Aue' W\ kix x I WilI and an intermediately support ed beami (ir-ing andc
IN ~ ! eu I( l ii x~i n ýperatillnal data On the response of a tactical missile is

5,itcýTw\ý Ali chart xx ith the rttjor steps required toI iMpliruteuit tnathetttatical
tha lcit~ivtchitiquies Wvthiti a production fWtie eluntet "ode is shown

ia Ili ' xjirticeI~s with Itlie- a f reient ioned resetarch . the author has concluded
a )Itll ttnw st tittrttl putrpose idlenitihication code 'Will hatve the ahilit v to hanidle:

"* ila'! -111i( ;Ix I ta k Hii inac resin nses

"*' T~late); l)nirdatNv Ctiditmotis andI c'inliguratuiotis

"* tl 'nat1Wive sOhl~t~,i sitrue- etit..(, Mtatlt(intatical progrartinung. Btivsiart etinia

* 'inlt ipl, cieetivalnt, ext rtttitt teCh-ttiqnits. including repealtedl ro~t capaaluilty

e altri-niar xe tilt-o~ds 4l umpairig imtalqxi ian ud expenrimental node shaupes

* iii''' nt alt- trcuer ditritg the uipdatte I)' c'Cs h(tode Imrtking)

* t1jt~'ttt prlillititttr litikitig

* a le "I ;trtg (If flnitn elentea s ittelding rigd elements
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NONLINEAR MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION PROCESS TO
UPDATE FINITE ELEMENT MODELS

ANDTIN MEOHSDANPUS

CANITE ATELEAMENSNO

SOV APDRTIATE PHSICAPROBLEM 
FOR

I NO

YES

I he \1IIIITIate(d SI l~iicttiral ()pIrnizatilhr S,.sterl (AS-l-WS (.1 1IIt,1ISII TI LITI

e ik XXa 1 i p pe r,)1c or be tI I tI c he (lGI pl it if, rmII flr (lI T, vlo p rIITt I TIT of t % Iatile idew~ i-

lialti-'C c'Ill \SVI-1( )S lias aI rich clciti'11 ljbrat-r hilt TIT()-(' itjln )o-l alT~t IV. S ) itSI'(l ITIn

it-1 aTv f the Irt' da~tiIabas TyStcl an(d ;inf etIsil\--iised mlatrix manripullatio~n language.

If clal illr esr1t t., t lC 1(' IlCVCIITprrTetl If a(11 idenltificationT cole, -\S Ix) %, )pr -ides

XX1iII ar III cdcd1( for c1-(iCItahICI and1 rigeli 
T

el r sunetvitiltes. are IsedTll PIIIldC1 Wit hilT

A (ICeI(IJpmETl prl gratlT hal, begunoII tolIIdif'v \ST [,WS tol accompijIlis I fitIeril'i I
fiCtilli(lT task. lhe Tnear-tFrflT goal is tI allow till(, use of tile objective filinch 115 1a(1

(I'1I~ r~itis Ei aei 0 eIlati0TIrT' .-)In conjun~fctio W11 ithI ille 1111 11111(f feasiblic Ilitecl i015.

Vi-Iler ellinrnt S wNill first add thle capahilitY If using iliet Inthulemainal pr-
imut0iTning tc~hnliquIes as well asI iav'SilrlT (eStinflatilof for the (I1)tilliZatjiot Tas5k. Later.
Mode si hape t racking, static deflectio (1nd1( damping capabfilitie CS ill bel ad(ded.
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Sensitivity analysis of responses to dynamic loads

Warren C. Gibson, CSA Engineering Inc., 560 San Antonio Road, Palo Alto, CA

Abstract: Sensitivity analysis is a key element of structural optimization and
optimization-based methods of parameter identification. Sensitivities of responses
to dynamic loads pose special challenges because of the volume and complexity
of data in a complete frequency spectrum or time record. An efficient method
for computing the sensitivity of one or more peaks in a frequency spectrum or
time domain is presented. The method accounts for shifts in peak location as well
as changes in peak magnitude as design variables are varied. Brief examples are
included.

1. Introduction: Sensitivity Analysis as an Adjunct to Structural Analysis
In the context of structural analysis, sensitivity analysis refers to the computation of
partial derivatives of structural responses with respect to model parameters such as
thicknesses, areas, spring rates, or added masses. Analysts or designers may sometimes
make direct use of this information, but more often, it serves as a basis for automated
optimization. Optimization can be ust -1 either for structural design purposes, seeking,
for example, a configuration of minimum weight that satisfies performance or safety
criteria. Alternatively, optimization methods may be used to adjust uncertain aspects
of a model so that it predicts responses that more closely match measured responses
(Ewing and Kolonay, 1989).

Sensitivity analysis may be programmed as an adjunct to finite element analysis. Some
conunercial FEA software packages provide sensitivity analysis and optimization; oth-
ers such as NASTRAN (MacNeal-Schwendler, 1989) and ASTROS (Johnson et al,
1988) offer matrix programming languages that can be used to incorporate new sen-
sitivity analysis functions without access to the source code. Sensitivity data can be
coupled to a general-purpose optmizer such as ADS (Vanderplaats, 1983).

Although the developments presented here are applicable to a wide variety of structural
problems, they have particular relevance to lightweight aerospace structures which are
particularly susceptible to dynamic disturbances.

2. Sensitivity Analysis of Response Peaks in the Frequency Domain
The equations of motion for linear dynamic analysis, after discretization by finite

e 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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elements, may be written as

KU(t) + BU(t)+ MU(t) =P(t) (1)

ill terms of stiffness, damping and mass matrices K, B, and M; displacement vector
U, and load vector P. For steady-state response, these equations are converted to the

frequency domain and written as

IK(1 -ig) + i',B - w2 M] U(w) = P(w) (2)

where ,: is the radian frequency and g represents structural damping. A classical rn-
sponse peak in the frequency domain is shown in Figure 1. If one were to calculate

sensitivities at the peak frequency , =' by simply differentiating Eq. (2) and proceed-
ing with optimization, the results would almost certainly be unsatisfactory. While the
opt inmizer might succeed in reducing the response at that particular frequency, it would

likely do so by simply shifting the peak to a neighboring frequency. Thus it is necessary

to compute the total derivative of the peak so as to track its shift in frequency as well
as its change in amplitude. Denoting a particular design variable as Xj. we have

-U, 9U, - aUj (3a

dX 0Xj i O a, ; aOX
I'C.

lmhe first term on the right-hand side rep-

resents the sensitivity of the response at

the pe;ik frequency ,5 and the second term

aCC,,uuts for the shift in the peak fre /
quel~lc •7y. o

Employing modal superposition and as-
sunming that most of the response at a
peak is due normal mode number n, we

may express the peak displacement as o' ,
Frt~u en,cy Hz

U- (Tp)(4) Figure 1. Classical frequency response

k(7L ig) - ,2,m function.

where P is the appropriate eigenvector and k = OrK4I is the modal stiffness and

in -_ prM4 is the modal mass.

For light. damping, the peak occurs very near the undamped natural frequency V,, and
since k - = 0, the magnitude of the peak complex response is approximately

O,ý :ý M.,p (5)
kg

From Eq. (5), it is clear that there are four ways to reduce U1,:

1. Reduce -4,_ This means minimizing the participation of the mode in question at
the particular response location. In a beam structure, for example, this might

mean moving the nodes of the mode shapes toward the response point.
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2. Reduce 44Tp. This means reducing the modal participation of the load vector.
In the case of a beam with a point load, again the node might be moved toward
the load.

3. Increase k. Loosely speaking, this means increasing the structure's stiffness-to-
mass ratio.

4. Increase the structural damping g.

Differentiating Eq. (5),

axj kg R OX., k OXj k aX 3) g aX3 ) - (Xi I

All four of the aforementioned avenues are reflected in this equation. A general-purpose
optimizer will take advantage of any of them, depending on how stiffness, mass, and
damping are interrelated for a particular problem, and on other constraints that may I)(
included in the optimization problem. In addition to stiffness and damping sensitivities.
this expression requires eigenvector sensitivities, which may be calculated from stiffnes.s
and mass sensitivities (Nelson, 1976). The computation involved in this method iC
equivalent to one static analysis per mode, with one right-hand side per design varial'e.

ILOAI)

Section I Section 2 Section 3 Section 4 Section 5

Figure 2. Long slender truss.

The sensitivity analysis described above was pro-
Table 1. gramnmed in NASTRAN's DMAP language and con

pled to the ADS general-purpose optimizer (Vander-
frequs y o sptm onhistr plaats, 1983), using an approximate model (Schmit and
feun Peak response, Miura, 1976). The long slender cantilever truss shown

Pakreadians in Figure 2 was optimized for a frequency-dependent

I Mode Initial Optimized load applied near one end. The optimizer redistributed

1 4735 1000 the structural material so as to reduce the peak re-
S2 8.96 10 sponses as shown in Table 1, at the same time achieving

3 58.4 20 a slight weight reduction.

3. Sensitivity Analysis of Response Peaks in the Time Domain
As with steady-state loads, one can begin with the equations of motion, differentiate
with respect to design variables, and solve for the required response sensitivity. Again.
difficulties arise due to the tendency of peaks to shift as a result of design changes. For
a peak 0l, occurring at time tp, the peak response sensitivity may be written as

01v, 0u, 01 013, &,0u
S - + a + -+7OX' Ott X• 0U0Xj 0tv OX3

In computing the transient peak sensitivity we again assume that modal superposition
is used. Depending on whether or not proportional damping is assumed, superposit ion
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iuay or may inot result in uncoupled equations of motion. Uncoupled equations may be
solved independently by means of a convolution integral, whereas coupled equations

may be solved by any of various forward integration procedures such as the Newmark

Beta method (Gockel, 1983). A general second-order forward integration procedure

may be expressed as

U = f(K, B, M, P, U` t 1 , U') (8)

which imay be differentiated

OU-÷ 2  Of OK Of OB Of OM Of OP Of OU"-I Of OU"
- ax,~~~~~ -OK -- -Pa~ 8~l x u (9)OX, -K KOX, OBOX• aM O aX, aP opX, OLT 1u,+ ax, OU" OX, 9

Just as modal superposition may be applied to the transient response equation, it may

also be applied to the calculation of thb peak ;ensitivity expression. These equations

may be integrated separately or in parallel with the integration of Eq. (1). This

p)rocedure is generally economical when modal superposition is used because of the
reduced number of degrees of freedom and possible uncoupling of the matrices. A
precaution must be observed, however: more modes may be required for accurate

computation of sensitivities than are required for accuracy in the response itself.

As an example, the same truss was subjected to the transient load shown in Figure 3.

The optimizer was able to reduce the peak response by a factor of three with only an
RO" ifncrease in •tr''~ ,,,n1 weight (Figure 4).

/A f i' .n-- : ,

figure 3. iransient load. Figure 4. Optinmzed transient response.
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Macromolecular smart materials and structures

D.H. Reneker, W.L. Mattice, R.P. Quirk, and S.J Kim

Institute of Polymer Science, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325-3909

ABSTRACT: Macromolecules offer many possibilities for creating smart molecules.
Smart molecules are designed to receive a stimulus, transmit or process it, and then to
respond by producing a useful effect. New capabilities exist for the predictive design of
polymer molecules from the rapid advances in computer modeling of the structure and
properties of large molecules. Powerful chemical methods are available for the creation of
polymeric modules which can be assembled into smart molecules. New tip scanning
methods of microscopy make it possible to observe segments of polymer molecules
attached to solid surfaces. This work brings these capabilities together to design, create,
and characterize macromolecular smart materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our appioach to smart materials based on polymer molecules is modular. The elementary
functions of reception of a stimulus, transmission, processing, actuation, and the like are
incorporated into oligomers which have reactive groups at the ends or at other strategic
positions. Stimuli may include strain, stress, incident photons, small molecules, an electric
field, hydrostatic pressure, or the like. Processing or transmission of the signal may include
absorption of a photon, reaction with a small molecule, integration of a series of events,
translation or rotation of segments of a polymer molecule, creation and motion of
crystallographic defects or other localized conformations that produce reptation or twisting of
segmentst, and the alteration of localized stress fields, for example. The useful effects
produced may be a color change, a change in the index of refraction tensor, a change in the
stress distribution, a different connectivity of the parts of a molecule or a network, or a change
in volume.

The synthesis of such oligomers, and their attachmcnt together, are active areas in state of the
art polymer synthetic chemistry 2.3.4.5. The reactive groups are used to assemble the desired
set of functions required for a particular smart material by bonding together the oligomers that
have the needed functions. The oligomers described above usually contain only one backbone
chain and may involve only a few hundreds of atoms.

Alternatively, the elementary functions of a smart material based on polymers may be
incorporated into a larger polymer molecule, or group of molecules. A few thousands of
atoms may be involved. In this case, the properties of the module may be usefully described
in terms of thermodynamic or bulk properties.

Contemporary computer modeling encompasses both of these size ranges 6. The behavior of

oligomers, and systems of connected oligomers, can be calculated from knowledge of the

0 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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electronic states of the molecules or from knowledge of the interatomic potential functions.
Computer modeling can also predict the thermodynamic and bulk properties of the larger
aggregates that may also be used to design polymeric smart material systems To distinguish
these size ranges, we use the phrase "molecular scale" for the smaller and the word"nanophase" for the larger.

Information about the molecular scale behavior of smart materials is also available from the
direct observation of oligomers, using the techniques 7 of atomic force microscopy and
scanning tunneling microscopy. The attachment of oligomers to a solid surface is observed
directly and used to help understand the behavior of a smart molecule system.

MODULES FOR A MOLECULAR SCALE SMART MATERIAL SYSTEM

An interesting example of a smart material system can be designed at the molecular scale to
deal with the possibility that separation may occur at the polymer-matrix interface in a fiber
reinforced composite when the composite is excessively deformed. See Figures 1 and 2.

9.

NH, 0

Figure 1. Diagram of a smart Figure 2. Diagram of the smart
macromolecule at the interface between a macromolecule after the fiber has begun to
fiber and its matrix. separate from the matrix.

Such a smart molecule would have an oligomer that attaches the smart molecule to the fiber.
This attachment oligomer is connected to two branches. The first branch contains a stress
sensitive chromophore and a weak link in series. The second branch contains a longer, strong
chain which can carry the load when the weak link is pulled apart. The two branches are
rejoined and connected to an oligomer that attaches to the polymer matrix. Figure 2 shows
this smart molecule after the fiber has begun to separate from the matrix.

This smart material system receives and detects a signal from the strain field that separation at
the interface is occurring as the point of attachment to the matrix moves away from the point of
attachment to the fiber. The color change provides a signal that the separation has produced
significant damage. The loose loop acts as a molecular "keeper chain" that tends to prevent the
interfacial separation from growing to a catastrophic failure of the composite part. Such a
smart material system is interesting in composite systems in which impact damage that
produces little visible change can leave the composite unable to bear the expected compressive
loads. Other oligomers that perform similar modular functions are being investigated.
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The modular functions that are needed are:

1. Attachment to the fiber.
2. A weak link that breaks as soon as

C..OWMO,.o a pre-determined amount of
separation occurs.

,- In -' 3. A piezochromic group that changes
its color when the separation
occurs.

"TT"I.... .4. A loose loop of polymer which
maintains a useful level of
attachment even after the fiber and

y,,,--, the matrix have separated by an
anticipated amount.

5. Attachment to the matrix.

Figure 3. An atomic scale design for a smart
macromolecule.

OLIGOMERIC MODULE FOR ATITACHMENT TO THE FIBER

The attachment of an oligomeric module to graphite was studied. The oligomer chosen for
study is octadecyl amine, which might attach to reactive sites on the graphite through the
amine group, or alternatively, through the Vanderwaals attraction of the hydrogen atoms to the
graphite surface. Graphite was chosen because it is similar to the carbon or graphite fibers
used in composites, and to the carbon black used in the manufacture of rubber. Graphite
surfaces with monatomic steps were prepared by cleavage of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite. In some samples the cleavage surface was chemically oxidized to create steps that
were one, or several, atomic layers high.

The objective of this work is primarily to demonstrate the modular approach to show how
smart macromolecules can be designed and perhaps used. We recognize that a color change at
the interface of a graphite fiber will be of limited usefulness. However, a very similar
approach can be used for the design and characterization of smart molecules for the interface
of glass or other transparent fibers if atomic force microscopy is substituted for the scanning
tunneling microscopy which works so well on graphite crystals.

The attachment to graphite, of individual oligomers such as octadecyl amine, was directly
observed with the scanning tunneling microscone and the atomic force microscope. The
octadecyl amine molecules tend to lie flat on, .e graphite, with the molecule in a planar zig-zag
conformation. See Figures 4 and 5.

Elastomers and plastics with stress-sensitive chromophores in the polymer backbone were
synthesized. Using the methodology of living anionic polymerization, polymers can be
prepared which have controlled molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, copolymer
composition and microstructure, stereochemistry, tacticity, and branching. Because these are
living polymerizations, the product is a polymeric carbanion which can be reacted with a
variety of electrophiles to form end-functionalized polymers.
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Figure 4. Scanning tunneling micrograph Figure 5. Computer generated drawing of
of octadecyl amine physically absorbed on octadecyl amine on graphite, showing how
the cleavage plane of graphite. Partly the scanning tunneling micrograph is
resolved carbon atoms surround the row of interpreted.
absorbed molecules.

Omega-carboxyl-terminated polystyrene and omega-carboxyl-terminated poly(styrene-block-
butadiene) polymers were polymerized as shown in Scheme 1. The chain-end functionalized
polymers were converted to the corresponding acid chlorides and then reacted with
azodianiline to introduce the azo linkage into the polymer and couple the two chains together
as shown in Scheme 2 below.

Scheme 1.
C02 11,0-

CO
2 HtO

P,-bNok-Pl~d1, -01 -- N pN.W2 -pBdCO,||

Scheme 2.
S(X-'2

P~0Nl I N1 12..-- N iC0PN

PIC(O N1 1C(7

These polymers are being characterized with respect to their structure. The effect of irradiation
and stress on their ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra is being measured. In order to
increase the concentration of chromophores in the samples, alpha,omega-difunctional
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elastomers are being prepared which will form segmented block copolymers upon reat tion
with difunctional chromophores such as azodianiline.

The relation between the conformational energy in an oligomer and the strai., was calculated in
the following way. The ends of the oligomer were constrained at a succession of points of
increasing distance of separation in the stress direction. A minimum energy conformation of
the segment wýs calculated for each distance, on the basis of the interatomic potentials. The
value of the minimum energy was plotted as a function of the distance. The initial distance
between the ends was used to calculate the strain for each separation distance. The energy
was cak ulated with SYBYL molecular modeling softwar- 8. Molecular dynamics calculations
are quite practical on molecules of thir ;ize, and would probably result in a more reliable
estimate of the energy as a finction of the separation of the chain ends.

Also. refined estimates of the stress associated with the light induced change in the
conformation of azobenzene front trans to cis are being obtained. The molecules being
con,,idered are azobenzenes with different kinds of polymer chains appended in the para
positions of each benzene ring. The approach utilizes a variation of the method described by
FlorvN• for the computation of the average of the end-to-end vector of the attached polymer
chains. The magnitude of the stresses induced by photo-isomerization are expected to be
proportional to the differences in the end to end distances of the polymers caused by the trans
to cis isomerization.

For a chromophore to change its conformation, or for a weak bond to separate, the energy
from the strain field concentrated in that particular oligomer must be at least large enough to
overcome the potential barriers of the sort described in the preceding paragraph. Thermally
excited vibrations can provide some of the energy, but for the molecule to perform as
intended, the thermal energy should not cause transitions in the absence of strain.

A useful starting point for predicting the response of such a molecule to a tensile force is the
calculated curve of energy versus separation of chain ends. An effective spring constant that
will store an energy equivalent to the maximum energy of the barrier when the spring is
stretched to the strain at which the maximum occurs can be assigned to each segment. With
each functional oligomer approximated as a linear spring, it is easy to calculate the strain and
the elastically stored energy in each oligomer.

SUMMARY

The combination of molecular modeling, tunneling and atomic force microscopy, and state of
the art pclymer synthesis brings us to a new vista. Molecules of unusual complication can
now be modeled easily and quickly. The parts of these molecules can be synthesized as
modules and assembled together using the techniques of contemporary polymer synthesis.
Direct observation of molecular scale features with new molecule resolving microscopes
provides other useful information about the design, assembly and performance of these smart
molecules.. This project brings all these things together. The early results on all three fronts
of this project are most promising.
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Nanosecond optical energy transfer in quinizarin doped sol-gel glasses

Drew L'Esp~rance and Eric L. Chronister

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Riverside CA 92521

ABSTRACT: Optical energy transfer and chromophore spatial distributions in
quinizarin doped sol-gel glasses are investigated by time-resolved fluorescence
anisotropy measurements. These results are discussed in terms of the potential of
organically doped sol-gel glasses as novel fast response optical materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent and continuing progress in the development of high intensity ultrashort laser sources
illustrates the need for fast response optical materials. The chemical and structural versatility
of organically doped sol-gel materials holds potential for the development of "smart" optical
materials that can passively respond to optical input in a desired fashion, e.g. as an optical
power limiter for the protection of sensitive solid state sensors. In this work we examine the
transfer of optical energy between chromophores in organically doped sol-gel glasses on a
nanosecond timescale.

Sol-gel glasses hold promise as versatile nonlinear optical materials since they can solvate a
wide variety of chromophores at high concentrations. These materials can be prepared
chemically at room temperature by the hydrolysis of a variety of metal alkoxides, and thin
films are easily produced by dip coating or spin casting (Dislich H 1983). Dried gels result in
rigid xeroel glasses which can have over 50% void volume with an average pore size from
20A to 80A depending on the sol-gel chemistry (Hensch L L et al 1990). The spectral changes
upon complexation with aluminum and the possibility of photochemical hydrogen bond
rearrangement make quinizarin a unique probe of optical response in metal-oxide glasses. In
this study, the dynamics of optical energy transfer is used to probe the environments and
distributions of quinizarin within xerogel glasses.

Although this paper focuses on organically doped sol-gel glasses as promising "smart"
materials, the need for optical materials with power limiting capabilities has spawned a wide
variety of efforts to develop other materials with the desired optical properties. Some of these
include: optical nonlinearities in semiconductors and organometallic polymers; coherent energy
exchange in photorefractive materials; intensity dependent internal reflection; optical
breakdown and scattering by suspensions of absorbing particles; nonlinear Fabry-Perot
etalons: and photochromism due to photochemical and photophysical changes (Tutt L and
McCahon S 1990 and references within).

C' 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Preparation of quinizarin doped sol-gel films

Quinizarin doped aluminosilicate sol-gel glasses were produced by adding quinizarin to a
3:10:1 solution of diisobutoxyaluminoxytriethoxysilane (ASE), isopropanol, and water.
Quinizarin-aluminum doped silicate sol-gel glasses were prepared by adding quinizarin and
aluminum nitrate hemihydrate to a 6:17:2:1 solution of tetraethoxysilane, ethanol, 0.01M
HNO 3, and Triton-X-100 (Hinsch A and Zastrow A 1990). Bulk samples were prepared by
pouring these solutions into polystyrene molds and allowing the water and alcohol to
evaporate, causing the solution to gel, shrink, and harden into glass (McKieman J et al 1989).
Thin films were prepared by dipcoating glass microscope slides in the solutions with a
withdrawal rate of 2mm/s. Films and bulk samples were baked at 1100 C. The resulting
glasses had a density of about 1.6g/cm 3 and film thicknesses of 0.54.tm.

2.2 Time resolved fluorescence anisotropy apparatus

The polarized output of a nitrogen pumped dye laser (100j.J/pulse, 0.5ns pulsewidth, 30Hz)
was used as an excitation source. Scattered excitation light was eliminated with a cutoff filter
and the parallel and perpendicular polarization components of the sample fluorescence were
selected and detected with a fast photomultiplier tube (0.8ns response time). The PMT signal
was collected and averaged with an HP 400MHz digitizing oscilloscope (875ps risetime).
Fluorescence depolarization decays were averaged for 2048 pulses and used to calculate the
time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Quinizarin chemistry and spectral changes

14000-

0;12000-

•,10000 - 0

•.8000-
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Fig 1. Absorption spectra of quinizarin versus that for the quinizarin-aluminum
complex which forms when quinizarin is doped into an aluminosilicate glass. Also
shown are the corresponding structures of the intramolecularly hydrogen bonded
species and the quinizarin-aluminum complex.
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Uncomplexed quinizarin has intramolecular hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl proton and
the quinoid oxygen. When complexed with aluminum, the 480nm absorption maximum of
quinizarin red-shifts to 560nm and the absorption strength doubles. In addition, the room
temperature fluorescence lifetime of the quinizarin-aluminum complex is 9.4ns versus 3ns for
the uncomplexed molecule. Considerable vibrational structure is also apparent in the
absorption spectrum of the quinizarin-aluminum complex. In addition, we succeeded in
burning persistent photochemical spectral holes (X=566nm) in quinizarin doped aluminosilicate
glasses at 77K. Since hydrogen bond rearrangement is the most likely mechanism for
photochemical hole-burning, the quinizarin molecules may only be complexed with one
aluminum and retain some intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Similar holeburning results
were recently reported for quinizarin adsorbed onto aluminum oxide powders (Basch6 Th and
Briuchle C 1991), indicating that some of the dopant molecules may be chemically adsorbed
onto the inner surface of xerogel micropores.

3.2 Time-resolved depolarization in quinizarin doped sol-gel films

The rate of dipolar energy transfer between resonant energy levels on chromophores separated
by a distance r is ao(r) = (l/A)(Ro/r) 6, where t is the fluorescence lifetime, and Ro is the critical
distance for energy transfer (typically in the range 10-60 A) (Forster Th 1949). The time-
resolved fluorescence anisotropy is defined as. anis(t)= [Ill (t) - I±(t)]/[Iul (t) + 21x(t)], where
III and I± correspond to the emission intensity polarized parallel and perpendicular to the
excitation polarization, respectively. In the absence of orientational diffusion, anis(t) is
directly proportional to the probability that the excitation resides on the originally excited
molecule a time t after excitation, P(t).
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Fig. 2. Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy decays for the quinizarin:aluminum
complex doped into silica sol-gel films. From top to bottom, the quinizarin
concentrations in the solid films are, _<0.0001M, 0.009M, 0.015M and 0.038M
respectively. The solid lines are best fits to Eq (1).
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We neglect any donor trapping and analyze our results in terms of donor-donor transfer
processes since our results were dispersionless (Stein A D et al 1990). For an arbitrary spatial
distribution of chromophores this yields (Baumann J and Fayer M D 1986),

(n P(t) = -p 1(1 -e<(t) u(r)dr (1)
0

where u(r)dr is the probability that there is a chromophore a distance r from the initially
excited chromophore and p is the number density of chromophores. In general, an
experimentally determined P(t) can be used to evaluate a spatial distribution function u(r). For
example, a random distribution function u(r) for an isotropic three dimensional solid yields the
Eq (2), where a is proportional to both the chron.ophore concentration and Ro3 (Baumann J
and Fayer M D 1986).

P(t) = exp(-at"') (2)

Concentration dependent fluorescence anisotropy results for quinizarin doped sol-gel thin
films are shown in figure 2. At low concentration the anisotropy changes little over two
fluorescence lifetimes. This indicates that the dopant distribution function at low concentration
does not have a large number of close neighbors. The higher concentration data in figure 2
consists of a fast unresolved component and a slowly decaying component to the fluorescence
anisotropy. The solid lines in figure 2 are best fits to the data using Eq (1), assuming a
bimodal distribution of chromophores, u(r) = ua(r) + ub(r), consisting of both a random (ua(r)
= constant) and a sharply peaked chromophore distribution (ub(r) = const for r < rc). The fast
component is unresolved and is simply the vertical change from anis(O)=- 0.4 to the beginning
of the slower decay. We conclude that dopant molecules are most likely incorporated into a
collection of randomly distributed micropores within the sol-gel glass, but that as the
concentration is increased, a significant fraction of the molecules reside in multiply occupied
micropores. The micropore diameters, rc, for the samples in this study are on the order of
30A (Hench L et al 1990), and the fast component of the anisotropy decay is due to the fast
energy transfer between closely spaced molecules within multiply occupied micropores. This
picture is also consistent with our observation that the relative contribution of the fast
component increases with chromophore concentration.
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Parametric study of chiral composite materials

R. Ro, V. V. Varadan, and V. K. Varadan

Research Center for the Engineering of Electronic and Acoustic Materials
The Pennsylvania State University. University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT: Reflection and transmission characteristics of chiral composites are
obtained for a normally incident, linearly polarized plane wave by employing a free-space
measurement system in the frequency range of 8-40 GHz. The artificial chiral composites
are fashioned by embedding chiral inclusions (metallic helices) into an epoxy medium
(Eccogel). One reflection measurement is made for each sample since the reflected field is
linearly polarized as the incident wave. Two transmission measurements at different
polarization directions are needed in order to fully characterize the transmitted polarization
ellipse. From one reflection and two transmission measurement data, the chirality
parameters of chiral composites are for the first time computed numerically using aI suitable
inverse algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

For a normally incident, linearly polarized wave, the transmitted wave passing through the

chiral medium not only is rotated but becomes elliptically polarized due to the existence of the

chirality parameter. This results from the different phase velocities and different absorption for

the left- and right-circularly polarized waves. Since electromagnetic waves can discriminate

between objects of different handedness due to their transverse nature, the origin of chirality

need not necessarily be molecular as in the case of optically active media. Effectively chiral

composites can be constructed by embedding chiral microstructures in a host medium. The

microstructure size should be large enough that the clectromagnetic wave in the matrix can

appreciate the handedness of the microstructure: at the same time, the microstructure size

should be small enough so that the composite medium, consisting of a chiral phase. is

effectively chiral.

The planar chiral samples made for this research are fashioned by embedding large numbers of

micro-miniature helices in a host material. The matrix material, Eccogel 1365-90. produced by

Emerson and(i Cuming. is a homogeneous, isotropic and low loss dielectric material. As

Eccogel is a durable thermosetting plastic, samples then can be repeatedly used without

changing their physical dimensions. The chiral inclusions have the dimensions pitch P =

0.05292 cm, radius a = 0.05842 cm, and 3 turns.Detailed information about the procedure to

make isotropic. homogeneous chiral composites can be found in Guire (I 1988).

t 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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2. MEASUREMENTS OF ELLIPTICITY AND ROTATION ANGLE

The general procedure for measuring the angle of rotation in a free-space measurement system

is illustrated in Fig. 1. The block diagrams shown in Fig. I are the cross-sections of the

rectangular waveguide which connect the antennas and control the polarization directions of

the antennas. The arrows in the figure indicate the directions in which each antenna is

polarized as a result of the feed positions. At position A. both transmitting antenna (left) and

receiving antenna (fight) have the same polarization direction and they are said to be co-

polarized. The free-space TRL calibration method (Ghogaonkar" 1989. 1990) is implemented

next. Then the rectangular waveguide, which is connected to the receiving, antenna, is rotated

90 degrees. This makes the antennas cross-polarized as shown in Fig. I position B, which

implies that the directions of the antennas are 90 degrees with respect to each other and at this

position the system is set to extinction. When the system is set to extinction, the chiral sample

is inserted. Transmission increases because the chiral rotation causes a component of the

transmitted wave (S21cross) to be parallel to the polarization direction of the receiving

antenna. The antennas are now rotated along their common axis until a minimum level of the

transmission wave (S21min) is achieved as shown in Fig. I position C. At this position. the

angle rotated between the antennas is the measured rotation angle of the chiral sample.

Figure 2 shows the plot of the chirality parameter versus the frequency. For the raceinic

sample, both the real and imaginary parts of the chirality are approximately zero as they should

be. The real parts of the chirality parameter have positive and negative values for the right- and

left-handed samples, respectively, in the frequency range of 8-40 GHz. Their values are

almost the same but with opposite signs. The imaginary parts of the right- and left-handed

samples shown in Fig. 2 have almost the same valucs but with different frequencies.

3. CONCLUSION

It has been shown that the free-space measurement system can be used as a microwave

polarimeter with very good accuracy. The chirality parameter 13 of the racemic samples has a

value of approximately zero over the whole frequency range. For the handed samples. both

the real and imaginary parts of the chirality parameter P3 increase as the volume concentration

of the chiral sample increases. In addition, with the same volume concentrations. inversely

handed samples have almost the same values but with opposite signs for the real and

imaginary parts of the chirality parameter [3.
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Fig. 1. Procedure of measurement of the rotation angle.
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Fig. 2. The chirality parameters P of the 3 .2/ chiral composite samples.
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Prospects for electronic component distribution in intelligent structures

David J. Warkentin and Edward F. Crawley

Space Engineering Research Center, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology., Cambridge, MA 02139

ABSTRACT: Some hardware implications of control system functionality distribution

in intelligent structures are addressed- it is suggested that distributed and embedded

systems can have substantially fewer external communications lines and faster control

loop speeds than conventional approaches, at the cost of embedding electronic circuit

chips. The application of a single-chip microcomputer to the control of a structural

vibration problem demonstrates the potential for the development of monolithic

integrated circuit devices capable of performing distributed processing tasks required

for fully integrated intelligent structures.

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of fully integrated intelligent structures depends on the development of suitable

actuators, sensors, processors, and algorithms. In the area of strain control, substantial work

has been performed to demonstrate the operation of actuators such as piezoelectrics and shape

memory alloys (Crawley and de Luis, 1987, Rogers et al, 1989), and sensors such as

fiberoptics and other strain sensors (Turner et al, 1990), which would be suitable for

embedding in an intelligent structure. Algorithms for the control of structures with large

numbers of highly distributed sensors and actuators have also been suggested (Young, 1983.

Hall et al, 1989). Recently, work has also been done to demonstrate the feasibility of

physically embedding the electronic components used to implement the control algorithms

(Warkentin and Crawley, 1991).

The actual application of intelligent structures technology will depend on the realization of

tangible benefits and the existence of sufficiently powerful embeddable components. The

purpose of this paper is to suggest some of those potential benefits and to demonstrate the

implementation of structural control with single chip microcomputer.

'C 1992 lOP Publishing Ltd
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2. BENEFITS OF DISTRIBUTION AND EMBEDDING

A substantial amount of circuitry is required to support the function of the actuators and

sensors. Sensors and actuators must be powered, and signals to and from the transducers

must be conditioned and perhaps digitized. The control processing, either in analog, digital,

or hybrid form, must also be performed by integrated circuits. The components which

perform these functions may be centrally located as in traditional control systems, or

distributed to a greater or lesser degree. To quantify some of the implications of the level of

distribution, we may consider the application of a control system to an idealized structure

consisting of n nodes, each associated with an actuator and position and rate sensors, so that a

full-state feedback control system could be implemented. The components which perform the

control functions may be centrally located as in traditional control systems, or distributed to a

greater or lesser degree, as illustrated in Options I and II in Figure 1. Option I shows a case in

which only the sensor and actuator transducers themselves are integrated, so that at least one

signal line from each transducer must leave the structure.

Option I

AP AP AP AP AP AP
- - -- - --- - -- (edge of structure)

S S A SS A

NDND[A _S_ ID[t

Option 11 
N"- D'-

ILC ...
Fig. 1. Two options for distributing functionality. DC=digital computer, AP=analog

processing, S=sensor transducer, A=actuator transducer, GDC=global digital computer,

LDC=local digital computer.

Distributing analog processing as well as the transducers could improve signal to noise ratios

at the cost of a small increase in the number of conductor lines and a number of chips

proportional to the number of structural nodes. If the presence of those chips is supportable,

however, a substantial savings in terms of lines can be obtained by distributing digital

conversion and bus interface functions as well. At the cost of another slight increase in the
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number of chips, the distributed processing in a hierarchic system could also be embedded, as

shown in Option II of Figure 1. In this case, each local digital computer processes

information from a group of transducers, and in turn is connected on a bus with the global

computer. For concreteness, the number of local processors is taken to be the square root of

the number of structural nodes n. Assuming an 8-bit parallel data bus structure with typical

handshaking line requirements, as well as high and low voltage power lines, grounds, and a

clock signal, we can produce a system in which the number of lines is a constant plus a term

of order 0(log 2n) , accounting for the number of lines required to address all the local

processors. This line count reflects only those lines entering the structure.

An integrated digital bus could of course be implemented with out distributing the processing

in a hierarchic fashion; the real benefits of this option are to be found in the comparison of

control loop speeds achievable with undistributed and distributed computational power.

Based on the algorithm presented in (Hall et al, 1989), the number of equivalent operations

required for a fixed gain hierarchic controller may be computed and compared with the number

required to implement a traditional centralized fixed gain controller such as a linear quadratic

regulator. After making plausible assumptions as to relative computation and data

transmission rates, the results of this comparison are presented in Table 1 along with the chip

and line counts for the two options.

Table 1. Numbers of communications lines, distributed chips, and control loop durations for
two levels of distributed functionality.

Centralized Hierarchic

Chips embedded 0 3n + -n

Communication lines 3n,+2 16 + max8, [1 log2 n

Control loop duration

(equiv. operations) O(n2  0(n)

The table shows that by integrating electronic functionality in the structure along with the

transducers a substantial reduction nm3y be achieved in the number of power and signal lines

entering the structure, at the cost of embedding some number of integrated circuits. The

reduction in control loop speed can also be substantial, as suggested by the quadratic

dependence on the number of structural nodes in the centralized option and the linear

dependence in the hierarchic option.

The application of the hierarchic algorithm developed in (Hall et al, 1989) achieves its faster

execution times by means of the inherent parallelism of the distributed local control, but also

through model reduction at the global level. The separation into global and local levels allows

a natural correspondence between fast local loops and high frequency motion, and between the

relatively slow global loop and lowe, frequency motion. This structure does however incur
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some penalty in tLe form of computational overhead and additional communications, so that

for small systems the hierarchic approach can be slower than the centralized approach. As the

problem size increases, though, the n dependence of the hierarchic loops quickly wins out

over the n2 dependence of the centralized loop, as shown in Figure 2.

____ centralized controller loop
-- hier~archic (global cootrol loop)

-- - - hierarchic (local control loop)

107

10 6 ~ - - ~ i - -

10
6 

-... ......................................

105

1 4S10

103

S 102 • - - -

101

1 10 100 1000

Number of structural nodes, n

Fig. 2. Comparison of equivalent operations required by three control loops: the centralized

system and global and local loops of the hierarchic system.

3. DEMONSTRATION OF SINGLE CHIP MICROCOMPUi-TER CONTROL

In contrast with conventional computer control systems which employ many specialized chips

to perform the various functions of signal conversion, computation, storage, and

communication, the embedded control system of an intelligent structure would greatly benefit

from the use of processors which could combine as many functions as possible on a single

chip. This would greatly simplify the interconnections as well as reduce the adverse effect on

structural integrity.

The Intel 87C196KB is a commercially available microcomputer which incorporates on a

single chip many functions (e.g., A/D and D/A conversion, high speed communication,

memory) which are traditionally distributed among many separate chips. It is apparent that a

wide variety of functions can now be combined to greatly reduce the number of chips required

for a complete control system; combined with the ability to embed electronic components in

general, this puts the development of true intelligent structures within reach. The presence of

communication ports on these single chip microcomputers makes possible their incorporation

into a network of such devices. This system could yield an efficient distribution of
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computational load, perhaps in the implementation of a hierarchic controller of the type

described above.

Burst random
disturbance input

S~Tektronix 2630 Data Acquisition System

Dist Disturbance 29m

S__ If .•o..,• caAlluminlurgm

Fig.3. Shemaic f seup fr siglechipmicrcompter cntrolexperibemen.Sosba

pDesplacenknt

Fiur 3ilusraesa rimle stutrlcnto xeien nwihth igeci

eipifilter IInu

Single-chip / 1
ON D/A microcomputer A/D • -•..

Fig. 3. Schematic of setup for single-chip microcomputer control experiment. Shows beam

plant, actuators, sensor, and feedback loop components.

Figure 3 illustrates a simple structural control experiment in which the sin~gle chip

microcomputer was used. As a commercial product with a wide range of intended

applications, the microcomputer could not be expected to perform all dedicated signal

conditioning and amplification fuilctions required by the specific sensor and actuator hardware

used in this experiment; a custom device might well absorb some of these functions as well.

The classica.lly designed compensator consisted of a zero at the origin and two real poles at

383 Hz, and a sampling rate of 14.7 kHz was attained. TIhe tip displacement disturbance

response of the cantilever beam with piezoelectric actuators was reduced by 20 dB from the

open-loop level, and damping ratios of 31%, 4%, and 11% were achieved in the first three

S-xdes. demonstrating a substantial degree of control effectiveness. Figure 4. shows the

frequency response for the open loop case and for three closed loop gains; the large damping

achieved in several modes is apparent, as is thc authority exerted in shifting the frequency of

the second mode. This achievement, together with the other, unused functions present on the

chip, supports the conclusion that with a still greater level of functional integration, leading to

a further reduction in the number of components and increased suitability for physical

embedding. such a device or a near derivative might well be able to perform as a local

controller in the hierarchic control architecture of an intelligent stnrcture.
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Disturbance piezo. transfer function -experiment

101

> 100f*

10

1002

10*3
10-4

1 0 ,5 -J 
, J

10 100 1000
Frequency, Hz

Fig. 4. Structural control with a single chip microcomputer. Response to disturbance at open

loop and four closed loop gains.
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Combining fiber optics, radio frequency and time reflectometry techniques for
smart structure health monitoring
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ABSTRACT: Three optical fibers terminated with reflecting end coatings have been
embedded in a graphite epoxy double jointed bond transverse to the load axis. Joint
specimens were prepared with and without simulated disbonds. A technique has been
developed of measuring the combined phase and amplitude swept radio frequency (rf)
amplitude modulation reflections of the optical signal injected into the embedded fibers,
obtainirng the time domain response (TDR) from the rf frequency response and making a
differential comparison between TDR signatures of a joint in its strained and unstrained
state. Correct placement of the fibers is contingent on correct interpretation of finite
element modeling of predicted strain.

1. INTRODUCTION

The phase-amplitude response of swept ultra-high frequency (UHF) laser

amplitude-modulated light transmitted through composite embedded optical fibers is being

used to measure strain in test structures subject to tensile loading. The objective is to identify

differences in resulting strain fields due to the presence or absence of defects.

Culshaw and Dakin (1989) describe a broad variety of intensity and optical phase

interferometric fiber optic sensors. This technique borrows from Rogowski, et al, 11988] in

that the change in phase delay of the transmitted ultra-high frequency (UHF) modulation

signal is a measure of integrated strain in the fiber embedded in the structure. Now,

however, we seek to measure small spatial differences in strain imposed by transverse

loading. This is accomplished by embedding several optical fibers of different penetration

lengths, which are simultaneously illuminated by a single modulated laser source through a

3x3 fiber optic coupler. Each fiber is terminated with a cleaved, metalized end, causing the

optical signal to reflect back efficiently through the optical splitter to a detector. The

phase-magnitude characteristics of the reflected signals from the three fibers are determined

tN)92 lOP Pubhlshing Ltd
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by a UHF network analyzer in the transmission measurement mode. A fast Fourier

transform (FFT) performed automatically by the network analyzer yields a transmission

mode time domain image of the reflection from the fiber ends, which appear as distinct

reflections. Time and frequency domain information are simultaneously available. Using a

signal subtraction process, small strains are detected using differencing techniques, and

information about the nature of the strain field should make identification of defect generation

possible.

2. MODELING AND DESIGN OF BONDED JOINT SPECIMEN

A bonded joint was designed to test the feasibility

of observing strain fields and strain anomalies t"- rn, Teflon, disks

due to joint disbonds by means of fiber optic . | 2.o-di..

sensors incorporated in the composite. The jointI
material is graphite/epoxy composite throughout. .- /

Figure I is a schematic of the specimens, - ...-

showing where the optical fibers and simulated -

disbond Teflon inserts were placed relative to the I

bond region. The fibers were placed in the - 2.-
mid-plane of the central tongue of the joint and 3 Teflonl exit tube

penetrate to different lengths across the joint. 3 OipntI "be.
Teflon disk ins•ert

The Teflon inserts were 0.5 and 1.0 inches in

radius and were placed in two samples to form

semicircular disbonds, as shown in the figure.

Specimens placed under tensile load experience lateral (transverse) contraction, parallel to the

optical fibers, which undergo the same strain as the surrounding medium. The different

degree of penetration of each fiber into the joint region would result in a different degree of

net strain in each fiber. A 2.0 x 1.9 in. 2 portion of the bonded region was modeled by finite

element methods (FEM) to p-edict the two-dimensional stress field in the center tongue as a

function of load and disbond area in one adjacent adhesive bond.

Transverse strain results of the analysis are shown in two-dimensional plots in Figure 2 for

the specimen with a 0.5 in radius disbond. The strain experienced by the optical fibers,

located at axial location 16, is thus indicated by values between curves at axial locations 15

and 17. Adherend compressive strain increases monotonically from the outer edge (axial

location 21) as the adherend gradually accepts the distributed shear load. Transverse strain
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levels vary from about 125 pI-inches/inch to 300 t-inches/inch for an applied load of 1000

pounds per inch. Predicted strain in all three optic fibers will be about -160 micro strain.

Results indicate that the transverse strain field remains unchanged only at the greatest distance

from the disbond (lateral location 1). Compared to the no-disbond case, strain generally

decreases near the disbond due to the lower total applied load. Within the disbond itself,

however, compressive strain rapidly increases, caused by the elongation of the unloaded area

in the axial direction. Along the optic fibers, strain levels remain unchanged between lateral

locations I and 10, then decrease from about -170 microstrains at lateral location 10 to -100

microstrains at lateral location 18.

Axial
Location

0.5-inch Disbond 1
".0- 3

5. 3-100• l-.. a 7

-150 X --- - 9
Strain -200 -

m ic r o -in / i n 2 . ... . .. - . . 1
-250 ... .... ................. x- 13

-300 a"15

-350 ..... 7...........

-400 1 -I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 - 21

Lateral Location

Figure 2. FEM predicted strain in bonded region with 0.5 in radius disbond.

3. FIBER OPTIC STRAIN SENSOR SYSTEM

The fiber optic system designed to measure strain in the double lap joint is shown in Figure

3. A network analyzer provided a swept rf signal from 300 kHz to 3 GHz [3]. This signal

modulated the amplitude of a high speed diode laser transmitter [Ortel, TSL-3001 and was

coupled to a 50 micron core multimode fiber at the optical output port. This fiber was spliced

to one fiber of a 3 x 3 beam splitting coupler (Canstar). The three output fibers were spliced

to three fibers embedded in the center tongue of the double lap joint, as described earlier, and

shown in Figure 3. Each embedded fiber is a 50 micron core/125 micron cladding step index

mode fiber coated with polyimide to a total outer diameter of 145 microns. The lengths of the

three fibers from the 3 x 3 coupler to the specimen are arbitrary, and can be chosen to
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simplify signal processing, described later.

LOA ou EXTENSIO SIGNAL

r fu
L2twr lae 2: x L

rfin \ L3

detector

Scomputer J
& analysis Specimen in tension[

SLOAD & EXTENSION SIGNALS

Figure 3. Configuration of optical fibers in specimen and data acquisition system.

The embedded fibers were end coated with gold to produce a substantial reflection. The

reflected light returned through the coupler and is split three ways. Only the fibers carrying

the light from the laser to the specimen and back to the detector are of interest - the third

return fiber is ignored, and is not shown in the figure.

The high speed detector detector/receiver (Ortel, RSL-50) was ac coupled to the input port of

the network analyzer (HP-8752A vector network analyzer). An rf transmission measurement

previously described by Schoenwald, et al (1990) provides a magnitude and phase record of

the sum of the three optical signals, which are of different path length, and which therefore

produces a complex interference pattern in the frequency domain measured from 300 kHz to

3 GHz. Interpretation of strain effects from the frequency spectrum is difficult. Instead, we

are able to perform a network analyzer-based Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and convert the

frequency domain information to a transmission time domain representation. In effect,

reflections from the fiber ends are observable as optical sources at a given distance along the

optical path. The FFT performed on the frequency domain data produces a time domain

signal equivalent to an optical time domain reflectometer. To observe strain effects in the

specimen using the fiber sensor, a subtraction procedure was used. As load was applied to

the specimen, time-averaged waveforms of new time domain data (TDD) were subtracted

from a reference waveform of TDD of the specimen in the zero load state. These differences
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represent the degree to which the strained fiber endpoints have shifted relative to the unloaded

state, and the dependence is predicted to be linear for small strains.

4. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

Tensile loads up to 16,000 lbs were applied to the specimen containing a 1.0 in. radius

Teflon insert. Figure 4 is a representative set of curves for this specimen. The first

difference curve indicates a nearly negligible response, whereas curves 2 and 3 indicate a

trend of increasing signal with load, but with variations in the trends. These variations were

somewhat repeatable with repetition of the measurements; since considerable time averaging
was performed, noise is discounted as a probable reason for such variations. We suspect the

variations are due to interfacial disbonding between the fibers and the composite matrix.

Hysteresis lag during load reduction tends to support this interpretation. Further tensile

testing and ultimately destructive sectioning and photomicrograph analysis may explain the

observed behavior of the sensor. Interfacial adhesion between optical fiber coatings and both

the fiber and composite matrix are of critical concern.

00-..

Amplitude •• Aj,,u.d 1

6 00e• 7- 
Amltd2

- Amplitude 3

4 00o.7-

? 00q i

000"'O .. ..

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 lanO0 12000

Load (Ibs)

Figurt 4. Differential signal response of FFT waveforms versus applied load

5. SUMMARY

We have described a fiber optic sensor designed to detect disbonds in double bonded joints

of graphite/epoxy composite. The ability to observe such disbonds has implications for

health monitoring systems applications in a variety of structures, including space launch
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vehicles. The sensor is based on the signal processing of the complex amplitude and phase

response of the summed reflections of radio frequency amplitude modulated light in three

optical fibers embedded in a composite structure to different penetration distances. An FFT

reduces the complex frequency information to a time domain representation of reflection

pulses, which can be digitized and differenced from reference time domain waveforms.

Observable trends indicate that fibers of greater penetration depth show greater strain

response, but questions remain as to the bond integrity between the fibers and the composite

matrix, and pos-ible sources of noise which affect the predicted monotonic behavior of the

processed signals.
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Fiber-optic sensor integration and multiplexing techniques for smart skin applications
J. D. Muhs, S. W. Allison, C. J. Janke, S. Kercel, and D. B. Smith

Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

Abstract

Integration and multiplexing techniques for smart skin applications using optical fibers has
become an increasingly important topic of research in recent years. This paper reviews the initial
stages of research in this area at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Specifically, results
from first generation fiber-optic temperature and strain sensor development efforts are given, along
with a discussion of various integration and multiplexing techniques proposed for future development.

1. Introduction

With the evolution of advanced composites for use in military, aerospace, and industrial
applications, comes a growing need for sensors capable of monitoring the condition of these materials.
Ideally, a single-sensor system will be able to evaluate several physical parameters simultaneously over
the composite's lifetime to insure safety and reliability. "Smart" composite structures having a
multitude of sensor arrays will also self-diagnose possible failure mechanisms prior to their occurrence
and potential!y be applicable during the curing phase of the composite fabrication process. To
achieve these goals, further sensor experimentation by researchers is necessary to overcome some of
the barriers associated with current state-of-the-art sensor systems.

Techniques in common use for detecting composite strength degradation after curing include
the eddy current and ultrasonic methods. Using these techniques, determining the structural integrity
of complex composite structures becomes cost intensive because of the (a) periodic and prolonged
down-time required for nondestructive evaluation, (b) extensive time required to fully test the
structures, and (c) difficulty in interpreting and drawing useful conclusions from the measurements.
A new sensor technology using optical fibers has recently emerged as a potentially superior alternative
to the conventional techniques for nondestructive evaluation because of the inherent advantages it
possesses. A unique property of an optical fiber is its compatibility with composite structures. The
small size of an optical fiber allows it to be embedded in a composite matrix without noticeably
degrading the overall strength of the composite. Fiber-optic sensors are intrinsically safe, passive
systems that require no shielding from electromagnetic interference. Optica. fibers can also be made
to detect a wide range of physical parameters and can act both as a transducer and a transmission
medium. Such sensors also offer the potential for continuous, remote self-monitoring of composite
structures during their service lifetime. This feature eliminates many of the problems associated with
conventional nondestructive evaluation techniques.

Strain Measurement
In recent years, research has begun on strain measurements in fully cured composites using

optical fibers. The need for such devices for structural fatigue, vibration, and delamination
monitoring in composites is unquestionable. The embedded fiber-optic strain measurement
techniques used by researchers to date consist of (a) multimode optical-fiber microbending, (b)
singlemode fiber-optic interferometry, (c) modal domain crosstalk (using two-core optical fibers), and
(d) optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR).1-3. 5 7

*Prepared by the Oak Ridge National Iaboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-7280. Managed by Martin Marietta Energy
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Heat Damage Monitoring
The detrimental effects of overheating on composite strength has been well documented. For

example, the strength of a 21-ply, epoxy-based IM6/3501-6 composite (manufactured by Hercules)
decreases by approximately one order of magnitude when heated from 300*C to 600'C, although not
visually detectable. Several techniques are currently being pursued for measuring surface heat damage
after the high-temperature exposure has occurred.4'6,' However, most researchers feel that real-time
temperature monitors using embedd- _znsors will give the best indication of heat damage in
composites. In the past, thermocouples have been used almost exclusively for this task. However,
the attractive features of embedded fiber-optic sensors mentioned earlier make them a viable
alternative, especially when multiplexed with other types of fiber-optic sensors.

Moisture Content Determination
In epoxy-based composite structures, moisture adversely effects the resin and decreases the

overall strength of the structure. Furthermore, the added weight created by moisture can be
detrimental to the structures survivability. Optical techniques capable of monitoring moisture in air
(humidity) have been well documented in the past.9 "4 However, miniature fiber-optic moisture
sensors must be developed for embedded composite senbor applications.

2 Preliminary Experimental Results and Discussion

Temperature Sensing
When excited by ultraviolet and/or visible laser light, certain phosphors will fluoresce in the

visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hence, the technique chosen for further
development at ORNL is based on UV-excited two-color (wavelength) fluorescence amplitude
ratioing. The fluorescence amplitude of two separate wavelengths vary with temperature changes.
As the temperature of the phosphor fluctuates, the ratio of the two fluorescence signals is altered.
To insure the ultraviolet light interacts with the phosphor during the measurement, the optical fiber
(in our case a 100/120pm glass-on-glass fiber) was etched using hydrofluoric acid until its core was
exposed. Next, a temperature-sensitive phosphor was applied to the etched region using a epoxy
binder. Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup used. Preliminary results from one particular
phosphor have shown the technique to be a viable method of discerning temperature changes.

The composite's epoxy resin itself will fluoresce when excited by broadband ultraviolet and/or
laser light. Preliminary experiments at ORNL have shown that in some cases this intrinsic
fluorescence phenomena is directly dependent on the maximum temperature experienced by the
compounds, see Fig. 2.

Strain Sensine
The approach used at ORNL for strain sensing entails the use of singlemode optical fiber

and incorporates the technique of OTDR. In general, the OTDR technique is based on the fact that
if a very small duration light pulse is sent down an optical fiber, reflections at fiber discontinuities will
send return signals back in the opposite direction, as depicted in Fig. 3. By measuring the time of
flight, t1, between consecutive reflections, one can determine the relative magnitude of the length of
optical fiber located between the two discontinuities (reflections).

Recently, a preliminary proof-of-principle evaluation of the OTDR technique has been
initiated at ORNL. In these experiments, a OTDR system (similar to the one depicted in Fig. 1) was
assembled using off-the-shelf Tektronics and Opto-Electronics, Inc. components and experimental
data taken. A fiber-optic strain sensor having a longitudinal gauge length of approximately one meter
was hard-mounted at one end and affixed to a single-axis translation stage at the other. The
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singlemode optical fiber was then elongated by moving the translation stage in increments of 400 pmr.
The relative changes in time-of-flight measurements were recorded. Figure 4 shows the results of
five identical elongation sample experiments. The strain sensitivity of the system was -400
microstrain, but with further refinement of the sensor architecture and improved components, the
sensitivity is expected to improve by a factor of -100.
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Sensor Multiplexing and Integration
Several techniques for multiplexing the above sensors have been investigated for further

development. For instance, wavelength division multiplexing will likely be implemented in the
fluorescence temperature sensing system by depositing different phosphors at distinct locations along
the length of an embedded optical fiber. In addition, the development of a proprietary optical fiber
capable of multiplexing singlemode and multimode sensors is also being pursued at ORNL.

Samples of composite materials were fabricated using preliminary embedding techniques. The
samples were fabricated from Hercules IM6G/3501-6, unidirectional, prepreg 12 inches wide in a 16-
ply quasi-isotropic symmetrical layup - 1+45/-45/90/0/+45/-45/90/0]. Optical fibers were embedded
at three locations by placing groups of one, two, and three polyamide coated 100/120/130 Jim
multimodc fibers side-by-side (a total of six fibers) in the composite (spaced approximately three
inches apart). Testing that was pcrformed on these panels included thickness measurements,
intcrlaminar shear strength determinations, scanning electron micrographs, and optical
photomicrographs. The results of these tests were (a) no abnormal thickness differences were evident
between areas containing the embedded optical fibers compared to areas in which there were no
embedded fibers, (b) tests showed that there was a large standard deviation in shear strength data
(due to large void content and that the implementation of optical fibers had no discernable effect on
the strength of the specimens, and (c) the scanning electron micrographs and optical
photomicrogiaphs identified several small voids adjacent to the optical fibers which likely resulted
from poor (low of the epoxy resin system during cure.

3. Summary

This paper has reviewed integration and multiplexing techniques for smart skin applications
using optical fibers being developed at ORNL. along with providing preliminary data on fiber-optic
temperature and strain sensors.
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Control of smart traversing beam

A.Baz, J.Ro, S.Poh and J.Gilheany

Mechanical Engineering Department, The Catholic University of America
Washington, DC 20064

ABSTRACT

Shape memory Nickel-Titanium alloy (NITINOL) is utilized in developing
SMART traversing beams for use In critical applications where weight and
deflection are of utmost importance such as the launching and crossing
operations of long support bridges. The NITINOL fibers are placed at
critical locations inside the traversing beams to sense and control the
beam deflection. With such capabilities, it would be possible to
manufacture light weight and long span support bridges which can be easily
handled in short emplacement time.

A finite element model is developed to describe the static
characteristics of a thin-walled square cross section cantilever beam
subjected to concentrated moving loads. The model accounts for the control
action provided by the phase recovery forces generated by the NITINOL
fibers due to their activation by the control system. A closed-loop
computer-controlled prototype of the SMART beam is built to demonstrate the
feasibility of the concept. The sides of the prototype beam are made of
photoelastic plates in order to monitor the stress distribution in the beam
with and without the activation of the NITINOL fibers. The experimental
stress distribution and beam deflection are found to be in good agreement
with the predictions of the finite element model. The results obtained
successfully demonstrate the effectiveness of the NITINOL fibers in sensing
and controlling the deflection of this class of SMART beams.

1. INTRODUCTION

Emphasis has been placed recently on the development of a wide
spectrum of SMART structures that have built-in sensing, actuation and
control capabilities. These structures can sense external disturbances,
actively compensate for them in appropriate time and revert back to their
undeflected shape as soon as these disturbances are removed. Distinct
among these structures are those reinforced with shape memory
Nickel-TItanium alloy (NITINOL) fibers. Such structures have been
considered for various critical applications because their static and
dynamic characteristics can be easily tailored to adapt to changes in the
Operating conditions (Baz et al 1991, Rogers 1991 and Ikegami et.al 1990).

In the present study, a SMART traversing beam is developed as shown in
Figure (1) to replace conventional traversing beams which are traditionally

,C1992 1OP Publishing Ltd
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manufactured from heavy metallic cross sections. Such conventional beams
are launched frcm a truck provided with a massive counterbalance weight to
resist the tipping moment generated by the dead weight of the extended
beam. The excessive weight of the metallic traversing beam imposes severe
stress and deflection constraints on the maximum length of its span which,
in turn, limits its use to narrow gap support bridges. To avoid these
problems The SMART traversing beam concept offers a viable alternative as
the metallic beam is replaced by an actively controlled light weight
composite beam. The SMART beam will operate with smalir- counterbalance
weights over wider gaps.

/ NITINOL ACTUATOR

/

NEUTRAL AXIS
FORCE

NITINOL SENSOR

W51;11"- "- - -.-- P -

Figure (1) - The SMART traversing beam

The SMART beam relies in its operation on two sets of NITINOL wires
embedded in the composite fabric of its thin-walled hollow cross section.
The first set consists of l arge diameter wires to serve as actuators
whereas the second set of wires is made of much smaller diameter wires to
act as sensors. When the set of sensors detects deflections, during
launching or cross over operations, a signal is generated which is
proportional to the external moment acting on the beam (Baz et al 1991).
This signal activates a appropriate number of actuator fibers by heating
them above their transition temperature (Duerig 1990, Perkins 1975). The
resulting phase recovery forces times the distance to the neutral axis of
the beam generates a moment which counterbalances the gravitational moment
acting on the beam. This action considerably reduces the beam deflection.

2. PROTOTYPE OF THE SMART TRAVERSING BEAM

A schematic drawing of a prototype of the SMART beam is shown in
Figure (2). The beam is a thin-walled square cross section beam which is
17.5cm x 5cm x 5cm. The wall thickness of the beam is 0.625 cm. The sides
of the beam are made of a photo-elastic plate (PS-4 from Measurements
Group, Inc., Raleigh, NC) in order to monitor the stress distribution in
the beam. The top and bottom faces are made of fiberglass-polyester
composite plates. In the top face, a set of 0.55 rm diameter NITINOL
actuator fibers are embedded inside vulcanized rubber sleeves while in the
bottom face a single loop of a 0.15 mm diameter NITINL' sensor fiber is
bonded o the composite matrix. The actuator fibers are fix'd to the free
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Figure (2) - Prototype of the SMART traversing beam

end of the beam and are connected to a load cell at the other end to
monitor the force generated by the actuators as they undergo their phase
transformation. The sensor fiber is connected to a Wheatstone bridge and
acts as a distributed strain gage. When a load is applied to the beam, the
sensor will detect the developed strains. The resulting signal is
amplified and sent to the computer to compute the required control action
based on an ON-OFF control strategy with a dead band as shown in Figure
(3). The control action is sent to a power amplifier to heat (activate)
the NITINOL actuator set in order to bring the beam back to its undeflected
position. The temperature of the NITINOL actuators is monitored with a
thermo-couple. The stress distribution inside the beam is also
continuously monitored by placing the beam inside a polariscope and
illuminating it with diffused light. The generated fringes are recorded by
the computer via a video camera during the different phases of operation.
The !so-chromatic fringes developed in the photo-elastic sides of the beam,
which represent the contours of constant shear stress, are compared with
the results of the finite element model.

The effectiveness of the NITINOL-based sensing and actuation is
evaluated oy moving a weight at different speeds over the beam span and
monitoring the beam deflection with and without the activation of the
control system. This simulates the launching operation of the SMART
traversing beam where the bridge weight increases as it is extended over
the gap. Also, the performance of the control system is determined at
different values of the dead band and pre-load of the NITINOL actuator.

A
Vý

f -- R f IIIVRfy V--- .VCANM -

" , - " - . ,s T . , S - -

Figure (3) - 5iock diagram of the control system
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3. PERFORMANCE OF SMART BEAM

3.1. Effect of actuator pre-load

Figures (4), (5) and (6) show the performance of the SMART beam when
the pre-load of the NITINOL actuators is 0, 2.2 and 4.4 N, respectively. In
all these figures, the controller dead band is set at 0.976 pm and the
moving weight is pulled at a constant speed of 0.011 m/s over the beam
span. In Figure (4-A), the position of the moving weight is shown as a
function of time and the corresponding deflection of the free end of the

uncontrolled beam is shown in Figure (4-B). This deflection increases to a
maximum value of 1.8 mm as the moving weight moves from the fixed end of

the beam to its free end. When the controller is activated the NITINOL
actuators remain ineffective, as indicated in Figure (4-C), until their

temperature starts exceeding their phase transformation temperature of
about 40

0
C. This occurs at a time of about 10 seconds as shown in Figure

(4-D). Until such time is reached the beam deflection remains essentially
equal to that of the uncontrolled beam. However, as the time progresses
the NITINOL actuators start generating their phase recovery forces as shown
in Figure (4-C). These forces bring the beam back to its undeflected
position by compensating for the moment produced by the moving weight.
Once the undeflected position is attained, at time = 13 s, the controller

deactivates the NITINOL actuators. This manifests itself by a drop in the
actuator force and temperature. Consequently, the beam deflection starts
to increase beyond the desired dead band and the controller again activates
the NITINOL actuators to compensate for this error. This process of

activation and deactivation of the NITINOL actuators is repeated and it
results in the oscillatory behavior displayed in Figures (4-B), (4-C) and

(4-D).
Increasing the pre-load of the NITINOL actuators to 2.2 N and 4.4 N is

observed to considerably improve the performance of the SMART beam as shown
in Figures (5) and (6) respectively. This improvement is attributed to the

increase in the phase recovery forces developed by the actuators as a
result of increased pre-loads. A summary of the effect of the pre-load on

the maximum end deflection of the controlled and uncontrolled beam is
displayed in Figure (7).

3.2. Effect of controller dead band

The effect of increasing the dead band on the controller performance is
shown in Figure (8). The figure indicates that increasing the dead band
tenfold resulted in increasing the maximum deflection of the beam from 0.3
mm to 0.5 mm. Such an increase is attributed to the delayed response of
the controller which, in turn, resulted In delayed heating of the NITINOL

actuators as clearly shown in Figure (8-D).

3.3. Effect of moving weight speed

The effect of varying the speed of the moving weight on the performance
of the SMART beam is shown in Figure (9). At low travel speeds, the
controller response is adequate enough to compensate for the deflection
error, However, as the speed of the weight increases the slow response of

the NITINOL actuators becomes a limiting factor in correcting the displace-
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ment error. This is clearly manifested in Figure (9-C) where the monitored
maximum displacement error is 0.1 mm when the weight speed is 0.011 m/s and
it increases to 0.9 mm as the weight speed is increased to 0.021 m/s.

4. STRESS DISTRIBUTION

4.1. Theoretical modeling

A finite element model is developed to model the stress distribution in
the SMART beam. The model is obtained by dividing the beam into a set of E
quadrilateral plate elements such that the displacement model within each
element is assumed to be

U = [NI 6'. (1)

where [N] is the matrix of shape functions and 6e is the vector of nodal
displacements of the element (Fenner 1975, Rao 1989). The strain vector c
is also expressed in terms of the nodal displacement vector 6e by
differentiating equation (1) to yield

c = [1I 6', (2)

where [IB is the spatial derivative of the matrix of shape functions (NJ.

The vector of stresses c are obtained from the constitutive model of
the beam as follows

a = [ ] (c - £o), (3)

where IDN is the elasticity matrix and c. is the vector of initial strains
due to the pre-load of the NITINOL and the thermal loading.

Using the classical finite element approach, one can write the total
potential energy of the beam and the necessary conditions for minimizing
that energy to attain a static equilibrium configuration of the beam. This
yields the following equation

F E

SKe J =Z ~P + b + Pc (4)

where [Ke] :ff [BIT [D] [B1 dV element stiffness, (5)

P = [B]T ID! co dV = element load vector (6)
due to intial strain,

Pb = [[ NV @ o[ = element load vector (7)
due to body forces,

A = the global vector of nodal displacements,
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(P = the vector of body forces per unit volume,

V = beam volume,

and P, = concentrated loads and moments vector such that:

13(t)= weight of moving mass V at node f

Pc(a) moment of NITINOL actuators
(total actuators tension T x
distance to neutral azis d) at node a

otherwise P,(i) = 0 for all nodes i except i= t or a 18)

Equation (4) is used to calculate the nodal displacements due to the
motion of the moving weight W over the beam span with, and without, the
activation of the NITINOL actuators (i.e. with and without the application
of the control moment Pc(a)= T x d), Equations (2) and (3) are then used
to compute the resulting strains t and stresses a-.

The computed shear stresses Tc are compared with the shear stresses
Tm measured using the photo-elastic technique (Kuske and Robertson 1974)
which are given by

Tm = n f / (4 t), (9)

where n is the order of the iso-chromatic fringe on which Tm acts, f is the
material photoelastic constant and t is optical thickness of each side of
the traversing beam.

4.2. Results

Figure (10) shows a comparison between the finite element model
predictions and the photoelastic measurements of the shear stress
distribution in the sides of the traversing beam. The figure shows the
theoretical and experimental stresses developed when the load is at the
fixed end of the traversing beam as indicated in case (A). Comparisons are
also given when the load is placed at the free end of the beam with the
controller unactivated (case B) and activated (case C). It can be seen
that there is close agreement between theory and experiments.

It is also important to note that the activation of the NITINOL
actuators results in reducing the shear stresses in the beam particularly
at its fixed end. This is clearly manifested by the shifting of the
iso-shear stress contours to the left and accordingly reducing the maximum
order of the iso-chromatic fringes measured.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study has presented a SMART beam with built-in sensing and
actuation capabilities which are bast,! on the utilization of shape memory
fibers (NITINOL) to control the deflection under the action of a moving
load. Experimental and theoretical investigations performed successfully
demonstrate the feasibility of the SMART traversing beam. Increasing the
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pre-load of the NITINOL actuators and reducing the controller dead band are
found essential to improving the performance of the SMART beam. It is also
observed that the travel speed of the moving weight should be compatible
with the time response capability of the NITINOL actuators in order to
achieve effective controller performance.

The results obtained suggest the potential of the SMART beam concept in
providing light weight, high strength and low deflection beams that can be
effective in designing critical structures such as long span support
bridges.
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Active flexible rods with embedded SMA fibers

Dimitris C. Lagoudas and Lradj G. Tadjbakbsh

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Troy, NY 12180

Abstract

Embedding of shape memory alloy (SMA) fibers in slender flexible bodies results in

shape changes of the host medium, whenever shape recovery of the SMA fibers takes

place. The shape change of a cylindrical rod with a single off-axis embedded SMA

fiber is modeled in this paper. The distributed axial compressive force and bending

moment due to phase transformation in the SMA fiber is evaluated using an

approximate analytical model and the deformed shape of the flexible rod is found by

solving the equations of equilibrium of the rod.

1. INTRODUCTION

The shape memory effect (Buehler and Wiley 1965, Perkins 1975) is connected with

plastic strain recovery upon heating. SMA enhanced composites and SMA actuators

have already proved very reliable (Liang and Rogers 1990a). Active flexible

structures often consist of thin components such as rods, plates and shells that have

been enhanced with shape memory fibers. Development of one or two dimensional

theories that accurately describe the dynamic behavior of such composite elements

poses special challenges. For, in addition to geometric nonlinearities that accompany

large scale motions, one must now include complex material nonlinearity of the

actuators (McNichols and Cory 1987, Liang and Rogers 1990b).

2. SHAPE CONTROL OF FLEXIBLE STRUCTURES

The general problem of controlling the shape of a flexible body according to a

pre-determined configuration that is not its natural stress-free state requires

development of new continuum models as well as new control strategies. The

problem can be posed for either one- or two-dimensional media that execute three

1992 lOP Pubhhng Ltd
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dimensional motions. Control can be achieved by embedding SMA fibers in the body
in orientations that create the necessary forces for maintaining the prescribed shape.
The compliance of such a body changes with space and time.

Considering a thin rod enhanced with SMA fibers, a theory can be developed that will
predict the shape of the rod when the SMA fibers undergo the martensitic-austenitic
phase transformation. The same theory can also be used to consider the inverse, and

conceivably more difficult, problem of determining SMA fiber placement when the
shape of the rod is given. A prerequisite for success will be the correct modeling of
the mechanisms of transfer of strain from SMA to the host medium and its conversion
to distributed forces and couples.

A number of thin SMA fibers can be assumed to be embedded in the rod in various
orientations including helical configurations. Assuming some initial prestraining of
the SMA fibers before they are perfectly bonded to the rod, raising the temperature
oeyond Af will induce strains in the surrounding matrix caused by the martensitic-
austenitic phase transformation in the fibers and the constraint of the shape recovery
imposed by the elastica. The variation in the forces on any cross section will give rise

to resultant bending and twisting moments that will cause the curvature and torsion

of the rod.

3. OFF-AXIS SMA FIBER EMBEDDED IN A CYLINDRICAL FLEXIBLE ROD

To demonstrate the idea of modeling configurational changes in flexible rods, a single
SMA fiber is considered to be embedded in a long flexible rod of circular cross section
as shown in Fig. 1. The SMA fiber is assumed to be in the martensitic phase and
with initial permanent axial strain denoted by -es-. The strain Esm- will denote the
strain associated with the stress-free shape recovery upon heating, that is, when the
temperature is raised above Af. The strain efms would be recovered provided that the
SMA fiber were free to undergo the martensitic- austenitic phase transformation.
Because of the constraints imposed by the host medium, a self-equilibrated internal
stress state will develop instead, and the prestrain est- will only be partially

recovered.

An approximate model for the load transfer from the SMA fiber to the host medium
is the cylindrical shear-lag model (Budiansky et al., 1986). According to this model,
the axial strain of the host m•dium and the partial shape recovery of SMA takes
place through deformation of a shear layer surrounding the SMA fiber. Assuming
that the outer radius of the shear layer is p=(pr-d) and that the ends at s=-L/2 and
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s=L/2 are traction-free (Figure 1), the following result is obtained for the shear
stress on the interface between the SMA fiber and the host medium:

= E2 f Sa (P2.-e 12 e -o(L/2+s)e-k{L/ 2 '1s)
ri p 1+(p2a-pl')E;2/El 1+eL

The constant a is given by

Sr2 G2 E2) (2)
P= I I E21n(p-pl)1p _pi +

As a result of the nonzero interface stress, a distributed axial force and a distributed

bending moment is applied to the host medium by the SMA fiber. The distributed

axial force is found by integrating the interface shear over the perimeter of the fiber

and its non-zero component, along the axis of the rod, is given by

Se-a(L/2+ S)-e-a(L/2-5)
f• - -I2i P1 dO = Fsma a le I+eaL , (3)

with Fs- defined by

Fs= -a p2 E2  (P22-P (4)

Similarly, the distributed bending moment acts about an axis perpendicular to the

plane formed by the SMA fiber and the axis of the rod. For the coordinate system

selected in Figure 1 this is the x2 axis and the magnitude of the distributed bending

moment has the evaluation

m2 = t2T.r p, (d+pjcos8) dO = --d f3  (5)

4. SHAPE CHANGE OF A FLEXIBLE ROD WITH AN EMBEDDED SMA FIBER

The equations of equilibrium of an inextensible rod, with applied distributed forces

and distributed bending moments and a quadratic strain energy function, have the

following form (Love 1944, Tadjbakhsh 1966):



=S

F' + X2F 3 - 3F 2 + f 1 =0 , (6)

F' + K3F 1- IF3 +f 2 = 0 (7)

F' +,iF2 - 2Fi+ f3= 0 ,(8)
3

Ellin' + 6I33r-2K3 - EI 2 2K2X 3 - F2 + m 1 = 0 (9)
1

EI22K' + Eljr 3 - Gl331 IK3 + F, + m 2 = 0 , (10)
2

GI 33%' + EI 22K1, 2 - EI11l•I 2 + m 3 = 0 11)3

For the case of the off-axis SMA fiber embedded in a cylindrical rod, described in the

previous section, we have fl=f 2=0, m 1=m3=0, while f3 and m2 are given by equations

(3) and (5), respectively. The equations of equilibrium reduce in this case to the

following ones:

F' + r 2F 3 =0 , (12)

F' -K 2 F 1 +f 3 =0 , (13)
3

EI 22 " , + F+m 2 = 0 (14)
2

The above system of nonlinear o.d.e.'s is supplemented by the kinematical

relationships

S(15)

8 8
x, = J sinw ds , x 3 =J cosW2 ds (1d)

-L/ 2  2

For a finite length rod, the above system of six o.d.e.'s (12)-(16) has been integrated

numerically using a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. All mathematical manipulations

have been carried out with MATHEMATICA (Wolfram, 1991). For a simply

supported rod, schematically shown in Fig. 1, the boundary conditions are

xi(-L/2) = x 3(-L/2) = F3(-L/2) = r 2(-L/2) = 0 (17)

x1(L/2) = F3(L/2) = rc(L/2) = 0 (18)



Ah.pI JdtIu n, S 11- rl• I i r 9 )

The shooting method has been employed to iteratively solve the above boundary

value problem by a succession of initial value problems. After an initial guess for

ý 2(-L/2) and F,(-L/2) was made, the system of o.d.e. (12)--(16) was integrated from

s=-L/2 to s=L/2 and the error in K2(L/2) and x,(L/2) was used to update v,(-L/2)

and F,(-L/2) by adding to them increments found from the solution to the following

system of linear equations:

x•,(L/2) 9x (L/2)

(-aT2J (-L/2) 6P 2(-L/2) -x 1(L/2)

O92(L/2) '2 (L/2) = (19)
-3 _L2 •.32- o"F ((-/2L/-2)/

The partial derivatives in the coefficient matrix above were found numerically.

5. SELECTED RESULTS

As an example, the deformed shape of a rod of length 25d with an embedded SMA

fiber is shown in Fig. 1. The rod is simply supported and is assumed to be straight in

its original configuration, before the martensitic-austenitic transformation occurs in

the SMA fiber. It is noted that for rod lengths below a critical value the deformed

shapes are similar to the one shown in Fig.1. When the rod length exceeds that

critical value, bifurcation of the solution occurs and multiple shapes are possible.

This point is currently under investigation.
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